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THE

TRANSLATORS' PREFACE.

The object of physiology is to expose the phenomena of lifcj and the condi-

tions upon which their manifestations depend. To accomplish which it must

be first determined what are the phenomena which collectively are denomi-

nated life. For this purpose a knowledge of the general properties of or-

ganic or living bodies must be acquired^ and this can only be attained by

comparing the phenomena and actions of organic or Hving bodies with those

exhibited by inorganic or lifeless bodies. Having by such comparative inves-

tigation gained a knowledge of the qualities distinguishing Uving bodies in

general^ the next principal object will be to ascertain the qualities that re-

spectively characterize the two great sections of the animate world. With

this view^ a comparison is instituted between plants and animals relative to

their composition, configuration^ formation, powers, origin, end, and connexion

with external influences.

These comparative inquiries lead to the discovery of the qualities which

man shares with living bodies in general, or with animals in particular, and

to the acquisition of fimdamental ideas of life, organization, and th,e proper-

ties of living bodies, as also of the circumstances and conditions under which

life is developed.

The next course to be pursued is that of compaiing man with other ani-

mals, so as to make known the peculiarities of his structure and manifesta-

tions of Hfe—^to assign him a place in the system of nature, to characterize

the races of man, and to foUow them in their distribution over the globe.

In researches into the manifestations of activity in man, and the causes on

which they depend, the qualities of the body in which these operate are to

be considered. These qualities consist in pectdiarlties of composition, aggre-

gation, textm'e, and formation. Hence chemistry is employed to detect the

matters entering into its solid and liquid parts, to determine their modes of

combination, and to indicate and explain the changes occurring therein dur-

ing life. As respects the structure and form of the body, the parts simply as

they are seen, those which are beyond the analysis of the anatomical scalpel,



the different tissues, and their several properties, severally require examination

and exposition.

The principal inquiry, however, included in the science of human physi-

ology is into the demonstrations of power, which we call the life of man. In

this scrutiny the phenomena exhibited, and the properties enjoyed by the

different tissues and organs are to be divided into classes, according to their

several resemblances and differences ; at the same time that attempts must be

made to discover the conditions and powers under whose influences such

phenomena are generated and maintained. To establish the laws by which

the powers enter into action, and to learn in what manner the life of man,

or the sum of all his active manifestations is produced and maintained by

the mutual play of the power, also form part of the task. Finally, a con-

sideration of aU the vital phenomena, as well in the different organs and

isolated apparatus as in their connexion one with another and in their mutual

dependance, is the great object of physiology.

One train of phenomena is superadded to the study of human physiology

not entering into that of general physiology—^the phenomena of intellect.

These are, however, to be examined only in part—^psycology claims the

remainder. The physiologist has to inquire into the dependance of the

mental operations on the disposition, organization, and powers of the body,

to determine the influence which different functions exert over them—as also

to indicate the reciprocity of action between the mind and the corpoi-eal

organs and their functions. The regular changes which the human race under-

goes in configuraiion, composition, and activity, from the period of conception

to that of death, are subjects of physiological investigation, and are properly

treated of, while considering the functions of generation, formation, develop-

ment of the foetus, and the various periods of life. Death, with its pheno-

mena and their differences resulting from the mode of death, together with

the operation of the causes of these differences, also compose objects of phy-

siological inqioiry.

The action of external influences on the body, as of certain degrees of

heat, light, and electricity, the qualities of the atmosphere, water and food,

the diurnal and annual epochs, the influence of climate, of meteorological

and hygrometrical conditions of the atmosphere, are each and aU circumstances

and agents that should not escape the scrutiny of the physiologist.

Inasmuch as our inquiry should extend to the influence exerted by the

mind over the material body, in so much should our study be directed to

those circumstances which may modify the habits and tendencies of the

mental faculties. Manners and customs, the organization of society, the

constitution of the state, and the prevalent religious opinions, compose such

circumstances, and are, therefore, worthy the serious consideration of the

philosophical inquirer into the life of man.



Such are the subjects entering into the domain of systematic physiology.

The mode of arriving at the preliminary knowledge of the attributes of inor-

ganic and organic matter, as well as of the inferior forms of the latter com-

posing the vegetable creation, is by comparison. This mode, which on its

annoimcement may appear novel, is, nevertheless, the one most commonly

had recourse to during an investigation of nature and her phenomena ; of

this any one vsdll be convinced who reflects on the origin of his knowledge of

those phenomena. The more numerous the points of view under which we

discover that the objects of our researches may be compared, the more fully

do we perceive resemblances and distinctions between them, and the more

perfectly do we enter into their essence. But neither should deductions be

too hastily made from the resemblances or differences of objects, nor should

such be allowed too exclusively to fix our attention. Sagacious observers not

nnfrequently fall into the error of trusting to the former alone, while men of

active imagination as easily submit to the latter. This double error was well

remarked and expressed by Bacon in his Nov. Organum, Lib. I, Aph. 55.

Maximum et velut radicale discrimen ingeniosum, quod philosophiam et

scientias, illud est; quod alia ingenia sint fortiora et aptiora adnotandas

rerum differentias : aha adnotandas rerum similitudines. Ingenia einm con-

stantia et acuta figere contemplationes et morari et hserere in omni subtilitate

differentiaiTim possunt ; ingenia autem sublimia et discussiva etiam tenuissimas

et cathoHcas rerum similitudines et agnoscimt et componunt. Utrumque

autem ingenium facile labitur in excessum prensando aut gradus rerum aut

umbras." The former often fail to obtain the essence by paying too much

attention to the more unimportant secondary points, whilst the latter, by

seizing too readily slight resemblances, are led away by false analogies. The

true inductive spirit hes " in medias res," and in proportion to its value is

the rarity with which it is observed to be pursued. By closely insisting on

this nJe the usefulness of comparison, in the study of physiology, may be

fairly estimated, and its application judiciously regulated.

Physiology is very commonly considered and represented as an experimental

science, although the true meaning attached to the designation is as com-

monly misxmderstood ; all that it implies being that the science is based on

experiment. The incontestable truths of physiology are the results of obser-

vation and experiment, whatever follow must be derivable from the same

sources. All our knowledge proceeds from experience; for the objects which

impinge on our senses, and which, themselves, produce ideas^ or excite the

mind to compare, combine, separate, and elaborate other ideas, are the only

means whereby the mind is brought to an acquaintance with them, which

acquaintanceship is called experience. No Icnowledge precedes experience

;

accordingly experiment is the foundation on Avhich all oiu- physiological
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knowledge^ if it be rational, must be ereeted, and to which it must, if ques-

tioned, be referred.

But crude, indeed, would be the pediment without the well-ordered

statue—the foundation mthout the superstructui-e—the fact without the

inference. Vain would be the chaotic accumulation of experiments, and use-

less the heaps of isolated facts. The mind of man is so constituted as to

render very unsatisfactory the possession of mere truisms established by the

external senses. Facts, to be useful, must be placed in a tangible position,

to be applicable they must be made to bear on specific points. The same

relation which the crude and shapeless mass bears to the material when
manufactiu-ed and brought to its highest utility does practical physiology,

or physiology of facts, bear to theoretical physiology. In the former the

existence of facts is ascertained, in the latter those facts are an-anged and

their value certified. The effect of this arrangement is to bring all the facts

to their bearings on general points, or, in other words, to generahze, for

which it is especially necessary to embrace the objects and phenomena in

question, even to their minutest particularities. The more clear and accu-

rate is om" comprehension of these individual examples, and the more our

attention is concentred on particular points, the more certain are we to dis-

cover materials between which a general connexion may be estabKshed. On
the other hand, the mind shoidd, whilst contemplating the whole vdth the

view of learning what particular quality may be common to numerotis ob-

jects and phenomena so as to obtain precise ideas of them, and to place

them under a category, be capable of lising above particvdarities.

In the arrangement and classification of facts, and in deductions arising

therefrom, we act by analysis, synthesis, and induction. By the former we

reduce the compound and complex phenomena of living bodies to the sim-

plest mode of representing them, having, at the same time, a regard to each

of the various points of view in which they may be considered. By synthe-

sis we collect similar or analogous phenomena, and attempt to depict, by one

idea, whatever is common and essential to a group. Lastly, by induction, we

infer from a number of similar or analogous facts general rules and laws.

Having reduced the phenomena and properties of a living body to general

traits, and established their several relations, it remains only to assign the

causes on which they depend, this being the boundary of research in phy-

sical science. In attempting this it behoves us to attribute all phenomena

and effects of the same description to one and the same cause, to regard that

cause only as the true one which is founded on precise observation, and

which is both necessary and sufficient to explain the phenomena, admitting

no greater number of causes than there are effects manifestly and essentially

different.
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From the preceding, it follows that physiology is an experimental science,

based on a rational empiricism. Its axioms are conclusions acquired from

observation and experiment,—its rules and laws marked by induction ; for the

phenomena and causes of life only possess a value relative to the observations

and experiments whence they are deduced. They are only to be accepted as

true after having been submitted to the test of repeated observation. The

axioms established in the manner stated are united into one systematic and

logically-congruous whole, in which hiatus occux whenever further experi-

ments and observations are wanting, when they are insufficient to enable us

to form tenable conclvisions, or whenever the reflections and considerations on

which these conclusions are based do not comprehend them in their diversi-

fied bearings.

The apphcations of the principles of physiology and the cultivation of the

science is of paramoTint importance to the pathologist. The normal state is

the standard whereby is measured the extent or degree of morbid lesion, or

in the words of Galen, " Cujusque morbi tanta est magnitudo, quantum a

naturali statu recedit ; quantum vero recedat is solus novit qui naturalem

habitum adamussim tenuerit." How, for example, should the morbid condi-

tion of the pulse be distinguished and recognized vrithout a previous know-

ledge of what constitutes its sane state with all the modifications entailed by

age, sex, constitution, the time of year, external temperature, food, mental

emotions, &c.? Nor can the causes of disease be ascertained, unless the con-

ditions and circumstances on which the manifestations of life depend, and by

which they are maintained in a normal state be understood. Such conditions

are either external or internal agents. As regards the former physiology

teaches the action of the various states of the atmosphere, of light, water,

ahment, poisons, &c., on the body. The latter comprehend the influence of

the will over the functions, the mode of life, occupation, profession, &c., all

severally determining an increased or diminished activity in difierent organs.

Wherefore it is obvious that, to estimate the part performed by these in the

production of disease, a knowledge of their mode of operation on the sound

body is requisite. This knowledge is the object of physiology, the means of

its attainment constitute the science. We are, therefore, opposed to those

who maintain the separation of pathological from physiological science, since

the same causes, modified as to state and degree, are capable of inducing

both conditions.

Inasmuch as physiological science treats of the sympathies existing between

different organs, the manner in which they are affected by external agencies,

and the mode in which they react upon such influences through the instru-

mentality of internal powers, so will the applications of its doctrines be found

to be frequent and pertinent in the explanation of the operation and effects
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of remedial agents^ whether externally or internally administered. That

portion of medical study denominated the doctrines of therapeia must there-

fore derive valuable aid from physiology.

Thus at every step of his career the student of medical science will receive

that illumination from physiology which, while it dissipates the obscurity

investing many of the particular subjects of his investigation, strikingly mani-

fests the general philosophical character of the study of medicine. Those rude

and superficial observers who seek nothing in the arrangement ofthe organs but

the most facile means of fulfilling some of the minor practical designs of the art,

cannot comprehend, much less appreciate, the scientific turn which the appli-

cations of physiology give to the ideas both of the practiftoner and the student.

It is not to such, however, we should refer as criteria of medical aciuuen.

Let the inquirer into medicine take those extensive but accurate physiological

views, those well founded doctrines of life and its laws, which the laboured

experiments of later times have originated ; let him apply them to the aber-

rations from, or modifications of those laws, which constitute disease ; let

him, having thus ascertained the nature of the modifications and of their

causes, reason upon the connexion subsisting between such modifications and

the agents employed for their correction ; and he will then be in a position

qualifying him to give a rational explanation of his medical views—to advance

a reason " for the faith which is in him," and to establish his claim to the

enviable title of a medical philosopher.

It has been from the conviction of its high character as a systematic work

embodying all that has been advanced on a subject of that universal appli-

cation and incalculable value which we have maintained comparative

physiology to be to the general science of medicine, and likewise from a

desire of more completely attaining the object which originated its publi-

cation, that the translators present the accompanying volume to the EngUsh

students of medicine, to whom the novel mode adopted by the Heidelberg

Professor, in pursuing the physiological inquiries, must be particularly inter-

esting. The course prosecuted consists in first comparing organic with

inorganic bodies, and afterwards the objects of the organic world with one

another, precisely the one which we have instanced as the most rational,

simple, and conclusive, and which to every mind reflecting on the science

must appear a plan most likely to lead to a near approximation to the truth,

and which may, therefore, reasonably create some surprise that a similar scheme

has not already been adopted by the physiologists of our own country. The

Treatise on the Formation and Development of the Great Nervous Centres,

published some years since, by Tiedemann, and translated by Dr. Bennet, is

a highly-gratifying instance of the advantages derivable from his manner of

studying the anatomical connexions of a complicated organ. No medical
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inquirer can terminate the perusal of that work, without a conviction, engen-

dered by the accurate ideas it has imparted of the brain's development, that

a comparison between man and other animals, relatively to structure and the

uses of structure, is the most certain way of acquiring valid information on

the organic dependence of function, and a conclusive indication of the parti-

cular organs of specific functions. In fact, nothing appears more clear than

that functions, the organs for which are not well ascertained^ should be

determined by a comparison with those animals in which such functions are

not manifested, and in which certain organs do not exist ; being thus, by dis-

covering the coincidental absence of function and organ, impelled to the

conclusion, that such organs perform such functions in animals endowed with

both. Pursuing a similar inquiry still further, we are ultimately led to an

intimate knowledge of the function—which constitutes the object of physio-

logical science.

In this first volume (the only one yet published by the author) a general

comparison is instituted between organized bodies. It may be termed in

itself a system of comparative physiology, in which the opinions of Tiedemann

are so fully explained, the subject so completely investigated and illustrated,

and the whole argumentative edifice so beautifully constructed from the pre-

mises to the conclusion, by himself, that little remains for his transcibers to

attempt in the way of augmentation or elucidation. Their notes will, there-

fore, be somewhat rare, and necessarily diminutive. Should the translators,

however, succeed in bringing the attention of the medical reader to the com-

prehensive and philosophical manner of studying tliis fundamental part of his

scientific education, they will consider it the best mode of doing just honoiir

to the author, and the most gratifying reward to themselves for the labour of

introducing it to their country's language.

Gerrard-street Soho, London.

Nelson-street, Liverpool.

1st September, 1834.



THE

AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

To MY Pupils.

You have so frequently expressed a desire to see my lectures on physiology

in a printed form, that I am at length induced to accede to your wishes. In

order to further your studies, I have given a greater scope to the contents,

communicated as they are in aphoristical sentences, than it would have been

possible to do in the brief period dedicated to oral instruction. In publishing

this work, I purpose more especially to bring under your view and to arrange

the most important results of the observations and experiments that have been

made in that department of science which treats of the physiology of man.

A collection and review of physiological experiments appeared to me of the

first importance, inasmuch as no great attempt of that kind has been made

since the appearance of Haller's " Elementa PhysiologicE," and as many of

the most valuable researches, scattered throughout the vsTitings of men of

learning and periodical publications, are not sufficiently known or regarded.

For many years past I have been striving, so far as it lay in my power, to

repeat and certify, by ocular proof, the observations and experiments of my
predecessors and contemporaries. In presenting and examining them I have

endeavoured to employ a short, clear, concise, and easy style.

In order to obtain a proper foundation in studying the physiology of man,

I considered it best to determine the properties of living bodies in general,

and those of vegetables and animals in particular, in reference to chemical

composition, external form and aggregation, and the powers belonging to them,

by induction and by a comparison with bodies not endued with life, and Hke-

wise among themselves. It is only in this manner that we can acquire a true

conception of the phenomena which constitute life, and of the properties of

living bodies. As you have been applying yourselves to the physical sciences,

natm*al philosophy, chemistry, mineralogy, botany, and zoology, as well as to

the anatomy of man, plants, and animals, with the intention of becoming

scientifically-educated men instead of mere routiniers, you will easily be able

to follow the experiments here laid dowoi.
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This work, wliich is intended for you alone, -will not only recall to yovir

memory things which I have heretofore stated, but will serve also as a com-

mentary on the maxims I have already delivered. Much that has been

advanced in the lectures is here more fully developed and enlarged upon.

Moreover, it makes you acquainted with the works of the distinguished

physiologists from which I have boiTOwed many materials, facts, and ideas,

and enables you to go to the actual sources for information. I tnist, then,

this work, which aims at giving a true and full description of the life of man,

its phenomena, causes, and conditions, Avill be useful to you in the extensive

study of medicine and its various branches. In the practice of medicine it

vnU likewise prevent prejudice and rashness in judging and acting, a thing

altogether unavoidable without a thorough knowledge of the structure and

functions of the human body. Finally, you will meet with hints in every

part which cannot fail to be advantageous to you in practical medicine.

TIEDEMANN.

Heidelberg, August 23, 1830.
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COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY,

INTRODUCTORY TO

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF MAN.

PART L

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON ORGANIZED BODIES.

BOOK FIRST.

Comparison betiveen living Bodies and Bodies not indued with Life.(l)

I. The objects capable of making impressions on our senses, the union

and reciprocal action of which represents nature, (2) are either large masses

concentrated in themselves, moving in the space of the universe— the celestial

bodies—or only parts or fragments of one of the stars, such as the bodies

which compose our planet. We are informed of the existence of the former

by an effect which impresses on our eyes, and has the name of light. That

(1) The following books on this head may be consultc'l : G. E. Stahl, De organismi et

mechanismi diversitate. Halle, 1706, in 4to.— R. Bradley, Philosophical Account of the Works
of Nature. London, 1721, in 4to.—Buffon, Comparaison des animaux, des vegetaux, et des

mineraux, in his Histoire naturelle. Paris, 1749, in 4to, v. ii, p. 1.—Charles Bonnet, Consi-
derations sur les corps organises. Amsterdam, 1762, 2 vols, in 8vo.— J. B. Robinet, Consider-

ations physiologiques sur la gradation naturelle des formes de I'etre. Amsterdam, 1768, in Svo.

—Vicq d' Azyr, Exposition des caracteres qui distinguent les corps vivans ; in his Discours sur

I'anatomie : works, vol. iv, p. 229.— Delametherie, Considerations sur les etres organises. Paris,

an. xiii, in Svo.—A. Sniadeski, Theorie der organischen Wesen ; translated from the Polish.

Nuremberg, 1828, in Svo.— C. G. Carus, Von den Naturreichen, irhem Leben, und ihrer

Verwandtschaft ; in Zeitschrift fiir Natur und Heilkunde, published by the Professors of the

Medico-chirurgieal Academy of Dresden, vol. i, p. 1.

(2) The word nature is employed in different acceptations. In the jfirst place, by it are

designated the qualities which belong to bodies primarily, in opposition to those bestowed on
them by art. We also understand, by the nature of a thing, that its qualities and changes of

state are determined by laws. The word nature, moreover, indicates the entire of all the objects

susceptible of coming under the senses, or the universe, as the sum of all individual things.

Such as the senses conceive of it, nature appears to us a chaos of bodies and of infinitely

varying phenomena. We designate, also, by this name the totality of perceptions by the senses,

inasmuch as we behold in them unity, harmon)-, and reciprocity of action, and that the qualities

and changes of things and of their phenomena are necessarily determined by laws, and are held

B
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of the others is made known to us by two of their more general properties,

extent and impenetrability. If we divide these last named according to their

material qualities, their manifestations of power and the changes which they

present in time and space, we shall behold them ranged in two great groups,

acQ^urately separated, namely, inorganic bodies, or bodies not endued with

life, and organized or living bodies. The former are the fossils or minerals,

liquids, and gases ;(3) the latter are plants and animals. (4)

together by the bonds of a mutual causality. This knowledge is the work of the mind, which
classes the phenomena of the universe, seeks their relations of causality, and discovers the

dependence in which they stand to each other. Lastly, we designate by the word nature the first

and supreme cause of all the things and phenomena of the universe, that from which all emanate,

and by which all exist. The idea of a supreme cause in the universe results from the operation

of reason, which sees that everything in nature obeys eternal and immutable laws recognised as

conformable to reason. The unity and harmony which reign in the universe, the tendency to

one end which reason discovers in the innumerable bodies composing it, (of which man is only

with some fragments acquainted,) prove that there can only be one prime cause of it. • Reason,

which is, by its very self compelled to recognise a complete whole in nature, at once cause and
effect of itself, imagines that which acts the part of preserver and creator of the universe, to be

the absolute one, the soul of the world, the Deity.* Reason, which generates the idea of a God,
has a great tendency to deify itself and to assimilate itself to the reason which reigns in the

universe. But, in my view, the reason even of the most profound metaphysician, is scarcely to

that of the Deity what the light of the glow-worm is to the noon-day sun. Although reason leads

the naturalist to admit a predominating unity in nature, and though her efforts have for their

end to refer our knowledge of nature and the phenomena therein perceived, to a primary and
supreme principle, which she makes use of to explain them, yet all the attempts which meta-

physics have hitherto made to attain a complete knowledge of nature by purely rational ideas,

have failed. In order to acquire perfectlj' the i\ature of phenomena and their causes, as well as

the unity which prevails in them, we should be able to contemplate it with the eye of omniscience,

in its first principles and its primitive powers : then we should possess a science of the universe,

a cosmology, in which the particular phenomena would be deduced from a supreme rational idea,

by embi'acing the entire of them. But as our faculty of thinking and perceiving is confined,

the prudent naturalist is aware he cannot take so high a flight, and is forced to go hand in

hand with experi.ment, in order to ascend the ladder of facts as far as it will bear him. He
therefore abandons the solution of this problem to the metaphysician, and only engages in the

establishment of an experimental science of nature and her domains. Observations and experi-

ments furnish him with the material which he elaborates by the activity of his mind, for which
he seeks principles, and from the collection of which he forms a science at once empirical and
experimental.

* It may be questioned whether, strictly speakiiiir, there ever existed such a character as an atheist. The
dispute has been rather about the nature o( the Ueiiy, than about his existence—the mass of mankind giving
the name of atheist to the few who diffi-red from thtm in their notions of his nature and atiril)iites. We are,
perliaps, too n^uch in the habit of rejjuldting our concejitions of the Deity, by our ideas of his persoHification,
as one after whose image we wi re made, and hence we hold those to be tainted with atheism who, refusmg to
say what or where he is, pretend to no linowledge of him beyond '.vh^t his creation exhibits. If we analyze the
doctrines of Spinoza, who has been considered one of the most invtterale atheists of later times, it will probably
be difficult not to tecojut/.e in them an ai'knowledgcnent of a great First Cause. The Siiirit whose emanation,
Spinoza contends, constitutes the exalted reason of man, the lower degrees of reason and instinct of other
animals, and the (|ualities of matter, is still a spirit of the most exalted order, whose attributes are omnipotent,
whose existence omnipresent, whose essence is beyond our comprehension, and which therefore approaches
very nearly to the generally received idea of the Deify- There are those who consider that bodies exist by a
mutual necessity—that the reciprocity of cause and effect, which all matters manifest to each other, is a sufficient

reason for their existence anil continuation. Unlike Spinoza, they discard the agency of any spirit, and, in our
idea, approximate more closely to atheism than this philosopher. Ou the other hand, their doctrine leads them
to believe and have a firm faith in whatever religious creed they may imbibe, since such belief is a necessity of
their nature. The adherents to this doctrine are the St. SimoJiic^ns, in France, and the followers of Robert
Owen, in England.

—

Tbansl.

(3) Physical science has not j'et solved the problem, whether imponderable substances, such
as light, heat, electricity, and magnetism, are very subtle matters, having a separate existence

or only manifestations of activity of ponderable matters. Perhaps these substanees are. as some
physical philosophers think, simple phenomena which pondeiable matters pi-oduce under certain

circumstances, such as sound.

(4) Bonnet himself, the most warm defender of a natural scale of bodies, admits a similar

difference, since he says, (Loc. Cit. ch. xii, sec. 209,) that " Si le polype nous montre le passage
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II. Organic bodies, divided into two great sections, the vegetable and

animal kingdoms, do not come into contact at their boundaries, so that the

plants most complicated in structure verge upon the most simply constructed

animals, and form the passage from one kingdom to the other, as Buffon, (5)

Bonnet, Sulzer, and other naturalists have admitted. On the contrary, the

most simple vegetables, the cryptogamia, particularly the algae, the ulvae, the

tremellae, &c,, and the most simple animals, the zoophyta, the infusoria, and

polypi, approach the nearest of all, according to the remark of Linnaeus and

other naturalists. The two kingdoms approach so near to each other in their

most simple forms, that there are some of these, regarding which it has not

been determined, at least hitherto, whether they are plants or animals. Thus

naturalists still dispute concerning the nature of sponges, (6) of corals, (7) of

the oscillatoria, (8) &c. One might even be almost tempted to believe that,

in certain circumstances, the most simple vegetable and animal forms may

pass from one to the other. Confervas are resolved into infusoria, and infu-

soria produce confervas by their union. (9)

du Vegetal a Panimal, d'un autre cote nous ne decouvrons pas celui du Mineral au Vegetal.

Ici la nature nous semble faire un saut ; la gradation est pour nous interrompue, car I'organiza-

tion apparente de quelques pierres et des cystallizations ne repond que tres imparfaitement a celle

des plantes." However, some naturalists have rejected all idea of a difference between organic

and inorganic bodies. Among such is Robinet, in the work which I have cited, and in the fourth

volume of his Traite de la Nature. A. F; Schweigger (Handbuch der Naturgeschichte des Skelett-

losen Ungegliederten Thiere. Leipsick, 1820, p. 26) also adtnits a transition from inorganic to

organic bodies. He thinks that the animal kingdom passes to the inorganic kingdom by the

Lithophyta and the Nullipora, and regards lime as one of the links of the chain which unites

these two kingdoms. But to this hypothesis it may be objected, that the lime which is found in

lithophyta is always penetrated by an organic matter, a gelatinous mass, and that the reunion of

its molecules, whence is made the branch of coral, is produced by polypi.

(5.) Hist. Nat., vol. ii, p. 8. " L'examen nous conduit a reconnaitre qu'il n'y a aucune
difference absolument essentielle et generale entre les animaux et les vegetaux ; mais la nature

descend par degres et par nuances imperceptibles d'un animal qui nous parait le plus parfait a

celui qui Pest moins, et de celuici au vegetal. Le polype d'eau douce sera, si I'on veut, le dernier

des animaux et la premiere des plantes."

(6) Sponges have been ranked in the number of animals by Belon, Imperati, Nuremberg,
Peysonnel, Tremblay, Ellis, Solander, Linnajus, Bruguiere, Lamarck, Bosa, Lamoureux, Cuvier,

Schweigger, Grant, &c. ; whilst Bauliin, Kay, Tounefort, Morrison, Seha, Forskael, Targioni,

Tarzetti, Spallanzani, Gray, and others, regard them as plants.

(7) To the genus coralUna of Linnaeus approach considerably the pennatulse, as also the

halymedeas, the galauxeras, the lygorese of Lamoureux, and the flabeUai-eae and polyphyses of

Lamarck.

(8) Guod de Chantran (Recherches chimiques ct microscopiqnes sur les conferves, bysses,

treraelles. Paris, 1802) regards the confervas, byssi, and tremellas as polypi; whilst other

naturalists class them among plants. According to G. R. Treveranus, (Vermischte Schriften,

vol. i, p. 168,) the confervse oscellatoriae, for instance, the conferva limosa, muralis, and others,

which approach the zoophyta so much in their form and movements, their green colour, and their

peculiarity of exhaling oxygen gas in sunshine, but which are altogether of a vegetable nature,

are as near to zoophyta as to plants in regard to their propagation by cuttings, suckers, buds,

and seeds. Bory de Saint Vincent (Essai monographique sur les Oscillaires. Paris, 1827)
has lately erected them, under the name of psychodiaricE, into a separate kingdom of living

bodies. The nostoch of Vaucher and the diatomes of Fries are among the nimrber of organic

bodies, the nature of which is still in doubt.

(9) Thus Ingenhouz (Miscellanea Physico-Medic. Ed. Schrerer, Vienna, 1793) says, he

observed that the green matter of Priestley was formed by an union of infusoria, and also was

separated into infusoria. This observation has been confirmed by the remarks of G. R. Treyi-

ranus, (Biologic, vol. ii, p. 338, 344, 350,) and of Trentepohl, (Roth's Botanische Bemerkungen,
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III. The great analogy which exists between the most simple or inferior

animals and plants, an analogy which Aristotle heretofore recognised, (1) has

led many naturalists, BufFon, Bonnet, (2) Pallas, (3) Darwin, (4) Smellie, (5)

Mirhel, (6) to deny any essential difference between animals and plants. Gr.

R. Treviranus, in consequence of this idea, has considered the cryptogamia

and zoophyta as an intermediate kingdom between the animal and vegetable.

Although some of the most simple forms of living bodies resemble each other

so strongly, that it is actually impossible for us to discover, in their structure

and manifestations of life, characters sufficient to decide whether they be

plants or animals, yet this is not a reason which can authorize us in main-

taining that there is no difference in general between these two kingdoms.

In fact, the further we rise from the simple forms of plants and animals to the

more complex, the more we perceive well pronounced distinctions in structure

and manifestations of life. Starting from the cryptogamia and zoophyta, the

vegetable and animal kingdoms proceed in different directions from each

other, and pass into more complex forms. To the cryptogamia of Linnzeus, or

a cotyledones of Jussieu, (7) the algae, mushrooms, lichens, hepaticae, and

mosses, succeed the ferns, the lycopodineee, &c. Then come the phaneragaraia,

and first of all the monocotyledones, (8) the aroideae, the typhae, the cypera-

ceae, the gramiuae, the palmce, the asparagi, the liliaceae, the broraeliaceae, the

narcissi, the tulipaceae, the irideae, the musaceae, the canneae, the orchideae, &c.

Leipsick, 1807, p. 180.) Guod de Chantran has also seen confervse and ulvse formed by collections

of infusoria, and again separated into infusoria. Bory de Saint Vincent has moreover shown
that great quantities of confervae are dissolved during summer, and that many globules which
are seen within them become infusoria animalculse, which may again unite to form new confervae.

A similar observation has been made by Gaillon on a species of marine conferva which belongs

to the genus ceramion of Decandolle, and which Dellwyn has described under the name of conferva

como'ides. The filaments of this conferva separate into infusoria, resembling the enchelidese,

cyclidiese, and other infusoria animalcule of MuUer. Latterly, also, Edwards has observed, in

his researches in infusoria, that they can unite to produce vegetable forms, and again separate.

Turpin has objected to this, but his objections do not refute the preceding observations. The
movements of some infusoria are effected with great slowness, and these bodies fix themselves,

one after the other, into the form of confervae. This almost leads to a difference between the

infusoria animals, or the commencement of animal formations, and the infusoria vegetables, or

commencement of vegetable formations. The infusoria animalculae approach sometimes so near

to each other, that it is not possible, with any certainty, to establish generic distinctions between

them. Nitzch has pointed out this phenomenon to the attention of naturalists (Beitraege zur

Infusorienkunde oder Naturgeschichte der Zerkarien und Bacillarien ; Halle, 1817.) According
to him, the bacillaria peciinalis, viridis, and other species described by him, act altogether like

plants, although they cannot be separated, by any generic charactei', from the hacillana paka et

fulva, which perfectly resemble animals in their movements, and are joined veiy closely to the

preceding.

(1) Hist. Aninal., lib. v. c. 1.

(2) Contemplation dela Nature, Works, vol. x. p. 514.

(3) Eleuchus Zoophytorum, p. 23.

(4) Phytonomia.

(5) Philosophic der Naturgeschichte, vol. i. p. 3.

(6) Elemens de Physiologic Vegetale, vol. i. p. 171.

(7) Richard called them exembryonatce ; Lamarck, plantes agames ; Link, homonomecs ; De-
candolle, plantes cellulaires ; Schultz, plantm axylinoe.

(8) Emhryonatm of Richard
;
phanerogames of Lamarck ; heteronomecs of Link

;
plantes

vasculaires of Decandolle
;
plantce xylince of Schutz.
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Lastly, the dicotyledones approach, with their numerous subdivisions, namely,

1. The apetalous plants, or those with incomplete flowrets, the coniferae,

the amentaceze, the laurineae, the euphorbiaceae, &c.

2. The monopetalous plants, the labiate, the convolvulaceae, solaneae, cam-

panulaceae, ericeae, &c.

3. The polypetalous plants, the umbelliferae, ranunculaceae, papaveraceae,

malvaceae, legurainosae, rosaceae, &c.

In the animal kingdom, after the zoophyta, among which are ranked the

infusoria, the polypi, the acalaphi, the entozoa, the echin odermi, come the

mollusca, the jointed animals, annelidae, insects, arachnidae, and crustaceae,

and lastly, the vertebrated animals, fishes, reptiles, birds, and mammifera, the

last class of all, at the summit of which man is placed.

IV. In order to judge of the phenomena and general characters of organic

or living bodies, we shall compare them with inorganic, or those not endued

with life, in relation to their conformation, configuration, contexture, their

manifestations of activity or of power, their origin, and their end. This

parallel will bring together the resemblances and differences, and will decide

whether we are right in attributing to living bodies particular qualities which

belong to them exclusively. (9)

FIRST SECTION.

PARALLEL BETWEEN THE MATERIAL COMPOSITION OF ORGANIC BODIES

AND THAT OF INORGANIC BODIES.

CHAPTER FIRST.

On the Chemical Mixture of Substances.

V. All organic and almost all inorganic bodies are composed of simple

materials, diversely combined with each other, and which may be separated

by chemical operations. However, when we compare the composition of

these two groups of bodies, we recognise important differences between them.

Thus the first are for the most part assemblages of particular combinations,

(9) G. G. Stahl, De Mixti et vivi Corporis "Vera Diversitate ; in the Tlieoria Medica, Vera,

p. 65.—T. Berzelius, Essay on the Means of Discovering the Simple and Definite Proportions,

according to which the Principles of Organic Nature are combined ; in Hisingeroch Berzelius A
Chandlingar i Fysik, Kemi och Mineralogi, vol. iii. Stockholm, 1810. Also in Thomson's
Annals of Philosophy, vol. iv. p. 323, 401, vol. v. p. 93, 174, 360.—Berzelius Treatise on Che-
mistry, translated from the Swedish by Woehler, Dresden, 1827, book iii. part 1, p. 135.—Gay,
Lussac and Thenard, Methode pour Determiner la Proportion des Principes qui Constituent les

Substances Vegetales et Animales ; in Recherches Physico-chimiques. Pai-is, 1811, vol. ii. p. 265.

A. Ure, on the Ultimate Analysis of Vegetable and Animal Substances ; in Philosophical Trans-

actions for the year 1822, vol. ii. G. Patten Emmet, on the Chemistry of Animated Nature.

New York, 1822, in Svo.—E. Chevreul, Considerations Generales sur I'Analyse Organique et sur

ses Applications. Paris, 1824.—Robinet, Essai sur I'Affinite Organique. Paris, 1826, in 4to.
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which we first meet with when we chemically analyse plants and animals.

There are, in the vegetable kingdom, starch, vegetable albumen, gluten, gum,

sugar, &c. ; in the animal kingdom, animal albumen, fibrin, gelatin, mucus,

&c. These matters are called by chemists the immediate or proper matters

of organized bodies, or the simple organic compounds. (1)

VI. In submitting anew the immediate principles of organic bodies to

chemical analysis, we obtain the mediate principles, or the simple matters,

which chemistry has not yet further decomcomposed, and which for this reason

are denominated elements. The ponderable mediate principles of organic

bodies are

:

A. Non-metallic substances; namely, 1 oxygen, 2 hydrogen, 3 carbon, 4

nitrogen, 5 phosphorus, 6 sulphur, 7 iodine, 8 bromine, 9 chlorine, and 10

fluorine.

B. MetaUic substances :

a. Alkaline metals— 11 potassium, 12 sodium, and 13 calcuim.

b. Earthy metals—14 magnesium, 15 silicium, and 16 aluminum.

c. Ponderous metals—17 iron, 18 manganese, und 19 copper.

Among imponderable substances, those which can in some circumstances

be recognised in organic bodies, are, light, heat, and electricity.

All these elements are likewise found in inorganic bodies. Organic bodies,

therefore, do not differ from the latter in regard to elementary matters. But

great diff"erences exist relative to the number of elements which enter into

organic combinations, and in the manner in which they are joined together,

VII. The number of elements which enter into the composition of bodies

included in the organic kingdom, is much less considerable than that of the

elements which exist in the other kingdom. Organic bodies, as far as we can

judge of them from the data hitherto collected by chemistry, do not present,

putting aside the imponderable matters, more than the nineteen elements which

I have enumerated, (2) while fifty-two have already been found in the other

kingdom. All the substances which chemistry regards as simple, do uot

therefore enter into the composition of organic bodies, which, on the contrary,

only contain the smallest proportion of them. From among the substances

therein discovered, those which exist in greatest quantity are oxygen, hydro-

gen, carbon, and nitrogen, in infinitely varying proportions. The rest are by

no means abundant in comparison with these.

VIII. Although the number of elements in organic bodies in general

(1) The French chemists call them " les principes immediats orc/aniques." We may give

them the name of organic matters or those adapted to life, because they are essential constituent

parts of living beings and the phenomena of life are perceived only in bodies that are composed
of such.

(2) The opinion of chemists are divided regarding the existence of some other simple sub-

stances in organic bodies. Thus, Beccher asserts that he found gold in the ashes of tamarinds.
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be small, nevertheless the composition of a living body, a plant, or animal, is

much more complicated than that of an inorganic body. Besides the fact

that almost always one and the same vegetable or animal presents at the

same time, in its different parts, very diverse modes of combination, we

observe that all the compound or organic matters proceed from three, four,

or more elements. There are three elements at least in them, united together

in an immediate manner, without having a preliminary binary combination.

Vegetable mucus, sugar and starch, are composed of carbon, oxygen, and

hydrogen. Gluten, albumen, fibrin, animal mucus, cafein, &c., contain more-

over nitrogen, in addition to these three elements. The ternary or quarter-

nary unions of these four substances in proportions varying ad infinitum, give

rise to the immediate products of organized bodies ; a result clearly proved

by the researches instituted by Thenard, Gay Lussac, Berzelius, Prout,

Thomson, Berard, Th. von Saussure, TJre, and others.

On the other hand, all the inorganic combinations, as Berzelius has shown,

are to be considered as binary compositions, that is, resulting from the union

of two elements alone, or as combinations of two binary composed bodies,

or lastly, as combinations of a binary compound with a simple substance. Thus

oxygen with hydrogen produces water; with sulphur, phosphorus, nitrogen,

and carbon, it forms sulphuric, phosphoric, nitric, and carbonic acids; injunc-

tion with calcuim, soduim, and potassium it gives lime, soda, and potassa.

Chlorine with hydrogen, originates hydrochloric acid; nitrogen and hydrogen

produce ammonia. These salts, then, are only double binary compounds.

It is evident, therefore, that nature has given a more complex composition

to organic than to inorganic bodies, a remark which Kielmeyer has already

made in his course of general zoology.

IX. Organic combinations can easily be reduced to their elements by

chemical operations, and principally by the action of fire, but chemists have

not hitherto succeeded in reproducing them, as they have done the inorganic

compound bodies.(3) Sugar, starch, gum, gluten, fibrin, albumen, &c. have

(3) Some chemists assert, that they have obtained organic combinations by submitting inor-

ganic compositions to various modes of treatment ; but doubts may be entertained on this

subject. Thus Berard (Annales de Chimie et de Physique, vol. v, p. 297) says, he obtained a
little crystallized fat by passing one measure of carbonic acid gas, ten of olifiant gas, and twenty
of hydrogen through a red-hot tube. It is very probable, that the substance resembling fat

which he found was held in solution in the olifiant gas, which had been procured from alcohol.

Dcebereiner, (Oken's Isis, 1817, art. 5, p. 576,) by passing watery vapour over red-hot charcoal,

in an iron tube, got a volatile matter, soluble in water, and having the smell of fat. But it may
be objected, that charcoal should be looked on as an organic combination. Besides, Berard and
Trommsdorf, (Neues Journal fiir Pharmacie, vol. ii, art. 2, p. 203,) who repeated the experiment,

did not obtain the same result. We only are acquainted with two compound organic bodies, of

the simple kind, namely, oxalic acid and urea, which Wcehler first pointed out the mode of

procuring from their diiferent components (Poggendorf, Annal. der Physik, vol. iii, p. 177.) If

chemists have really succeed-ed in producing, by means of purely inorganic substances, some
combinations in which the elements are associated as in organic combinations, it is only those
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been brought down to their elementary principles, but no chemist has yet

arrived at the reformation of them in all their parts. The same is the case of

all the liquid and solid parts of living bodies. On this account, then, we are

authorized in admitting that, in the present state of chemistry, the composi-

tion of organic bodies is not the effect of affinity alone, but that it depends

on powers pecuhar to those bodies, by which powers the chemical affinities

are swayed.

X. Between organic and inorganic bodies there exists a difference rela-

tive to the mode of combination of the materials which enter into their

composition, and this consists in the greater tendency the former have than

the latter to undergo changes and decompositions. The combinations of

bodies not endued with life, for the most part binary or double binary, are

more confirmed, more fixed, and their elements are held together by more

energetic affinities than in organic matters, as Chevreul has shown. For the

most part they present solid combustible bodies, which strongly resist decom-

position from the atmosphere. On the other hand, the ternary, the quater-

nary, and even the more complex combinations of the organic kingdom, are

less compact and less intimate ; they are the results of weaker affinities,

which causes them to appear more unsettled and variable, because saturation

in them is rarely perfected. The principle of combustion, oxygen, does not

exist in sufficient quantities in them, to saturate the combustible elements and

to prevent the possibility of their yielding to other affinities. This is the reason

why all organic combinations are combustible. For they do not contain the

proper quantity of oxygen to saturate their carbon and hydrogen. They burn,

when heated, in contact with the atmosphere, and then absorb all the oxygen

that is necessary to the saturation of the hydrogen and carbon.

XI. As the elements have a greater inclination to produce binary com-

pounds than to continue in ternary and quaternary combinations, there is

observed in organic substances a constant disposition to run into binary states

of composition. Inorganic bodies having their elements in a kind of perfect

equilibrium, these same elements are but little disposed to combine with sur-

rounding matters, or in any other manner. Such is not the case with organic

matters, which are more complicated, and retained by less powerful affinities

;

in them there is observed a constant tendency to resolve themselves. They

are mostly composed of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon, the three

that are placed on the outer boundary between compound organic and inorganic bodies. Berze-

lius (Chimie, book iii, part 1, p. 147) expresses himself in the following manner on this subject

:

" Although it may happen that, eventually, it may be discovered that many of these products of

matters purely inorganic have a similar composition to that of organic products, yet this, in

complete imitation, is always reduced to a very small foundation for hoping that it would ever be

in our power to manufacture organic matters from their components, and thus to confirm analysis

by synthesis, as we almost always are able to do in inorganic nature."
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first of which are gaseous when in a state of freedom, and strive to abandon

the soHd form, a tendency which is still more increased by external heat and

the heat peculiar to living bodies. The great affinity of the oxygen for the

hydrogen and carbon, causes it to combine easily with the first, whence

results water, and with the second, which produces carbonic acid. Nitrogen,

which has a great affinity for hydrogen, joins with it, and gives origin to ammo-

nia. But, as the carbon and hydrogen do not find sufficient oxygen, in organic

combinations, to form water and carbonic acid, they have a disposition to

attract that of the atmospheric air. On these circumstances depends the faci-

lity with which, plants and animals run into decomposition, and which rests

on the constant tendency of their elements to contract binary combinations,

and to quit a state in which they are maintained only by the powers acting in

living bodies. Living bodies suff'er, by the atmospheric influence, remark-

able changes, which induce the unfixed elements of food, introduoed and

rendei'ed fluid in their interior, to undergo, as well by the effect of a subtrac-

tion of the materials of the latter, as by an absorption of other principles

drawn from the air, a change in their respective proportions, designated under

the name cf respiration. The manifestations of activity of living bodies them-

selves, are incessantly modifying organic matters, the composition of which is

extremely variable and mobile, and cause them to pass sometimes to a more

simple, sometimes to a more complex, state, by changing the numerical rela-

tions of their elements, in such a manner, that vegetable combinations may

become animal, and these resume the vegetable state.

XII. There is this diffierence between living and inert bodies, relative to

the connexion of the chemical composition with the configuration, that the

former, although they resemble each other most in their composition, never-

theless present a much greater diversity in their forms. What an immense

variety of forms the vegetable and animal kingdoms exhibit, notwithstanding

the inconsiderable number of elements which constitute living bodies in

general. We even find that with an analagous composition, the parts of one

and the same organic individual differ in a singular degree from each other in

point of configuration. I will only mention, as an example, the diversity

which petals often present in the same vegetable species, and that which is

remarked, among animals, in the configuration of the bones and muscles.

Inorganic bodies, on the contrary are remarkable, with very few exceptions,

for their great analogy of form and crystallization, when their chemical com-

position is identical.

There must be, therefore, in living bodies a peculiar power, differing from

the chemical affinities which determines the forms of bodies not endued with

life, and the action of which produces the diversity which organic forms with

similar composition exhibit. Or, which expresses the same idea in a still

C
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more clear manner, the configuration of organic bodies is not only the effect

of chemical affinity, as in bodies without life, but it is also that of a power of

a special, or, it may be, a superior nature.

XIII. Regarding the origin of organic combinations, experience teaches

us that they are only produced by the manifestations of activity of living

bodies already existing. Albumen, gelatin, mucus, gluten, starch, gum,

sugar, &c., do not form spontaneously, by the union of elements, or binary

compounds, according to the laws of chemical affinity, but only by the mani-

festations of activity of organic bodies already possessed of life. Organized

beings are produced by their fellow-beings, or owe their origin to the matter of

organized bodies in a state of decomposition. The production of organic

combinations in these beings, takes the name of assimilation and nutrition,

whilst the procreation of beings themselves is called generation. On the other

hand, inorganic combinations and bodies never originate but from the remains

of other more ancient bodies, fallen into dissolution, and the materials of which,

under certain circumstances, reunite, to produce them, according to the laws

of chemical and mechanical attraction alone.

XIV. Even the most simple animal and vegetable forms, the infusoria,

the green matter of Priestley, the confervae, mouldiness, &c., in what is called

spontaneous generation, proceed, according to the observations and expe-

riments undertaken by Needham, I'riestley, Ingenhouz, Monti, Wrisberg,

Muller, G. R. Treviranus, &c., not from inorganic matters, but from organic

bodies and combinations passed into putrefaction or fermentation. It is true,

that J. B. Fray (4) asserts, he has seen infusoria aniraalculze developed in

pure water. Gruithuisen (5) says, also, that he saw generated, in an infusion

of granite, of chalk, and of marble, a gelatinous membrane, in which, after

some time, movements were manifested, and ended by the formation of infu-

soria, of monades, and globular animalculae. But it is very probable that

the bodies subjected to experiment, or the water employed in the infusion,

already contained organic matter, though in a very small quantity, for other

naturalists have not observed the formation of living bodies in infusions of

purely inorganic ones.

XV. In all inorganic bodies, particularly crystals, as soon as their mate-

rials are brought together and combined by the laws of affinity, the chemical

composition remains quiet, and it is by this very fact that they subsist. It is

not so with living bodies, the composition of which is continually undergoing

(4) Essai sur I'Origine des Substances Organisees et Inorganisees. Berlin, 1807.—Essai sur

I'Origine des Corps Organisees et sur quelques Phenomfenes de Physiologie Animale et Vege-

tale. Paris, 1817.

(5) Ueberdie Chemischen und dynamischen Momenta bei der Bildung der Infusorien mit einer

Kutik der Versuche Fray's; in Gehlen's Journal der Physik, vol. viii. p. 130.
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changes. So long as these bodies act after their manner, that is, so long as

they live, they are receiving within them new substances, which they assimi-

late and introduce into their composition, from which they expel others. It is

by the actions of assimilation of food, of respiration, of nutrition, and excre-

tion, that the materials of living bodies are incessantly changing. The com-

position of these bodies, therefore, is never in a state of quietude. Their

tendency to assimilate to themselves new substances, ceases only with the

extinction of the manifestations of activity, which we call life. But at the

same time their existence is stayed, they are destroyed, and lose their form as

well as composition. There is then this essential difference between inorganic

and living bodies, that the duration of the former depends on the repose in

which their composition remains, whilst the existence and preservation of the

latter are conditional on a continual change of composition. The cause of

this difference is found in the peculiar circumstances, belonging to living

bodies, which induce new affinities, and which can only be maintained in

action thei-eby, whereas, when bodies not endued wiih life are once formed,

no further change takes place in the relations of affinity which themselves

produce.

XVI. Although during their existence, living bodies are subjected to

continual changes, rapid or slow, and introduce within themselves materials

obtained from the atmosphere, from matter and from aliments of various kinds,

and also free themselves of certain substances, nevertheless they preserve,

during a certain lapse of time, the form and composition which is peculiar to

them. They have thus the faculty whilst incessantly changing their com-

position, of retaining their qualities, and even of resisting* to a certain extent,

chemical influences from without. (6) All inorganic bodies, on the contrary,

being only the simple products of affinities, the property of substances which

constitute them, are deprived of the power of reacting on the external impres-

sions which produce changes in them, and are delivered up to the play of

chemical affinities. For instance, when a crystal has been placed in contact

with an acid which has an affinity for its base, the latter combines with the

acid, in such a manner that the form and composition of the crystal are

changed and destroyed.

We can attribute this property which organic bodies possess of resisting,

to a certain extent, the purely chemical actions of external things, to no other

than peculiar powers which sway the affinities. This results from the con-

sideration, that so soon as their vital powers are extinguished, exterior

(6) Nevertheless, when living bodies are exposed to a very high or a very low temperature,

if they be placed in contact with certain kinds of gas, or if concentrated mineral acids or

caustic alkalis be made to act on them, they may even then be destroyed by these different agents.
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influences, guided by the laws of chemical affinities, produce likewise in them,

changes tending to the destruction of the form and composition pecuhar to

them. After the death of an organized body chemical affinities enter into

play, so that its form and composition, which, during an age or more, had

frequently braved the destructive action of external things, are done away

with in a short space of time.

XVII. The chemical operations of putrefaction and fermentation, which

which are established after the extinction of the special powers, whose action

counterbalances, during the life of organized bodies, that by which the che-

mical affinities of external things tend to destroy them, and which change at

once their composition and their form, are phenomena of a particular nature,

that are not observed in the decomposition of inorganic bodies. They are

organico -chemical processes. The decomposition which takes place after

death has, in ordinary cases, its limits, and the organized materials do not

altogether enter, but only in part, into the inorganic kingdom, since they are

neither completely reduced to their elements, nor converted into binary com-

binations.

XVIII. The organic combinations or matters, albumen, starch, gluten,

gum, animal mucus, fibrin, gelatin, &c., as well as the auimal and vegetable

tissues into which they enter, possess the peculiarity, when placed in favour-

able external circumstances, exposed to a certain degree of heat, of light, and

humidity, and in contact with the asmosphere, of passing to new simple organic

forms, as soon as they have been detached from the organic combination of any

being. This is what happens in fermentation and putrefaction, wht re the re-

solution of organic combinations gives rise, according to the composition of

the latter, and external influences sometimes to infusoria, sometimes to the

green matter of Priestley or to mouldiness. This property which organic

matters enjoy, of taking a new form under certain circumstances, shall be

designated provisionally, under the name of aptitude for life or plasticity.

It is only extinguished when these matters are reduced to their elements, as

whenever fire is made to act upon them. Thus, when the manifestations of

activity, called life, are done away with in the matters of the peculiar kind

appertaining to organic bodies, and the chemical operations of the special

nature which occur in them after death, that is, putrefaction and fermentation,

are established, these matters do not enter completely into the inorganic

kingdom, but retain the power of putting on a new form, and of showing

themselves adapted to the enjoyment of life. Death, then, or the extinction

of the manifestations of life only bears upon organic individuals, whilst the

organic matters entering into the composition of these beings continue to be

capable of taking on form and receiving life.

XIX. The principal result of the comparisons made between the compo-
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sition of organic bodies and those of inorganic bodies, which comparisons are

founded on observations and researches in the chemical composition of these

bodies hitherto pursued, is that the former have peculiar matters, which we

call organic, for their basis. The changes of composition which take place

in bodies endued with life, are not simply the effects of affinities similar to

those observed in brute or inorganic bodies ; they are the effects of affinities

and forces of a special nature. Organic matters are the only ones which

exhibit, and for the greater period of time in a particular state of aggregation

and form called organization, the manifestations of activity which we desig-

nate by the name of life. They are accumulated at one time in bodies actually

living, and life is manifested in them ; at other times they are exterior to living

bodies, mixed with inorganic matlers, and then only capable of living, lu

this latter state they may return to the domain of living bodies, and into the

tide of life, either in the shape of aliments, or, in a direct manner, by the aid

of certain circumstances, as happens in spontaneous generation. Purely

chemical affinities, or the action of simple chemical forces, appear, in the

present state of our planet, to produce no organic combination or matter, such

as albumen, gelatin, starch, gluten, &c.; at least we possess no facts which

go to support the contrary opinion. None but organic bodies themselves are

capable of introducing inorganic matters into organic combinations, of which

respiration in particular and the nutrition of plants are exaniples.

XX. If we extend our researches still further, a question presents itself,

namely, how organic matters, their different combinations and living bo-

dies, are formed in our planet ? The solution of this problem passes the

limit of our experience. Should we, however, wish to hazard an answer

to it, we fall into the waste of conjecture, and are forced to erect hypo-

theses, which are but probable, and not at all certain. We suppose that

organized bodies have existed in our planet from its commencement; or else

we admit that organic matters and living bodies have been produced, under

certain circumstances, together with the elements and inorganic matters, by

the action of general physical causes ; or, lastly, we conjecture that the sub-

stance of living bodies was primitively contained in water, as primitive organic

matter, having the property of taking on the organic form, that it gave origin

to organic bodies of very simple and varied kinds in consequence of circum-

stances, and that these bodies have passed successively to more complicated

forms, until at length the generative organs and their manifestations of activity

having appeared in them, they were endowed with the faculty of preserving

themselves in a continuous manner, by means of generation, as separate

species.

XXI. Geology is opposed to the first hypothesis of the existence, in our

planet, of living bodies from the first moments of its creation. Fossils are
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found only in the exterior crust, that is to say, in the superficial layers of the

earth, the formation which is most recentj whilst there are none at all in the

primitive earths. Consequently there was a time when no living being existed

on the globe. Even supposing we admitted this hypothesis, we should still

leave untouched the question, how living bodies were formed, inasmuch as we
could say nothing concerning the mode of origin of our planet and of the bodies

which constitute it. In reference to this question, it matters little whether we

declare for vulcanism or iieptunism, since the geologists are under the neces-

sity of leaving the origin of fire and water without explanation, and the biolo-

gist is still less able to pronounce any opinion on that of living bodies.

XXII. The difficulties which occur in the second hypothesis, of the

dependence of the production of organic matters and living bodies on the

action of general physical forces, are, that we are actually in want of facts

which would authorize us to conclude analogically that organic matters and

living bodies can proceed from inorganic matters, never having observed any

thing similar, at least up to this day. Far from this being the case, living

bodies are unable to produce, with inorganic substances, the greater number

of the materials which enter into their composition, and for such end they

require the matter of other organic bodies, which they introduce into them-

selves. Plants are nourished principally by the remains of dead vegetables

or animals : animals hkewise preserve their existence by means of vegetables,

and even of other animals.

XXIII. The most probable hypothesis is the third, viz., that the substance

of organic bodies existed primitively in water, as matter of a particular kind,

and that it was there endowed with the plastic faculty, that is to say, with the

power of acquiring, by degrees, different simple forms of living bodies, with

the concurrence of the general influences of light, heat, and perhaps also of

electricity, &c., and of then passing from the simple forms to other more

complicated, varying in proportion to the modification occurring in the external

influences until the point when each species acquired duration by the pro-

duction and manifestation of activity of the genital organs. Although we

cannot here also answer Ihe question, whence came the water and the organic

matter which it contained, yet this hopothosis is the one which accords best

with the facts with which geology has latterly been enriched. In fact, we

find no organized bodies belonging to what is called the primitive world in the

strata of earths which modern geologists consider as the products of fire or of

vulcanism. They are only observed in the upper layers of the earth, in those

of the latest formation, and in the soils which have evidently been precipitated

in the midst of the waters. Aquatic animals existed before terrestrial

animals. An argument which favours the hypothesis according to which the

organic kingdom has been gradually developed and elevated from simple to
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more complicated forms, is drawn from the fact that we meet with remains of

organic bodies belonging to the most simple species in the secondary and

more ancient soils, whilst the most recent strata of the earth contain the

remains of more complicated living bodies. The soils which rest directly on

primitive rocks, present fragments of corals, radiated animals, and shells. It-

is only after these that remains of vertebrated animals, fishes, reptiles, and

cetacea, are found in the water. Fossil bones of oviparous animals exist in

the deep strata of the earth, whereas the viviparous mammiferae are met with

in the superficial layers. We observe the same in the organic complication

of vegetables, whose remains are contained in the different layers of the

earth. Impressions of cotyledonous plants, especially of ferns, are the first

vegetable traces met with in the deep seated strata. Then come the remains

of monocotyledonous plants, of arborescent gramina, of palms, &c., and

finally those of the coniferas and other dicotyledonous plants.

There have not yet been found any fossils belonging to apes or man, whose

organization has reached the highest degree of complication and develop-

ment. We may therefore admit, with great probability, that apes and men

are the last and the newest products of our planet. (7)

XXIV. Another circumstance favourable to the hypothesis of the gradual

development of organic bodies, from the most simple to the most complicated,

is that all those bodies, as well vegetables as animals, to this day appear in a

simple form, at the period of generation, or when they proceed from the germ,

and that it is only by degrees they acquire the most complex form peculiar to

each species. To commence in a very simple manner, and to rise thence to

the complicated, is the general character of every thing that has life, as well

of individuals as of the entire of the organic kingdom.

XXV. These reasons, coupled with the fact that, after the extinction of

ihe life of individuals, the materials of organized bodies are reduced to the

(7) An additional argument in favour of this hypothesis, is the fact that whenever animal
matter shall have lost that power which gave and maintained it in a higher degree of complica-

tion in form and functions—no matter how high this degree— it invariabty returns to the most
simple forms. The noble human form, after the cessation of the functions, possesses only suffi-

cient plasticity to take on the shape of the lowest insects and worms. The same applies to the

kingly lion of the forest and the soar! ng eagle. In fact, the matter composing each of these,

after death, is in the same state as the matter which is described by Tiedemann as possessing

merely the aptitude for life, and therefore taking on only the most simple form. Again, that

external circumstances modify structure, is very well ascertained. The absence of light gene-

rally causes a mother to produce a deformed child, as Edwards observed in females confined in

dungeons, whilst tadpoles, preserved from the light, became huge tadpoles instead of frogs.

Natives of different climes have different parts of their organization prominently in action ; the

muscular system, for instance, is much more developed in cold than warm climates ; on the

other hand, natives of the tropics are from birth more excitable than those of northern parts of

the globe ; in other words, the animal nervous apparatus is more developed. In a pure hypo-
thesis it is not expected that the modus operandi of the circumstances to which Tiedemann
alludes should be explained ; collateral e\'idenee is certainly in favour of it.

—

Transi,.
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most simple organic forms by the action of what is called spontaneous gene-

ration, oblige us to admit a primitive organic matter extended on the surface,

or in the crust and waters of our planet, concerning the first origin of which

matter it is as possible for us to certify any thing as on that of the planet

itself. This organic matter, with its different organic modifications, consi-

dered as matters of a peculiar species, sometimes is seen active and living in

the individuals of vegetable and animal species actually existing, under condi-

tions and in the midst of phenomena, the recital of which will be made here-

after ; at other times remains merely capable of enjoying life, and endued with

the faculty of taking on, in certain circumstances, the most simple organic

forms, whenever it has been withdrawn from the composition of living bodies.

Several naturahsts, particularly BuiFon(8) and Needham,(9) have allowed

the existence of a matter peculiar to living bodies. G. R. Treviranus (1) con-

cludes from his researches on life,

1. That there is in nature a matter which is ever moving, by which all

living beings, from the byssus to the palm, and from the infusoria animalculae

to the sea monster, possess life, and which, though immutable in its essence,

is notwithstanding variable in its form, and is incessantly changing it.

2. That this matter is deprived of form in itself, but nevertheless ready to

take that of life; that it maintains a determinate form under the influence of

external causes; that it only continues in that form so long as these causes

are active, and that it takes another so soon as new causes influence it.

3. That the matter capable of life, and the living principle, exist recipro-

cally, and that def^th is only a passage of certain forms of this matter to cer-

tain others. (2)

CHAPTER SECOND.

On the external Corijignration and internal Aggregation.

XXVI. Some bodies, the solids, fill space in a durable and uniform manner,

whilst others, the liquids, vary in their manner of filling it. These, air and

water, are the vehicles which contain the solid bodies. All organic bodies,

(8) Hist. Nat., vol. ii. p. 420. II existe uhe matifere organique animee, universellement re-

pandue dans toutes les substances animales ou vegetales, qui sert egalement a leur nutrition, a

leur developpement, et a leur reproduction.

(9) An Account of some new Microscopical Discoveries. London, 1745, in 8vo.

(1) Biologie, vol. ii. pp. 267 and 403.

(2) This has reference only to the power of life inherent in matter, and is a question of science

only. The soul is not concerned nor mentioned. It may be necessary to state this, as there are

those who would startle at a sentence which, in fact, asserts that life is material and matter

eternal, leaving one form only to take on another. The stupid outcry against the phrenological

doctrine, and the exclamations concerning its inculcation of materialism, have a foundation in a

precisely similar error, that of mistaking the principle capable of life in matter for the soul.—
Transl
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as also all minerals, mercury 'excepted, are solid. Organic bodies at the

same time have a regular form, which minerals only present in the state of

crystallization. In comparing these two groups of bodies, in reference to

their configuration, and aggregation, we are under the necessity of confining

ourselves, as far as minerals are concerned, to those which are possessed of

a regular form.

XXVII. All organic bodies, plants as well as animals, have a form more

or less round and oval, or branched and articulated, and they are confined

by curved or undulating lines, as also by convex or concave surfaces. (3)

Inorganic bodies, on the contrary, in cases where they have a regular form,

as in crystals, are limited by flat surfaces and right lines, by the conjunction

of which, at certain inclinations, are produced ridges and angles. This has

been sufficiently demonstruted by Rome de risle,(4) Bergmann,(5) but parti-

cularly by Hauy,(6) Brochant de Villiers,(7j and by others. It is known

that crystals exhibit a great diversity of forms, both simple and complicated

:

these are cubes, hexaedrals, rhombs, prisms, columns, &c. ;(8) but, however

various their forms may be, it is possible notwithstanding, according to the

connexion of their parts, to reduce them to certain primitive forms and to

certain systems of crystallization. (9) Thus these bodies, as was well re-

marked by Kielmeyer,(l) represent in some degree the effect of an elementary

geometry, whilst nature has employed a high geometry in proceeding to the

formation of living bodies. It may be also said, and it amounts to the same

thing, that the forms of organized bodies are more complicated than those of

inorganic bodies.

XXVIII. The organic kingdom exhibits a much greater abundance and

(3) Several of the immediate organic principles are exceptions to this rule, inasmuch as, after

having been taken from living bodies or seci'eted in them, they crystallize in different manners.
Cliolesterine, uric acid, and the sugar of milk are, in this respect, among those from the animal
kingdom. Many vegetable substances, sugar, different acids, such as the pure sinapic, the

benzoic, and others, but especially the salifiable vegetable bases, such as morpliine, uarcotine,

strychnine, brucine, quinine, &c. ; in fine, the sub-resinous substances, crystallize. The forms

of the latter are, however, for the most part, globular or radiated, like stars or rosettes, according

to Bonastre, (Sur la forme cristalline de plusieurs sous-resines ;) in the Annales de la Societe

Linneene, de Paris, Nov. 1 827, p. .549.

(4) Essais de Cristallographie, or, Descriptiop des Figures Geometriques propres aux differens

Corps du regne Mineral. Paris, 1772, in 8vo.

(5) Uebcr die Gestalten der Krystalle, 1773.

(6) Essai d'une Theorie sur la Structure des Cristaux. Paris, 1784, in 8vo. Traite de

Mineralogie. Paris, 1822.

(7) Do la Cristallization Consideree Geometriquement et Physiquement. Strasbourg, 1819,

in 8vo.

(8) Whenever the operation of ciystallization has been troubled, and the molecules are pre-

cipitated suddenly, the regular geometrical form • is changed, and very frequently round forms

are produced ; but these, according to Haiiy's very just remark, show a want of perfection in

the mineral kingdom.

(9) Weiss, in the Abhandlungen der Physikalischen Klasse dev Akademie der Wissenschaften,

von Berlin, years 1814 and 1815, p. 289.

(1) In his Course of Lectures on General Zoology.

D
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diversity of forms than that of the bodies not endued with life. The thousands

of vegetable and animal species, showing so many differences in their confi-

guration, are proofs of this. According to an estimate made some years ago

by Humboldt,(2) there are known nearly fifty-six thousand species of plants,

and fifty-one thousand seven hundred animals ; but, since that period, besides

a great number of new vegetables and animals have been discovered.

XXIX. If we compare living bodies with minerals in reference to their

aggregation, we observe that, according to the expression of G. R. Trevi-

ranus, (3) organic bodies are distinguished both by the regularity and the

heterogeneous nature of their parts, whilst the latter are possessed only of

the first character and want the second. All living bodies, vegetables, and

animals, are composed of heterogeneous parts. They always contain solid

and liquid constituents, which is looked upon by Humboldt (4) as a character

essential to them. Besides, we remark in all, except the most simple, a vast

number of heterogeneous components ; in plants, we see roots, leaves, and

flowers; in animals, muscles, nerves, vessels, bones, and viscera of several

kinds. These parts, regularly arranged and distributed, are themselves com-

posed of more simple parts ; the tissues in organic bodies, on the contrary,

are not the result of an assemblage of heterogeneous parts, or if, sometimes,

they present this character, the parts are only simply mixed with each other.

Generally speaking, crystals are composed only of homogeneous solid parts.(6)

XXX. Inasmuch as organic bodies are composed of liquids and solids, it

follows as an immediate result, that they possess but little consistency and

rigidity. All of them are soft and flexible, either throughout, or in a great

number of their parts. In fact, their consistence varies considerably, as well

in vegetables as in animals, and not only in the different groups of living

bodies, but even in the different parts of each individual. In general, we

remark that the more important parts of these bodies, those parts which per-

form the principal offices in the accomplishment of their special manifestations

of activity, possess the smallest consistence and solidity, such as the fibres of

the roots, the sap vessels, the alburnum, the leaves and flowers in plants

;

the nerves, brain, muscles, the viscera intended for the process of digestion,

and of respiration, and those destined to the movement of the humours and to

(2) Annales de Chemie, vol. 16.

(3) Biologic, V. i, p. 158.

(4) Apliorismen aus der Pflanzen. Physiologic, p. 33.

(5) The drops of water which are met with sometimes in crystals can scarcely be bi'ought

forward as an objection, because they are purely accidental. Thus Brewster (Ti'ansactions of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. x, p. 1,) found colourless and transparent liquids in some
topazes, in the chyrsoberyl, in the Quebec quarz, in the amethyst, &c. Commonly these liquids

only in part filled the cavities of the crystals, and besides contained a bubble of air, which dis-

appeared by the action of heat. Neither can the water of ciystallization be objected, since it is

intimately combined with the very matter of the ciystals, and is not distributed in specified

spaces, as the humours of living bodies are.
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the different secretions in animals. The consistence varies also in proportion to

the age. Regarding this, we may lay down the principle, that it is so much

the more diminished in vegetables and animals, as those bodies arc least

distant from their origin, or from the periods of their development and growth,

whilst it increases, together with the rigidity, in proportion as they approach

the end of their career.

Inorganic bodies, on the contrary, which are composed entirely of solid

partsj are remarkable for their great rigidity. In them we do not see parts

differing in point of consistence, neither does their rigidity vary with the

duration of their existence.

XXXI. Another consequence of the mixture of the solids and fluids,

which enter into the composition of living bodies, as well as of their state of

softness, is the facility with which they undergo changes in the relations of

their structure, that is, with which they move. These two very circumstances

render their chemical composition more easily attacked by external influences,

as of heat and the atmos[)here, which act principally on their liquid parts.

Minerals, which are com])osed of solids, and possess rigidity, do not exhibit

these changes in the mutual connexion of their parts, that is to say, they do

not move, and are less liable to be varied in their composition by the action

of exterior influences, particularly of heat and the atmosphere.

XXXII. All organic bodies do not only exist as a result of an assemblage

of solid and liquid parts, but moreover this sort of constitution is indispensably

necessary to their existence and preservation, inasmuch as it is the reaction

of solid and liquid parts which determines and maintains the manifestations of

activity or of life, (2) If the juices of a plant are abstracted, it dies ; if the

mass of its humours are withdrawn from an animal, and its vessels emptied of

the blood contained in them, life is extinguished. Let the solid parts be

destroyed in a mechanical or cliemieal manner, in this case too the manifes-

tations of life cease. It follows, then, that the solids and liquids of living

bodies are in a continual reciprocity of action, indispensably necessary to the

support of life.

XXXIII. Another cause, too, of the essential and necessary connexion

which exists, in organized bodies, between the liquid and solid parts, is that

the latter take their origin from the former. Eveiy animal originates from a

(6) Some vegetables and animals, of the most simple species liowever, for instance, mosses,

infusoria, ratifera, (vorticclla rotatona,) vibrioncs, (vibrio anguilla,) &c., survive for some time

the loss of their liquid parts ; they may be dissected so as to give no sign of life, and when after-

wards they are moistened, the phenomena of life are again roused in them, as is sliown by the

experiments of Needham, (Nouvelies decouvertes faites avec le Microscope. Leydeu, 1744,) of

Baker, (Employment for the Microscope. London, 1764.) of Spallanzani, (Observations sur les

Animaux qu'on peut tuer et ressusciter a son gre j in Opuscules de Physique, vol. ii, p. 261,) and
of Fontana, (Sur le venin de la vip^re, vol. i.)
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liquid, in the midst of which it is formed. Liquids, also, are incessantly fur-

nishing the materials for the nutrition of the solids. These possess the capa-

bility of exercising their manifestations of activity only so long as they are

nourished. Every substance vi^hatever which enters into organic bodies,

under the name of food, should be hquid, or at least susceptible of becoming

so. The sohds themselves are likewise resolved into liquids. In short, all

matters which are elicited and rejected from living bodies, during life, are more

or less liquid. But the constitution of the liquids depends, in its turn, on the

manifestations of activity of the solids, for these are the chief source of the

qualities which distinguish them.

XXXIV. Neither is it difficult to convince ourselves, by an attentive

examination with the microscope, that the parts entering into the composition

of organic bodies, are of another nature from those which constitute minerals.

By this instrument we perceive, both in the liquids and solids of vegetables

and animals, globular or oval, and occasionally flattened, bodies. The most

simple animals, such as the infusoria, polypi, as well as the most simple plants,

the confervae, tremellae, the pulverulent mushrooms, the byssus, &c., are com-

posed of globules, as is shown from the results of Trembley's,(7) SchcefFer'Sj(8)

Carolini's,(9) and other observations. In the majority of the animal humours,

globules have been found; in the blood, chyle, saliva, the pancreatic juice,

the fat, the semen, and the milk, by Leuwenhoeck,(l) Hewson,(2) and very

recently by Home, Prevost, and Dumas, Rafn,(3) Gottfried Reinhold,(4)

and Ludolf Christian Treviranus,(5) &c. have likewise met with them in the

proper juices of plants, especially in those of the milky kind. Globules of

divers kinds are also seen in the cells of vegetables. Of this sort are those

of the starch found in cotyledons ; of the albumen of grains of corn and bul-

bous roots ; the resinous globules of clilorophile, in the parenchyma of the

leaves, and the coloured globules in the cells of the flowers. Similar globules

have also been perceived in the cellular tissue, the serous and mucous mem-

branes, the brain and nerves, the tendons, and the different glands of animals,

by Leuwenhoeck, Hooke, Swammerdamm, Delia Torre, Prochaska, Fontana,

&c., and latterly by Barba, Home, G. R, Treviranus,(6) Milne Edwards,(7)

(7) Mem. pour servir a I'Histoire d'un genre de Polypes d'eau douce. Leyden, 1744, p. 54.

(8) Von den guinen Armpolypen. Ryensburg, 1755, p. 21.

(9) Ueber Pfanzenthiere des Mittelmeers, p. 56.

(1) Opera omnia seu Arcana Naturae. Leyden, 1722.

(2) Opus Posthumum, Description of the red Particles of the Blood. London, 1777.

(3) Entwurf einer Pflanzen Physiologic. Translated from the Danish, by Markussen, p. 91.

(4) Ueber die Gefasse und den Bildungsaft der Pflanzen. in Vermischten Schriften, v. i, p. 145.

(5) Ueber den eigenen Taft der Gewaschse ; in Tiedemann's und Treviranus' Zeitschrift fur

Physiologic, vol. i, p. 147.

(6) Ueber die Organischen Elemente des thierischen Korpers ; in Vermischten Schriften, ana-

tomischen und Physiologischen Inhalts. Gcettingen, 1816, vol. i, p. 117.

(7) Sur la Structure Elementaire des Principaux Tissus Organiques des Animaux ; in the

Archives Generales de Medicine, 1823, vol. iii. Recherches Microscopiques sur la Structure in-
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Dutrochet,(8) Prevost and Dumas,(9) Hodgkins and Lister.(l) Lastly, they

are discovered also in the embryons of plants and animals that are forming, a

fact demonstrated by Swammerdamm,(2) C. F. Wolf,(3) G. R. Trevirauus,(4)

Sprengel,(5) L. C. Trevirauus,(6) Link,(7) Rudolphi, (8) J. F. Meckel, (9)

and many others.

XXXV. These globules or corpuscules peculiar to organic bodies, none

similar to which are found in minerals, are to be considered as the elementary

forms of the former, as the final organic molecules possessing a distinct form

which are perceivable in them. Organic naatters, in general, appear to have

the property of assuming, under certain circumstances, globular forms. This

is chiefly remarked when they pass from the liquid to the solid state. G.

R. Treviranus saw globules formed during the coagulation of the white of an

egg, which he had not distinguished in the liquid albumen. Prevost and

Dumas observed the same phenomenon in albumen, v^^hose coagulation they

had effected by submitting it to the action of the positive pole of the galvanic

pile. It is globular corpuscules, also, which first appear when infusoria are

formed in the midst of organic matters in a state of decomposition.

XXXVI. These organic elementary globules, whose volume, colour, and

other qualities show so many difl^erences in the liquids and solids of plants

and animals, form the basis of the different tissues, the presence of which

distinguishes living bodies from minerals, wherein nothing that can be com-

pared to them is perceptible. Animal tissues are the consequence of, or are

composed by, different modes of arrangement of the globules. These are

ranged in series and lines in the fibrous tissue of the nerves, of the muscles

and tendons. They are extended in the form of lamellae in the cellular tissue

and those membranes that are chiefly composed of it, as the serous, synovial,

and mucous, as well as in the coats of the vessels. They are found variously

united in masses in the glandular organs, the liver, the kidneys, the salivary

glands, the pancreas and testicles. The tissues of vegetables have not been

hitherto sufliciently examined so as to ascertain the precise arrangement of

their elementary globules.

time des tissus Organiques des Animaux ; in the Annales des Sciences Natui-elles, 1826, vol. ix,

p. 362.

(8) Rechevches Anatomiques et Physiologiques sur la structui'e intime des Animaux et des

Vegetaux, et sur leur Motilite. Paris, 1824.

(9) Bibliotheque Universelle des Sciences et Arts, vol. xvii.

(1) Philosophical Magazine and Annals of Philosophy, No. 8, 1827.

(2) Biblia Naturas, p. 817. He saw globules on the young bull-head frogs.

(3) Theoria Generationis, vol. ii, pp. 2, 16, 53.

(4) Biologic, vol. iii, p. 233, vol. iv, p. 9.

(5) Von dem Ban und der Natur de Gewaschse. Halle, 1812, p. 71.

(6) Vom inwendigen Ban der Gewaschse, p. 2. Beitrage zur Pflanzen Physiologic, p. 1.

(7) Grundlehren dei Anatomie und Physiologic der Pflanzen, p. 29, Nachtrage, p. 3.

(8) Anatomie der Pflanzen, p. 27.

(9) Vergleichende Anatomie, vol. i, p. 40.
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XXXVII. The union of tissues, in extremely diversified modes of com-

bination, disposition, and form, gives origin to the parts which we see exer-

cising the different functions in organic bodies, during their hfe, and which we

designate by the name of organs or apparatus for the performance of the

different manifestations of life. Parts resembhng these are never met with

in inorganic bodies.

XXXVIII. Organic bodies, at least the more complicated, have their

surface supplied with a covering, which confines them, and which surrounds

the different liquid and solid parts, organs, tissues, and combinations of tissues,

entering into their composition. This covering is called skin in animals and

bark in plants. The different sized openings by which it is pierced, permit

living bodies to absorb substances from without and to expel substances from

within. We find nothing like this in minerals, whose constituent particles

are without any means of separation directly exposed to the surrounding

media.

XXXIX. All the parts found in, and whose union constitute, organic

bodies, are held together by the bonds of a strict causality. In relation to

their origin and formation they are dependent on each other. This proposition

does not only follow from what has already been said concerning the connex-

ion of liquids and solids, but also from the manner in which organized bodies

are formed in the midst of matters which produce them. The radicle, pro-

ceeding from the fertile seed of a plant, determines the growth of the stalk,

which afterwards plays the same part with respect to the leaves and flowers.

The parts which appear first are the cause of the manifestations of those that

succeed. Thus, in the embryos of the more complicated animals, the two

most generally extended apparatus, the nervous and vascular systems, are

those which are first formed, and from whose formation that of the others

proceeds.

A similar relationship of cause and effect does not exist between the parts

whose aggregation produces minerals. When a crystal is formed in the midst

of a liquid, the particles of which it is composed are united to each other by

the laws of affinity and cohesion alone, without the first which congregate

exercising a determining action on the formation and arrangement of the others,

as happens in ihe formation of organic bodies.

XL. Once produced and formed, the solid and liquid parts remain, so

long as they endure, in a continual state of dependence and reciprocity of

action,(l) that is to say, that they are to each other as cause and effect, or.

(1) The reciprocal action of the parts in living bodies was known to Hippocrates, since he

says (lilj. de alimento ;) Consensus unus, conspiratio una, consentientia omnia ; and in another

place (de locis in homine ;) mihi quidem videtur principium corporis nullum esse, sed omnia

similiter principium et omnia finis.
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to employ the expression of Kant,(2) as means and end. The liquids con-

tained in defined spaces of different kinds, and spread throughout the solids,

combine with them, and pass from the liquid to the solid state. The solids,

on the other hand, are redissolved and return to the hquid state. Moreover,

the liquids act on the organs which they urge to the production of manifesta-

tions of activity, while the organs, in their turn reacting on the liquids, keep

them in motion and modify their properties. Every part of a plant or animal

contributes, by its manifestation of activity, to the preservation of the indi-

vidual in the full exercise of its faculties, and indirectly also to the mainten-

ance of the species. The duration of vegetables, with a few exceptions,

which will be spoken of hereafter, depends on the root, the stalk, and leaves,

which all contribute to it by their special functions. These parts and the

flowers, or genital organs, which they produce, assure the duration of the

species. The same is the case in animals. The organs of digestion, of ab-

sorption, of respiration, of the circulation, and of secretion, assure, by the

very fact of their manifestations of activity, both their own preservation and

that of their numerous apparatus, of the organs of the senses and of the loco-

motive apparatus, just as the functions of these latter contribute also to the

preservation of the other organs and of themselves. The genitals, the exist-

ence and the functions of which depend on the other apparatus of the indi-

vidual, do not react on them as cause, nor are they necessary to the preserva-

tion of the individual, but they certainly are to that of the species by their

manifestations of activity. All the parts, then, which enter into the composi-

tion of an organic body, together with their qualities and manifestations of

activity, are in a mutual dependence on each other and constitute a perfect

whole, so that the particular activity belonging to the individual and to the

species is thereby preserved.

The homogeneous particles which constitute a crystal, and which are united

by cohesion, have not this reciprocity of action in reference to each other, as

Bichat has shown. (3) They do not act mutually the part of conservative

agent and cause, relative to their qualities, as is the case in the parts of an

organic body.

XLI. As the different solid and liquid parts, existing in an organic body,

are in intimate connexion with each other, and as their duration is conditional

on the reciprocity of action of the parts which constitute it, the greater

number of living bodies, especially all those that are complex, do not suffer

division, without being deprived of their existence and of their own proper

activity. Organic bodies, then, in the rigorous acceptation of the word, are

(2) Kritik der Urtheilskraft, v. ii, p. 292.

(3) Anatomie generale. Introduction, p. 23.
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individuals which cannot be divided, inasmuch as such division annihilates

life in them.

It is true there exist several organic bodies, which are susceptible of division

to a certain degree, without having their existence compromised by this opera-

tion. In this number are many plants, especially perennial plants, and

amongst animals, polypi, some radiariae, and worms. This circumstance

does not confute what has been said on indivisibility as a characteristic of

living bodies. On one hand, many plants, like polypi, represent an imion or

collection of several smaller organisms, which may continue to live after they

have been detached from their stock. On the other hand, all their parts pre-

sent a certain uniformity of organization and action, and such an independence,

that they are able to exist apart from each other, and produce or regenerate, by

their own activity, the parts necessary to the perfection of the species. The

character of individuality is the more pronounced, in organic bodies, as their

structure is more complicated and their manifestations of activity more varied.

On the contrary, a less difference is exhibited by the parts entering into their

composition, or the more they are similar, less is the diversity in their actions

perceivable, less striking is the character of indivisibility, and more feeble is

the connexion of the parts of the same organism, because parts that are

similar have the conditions of their existence more in themselves, and are less

dependent on each other.

Regarding inorganic bodies, they do not form individuals, because they are

the result of an assemblage of homogeneous particles, having no relation of

production or preservation with each other, as have the different parts of organ-

ized bodies. Inorganic bodies can therefore subsist after having been sepa-

rated into pieces. Each piece of a broken crystal exists as well as if united

to the other pieces.(4) Neither can inorganic bodies reproduce or regenerate,

by their own proper power, parts which have been separated from them, as is

the case with those simple living bodies that are divisible without loss of

existence.

XLII. In reference to the form and composition of bodies, if we examine

the changes they undergo during their existence, their duration, their mode of

origin, and their relations with external influences, we also here discover con-

siderable differences between those that are organized and those that are not.

(4) Richerand has perfectly explained this in the following terms : " Toutes les parties d'un
corps vivant, soit vegetal, soit animal, tendent et concourent a un but commun, le conservation
de I'individu et de I'espece ; chacun de leurs organs, quoique done d'une action particuliere,

agit pour remplir cet objet ; et de cette sei'ie d'actions concurrentes et harmoniques resulte la vie

generale, ou la vie proprement dite. Au contraire, chaque partie d'une masse brute ou inorganique
est independente des autres parties, aux quelles elle n'est unie que par la force ou I'affinite d'ag-

gregation ; lorsqu'elle en est separee, elle existe avec toutes ses proprietes caracteiistiques et ne
difffere que par son volume de la masse a la quelle elle a cesse d'appartenir."
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The form and aggregation of all living bodies vary during their existence,

at stated periods, and according to inherent laws. All vegetables and animals

are born with a very simple form, and, at the time of their origin, they are

composed, internally, of a very small number of parts having a simple confi-

guration. By degrees, in proportion as their volume augments, their form

and aggregation become more complicated. All of them observe a periodicity

in their development. Moreover we observe, that the majority suffer by

degrees, in the progress of age, a sinking in their form, and changes in the

composition of their liquids and solids.

Crystals do not exhibit, in their form and aggregation, changes that can

be considered as the results of development or of the epochs of age ; they

sufter no change whose cause is inherent, and dependent on their duration.

XLllI. All organic bodies, plants as well as animals, in their figure and

aggregation, possess a certain duration, varying considerably, according to

the genera, species, and individuals, but which, notwithstanding, depends

chiefly on circumstances inherent in themselves. The duration of the form and

aggregation of inorganic bodies, crystals for instance, is not confined to any

determinate period ; when they are destroyed it is by the effect of extrinsic

circumstances.

XLIV. The origin and production of new organic forms of a species is the

result of manifestations of activity in forms already existing. These manifes-

tations of activity, which are called generation, are not the effects of chemical

affinity and cohesion, but of a peculiar power, appertaining to organic bodies,

exhibited, with specific modifications, in the different species of living bodies,

propagated or diffused through the product during the act of generation, and

directing the form and aggregation of it, in such a manner that none but beings

of the same kind are produced and formed.

The production of new crystalline formS; on the contrary, supposes the

destruction, the annihilation, the solution in a liquid, of crystals already exist-

ing. Such new crystallized forms, developed as they are according to the

simple laws of affinity and cohesion, at the expense of former materials dis-

solved in a liquid, may differ considerably. Indeed, the researches of Mit-

scherlich(5) have taught that a body composed of the same principles, in the

same proportions, is capable of assuming different forms. The crystalline form,

therefore, does not depend on the nature of the atoms, but on their number

and mode of aggregation. The same number of atoms, united in a similar

manner, produce one and the same crystalline form.

(o) Konigl. Veteiis. Acad. Handliug, 1821, p. 4.

E
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XLV. The form and aggregation of organic bodies can only subsist and

enjoy a certain duration on condition of a reciprocity of action with external

things, and more especially on that of a continual change which is going on in

their material substance. All organic bodies take from everything around

them, and attract the constituent principles of the air, water, and food, which

they introduce into their composition and form. At the same time divers

matters are eliminating from their composition and form. It is only so long

as this change and renewal takes place in the materials, that they continue in

the form and aggregation peculiar to them.

On the other hand, the existence and permanency of the form and aggre-

gation of inorganic bodies, crystals for example, suppose their composition to

be in absolute repose, and that no change whatever occurs in them. If

external things, which have a greater affinity with their materials, should act

on them, they combine with them according to the laws of affinity, and thence

follows the destruction and annihilation of their form and aggregation. A
renewal of matter, therefore, a thing absolutely necessary to the subsistence

of organic bodies, exerts a destructive action on inorganic bodies.

XLVI. From the parallel which has been established between the form

and aggregation of organic and those of inorganic bodies, essential differences

are collected. All organic bodies have a regular form, terminated by undu-

lating lines and surfaces which are not flat. They all proceed from an assem-

blage of heterogeneous parts, both liquid and solid, having a peculiar mode of

arrangement and distribution, and connected so as to produce an harmonious

whole; in other words, engaged in a reciprocity of action necessary to the

preservation of the individual. The form and aggregation sway each other

mutually ; the destruction of one leads to that of the other. All organized

bodies preserve their form and aggregation by virtue of an internal activity,

under the influence of external circumstances, and amid incessant changes in

their material substance or their composition. They are developed from each

other, produce themselves, are formed and maintained by their own activity,

are subject to regular changes, and enjoy a certain durability.

These bodies thus constitute separate beings, whose various parts, with

their different qualities, have a configuration and an aggregation of such a

nature that unity, harmony, concurrence of actions to a common end, the

preservation of the individual and of the species, may, and in fact do, follow

as results. They are relatively more perfect than inorganic bodies.(6)

(6) Absolute perfection belongs to every being whatsoever, since each one is what it ought to

be according to the laws of nature. But the ditferent groups of beings present differences as to

relative perfection. Bonnet (Contemplation de la Nature, vol. ii, cap. 2) has very clearly ex-

pressed himself on this subject, in the following manner : " Tous les etres sont parfaits, consideres
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This superiority of relative perfection is exhibited by the greater number of

different parts and matters entering into their composition, as also by the more

intimate connexion and more exact reciprocity of action existing between all

these parts and matters, so that we cannot but recognise a train of coinci-

dences tending to one end or to unity of end.

XLVII. If, lastly, we put the question, on what rests the property which

organized bodies have of exhibiting this disposition, the combination and

reciprocity of action, in the parts which compose them, we have no other

answer to make, except that it ought to be sought for in their material sub-

stance itself, in organic matter. All organisms proceed, as far as we can

judge of them by observation, from organic matters, which are presented to

us as susceptible of organization. At one time they are formed at the expense

of an organized individual in which putrefaction is established, as is seen in

the case of spontaneous generation, wherein the organisms developed vary

according to the external influences to which the organic matters are submitted.

At other times, organisms, or organic tissues, are formed in a determinate

manner, and with an equally determinate form, in the midst of liquid organic

matters, produced by the manifestations of activity of organisms already

existing, as is observed in generation properly so called, and in the acts of

development, of formation, and nutrition. Each species of animal and vege-

table presents an organization peculiar to itself, and possesses the faculty of

preserving itself, notwithstanding the perishable character and the continual

renewal of the individuals. Should we seek to discover whence proceeds this

quality of animal and vegetable species, we are lost in the regions of obscu-

rity. Neither do we know more touching the origin of the first individuals of

any animal or vegetable species, than concerning that of the organic matters

on the surface of our planet. Provisionally we shall designate the faculty or

power which organic matters have of taking on organic form and aggregation,

in certain circumstances, by the name of plastic power, or power of organiza-

tion, and regard it as a quality peculiar to these matters, so that we shall

consider aggregation by means of purely mechanical or chemical attraction

as an especial property of inorganic matter.

en eux-memes ; tous repondent a une fin, Les determinations, ou les qualites propres a ohaque
etre, sont les moyens i-elatifs a cette fin. Si ces determinations changeoient, elles ue seroient plus

en rapport avec la fin et il n'y aurait plus de sagesse. Mais a une fin plus noble repondent les

moyens plus releves. L'etre appelle a remplir cette fin est enrichi de facultes qui lui sont assor-

ties. Consideres sous ee point de vue, les etres nous offrent diflerens degres de perfection relative.

La mesure de cette perfection est dans les rapports que chaqu' etre soutient avec le tout. L'etre

dont les rapports au tout sont plus varies, plus multiplies, plus feconds, possede une perfection

plus relevee." We appreciate the i-elative perfection of an organized body by the multiplicity,

the diversity, and the development of its parts. Whenever we observe a great diversity in the

organic conformation, we also uniformly see a great variety and combination in the manifesta-

tions of life.
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SECOND SECTION.

PARALLEL BETWEEN THE MANIFESTATIONS OF ACTIVITY OF ORGANIC

AND THOSE OF INORGANIC BODIES,

CHAPTER FIRST.

Of the Manifestations of activity common to organic and inorganic Bodies,

and their Modifications in the former.

XLVIII. The manifestations of activity and of power of inorganic bodies

are reducible to repulsion and attraction. The first is shown by impenetra-

bility and extension, the second by mechanical attraction, gravity, cohesion,

adhesion, and chemical affinity. Physical philosophers designate by the names

of attraction and repulsion those inherent causes in bodies on v/hich these phe-

nomena depend. They have discovered a great portion of the laws according

to which these forces act, without being able to detect their fundamental cause.

XLIX. Similar phenomena, or manifestations of activity, are observed in

living bodies. All of them possess extent and weight; cohesion and adhe-

sion is exerted in all of them, and we see besides, in all, the play of chemical

affinities. But these phenomena, although the effects of general physieal

forces, are modified by the manifestations of activity peculiar to organic

bodies, called life, and by powers of a particular kind, viz., organic powers.

All the physical and chemical properties of plants and animals, the manner in

which they fill space, their extension, their gravity, their cohesion, the che-

mical affinities which operate in them, depend more or less on the organic

powers by which they are animated. A further proof of this is, that plants

and animals are produced from other living bodies of the same species as

themselves, and that all their qualities, form, peculiarities of weight, of adhe-

sion and cohesion, the form and composition of their parts, in short the mode

of showing their own action, are determined by the organic powers of the

bodies which originate them. We know of no living body generated by the

action of purely physical or chemical forces. All the qualities, therefore, of

organic bodies should be looked upon as the effects of life. Even those phe-

nomena seen in them, which they exhibit in common with organic bodies,

undergo modifications of their specific action, and should be considered as

subordinate to the organic powers.

L. The weight of different living bodies depends on their life, and varies

according to the periods of age, the state of the nutritive functions, and

divers influences, external as well as internal, which modify the manifesta-

tions of activity of these functions. The specific gravity of all their solids

and liquids is also subject to continual changes during the course of their
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existence. The liquids contained in the difl'erent spaces, cavities, or vessels

of the plants and animals, are not distributed according to the law of gravita-

tion alone : they are frequently moved against their gravity, and their manner

of movement and of distribution is dependent on their manifestations of hfe.

LI. The degree of cohesion, of adhesion, and consistence of organic

bodies, of all their liquid and solid parts, varies extremely according to the

duration of their existence and manifestations of activity. Plants and

animals have but little consistence and cohesion in the first period of their

existence. These properties become more pronounced in them in proportion

as they are developed, and for the most part they attain their maximum in

advanced age. Various influences, which modify their manifestations of life,

as heat, light, the atmosphere, water, and food, produce changes in their state

of cohesion. This changes even in consequence of their internal action, as

is particularly seen in the contraction of the muscles. The same is the case

with the chemical affinities met vi^ith in hving bodies. The composition of

these bodies, as well in their entire as in their different parts, together with

all the changes which take place during the existence of organic bodies, should

be considered as the effects of life. (7)

Neither does heat spread over living bodies in the same manner, nor after

the same laws, as in bodies not endued with life. The greater number of

animals maintain the temperature peculiar to them, although that of the sur-

rounding media be different.

Lll. Even when the life of organic bodies is extinct, we should consider

the qualities which they possess, from the time of death to the complete reso-

lution of organization, as results of the organic powers which have been

active in them. Besides the powers of life, BichatCB) admits, in organic

bodies, particular qualities, amongst which he classed extensibility, contrac-

tility, and elasticity of the tissues, which he regarded as inherent in their

texture and the arrangement of the molecules of which they are composed.

He thinks them independent of life, because they remain after death, and are

only annihilated after the establishment of putrefaction and destruction of the

organs. He adds, that life certainly augments their energy, but that it is not

the cause of it. These properties are also the effects of forces which life has

put into action, for the tissues which possess them have been produced during

life and by life. The qualities which still remain inherent in them after death

(7) Berzelius also (Lehrbuch der Chemie, v. 3, part 1st, p. 135) recognises this, when he
says, " The elements seem to ol^ey, in living bodies, other laws than those in dead bodies, or

bodies not endued with life. The cause of this difterence has hitheito been withheld from our
inquiries, and we attribute it to a power of a peculiar nature, belonging only to living bodies

—

the vital power. This something is placed altogether beyond inorganic elements ; it is not one
of their original qualities, as gravity, impenetrability, electric polarity, &c. ; but we can neither

conceive what it is, nor how it is generated or finishes."

(8) On Life and Death, p. 43. General Anatomy, v. i, part 1, p. 35.
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proceed from their composition and texture, and these are produced by the

manifestations of Hfe. So soon as chemical affinities take the upper hand in

dead bodies, during fermentation and putrefaction, these properties of the

tissues also disappear, and are destroyed as the last remaining effects of life.

LIII. Hence it follows that the qualities of organic bodies, as well those

observed in life as those remaining even after death, should be considered as

the effects and results of special powers that are exercised in these alone.

All the phenomena of these bodies, even those of general physical forces, are

produced or modified by life and its powers. Reil, therefore, (9) was right

when he said that, in a Hving organ, nothing is dead, not even elasticity, and

that all therein is modified by what we call life.

The manifestations of life, such as we recognize them, are inexplicable by

the general laws of physics. (1) Neither the power of repulsion, nor that of

attraction, with all their modifications, is sufficient, according to researches

hitherto made, to explain life. Already it has been more than once attempted

to deduce life from the laws of mechanics, physics, and of chemistry. This

error has been committed by the physiologists and physicians of the iatro-

malhematic and iatrochemical schools. In every age distinguished natu-

ralists discovered this error and opposed it. The difficulty of explaining the

manifestations of activity of living bodies by the laws of other natural powers,

probably depends on the imperfect knowledge which is possessed concerning

natural phenomena in general ; but so long as we cannot succeed in accounting

for them in this manner, we are authorized in attributing them provisionally

to powers of a particular species.

CHAPTER SECOND.

Of the Manifestations of Activity -proper to organic Bodies.

LIV. All organic bodies, plants, and animals, are in a continual state of

activity, and incessantly subject to changes. This is the most general pheno-

menon observed in them. If we submit it to analysis, we perceive that there

are manifestations of activity and changes which take place uninterruptedly

(9) Archiv. fur die Physiologic, v. vii, p. 438.

(1) Buflfon (Histoire Nat., v. ii, p. 50) says, " J'avoue que je pense bien differemment de ces

philosophes ; il me semble qu'en n'admettant qu'un certain nombre des principes mechaniques,

il n'ont pas senti combien ils retrecissoient la philosophic, et ils n'ont pas vu, que pour un i^heno-

mene qu'on pourrait y rappeler, il y en avoit mille qui en etoient independens. L'idee de rame-

ner I'explication de tous les phenomenes a des principes mechaniques, est assurement grande et

belle : ce pas est le plus hardi qu'on put faire en philosophic, et c'est Descartes qui Pa fait

;

mais cette idee n'est qu'un projet. Le defaut de la philosophic d' Aristote etoit d'employer

comme causes tous les cifets particuliers ; celui de celle de Descartes est de ne vouloir employer

comme causes, qu'un petit nombre d'effets generaux, en donnant I'exclusion a tout le reste. II

me semble que la philosophic sans defaut seroit celle oii I'on n'employeroit pour causes que des

efFets generaux, mais oii I'on chercheroit en meme temps a en augmenter le nombre, en tachant

de generaliser les eifets particuliers."
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during the whole existence of each organized body; that there are others

which only occur once, and never re-appear, and several that are only ex-

hibited at certain epochs.

LV. Among the manifestations of activity which are continually present ia

each organize dindividual is placed nutrition, or the faculty enjoyed by the

individual of maintaining himself in the state of chemical composition, of

organization, and activity which is proper to it. If we inquire by what acts

individuals are preserved, we find that they are the following :

1. Taking from the external world liquids and solids, entitled aliments,

which is performed by absorption, or by particular movements.

2. Absorption of gaseous substances from the media which surround them,

and expulsion of their materials in the same form, to wit, respiration

3. Conversion of the food, or gaseous bodies, which they have absorbed,

into a mass resembling that of their own humours—assimilation.

4. Movement of the humours between the interstices of the solid parts—

the circulation.

5. Conversion of the humours into solids, or combinations of these humours

with the solid parts, and preservation of the properties of the latter—nutrition

properly so called.

G. Lastly, preparation of particular liquids, at the expense of their humours

—secretion.

Such are the operations observed, more or less distinctly, and in a greater

or less degree, in all living bodies, plants, and animals, and designated by the

name of nutritive functions. By these it is that bodies are maintained, during

a certain time, in possession of the properties peculiar to the species of which

they are a part. Nutrition, properly so called, the condition of their duration,

goes on uninterruptedly in all of them, although frequently it occurs only in a

vei-y small degree. The other manifestations of activity which concur in the

preservation of the individual frequently suffer more or less lengthened inter-

ruptions, as happens during the hibernation of a number of plants and animals.

In general, the intervals observed, in the difTerent groups of living bodies, are

so much the less frequent, and shorter, as the organization of these bodies is

more complicated, and as their manifestations of activity possess greater

energy.

LVI. The matters that living bodies take from without to accomplish their

nutrition, are the principal constituents of the atmosphere, water and organic

matters, sometimes simple, sometimes compound. The organic substances

are specially designated under the name of aliment. Living bodies serve for

food to themselves, that is to say, they mutually devour each other; or they

are nourished by organic excretions ; or, in fine, they subsist on matters pro-

ceeding from the decomposition and dissolution of dead bodies. Conse-
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quently, the compound of particular combinations constituting the material

substance of organic bodies, and which we have above designated by the

name of organic matter, is the chief source whence living bodies obtain the

materials for their nutrition.(2) These organic combinations, which pass from

one living body into others, have in themselves the necessary qualities to

render them capable of resuming the organic form, and reappearing in life

by the manifestations of activity of living bodies. Aliments are matters

capable ot life, and are continually changing their form by the action of living

bodies. There is no sort of aliment for inorganic bodies, or those not endued

with life, during whose existence no change or renewal of materials takes

place.

LVIJ. The introduction of aliments is accomplished by particular manifes-

tations of activity of living bodies. The most general of these manifestations,

and one which is observed in vegetables as well as animals, is absorption.

Plants absorb their alimentary substances only in a liquid form, and the majority

of them by means of special organs, namely, the roots. In animals, the taking

of food is also chiefly performed by absorption, as long as they are confined in

the ovum; but, after their exit from the membranes of the ovum, the mouth

becomes the principal opening by which the animal ingests food in a liquid or

solid form, and then it is only within the body, in the alimentary sac, that the

attraction of the nutritious parts takes place by absorption. But the introduc-

tion of alimentary substances into the mouth is accomplished by a series of

special movements, to which we shall return hereafter. No mineral receives

within itself matters introduced into it by absorption, or by the aid of certain

movements concerned in its preservation.

LVIIl. The aliments which plants and animals introduce into themselves

by absorption, and animals moreover by the mouth, do not pass into the mass

of solids in a direct manner and without undergoing preliminary changes.

Previous to their combination with organisms into the composition of which

they are to enter, and participating in their vital qualities, they acquire, in

certain locahties, the properties belonging to the liquids or juices which form

these organisms. The conversion of aliments into the proper mass of living

bodies is known under the name of assimilation.

Several facts seem to favour the assimilation of alimentary matters absorbed

by the roots or other organs of plants. We know that plants most distant

in regard to formation and budding composition, increase and produce

(2) BufFon says very truly (Hist. Nat., vol. ii, p. 306,) "La matiere qui sert a la nutrition et

a la reproduction cles animaux et ties vegetaux est la meme ; c'est vine substance productive et

universelle, composee de molecules organiques, toujours existantes, toujours actives, dont la reunion

produit les corps organises. La nature travaille toujours sur Ic meme fond, et ce fond est inepui-

sable ; mais les moyens qu'elle emploie pour Ic mettre en valeur, sont diiferens les uns des autres."
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particular combinations in the same soil and under the influence of the same

nutritive materials. We also see branches of different varieties of plants

covered with leaves, flowers, and fruits peculiar to them, after having been

engrafted on the same trunk, although they were nourished, like the trunk

itself, by the nutritious liquid imbibed by its roots. It follows from this, that

the crude liquid of a wild shrub needs to be assimilated, by the special mani-

festations of activity of the graft, to the mass of the shrub's humours, before it

can combine with its solid parts and share its qualities. Each kind of plant

prepares, from alimentary substances, a peculiar nutritious hquid, endowed

with specific qualities, and fitted to take on the nature of its sohd parts.

Neither is the aliment of animals of such a nature as to be capable of

passing directly into their sohd parts, and of being exhibited as endued with

their organization and manifestations of life. It must undergo divers elabor-

ations and be converted into a liquid, properly so called, in order to enjoy

this property. Besides, the most dissimilar animals frequently take the same

food, but this does not prevent each one maintaining the organization and

composition belonging to it and its peculiar manifestations of life.

LIX. The assimilation of ahments is accomplished in two ways. On the

one hand, it is effected by means of liquids which organic bodies add to the

aliments, in the localities wherein they are received, and by the influence of

which they modify the properties these substances possess, by bringing them

nearer to their own. On the other hand, also, it takes place by the exposure

of the aliments, mixed with the juices that have been added, to the action of

the atmospheric air, of which they absorb a part, at the same time that they

supply certain materials to it. The former is called assimilation by the first

passages, and the latter assimilation by respiration. These two operations

are the special manifestations of activity which living bodies alone can display,

and which are totally wanting in bodies deprived of life.

LX. In organic bodies of the most simple kind, which are composed

uniformly of cellular tissue, or mucus, as the cryptogamia and some animals

that have no buccal openings, the assimilation of ahment in the first passages

is directly effected, in the very midst of this tissue or mucus, into which it has

been received, in a Hquid form, by means of absorption. In more complicated

living bodies, on the contrary, there exist particular spaces into which the

aliments are directed, where they become assimilated. In plants these are the

sap vessels proceeding from the roots : in animals, a cavity of sacciform shape,

the alimentary digestive or intestinal canal, in which aliments accumulate, and

where, by the addition of secreted humours, their assimilation is effected.

Inorganic bodies do not contain cavities of this description, filled by matters

from without, converting them by degrees into a substance of the same com-

position as themselves.

F
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LXI. All organic bodies, plants, and animals, exercise a reciprocity of

action with the media which they inhabit. They withdraw, either directly

from the atmosphere or from air mixed with water, materials that combine

with the mass of their humours ; but on the other hand, they return to these

same media certain materials from their liquids. Respiration is the name

given to the process by which this change of aeriform or vaporous matter is

accomplished. In vegetables and animals of the most simple kind, as the cryp-

togamia, polypi, medusae, &c. ; there are no special organs for the accom-

plishment of respiration, which is performed by their entire surface. Those,

on the other hand, whose organization is more complex, not only respire by

the crust or membrane which envelopes them, but they are likewise provided

with organs especially destined for the performance of this function. In

animals respiring air, lungs, and air passages are found, and branchi and

water passages in those respiring water. It is by respiration that the nutritious

liquid, prepared by the alimentary matters in the first passages, acquires the

properties necessary for passing, in the shape of formative or nutritive juice,

into the mass of solid parts, combining with these parts, receiving their mode

of organic aggregation, and enjoying their vital manifestations of activity.

Kespiration is an organic operation, on the continuance of which the existence

of living bodies depends, so that, in this sense, they could not without it be

nourished, nor possess the capability of evincing their manifestations of activity.

Reciprocity of action, with the media which surround them, is not neces-

sary for the preservation of inorganic bodies, and in them no change of

aeriform materials occurs, on which their existence is conditional. We must,

therefore, consider respiration as a manifestation of activity appertaining

exclusively to organic bodies.

LXII. In order that the aliment, after being introduced into the different

localities and canals of organic bodies, afterwards converted, by the actions

of assimilation, into a nutritious and formative Hquid, may pass into the solid

parts and contribute to their nutrition, it is necessary that they should be

guided to these parts, and be distributed throughout the body. Nutrition

supposes, therefore, movements in the nutritive liquids. In plants, the

absorbed and assimilated liquids are in motion: the rough juice which the

roots imbibe, is carried along the stalk, in particular vessels, and thus arrives

at the leaves, where, by the influence of atmospheric air, it is converted into

nutritive or formative juice, properly so called. Particular vessels again

convey this juice from the leaves, distributing it to the various parts of the

plant.

In all animals, the aliment, on its arrival at the alimentary sac, or intestinal

canal, whither it has been conducted by a series of particular movements, is

agitated by the alternate contractions and dilations of the walls of this sac.
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Wliether it is already in a liquid state, or whether it is liquified, during its stay

in this canal, by the humours with which it is mixed, it is, after having under-

gone assimilation from these humours, absorbed, and in the greater number of

animals, as the niammifera, birds, reptiles, fishes, Crustacea, araclinides,

insects, mollusca, annelidas, and the radiariie, it passes into vessels of a par-

ticular description. These vessels, ramifying in the body of the animal, have

communication with every part of it. Their trunks and ramifications are so

united, that the liciuid they contain can flow from one into the others. The

junction of the ditterent trunks is effected, in the majority of animals, by a

hollow muscle, which is continually agitated by an alternate movement of

contraction and dilatation, and is called the heart.

The liquid prepared from the aliment, and which fills the vascular system,

the blood, is in a state of continual motion. On one hand, it proceeds out

of the heart and great trunks by particular vessels, the arteries, which ramify

throughout the body; on the other hand, it returns by vessels which leave

the extremities of the arteries, unite by degrees into larger trunks, and have

the name of veins. The liquid contained in the vascular system is conti-

nually submitted to the influence of atmospheric air, m a portion of the same

system which is distributed to the respiratory organs, whilst that which is in

the portion of the vascular system, whose ramifications are spread throughout

all the other organs, serves for their nutrition, and supplies many of them

with the materials of the particular humours which they secrete. Jn animals

of a simple structure, polypi, entozoa, and some others, in which no vascular

system for the movement of the humours has hitherto been discovered, the

nutritious assimilated liquid passes directly into the parenchyma of the body,

with which it enters into combination.

Thus in all organic bodies we find movements of liquids in certain particular

spaces, and in determinate directions, an operation on which the maintenance

of their existence depends, because the acts of nutrition are conditional on

such movements. No movements of this kind have been yet observed in any

inorganic body. On this account we should consider this process as a mani-

festation of activity belonging in a special manner to living bodies, as a vital

jihenomenon.

LXIll. Another manifestation of activity, peculiar also to o'-gaoizcd

bodies, plants, and animals, is the passage of the nutritious liquid into the

solid parts, whose composition, organization, and vital properties it assumes.

In plants, especially those of a complicated structure, as the monocotyledones

and dicotyledones, the formative coagulable juice which has been prepared in

the leaves from the crude fluid, is taken up again by particular vessels, dis-

tributed through the body, and employed in the nourishment and growth of

the solid parts. In animals endowed with special organs for the movement
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of the humours, the nutritive liquid prepared from the ahmeiit, and converted

into blood by respiration, is conducted by vessels to the several organs.

Each organ appropriates to itself materials from the blood, w^hich it intro-

duces, by its proper action, into the circle of its composition and aggregation

;

after which these materials discover the same vital properties as the organs

into whose constitution they have respectively entered. In animals that have

no circulation of blood, the nutritive liquid passes directly from the alimen-

tary sac, or is conveyed by vasculiform prolongations of this sac, into their

substance. The parts of air mixed with water penetrate the soft surface of

these animals, and appear to combine with the nutritive liquid, which be-

comes afterwards identified with their parenchyma.

By nutrition we designate that manifestation of activity which belongs

to all living bodies. I( is not met with in inorganic bodies. As soon

as inorganic matters, submitted to chemical affinity, come under circum-

stances favourable for crystallization, they are mutually attracted, according

to the laws of attraction, and crystals are formed. When the crystallization

is finished, everything is again quiet, and no manifestations of activity that can

be compared to the nutrition of living bodies are any longer observable. (3)

LXIV. Organic bodies secrete, from the mass of their humours, substances

in a vaporous or liquid form, some of which are ejected, as excretory matters,

into the media, air or water, which they inhabit ; whilst others serve for the

assimilation of aliment, or for generation. Vegetables transpire by their leaves,

and the greater number of them exhale from the flowers odoriferous matters.

In all, the matter destined to form the germ, is secreted in a liquid form ; in

the majority, the secretion of the pollen, which is necessary to the fecunda-

tion of the germ, is also performed. Animals expel matters by several dif-

ferent ways; especially by the skin, the respiratory organs, the ahmentary

canal, and the urinary passages. In all those provided with an intestinal

canal, the internal surface of this apparatus secretes a liquid, the gastric

juice, which acts as a solvent and a means for the assimilation of ingesta.

Among the liquids which effect the assimilation of aliments, in the compli-

cated animals, are also ranked, the saliva, the bile, the pancreatic juice, and

the intestinal liquid. In all animals, the matter, from which a new being of

the same species is formed, is likewise secreted from the assimilated alimen-

tary mass. Lastly, in the greater number, particular organs secrete a liquid

which is destined to form the generative liquid enclosed in the ovum ; this is

the seed.

(3) Blumeabach says, iu speaking of nutrition, (Institut. Physiolog, ed. 4, p. 383,) " Est
auiem nutrifio summum naturtB privitegium, et omnium et shu/ulorum in utroqiie regno corporum

organicorum communis et princeps prarogativa, qua machinas et automata huniano artifido confecta,

prima statim intuitu mirum quantum longissime svperant, A'c."
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Secretion is another manifestation of activity that belongs pecuharly to

living bodies. There is no analogous operation to be found in inorganic

bodies. If their materials escape, it is ever the effect of a chemical decom-

position, produced by external circumstances, causing the destruction of their

form.

LXV. The manifestations of activity, of which we have spoken, namely,

the reception of alimentary matters, absorption, assimilation, respiration, the

movement of the nijtritious liquid, nutrition and secretion, are dependent on, or

are mutually swayed by, each other, jj^bsorption influences assimilation, inas-

much as it takes up the assimilated aliment; assimilation acts the same part

with respect to nutrition, because it prepares the materials, making them fit to

nourish and form the organs; the movement of the nutritive liquid, is a condi-

tion essential to the operations of nutrition, since it conveys to the solid parts

the matter which is to nourish them ; nutrition, in its turn, also influences

assimilation and the movement of the nutritive liquid, because it maintains

the parts charged with the accomplishment of these manifestations of activity

in a state capable of exercising their functions. Secretion supposes absorp-

tion, assimilation, the movement of the nutritive liquid, and nutrition.

Absorption itself is a condition necessary for these different manifestations of

activity, inasmuch as by preparing the liquids that are added to the aliment,

it effects the assimilation of the latter, and by eliminating the secretory

matters, it preserves the nutritive liquid in the state necessary for the nutri-

tion of the organs charged with the accomplishment of absorption, assimila-

tion, and the movement of the nutritive liquid. In a word, all the manifesta-

tions of activity which conduce to the preservation of organic bodies, are

mutually dependent on, and reciprocally sway, each other.

LXVI. So long as organic bodies exercise the function of nutrition, and

are thereby maintained in the state of composition, configuration, organiza-

tion, and activity proper to them, spite of the conflict with external influences

whose action tends to their destruction, so long as they resist the laws of

chemical affinity, and by their own proper activity, are preserved, and have

their duration assured, so long do we say they are living.(4) But, as soon as

these manifestations of activity have been extinguished, the matter constituting

organic bodies fall under the laws of chemical affinity and the influence of

(4) Stahl made life to consist (Theoria Medica Vera) in the property which organic bodies

possess of preserving their particular composition. Vita nihil aliud est formaiitcr, quam con-

seri'atio corjwris in mixtione quidem comtptibili, sed sine omni corruplionis actuali eventu. His
commentator, Juncker, says, Illud putredini contrarium quod vit(V nomine sahttamus. John Hunter
also asserts, that life is a vast chemical operation, which even continues in the apparent state of

repose, resists external chemical influences, and opposes the decomposition of the bodies in which
it acts.
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external agents, heat, light, and water; they are withdrawn from their com-

binations, they contract new ones, and the organic composition, configuration,

and arrangement disappear. The most general manifestation of activity, then,

of living bodies is self-preservation by their own proper activity, in the midst

of changes effected more or less rapidly, and of a continual renewal of mate-

rial substanee.(5)

Inorganic bodies are not subjected to continual changes and uninterrupted

renewal of substance similar to those observed in living bodies in the opera-

tions of their nutrition. Directly contrary is the case; they are in a state of

repose and sluggishness, and of themselves operate no change, which is the

very reason of their subsistence. Matters united into crystals, according to

the lavi^s of chemical attraction, and kept together by cohesion, are perma-

nent in the forms peculiar to them only so long as influences from without

bring no change into their composition. Thus, whilst the existence and

duration of organic bodies are conditional on changes and continual renewal

of their material substance, these very circumstances compi'omise and destroy

the existence of inorganic bodies in the form which is peculiar to them.

LXVII. Independently of these particular manifestations of activity which

belong to all living bodies, and allow of their preservation during some time,

notwithstanding the external influences which tend to their destruction, we

observe, in animals, others also, the remote likeneies even of which are not met

with in inorganic bodies. Such are the operations of the mind, the faculty of

feeling and moving altogether, or partially by the influence of their own proper

activity. We shall return to this point in the next book.

LXVIII. The second group of the changes of organic bodies, which only

occur once during the existence of each individual, and never reappear, con-

sists in the phenomena that accompany the origin, the development, and the

periods of life or of age. In general, these changes are accompanied, in

each individual, by the same phenomena, only exhibiting endless differences,

according to the species to which the individuals belong. First, regarding the

origin, we remark that all vegetables and animals, so far as we can judge

from observation, are indebted for their formation to organic matters, which

enter into the composition of bodies already existing. The first rudiment of

a living body takes its origin from the material substance of an organic body.

(5) Cuvier is perfectly right (Le liegne Animal, v. 1, p. 12) when he says, " Si pour nous
faii'C une idee juste de I'essence de la vie, nous la considerons dans les etrcs oxi ses eifets sent le

plus simples, nous aperceveron promptement qu'elle consiste dans la faculte qu'ont oertaines

combinaisons eorporelles de durer pendant un temps et sous une forme detei-minee, en attirant

sans cesse dans leur composition une partie des substances environnantes, et en rendant aux
elemens des portions de leur propre substance. La vie est done un tourbillon plus ou moins
rapide, plus ou moins compliquc."
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after the extinction of its individual manifestations of activity, or else it

originates from tlie matter of organic bodies with the concurrence of the mani-

festations of activity of beings yet ahve. We call the first mode spontaneous

generation, and the second generation, properly so called, or procreation.

LXIX. Although Harvey, Linnaeus, and other naturalists have founded

the principle, that living b(»dies can only be propagated by ova and grains,

and that animals and vegetables of new formation could be considered only

as products of the manifestations of activity of similar beings that were already

in existence, this rule has been discovered to be too general. The observa-

tions made by Needham,(6) Priestley,(7) lngenhouz,(8) Monti,(9) Wris-

berg,(l) O. F. Muiler,(2) G. R. Treviranus,(3) &c. have shown that a

number of vegetable and animal forms, placed in the most simple and least

elevated ranks of organization, can, in certain favourable conditions, be

formed without the concurrence of other living bodies, at the expense of the

material substance of dead organized bodies, which have been thrown into a

complete state of revolution by putrefaction and fermentation. Of this number

are the infusoria or microscopic animalculaj, the green matter of Priestley,

the species of byssus, mushrooms, &c. To attribute the origin of infusoria,

as Leuwenhoeck their discoverer did, and that of the other bodies which have

been named, as Spa!lanzani,(4) Bonnet,(5) Terechowsky,(6) and others were

in the habit of doing, to ova and seeds, is, according to the remark formerly

made by Buftbn, and for the reasons advanced by the naturalists whose names

1 have quoted, especially Treviranus, to hold a false and untenable hypothesis,

which only rests on hazarded suppositions and mistaken analogies. Obser-

vations and experiments lately made by Fray, Gruithuisen, Nitzch,(7)

Maerklin,(8) Bory de St. Vincent,(9) and others, joined to the researches of

(6) An Account of some New Microscopical Discoveries. London, 1745, in 8vo. Nouvelles

decouvertes faites avec le Microscope. Leyden, 1747. Nouvelles Observations Microscopiques.

Paris, 1750, in 8vo.

(7) Versuche und Beobachtungen uber Verscliiedene Theile der Naturlehre, v. i, p. 261.

(8) Experiments on Vegetables. London, 1779. Vermischte Schriften Physisch Medizinis-

chen Inhalts. Vienna, 1784, v. ii, p. 3.

(9) Commentat. Academ. Bononienses, v. iii, p. 145.

(1) Observationum de Animalculis Infusoriis Satura. Gosttengen, 1765, in 8vo.

(2) Historia Vermium, v. i, p. i, p. 1. Animalcula Infusoria Fluviatilia et Marina. Op.
Posth. Edit. Cura Ott. Fabricii. Copenhagen, 1786.

(3) Biologic, b. ii, p. 264.

(4) Saggio di Osservazioni Microscopiche Concernenti il Systema Delia Generazione di Signori

Nudhame Buftbn. Modena, 1765. Osservazioni ei Esperienzi Intorno egli Animalculi dclle

Infusioni ; in Opusculi di Fisica Animale e Vegetabile. Modena, 1776, v. i and ii.

(5) In Spallanzani, Opusc di Fisica.

(6) Dei>hao Infusorio Linnei. Strasburg, 1775.

(7) Beitrag zur Infusiorenkunde oder Naturbeschreibung der Cercai-ien und Bacillarien.

Halle, 1817.

(8) Beobachtungen uber die Urformen der Niederen Organismen. Heidelberg, 1823.

(9) Essais Monographiques sur les Oscillaires. Paris, 1827.
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Schweigger,(l) Caius,(2) and of Burdach,(3) speak most favourable for a

mode of production, without the concurrence of parents, of a generation taking

its source directly from the matter of dead organized bodies. These organic

bodies, of the most simple kinds, make their appearance in infusions, as well

of the immediate principles of organized bodies, as albumen, fibrin, gelatin,

animal and vegetable mucus, starch, and gluten, as of the combinations, pro-

ceeding from these principles, so soon as decomposition commences in them

from the coincidences of heat and air.

LXX. The most simple mode of generation, spontaneous generation,

(generatio cequivoca, spontanea, heterogenea, primitiva,) consists in this,

that at the commencement of fermentation or putrefaction in dead individualsj

the organic matters now separated from their organization preserve, if they

be not reduced to their elements or converted into binary compounds, by the

action of chemical affinities, the property of reappearing, with the concurrence

of favourable external influences, as heat, water, atmospheric air, and light,

in more simple animal and vegetable forms, which, however, vary according

to the influences to whose action they are submitted.

As a simple modification of this mode of generation we are to consider the

first development, in an animal body, of entozoa, which are sometimes met

with even in embryons. The reasons alleged by Pallss, Miiller, Werner,

Bloch, Goeze, Braun, and especially G. R. Treviranus,(4) Rudolphi,(5) and

Bremser,(6) forbid our admitting that they come from without the" animal,

since they are not found out of it, nor in the earth, nor in plants, in which they

cannot exist, and since they are met with sometimes in organs, such as the

eye, the brain, the muscles, and others, which have no communication

whatever with the external parts. We must, therefore, with these naturalists,

regard them either as the products of non-assimilated elements, or as morbid

productions, which, in certain circumstances, are formed in the humours or

the parenchyma of the organs. However, many of them, being once formed,

are provided with genital organs, and are reproduced by generation properly

so called.

(1) Handbuch der Naturgeschichte der Skelettlosen Ungegliederten Thiere. Leipsick, 1820,
p. 256.

(2) Von den Ausseren Lebens ; Bedingungen der weiss, und kaltblutigen Thiere. Leipsick,

1824, p. 37.

(3) Die Physiologie als Erfahrungswissenchaft, v. i, p. 7.

(4) Biologie, v. ii, p. 365.

(5) Entozoorum sine Vermium Intestinalium Historia Naturalis, v. i, p. 370, cap. xviii,

De Entozooium Ortu.

(6) Ueberlebende Wurmer in Lebenden Meuschen. Vienna, 1819, v. iv, p. 1. It is worthy
of remark, that moldiness has been observed in the interior of animal bodies, on parts changed
by disease, as is proved by the facts mentioned by Mayer, (in Meckel's Archiv der Physiologie,

V. i, p. 310,) Jaeger, (Ibid, v. i, p. 354,) and Olfers, (Commentarius de Vegetativis et Animatis

p Corporibus Animatis Reperiundis. Berlin, 1816, in 8vo.)
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The results of observations and researches on this subject equally impose

on us the necessity of admitting the axiom established by G. R. Treviranus,

that there exists a matter peculiar to organic bodies, capable of life, and

having the property of taking on certain forms, at the same time that it acquires

a particular mode of action. The manner in which this property is manifested

in the actual development of form, is dependent on the conflict and recipro-

city of action existing between organic matter and external or physical influ-

ences, according to which circumstances it takes either an animal or vegetable

form.

LXXI. All living bodies that have not this mode of origin, proceed from

other organisms already existing, by the effect of manifestations of activity

peculiar to the latter, which they resemble in structure and phenomena of life.

Generation by procreation, or unequivocal generation, presents two differences;

it takes place with or without the concurrence of two sexes. In the former

case, which is the more simple, parts or segments are detached from organ-

isms already existing, which go on increasing, acquire the form of individuals

of the same species, and continue to subsist in this shape.(7) This mode of

generation occurs in two ways : sometimes an organic body is divided into

several parts, each of which takes the qualities of an individual : sometimes it

is confined to the production of parts which, after being detached from the

organism, (and this does not the less continue to exist,) are developed, and

themselves become individuals. In this mode of generation there is no

sexual difference; each individual itself acts the part of the species, and it

can, when circumstances are favourable, produce beings of the same species

as itself.

LXXII. Generation, by division or scission of an organ into new indivi-

duals, (generatio fissipara.) takes place only in very simple bodies, composed

of one homogeneous substance. It has been observed by Saussure,(8) O. F.

Miiller,(9) Nitzch,(l) in infusoria, (bacelleeria,paramecia, cyclides, trichodes,)

and by Ingenhouz, G. R. Treviranus, Bory de St. Vincent, Girod Chantran,

and others in confervze. It is also sometimes remarked in fresh water polypi,

according to Trembley ;(2) in them, however, it scarcely ever happens other-

wise than accidentally, and in consequence of certain circumstances.

LXXIII. When organic beings are multiplied by means of parts separated

(7) This mode of generation has been very fully treated of by Burdach (Physiologie, v. i,

p. 30.) He calls it solitary generation.

(8) In Spallanzani, Opusc ; de Physique, v. i, p. 172.

(0) Vermium Terrestrium et Fluviatiiium Historia. Copenhagen et Leipsick, 1773, in 4to.

Animalcula Infusoria Fluviatilia et Marina. Copenhagen, 1786.

(1) Beitrage zur Infusorienkunde, p. 72, 81. Perhaps vibrioues and monades are sometimes
propagated by spontaneous scission.

(2) Mem. pour servir a I'Histoirc d'un genre dc Polypes d'eau douce. Leyden, 1744, in 4to.

Translated by Goeze, pp. 257.

G
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from their bodies, and whose development originates new individuals, the

parts thus produced are called germs. Sometimes they represent portions or

a more distant organism, anterior to this same organism, and whose structure

and substance are the same as their own ; sometimes they are exhibited under

the forms of globules or grains, which the oraranic body producing them

excretes and ejects from within itself. We give the name of shoots to the

former, and that of reproductive corpuscules to the latter.

LXXI^ . In the propagation by sprouts, the geiin is elevated on the sur-

face of the body producing it, in the form of a small swelling, which gradually

increases in size, and ends by being detached, to continue its development

and to live as an individual. It is thus that armed polypi and vorticellse are

multiplied, according to the observations ofTrembley, of Scha?iter,(3)RoeseI,(4)

Sec; and corals, isis, and other marine polypi, according to those of Cavo-

lini,(5) Schweigger,(6) &c. Propagation by shoots is only met with in plants,

in conjunction with other modes of multiplication, for instance, in some fila-

mentous mushrooms, the confervce, tremellie, and hepatica?. In phanero-

gamic plants, although they are provided with sexual organs, we must refer to

this head the formation of creeping roots, shoots, and t^vigs, (radix repens,

stolons, sarmentum.)

LXXV. In multiplication by reproductive corpuscles, an organism pro-

duces, at the period of its greatest activity, globules or grains, which are

emitted, and from which, after their elimination, new individuals proceed.

These corpuscles differ from true ova and seeds, which are ripened by fecun-

dation, inasmuch as the substance of which the new being is formed is not, as

ova and seeds are. enclosed in a special envelope, which is separated from

them at the moment of the development of the germ, and inasmuch as the

formation of the new individual is owing to the entire substance of the repro-

ductive corpuscule. Sometimes the reproductive corpuscules are, at the period

of theii* origin, united to the mass of the body producing them, and from which

they are shortly separated; sometimes they proceed from its humours. Dif-

ferences occur relative to the spot of the body where they are developed, for

at one time their production takes place only on a determinate part of it, at

other times they are developed in several places, and are spread into its sub-

stance. In some zoophytes we observe a production of reproductive corpus-

cles scattered throughout the organism, which is the head of the familv. The

vegetable kingdom presents examples of this mode of propagation by repro-

(3) Die Armpolypen in den siissen Wassern. Regensburg, 1754, 1763, in 4to.

(4) Insectenbelustigvmgen. Nuremberg, 1746, in 4to, v. iii, p, 433.

(o) Abhandlungen iiber Pflanzen, Thiere des Mittelmeeres, translated from the Italian by
Sprengel. Nuremberg, 1813, v. iv, plate 5.

(6) Handbuch der Naturgeschichte der skeletlosen ungeglierderten Thiere. Leipsiek, 1820.
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ductive corpuscles, (sporae, sporidia, germina, gongyli,) in the acotyledonous

plants, the conferva;, ulvaj, fuci, pulvurent and filiform mushrooms, hepa-

ticae, &c.

In a great number of organized bodies, the production of reproductive cor-

puscules is confined to a certain part of the parent organism, and accomplished

by special organs, which should be considered as the first rudiments of female

genitals. In the gorgonia, the raadreporas, the sertularize, the red corals,

&c., there is formed, according to Cavolini,(7) in the middle of the substance

of the polypus, and not far from its arms, a small membranous sac, which

contains the reproductive corpuscles, is detached, bursts and casts the cor-

puscles into the sea. Pallas (8) remarked something similar in fresh-water

polypi. In this instance, the organ which prepares the corpuscules is formed

annually, and each time is detached from the body, together with the corpus-

cules.

The corpuscules are inclosed in tubes or bladders in the medusze, and in

spaces disposed in a fan-like manner in the actiniee. Lastly, the productive

organs of germs resembling the ovaries of the superior animals, exhibit the

same disposition in the asterias, the sea hedge -hog, the holothuria, and others.

The vegetable kingdom presents, in many cases, collections of germs, in the

form of sacs or corpuscules, to which botanists have assigned different names.

We must moreover bring under the same mode of multiplication, what is

remarked in a number of phanerogamic plants provided with proper sexual

organs, which, independently of generation properly so called, are reproduced

by knots, tubercles, bulbs, and buds, whence originate new plants, or parts

of new plants.

Propagation by germs consists in a periodical exaltation of the plastic

activity of the individual, brought on by favourable external influences, which

causes the rudiments of new individuals to proceed from its own mass, or be

separated from the mass of its humours, to be developed, and give rise to

beings of the same species by the concurrence of external conditions.

LXXVI. The majority of animals and plants, whose structure exhibits a

higher degree of composition, are propagated by means of two sexes. Such

is the case in the mammifera, birds, reptiles, fishes, Crustacea, insects, the

greater number of mollusca and annelidse, and some entozoa. Among plants,

this mode of propagation is met with in the monocotyledonous and dicotyle-

donous plants, although they multiply by other ways. In generation by two

sexes, there are two different genital matters, one proceeding from the female,

the other from the male, and two kinds of organs which separate these matters

(7) Loc. cit., plate 1, fig. 5, 6 ;
plate 2, fig, 6

;
plate 3, fig. 4, 5 ;

plate 4, fig. 7, 11

.

(8) Elenchus Zoophytorum, p. 28.
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from the humours of hving bodies, at a certain period of their existence. The

female genital humour, from which a new being is to take its origin, is enclosed

in a special envelope, and has the name of ovum in animals, of seed in plants

:

the organs that produce it being called ovaries. The ovum and the seed do not

become a new being, until the seed of the male has exerted an influence over

them which determines their development in a form corresponding to the

species that has furnished the genital matter. In animals, the seed of the

male is secreted in particular organs, the testicles ; in plants, an analagous

matter, the pollen, is prepared in the anthers. The action of the male seed

on the female genital matter, ovum or seed, is called fecundation, in conse-

quence of which the formation of a new being commences in this matter, and

is effected in various manners in the different groups of animals.

Male and female genital organs exist at the same time in one individual, or

they are separated in two individuals of the same species. Their union in one

individual is most commonly the case in plants : their separation in different

individuals is seen, on the other hand, most frequently in animals. Many
differences, the explanation of which will be given elsewhere, are exhibited

by organic bodies, in relation to the presence of other organs, constituting a

part of the male and female genital apparatus, and having for their end either

the accomplishment of generation, or the lodgment, development, and nutri-

tion of the germs.

LXXVll. The act of begetting, therefore, is a property belonging to all

organic bodies. These bodies are multiplied, because at a given period of

their existence and in certain circumstances, they are capable of producing,

and themselves are. likewise produced by, other beings of the same species,

which supposes a series of past generations, whose first link or commence-

ment is unknown to us. Among inorganic bodies there is no generation, no

production of bodies from each other. No mineral, no crystal, after being

destroyed, is separated into crystals of its own kind, as happens in organic

bodies in the fissiparous generation ; none give out new crystals, as in the

gemmiparous generation, and that by productive corpuscules; in short,

crystals never do procreate others like themselves, as occurs in the generation,

properly so called, of living bodies provided with a sex. There are, there-

fore, neither species nor genera in the inorganic kingdom. The production of

fresh crystals is nothing more than the effect of chemical and mechanical

attraction, exerted according to purely physical laws, between the substances

forming the base of their composition. When substances different in nature,

but having affinity for each other, are held in solution in a liquid, their atoms

unite, under certain external circumstances, and according to fixed laws, into

bodies endowed with geometric forms, namely crystals, which are charac-

terized by smooth surfaces and by fixed inclinations of their angles and edges.
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T(, is necessary for the crystallization of a substance that it should first be con-

verted into the shape of a liquid or itriform fluid, and that then the causes

which rendered it fluid should be withdrawn. The latter is effected by the

cooling or subtraction of the ponderable substance with which the intended

crystal had contracted a combination that rendered it fluid.

LXXVIII. All animals and vegetables, as soon as they proceed from the

shoot, from the reproductive corpuscule, from the ovum or the seed, appear

in a simple form, which they gradually leave, to take a more complicated one;

this is accompanied by an increase in the diversity and intensity of their mani-

festations of activity. All organic bodies, whose life is not curtailed or inter-

rupted in any way, exhibit three distinct periods in their existence—that of

gradual growth, or youth, of complete development, or sexual maturity, and

that of decay, or old age, which finishes in death. In this manner, the repre-

sentatives of all the vegetable and animal species are included in a continual

series of changes, the duratiou of which varies infinitely in the difl'erent groups

of living bodies, being extended from the space of a few days to entire ages.

To be born, to be developed, to engender, and to die, are acts occurring unin-

terruptedly in the domain of organic bodies, first calling into existence, then

repelling into nothingness the individuals representing the species. These

changes, which happen only once in each individual, are dependent on the

mode of action of the organic powers, whose activity commences in its mini-

mum of intensity, by degrees arrives at the maximum, is exhausted by the

very fact of its exercise, and ends by being extinguished.

In inorganic bodies no changes occur that can be compared to those of the

periods of life or the ages. Substances once united into crystals, according

to the laws of attraction, and whose molecules are held together by cohesion,

remain in their respective forms, without our perceiving in them thencefor-

ward any phenomena presenting even a distant analogy to those of develop-

ment and the ages of living bodies. Crystals of themselves undergo no

changes that terminate in their I'uin and destruction in a certain lapse of time.

If they last a few hours only, or thousands of years, it is dependent altoge-

ther on accidental circumstances, according as they enter into connexion with

matters which have a stronger affinity for the substances that constitute them.

LXXIX. In regard to the changes and periodical manifestations of acti-

vity of organic individuals, the phenomena are of several kinds. In the first

place we remark, in the majority of animals, changes which occur every day,

at fixed periods, and which have a certain connexion with the movements of

the earth round the sun, as well as with the modifications that follow thence

in the influence of external circumstances on animals. These are the states of

waking and sleeping. We also remark, in many plants, phenomena whence

may be inferred an alternate state of repose and activity. Inorganic bodies
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fixed in inactivity, that is to say, crystals, exhibit nothing which even in a

distant manner can be compared to these states of living bodies.

LXXX. In all vegetables and animals vrhose life is prolonged beyond

one or more years, changes and manifestations of activity are periodically

remarked, vs^hich appear at different periods of the year, and may be consi-

dered as dependent on the annual movement of the earth round the sun. Of

this kind are, in plants, the annual shooting of buds, of leaves, and flowers,

fecundation, the ripening, and lastly the fall of the fruits and seeds, as also

the death and fall of the leaves; in animals, the periodical appearance of the

manifestations of activity of the genital organs, the formation of germs and

ova, the secretion of the male seed, the generative act, pairing, gestation,

laying eggs, the building of nests, hatching, parturition, and the secretion of

milk. Under the same category must also be placed the renewal of hair and

feathers, that of the skin, the formation of new scales, the shedding and

shooting of antlers. In fine, we may also bring under this head the winter

and summer sleep of a great number of animals, as also the migrations

regularly observed among some of them. These periodical changes have

their origin in the action of external influences, of light and heat, on living

bodies, which varies according to the situation of our planet in reference to

the sun, and modifies the manifestations of activity of organic bodies.

Inorganic bodies present nothing that can be compared with these periodical

changes that occur annually.

LXXXI. Moreover we perceive, in organic bodies, chairges that only

happen in individuals under the sway of certain circumstances. Of these are

the restoration of solutions of continuity and the regeneration of lost parts,

whenever the lesion has not endangered the duration, nor destroyed the life

of the individuals. The majority of long-lived animals and plants repair the

solutions of continuity made in their different parts by wounding bodies.

We even see parts that have been totally separated reunited. Here likewise

we must place the planting of part of one body on others, as grafting slips

in vegetables. This transplanting even succeeds sometimes in animals on the

skin and other parts. (9)

Regeneration is exhibited in several different degrees. It has the greatest

activity in animals and vegetables of the most simple kind, for in them the

parts of an individual that has been cut in pieces produce all those necessary

to form a complete one. Thus we see detached portions of a lichen continue

to grow and acquire the form peculiar to the species. A great number of

perennial plants may be multiplied by means of shps which throw out roots

(9) Joseph Baronio (Memorie della Societa Italiana. Vol. i, p. 180) transplanted the spui's

of a cock to the comb of another : he even succeeded in transplanting thither the tail of a kitten

and the wing of a canajy bird.
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and become individuals. There are also vegetables that are multiplied by

their leaves. Under this head we may bring, among animals, the multipli'

cation of polypi by division. According to the well-known experiments of

Trembley, Roesel, and several others, armed polypi may be cut into several

pieces, which continue to grow, and each of which becomes a perfect polypus.

Similar phenomena have been observed in detached segments of naiades and

some other annelida;.

Parts or members that have been accidentally lost or destroyed, are

reproduced in many animals. Thus the actinize, the medusae, the sea-stars

reproduce their rays ; the teniae renew the rings taken from the posterior part

of them, snails their horns, craw-fish their claws and paws. Aquatic sala-

manders reproduce several successive times their paws and tails, together

with all the bones, muscles, vessels, and nerves that form a part of them

;

even the eye is reproduced after being destroyed. The tail is regenerated in

lizards. As to warm-blooded animals, mammifera, and birds, regeneration

in them is confined to the epidermoid and horny parts, hairs, claws, and

feathers.

Lastly, we remark, in all living bodies, that when disorder takes place in

their functions, that is, when they are seized with disease, they exhibit a ten-

dency to repress this state of uneasiness, and again to introduce order and

regularity into the manifestations of activity.

Inorganic bodies absolutely present no phenomenon which we can consider

as the effect of regeneration and healing. No crystal reproduces the parts it

has lost ; none repair the solutions that may have happened in their continuity

;

none return of themselves to a state of soundness.

LXXXII. These manifestations of activity, which are here only drawn in

the outline, the self-preservation of individuals and of species, throughout an

uninterrupted series of changes, belong to all organic bodies without excep-

tion. We designate the union of them all by the name of life, and we de-

nominate living the bodies in which we remark them. As we do not remark

similar phenomena in inorganic bodies, we are necessitated to consider them

as the effects of causes which are not active in these bodies, and which only

exist in living beings. These very causes have their foundation in qualities

belonging only to organic bodies, and which we call organic powers. In

order to become well acquainted with these qualities, we must enter into

some details on the chemical composition, the organization, the manifestations

of activity, and the changes of plants and animals, and compare these two

orders of bodies together in all these relations, which will allow us to judge

which those are that belong to them in common, and which those are exclu-

sively peculiar to each series.
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BOOK SECOND.

Comparison of Animals with Vegetables. (1)

FIRST SECTION.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MATERIAL COMPOSITION OF PLANTS AND

ANIMALS.(2)

CHAPTER EIRST.

Of the Chemical Composition.

LXXXIII. Vegetables and animals have great analogy with each other

on the score of their chemical composition. In both we find the following

elements ; oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur, iodine,(3)

(1) J. M. Ciassi, Meditationes tie Natura Plantarum. "Venice, 1677, in 12mo.—Phile, De
Animalium Proprietate. (J. C. dePauw.) Utrecht, 1730. Feidmann, De comparatione Plan-

tarum et Animalium, Leyden, 1732, denuo edita a J. A. Merck, Berlin, 1780.—P. Camper,
Oratio de Analogia inter animales et stirpes, Groningen, 1764, in 4to.—Bonnet, Parallele des

Plantes et des Animaux : in Contemplations de la Nature. Amsterdam, 1764.—De la Metherie,

Vues Physiologiques sur I'Organization Animale et Yegetale. Amsterdam, 1787, in 8vo.—J.

G. Gleditsch, Ueber die Gleichheit zwisclien den Thieren und Gewaehsen ; in his Vermisehte
Bemerkungen, vol. i, p. 260.—N. Bondt, Verhandeling over de Overeenkomt twesehen dieren

en Planten. Amsterdam, 1792, in 8vo.—A. Nitsche prsees. E. B. F. Hebenstreit, Momenta
qusedam Comparationis regni Animalis cum Vegetabili. Leipsick, 1798, in 4to.—A. P. De Can-
dolle. Dissertation sur les Proprietes des Plantes. Paris, 1804, in 8vo.— M. Samelson, praes. A.

F. Schweigger, Cogitata quajdam de Corporum Naturalium Affinitate, imprimis de vita Vegeta-

tiva in Animalibus. Kcenigsberg, 1814, in 8vo.— A. F. Schweigger, Verwandschaft des Thier-

und Pflanzenreichs ; in Haudbuch der Naturgeschichte der Skelettlosen ungegliederten Thiei-e.

Leipsick, 1820, in Svo.— C. H. Schultz, Ueber die Pflanzen und Thiere in Allgemeinen; die

Natur der lebendigen Pflanze. Berlin, 1823, vol. i, p. 62.

(2) J. Z. Cartheuser, Dissertatio Chymico-physica de genericis quibusdam Plantarum Prin-

cipiis, hactenus plerumque neglectis. Franckfort, 1754, 1764, in 8vo.— Bucquet Introduction

a I'etude des corps tires du regne Vegetal. Paris, 1773, 2 vol. in 12mo.— C. A. Riche, Consi-

derations sur la Chimie des Vegetaux. Paris, 1787, in 8vo.—F. A. von Humboldt, Aphorismi
ex Doctrina Physiologise Chemicse Plantaram ; in Flor. Fribergensis spec. Berlin, 1793, in

Svo.—W. B. Johnson, History of the Progress and present State of Animal Chemistry. London,

1803, vol. iii, in 8vo.— Th. de Saussure, Recherches Chimiques sur la Vegetation. Paris, 1804.
— G. Wahlenberg, De sedibus Materiarum Immediatarum in Plantis, 1806, 1807, in 4to, tran-

slated in Gehlen's Journal of Chemistry and Physics, b. 8, p. 92.— H. Davy, Elements of Agri-

cultural Chemistry. London, 1813.—J. Berzelius, Uebersicht der Fortschritte und des Gegen-

wartigen Zustandes der Thierischen Chemie. Nuremberg, 1815, in 8vo, translated from the

Swedish.— Berard, Sur 1'Analyse des Substances Animales ; in Annales de Chimie et de Phy-
sique, 1817, vol. V, p. 290.—Doebereiner, Zur Pneumatischen Phytochemie. Jena, 1822.—A.

Desvaux, Essjai d'une Classification des Principes immediats des Vegetaux : in the Journal de

Pharmacie, 1826, v. ii, p. 433.

(3) Iodine has not only been found in divers marine plants, in species of fucus, ulvae, and
ceramia, but moreover in sponges, gogonia, doris, and venus, and the covering of the egg of the

cuttle fish.
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broniine,(4) chlorine, potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, silicium, man-
ganese, and iron. Aluminum and copper have hitherto been met with only

in plants, whilst fluorine has been shown in animals. Thus there is not any

considerable diflterence between these two groups of bodies, in regard to the

elementary matters entering into their composition. Greater differences are

remarkable in the relative quantities of these substances, and in their mode

of combination.

LXXXIV, Regarding the oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen, they

are all four found in |>latUs as well as animals, but nitrogen more frequently

enters into the composition of the latter. Some naturalists attempt to convert

into distinctive characters of these two series of bodies, that carbon is the pre-

dominating element in plants and their different combinations, whilst on the

other hand nitrogen is so in animal matters and their combinations. But

as all animal matters, with the exception of urea and uric acid, contain much

more carbon and nitrogen, this character cannot be admitted. Besides, there

are some ciyptogamia, especially mushrooms, in which a large proportion of

nitrogen enters. In pollen, also, this element is abundant. It enters Uke-

wise into the vegetable salifiable bases. On the other hand, a certain number

of animal combinations are said to contain a great quantity of carbon.

The principal animal substances, albumen, fibrin, gelatin, are charged with

this principle; they even contain more of it than some vegetable substances,

for instance, sugar and gum, according to the researches of Gay-Lussac and

Thenard.(5) Thus, all that we are allowed to say, regarding the presence of

nitrogen and carbon, is, that the former enters more frequently and in greater

quantities into animal than vegetable combinations, whilst the latter is met

with oftener and more abundantly in the vegetable composition.

LXXXV. Phosphorus, which was long looked upon as peculiar to

organized animal bodies, is found in a great number of vegetable substances.

It has been met with abundantly, in the saline shape, in the farina of wheat,

in vegetable albumen and gluten, by Bergmana,(6) Th. de Saussure,(7) and

several others. Lately Berthier(8) has found phosphate of lime in the ashes

of several kinds of wood. It follows that phosphorus is freely distributed

throughout vegetables. Generally, however, it is more abundant in animal

than vegetable combinations.

LXXXVl. Sulphur, which some physical philosophers have also consi-

dered as a principle belonging exclusively to the animal composition, exists

(4) Bromine has been discovered in some marine plants, and in the janthina violacea, a

species of mollusca.

(5) Recherches Physico-chimiques, vol. i, p. 337.

(6) Opuscul, V. 5, p. 96.

(7) Annales de Chimie, v. 65, p. 189.

(8) Analyses des Cendres de Diverses especes de Bois. Annal. de Chim., v. 32, p. 210.

H
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likewise in vegetables. In the form of sulphates it is found in almost all

plants, as is proved by the chemical analysis of their ashes. Moreover it is

a constituent part of vegetable albumen and gluten. It is also found in other

combinations, as in the sinapic acid, which in all probability does not belong

exclusively to the cruciferous but exists also in other plants. Lastly,

Planche(9) discovered sulphur in the flowers of the elder, linden, and orange

trees, in the stalks of hyssop, of stragon, rue, and melilot, in the seeds of the

anis, fennel, cummin, and other vegetables. However, like phosphorus, it

is more frequent and abundant in animal than vegetable combinations.

LXXXVII. In regard to the alkahs, the opinion has been broached by

some chemists and physiologists that these bodies establish an essential dif-

ference between plants and animals. Yet the existence of different alkalis in

these two natural kingdoms is a verified fact. It is true potass is moie com-

mon in plants than animals ; but the contrary is the case with soda. Am-

monia is, generally speaking, more abundant in the animal kingdom. Cheval-

lier and Lassaigne(l) found carbonate of ammonia in the leaves of the

chenopodium vulvaria. The former(2) even assures us that he remarked the

exhalation of ammonia from them during life. He also says that, with

Boullay, he discovered that many flowers which exhale a cadaverous odour,

and some, whose perfume is pleasant, gave out ammoniacal gas.

LXXXVIII. With regard to the earths, lime is the most rife in all plants

and animals. However, the latter contain more than the former. The con-

trary is the case with silica: it is more frequently met with, though in small

quantities, in vegetables especially, according to Bergmann,(3) in the cerealeze,

and more particularly in the external pellicle of the gramineae, and cannae,

wherein Humphrey Davy(4) found abundance of it; moreover Th. de Saus-

sure(5) and Berthier obtained some of it also from the ashes of several kinds

of woods. Magnesia exists in both kingdoms, especially in the bones and

some animal fluids. Vauquelin(6) discovered it in a species of fucus ; Saus-

sure and Berthier in the ashes of different woods. Alumina has only been

detected in a few vegetables, and, amongst others, in the ashes of the fir-tree,

the alcander, and the bilberry.

LXXXIX. The oxides of the heavy metals are found in extremely small

quantities in plants as well as animals. In other respects they furnish no

peculiar character to one more than the other, since iron and manganese have

(9) Sur I'Existence et I'Etat du Soufre dans les Vegetaux ; in the Joui-nal de Pharmacie,

8, p. 364.

(1) Journal de Pharmacie, v. 3, p. 42.

(2) Annales des Sciences Naturelles. Avul, 1824.

(3) Opuscula, V. 5, p. 94.

(4) Scherer, Allgem. Journal der Chimie, v. 3, part 13, p. 75.

(5) Recherches Critiques sur la Vegetation, 328.

(6) Annal. de Chimie, v. 18, p. 79.
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been met with in vegetables and animals. Buchholz and Meissner(7) also

observed some traces of copper in a few plants.

XC. The organic combinations or immediate principles of animals and

plants present more important differences than their elements. These combi-

nations are especially numerous and varied in the vegetable kingdom,

although we appear to have discovered only a very small part of them as

yet, and though new ones are being almost every day detected. The animal

kingdom is infinitely less rich in compounds of this kind. The immediate

principles of the two kingdoms are divided into acids and oxides. Plants,

moreover, present a group of substances entirely apart, the salifiable bases, of

which there is not the slightest trace in animals. The immediate principles

of vegetables are for the most part ternary combinations of carbon, hydrogen,

and oxygen, whilst those of animals are quaternary, nitrogen being super-

added to these three elements.

XCI. If we pay attention to those organic acids which proceed from the

three elements, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, we see that very few of them

exist simultaneously in the two kingdoms. Acetic acid especially belongs to

this number. Vegetables are immensely rich in peculiar acids, some of them

distributed generally, and others confined to certain kinds. Among the

former are ranked the malic, citric, pectic,(8) oxalic, tartaric, benzoic, (9)

gallic, and other acids; from the second class 1 shall only mention the kinic

meconic, sinapic, fungic, and strychnic acids. These acids are found in a

free state in the fruits particularly, in the cellular tissue, and the leaves. It

is very rarely that they are found in the seeds and roots. The liquids and

all parts of vegetables contain them, saturated by lime or potass. Among
acids proceeding from ternary combinations of the three elements above

mentioned, there are but few belonging peculiarly to animals, such as the in-

organic, the butyric, and the formic. But animals contain some acids, in the

composition of which nitrogen also enters, such as the uric, the cholesteric,

and the allantoic.

XCII. In many plants there exists a substance composed of carbon,

hydrogen, and nitrogen, and containing no oxygen, but which is notwith-

standing ranked among the acids. This is the hydrocyanic acid which has

not hitherto been met with in animals, and which is only formed in them under

certain circumstances, or in the progress of chemical operations.

XCIII. The non-acid combinations, the organic oxydes, which form the

(7) Schweiggei-'s Journal, v. 18, p. 340.

(8) Braconnot, Recherches sur un nouvel acide univeisellement repandu dans les Vegetaux,
(Acide Pectique,) in the Annales de Chimie et de Physique. February, 1825, p. 173.

(9) Benzoic and oxalic acids are sometimes found in the urine and its concretions, but in that
case they probably proceed from vegetables taken as a food.
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principal part of organic bodies, exhibit considerable differences in their com-

position, according as they belong to plants or animals. Some of them, few

in number, are common to both, as albumen, ozmazome, sugar, and oil.

Ozmazome, which is so abundant in animals, is very rare in plants; but

Vauquelin found it in some mushrooms. Sugar, with all its modifications,

being one of the principal materials of plants, is, on the other hand, rarely

observed in the animal kingdom. The vegetable kingdom is particularly dis-

tinguished by a great richness in organic substances composed of the three

elements, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Among these ternary combina-

tions, of which there is so great a variety, and which we may consequently

regard as the general immediate principles of this kingdom, are ranged: 1,

starch, with its two modifications, inuline and the fecula of lichen ; 2, gum

and vegetable mucus ; 3, sugar, with its modifications, cane sugar, grape

sugar, mannite, mushroom sugar, glycyrrhizine ; 4, vegetable or ligneous

fibre; the highly carbonized and combustible resins, the hquid ones, or

balsams, and the dry.

In the number of ternary combinations of the vegetable kingdom, which

enter less generally into the composition of plants, are reckoned, 1, the thick

oils and all their varieties ; 2, the volatile, aromatic, acrid oils, and those

containing prussic acid; 3, camphor; 4, extracts and extractive matters; 5,

the tannins.

In animals there is only a very small number of ternary organic matters

not containing nitrogen. To this number belong, 1, among the sugars, that

of urine and of milk; 2, among the resins, the biliary, urinary, and the resi-

nous red matter of the lobster ; 3, among the thick oils, fat, and tallow ; 4,

among the volatile oils, castor, civet, and the camphor of cantharides.

XCIV. The organic quaternary materials, composed of oxygen, carbon,

hydrogen, and nitrogen, are very numerous in the animal kingdom, and form

the principal basis of the composition of animal bodies. Of those most freely

distributed, and which enter with more or less abundance into the composition

of almost all animals, we reckon albumen, fibrin, gelatin, animal mucus, and

ozmazome. Others are not so common, such as salivary fluid, caseous

matter, hematine, urea, and the pigmeutum of the eye. The nitrogenated

combinations are infinitely more rare and less numerous in the vegetable

kingdom. In this class are comprehended, independent of vegetable albumen

and ozmazome, the latter of which is exceedingly rare, vegetable glue or

gluten, pollenin, indigo, and several other colouring extractive matters. Lastly,

in some plants we also meet with combinations of a particular kind, that

have been designated by the name of Vegetable alkalis, or, more precisely

speaking, vegetable salifiable bases, in the composition of which nitrogen

enters, besides carbon, and a little oxygen and hydrogen. Of this kind are
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morphine, narcotine, strychnine, brucine, quinine, cinchonine, veratrine,

emetine, delphinine, solanine, &c.

XCV. The chief consequence that flows from what has been said is, that

the organic combinations of animals are generally more complex than those

of plants, being almost all quaternary, whilst the latter a^e, on the contrary,

for the most part ternary. In the same manner that nature has given a

more complicated formation to organic than to inorganic bodies, so also has

she made the animal combinations more complex than the vegetable. The

manifestations of activity of organic bodies, which we call life, if embraced in

their whole extent, exhibit, according to the group they belong to, and the

material substance which forms their base, special modifications, from which

animal or vegetable life results. In general this difference exists between

plants and animals, in reference to the chemical operation that accompanies

the exercise of life in them, namely, that (as I shall show in detail in the

sequel, when speaking of their functions) in vegetables there is an incessant

disacidification and production of combustible substances, whilst in animals a

process of oxidation goes on, a sort of burning of combustible materials.

CHAPTER SECOND.

Of the external Configuration.

XCVI. If, in the first instance, we compare animals with vegetables, on

the score of volume and mass, we see that the former present, with the excep-

tion of some colossal forms, as whales, elephants, rhinoceri, ostriches, the

gigantic serpents, crocodiles, different kinds of tortoises and fishes, in general

and most frequently less voluminous masses than plants. Almost all trees

are remarkable for their considerable size, and, in regard to mass, far exceed

animals, even those which have just been mentioned. On the other hand,

vegetables, with the exception of the cryptogamia, never present such dimi-

nutive forms as those of the classes of infusoria, polypi, worms, mollusca,

insects, arachnida, and Crustacea. The manifestations of activity, therefore,

which constitute life, appear to limit the accumulation of mass in animals,

whilst the life of plants is chiefly manifested by the increase of the volume of

their bodies.

XCVII. Vegetables and animals resemble each other in regard to their

external form, inasmuch as they are both Umited by crooked or undulating

lines, as well as by uneven and most frequently rounded surfaces. The most

simple vegetable and animal forms, for instance, some pulverulent mush-

rooms in the vegetable, and monades in the animal kingdom, have a great

similitude in their globular form. With the exception of these plants and

some others lengthened out into filaments, the confervje, and of divers animals
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presenting the same form, the vibriones, we see that, in regard to configura-

tion, this difference exists between vegetables and animals, that the former

have a predominating tendency to lengthen, and extend, in the shape of

branches in two opposite directions,(1) whilst the latter incline to concentra-

tion, and their bodies prefer taking a spherical form or that of a cylinder,

whose surface projects in a radiated manner.

XCVIII. The bodies of complex organized plants, the phanerogamia,

are divisible, by an horizontal line, into two halves, one of which inclines to

the solar light, in the shape of a stalk, with divers prolongations, leaves, and

flowers ; the other, consisting of the root, its divisions and fibrillae, is pushed

into the earth, and avoids the influence of light.(2) In other respects, we

are well aware that different plants present an infinite diversity in the number,

form, situation, direction, length, breadth, and disposition of these two parts

which thus tend to opposite directions. However each family, each genus,

and each species has a particular type or habit in this respect,

XCIX- In the animal configuration the globular or cyhndrical form always

predominates, or, in other words, it forms the basis. Of this we may be con-

vinced in the most simple animals, the infusoria. The monades represent true

cylindrical or oval masses. When the sphere is flattened or depressed, the

disk shape, which we see in the cyclidia, the paramecia, and the coldoda,

is the consequence. If this sphere or ovoid be lengthened in two opposite

directions, the cylinder is the result, of which the infusoria at once present

an instance in the genus enchelis. The cylinder extremely prolonged pro-

duces the filiform, as in the vibriones. In other instances, to the globule or

the cyHnder, appendages are superadded, as we see in the trichodee, kerones,

and cercarias. If the sphere, or cylinder, be opened at any point, and thus

produce a mouth, and if this aperture be surrounded by appendages in a

radiated form, we have the form of polypi, vorticella, hydra, heroes, actinia,

&c. When the sphere, or disk, sends out prolongations to its circumference,

the radiated form occurs, which we perceive in the medusa, equorea, eudores,

pelagia, cassiopea, porpita, &c. Here the buccal aperture situated in the

centre of the disk looks downwards.

C. The globular, cylindrical, and radiated form is shown in a complicated

shape in the entozoa, the radiaria, the annelides, and mollusca. Hydatids

are intestinal worms in a globular form ; the ascarides and lumbrici, in a

cylindrical one ; the tape worms, in the shape of the elongated disk ; the

(1) The most simple, or the cellular plants, are those in which this tendency is the least per-

ceived.

(2.) Decandolle, Organographie vegetale, v. 1. p. 249. " Un vegetal est compose de deux
cones (dans les exogfenes), ou de deux cylindres (dans les endog^nes), appliqu&s par leur bases,

disposes dans le sens vertical, et s'allongeant indefinement par leurs extremitfes."
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(aeiiia, in the form of an articulated ribbon. Among the radiaria there are

some in which there are prolongations or appendages, like rays diverging from

a sphere, as in the sea hedge-hog, or from a cylinder, as in the holothuria, or

from the circumference of a disk, as in the asteria. The bodies of the anne-

lides are divided by contractions, or segments, resembling rings, either in a

cylindrical form, as in the earth vi^ornis, the gordii, the sipunculi, or in a ribbon

shape, as in leeches and planaria. The cylinder is surrounded by rays at

one of its extremities, where the mouth is situated, as in the tubicola; or else

we observe, as well in this part as on the body when elongated into a ribbon,

lateral appendices, of very various forms, as in the arenicola, or sand worms,

the amphinoma, the nereides, amphitrites, and aphrodita. In these animals

we distinguish two surfaces, a dorsal and a ventral, and two extremities, the

buccal or cephalic, and the anal or caudal. The form of mollusca is very

various ; the body forms a rounded sac, oval or cylindrical, furnished with a

mouth and an anus, as in the ascidia and biphora; or else it is oval or oblong,

compressed laterally, and furnished on its sides with membraniform prolon-

gations, the most external of which, called the mantle, is covered with calca-

reous scales, as in the acephala. The shells are symmetrical, as those of

pinna, area, (Miess-und-Teich Muschell,) mytili, anodontes ; or non-symme-

trical, as in the anomia, hyalea, &c. The bos^y is oval, and furnished ^ith

lateral membranes, like fins, as in hyalea; or cylindrical, provided with an

upper disk and two appendages in front, as in the gasteropoda. In such the

back is sometimes naked and free, as in snails; sometimes covered with tufts,

as in the thetis, tritones, and colida ; sometimes, in short, enveloped in a

calcareous shell, of extremely various form, as in the patella, hahotis, murex,

voluta, turbo, nerita, janthina, &c. Lastly, the body is elongated, cylindrical

or oval, and it has a head separated by a neck, from which proceed radiated

prolongations furnished with suckers, as in the cephalopoda.

CI. In more complex animals, of a superior order, we behold, more or less

distinctly, the globular and cylindrical forms, with radiated prolongations,

appearing together. The former is exhibited, diversely modified, at one of

the extremities of the body, the head. The latter is shown in the trunk,

sometimes a regular cylinder, as in serpents and some fishes : sometimes

flattened like a disk, in ray, frogs, and tortoises; frequently compressed

laterally as in the majority of fishes, lizards, birds, and mammifera. In

fine, the prolongations attached to the sides of the trunk represent the limbs,

fins, paws, and wings. The head, the trunk, and the limbs externally are

separated by hollow spaces ; that is, the animals are externally articulated,

as in insects, arachnida, and Crustacea; or else the division is internal, and

is only indicated externally by variously marked contractions, as happens in

the mammifera. In the latter, moreover, the head is divided into the cranium
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and face. The trunk is divided more or less distinctly into neck, chest,

belly, and tail. The limbs, too, present different grades in their divisions.

In all animals we find three marked antipodes, to wit, a cephalic and caudal

extremity, a dorsal and ventral aspect, and a right and left side.

Besides this, natural history teaches to what extent forms, which cannot

be more than mentioned here, are modified and combined in the numerous

animal species.

CII. Most animals, that is to say, the mammifera; birds, reptiles, Crus-

tacea, arachnida, insects, annelides, and even a great number of moUusca,

are symmetrical, composed of two similar moieties in regard to form and the

longitudinal position of the body. There are a few to be excepted from this

rule : such are, among fishes, the pleuronectes, (plaice,) which have two eyes

projecting from one side of the body ; such, besides, are some gasteropoda, in

which the apertures of the respiratory organs, of the anus and of the genitals,

are situated on the side ; and divers conchifera, whose two valves are not

symmetrical. Symmetry is shown in the radiated disposition of the radiaria.

It is wanting in most corals whose trunk is ramoze. But even corals, strictly

speaking, should be ranked among symmetrical animals, inasmuch as they

should be regarded less as simple beings than as unions of raimerous indivi-

duals, in each of which symmetry may be found.

In plants, hkewise, we cannot mistake a certain symmetry which prevails,

as Decandolle(3) has lately shown ; but it is neither so distinct, nor of the

same kind as in animals; their bodies, more particularly, are not composed of

two halves possessing the same form, and united in the longitudinal diameter.

It is only in some parts of plants, the leaves, flowers, capsules, fruit, and

seeds that we frequently perceive a symmetrical arrangement of this sort, just

as we almost always behold a radiated one in the organs of reproduction,

CHAPTER THIRD.

Of the Aggregation or Intimate Structure.

1. On the Anatomy of Plants.(4)

(3) Organographie Vegetale. Paris, 1827, vol. 2, c. 2, Sur la Symmetric Vegetale.

(4.) M. Malpighi, Anatome Plantarum, London, 1675, fol.—A. Grew, Anatomy of Plants.

London, 1682, fol.—J. Hill, Construction of Timber. London, 1770, in 8vo.— K. Sprengel,

Anleitung zur Kenntniss der Gewachse. Halle, 1802, 1807, in 8vo.—Vom Bau und der

Natur der Gewachse. Halle, 1812, in 8vo.— C. F. Brisseau Mirbel, Traite d'Anatomie et de

Fhysiologie Vegetale, 1802.—Exposition et Defense de ma Theorie de I'Organization Vegetale.

Amsterdam, 1808, Paris, 1809, in 8vo —Aubert du Petit Thouars, Essai sur I'Organization des

Plantes. Paris, 1806, in 8vo.—L. C. Treviranus, Vom Iniwendigen Bau der Gewachse. Gcet-

tingen, 1806, in 8vo. K. A. Rudolphi, Anatomie der Pflanzen. Berlin, 1807, in 8vo.— H. G.
F. Link, Grundlehren der Anatomie und Physiologic der Pflanzen, GcEttingen, 1807, in 8vo.

Appendix, GcEttingen, in 1809, in 8vo.—T. T. P. Moldenhauer, Beitrage zur Anatomie der

Pflanzen. Kul, 1812, in 4to.— D. G. Kieser, Memoires, sur I'Organization des Plantes.

Harlem, 1814, in 4to.—Decandolle, Organographie Vegetable. Paris, 1827, 2 vols, in 8vo.
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2. On the Anatomy of Animals.(5)

cm. Animals and plants are both composed of liquid and solid parts ;

the quantity of liquids, however, in the former is in general more considerable

than in plants, and they have consequently more softness. (G) In this respect

there is also some difl'ercncc in different animals, those which live in the air

having generally greater consistence than those which exist in water, as we

may convince ourselves by comparing the mammifera, birds, and insects with

fishes, aquatic moUusca, worms, medusas, and polypi. This difference seems

to depend on the more free evaporation in the air, whilst in the water it is less,

or absorption of a large quantity of liquid occurs at the same time.

CIV. The liquid and solid parts of animals and plants exhibit differences

in relation to form and com position. The liquids found in complicated

animals, chyle, blood, mucus, saliva, pancreatic juice, bile, urine, and the

genital fluids, differ from those of vegetables, the sap, the cambium, the

liquor of the nectaries, and the gummy as well as resinous liquids which

are deposited in different cavities. In general, the number of hquids,

especially of the secreted ones, is greater in animals than plants. As to the

solids which enter into either composition, they present much greater dif-

ferences, which I shall briefly describe.

CV. The most simple -vegetables, the cellular or acotyledonous plants,

algtc, mushrooms, lichens, and mosses, though they present a great diversity

in their configuration, are composed of a substance for the most part homoge-

neous, forming rounded or oblong cells, frequently like a saCj in which liquids

or a granular substance are found, without it being possible to distinguish any

sort of tissue. Even when there are external parts differing from each other

in form, as roots, stalks, and leaves, yet such parts do not exhibit any per-

ceivable heterogeneousness in their texture. The passage of the acotyledo-

nous to more complicated plants is marked by charje, ferns, shave (equisitae)'

grasses, &c., in which we perceive heterogeneous tissues, that become dis-

tinctly pronounced in the phanerogamia, monocotyledones, and dicotjdedones.

All these plants are composed of cellular tissue, of a tubular or vascular tex-

ture, spiral aud nutritious vessels, and are externally covered by a prominent

epidermis. We may, with DecandoUe, denominate them vascular plants.

CVI. The cellular tissue, which is first perceived in the formation of a

(5) J. F. Blumenbach. Handbuch der Vergleichenden Anatomie. Goettingen, 1805, in 8vo.

1824.— G. Cuvier, LeQons d'Anatomie Comparee. Paris, 1809, o vols, in Svo. translated into

German by J. F. Meckel, 1809.— G, Jacopi, Elementi di fisiologia e notomia comparativa.
Milan, 1808, 3 vol. in 8vo.—E. Home, Lectures on Comparative Anatomy. London, 1814,
4 vols, in 4to.— C. G. Carus, Lehrbuch der Zootomie. Lcipsick, 1818, in 8vo.— J. F. Meckel,
System der Vergleichenden Anatomie. Halle, in Svo, 1821.—Ducrotay de Blainville, de I'Or-

ganisation des Animaux, ou principes d'anatomie comparee. Paris, 1822, in Svo.

(6) This rule, it is true, presents some exceptions, in \\hich we may rank plants with fleshy

leaves.

I
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plant, or a young part of one, is a soft, homogeneous substance, in which we
distinguish, by the microscope, small vesicles or globules, as Malpighi, Grew,

Sprengel, the brothers Treviranus, Link, and others have shown. In the

fully-developed cellular tissue, on the contrary, are seen vacuities, or proper

cells, surrounded by solid membranous walls, having different forms and

sizes, and containing divers matters. These cells, according to the researches

ofTreviranus, Kieser, Dupetit Thouars,(7) Pollini,(8) Amici,(9) Dutrochet,(l)

Turpin,(2) and Decandolle,(3) appear to be composed of vesicles placed near

each other and connected together. In the trunk and stalk the cellular tissue

surrounds the spiral vessels, as in the bark, it also envelopes the nutritious

vessels containing the cambium. It represents the pith in the centre of the

wood of trees and shrubs. There often exists between the cells, especially

of the pith, and, in the gramineae, between the spiral vessels, oblong conduits,

or hollow spaces, which L. C. Treviranus has named the intercellular canals.

In the pith, especially in this stalk of umbelliferee, the straw of graminese, and

the petiols of aquatic plants, the cellular tissue forms hollows, or spaces filled

with air, which are the pneumatic reservoirs of Rudolphi. Lastly, it leaves

in the bark and wood of certain plants, closed, oblong, hollow spaces, con-

taining resinous, oily, mucous, or gummy liquids. These are the reservoirs

or conduits of the proper juice described by L. C. Treviranus.

CVII. The tubular or vascular tissue, which naturalists particularly engaged

in the study of vegetable anatomy have disputed so much, is exhibited in two

different forms, the spiral and the nutritious vessels. The former compose

the chief part of the wood and ligneous bundles. They are found in the root,

trunk, branches, peduncles, and petiols. Thence they spread into the reticu-

culated nerves of the leaves, and also into the veins which are scattered over

the petals, as we learn from the researches of Labaisse,(4) Reichel,(5) Com-

paretti,(6) Schwagerman,(7) Sprengel, and others.

These spiral vessels even penetrate into the filaments of the stamen, and

into the pistil as well as the fruit. In the straw of gramineae they are met

with, forming isolated bundles, as also in the stalk of herbaceous plants

;

whilst in the wood of trees and shrubs they are firmly pressed together, and

thus constitute the ligneous body. There is no vestige of them in the bark.

(7) Essai sur la Vegetation. Ess. 5, p. 66.

(8) Elemen. Botan., v. i, p. 45, fig. 5.

(9) Osservaz. Microscop., fig. 19, 20, 23, 30.

(1) Recherohes sur la struct. Vegetale. Paris, 1824, p. 10, 47.

(2) Mem. lu a I'Acad. des Sc. de Paris, 1826.

(3) Organographie Vegetale, v. 1, p. 20.

(4) Diss, sur la Circul. de la seve des Plantes. Boi-deaux, 1733, 8vo.

(5) De vasis Plantarum spiralibus. Leipsick, 1738, in 4to.

(6) Prodomo di fisica vegetabile, p. 19.

(7) Verhandl. der Maatschap te Harlem, v. xx, p. 480, v. xxi, p. 118.
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We must consider the ligneous tubes described by Malpighi, as well as the

sap vessels remarked by Grew, as mere varieties of these vessels. The

annular, the retiforra, or spiral vessels, the perforated and garland vessels of

Mirbel, appear also to be modifications of the spiral vessels.

We see clearly, in the wood of young branches, that the spiral vessels are

formed of small fibres, viscous, extensible, elastic, and spirally turned ; that

these may be unrolled; and that the turns constitute the walls of a canal, fur-

nished with no internal or external membrane, according to the researches of

Schwagerman, Comparetti, Link, Rudolphi, L. C. Treviranus, Sprengel, and

others. These vessels appear destined principally to contain the liquid which,

especially in the spring, rises from the roots to difterent parts of plants, and

has the name of sap.

CVIIT. The other vessels are the nutritive vessels, or vessels of the cam-

bium, with the situation, structure, and arrangement of which we are least

acquainted. Malpighi, Grev/, Hill, and others, have heretofore admitted

particular vessels (Vasa propria seu peculiaria) which contain the proper

juice, analagous to the blood of animals, intended for nutrition, and which

distribute it throughout the vegetable. The experiments of Knight aid the

probability that the sap absorbed by the roots and carried by the sap vessels

of the wood into the leaves undergoes there, by the influence of respiration,

a more complete degree of assimilation, and that, being afterwards re-con-

ducted from the leaves by particular vessels, it is distributed in various parts

to answer the wants of nutrition. J. P. Moldenhauer(8) succeeded, in several

plants, the Havanah and Indian corn, in discovering particular vessels, filled

with a thick and colouredjuice, which he called fibrous. G. R. Treviranus(9)

has proved the existence of these vessels in the wood and immediately under

the bark in various plants ; he has given the name of plastic juice to the

thick, milky, and globule-filled liquid which they contain, and considers it as

the true nutritive liquor perfected by elaboration. Schultz(l) has the credit

of having demonstrated, in a great number of plants, the presence of these

specific vessels for the return of the juice from the leaves. He called them

vital vessels, and gave the name of vital juice to the liquor they contain. M.

Schultz assured me of the existence of these vessels.

These very delicately constructed vessels are situated, in the shape of bun-

dles, along the spiral vessels of the leaves, stalks, and petals, in herbaceous

plants. In plants of a wooden body and a prominently distinct bark, as in

the root and trunk of trees and shrubs, they are found in the soft internal

(8) Beitrage zur Anatomic der Pflanzen, p. 130.

(9) Ueber die Gefasse und den Bildungssaft der Pflanzen, in den Verischten Schriften,

V. 1, p. 145.

(1) Von der Natur der Lcbeudigen Pflanzen, v. 1, p. 51.5.
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layer of the bark, or in the cortical substance ; thence they spread into the

wood and cellular tissue. Their sides are formed of an homogeneous pellicle,

which is thin, white, and transparent. These it is which contain the formative

or nutritive liquid. This is produced by the influence of the atmosphere and

light on the sap, which, rising from the roots and trunk into the leaves, is dis-

tributed to the different parts, to perform therein the offices of nutrition, growth,

and secretion.

CIX. These elementary tissues, combined and disposed in an infinite number

of manners, compose the bodies of all vascular plants, with their different

parts, roots, trunk, stalk, leaves, flowers, and fruits, however great or numerous

the differences may be which their external forms exhibit, and by which their

families, genera, and species are distinguished(2.) If we regard the manifes-

tations of activity these parts display, we remark that they are confined to

those whose design is the nutrition, growth, generation, and formation of

plants, that is, the absorption of alimentary matters, their assimilation, respi-

ration, movement of the liquids, nutrition, secretion, and, lastly, the acts of

generation. The parts may be divided, in reference to function, into those

whose manifestations of activity accomplish the preservation of the individual,

and those which, by effecting generation, tend to the maintenance of the

species. In the first are comprehended the root, trunk, or stalk, and the

leaves ; to the latter belong the flowers, fruit, seeds, buds, tubercles, and

bulbs. It will be more convenient to examine their structure in the next sec-

tion, which is dedicated to the explanation of the manifestations of activity or

vital phenomena of plants.

ex. The tissues and parts which enter into the composition of animals are

infinitely more numerous than in vegetables, and are at the same time of a

nature entirely their own. As to the tissues generally distributed in animal

organisms, and met with in all, except the most simple animals, infusoria,

polypi, medusze, and several other zoophytes, which consist of a gelatinous

or mucous mass, they are the cellular, vascular, nervous, and muscular tissues.

These may be considered as elementary constituents, whose combinations and

dispositions compose the different organs. We may, moreover, add to these

some other tissues less generally distributed, such as the tendinous or fibrous,

the bony, the cartilaginous, and the horny. I shall rapidly sketch the nature

and qualities of these tissues.

CXI. From the zoophytes to man, the cellular or mucous tissue is the

most universally distributed of those which enter into the composition of all

animals. It is exhibited in the form of an homogeneous, whitish, serai-trans-

(2) Decandolle (Organographie Vegetale, v. i, p. 5) says, " La texture intime des vegetaux,

vue aux plus forts microscopes, offre peu de diversite. Les plantes les plus disparates par leurs

formes exterieures se ressemblent a I'interieur a un degre vraiment extraordinaire."
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parent, soft, almost mucous, extensible substance, endued with a certain

degree of viscosity, and slightly contractile during life. It absorbs liquids

with facility, and is also permeable by aeriform matters. Originally it con-

tains neither hollows nor excavations ; but it is easily distended by air or

liquids so as to produce cells. According to the remark first made by Ru-

dolphi,(3) there is this difference between the cellular tissue of plants and

animals, that the former exhibits cells more or less regular, with strong and

consistent walls, whilst nothing of the kind is discoverable in the latter. On

one hand the cellular tissue fills the interstices of the organs ; on the other,

it enters into the texture of the same organs, and there keeps together or

includes all the other tissues. The enveloping cellular tissue contains a

watery and ti'ansparent liquid, the serum. In more complex animals, we

often find within it, in various parts, opaque white or yellow substance, which

is inclosed in round sacs of various sizes. This is fat, which, according to

the researches of Chevrel, is composed of stearine and elaine,

CXIT. The cellular tissue, condensed and extended into surfaces, forms

the basis of the common integuments, as also of the membranes which secrete

the mucus, serum, and synovia. Condensed into chorion, it forms the ground

of the common integument, and thus includes all the organs of the animal

body within itself. It is reflected by divers principal apertures into the cavi-

ties of the body, where it is continuous with the mucous membranes. In

many animals the skin produces ramose or foliated appendages, the gills,

which effect respiration in water. The skin, which in the majority of animals

is supplied with a vast number of vessels and nerves, maintains a reciprocity

of action with surrounding media. On one hand it absorbs aeriform or liquid

matters ; on the other, an excretion of gaseous matters by transpiration,

or of liquid substances in the form of sweat, mucus, or fat, is proceeding

from it. The nerves entering into the skin give to it a greater or less degree of

sensibility to mechanical or chemical impressions, as well as to variations of

temperature.

CX] II. The mucous membranes, formed of condensed cellular substance,

most of them provided with numerous nerves and vessels, and secreting liquids

by their internal surface, line all the cavities which end externally, or commu-

nicate with the external surface of the body, the alimentary sac or intestinal

canal, with the excretory ducts of the glands which end in them, the bronchi

and lungs, the urinary organs, and the cavities of the genital organs. They

also form the basis of the different organs which serve the taking and assimi-

lation of food, to aerial respiration, the secretion of humours, and the prepa-

ration and emission of the genital liquids.

(3) Anatomic der Pflanzen, p. 26.
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CXIV. The cellular tissue, condensed into membranes and strewed with

small vessels, also forms the base of more or less considerable sacs, closed

on all sides, and denominated serous and synovial membranes. The smooth

and polished internal surface of these sacs secretes an aqueous humour, hold-

ing albumen in solution, and continually undergoing re-absorption. The outer

surface is joined to different organs by a loose cellular tissue. These mem-

branes favour, by means of their free, secreting internal surfaces, the move-

ments of the organs which they cover.

The serous membranes inclose organs in which the involuntary or automatic

movements are effected. They envelope the heart, the lungs, the intestinal

canal, with its glandular appendages, and the organs whose office it is to pre-

pare the generative fluid. The brain and spinal marrow, with the origin of

the nerves, are also surrounded with a delicate serous membrane, whose

existence is in relation with the movements which the circulation and respira-

tion communicate to them.

Synovial or joint membranes are found in animals possessing an internal

articulated skeleton, at the ends of the bones which are moveable on each

other, as also in many places between the tendons, chiefly in the points where

they pass over osseous grooves. These membranes, with their secreted pro-

duct, synovia, are designed to facilitate the voluntary movements,

CXV. The vessels we meet with in the great majority of animals, in the

niammifera, birds, reptiles, fishes, Crustacea, arachnida, insects, mollusca,

annelides, and radiarii, and which contain the nutritive or plastic juice prepared

from the food and assimilated, are canals ramified throughout the body whose

trunks are continuous with each other, in an immediate manner, or communi-

cate together by the intermedium of the heart's cavities. Their base is a thin

membrane, smooth on its internal surface, washed by the nutritive fluid, and

composed of condensed cellular tissue. This membrane, entering also into

the cavities of the heart, forms, in different parts and sections of the vascular

system, certain folds, the valves, to regulate the direction of the blood, as it

is moved onward by the muscular walls of the heart, or by the contractile

coats of the vessels. Externally it is furnished with a tissue of a specific

kind. The portion of it that is spread through the cavities of the heart and

unites together the vascular trunks, is covered by muscular fibres arranged in

layers. As to the walls of the greater number of vessels, they exhibit a par-

ticular tissue, fibrous, yellowish white, or pale red, which may be called

vascular fibre. This tissue, surrounding the vessels sometimes in a circular

manner and sometimes longitudinally, is endued with a proper contractile

power. Vessels are divided, in complex animals, into three orders, arteries,

veins, and lymphatics.

CXVI. The vessels which ramify towards the periphery of the body.
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departing for the most part from the cavities of the heart, are called arteries.

They are distinguished by the thickness of their vascular tissue, which sur-

rounds them in a circular direction. Their smooth internal membrane forms

valves only at their exit from the heart, in order to prevent the reflux into

this organ of the liquid vehich they convey. On one hand, the blood they

contain is carried to the difl^erent organs which extract the nutritive matters,

and, on the other hand, it is the source whence the various humours are elimi-

nated. In a particular section of the arterial system, which ramifies through-

out the respiratory organs, the conversion of tlie crude nutritive juice into

blood is effected, in consequence of the reception of substances obtained from

the atmospheric air and an elimination of carbonic acid and water.

CXVII. Other vessels which originate from the organs, and are in imme-

diate connexion with the most minute arteries, are united into branches, from

these into trunks which afterwards open into the cavities of the heart, or are

intimately joined with the arterial trunks. These are the veins. Their

smooth internal membrane forms, in the major part of animals, valves looking

towards the trunks and the cavities of the heart. Their vascular tissue is

delicate and almost entirely disposed lengthways on the vessels. The veins

return to the heart and arterial trunks the remnant of the blood which has not

been employed in the nutrition of the organs and the secretion of particular

fluids. They also serve to absorb certain substances. Finally, one of the

sections of this system, commencing at the respiratory organs, brings to the

heart and arterial trunks the blood prepared from the crude nutritive juice.

CXVIIl. The lymphatics constitute a third order of vessels, which have

been hitherto only met with in mammifera, birds, reptiles, and fishes. They

originate in the different mucous, serous, and synovial membranes, and the

dermoid tissue, whose basis is condensed cellular texture, as also from the

cellular tissue distributed in the interstices and parenchyma of the organs.

It has not yet been properly demonstrated that these vessels arise from

membranes or any other tissue, by gaping orifices, so as to render it probable

that they proceed immediately from the mucous or cellular tissue. They

unite into twigs, branches, and trunks, and anastomose with the veins in such

a manner that we may consider them as an appendage to the venous system.

Their smooth internal membrane is furnished, in the majority of animals, with

numerous valves directed towards the trunks. The existence of a fibrous

tunic has not been clearly established. Their function is to absorb the liquid

prepared from the aliments in the intestinal canal, as also the fluid substances

that are in contact with the common integuments and mucous membranes.

They likewise take up the fluids secreted into the serous and synovial mem-

branes, and they also perform the absorption of the constituent materials of

the organs which have again become fluid in the substance of the same organs.
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The arrangement of their valves and their dilatation beyond a ligature placed

round them in a living animal, prove that the liquids they contain proceed

from branches to trunks, and consequently from the organs to the venous

trunks in which they terminate.

CXIX. Another tissue peculiar to animals is that of the nerves. The

existence of these organs in mammifera, birds, reptiles, and fishes, was long

since known to the Greek naturalists. The anatomical researches of Swam-

merdamm, Willis, and Redi, have effected the discovery of them in Crus-

tacea, insects, mollusca, and annehdes. JBut it was reserved for the modern

spirit of observation to establish their presence in many of the most inferior

animals, the star fish, actinia, pyrosoma, ascidia, and some entozoa, in which

their existence was denied in Haller's time. The infusoria, polypi, medusae,

various other zoophyta, and the majority of entozoa, are the only animals in

which we have not yet succeeded in showing their existence by the anato-

mical scalpel. But as we perceive, in these animals, phenomena which take

place by the medium of nerves in animals of a more elevated order, that is to

say, sensibility and voluntary motion, it is not improbable that in them the

nervous substance is mixed with their gelatinous or mucous mass, without

being demonstrable as a particular tissue.

CXX. As far as we can judge from the researches hitherto made, the

tissue of the nerves consists, in all animals, of a soft, white, slightly consistent

mass, the nervous pulp. This mass is composed of small globules, placed in

the midst of a semi-fluid substance, in a dehcate mucous or cellular tissue,

which serves to unite them together ; this is the result of microscopical obser-

vation made on this point. The globules are mostly arranged in longitudinal

rows, and represent the medullary or nervous fibres. These fibres are sur-

rounded by condensed cellular tissue, forming tubes or canals, which are

denominated the nenrilema. In animals possessing a vascular system,

minute vessels penetrate the covering of the nerves and the medullary sub-

stance. In those which have a lymphatic system, lymphatic vessels are also

perceived in the neurilema. The vessels effect the nutrition of the nervous

substance and the changes of composition which its manifestations of activity

induce during life.

CXXI. The nervous substance is connected together throughout the

whole animal frame. Part of it is disposed like rays, and designated by the

name of nerves, whose minute ramifications enter into the composition of

almost all the organs and tissues : another part is concentrated hi masses

more or less voluminous, nervous ganglions, medullary centres, and cords.

The union of the latter produces the brain and spinal marrow. In the parts

where the medullary substance is accumulated another substance is observed,

soft; of a yellowish or reddish grey, likewise composed of globules and a
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quantity of mucous tissue, in which numerous vessels ramify ad infinitum;

this is the gray substance.

CXXIl. The nervous apparatus presides, during life, over the intellectual

activity, or operations of the mind, sensation, perception, consciousness, and

the will, phenomena which eminently distinguish animals from vegetables.

The nerves vt'hich penetrate the different tissues, impart to them the capabi-

lity of being afl'ected by excitants. The nervous system itself, by producing

excitement, brings into action the muscles under the influence of the will.

Moreover it possesses an automatic and unrevealed power over the organs

and apparatus whose functions maintain the body in the form and composi-

tion that are proper to it, and render it capable of displaying its manifestations

of vigour. It regulates the taking of food, influences the digestion and the

preparation of chyle, gives an impulse to the respiratory movements, and,

through the movements of the blood, effects nutrition and secretion. The

functions relating to the preservation of the species, or genital functions, are

also placed in dependence on the nervous system. In short, this system is

the most important apparatus of the animal body, that to which, during life,

the manifestations of activity of all the other parts and organs are linked, that

for which the organs which are more or less influenced and determined by it

as to their mode of action exist. Distributed throughout the whole animal

body, it is the bond that unites the organs, that draws them into unity, that

maintains tliem in this reciprocity of action and this harmonious concordance,

the principal result of which is the preservation of the individual and the

species.

CXXIII. Muscles exist in animals of all classes, from the mammifera to

the radiaria. They have been discovered in a great number of entozoa.

Even in the activia, some medusa and other zoophyta, muscular fasciculi

interwoven with the external skin, have been perceived. The infusoria,

polypi, and several other gelatinous animals are the only ones in which mus-

cular tissue has not been seen. The muscles of all animals are composed of

white, yellowish, or red bundles, soft, united by cellular tissue, and them-

selves formed of delicate fibres, the nature of which has been much disputed

by anatomists. All that M'e can state with certainty at present is, that they

are not hollow, but solid. Several naturalists assert they have discovered

them, by their microscopes, to be composed of globules, which appear arranged

in rows, and united by their extremities. The muscles have an animal matter,

fibrine, for their base, which, when deposited from the blood, takes a filamen-

tous form. In animals advanced in age, nerves penetrate these organs and

spread their delicate ramifications between the fasciculi and the fibres. More-

over, the muscles of all animals provided with a sanguineous vascular system,

receive a great number of vessels, which bring blood to them aud regulate

K
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their nutrition, thus rendering- them capable of exerting their proper manifesta-

tions of activity.

CXXIV. During life, muscles have the power of shortening themselves,

of condensing and contracting, whenever excitants act on them or their nerves

;

and when the action of these stimuli ceases, of relaxing and resuming their

former situation. This power has the name of irritability. The excitants

which induce the contractions of muscles are either volitions, that is to say,

stimuli generated in the masses of nervous matter whence they are passed to

the muscular organs by the nerves ; or they are influences which the blood and

different secreted liquids exert over the hollow muscles ; or, lastly, excite-

ments occasioned either by the food or air which enters the cavities of animals,

or by mechanical or chemical causes which act externally on their bodies.

The muscular parts endowed with irritability accomplish the majority of the

movements which animals perform.

CXXV. The arrangement of muscles varies considerably in animals.

Some, forming a thick and firm mass, are applied to the internal surface of

the common integuments, as in entozoa, radiaria, annelides, and some mol-

lusca ; connected with calcareous shells, as in the univalve, bivalve, and mul-

tivalve moUusca; or are inserted on horny or earthy parts externally articu-

lated, as in insects and Crustacea. In animals possessing an internal articu-

lated skeleton, fishes, reptiles, birds, and mammifera, the greater part of the

muscles are attached to the bones. These muscles produce the movements

of the limbs and of the whole body. They are found also in the mouth, in

the organs of mastication, of the senses, of respiration, the voice, and of copu-

lation, the motions of all which parts they execute. Another portion of the

muscular tissue is extended over the internal surface of the membranes. The

fleshy fascicuh, of varied thickness, which envelope the smooth internal mem-

brane of the sanguineous vascular system, at the places where the veins are

united with the arterial trunks, represent the heart, the chief organ of circula-

tion of the blood. Muscular expansions are also found on the external sur-

face of all the mucous membranes. That of the mucous membrane of the

intestinal sac eflfects the motions of the alimentary substances introduced into

that cavity, and of the liquid secretions which are mixed therewith to assist

digestion. That of the mucous membrane of the lungs and bronchi is a party

to the renewal of air in these organs. The portion which covers the ureters

and the bladder, produces the movement of the urine prepared by the kidneys.

Finally, the layer spread over the mucous membrane of the genital apparatus

of both sexes, regulates that of the seminal fluid and of the ova.

CXXVI. The bones and cartilages, the hardest and most dense of all the

parts of animals, do not differ essentially from each other in reference to the

substances that enter into their composition. Both contain a combustible
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animal substance and several inorganic matters. The former is soluble in

water, and is converted into glue by boiling. It constitutes their base and

takes thoir organic form during life. It is imbued with inorganic matters

—

phosphate of lime, carbonate of lime, and divers other salts, which are therein

deposited from the mass of the humours, in the acts of nutrition and forma-

tion. It is the proportion of these matters with the animal substance that

causes one part to be bone and another cartilage. All the bones commence

from cartilage, and these again, at the period of their appearance in the ftetus,

are composed of a semi-fluid substance, analogous to the cellular or mucous

tissue, in which a substance capable of coagulating and becoming hard, pro-

bably albumen, and which only appears to acquire the properties of gelatine

by boiling, is deposited. As soon as the cellular tissue is imbued with it, it

appears in the form of an almost homogeneous mass rather resembling coagu-

lated albumen, which is the cartilaginous substance. In proportion as earthy

matters are deposited in it, hard and reticulated fibres, which represent the

bony system, make their appearance. These fibres are sometimes loose and

distinct, forming then the internal, cellular, or spongy tissue of the bones;

sometimes disposed in plates or layers, which, pressed together, are retained

by fibres, and constitute the compact external or cortical tissue. Every bone

deprived of its earthy matters by the action of acids re-appears with the

qualities of a cartilage, so far as these depend on chemical composition, but,

notwithstanding, preserves the organic form of (he bones.

CXXVII. The bones, in which minute blood vessels are distributed that

regulate their nutrition, vary considerably in animals, in regard to their con-

figuration, arrangement, and connexions. In mammifera, birds, reptiles, and

fishes, they are situated in the internal part of the body, separated from the

common integuments by muscles. But the skin immediately covers them in

a great number of points, on the head of fishes and reptiles, as also on the

pectoral and dorsal shields of tortoises. By their quality of hardness and

solidity they furnish a protecting envelope to the central mass of the nervous

system, the brain and spinal marrow, on which they are moulded in the foetus,

wherein they appear at a period posterior to them. The spinal marrow is

surrounded by annular bones, moveable on each other, the vertebree, the

number of which is, in a certain degree, proportioned to that of the nerves

proceeding from the marrow itself, and whose external surface afibrds points

of attachment to muscles by means of prolongations with which they are fur-

nished. Other bones, in which some further traces of the form of vertebrae

are recognised and which are united in their sutures by cartilage, produce the

cranium or the covering of the brain and the origins of the nerves. A great

number of bony pieces, taking their origin from the cranium, and leaving

hollows between them, give rise to the cavities in which the organs of the
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senses are lodged. Some being articulated so as to preserve their mobility,

form the buccal cavity. The teeth, whose office it is to divide the food, are

implanted in these bones, to which the muscles, whose action effects the recep-

tion, the diminution, and the deglutition of alimentary substances are attached.

With the bones of the trunk are articulated, in manimifera, birds, and the

majority of reptiles, the ribs, which are arched, and whose extremities, almost

always forming separate bones, join the pieces of the sternum. The ribs

envelope and protect the respiratory organs, the heart, and the organs of

digestion. In tortoises, where they are broad and united by sutures, as are

also the sternal bones, they form the breast and back shield. In fishes we

find curved bones, moveable, and resembling ribs, which are articulated with

the head, and give support to the gills.

The bones of the limbs represent levers of different kinds, which are retained

in their articulations by firm though flexible organs, the ligaments, and which,

the contraction of the muscles inserted in them, renders capable of performing

movements whose direction and extent vary according to the articular sur-

faces. The bones of the posterior extremities, which are articulated with the

vertebral column in the majority of animals, produce by their union a cavity

called the pelvis, where the genital organs, the reservoir of the urine, and the

lower end of the alimentary sac are situated.

CXXVIII. Bones are also met with in the organs of sense of many

animals, wherein they act as supports and points of attachment to muscles.

Of this kind are the pieces of the hyoid, the bony ring and scales in the eyes

of many birds and various fishes, and the ossicules of the ear. Bony plates,

likewise, contribute to the increase of the olfactory membrane. In the hearts

of many ruminating animals a bone is found, to which muscular bundles are

attached. In some animals the penis and clitoris possess a bony support.

Lastly, there are some also which exhibit bony plates in the skin ; of these

are the armadillo, the crocodile, and many fishes, the mail and trunk fishes,

sturgeons, &c.

CXXIX. Of the cartilages some are elastic discs, which cover the ends of

moveable, articulated bones ; others serve to unite bony pieces that execute

no movements. Many assist in forming certain cavities, such as the ribs, the

sternal pieces, and the bones of the pelvis. Lastly, same support and deter-

mine the form of softer organs, as the cartilages of the nose, the eye, eyelids,

larynx, and trachea.

CXXX. The manifestations of life in the bones and cartilages, are redu-

cible to the simple phenomena of nutrition and formation, which keep them

in the possession of their form, and the other qualities essential to the perform-

ance of their offices.

CXXXI. The bones of vertebrated animals may be compared, on the
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score of chemical composition, structiiie, and destination, to the coverings and

shells of mollusca and Crustacea, which are either mixed with the common

integuments, or deposited between them and the epidermis, and to which the

majority ot" llie muscles are attached. The shells of mollusca, which present

so many diftevences in the form and number of their pieces, as well as in their

size and mode of union with the body, are composed, according to Hatchett,

of lamellar, membranous layers, like coagulated albumen, in which the earthy

matters, (chiefly carbonate, and sometimes also phosphate of lime,) are depo-

sited. The hard parts of the Crustacea, which represent a skeleton externally

articulated, are formed, according to the analyses of Batchett, John, Merat

Guillot, and Chevreul, of an animal substance resembling albumen, of a great

quantity of carbonate and a little phosphate of lime, with traces of phosphate

of magnesia and chloride of sodium. In insects the horny integuments supply

the place of the bones, and furnish points of attachment to the muscles. They

are composed of coagulated and dried albumen, some traces of salts, and a

peculiar matter lately discovered by Odier, chitine. The jointed and move-

able parts, shaped like vertebree, as seen in the asterias, are analogous to the

bones, as also the sutured pieces of the sea hedgehog, which contain an animal

matter, with abundance of carbonate, and a little phosphate of lime. Lastly,

we may also bring corals under the same head, which sometimes form a trunk

that supports the soft and gelatinous mass consequent on the union of many

polypi, as in the gorgonia, sertularia, and isis ; and sometimes contain polypi

in their cells and interstices, as is remarked in the madrepora, tubipora, &c.

The horny or earthy corals are themselves composed of a coagulated animal

substance, similar to albumen, and of carbonate of lime in various proportions.

CXXXIl. Tendinous and fibrous parts, putting on different forms and

arrangements, are chiefly met with in the animals of the four superior classes,

the vcrtebrata. The tissue that forms its base exhibits, silvery, brilliant, hard,

firm, and flexible filaments, which appear to be composed of a very condensed

cellular tissue, penetrated with coagulated albumen. By long maceration in

water, they are resolved into a flaky substance resembling cellular tissue.

Boiling converts them, as it does cartilage, into gelatin. A portion of the

fibrous tissue is extended into membranes, and adheres to the external surface

of the bones and cartilages, where it receives the name of periosteum and

perichondrium. Other fibrous membranes, constituting what is called apon-

eurosis, envelope the muscles, which are thus maintained in the respective

situations best suited to the performance of their several movements. Vari-

ously figured fibrous organs fix the bones in their articulations, as the arti-

cular ligaments, or else fill the vacancies that are left between them, as the

interosseous ligaments. At the ends or origins of the muscles, fibrous cords,

or tendons, are observed, by means of which the bones are drawn during the
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contraction of the muscular fibres. Finally, nature has made use of fibrous

membranes to envelope and protect the delicate and soft parts ; instances of

which are presented in the brain and spinal marrow, the sclerotic of the eye,

the fibrous membrane surrounding the vascular net-work of the penis and

clitoris, that of the spleen with its reticulated appendages, and the tunica

albuginea of the testicle. A combination of fibrous and cartilaginous tissue

originates the fibrous or ligamentous cartilages found in different parts of the

body. Fibrous parts generally receive only a small number of vessels, which

regulate their nutrition. Life is only manifested in them by their nutrition and

continuance in the form and chemical composition which are proper to them,

together with the qualities depending on these.

The fibrous parts of vertebrated animals may be compared to the liga-

mentous masses of mollusca, which keep the valves in their hinges. The

parts which are observed in Crustacea and insects joined with the muscles,

are likewise hard, white, and brilhant, but they are not, properly speaking,

fibrous.

CXXXIII. Lastly, the horny tissue forms the basis of parts, some of

which are situated on the external surface or skin of animals, whilst others

are placed on the surface of the mucous membrane of the digestive and genital

apparatus. It is exhibited in the form of a perfectly homogenous, transparent

substance, more or less solid, and variously coloured, without either vessels

or nerves. In all vertebrated animals, it produces, on the common integu-

ments, a layer of varied thickness, frequently composed of several lamellee,

called epidermis, (epidermis seu cuticula,) and which is the outermost boun-

dary of the animal body. In animals that live in the air, the epidermis is

dry like horn, and thicker in places which are subject to friction, such as the

sole of the feet, the palm of the hands, the bending surface of prehensile tails,

the callosities of the buttocks, &c. In those which exist in water, the cetacea,

betrachia, tritones, and fishes, it is soft, almost mucous. A true epidermis is

also seen on the calcareous shells and horny crusts of Crustacea, insects,

mollusca, and echinodermata, as also on the naked skin of snails and anne-

lides. It is only in the soft and gelatinous animals that it is not distinctly

perceptible. The horny tissue, likewise, forms the basis of the difli"erent parts

that serve to cover- or protect animals, as hair, bristles, prickles, scales,

feathers, shields, nails, hoofs, as also the covering of horns and beaks.

The mucous membrane of the alimentary sac is also covered, in many

places, by a similar pellicle, which then takes the name of epithelium. In the

tongue it not unfrequently is raised into points and scales. It is very well

marked on the internal surface of the oesophagus, as well as on that of the first

stomach or paunch of ruminating animals, of the stomach of the manis or pan-

golin, of the gizzard of almost all birds, the stomach of some crustacea, &c.
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The horny tissue is seen sometimes on the surface of the genital mucous mem-

brane, especially on that of the penis, in the shape of prickles or scales, which

is observed in cats, many rodentia, serpents, &c.

CXXXIV. These tissues, some of which are generally distributed and

met with in all animals, except tlie most simple, whilst others, confined to

certain classes only, produce, by association, in greater or fewer numbers,

and by their different modes of combination and arrangement, the parts which

are met with on dissecting an animal, and which are called organs, for the

exercise of certain functions. Among these are the intestinal canal, the liver,

salivary glands, the heart, the lungs, the gills, the kidneys, the testicles,

ovaries, brain, tongue, the eyes, the muscles, bones, &c. None of these

organs result from a single tissue, several uniting to form it. Those tissues

that enter more or less abundantly into the composition of almost all organs,

are the cellular tissue, the vessels, and the nerves, different parts of which

form a continuous whole in the entire animal body. Of those which, together

with the preceding tissues, contribute to the production of certain organs only,

are the muscular, fibrous, cartilaginous and bony tissues, which do not form

a continuous whole in the body, but are more or less isolated or confined to

certain organs. The organs produced by the association of different tissues,

exhibit different degrees of composition ; the intestinal canal, the lungs, glands,

the organs of the senses, the brains, genitals, &c., in short all that are called

viscera, are very complex ; the muscles, bones, cartilages, ligaments, and the

different membranes are less so.

CXXXV. In animals, the organs are united into groups that, during life,

possess the faculty of exerting, by their united activity, a principal function.

The name of apparatus may be given to these groups. Thus, we distinguish

apparatus for digestion, respiration, the movement of the blood, sensation,

locomotion, generation, &c. All the superior or perfect animals are conse-

quent of a collection of different apparatus, which are finked together by the

generally distributed tissues of the body, nerves, and vessels, and whose

number and composidon is so much more considerable as the manifestations

of activity, or life, that are observed in these beings themselves are numerous.

If we attend to the functions that are accomplished by the apparatus, we
shall be convinced that, as in plants, some relate to the preservation of indi-

viduals and others to the maintenance of the species. In the former are

ranked digestion, or assimilation of food in the intestinal canal, absorption,

respiration, circulation of the blood, nutrition, and secretion. The functions

of the genital apparatus belong to the latter. Independent of these functions,

others are also found, in animals, which consist in the exertion of manifesta-

tions of activity that are altogether wanting in vegetables, to wit, the ope-

rations of the mind. The apparatus that officiates in the accomplishment of
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these particular functions, is the nervous system. In the periphery of the

nervous apparatus smaller organs or apparatus, the organs of the senses, are

found, vi^hich, being exposed to impressions from the external woild, are

capable of determining divers states of excitements on the nervous system.

Moreover, the nerves have exceedingly numerous connexions vv'ith the muscles

that are attached to the skin, or to the horny or earthy articulated and move-

able parts, and which constitute, together with these parts, the locomotive

apparatus. By means of excitements generated in its nervous system, the

animal is capable of producing different movements, by which it reacts with

its own activity on the external world, adapts it to its inclinations, its sensa-

tions, its wants, its ideas, and obtains the external conditions that are essential

to the maintenance of life, as well in the individual as in the species. The

animal is also able, by movements, to withdraw itself from, or resist, external

influences that would be luirtfui.

CXXXVI. Animals, therefore, are organic bodies of a particular kind,

having proper tissues for their basis, which are more numerous and diversified

than in plants. These tissues represent varied organs and apparatus, whereas

vegetables have less prominent organs and apparatus. Simultaneous with a

great complication and diversity in organization, we also remark, in animals,

a larger sum of different manifestations of activity than in plants. The phe-

nomena of their life do not consist, like those of vegetables, simply in the

functions of nutrition, of generation, and formation ; but they exhibit others

peculiar to themselves, namely, those of of sensation, of perception, and volun-

tary motion, which we are used to unite under the collective name of pheno-

mena of animal life.

Besides these differences between animals and plants, some others exist,

which we shall now rapidly glance over.

CXXXVII. In the organization of animals, we remark a distinct tendency

to produce a great number of different parts, either single or at most double,

and, in this latter case, of a form altogether similar, that is, to make the

greatest number of organs coincide with the greatest diversity of conforma-

tion, as J. F. Meckel has shown.(4) Among the azygous organs, we reckon

the brain and spinal marrow, the heart, the intestinal canal, the bones situated

in the medial line, or in the axis of the body, namely, those in the base of the

skull, the vertebrae, and sternal pieces, and, finally, the sphincter muscles,

which are not numerous, and the diaphragm. Although a vast number ofbones

enter into the composition of the vertebral column, yet each of them, for the

most part, has so characteristic a form, in complex animals, that they may be

all considered as uniqiie. By the duplicates are comprehended the majority

(4) System der Vergleichenden Anatomic, vol. i, p. 18.
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of the orgaas of the senses, the jaws, teeth, salivary glands, the lungs, and

gills, the kidneys, the testicles, and ovaries, the lateral bones of the head and

trunk, those of the limbs, in short, the greater number of the muscles, which

are double, if we look to their form, but exhibit this great difference, that they

can be recognised as belonging to the right or left side of the body. Hairs,

feathers, and scales are the only parts that are in immense numbers with the

same form. In animals of a simple structure, particularly in the radiaria, we

often see external or internal parts several times repeated in the same form.

In plants, on the other hand, the tendency to multiply parts resembling

each other in form, predominates, even to hundreds and thousands of times,

as the leaves, flowers, and fibrillae of roots prove.

CXXXVIII. Vegetables and animals are the reverse of each other with

regard to the arrangement and situation of their organs. In plants, all the

parts recognised as special organs, the roots, leaves, and flowers, the calyx,

the stamina, and pistil, are situated externally, while in their interior there are

no special organs distinguishable, as G. R. Treviranus has shown.(5) In

animals, on the contrary, all the important organs, those which are necessary

to the preservation of the individual and the species, and those which perform

the animal manifestations of activity, opcupy the interior of the body. The

digestive and, for the most part, the respiratory organs, the heart, the different

secreting organs, the nervous system, the muscles, and the organs that

prepare the genital liquids, are placed in the interior, mostly enclosed in par-

ticular cavities, and surrounded by proper membranous coverings. It is only

the less important organs, whose end is the immediate preservation of the body,

the organs of the senses, frequently also those of copulation, and the different

parts connected with the common integuments, as the hair, feathers, scales,

nails, and the horny parts, that are situated externally.

A disposition is observed in plants to push outwardly, and to expand their

organization towards the circumference, as Aristotle heretofore remarked.

But in animals the inclination to keep the parts within, and to concentrate the

organs in the interior predominates. It is on this account that plants have

been said to be animals turned inside out, and animals to be plants turned

outside in.

CXXXIX. With this opposition observed between the situation and

arrangement of the parts of animals and vegetables, is connected, in the

former, the existence of central organs, as Bichat denominates them, that are

not seen in plants. In all complicated animals, and this is so much the more

perceptible as their organization is the more complex, we perceive organs situ-

ated in the interior of the body, in the median line or the axis, and for the most

(5) Physiologic, vol. i, p. 169.

L
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part azygos, whence radiated prolongations originate, which are spread

throughout the body in proceeding towards the periphery. This class of

central organs includes the brain and spinal marrow, the collections of ner-

vous matter, called nervous ganglions, and the hollow muscle, the heart,

which is connected with the sanguineous vascular trunks. From the brain,

spinal marrow, and nervous ganglions radiated nerves proceed, which enter

into the composition of all the organs, and connect them with central organs.

The vascular trunks which communicate with the cavities of the heart, and

include the nutritive or formative liquid, the blood, ape divided into succes-

sively decreasing branches, the minute ramifications of which terminate at the

periphery of the body, in the different organs.

The central organs being connected with all the organs of the animal by

their radiated prolongations, the nerves and blood vessels act on them during

life, link them together, and are the sources of the reciprocity of action that

exists between them. The more marked and multiplied the phenomena of life

are in animals, the more also the manifestations of activity of the organs and ap-

paratus situated on the periphery, are dependent on those of the central organs.

In plants there are no central organs that send prolongations throughout

the whole body, and place its different parts in an intimate union ; this has

been lately demonstrated by Schulz.(6) Hence it happens, that the different

parts of a vegetable are not so intimately connected and so dependent on each

other, in their manifestations of activity, as the organs and apparatus of

animals are. Plants have no centres, no central organs, that can be compared

with the brain and heart of animals.

CXL. In the majority of animals, especially in all those which have a

complex organization, the mammifera, birds, reptiles, fishes, Crustacea, arach-

nida, and annelida, there presides, in the intimate structure, particularly in the

apparatus of animal life properly so called, a well marked symmetry, and of

such a kind, that these organs are formed of two equal halves, or are repeated

in each half of the body. This arrangement is eminently visible in the brain

and spinal^marrow, which are composed of two similar halves, meeting oil the

median line. It is even found, according to the observations of Autenrieth, (7)

in the pleuronectes, spite of the partial defect of symmetry seen externally in

these animals. All the nerves and the organs of the senses, the locomotive

organs, the skeleton, and the muscles have likewise a symmetrical conforma-

tion. This symmetry is remarked too in several organs implicated in nutri-

tion and generation, the masticatory apparatus, and the salivary glands, in

the organs of the circulation, the heart, the kidneys, and the genital organs.

(6) Die Natur der lebendigen Pflanze, vol. i, p. 98.

(7) Wiedeman's Archiv fur Zoologie und Zootomie, v. i, p. 4.
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Even the intestinal canal, although generally not symmetrical in regard to

situation, is composed of two equal halves. This internal symmetry seems to

apply chiefly to the nature and particularly to the mode of formation and

development of the nervous system ; at least this system is the first of all the

symmetrical apparatus that appears in the foetus. The symmetry of the other

apparatus is in close connexion with this one, which also appears to be the

cause of that which is perceived externally. In animals, whose external

form is radiated, the nervous system and internal parts have also a radiated

disposition.

Plants that have no central symmetrical organ, exhibit no trace, either

externally or internally, of this division into two equal halves, which seems to

be the law of animal organization.

CXLI. The character of individuality, which only belongs to living bodies,

is more pronounced in animals than vegetables. The more complex the struc-

ture of animals, the more numerous and varied will be their organs and appa-

ratus, the more pronounced and developed will be the central organs, the

brain, and heart, the more will the vitality of these individuals be endangered

by the loss of any parts, and the more applicable to them will be Kant's idea,

that organic bodies are beings whose parts act, in reference to each other,

the part of cause and effect, of means and end. On the other hand, the more

uniform and simple their structure, the less perceptible are central organs, and

more readily can they be divided without losing life, as is the case with many

annelides, entozoa, radiaria, and polypi.

Plants which lack central organs, whose different parts bear a greater

resemblance with respect to structure, and are neither subject to so precise

a reciprocity of action, nor so intimately linked as to form a compact whole,

appear to be less concentrated in themselves than animals. Perennial vege-

tables, trees, and shrubs are divisible, and parts detached from them are

capable of becoming new plants, as is proved by the multiplication from

slips, and even that of some vegetables from their leaves.(8) The parts of

vegetables easily exchange their forms and functions, and can become

vicarious of each other.(9) They are not, therefore, so distinct as those of

(8) In the following works we find numerous examples of plants proceeding from leaves

:

Augustin Mandirola, Manuale de gardinieri. Venice, 1652, in 12mo.—G. A. Agricola, Versuch
einer Allgemeinen Vermehrung aller Baume, Stauden und Blumengewachse. Ratisbon, 17L6,

in fol. Thuemmig, De acboribus ex folio Educatis. HalJe, 1721.—Wildenow, Grundriss der

Gewachskunde, p. 487.— Thouin, (Ann. du Museum d'Hist. Nat. v. xii, p. 226, v. xiv, p. 101,)
even reai'ed young plants from the annual leaves of the cactus opuntia.—Schweigger (Naturges-
chichte der Skelettlosen Thiere, p. 52) got ten young plants from one leaf of the verrea crenata.—
Hedwig (Sammlung Zersteuter Abhandlungen, v. ii, p. 125) and Brandis (Versuche iiber die

Lebenskraft, p. 105) saw bulbs produced from detached leaves oiihefntillarm regia.

(9) A tree planted in the earth, after being turned, thi'ows out leaves from its roots, and roots

from its branches, which has been established by the experiments of Agricola, Magnol, Hales,

Dnhamel, (Physique des Arbres, v, ii.) and others.
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animals. On this account, plants, especially the perennial, should be consi-

dered, as Darwin,(l) Du Petit-Thouars, and Decandolle,(2) have described

them rather as aggressions of individuals than as individuals properly so

called. By grafting we even succeed in uniting different individuals on the

same stock.

CXLII. The sexual character establishes a striking difference between

animals and plants, which Hedwig first caused to be noticed.(3) It is, in

fact, permanent in all animals provided with genital organs, whilst in plants it

is transitory, and confined only to a short period of their existence. In general

the genital organs of animals are not destroyed after having fulfilled their

function, and in animals whose life lasts more than a year in the adult age,

they may act repeatedly. All plants, on the contrary, annual as well as

perennial, are provided with only temporary genitals. These organs are

destroyed by the very fact of accomplishing their function, and the plants

then relapse into a neutral state, like that of animals in the first periods

of their embryonic existence. Every year perennial plants throw out new

flowers, and it is only at that time they exhibit completely the character

of the species.

CXLIII. The organs that prepare the genital matter, male as well as female,

are, in the majority of animals, mammifera, birds, reptiles, fishes,(4) Crus-

tacea, arachnida, insects, almost all the mollusca, especially the cephalopoda,

the ascarides from among the entozoa, &c., divided between two different

individuals, and the species is represented by being furnished with different

sexual organs. In a few of the inferior animals, the organs of the two

sexes are found united in the same individual, which is then called hermaphro-

dite. This is the case among the mollusca, in the gasteropoda of the genus

helix, Umax, and others, and, according to the researches of E. Home, (6) in

the lepas. The two sexes are also united, in the class of annelides, in leeches,

and earth worms, and in that of the entozoa in teniae. Although in these each

(1) Phytonomia. London, 1800, in 4to, v. i. He regarded buds and the branches proceeding

from them as distinct individuals.

(2) Organographie Vegetale. Paris, 1827, v. ii, p. 238. " Nous considerons comme un
individu tout germe developpe, savoir; 1, tantot une graine, en supposant que, comme cela a lieu

dans quelques plantes annuelles, elle produit une tige sans ramifications ; 2, tantot une branche

consideree comme un germe quelconque developpe. Ainsi dans ce sens, un arbre est un agregat de

I'individu primitif provenu de la gi-aine et de tous les individus provenus de germes non fecondes,

et qui se sont developpes les uns sur les autres, et ont forme les prolongemens ou les ramifications

de I'individu primitif."

(3) Leipziger Magazin zur Naturkunde ; edited by Leske and Hindenburg, 1784, art ii, p. 215.

(4) It has not yet been satisfactoi'ily demonstrated that there are hermaphrodites among
fishes, that is, individuals uniting the two sexes, as Cavolini asserted (Erzeugung der Fische,

p. 82) in regard to some kinds of perch, and very recently E. Home (Phil. Trans. 1825, v. 2,

p. 267 ; 1823, v. i, p. 120) in regard to lampreys, myxines, and eels. Jacopi (Elementi di

fisiologia e natomia comparata, v. iii, p. 128) express doubts concerning perch. Bojanus says

he found a male lamprey.

(5) Philosoph. Transact, for the year 1823, v. i, p. 140.
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individual represents the species, yet there are but few of these animals that

can impregnate themselves ; for the most part the reciprocal influence of the

genitals of two individuals, that is to say, a double copulation, is necessary

to accomplish the work of generation, as occurs in the gasteropoda above

mentioned, and earth worms (lumbricus.)

In the greater number of plants, on the contrary, the male and female

genital parts are united in the same flower, thus presenting hermaphrodites; or

else the sexual organs are met with on the same trunk, but in different flowers,

as occurs in monaecious plants. This is the case among the monocotyledones,

in plants belonging to the families of the aroideae, (arum calladium,) the

typhaceae, (typha, sparganium,) the cyperoideae, (carex, scleria,) palmae,

(areca, cocos, caryota,) gramineae, (zea, coix ;) among the dicotyledones, in

vegetables entering into the families of the coniferae, (planus, casuarina, thuya,

cupressus,) the myrificeae, (hernandia,) urticae, (urtica,) euphorbiaceae, (croton,

jatropha, ricinus, buxus,) amentaceae, (fagus, carpinus, betula, quercus,

corylus, juglans,) &c. The genital organs are distributed in different indi-

viduals of the same species, (divecia,) among the monocotyledones, in plants

belonging to the families of the pandaneae, (pandanus,) palmae, (phoenix,)

asparagi, (smilax, dioscorea, ruscus ;) and among the dicotyledones, in

plants forming part of the families of the coniferae, (juniperus, araucaria,)

myristiceae, (myristica,) urticae, (cannabis, humulus,) amentaceae, (salix,

populus, broussonetia, myrica,) euphorbiaceae, (mercurialis,) chenopodeae,

(atriplex,) terebintaceae, (pistacia,) &c.

The union of the two sexes in themselves, thereby representing the complete

species, at the same time constituting, an union of individuals, occurs more

frequently in vegetables than in animals, since they often bear a multitude of

flowers, whereas in animals, the number of testicles and ovaries in one indi-

vidual never exceeds two. According to G. R. Treviranus,(6) the union of

the organs belonging to two sexes, and an indefinite number of such organs

in one flower, are the characters of the maximum of vegetable organization,

whilst the converse ia that of the minimum of the same organization. In

animals, on the contrary, the separation of the genital organs into two indi-

viduals is a proof of more perfect or complete organization.

CXLIV. In the majority of animals that possess two sexes the difference

between the male and female, is not alone confined to the genitals, but is also

extended to other parts, which have no immediate connexion with the func-

tions of generation. The males and females, in animals, exhibit as great

diffierences in the conformation of the body, relative to volume, to the ex-

istence of particular organs, and the more or less extensive development of

(6) Biologic, V. i, p. 432.
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some others, as in the manifestations of Hfe ; this has been shown by J. F.

Meckel (7) in a very detailed manner, when surveying the diflFerent classes of

animals. On the other hand, in plants with distinct sexes, this difference

does not exist at all, or at least is not so well pronounced. Thus, in a shrub

of Cochin-china, the pselium heterophyllum. Lour., the male individuals have

cordiform, round, and obtuse leaves, whilst those of the females are oval and

pointed. H. F. Autenrieth(8) says, he observed female plants to have, on

the whole, more branches and leaves, as well as larger leaves. He adds,

moveover, that seeds from which female trunks proceed are rounder and

lighter than those whence the males proceed. But these differences are not

always visible.

CXLV. The chief conclusion which results from the reseaches and compa-

risons in which we have been engaged in reference to the structure of animals

and vegetables is, that the former possess a more complicated, more developed,

and on that account a more perfect organization. The number of tissues,

organs, and apparatus intended for the exercise of the different manifestations

of life, is evidently greater in the majority of animals than in plants. They

not only exhibit more numerous and diversified, but also better developed or

more prominent parts. All these parts are united by the bonds of a more

intimate reciprocity of action ; they are more dependent on each other, and

more concentrated into a single whole. The animal organization has, moreover,

a tendency to divide the species into different individuals, each furnished

with genital organs. In vegetables, on the contrary, there are fewer tissues

and parts, the different organs project in a less prominent manner, and they

have not so well marked a reciprocity ; in short, individuality is not so well

pronounced. Plants represent more generally the species and the union of

several individuals on the same stock. Finally, the sexual character is more

transitory, more evanescent, and vegetables are deprived of it during the

greater part of their existence.

SECOND SECTION.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MANIFESTATIONS OF ACTIVITY OF PLANTS

AND ANIMALS.(9)

CXLVI. Let us now examine, by means of analysis, induction, and com-

parison, the manifestations of activity which constitute the life of animals and

(7) System der Vergleichenden Anatomie, v. i, p. 229.

(8) De discrimine sexuali jura in seminibus plantarum dioicarum apparente. Tubingen,

1821, in 4to.

(9) H, L. Duhamel, de Monceau, La Physique des Arbres. Paris, 1758, v. ii, in 4to.—Van
Marum, Dissert, qua disquisitur, quousque motus fluit^onim et ceterae quaedam animalium plan-
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vegetables. Let us reduce them to the most simple phenomena, then let us

inquire how far they correspond in these two groups of living bodies, and iu

what respects they differ. Let us, in continuation, study the connexions they

have with each other and the cause on which these connexions depend. Let

us then apply the name of powers to the conditions of the manifestations of

activity, and give them that of special powers, if we cannot do away with or

combine the differences they present. Lastly, let us observe the reciprocity

of action, and the mutual dependence of the powers in the production of

the phenomena of life.

CXLVII. The manifestations of activity of organic bodies in general may

be brought directly under two great classes, according as they relate to the

individual or to the preservation of the species. Of the former some maintain

the individual in the enjoyment of its chemical composition, form, organiza-

tion, and proper activity; the others consist of the exercise of the manifesta-

tions of the mind. To the former belong the nutritive functions, the taking of

food, absorption, assimilation, respiration, the movement of the humours,

nutrition, and secretion. Hither also we may refer the evolution of impon-

derable substances, heat, and, in certain circumstances, light and electricity.

In the second, or manifestations of the mind, are comprehended sensation,

perception, and consciousness, as also instinct, the desires, the will, and the

motions caused by it. The functions relating to the preservation of the species

are those of procreation, production, formation, maturation, and expulsion of

the offspring. There are, moreover, vital phenomena, which occur at regular

periods during the existence of the organic individual, as the changes

resulting from development, the epochs of age, and the daily and annual

changes.

We are convinced by our senses of the existence of the functions of nutri-

tion and generation, of motion, of the phenomena relative to development, the

epochs of age, and changes which daily and annually occur in living bodies.

On the other hand, the operations of the mind, of which we have no consci-

tarumque functiones consentiunt. Groningen, 1773, in 4to.—Mustel, Traite theorique et pra-

tique sur la Vegetation. Rouen, 1781, in 8vo.—Ed. Fiyar, De Vita Animantium et Vegetabi-

lium. Leyden, 1785, in 4to.— Cli. Dumas, Essai sur la A'ie, ou Analyse raisonnee des facultes

vitales. Montpelier, 1785.—A. Comparetti, Prodromo di Fisica Vegctabile. Padua, 1791, in

8vo.—C. F. Kielmeyer, Ueber die Verhaltnisse der Organischen Krafte unter einander in der

Reilie der verschiedenen Organisationen,und die Gesetze und Folgen dieser Verhaltnisse. Stutt-

gard, 1793, in 8vo, Tubingen, 1814.—Fr. Al. von Humboldt, Aphorismen aus der Physiologic

derPflanzen, translated by Fischer, Leipsick, 1794, 8vo.—Brera, Programmade vitse Vegetabilis

et Animalis analogia. Pavia, 1796, in 4to.— C. G. Rafn, Entwurf einer Pflanzen-Physiologie.

Ti-anslated from the Danish, by J. A. Markussen. Copenhagen, 1798.— J. Senebier, Physiologic

Vegetale. Geneva, 1800, vols. 5, in 8vo.—E. Darwin, Phytonomia. London, 1800, v. ii, in

4to. Translated by Hehenstreit. Leipsick, 1801.—Carradori, Sulla vitalita della piante.

Milan, 1807, in 8vo.—G. G. Kieser, Aphorismen aus der Physiologic der Pflanzen. Goettingen,

1808, in 8vo.— L. C. Treviranus, Beitraege zur Pflanzen—Physiologic. Goettingen, 1811, in

8vo.—P. Keith, System of Physiological Botany. London, 1816, v. ii, in 8vo.
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ousness but by the internal sense, internal perception, can never be an object

of immediate observation to us when they are executed by other bodies. It

is by analogy alone that we admit their existence in those bodies, whenever

we see in them instruments similar or analagous to those by means of which

we ourselves perform these operations, or whenever we behold actions which

our consciousness tells us are the result of the mind's activity, or of an impulse

communicated by it.

By comparing the manifestations of activity of living bodies in this light,

we arrive at the conclusion that both vegetables and animals possess the

faculties of nutrition and generation, as well as evidence the periods of deve-

lopment and age, but that, judging from the organs and the actions of organic

bodies, the manifestations of mind belong exclusively to animals, and do not

exist in plants.

CXLVIIT. The phenomena of life, and the powers on which they depend,

will form the subject of as many distinct divisions. The first comprehends

the manifestations of activity that relate to nutrition. The second treats of

the evolution of the imponderable matters, heat, light, and electricity. In

the third we examine the movements. The fourth embraces the functions of

the nervous system, and of the organs of the senses. The fifth is dedicated

to the functions of generation. In the sixth, we direct our attention to the

periods of development and age. Finally, in the seventh, we study the

organic powers and their mutual dependence. Various periodical changes,

such as the daily ones, sleep and waking, and the annual ones, hibernation,

summer sleep, the emigration of animals, &c., will be more in their proper

place in the succeeding book, which treats of the connexions of living bodies

with the influences from without, or the external conditions of life, because

they are dependent on periodical, daily, and annual changes. It is in that

place, also, that the alterations which the domain of living bodies has suffered

in consequence of the development and revolutions of our planet, are to be

explained.

In tracing the manifestations of activity of living bodies, we shall make it a

point to form as condensed a picture as possible, for in this our design can

only be to place before the view of the young physician the more general traits

of the vital phenomena, and of their connexions with each other.

FIRST DIVISION.

OF THE FUNCTIONS OF NUTRITION.

CXLIX. The general qualities of living bodies belonging to all animals

and vegetables, is, as I have already shown, (sec. LV,) that of preserving

themselves, during a certain period, by the fact of their own activity, at the
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same time that they are undergoing continual changes in chemical composition

and organization. From all around them they obtain materials, food, and

the constituents of the atmosphere, which they convert into their own sub-

stance, and they expel others in a liquid or vapourous form. So long as there

exists in organic bodies an attraction and expulsion of matters, without their

form being thereby changed, they are said to be living bodies ; but whenever

this exchange ceases, they no longer possess life. In the latter state, the mate-

rial substance entering into their composition is, by the concurrence of external

influences and according to the laws of chemical affinity, destroyed. The

organic association that united their parts is broken, and organization no longer

exists.

The manifestations of activity 5. by means of which individuals are main-

tained, are called acts or functions of nutrition. Of this kind are the ingestion

and absorption of aliments, respiration, assimilation, the movement of the

nutritive fluid, the passage of the matters of the humours into the solid parts,

and secretion. We will examine each of these functions in animals and vege-

tables, indicating at the same time the resemblances and differences they

present.

CHAPTER FIRST.

Of the Aliments.

CL. I have already said (sect. Ivi) that living bodies chiefly obtained

organic matters, to assist in their nutrition, from the external world. These

matters must either be already liquid, or capable of being liquified by the

addition of divers humours. All solid organic substances which the addition

of the liquids of a living body is unable to convert into a fluid state, cannot,

as such, serve for food.

1. Aliments of Vegetables.

CLI. Plants obtain their alimentary matters, in a liquid form alone, from

earth or water, with which they have a continual connexion by their roots.

Some cellular vegetables, however, seem to be nourished by watery vapour

contained in the atmosphere. Earth and water are the two great magazines

and depots of organic matters, into which the remains of all dead vegetable

and animal bodies are cast. These remains, after dissolution and decompo-

sition, are taken up by plants which return them to organization and to life.

The upper layer of the earth, which is charged with organic substances, vege-

table earth, allows the entrance of air and water into it ; and, taking oxygen

from the atmosphere, allows of the formation of carbonic acid in it. Water

M
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containing this acid, as well as organic matters and different earthy, saline,

and metallic substances in solution, is the principal food of plants. On all

sides we behold vegetation flourishing in places where there are organic bodies

in a state of decomposition, as in cemeteries, on battle fields, and other situ-

ations where animal excrements or vegetable remains are rotting. The im-

provement of land by manure is also designed to prepare this nutritive liquid.

CLIl. Several of the older physical philosophers, Vanhelmont,(l) Boylej(2)

Duhamel,(3) Eller,(4) Tillet,(5) and others, asserted that plants could be

nourished by pure water, and they rested this assertion on experiments which,

they thought, proved it. Wallerius(6) even thought he could prove from

his own researches, that all the saline, earthy, and other matters found in

plants, are formed from water. But Bergniann(7) has shown that the earths

which are found in plants that have been reared in water, were already con-

tained in the water, or proceeded from the vehicles holding the liquid. Kir-

wan(8) has, moreover, remarked, that rain water, which these physicians

frequently made use of in their experiments, contains certain substances that

are found in plants. In short, all vegetables whose seeds or organs grow

in pure water, are chiefly nourished, as is well certified, by the mucous

or albuminous matters in these bodies and which are dissolved in the

liquid.(9)

CLIII. Carbon, the most abundant principle in the composition of plants,

is not, as Crell(l) supposed, a product of the exercise of their vital activity,

with the concurrence of light and heat, on matters introduced into them ; for

the experiments of Saussure,(2) and Goeppert(3) show that it proceeds from

without, partly raised by the roots with the aliment, partly extracted by the

leaves from the carbonic acid contained in the atmosphere. Moreover the

inorganic combinations that are found in plants on incinerating them, as salts,

earthy matters, and metalhc substances, are not produced in their interior, as

(1) Ortus Medicinas. Amsterdam, 1654, p, 55, 82, 116.

(2) Chymista Scepticus, vel dubia et paradoxa Chymico-physica, Rotterdam, 1668, p. 96.

(3) La Physique des Arbres, v. ii, p. 198.

(4) Mem. de I'Acad. do Berlin. 1752, p. 17.

(5) Mem. de I'Acad. de Paris. 1774.

(6) Agriculturse fundamenta chemica, p. 35,

(7) Opuscul Chim. v. ii, p. 15 ; v. v, p. 92.

(8) Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, v. v, p. 160.

(9) Bulbs, for instance those of the hyacinth, the tulip, the narcissus, and others, throw out

roots when placed in distilled water, and these roots are covered with a mucilaginous or albumi-
nous matter proceeding from the bulbs themselves. This phenomenon has been observed by
Duhamel, (Physique des Arbres, v. is p. 86;) Gautier d'Agoty, (Observ. surl'Hist. Nat., v. viii.

p. 160;) Senebier, (Physique Vegetale, v. i, p. 315;) and others. J. Murray (the Edinburgh
Philos. Journal. No. 14, p. 328) has also vei-y lately observed, that carbonic acid was disengaged
from the fibrillse of the bulbous root of the hyacinth growing in water.

(1) Chemische Annalen, v. ii, p. 110. Nov. Comraentar. Soc. Goetting, 1818, v. i.

(2) Rech. Chimiques sur la Vegetat, ch. ii.

(3) Nonnulla de Plantarum Nutritione. Berlin, 1825, in 8vo.
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Schrader,(4) Einhof,(&) and Braconnot(6) asserted, but are rather absorbed

with water, which holds them in solution, as follows from the experiments of

Saussure,(7) Davy,(8) Lassaigne,(9) and Berthier.(l) There is absolutely

no proof that living bodies in general, and vegetables in particular, are so

situated as to form elements.

CLIV. Although Ingenhoua,(2) Percival,(3) Schrader, Braconnot, and

others have found that there are plants which vegetate in substances totally

insoluble in water, as sand, glass, &c., provided they only contain water

charged with carbonic acid, yet it follows, from experiments made by Has-

senfratz,(4) Th. de Saussure,(5) Giobert,(6) Link,(7) and others, that in a soil

altogether free from organic matters, plants vegetate wretchedly, or even do

do not shoot at all, rarely have flowers, and still more rarely fructify. We
cannot therefore deny the importance of organic matters held in solution in

water, for the nutrition of plants. The difference established between vege-

tables and animals by Mirbel(8) and Sniith,(9) viz., that the former live on

inorganic and the latter on organic matters, is untenable, as the instance,

among others, of parasitical plants proves, which live at the expense of the

juices of the body to which they cling,

2. Aliments of Animals,

CLV. The aliments of animals are infinitely more varied and compound

than those of vegetables. Besides water, which is the vehicle of some nutri-

tive matters, they consist of vegetable and animal substances. (1) Minerals

(4) Zwei Preisscbriften iiber die eigentliche Bescliaffenheit unci Erzeugung der erdigen Best-
andtlieile in den verschiedenen inlandischen Getreidearten von C. C. Schrader und J. S. B.
Neumann. Berlin, 1800.

(5) Gehlen, Neues Allgem. Journal der Chemie., v. iii, p. 563.

(6) Annales de Chimie, v. Ixi, p. 187.

(7) Loc. cit., p. 281.

(8) Elements of Agricultural Chemistjy.

(9) Observations sur la Germination des Graines dans le soufrej in the Journal de Phar-
macie, v. vii, p. 509.

(1) Analyse des cendres de diverses especes de bois ; in the Annales de Chim. et de Phys.,
July, 1826, p. 240.

(2) On the Food of Plants. London, 1797.

(3) Philosophical Transactions, No. 253, p. 193,

(4) Ann. de Chim., vol. xiii, p. 179.

(5) Loc. cit., p. 28.

(6) Physiologic Vegetale, by Senebier, v. ii, p. 34.

(7) Kritische Bemerkungen zu SprengePs Werk iiber den Bau und die Natur der Gewachse,

p. 36.

(8) Traite d'Anatomie et de Physologie Vegetale, v. ii, p. 19.

(9) Introduction to Botany. London, 1809, p. 5.

(1) Rondelet (De Piscibus, b. i, ch. xii) speaks of marine animals that can live on water
alone. He observed a fish that lived during three years in a vase full of spring water, and which
nevertheless grew to such a size that the vase became too small for it. This phenomenon is also

observed in the gold fishes of China. But it does^not prove that animals ai'c nomushed by water
alone, since it almost always contains organic matters dissolved, though in small quantity, as the

formation of Priestley's green matter in the midst of it proves.
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are not alimentary, although divers animals often take them mixed or com-

bined with organic matters, (2) Animals exhibit vast differences in regard to

the nature of their food. The majority of them, and particularly almost all the

aquatic ones, live only on animal substances ; others again, the greater

number of land animals, are nourished by vegetable matters, and some by both.

We can, however, draw no strict line of demarcation, because many animals

change their nourishment according to the seasons, and various other circum-

stances.

CLVI. Regarding the nature of the substances which form the food of

animals, they are either hquid or solid, or both. Animal humours are the

nourishment of entozoa, of many parasitical apterous insects, and of different

dipterous ones. The animal substances which the various animals of any

class prefer, are either substances still living, or in a state of decomposition.

The nature of aliments also exhibits many differences. Some animals live

only on vegetable juices, as many insects. These juices are either already

secreted and contained in the nectaries, whence animals, such as bees, butter-

flies, and some flies, suck them ; or they are sucked after making a wound

in the plant by means of a sting, as by many hemiptera. But the greater

number of animals eat vegetable substances in a solid form ; some feed on

the leaves, others on the flowers, others again on the fruits or seeds, &c.

Another source of difference is, that there are many animals which eat many

different plants, and others that live only on a single kind. (3)

CLVI I. Animals, therefore, are organisms of a more perfect kind than

plants, not only because they hve on more diversified and compounded food,

but because they are not like plants, confined to a liquid nourishment,(4) which

is not a thing of necessity to all except in the foetal state, and of which mam-

mifera are under the necessity of taking for some time after birth.

CHAPTER SECOND.

Of the. reception of Aliment by Absorption,

CLVIII. All plants imbibe their liquid nourishment by absorption, which

is performed at the periphery. Liquid alimentary matters are likewise

(2) No animal is known that is nourished by mineral substances. If some, for instance

earth worms, devour soil, it is for the purpose of getting the organic matters that are mixed with

it ; the earthy particles themselves are ejected with the'excrements.

(3) Two divisions of the herbivorous animals may be made ; those which live on a great

number of plants and those which feed on a single kind. Yet the former reject, according to

Linnaeus's remark, several plants of a genus or family. Thus the ox will neither touch the

labiatse nor the veronicae ; the horse passes by all the cruciferous plants. Oxen, horses, sheep,

pigs, and goats scarcely eat any of the solaneae, whereas they are very greedy of the graminas, the

leguminosae, and the compositae. The majority of insects feed only on a single species, or at

least on plants belonging to one genus or one family,

(4) G. R. Trewanus (Biologic, v. iv, p. 295) speaks at great length of the food of animals.
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absorbed by organs placed in the periphery of the bodies of animal embryons

in ovo: but, after breaking through the coverings of the ovum, animals take

their food by a particular aperture, the mouth, which vegetables do not possess,

and they pass it into a canal, also peculiar to them, of a saccular shape, the

intestinal canal, wherein the parts that are constitutionally liquid, or have

become so by the addition of humours proceeding from the body itself, are

absorbed. We are now about to speak of absorption in plants and animals :

the next chapter will be appropriated to the reception of food which is effected

by the mouth.

1. Absorption of Aliment in Vegetables.

CLIX. The organs by whose means vegetables, surrounded by, and im-

planted in, the aliment itself, absorb the matters that are capable of nourishing

them, are sufficiently well known. The roots of cellular plants, of many

mosses, of some lichens and mushrooms, are filiform or capillary, and some-

times ramose prolongations, which, like the plant itself, are composed of

cellular tissue, frequently containing sacciform cavities, into which the

absorbed liquid rises. In the roots of vascular plants, especially the dicoty-

ledones, a body with ramifications and appendages is distinguished. In the

gramineje we remark a knot whence radical threads proceed. The body of

the root is composed of wood and bark. The former which, in some plants,

contains pith, is the result of an assemblage of cellular tissue and vessels.

Some anatomists, Duhamel,(5) Comparetti, Bell,(6) Link,(7) and others, say

they perceived true spiral vessels in the ligneous part, but the existence of

these is denied by others. The bark contains a great quantity of cellular

tissue, as well as nutritive vessels essential to the growth of the roots. These

are not possessed of epidermis, properly so called, either among the monoco-

tyledones or dicotyledones, according to the researches of Kieser(8) and L.

C. Treviranus.(9) The radical fibrillee, which are mostly cylindrical, have

their most minute ramifications furnished with capillary or spongy appendages,

which Treviranus found to be composed of cellular tissue only. According

to the' experiments of Senebier, Carradori,(l) and Decandolle,(2) it is the

final extremities of these appendages that chiefly perform the act of absorp-

tion. Orifices, or pores, by which the nutritive liquid penetrates, have not

yet been remarked. If they exist, they must be excessively small, since.

(5) Physique des Arbres, v. i, p. 82.

(6) Mem. of the Manchester Society, v. ii, p. 403.

(7) Grundlehren der Anatomie und Physiologie dor Pflanzen, p. 125.

(8) Grundziige der Anatomie der Pilanzen, sec. 350.

(9) Ueber die Obei'haut der Gewachse ; in Vermischten Schriften, v. iv, p. 35.

(1) Degli organi assorbenti delle radice ; osservaz. present, alia Societa Georg. di Firenza.

C2) Mem. sur le dcveloppement dcs racines j Ann. des Sc. Nat. de Geneve, 1826, p. 1.
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from the experiments of Sprengel(3) and Link,(4) the radical fibrillae only take

up colouring matters when very finely divided and dissolved in water, leaving

behind those which are in larger molecules, which are only absorbed when

the roots have been damaged.

CLX. It follows, from the experiments of Labaisse,(5) H ales,(6) Senebier,

and others, that absorption by the roots is exceedingly active, especially in

the spring. Some physiologists have attributed to these organs the faculty of

selecting parts from the liquid substances that are placed in contact with

them, and only taking up those which can best conduce to their nutrition.

This is an error which numerous recent experiments have fully refuted. Th.

de Saussure found that plants absorbed sea salt, nitrate of lime, sulphate of

potass, sal ammoniac, acetate of lime, sulphate of copper, sugar, gum arabic,

&c. G. J. Jaeger(7) confirmed the deleterious action of arsenic, on plants

whose roots are plunged into water containing only a small quantity of this

substance ; they withered and perished. C. J. F. Becker,(8) Schreibers,(9)

and Goeppert.(l) saw hydrocyanic acid produce a similar effect. To the

younger(2) Marcet we are indebted for interesting and numerous experiments,

the result of which is, that plants absorbed different mineral substances dis-

solved in water, as the arsenious acid, chloride of mercury, salts of lead and

copper, as also the extracts of opium, belladonna, nux vomica, and hemlock,

distilled water of the cherry laurel, prussic acid, alcohol, &c., and that this

absorption exerted a deleterious influence over them. Similar experiments

have been made by Macaire-Prinsep,(3) and also by Schuebler and Zeller(4)

with the same result.

CLXI. The absorbing power belongs also to leaves. That plants absorb

liquids by means of their leaves, and for the purpose of nutrition, is proved

by the beneficial action which dew, rain, and watering the leaves exert,

—

circumstances that all favour their growth. Many vegetables with insignifi-

cant roots, but thick and succulent leaves, for instance the cactus, are pre-

served chiefly by the absorption which is effected by means of these latter

(3) Anleitung zur Kenntniss der Gewachse, p. 100.

(4) Grundlehren, p. 72.

(5) Diss, sur la circulation de la seve des plantes, p. 53.

(6) Statique des Plantes.

(7) Diss, de efFectibus Arsenici in varies Organismos. Tubing., 1808.

(8) De Acidi Hydrocyanici vi Perniciosa in Plantas. Jena, 1803.

(9) De Acidi Hydrocyanici vi Perniciosa in Plantas. Jena, 1825.

(1) De Acidi Hydrocyanici vi in Plantas. Breslau, 1827, in 8vo.

(2) Mem. sur 1'Action des Poisons sur le regne Vegetal ; in the Mem. da la Soc. de Physique

et d'Hist. Natur. de Geneve, 1824, Bibl. Universelle, v. xxxi, p. 244. Ann. de Chim. et de

Physique, vol. xix,
,

(3) Sur I'Influence des Poisons sur les Plantes douces de Mouvemens excitables. Ibid.,

1825-2G, V. i, p. 1, 2.

(4) Enquiry into the Effects of different Matters of the Organic and Inorganic Kingdoms on

Vegetable Life; in Schweigger's Jahrb. der Chemie und Physik, 1827, art. 5, p. 54.
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organs, which even remain fresh for some time after being detached from the

plant. Many cellular plants, marine algae, ulvse, confervae, mushrooms,

lichens, and especially mosses, obtain abundance of liquids by the whole of

their surface, andeven some, as the majority of lichens, which have, properly

speaking, no roots, appear to be nourished solely by the absorption going on

at their surface. Hales proved experimentally that vegeteibles increase in

weight in a humid atmosphere. Mariotte, Duhamel, Merret, and particularly

Bonnet,(5) have also confirmed the absorption accomplished by the leaves.

The latter has remarked that leaves placed on water, not only are themselves

preserved, but are moreover capable of maintaining the life of the branches

and twigs to which they are attached. The absorption of liquids seems to be

effected by both surfaces of the leaves of herbs, but chiefly by the inferior

one in shrubs and trees. It is probable that their elongated pores regulate

the absorption, as HumboIdt,(6) Kroker,(7) Sprengcl,(8) Schrank, G. R.

Treviranus,(9) and L, C. Treviranus admit. In cellular plants, however,

which have no pores, this operation is performed.

CLXII. Here a question presents itself for solution ; namely, whether the

introduction of liquid alimentary matters into the interior of plants, is a simple

result of the capillary action of porous bodies, the same as that which causes

a narrow glass tube, when placed in the midst of a liquid, to draw it into its

interior until it reaches the level of the fluid without, or if absorption be not

rather a particular vital phenomenon. Many physiologists, Malpighi, Grew,

Borelli, Delahire, Bradley, and others, admitted the former hypothesis, and

considered the radicles as capillary tubes, whose ofiice it was to suck up and

propel the nutritive liquid by their attractive power. It is not impossible that

such a power contributes its part to the production of the phenomenon ; but

it can by no means be the only cause, as the following reasons will show.

The absorption of the nutritive liquid varies according to the state of the

plants, the periods of their development and growth, and the seasons of the

year. During the formation and increase of the leaves, the absorption and

progression of the sap go on with so much more rapidity as the leafing itself

is rapid. Besides, it is at the periods of flowering and the formation of the fruit

and seeds that plants draw the greatest quantity of nourishment from the soil.

We know, too, that the absorption and progression of the absorbed liquid

are dependent on the influence exerted by heat and light over plants ; so

that absorption, generally more active in spring and summer than at any

other time, is diminished in autumn, and very weak, if not altogether stopped,

(5) Rechcrches sur I'Usage des Feuilles. Geneva, 1754, sec. 4.

(6) De Plantarum Epidermide. Halle, 1801,

(7) Einleituug zu Ingenhouz iiber die Ernahrung der Pflauzen, p, 24.

(8) Biologic, V. iv, p. 38.

(9) Vermischte Schriften, v. iv, p. 79.
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in winter. These phenomena cannot be regarded as the pure effects of

capillary action, this being neither modified by the seasons, nor by the influ-

ence of heat. Lastly, there is this difference between capillary absorption

and that of plants, that a capillary tube does not expel by its upper aperture

the liquids it has sucked up, whilst the fluid absorbed by vegetables flows

from the vessels when they are wounded. These are sufficient reasons for

obliging us to follow the opinion of Senebier, Saussure, Desfontaines, Decan-

dolle, and others, who regard the absorption of vegetables as an organic or

vital phenomenon.

2. Absorption in Animals.

CLXIII. Animals, which are not, as plants are, placed and fixed in the

midst of their aliments, introduce them into the intestinal canal chiefly by the

mouth. Here the alimentai-y substances are mixed with the secreted liquids

of the part, whose action renders them fluid, should they be solid. Thus in

animals the absorption of food takes place in the internal surface, which sup-

poses previous manifestations of activity of a special kind, whereas in plants

it occurs in the periphery. However, many animals absorb, likewise, by their

surface, the skin ; but this mode of absorption is rarely suflicient to maintain

their existence.

CLXIV. Regarding the parts which perform the absorption of alimentary

matters, either already liquid or liquified by the dissolving action of the intes-

tinal juices, it would appear that this function belongs principally to the

cellular tissue forming the base of the alimentary sac, and which has the pro-

perty of imbibing liquids. Particular vessels, the lymphatics, are found in

the mucous membrane of the intestinal canal of the animals which compose

the four higher classes, mammifera, birds, reptiles, and fishes. Since their

discovery by Aselh, the existence of these vessels has been fully demonstrated

by the researches of Vesling, Th. Bartholin, Stenon, Rudbeck, Pecquet, and

many others. They have been seen in the intestinal canal of birds by Hew-
son,(l) A. Monro secundus,(2) myself,(3) and very lately by Breschet,(4)

and E. A. Lauth.(.5) The first two of these anatomists, Cruickshankj(a) and

Fohmann,(7) observed them in reptiles and fishes. These vessels, taking

(1) Philos. Transact., 1768, v. Iviii, p. 217 ; 1769, v. lix, p. 204.
(2) State of Facts concerning the Paracenthesis of the Thorax, an Account of Air effused, and

Lymphatic Vessels in Oviparous Animals. Edin., 1770—Anatomy of Fishes.
(3) Anatomic der Vogel,v. i, p. 533.

(4) Note sur la Recherche des Vaisseaux Lymphatiques des Oiseaux ; in the Bulletin des
Sciences Medicales. Oct., 1824, p. 105.

(5) Mem. sur les Vaisseaux Lymphatiques des Oiseaux ; in the Ann. des Sciences Nat.
Paris, 1825,

(6) Geschicte dei- Saugarden, p. 62.

(7) Das Saugadersystcm d»- Wirbclthicrc, crstcs Heft, das Saugadersystem der Fischc. Hei-
delberg, 1827, in fol.

' o J
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their origin tVom the intestinal mucous membrane, are united into twigs and

branches, and by their anastomosis with the lymphatics coming from other

organs, foira trunks which are called thoracic canals. These open into

the subclavian veins, and other large venous trunks in the neighbourhood of

the heart. Besides the opening of the lymphatics into the great veins, they

are also united at intervals with the veins of the intestinal canal, which anas-

tamosis more particularly happens, among the mammifera, in the mesenteric

glands, as Fohmann(8) has demonstrated. In fishes, reptiles, and birds we

also observe a vast number of communications between the lymphatics of the

intestinal canal and other parts of the body, and different veins, without

reckoning those which the thoracic canals form. The lymphatics of the intes-

tinal canal are chiefly filled, iu animals, with an abundant liquid which has a

milky colour, in mammifera after the introduction of food into the intestinal

canal. We must, therefore, admit that they take from the mucous membrane

of the alimentary sac the food that has become liquid, receive it into their

cavities, and convey it towards the sanguineous vascular system.

CLXV. Lymphatics are found in the mammifera, not only in the intestinal

canal, but also in all the organs whose interior is lined by a mucous membrane,

as the lungs, the urinary organs, and those of generation. They have like-

wise been seen in the external surface of the common integuments or the skin,

in the gills of fishes, in the serous and synovial membranes, the difl^erent

glands, the cellular tissue that envelops the muscular and nervous substance,

the external surface of the bones, &c., in short, wherever there is cellular

tissue. The phenomena of the absorption of secreted humours, and other

fluids placed iu contact with these different parts, having been remarked very

repeatedly, we are authorized in allowing that the function of absorption

belongs chiefly to these vessels.

CLXVI. In other animals having blood vessels, moilusca, Crustacea,

araclmida, insects, annelida, and radiaria, in whose bodies no lymphatic

vessels have hitherto been discovered, the absorption of alimentary matters,

at the surface of the intestinal canal, is performed either by veins which have

the property of absorbing, or perhaps likewise by lymphatics terminating

abruptly in veins. It is true, that it is difficult to show what the arrangement

really is, as well from the smallness of the animals, as from their blood not

being red, except in the annelida, and consequently, if lymphatics do exist,

which are immediately united with the veins, they could not be distinguished

from the latter by the colour of the liquid.(9) Very probably we shall attain

(8) Anatomischc Untersuchungen iiber die Verbindung der Saugadern mit den Venen.
Heidelberg, 1821.

(9) Viviani (De Phosphorescentia Maris. Geneva, 1805, in 4to, p. 14) saw in the sabella

N
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the discovery of lymphatic vessels in the invertebrated animals. Lastly, in

animals which have no blood vessels, such as the entozoa, medusae, and

polypi, the cellular tissue alone fulfils the oflSce of absorption, and takes up

the alimentary matters of the intestinal canal.

CLXVII. In all animals with naked skins, ^n absorption of Hquid also

takes place at the surface of this organ. The experiments of Leuwenhoeck,

Baker,(l) Fontana,(2) and Spallanzani(3) have proved that infusoria ratifera,

vibriones, &c, absorb water. Polypi, medusa, radiaria, and worms, like-

wise, absorb rapidly by the skin. Entozoa, which live immersed in animal

humours, absorb them by the skin, as Zeder and Rudolphi assert.(4) Spal-

lanzani(5) found that snails absorb an abundance of water, for their weight

increases rapidly when they are placed in it. Jacobson(6) has lately made

experiments on the absorbing power of the vine-snail (helix pomatia.) A
solution of prussiate of potass, which was poured on the surface of animals

belonging to this species, was absorbed with rapidity and passed into the

mass of the blood. The blood can take up such a quantity, as afterwards to

acquire a deep blue colour when sulphate of iron is added. The absorption

of water by frogs, toads, and salamanders, which takes place by the skin,

and especially by that on the lower surface of the body, is shown by the

valuable experiments of R. Townson,(7) from which it appears these animals

can absorb, by this medium, a quantity of water equal to the weight of their

own bodies. Finally, Edwards(8) has certified, by numerous experiments,

that a very active absorption takes place by the skin in frogs, toads, and

lizards. When these animals have lost much of their weight by a long

exposure to the air, where their cuticular transpiration is very active, and are

then immersed in water, so rapid an absorption of it goes on, that it very

soon makes up the deficiency they had suffered. The absorption of water

takes place more rapidly in warmth than cold.

CLXVIII. When we wish to account for the activity with which absorp-

tion is accomplished in animals, we meet with the same difficulty which

impeded us when speaking of absorption in vegetables. Several physiologists.

naispiro, Cuv. (Spirographis Spallanzanii, Viv.) besides the two vascular trunks of the intestinal

canal carrying blood a third vessel, filled with a yellow liquid, which he calls the vas lympha-
ticum. Is this a lymphatic trunk ?

(1) Employment for the Microscope. London, 1764.

(2) Vom Viperngift, v. i, p. 62.

(3) Opuscules de Physique, v. ii, p. 264.

(4) Entozoorum Historia, v. i, p. 252, 275.

(5) Mem. sur la Respiration, p. 137.

(6) Oersted. Oversigt over det kon. Danske Videnskab. selsk Forhandlung, 1825.

(7) Observationes Physiologicae de Amphibiis. Gcettingen, 1795, in 4to. Pars Secunda de
Absorptione Amphibiorum.

(8) Influence des Agens Physiques sur la Vie ; de 1'Absorption dans I'eau, p. 90, p. 345.
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Magenclie,(9) Blaiiiville,(l) and Fodera(2) regard absorption as the pure

eft'ect of capillarity, and to the cellular and also to the animal tissues they

attribute the property of imbibing liquids, acting, as they conceive, in the

manner of a sponge. Certainly the cellular tissue, the mucous and serous

membranes, the common integuments, and, according to the researches of

Bmmert and Lebkuchner,(3) the walls of the vessels, possess the property of

admitting fluids through them, or being permeable to licjuids that are placed

in contact with them, a subject to which we shall return in speaking of absorp-

tion in man ; but this property does not constitute absorption, and only

explains the penetration of the tissues. Absorption is also shown by the

reception of fluids into certain spaces, namely, into the arteries in the four

superior classes of animals, and by the impulse which is given to them in

directions equally fixed.

The cellular tissue, as well as the mucous and serous membranes, possess

this penetrability as much after death as during life ; but this is not the case in

the passage of the liquids. Besides, as we behold the reception and propul-

sion of fluids, during life, vary exceedingly according to the manifestations of

activity, or of the life of animals, that absorption is more rapid in early than

advanced age, and, finally, that divers influences and excitements are capable

of modifying it, we are bound to consider it, as well as the propulsion of the

liquids, as a vital phenomenon, and we cannot reckon it among the purely

mechanical effects of the capillarity of the tissues.

Absorbing Power.

CLXIX. From the preceding it follows, that all living bodies, plants as

also animals, possess the property of absorbing alimentary matters and other

liquid substances. We cannot regard absorption as an effect of the capillary

action, because it is sometimes more, sometimes less energetic, according to the

state of the living individuals and the influences to which these are subjected,

circumstances which cause no change in the capillary attraction of bodies not

endued with life. We should, therefore, consider it as a manifestation of life,

dependent on a special quality, or power of living bodies, since hitherto it has

been impossible for us to explain it by any of the other forces whose action

goes on in these bodies. This special manifestation shall be provisionally

designated by the name of absorbing power or faculty, inasmuch as we have

(9) Mem. sur le Mecanisme de 1'Absorption, in the Journal de Physiologic Experimentale,

V. i, p. 1.

(1) Analyse des principaux travaux dans Ics sciences physiques public, 1820.

(2) Recherches experimentales sur I'exhalation et I'absorption. Paris, 1823.

(3) Diss, qua expcriraentis cruitur, utrum per viventium adhuc animalium membranis atquc

vasorum parietes material pondcrabilcs illis applicatae permcare queanl, ncc ne ? Tubingen,

1819, in 8vo.
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not referred it to any other organic power. Its effects will be spoken of in

detail, when we are on the subject of absorption in man.

CHAPTER THIRD.

Of the reception of Aliment by the Buccal Aperture.

CLXX. All animals, with very few exceptions, are furnished with

one, or even several great apertures, for the purpose of introducing aliment

into them. The majority of infusoria, some zoophyta, and various entozoa,

have no such openings, and it is probable that their liquid aliments are in-

troduced solely by means of absorption, performed at the surface of the body.

However, there are some infusoria that do possess mouths ; of these are the ra-

tifera, according to Spallanzani,(4) and some cercaria, according to Nitzch,(5)

polypi, the greater number of entozoa, all the echinodermata, annelida, mol-

lusca, insects, arachnida, Crustacea, and vertebrata have only one mouth.

On the other hand, many suckers are found in teniae, and several mouths in

different medusae. The mouth, the organ of the ingestion of food, presents a

vast number of differences in its arrangement, described in comparative

anatomy, and intimately connected with the nature of alimentary substances.

CLXX I. Animals that live in fluids have suckers, whose structure and

mechanism vary considerably. A membranous contractile trunk is seen in

the aphrodita, among the articulated worms, in some gasteropoda, (doris,

buccinum, valuta, murex,) among the mollusca, and in the majority of dip-

terous insects. Butterflies have a long extensible proboscis, which can be

rolled up by muscles when the animal is not making use of it, (lingua spi-

ralis.) In insects and arachnida, which suck their liquid nourishment from

the vessels of living vegetables and animals, the proboscis is furnished with

pricking organs, fit for perforating these ducts, as we see in the aptera,

(pediculus, pulex, aearus,) hemiptera, and others. In some diptera, (culex,

tipula,) the trunk is composed of several hard bristles, concave in their

internal surface, which form a sucker (haustellum) when closely collected

together. In diptera and butterflies, furnished with a muscular proboscis, we

perceive moreover an extensible and contractile vesicle, which communicates

with the pharynx, and whose dilatation produces the suction, as G. R. Tre-

viranus has shown.(6)

Animals that are nourished with solid food sometimes introduce it in large

masses into the alimentary sac by a very extensible and contractile buccal

aperture, as the polypi, actinia, asteria, holothuria, &c. ; sometimes they

(4) Opuscules de Physique, v. ii, p. 212.

(5) Beitrage zur Infusorienkunde. Halle, 1817, p. 8,

(6) Ueher das Saugen der Insekten ; in Annalen den Witterauer Gesellschaft, v, iii, p, 147 ;

Vermischte Schriften, v. ii, p. 95.
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have horny or calcareous parts, bills and jawbones, placed around the

mouth, capable of movement in several directions by means of muscles, of

which they make use to seize their food as if with forceps. This arrange-

ment exists in sea hedge-hogs, sepia, coleoptera, orthontera, neuroptera, and

vertebrated animals. The jaws are commonly furnished with teeth, as in the

majority of mammifera, reptiles, and fishes ; or else they are covered with a

horny coat, as in birds and tortoises. Lastly, mammifera exhibit, about the

jawbones, moveable folds of skin, the lips, which may also assist in suction.

CLXXII. In animals, the ingestion of food by the mouth takes place at

certain periods, separated by longer or shorter intervals, whilst in plants the

absorption of alimentary matter seems to go on in a continuous manner.

Further, animals, as soon as they have broken though the membranes of the

ovum, if we may judge by what they enact, are forced, by an internal action

going on in the nervous system, and called a necessity for food, or hunger

and thirst, to seek matters for their nutrition, and introduce them into their

alimentary sac. Plants exhibit no phenomenon which can allow us to admit,

with any show of probability, the existence of this inclination in them. It is

the necessity for food which most powerfully impels animals of all classes to

action and motion. This necessity is renewed at longer or shorter intervals,

the period varying according to the structure of the animal, its manifestations

of activity, its age, habit at the season, and other circumstances. In general,

warm-blooded animals, mammifera, and birds, which have the most compli-

cated organization, and present greater variety and intensity in the phenomena

of life, especially in reference to the animal functions, feel, at shorter intervals

than others, the necessity of eating. At the period of their full and entire

activity they commonly eat once or several times in the day. The necessity

for taking food returns less frequently in cold-blooded animals, reptiles,(7)

fishes, Crustacea, arachnida, insects in their perfect state, mollusca, worms,

and radiaria, whose manifestations of activity possess both less energy and

diversity. Among these animals, the most voracious are those which have the

greatest degree of mobility, as insects. By the experiments of Redi, it has

been proved, that the mammifera, birds, and insects sink from want of food

more than reptiles fishes, mollusca, worms, &c.

CLXXIII. In all animals the necessity for food is most vehement and

frequent at the period of youth, or of development and growth, and the more so

as the growth itself is rapid. Young mammifera and birds are almost con-

tinually engaged, when awake, in seeking for food. As soon as insects,

especially caterpillars, leave the ovum ; they eat almost incessantly. Young

(7) A serpent, sixteen feet long, observed by Prout, (Thomson's Ann. of Philos., v. 5,
p. 443,) only ate once a month.
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animals, too, perish more quickly than old ones when they are in want of food.

Several insects, particularly the lepidoptera, take no nourishment whatever in

their perfected state.

Animals that live in the air consume, in general, more aliment than those

residing in water. In the greater number of animals, heat likewise greatly

influences the necessity for food. Many mammifera, the marmot, the

dormouse, hedgehog, the cheiroptera, and others, reptiles, insects, and mol-

lusca, cease to take any nourishment as soon as the temperature approaches

zero, and their vital manifestations are diminished in energy from this cause.

Lastly, all the influences and circumstances which exalt or accelerate the

phenomena of life in animals, render the movements stronger and more pro-

longed, augment the tension of the organs of sense and of the nervous

system, and cause a larger consumption of the powers, generally increase

the necessity for nourishment, whilst those influences which produce a contrary

effect lessen this necessity.

CLXXIV. Animals do not take indiscriminately by the mouth, as plants

do by their roots and leaves, whatever food is presented to them. They select

from them, and in this also they are determined by a special action of the

nervous system, an inherent inclination—instinct. Of this we have a proof in

an experiment made by Galen. (8) This physician took a full-grown foetal kid

from the womb of its mother and placed it in a spot where vases stood contain-

ing milk, honey, oil, corn, and fruits ; the young animal smelled at the vases,

and chose the milk. The instinct which determines animals in the choice of

aliment varies infinitely according to their organization and the degree of vital

energy in the nervous system. Animals seem to take only those substances

which have an agreeable efi^ect on their nervous system, either by vaporous

exhalations, or by efliluvia communicated to water. It cannot be denied that

smell plays the chief part in the regulation of the action which these effluvia

exert on the nervous system. In animals of the inferior classes that have

no olfactory organs, the soft and eminently nervous membrane which lines the

mouth appears adapted for perceiving and discriminating the impressions of

the effluvia.

CLXXV. The ingestion of food by the mouth is accomplished by move-

ments which animals perform spontaneously. The muscles attached to the

mouth are put into action by the living influence of the nerves. Hence it

follows, that this ingestion is performed by particular manifestions of power,

that we do not observe in plants in the attraction of aliment by the roots and

leaves. These manifestations are the eff"ects of the nervous and muscular

power,

(8) De locis affectis. Lib 6, c. 6.
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CHAPTER FOURTH.

Of the Assimilation of Aliment in the first Passages.

CLXXVI. In all living bodies, the alimentary substances, after their re-

ception into certain localities, undergo changes, the design of which is to

render them similar to the mass of humours in these bodies. This is what is

understood by assimilation in the first passages. We shall consider first in

plants and then in animals, the operations that refer to it.

1. Assimilation in the first Passages in Plants.

CLXXVII. The liquids absorbed by the roots, and constituting the sap,

rise along the stalk or trunk to the leaves, where, by the influence of the air

and light, they are converted into the proper formative or nutritive juice.

Let us sketch shortly the structure of the stalk, point out the spaces in which

the vegetable juice moves, and finally examine the nature of this juice, as

also the changes it undergoes in its ascent to the leaves.

CLXXVIII. In adopting the determinations of Decandolle,(9) we per-

ceive, that all vascular plants are furnished with a stalk, (caulis,) that is, with

a part arising from the root, verging towards the light, bearing leaves and

flowers, and varying considerably, as well in its proportions as in its forms.

There is but a small number of vegetables in which it is very short and con-

cealed under ground. The excellent remarks of Desfontaines(l) have certified

the fact, that in monocotyledones and dicotyledones, it presents diff"erences in

regard to structure, nature, mode of origin, and growth. It has a less com-

plicated organization in the former than in the latter.

CLXXIX. The stalk of trees and shrubs is composed of the ligneous

body and bark. The former, in its ascent, is extended into branches and

twigs, and is formed of concentric layers. Each layer contains bundles of

ligneous fibres, and a thin layer of cellular tissue. In the centre of the stalky

the cellular tissue almost always represents the spongy pith, composed of a

great number of membranous and rounded cells, which is sometimes con-

tinued uninterruptedly in the trunk and branches, commencing at the root, and

sometimes, as in some trees, is divided by partitions corresponding to the

annual shoots. On the external surface of the medullary canal, sometimes

in the pith itself, isolated fibres are perceived in some vegetables. (2) The

functions of the pith, on which physiologists have built many hypotheses, are

(9) Organographie vegetale, v, i, p. 142.

(1) Mem. de I'Institut. Nation, v. i, p. 478.

(2) Hedwig mentions them as vasa fibrosa ; Decandolle calls them fibrce meduUares. These
fibres, and not the cells of the pith itself, are sometimes coloured, according to the researches of
Labaisse, when the young branches are immersed in coloured water.
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not yet well known. It appears, however, to play an important part, espe-

cially in young plants, where it is filled with juice, and where it contains,

perhaps, the nutritive matters intended for the buds and young shoots, as De-

candolle and Du Petit Thouars(3) assert. In aged plants it is sapless and

dry, and can then be destroyed without endangering the life of the subject.

Horizontal rays of condensed cellular tissue proceed from this pith, which

passing between the ligneous bundles, reach the circumference and bark, thus

forming the medullary rays.

After the central pith come the ligneous layers, which are concentric and

united by condensed cellular tissue. The layers situated directly over the

pith contain almost all the spiral vessels, whereas in the succeeding layers

perforated vessels alone are found. The outermost are soft, tender, have

but little density, and are mostly whitish. They constitute the alburnum,

which, gradually hardening, becomes wood, A new layer of alburnum is

formed annually, whence result the concentric circles observable in wood,

the number of which indicates the age of the plant, and the thickness the

energy with which it has shot forward each yea r,

CLXXX. The bark, or cortical body, forming the covering of trees and

shrubs, is composed of the cortical substance, for the most part green and

succulent, and of the hardened epidermis. The former is the product of

many other superposed layers^ each being successively converted into an in-

ternal fibrous and an external cellular layer. Between these layers, medullary

rays similar to those of the ligneous body, only less distinct, are spread.

Each year a new layer is formed on the internal surface of the bark. The

name of liber is given to the soft and tender layers. It is in the internal soft

and succulent layers of the cortical substance that the nutritive vessels which

contain the sap already elaborated in the leaves under the influence of air and

light, and which distribute it through the body of the plant, as Schultz has

shown, appear to be found. Lastly, extensive and particular spaces are fre-

quently met with in the cortical layers, filled with different secreted matters,

and called reservoirs of the peculiar juices. The cellular tissue, situated on

the external cortical layer, made up of an assemblage of rounded cells, and

exposed to the air and light, is condensed and hardened, whence arises a

coloured epidermis. The existence of this epidermis is, however, only capable

of confirmation in the young branches, and green shoots of trees and shrubs,

as L. C. Treviranus has pointed out.(4) In old vegetables the exterior layers

of the bark gradually acquire a deeper colour; they crack, burst, die, and

are separated from the trunk, in proportion as they are pushed out by the

(3) Essais sur la Vegetation, v. i, p. 52.

(4) Ueber die Oberhaut der Gewachse ; in Vermischten Schriften anatomischen und physio-

logischen Inhalts, vol. iv, p. 1.
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growth of new layers forming underneath, and as the na.rrowneL(s of their

calibre renders them unable to contain such layers.

CLXXXl. The stalk, bearing branches, leaves, and flowers, which conies

forth and dies, either altogether, as in annual herbaceous plants, or only to the

neck of the root, as in perennial herbaceous plants, in the course of the same

year, is likewise formed of a ligneous and cortical system. The bundles of

wood, or ligneous fibres, situated internally, and which, almost always, in-

clude the pith or a medullary canal filled with air, contain the spiral vessels

arising from the root. These bundles are united by cellular tissue, in which

intercellular ducts exist. The nutritive vessels proceeding from the leaves

are found in the bark, which is commonly green and succulent, and is made

up of an assemblage of fibres united by cellular tissue. The green and fleshy

stalk of the cactus and stapelia filled with the substance of the leaves, likewise

performs their office and is furnished with pores.

CLXXXII. The stalks of monocotyledones, which vary according to the

families, generally difler from that of dicotyledones, inasmuch as they present

more of a homogeneous mass, being never composed of a distinct hgneous and

cortical body, growing in the inverse ratio of each other. Neither do they

contain medullary rays. In them the oldest fibres are situated externally and

the youngest internally. The transverse scission of palm trunks only shews

scattered longitudinal fibres united by cellular tissue, the most external of

which are hard and of a compact texture, whilst the internal are, on the other

hand, soft and similar to the alburnum. Each bundle of fibres contains spiral

and perforated vessels united by cellular tissue. The stalk (culnms) of gramineae

is distinguished by being composed of more or less numerous segments, united

by swellings or knots, from which sheathing leaves proceed. These iuterknots

are composed of longitudinal and parallel fibres, inclosing a loose cellular

tissue. In the knots these fibres are pressed together and interlaced in the

horizontal direction, so that the canal filled with pith is interrupted by trans-

verse partitions, &c.

CLXXXIII. The stalk of cellular plants, when it does exist, as in mosses

(surculus), some lichens (thallus, podetium,) and a few mushrooms (thallus,

peridium, cormus), is composed solely of a homogeneous cellular tissue, even

without bark. The cellular tissue sometimes contains elongated cells or

sacciform cavities. In most hepaticje (marchantia, riccia) nothing is seen

but a leafy disk (frons,) which fulfils at the same time the office of stalk and

leaves, and is composed only of rounded and oblong cells. Water algae exhibit

an union of small sacs. All these plants are without the true epidermis, the

development of which only commences with the mosses.(5) In cellular

(5) L. C. Treviranus, Von der Oberhaut der kryptogamischen Gewachse ; in den Vermischtc
SrhriCten, vol. iv, p. 54.

O
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vegetables, the liquid absorbed either by the root or the capillary prolonga-

tions situated at the bottom of the thallus, or by the surface, arrives at the

cellular tissue, and rises into the sacciform spaces. The ascent of coloured

liquids along the stalks is frequently very easily seen in mushrooms. This

phenomenon is also perceived in ulvae, fuci, lichens, and mosses. It is in

the cellular tissue that the assimilation of the sap and its conversion into the

proper substance of the vegetable is performed.

CLXXXIV. In vascular plants, the liquids absorbed by the roots traverse

the stalk or trunk, the branches and twigs, to arrive at the leaves. This is

proved by the fact that if incisions be made down to the wood, in the spring,

at different altitudes, on the stalk of trees or shrubs, the sap flows first from

the lower and afterwards from the upper ones, Duhamel and Bonnet, also,

saw, in their experiments on coloured liquids placed in contact with the roots,

that they made their appearance gradually from below upwards. But physi-

ologists are divided regarding the facts that regulate the progress of the sap.

Some admit that the sap rises through the ligneous body ; others think it is

the alburnum that contains the. sap vessels ; and others again maintain that

the ascent goes on at once in the pith, the wood, the alburnum, and the bark.

The first opinion, that the sap rises in the ligneous body of trees and shrubs,

and in the hgneous bundles of herbs and gramineae, is every day becoming

more and more probable, and the following reasons are quoted in its favour

:

1. It is proved by Coulomb's,(6) Knight's,(7) Wahlenberg's,(8) Walk-

er's,(9) and other experiments, that in spring the wood, ligneous bundles

and alburnum, contain avast quantity. of sap, which arrives by degrees

at the leaves from the roots, passing through the stalk, the branches, and

twigs.

2. The experiments of Magnol,(l) Labaisse,(2) Duhamel,(3) Bonnet,(4)

Ileichel,(5) Comparetti,(6) Knight, Cotta,(7) and others, on coloured liquids

placed in contact with roots or cut branches, show that these liquids are

spread over the wood, and even frequently reach the veins of the leaves and

flowers.

(6) Experiences relatives a la circulation de la seve clans les arbres, in Mem de I'Inst. Nat.
des Sc, vol. ii, p. 246— Rozier's Journal de Physique, vol. xlix, p. 392.

(7) Philos. Transactions, 1801, p. 36—1808, vol. ii, p. 313.

(8) Magazin derNaturf. Gesellsch. in Berlin Jahrg. 6, quart, i, p. 25.

(9) Transact, of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. i, p. 3.

(1) Mem. de PAcad. de Paris. 1709, p. 10.5.

(2) Sur la circulation de la seve des plantes. Bordeaux, 1733, in 8vo.

(3) Physique des Arbres, vol. ii, p. 286.

(4) Recherches sur I'usage des feuilles, p. 212.

(5) ,De vasis plantarum spiralibus. Leipsick, 1758.

(6) Prodromo, p. 60.

(7) Natur Beobachtungen iiljer die Bewes;unsc und Function des Safts in den Gewachsen.
Weimar, 1806, in 4to.
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3. It has been sufficiently demonstrated that trees come into leaf even after

their bark, both outer and inner, has been circularly cut down to the wood.

As the wood of trees and the ligneous fasciculi of herbaceous plants are

chiefly composed of spiral vessels reaching from the root to the leaves, and

passing through the trunk, branches and twigs, as these vessels probably form

a cavity which is uninterruptedly continuous, and which especially contain the

colouring matters in all experiments made with coloured fluids, it is very likely

that the sap rises with them, as Kay, Labaisse, Duhamel, Bonnet, Reichel,

Schwagerman, Knight, Link, G. li. Treviranus,(8) Dutrochet,(9) Schultz,(l)

and others, believe. Kieser, Amici,(2) Decandolle,(3) and some others think, on

the contrary, that it rises by the intercellular ducts, and admit that its progres-

sion is caused by the cellular tissue, which has the property of imbibing liquids.

CLXXXV. The sap, which rises from the roots in great quantity, especi-

ally in spring, and less abundantly in summer, or the lymph, as Duhamel called

it, has hitherto been gathered from the perforated trunks of trees. That of the

birch, of the beech, the maple, the elm, the vine, &c., is, according to the re-

searches of Hales,(4) Deyeaux,(5) Vauquelin,(6) Proust, (7) and Scherer,(8)

a colourless and limpid fluid, having a specific gravity a little greater than

water. It has a sweetish taste which tickles the tongue. It always contains

an acid, frequently a free one, which is the carbonic or acetic. The former,

from the observations of Coulomb, (9) is often disengaged in the shape of bub-

bles at the time the sap flows from the wound in the tree. The acids are

mostly combined with lime or potass. Diff'erent vegetable matters, sugar and

mucus, are also found in the sap. The quantity of sugar contained in the sap

of the maple (acer saccharinum) amounts to about five or six per cent, of its

weight. Albumen, also, and a substance analogous to gluten, are met with

in the sap. It does not appear that organic forms, globules, have been as yet

seen in it; at least G. R. Treviranus(l) and Schultz(2) have not perceived

(8) Biologie, vol. iv, p. 20. Ueberdie Gefasse und den Bildungsaft der Pflanzen ; in Ver-

mischten Sehriften, vol. i, p. 145.

(9) Recherches sur la structure vegetale. Paris, 1824.

(1) Die Natur der lebendigen Pflanze, vol. i, p. 483.

(2) Osservazioui microscopiche.

(3) Organographie vegetale, vol. i, p. 28.

(4) Statique des Plantes.

(5) Mem. sur la seve des plantes et principalement sur celle de la vigne etdu charme,avec une

analyse de ce fluide ; in Mem. present^s a I'lnstit, vol. i, p. 83. He examined the sap of ibe

birch (carpinus betulus.)

(6) Expei'iences sur les seves des vegetaux. Paris, An. 7 (1789,) in 8vo. ; Ann. de Chimie,

vol. xxxi, p. 20. He examined the sap of the ulmus campestris, fagus sylvestris," carpinus sylves-

ti'is, betula alba.

(7) Annals of Philosophy, vol. i, p. 109. He analysed the sap of the vine.

(8) Schweigger's Journal, vol. iv, p. 362, contains an analysis of the sap of the acer campestre.

(9) Journal de Physique, vol. xlix, p. 392.

(1) Vermischte Sehriften, vol. i, p. 155.

(2) Natur der lebenden Pflanze, vol. i, p. 466,
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them. Schultz says he only discovered some vestiges of them in sap taken

from a considerable height up the stalk. The collected sap passes into fer-

mentation under the influence of atmospheric air ; carbonic acid gas is dis-

engaged, the mixture becomes thick, whitish flakes are precipitated, and the

liquid turns sour. If it contain much sugar, vinous fermentation ensues. It

is not only trees that contain sap in the spring, but a similar liquor is also

found at the same period in the ligneous fibres of other plants. It is exceed-

ingly abundant in palm trees, among the monocotyledones. The sap of

herbs has not yet been examined in a pure state. The analysis of the juices

obtained from difl:erent plants by expression can furnish no certain conclusion,

because the sap procured in this manOer is mixed with other fluids.

CLXXXVI. The crude nutritive matters which the roots absorb appear

to undergo a certain degree of assimilation by their mixture with a liquid,

secreted by the radical fibres. What proves that a secretion of this kind

takes place in the radicles of hyacinths, tulips, and other bulbs that are im-

mersed in water is, that they are surrounded by a mucilaginous or albuminous

fluid, which Duharael, Bonnet, Senebier, and others have described. The

liquid which the roots of a plant shed into the soil, seems even to hurt the

vegetation of other plants, in support of which fact Brugmans(3) and Mir-

bel (4) have brought forward observations.

The sap is further assimilated as it ascends higher up the stalk. Ac-

cording to the researches of Knight(5) and Wahlenberg,(6) the specific

gravity augments in the ratio of its elevation. At the same time it contains

more muco-saccharine matter. The sap of the maple taken from the upper

part of the trunk is more rife of sugar than that which comes from the lower

part. But a profound obscurity as yet reigns over the mode in which this

assimilation is effected, and how the matters which the roots absorb together

with water, acquire by degrees the qualities of sugar, mucus, albumen, and

au azotized substance analogous to gluten. On this point. Knight has ven-

tured an opinion which appears probable ; he thinks that annual plants, being

arrived at the limit of their development, deposit, at the end of summer, the

superfluous nutritive matters in the alburnum and roots, where it remains until

the following spring, at which period it is combined with the new ascending

sap, whose assimilation it effects by mixing with it. The non-perennial plants

proceeding from seeds, bulbs or tubercles, already contain in these organs

sufficient nutritive matter for their development, added to their germ by the

vegetables whence they proceed. Lastly, in both groups of vegetables it

(3) Coulon, Diss, de mutata humorum indole a vi vitali derivanda, p. 77.

(4) Phys. Veget., v. i, p. 148.

(5) Philos. Transac, 1803, v. 1, p. 90, 1805, v, 2.

(6) De sedibus materiarum immediatarum in plantis. Upsal, 1806, 1807.
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appears that a part of the cambium, prepared by respiration, passes directly

from the nutritive vessels into the sap, to the assimilation of which it con-

tributes. Without this addition it cannot very vv^ell be seen how the sap

could be assimilated in the course of its ascent from the roots to the branches

and twigs.

2. Assimilation in the first Passages of Animals.

CLXXXVII. The aliments of animals, although of a more simple kind,

and a composition approaching nearer to that of the beings they nourish than

the food of vegetables does, do not on that account pass immediately into

the mass of solid parts. Previously to being adapted for this purpose, they

are obliged to undergo certain changes, which vary according to the organic

complication of animals, as also according to the sum and energy of the

manifestations of activity they exercise. In the most simple animals, that

are formed of an homogeneous substance, of mucus, as the majority of infu-

soria, the reception of aliment seems to take place only at the surface of the

body, by absorption. As soon as the alimentary matters have reached their

substance, they are immediately assimilated, and capable of answering the

wants of nutrition, because there are no particular organs set apart for the ac-

complishment of assimilation. In other animals there is a special cavity, the

alimentary sac or intestinal canal, in which the aliment is assimilated after

its ingestion. Plants do not possess this receptacle for food, which Aristotle

considered as an animal characteristic.

CLXXXVIII. The alimentary sac and the organs attached to it are

called the digestive apparatus. This apparatus exhibits an astonishing

diversity in the different groups of animals with respect to arrangement, to

structure, and the number of organs entering into its composition. We re-

mark in general, that from its first appearance in some infusoria and in

polypi up to warm-blooded animals, birds, and mammifera, that is to saj',

the classes of medusa, entozoa, radiaria, annelida, moUusca, insects, arach-

nida, Crustacea, fishes, and reptiles, it is so much more complete, more

rich in diversity of parts, in short more developed, as the manifestations

of activity possess more energy and diversity, and as the necessity for food

is felt at shorter intervals. We cannot be mistaken in the fact that the com-

plication of the digestive apparatus has close connexion with the develop-

ment of the nervous system, of the organs of locomotion, and of the num-

ber of the organs of the senses. The manifestations of activity of these

organs especially contribute to hasten the consumption and renewal of

matter which obliges the exercise of life. Consequently, the more the

phenomena of animal life are multiplied and strong in animals, the greater

necessity is there for a powerful and well pronounced action of the digestive
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apparatus for the preparation of new materials to preserve the organs of

animal life, and to maintain their uninterrupted play.

Moreover, we remark that the complex nature of the digestive apparatus has

an intimate connexion with the nature of the very aliment with which instinct

impels animals to nourish themselves. Those which subsist on liquids have a

less complex digestive apparatus than those whose nourishment is composed

of solid food. The harder and more distinct are the aliments from the nature

of the body which they are to maintain, the more complex are the organs of

digestion. On the contrary, the softer and more similar the food is to the

animal in point of composition, the more simple also is the structure of the

assimilating organs. This is the reason why these organs are more complex

in animals living on plants and chiefly on raw herbs, than in those which are

nourished by animal food.

By referring, therefore, to these different circumstances, we may determine,

k priori, whether the digestive apparatus of an animal is simple or complicated.

CLXXXIX. The alimentary sacof the most simple animals, of those which

are composed of a gelatinous homogeneous substance, represents a simple

cavity, included in the mass of the body, neither figured nor limited by par-

ticular membranes, and to which an aperture called a mouth conducts.

—

Nitzsch(7; observed, in cercaria, a sucker leading to a branched vessel,.

which was lost in the substance of the body. From the observations of Spal-

lanzani(8) and Dutrochet,(9) it follows that rotifera have an extensible and

contractile buccal opening, leading to a sac shaped like a stomach, into which

they take infusoria. In polypi, as well of fresh water, hydra, as of the sea,

which form corals, there is likewise only a ventral sacciform cavity, with an

aperture by which they take in other small aquatic animals (which they seize

with their arms,) and eject the indigested remnants of their food; whence it

follows that this aperture serves at once for mouth and anus. In polypi living

on a fixed and common coral-trunk, also in pennatulae, we almost always see

a small canal proceeding from the ventral cavity of each polypus, and travers-

ing its pedicle, to reach the common mass, so that the nourishment of each in-

dividual is profitable to the entire trunk. (1) The medusa exhibit differences

in regard to the organs of digestion. In one division of them, which Peron(2)

called agastric (medusae agastricee, eudora, berenice,) absorbent vessels alone

(7) Beitrage zur Infusorienkunde odej' Naturgeschichte der Cercarien und Bacillarien. Halle,

1817, p. 8.

(8) Opuscules des Physique, vol. i, p. 214.

(9) Sur les Rotiferes (Furcularia et Tubularia Lam.,) in the Ann. du Museum d'Hist. Nat,
vol. xix. p. 355. It is very doubtful, however, whether a short intestinal canal proceeds from

this cavity, and terminates by a particular anal aperture.

(1) Cavolini (Loc. cit., p. 56, 91) saw these canals in the sertiolaria filled with a milky
fluid, in which were small granules that were in motion.

(2) Annales du Museum, vol. xiv, p. 325.
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exist, Spreading in a radiated manner from the middle of the internal sur-

face of the animal throughout all its substance. In others again, a spacious

ventral cavity is observed in the midst of the body, to which many absorbent

canals sometimes lead, as in Cuvier's Rhizostoma ; at other times it ends in a

large buccal aperture, often prolonged into a tube, as in medusa properly so

called. The stomach sometimes has lateral dilations or cul-de-sac appendages,

as in the cyanjea of Cuvier, and from this organ or these appendages vessels

proceed, which ramify towards the periphery or disk of the animal, and convey

the nutritive juice. The actinia (actiniai, zoanthes, Cuv. Lucernaria Miill.)

have a large ventral cavity, to which a spacious buccal apertureleads, by which

different marine animals are introduced, as Crustacea, mollusca, and small

fishes, whose soft parts are rapidly dissolved, whilst the hard, that are not di-

gested, are ejected by the same opening. Among the radiaria a similar ar-

rangement is found in the asterias, in which there is likewise only one large

mouth, situated in the centre of the lower surface of the animal, and leading to

a spacious sac, whence ramose and cul-de-sac appendages proceed, which

enter into the rays. By means of their tentaculi, and frequently by turning

their stomach inside out, they seize on marine animals, actinia for instance,

which they rapidly digest and eject by the mouth the parts that are insoluble

in the digestive juice.

CXC. The arrangement of the organs varies exceedingly in the entozoa,

which exhibit such diversified forms in reference to the degree of organic com-

plication. The cavity intended to receive the aliment is sometimes arranged

as a vessel, and sometimes as a true sac. The vasculiform intestinal canal

proceeds from apertures or bulgings, performing the office of suckers, and con-

sists of simple canals, which traverse the body longitudinally, as in worms of

the bladder (echinococcus, ccenurus, cysticercus ;) or else four canals coming

from four suckers are united into two tubes, as in the tenias, and traverse all

the links, in which they are mostly connected by a transverse canal; or lastly,

the vessels, proceeding from the sucking mouths, ramify throughout the body,

frequently anastomosing with each other, as in sucking worms (polystoma,

tristoma, distoma, amphistoma.) Kound worms have a sacciform intestinal

canal, sometimes provided with a single opening, asinfilaria; sometimes with

a distinct mouth and anus, as in the genus ascaris, oxyurus, cucuUanus, &c.

CXCI. In other animals, whose organization is more complicated, the

holothuria and sea hedgehogs among the radiaria, annelidas, mollusca, insects,

arachnida, Crustacea, fishes, reptiles, birds, and mammifera, the alimentary

cavity presents a sac of various length, formed of several superposed mem-
branes, and is called the intestinal canal. An aperture, situated at the fore-

part of the animal's head, the mouth, leads to this sac, which terminates by
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another aperture, almost always situated at the opposite extremity of the body,

the anus, through which the undigested remnants of the elements, mixed with

excrementitious humours, are ejected. The basis of the intestinal canal is a

cellular membrane, well supplied with vessels and nerves, hned on its internal

surface by a membrane secreting mucus. Externally this cellular membrane

is covered by a muscular tunic, composed of longitudinal and circular fibres.

Finally, the greater part of the intestinal canal is covered by a serous mem-

brane. The mucous membrane of the alimentary sac frequently describes

folds and valves, which cause the retention, during some time, of the ingested

aliment in different portions that are the most extensive; while in consequence

of the stimulating power which the alimentary matters exert on it, the mucous

membrane secretes fluids that have a solvant and stimulating influence on

the food. At the surface of this membrane the absorption of liquified aliment

also takes place. Excited to contraction by the alimentary substances, it

forces them along the intestinal canal. Lastly, the serous coat, enveloping

the alimentary sac, placed in a particular cavity of the body, the peritoneum,

approaches in plates and folds, the mesenteries and epiploons towards the

canal, with the raucous membrane of which it is united by its external sur-

face. On one hand, the peritoneum forms attachments for the alimentary

canal, and on the other, by the liquid it secretes, or the peritoneal serosity,

it favours the vermicular and automatic movement of this organ.

The mucous and muscular tunics vary considerably in animals, in regard

to their arrangement, and it is chiefly on the modifications they exhibit on

this score, that the differences existing in the alimentary sac, and which com-

parative anatomy exposes, depend. They produce projecting valves and con-

strictions, which divide the canal into compartments, as the stomach and the

small and large intestines, in which alimentary matters remain some time, in

order to undergo particular changes by the action of the digestive juices

secreted therein.

CXCII. The most general action which the intestinal sac exerts, in ani-

mals that have one, on food admitted within it, is the secretion of fluids which

the stimulus produced on its internal surface, by the presence of foreign mat-

ters, provokes. These juices have a dissolvant and liquifying influence on the

aliment, whose assimilation they at the same time effect by mixing with it.

—

In all animals, from polypi to the mammifera, we behold aliment endued with

any consistence, become softer, pulpy, and finally liquid, in consequence of its

stay in the alimentary sac. The agent by which the digestive juices effect the

solution is partly the water they contain, and in which a great number of

simple organic combinations, composing alimentary matters, as albumen in its

uncoagulated state, gelatin, sugar, vegetable mucus, and starch, are soluble.
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It also partly consists in the acids, particularly the acetic and hydrochloric,

which the gastric juice of laammifera, birds, reptiles, fishes,(3) and probably,

also, other animals, contain, by which the other organic conopounds, such as

solid albumen, fibrin, cheesy matter, gluten, &c-, are dissolved. The vege-

table and animal food, composed of more or fewer of these simple combina-

tions are by these means reduced to a state of solution.

In all animals, even polypi, the aliment is kept in motion by the re-action

which the contractile walls of the sac produces at the time of their contraction,

from the stimulus which the food occasions. The matters dissolved and

moved by the digestive sac are absorbed by its internal surface, whilst the

insoluble parts are ejected, as indigestible, either by the mouth or anus.

CXCllI. In the majority of animals that take solids, and in which it is

necessary for their preservation that the act of digestion and assimilation

should go on with rapidity, nature has moreover joined to the alimentary sac

different organs, whose movements or secretions assist in the preparation of

the nutritive juice. To this class belong the organs of mastication, and

different glands which secrete liquids, and pour them through canals into

different portions of the alimentary sac, as the saliva, the pancreatic juice,

and the bile. We shall only point out in a preliminary manner the part they

take in the work of assimilation.

CXCIV. Animals that live on food still organized, or even still living,

possess organs for the destruction of its organization and life. These are the

masticatory organs, which vary more than any other part of animal organiza-

tion in regard to the parts entering into their composition, to their number,

form, arrangement, and connexions. They exhibit at the same time, in the

different classes, orders, genera and species, such prominent and constant pe-

culiarities, that zoologists have used them as characters adapted to the division

of animals. These organs are found in mammifera, birds, reptiles, fishes,

Crustacea, many insects, especially the coleoptera and orthoptera, in the cepha-

lopoda and several gasteropoda, in the mollusca, in the nereides among the

annelida, and even in sea hedgehogs among the radiaria. They consist of

bones attached to the cranium, or of calcareous or horny pieces called jaw-

bones and bills, to which muscles are fixed that move them in different direc-

tions. In mammifera, reptiles and fishes, with very few exceptions, the jaw-

bones are furnished with hard parts, denominated teeth. These also vary, ad in-

finitum, according to the nature of the ahment animals use. The teeth of carni-

verous animals are mostly sharp, cutting, angular or hooked, for the purpose of

seizing and slaying animals. Herbivora, on the contrary, have smoother teeth,

which admit of their crushing and grinding their food. Instead of teeth, the

(3) Tiedemann und Gmelin. Versuche iiber die Verdauung. Heidelberg, 1826, in 4to.

P
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jaws of birds and tortoises are furnished with a horny covering, called a beak.

The movements of the jaws, likewise, exhibit differences. In mammifera,

birds, amphibia, fishes, cephalopoda, and many gasteropoda, they move per-

pendicularly ; whereas their motion is in an horizontal manner in Crustacea

and crabs. In the class mammifera, among the carnivorous species, the food

is torn and crushed by the elevation and depression of the lower law. In

animals that divide their food by gnawing with scissor-shaped teeth, the lower

jaw is moved from behind forward, and vice vers^. Ruminantia, that feed

on herbs and very tough substances, move it laterally, which allows them to

crush the matters seized between the teeth. Lastly, in apes and pachyder-

mata, that live on various kinds of food, the lower jaw moves in several direc-

tions at once.

CXCV. The movements the masticatory organs execute when obeying the

orders of the will, extinguish life in the aliment, if it possess it, and destroy

more or less their organic texture, without which processes they would resist

the solvant action of the digestive juices. The division of the food into

small pieces also renders it fit to be carried into the alimentary sac by the

vermicular motion. It likewise allows the solvant substances to penetrate

and liquify it with greater facility.

Animals difi^er essentially, in these movements, from vegetables, which are

nourished only by dissolved organic combinations more or less decomposed,

which they take by absorption. As vegetables never take living food,

they never have either living power or organic texture to overcome in the

work of assimilation, the sole end of which is to change the innate affinities of

liquid aliment. Animals on the contrary, which feed on animal and vegetable

substances, have first of all to put down the resistance of life and of the

organization of solid parts, and it is only after having accomplished this, that

they are capable of modifying, by their digestive juices, the affinity of

organic matters. In this respect, therefore, the act of assimilation is more

complex in animals than vegetables.

CXCVI. It is worthy of remark moreover, that some animals which have

no masticatory organs to divide their food and reduce it to a pultaceous mass,

possess in the sac itself, organs by which they are able to soften it so as it

shall be penetrated by the digestive and solvant juices. Thus, in the armadillo

(manis) which lives on insects, we find an exceedingly muscular stomach, by

whose powerful contractions the nourishment is crushed. Granivorous and

insectivorous birds are furnished with a very strong muscular stomach, the

internal surface of which is callous and crushes the aliment, which action they

favour by swallowing small stones. An analogous stomach is met with in

the crocodile. There is a similar one, in the class mollusca, in the onchidia,'

and in the class annelida, in the aphrodita. Lastly, the stomach of some
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animals, is fortified with hard calcareous or horny parts, which attenuate the

food, as in the beetle, (blatta) the dytiscus, forficula, locusts, and others, in

the class of insects, and, among the mollusca, the bulla, the aplysia, and the

nereides among the annelida.

CXCVIJ. Finally, the different humours, such as the spittle, the pancreatic

juice, and the bile, which certain organs obtain from the nutritive fluid of

animals, and mix with the food in different portions of the intestinal canal, are

of the first importance in the act of assimilation.

In the first place, regarding saliva, this liquid is mixed in many animals

with the aliment received into the mouth. Glands which secrete it are found

in all the mammifera, (cetacea, probably, not excepted,) birds, and reptiles,

among which last they are particularly large in serpents. Hither we must

refer, also, the glands that secrete a poisonous humour in many ophidia, and

which communicate with the inside of the poisonous fangs. (4) In the class

of fishes there are several that have glands analogous to the salivary ones. Of

this kind are, among others, according to Rathke,(5) carps, eels, pikes,

siluri, &c. Spallanzani(6) also considered the liquid secreted by the internal

surface of the pharynx in carps, barbels, and pikes, analagous to saliva.

Among the mollusca, salivary glands exist in the cephalopoda, pteropoda,

(clio,) and some gasteropoda, (Umax, helix, doris, aplysia, tritonia, onchi-

dium, bulimus, murex, &c.) (7). Insects have organs in the shape of a sac,

which secrete the spittle, and open into the buccal cavity. Ramdohr,(8) Pos-

selt,(9) Gr. R. Treviranus,(l) Rengerr,(2) Leon Dufour,(3) and others

found these vessels in butterflies, bees, most diptera, libellula, cicada, many

hemiptera, orthoptera, and some coleoptera, in different aptera, (pulex,)

lastly, in spiders, scorpions, and centipedes.

The saliva, a watery fluid, for the most part slightly alkaline, is composed,

in the mammifera, of water, a peculiar animal matter called salivary matter,

of mucus, ozmazome, perhaps a little albumen, and several salts. In some

animals it also contains the sulpho-cyanuret of potassium. Its effects on the

food are various. By the water and carbonates, acetate and hydrochlorate

of potass and soda it contains, it assists in softening and dissolving the

alimentary matters. It likewise destroys the phenomena of life in the food,

(4) Fontana, Traite sur le venin de lavipere. Florence, 1781, in 4to. T. H. Smith, on the
Structure of the Poisonous Fangs of Serpents, in the Philosoph. Transact, for 1818, v. i, p. 471.

(5) Ueber den Darmkanal und die Zeugungsorgane der Fische. Halle, 1824, in 4to, p. i.

(6) Versuche iiber das Verdauungsgeschaft, p. 41, 49, 71.

(7) Cuvier, Mem. pour servier k I'Hist. et 1'Anatomic des Mollusques. Paris, 1817, in 4to.

(8) Abhandlung iiber die Verdauungs—Werkzeuge der Insekten. Halle, 1811, in 4to.

(9) Diss, sistens tentamen circa anatomen forficulse auricularise. Jena, 1800. Beitrage zur
Anatomic der Insekten. Heidelberg, 1804, art. 1.

(1) Biologic, vol. iv, p. 323.

(2) Physiologische Untersuchungen iiber die Insekten. Tiibingen, 1817, iuSvo, p, 8.

(3) Annales des Sciences Naturelles. June, 1825, p. 155. Salivary vessels of cicada.
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which is especially the case in poisonous serpents, whose bite kills animals

rapidly. Moreover it seems to favour the assimilation of the aliment by

the azotized substances, the salivary and albuminous matters, which it adds

to the food. In favour of its assimilating action, it may be alleged that

animals which live on vegetables have larger salivary glands than those which

feed on animal substances. Lastly, the addition of saliva, by moistening and

softening the food renders it more easy to be swallowed.

CXCVIII. In many animals, when the aliment, now dissolved by the acid

gastric juice, leaves the stomach and passes into the small intestine, two liquids

of a particular kind are mixed with it, namely, the pancreatic juice and the

bile. The former is secreted, in mammifera, birds, and amphibia, as also in

rays and sharks among cartilaginous -fishes, by a conglomerate gland, resemb-

ling the salivary, and called the pancreas. The simple, double or multiplex duct

of this gland, sometimes opens directly into the first division of the small intes-

tine; sometimes unites with the biliary ducts; occasionally one of its branches

anastomoses with these ducts, whilst the other terminates in the intestine. In

most bony fishes, the pancreas of the superior animals seems to be replaced

by cul-de-sac appendages, more or less numerous, of the small intestine, of

which Swammerdamm(4) gave the first exact description under the name of

pyloric appendages (appendices pyloricaj,) and which in sturgeons (accipenser)

are united and mixed into a mass resembling a gland. In regard to mollusca,

Grant(5) has lately perceived in some cephalopoda (loligo sagittaria) two

glands of a bright red colour and lobular form united to the biliary canal, which

he thinks are analogous to the pancreas. He also considers the glandular

appendages that communicate with the stomach in the aplysia and doris, as

analogous to the pyloric appendages of fishes. The researches of Ramdohr(6)

inform us that among insects the intestinal canal is furnished, in many

coleoptera, (carabus, cicindela, dytiscus, staphylinus, tenebrio, sylpha,

nicrophorus, hister, and attelabus,) with cul-de-sac appendages similar to

those of fishes.

The slightly acid pancreatic juice of mammifera, of the dog, the sheep, and

horse, is composed, according to the researches I have made together with

L. Gmelin,(7) of water holding abundance of albumen in solution, a matter

resembling casein, ozmazome, and different salts, whence it follows that there

is no identity between it and saliva, as some physiologists have allowed.

—

(4) Observat. AnatomicsB Selectiores CoUegii Privati Amstelodam, Amst. 1667, in 12mo,
p. 2. Lately, Rathke (Ueber den Darmkanal der Fische, p. 85,) has mentioned the pyloric

(5) On the existence of the pancreas in some species of the cuttle-fish tribe, and on the exist-

ence of a pancreas in the Doris Argo, in the Edinb. Philos. Journal, July, 1825, p. 197.

(6) Ueber die Verdauungswerkzeuge der Insekten, p. 20.

(7) Die Verdauung nach Versuchen, vol. i, p. 42.
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This liquid appears to be of use, chiefly by its richly azotized animal nature,

which it imparts to the aliment dissolved in the stomach, in assimilating the

food and bringing it into the condition of the animal chemical composition.

It may be said in favour of this opinion, that the pancreas is much larger in

maramifera and herbivorous birds than in carnivorous animals, and that if it

be judged by its volume it supplies a more copious secretion. The pancreatic

juice of birds, amphibia and cartilaginous fishes, has not yet been submitted

to chemical analysis. The very abundant liquid contained in the pyloric

appendages of fishes is whitish, viscous, mucilaginous, and mostly slightly

turnsole reddens. We may presume that by its mixture with the chyme it

also eftects its assimilation.

CXCIX. The bile, the other fluid, which, poured in abundance into the

intestinal canal, is mixed with the aliment after it has been dissolved in the

stomach, is secreted by a large gland, having the name of liver, and remark-

able for the peculiar arrangement of its blood vessels. It is found in all mam-

mifera, birds, amphibia, and fishes, as also among the invertebrated animals,

in all the mollusca and Crustacea, in which latter it is often composed of a

great number of branching canals. In the class of insects, it appears to be

replaced by more or fewer vessels, ending in a cul-de-sac, which open into

the intestinal canal, contain a yellowish liquid, of a bitter taste, and have been

considered by Cuvier,(8) Posselt,(9) Raradohr,(l) Treviranus,(2) Carus,(3)

and J. F. Meckel, (4) as the secreting organs of the bile. Similar vessels are

met with in aphrodita, in the class of annelida.

The bile of vertebrated animals is composed of water, mucus, and several

peculiar animal matters, the resin of the bile, cholesterine, picromel, cholic

acid, a colouring matter, and probably salivary matter, ozmazome, casein, and

many salts. In these animals it is chiefly taken from venous blood, carried

to the liver by a large venous trunk, the vena portae, which is distributed

within this gland like an artery. Its secretion seems designed, on one hand,

to keep the mass of the blood in such a state, in regard to chemical compo-

sition, as to enable it to operate in nutrition, and, on the other hand, to co-

operate in the accomplishment of the assimilating act of the alimentary matters.

The majority of the materials of the bile, the resin, fat, colouring principle,

mucus, and salts, are ejected with the undigested remnants of alimentary

(8) Anatomic Comparee, v. 4, p. 158.

(9) Beitrage zur Anatomic der Insekten, p. 11.

(1) Verdauungs-Werkzeuge der Insekten, p. 43.

(2) Biologic, V, iv, p. 417.

(3) Zootomie, p. 649.

(4) Ueber die Gallen, und Harn-Organe der Insekten ; Archiv fur Anatomic und Physiologic,
V. i, p. 21. At the same time he considers them urinary organs, an opinion already advanced by
Rengger and Wurzer.
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matters, in conjunction with which they constitute the excrements. From this

it appears then, that this secretion has a design relative to the maintenance

of the chemical composition of the blood. As to the part it acts in digestion,

it not only consists in exciting, by its bitter resin, the mucous membrane of

the alimentary sac to furnish a more abundant secretion, and the muscular

tunic to perform more vehement movements, but also, by the azotized princi-

ples it contains, as picromel, ozmazome, and choUc acid united with the dis-

solved aliment, in assimilating and reducing it to the animal chemical compo-

sition. What speaks for the re-absorption of these principles, with the

dissolved alimentary substances, is that they are not discovered in the

excrements.

CC. The changes the aliments undergo in the alimentary sac, in order to

become fit to be absorbed, consist, therefore, in general, in the destruction of

qualities which they may yet preserve from their organic origin, and in the

communication of other properties, which make them capable of becoming

constituent parts of the body of the animal that takes them. If they are yet

living and organized, their life and organization are destroyed. Moreover,

the chemical composition, which had been given them by other living bodies,

changes, and they are resolved into their simple organic elements. Finally,

they are converted into a liquid resembling in chemical composition the

mass of the liquids of the animal thai has received them ; this liquid is called

chyle, and is absorbed. This change is eflfected partly by movements, and

partly by the addition of secreted liquids. An ejection of excrement, which

takes place in most animals, is the final limit or consequence of this series of

operations. The manifestations of activity or life which cause these changes

in alimentary substances are designated by the name of digestion or assimi-

lation in the first passages.

No proper digestion, division, solution, and fluidification of solid aliment,

is observed in plants,(5) which can only take up liquid food by absorption.

There appears to be in them nothing more than assimilation of these alimen-

tary liquids by the juices that mingle with them. Neither do plants give out

excrement. Thus digestion is designed to take from aliments the particular

qualities that have been communicated to them by other living bodies, and

to impress new ones upon them which allow of their becoming constituent

parts of the nutritive juice and solid parts of the being that feeds on them.

(5) Some botanists have compared the roots of vegetables to the stomach of animals, and
assert that they digest the food taken by absorption. This opinion, which was held by
Theophrastus, is erroneous. Duhamel (Physique des Arbres, v. ii, p. 189) has objected to it,

that slips elaborate the liquids they absorb, as well as entire plants that receive them by their

roots.
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CCI. In animals furnished with a lymphatic system to receive and convey

the chyle, the nutritive juice continues to be elaborated whilst passing through

this system. Secreted fluids are joined to the chyle and to the lymph of the

blood, which bring them more and more near to the condition of the blood.

Among the organs which act in the secretion of these liquids, we reckon glands

of a particular kind, the lymphatic, as also the spleen, the supra-renal cap-

sules, and the thyroid gland. The chyle and lymph approach the nearer to

the blood in regard to colour, coagulability, and constituent principles in pro-

portion as assimilative liquids are added to them, as I shall hereafter show

when speaking of the assimilation of absorbed substances in the lymphatic

system of man. These glands, which, in fishes and amphibia, appear with

the lymphatic system itself, increase in number and volume, in birds and

mammifera, whose more intense manifestations of activity, require a more

rapid preparation of blood for their support.

3. Properties of Assimilation.

ecu. The property which all organic bodies, vegetables, as well as ani-

mals, have of assimilating the aliments taken from without, or of converting

them into a liquid whose chemical composition approaches their own, is

manifested in each body, in a particular manner, that is, with special modifi-

cations. Every living body prepares from the most dissimilar aliments a

particular and appropriate nutritive liquid for its own preservation, just as

different organized bodies produce, from the same sort of food, nutritive liquids

that do not resemble each other. It cannot be mistaken that assimilation is

an operation exclusively the property of living bodies, and is in no way to be

compared with the changes of composition which general physical forces and

the play of chemical affinities are capable of producing in inorganic matters.

It must be considered as a vital act, as an effect of life. Let us examine in

what this property consists.

Assimilation seems to be attributable to the action of liquids which living

bodies secrete and add to the alimentary matters, in whose chemical com-

position these liquids produce particular changes.

In animals, different fluids, containing strongly azotized principles, saliva,

gastric juice, intestinal fluid, pancreatic juice, and bile, are mixed with the

food, which, after being dissolved by them, is absorbed with them. The

addition of these liquids renders the chemical composition of the dissolved food

more nearly resembling that of the animal body that has submitted it to diges-

tion, and gives it the qualities of the animal. In vegetables, the sap which

the roots imbibe seems to be assimilated by its mixture with liquids proceeding

from the nutritive vessels, and containing particular vegetable combinations,

freely charged with carbon, such as sugar, vegetable mucus, and starch.
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The liquids endowed with particular properties that are mixed with the food

may be compared to ferments that cause, in alimentary substances proceeding

from organic combinations, changes which make these substances become

similar in regard to properties. It may be admitted that every living body,

when it comes to be maintained by its own activity, and by virtue of its special

organic composition, also possesses in some degree its particular ferment, by

means of which it effects the assimilation of the food it introduces into its

body.

The assimilative action of the liquids, added to the food, may further be

compared to that of the male seminal liquor on the productive liquor of the

female, in the act of generation. Just as the specific vivifying influence of the

seed on the genital matter determines particular changes of form and com-

position, by virtue of which the germ comes to resemble in every thing the

vegetable or animal species, the individuals of which possess the power of

producing it ; so also aliments acquire the properties that are special to, and

compatible with, those of the individuals that take them.

Lastly, the modus operandi of the assimilative liquids may be compared

to a phenomenon observed only in animals, namely, infection by contagion.

In the same manner that infectious matters, that of small -pox for instance,

after being developed in an animal under certain circumstances, give rise, when

transmitted into another living body of the same species, to an exactly similar

disease, and to the production of a similar infectious matter, so likewise do

the assimilative liquids communicate their special qualities and properties to

the food received into living bodies.

All the phenomena here spoken of, and which are only observed in living

bodies, appear to rest, as to their foundation, on the vital property organic

liquids possess of producing, under certain circumstances, in other organic

matters or bodies, similar changes or fermentations that cause these bodies to

acquire the properties themselves are endowed withal.

CCIII. Does the assimilative property of the liquids which living bodies

add to the aliment, depend on a special force, or can it be referred to the

action of any other organic power ? Galen,(6) long ago, admitted a peculiar

power of assimilation, and other physiologists, amongst them Grimaud,(7)

from the moderns, have been of the same opinion. They rested this opinion

chiefly on the fact that assimilation cannot be considered as the effect of any

other power of nutrition and formation, with which in other respects it has the

(6) Galen (De. nat. facult. L. 3, 6, 1.) attributed assimilation (e^ofXOiwaiQ, o/xoiioffic:)

to a special power, facultas assimilatrix (Swaixig OfxoiarLKTrj.) Bacon also admitted a special

motus assiniilationis.

(7)Grimaud (Cours complet de Physiologic, v. 1, p. 229) called the power of asssimilation
the poicer of vital affinity, the digestive poiver or faculty.
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greater analogy, because its end is to produce an homogeneous substance

from heterogeneous aliments, whereas the power of nutrition or formation

from the homogeneous nutritive liquid produces mixtures widely different from

each other, to wit, the materials of the solid parts. However, it does not

appear necessary that we should admit a specific assimilative power, the more

so as this hypothesis does not make us better acquainted with assimilation

itself. The assimilative liquids owe their different quaUties to the manifesta-

tions of activity of the solid parts, that is to say, they are prepared from the

general nutritive liquid by the action of these parts, in which, consequently,

their secretion presupposes the power of nutrition and formation, whose diver-

sities again modify it.

In the same manner that the solid parts, by virtue of this power, obtain

from the general nutritive fluid matters which they receive into their compo-

sition and organic structure, and to which they communicate their vital pro-

perties, so also do the organs which prepare the assimilative liquids from the

general nutritive fluid appear to communicate to them, by the same act and

by virtue of the same power, qualities that give them the faculty of acting on

the aliment so as to effect their assimilation. The power of formation which,

in the generation of each animal or vegetable species, produces chemical

compounds, organic forms, and a mode of development conforming with that

of the generating bodies, is the same power which, in preparing the assimi-

lative liquids and their action on the ahment, is incessantly producing a fluid

adapted to the particular mode of composition, organization, and activity of

these bodie 5.

As the origin of the animal and vegetable species capable of reproduction

by generation, is not in the number of things within the range of our percep-

tion, and as the effects of the power of formation are prolonged throughout

generations in a series whose limit the human mind will never be able to

attain, such also is the case of the manifestions of this power in nutrition and

assimilation. We only behold in individuals the effects of the formative

power pronounced in generation, nutrition, and assimilation, in the midst of

certain phenomena and conditions, of which we strive to attain a know-

ledge, without being able to account for the primary cause on which they

depend.

CHAPTER FIFTH.

Of Respiration.

CCIV. The liquid prepared from the alimentary matters, by the functions

of the first passages, is not yet adapted to the nutrition of the solid parts.

To become so, it must be exposed to the action of atmospheric air, which

Q
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causes it to undergo changes, that are consequent on an interchange of

gaseous materials occurring between them. The crude nutritive hquid takes

certain principles from the air, and throws out others. Its composition is

thereby changed, and it acquires the qualities necessary for its combination

with the solid parts in the act of nutrition. We give the name of respiration

to the function by which this crude liquid is converted, through the influence

of atmospheric air, into a nutritive liquor. As the acts concomitant with

respiration differ in animals and vegetables, we shall, in the first place, con-

sider them separately in each of these groups of living bodies.

]. Respiration of Plants.

CCV. All living plants, during the course of their full and complete ac-

tivity, withdraw materials from the immediately circumambient air, or take

them from air contained in water, when they happen to be aquatic plants.

But at the same time they also exhale matters in the shape of vapour or gas.

The more complex or perfect plants, the vascular plants, monocotyledones,

and dicotolydones, are furnished with particular organs, the leaves, which

accompHsh this change of aeriform matters. However, the green bark,

especially in aphyllous vegetables, such, among others, as the cactus,(8)

seems to be capable of maintaining respiration. In more simple veget-

ables, the cellular plants, algse, lichens, mushrooms, and mosses, there are

no special respiratory organs, and respiration seems to be effected by the

whole surface of the body.

CCV I. The leaves which present so many differences in their size, number,

form, composition, and situation, may be considered in some sort, according

to Malpighi's remark, as prolongations, continuations, and expansions of the

stalk and branches. Fibres from the trunk are prolonged into each of them,

which are spread over its surface. During the complete development and

perfect exhibition of the manifestations of activity of the leaves, there is a

direct passage from the parts of these stalk into the organs. Sometimes the

fibres are united into a bundle, and represent a foot -stalk, as in the petiolated

leaves ; sometimes the fibres of the stalk expand immediately, as in sessile

leaves. Leaves also exhibit a species of articulation with the stems and

branches, as in most trees or shrubs, or else they are direct prolongations of

it, and have the form of sheaths surrounding the stalk, as in the gramineae,

&c. The leaves themselves are simple or composed of several leaflets.

Fibres that are either prolonged into the foot-stalk, or directly into the sides

(8) The green bark, whose oi-ganization resembles that of the leaves, and has oblong pores,

also fulfils the office of these organs in the stapelia, as well as in the genera cet-opegia, xylophylla,

casuarina, and others. Many aphyllous parasitical plants, as the cuscutae, cassytes, and others,

seem to live at the expense of the nutritive juice of the vegetables which support them.

K
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and veins, and whose ramifications produce more or less compact nets, are

composed of the spiral vessels of the trunk. Besides the vessels which con-

vey the sap from the roots and trunk, there are also particular ones, whose

existence Schultz has demonstrated. (9) They are found likewise in the sides

and veins of the leaves, whence they convey the nutritive juice, now pre-

pared and completely elaborated by respiration, into the bark of the trunk.

The vessels which convey the sap, and those which return the cambium,

appear to communicate directly with each other in the fine net-work of the

leaves. The intervals of these meshes is filled more or less abundantly with

cellular tissue. The parenchyma of the leaves, composed of vessels and

cellular tissue, is covered entirely by the epidermis, which is formed, accord-

ing to the researches of L. C. Treviranus,(l) of the outermost thin layers of

the cellular tissue, either simple or double. The cells of this epidermis differ

from those which are seen in the rest of the cellular tissue, by the absence of

all juice and the deficiency of colour.

CCVII. There are seen on the surface of leaves oblong pores (pori exha-

lantes, spiracula, stomata,)(2) which have been discovered by Grew,(:i) and

whose arrangement has been carefully examined by Kroker,(4) Rudolphi,(5)

Moldenhawer,(6) L. C. Treviranus,(7) and others. Most of these pores are

situated on the internal surface of the leaves ; but they occupy the upper one

in leaves that swim on the water. Both surfaces exhibit them in the majority

of monocotyledones, gramineae, scitamineae, palmae, liliaceae, &c. Among the

dicotyledones this arrangement is made, especially in those plants whose

leaves are thick, coriaceous, or succulent, as in coniferae, the New Holland

mimosa, &c. Lastly, there are no oblong pores at all in plants that are

always covered by water, such as the zostera and ceratophyllum.

According to the researches of Mirbel, Moldenhawer, and L. C Trevi-

ranus,(8) the pores run between the cells of the leaves, in which there is green

juice, containing small grains or globules. It has not yet been proved that

any direct communication exists between them and the intercellular vessels

or ducts themselves, as Comparetti and Kieser thought.

CCVIII. The leaves of cellular plants, as most mosses, that have a green

colour, are commonly without veins. They consist of an homogeneous cellular

(9) Die Natur. der lebendigen Pflanze, a*, i, p. 272.

(1) Ueber die Oberhaut der Gewachse ; in Vermischte Schriften Anatomischen und Physio-

logischen Inhalts, v. i, p. 1.

(2) Guettard (Mem. de I'Acad. des Sci., 1745) calls them miliary glands. H. B. de Saussure,

(Sur I'Ecorce des Feuilles et des Petales. Geneva, 1762,) Glendulae corticales.

(3) Anatomy of Plants, b. iii, p. 1, c. 2.

(4) De Plantarum Epidermide. Halle, 1801.

(5) Anatomie der Pflanzen, p. 94.

(6) Beitrage zur Anatomie der Pflanzen, p. 94.

(7) Loo. cit.

(8) Ueber die Ausdungstung der Gewachse j in Vermischten Schriften, v. i, p. 182.
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tissue, and have no oblong pores. Whenever vehis are observed in them,

they are formed by elongated cells, whose junction produces the appearance

of veins which the leaves of vascular plants exhibit. The leaves of most

hepaticae are without veins and composed of round cells. In those of many

algae, veins, produced by oblong cells, are observed. There are none in

ulvae. The leaves of cellular plants are simple prolongations of the stalk

which they resemble perfectly on the score of texture, according to Decan-

dolle.(9)

CCIX. Tbe operations by which the sap now brought to the leaves is

converted into the cambium, consist in the elimination and rejection of certain

materials, and the reception of other principles from the air, which are

combined witii it. Malpighi(l) was aware that the leaves exhaled, and this

fact has been well shown by the experiments of Mariotte,(2) Woodward,(3)

Hales,(4) Duhamel,(5) Bonnet,(6) Bierkander,(7) Senebier,(8) Martino,(9)

and others. The quantity of matter that escapes in this manner is consider-

able, as is fully proved by Woodward's valuable experiments. Exhalation

is in no case more rapid than in the tender leaves that are beginning to shoot.

As autumn approaches it gradually diminishes, in proportion as the tissue

becomes harder and drier. At last it ceases altogether when the leaves turn

yellow ; then the vessels by which the leaves communicated with the stalk

dry up and are closed. The quantity of exhaled matter also varies according

to the time of day. Exhalation is very abundant during the day, under the

influence of the solar light, as Hales, Guettard,(l) Senebier,(2) and Th. de

Saussure,(3) have shown. If two plants of the same size are covered with

two glass bells, and one exposed to the sun's light, whilst the other is left in

the shade, the inner surface of the former bell will soon be covered with drops

of water, but that of the second will remain dry. Exhalation is scarcely

appreciable in the night. In other respects it is particularly modified by

various influences, especially by temperature, rain, and the degree of dryness

or humidity of the atmosphere. Considered in a general way, it is more

abundant, as Duhamel well remarked, in proportion as the life of plants is

(9) Oi'ganographie Vegetale, v. i, p. 374.

(1) Anatome Plantarum, v. i, p. 14.

(2) Essai sur la Vegetation, p, 98.

(3) Philosoph. Transac., 1699, p. 193.

(4) Statik der Gewachse, p. 3.

(5) Physique des Arbres, v. i, p. 13.5.

(6) Recherches sur I'Usage des Feuilles. Geneva, 1754, in 4to.

(7) Schwed. Abhand, 1773, p. 66.

(8) Physiol. Veg., v. iv, p. 73.

(9) Voigt's Magazin. v. vii, art. 2, p. 18.

(l> Mem. de I'Acad. des Sc. de Paris, 1748, p. 569, 1749, p. 265.

(2) Exp. sur 1'Action de la lumiere solaire dans la vegetation, p. 72.

(3) Recherches Chimiques sur la Vegetation. Geneva, 1804, p. .54.
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more energetic, in favourable circumstances, and as the actions dependent on

it are more active. Lastly, it is so much the more copious in a plant as the

number of leaves is great, as these leaves present an extensive surface, and

as the elongated pores are numerous.

CCX. The transpirable matter of plants is in great part vaporous, but at

times also liquid. To the latter dew belongs, which is frequently seen on

leaves. According to Hales and Senebier it consists chiefly of water which

exhales the particular odours of plants. The latter author says he has some-

times met with a matter analogous to gum or resin in it, together with carbo-

nate and sulphate of lime.

CCX I. Regarding the changes plants produce in the atmosphere, it is

proved by the observations and experiments of Priestley,(4) Scheele, Ingen-

houz,(5) Spallanzani,(6) Senebier, (7) Humboldt,(8) Th. de Saussure,(9) H.

Davy,(l) Woodhouse,(2) Gilby,(3) Grischow,(4) and others, that green and

healthy leaves, exposed to the influence of the solar light, decompose the

carbonic acid contained in the air, that the carbon, with a certain quantity of

its oxygen, combines with the plants, the greater part of the oxygen being

returned to the air in a gaseous form. In the night, on the other hand, or

when they are withdrawn from the light, as also when they begin to wither

in autumn, or lastly when they become diseased and take another colour

than green, plants take a portion of the oxygen of the atmosphere, and exhale

carbonic acid gas, in much smaller proportion than the quantity of carbon

they acquired during the day. They then also retain a certain quantity of

oxygen, which is exhaled by the sound leaves during the sunshine of the

following day.

CCXIl. Priestley first discovered the property which plants have of puri-

fying the air by their respiration. He saw vegetables continue to live in con-

fined air, and when after some time he introduced a lighted taper into this

air, it still went on burning. Ingenhouz showed that this change in the air

is owing to the disengagement of oxygen gas, which is effected by the leaves

when exposed to the influence of solar rays. Senebier proved that the oxygen

(4) On air, v. i, p. 284.

(5) On vegetables, v. i.

(6) Journal de Physique, v. i, p. 135.

(7) Encyclopedie Method. Physiologic Vegetale, p. 184. Recherches sur I'influencc dc la

lumiere solaire pour mctamorphoser Pair fixe en air pur par la vegetation. Geneva, 1804,

(8) Aphorismen aus der chemischen Physiologic der Pflanzen. Freiberg, 1794.

(9) Recherches chimiques sur la vegetation, Geneva, 1804.

(1) Researches Chemical and Philosophical, chiefly concerning nitrous oxide and dcphlogisti-

cated nitrous air and its respiration. London, 1800.

(2) Nicholson's Journal, v, ii, p. 150.

(3) On the Respiration of Plants ; in Edinburgh Philos. Journal, 1820, v. vii, p, 100.

(4) Physikalisch-chemische Untersuchungen iiber das Athmen der Gewachse. Leipsick, 1819.
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proceeded from the decomposition of the carbonic acid of the air by the

leaves. Th. de Saussure showed that plants soon perish in pure carbonic

acid gas, and even when it is mixed in a great proportion with atmo-

spheric air ; but that when it exists in small proportion in the atmosphere, far

from injuring them, it, on the contrary, favours their growth, under the influ-

ence of the sun's light; and that, on the other hand, if plants be not exposed

to the light, carbonic acid gas is injurious. He (5) has also certified the fact

that vegetables cannot live in air altogether deprived of this gas. Percival(6)

and Henry(7) have likewise confirmed the necessity of the absorption of this

gas for the nourishment of plants. Whence it follows that the disengagement

of oxygen gas by the leaves, under the influence of the sun's light, depends on

the decomposition of the carbonic acid gas they withdraw from the air, and

the carbon they retain, whilst they exhale the oxygen. Confervas, algae, and

lichens, which have a green hue, exhale, according to the observations of

Tngenhouz, Scherer, and Senebier, oxygen gas when they are exposed to

the air.

Saussure is said to have observed, that plants also exhale a little azote

;

but Gilby perceived nothing like this in his experiments. The quantity of

carbonic acid that plants absorb, and of oxygen that they exhale, varies

exceedingly according to the vegetables. All external circumstances being

equal, these quantities depend on the nature of the leaves. Thin-leaved

plants take more ciirbonic acid and give out more oxygen than plants with

thick and fleshy leaves.

CCXIII. The converse is the case with plants in reference to the at-

mospheric air, either during the night, or when they are withdrawn from the

action of the sun's light. Their leaves then absorb oxygen, and many exhale

carbonic acid gas, as the experiments of Spallanzani, Th. de Saussure,

Gilby, Gough,(8) and others have certified. Vegetables exhibit differences

in the quantity of oxygen absorbed, and of carbonic acid exhaled. Those

with thick, fleshy leaves, absorb the least oxygen, and do not exhale any car-

bonic acid. Then follow the evergreens, the coniferae, and afterwards the

trees and shrubs which shed their leaves in autumn. The latter receive the

most oxygen, and also give out the greatest quantity of carbonic acid.

Moreover, plants absorb more oxygen in the spring than during autumn. Fur-

ther, the quantity of oxygen they imbibe is always more considerable than

the carbonic acid they exhale. The portion of oxygen they absorb during

the night is also less, than what they give out in the day, as the numerous

(5) Ann. de Chimie, v. xxiv. p. 145.

(6) Hunter, Geological Essays, v. v, p. 17.

(7) Transact, of the Manchester Academy, v. ii, p. 341.

(8) Nicholson's Journal of Natural Philosophy, v, iii, p. 1.
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experiments of Saussure have verified. It appears that the oxygen they

absorb during the night is combined with the materials of the sap, to produce

carbonic acid, and that it is in this state emitted. The carbonic acid gas ex-

haled during the night is again absorbed in the day, and escapes in the shape

of oxygen gas, through the influence of the solar light. Saussure instituted an

experiment confirmatory of this fact ; he covered a plant, placed over a quick-

silver bath, with a bell containing atmospheric air, mixed with a tenth of car-

bonic acid. At the end of six days, during which the plant had been exposed

alternately to the light of the sun, and to darkness, the air contained no

longer any carbonic acid, but the quantity of oxygen was augmented. It is

proved, moreover, that the quantity of carbonic acid gas in the leaves, de-

composed by the influence of solar Hght, far exceeds what they produce

during the night.

CCXIV. If we compress into a small space the phenomena of the respi-

ration of plants, we see that they consist in the exhalation of water in the

vaporous form, and of oxygen gas during the day, under the influence of the

sun's light. The water comes from the sap which the roots send, by the sap

vessels, into the parenchyma of the leaves, and from the moisture these absorb

in the night-time. The primary effect of the evaporation of this water is the

condensation of the organic matters contained in the sap^ The oxygen gas is

in great part taken from the carbonic acid absorbed during the day, and from the

water impregnated with this gas, which the roots bring from the soil, together

with the organic matters ; these are the sources to which Senebier,(9) Wood-

house,(I) and Saussure assign it. Possibly, it also partly arises from the

oxigenated organic combinations contained in the sap, that is, from the acetic

acid, the sugar and the matter analagous to gum. It is not certain that the

water of the sap is decomposed by the respiration of plants, as Berthollet

and Thomson have supposed, and that a part of the oxygen proceeds thence

;

Saussure rejects this decomposition as by no means probable. The exhala-

tion of oxygen increases the proportion of carbon relatively to the other

elements of the sap, just as its absolute quantity becomes greater by the ab-

sorption of the carbon contained in the carbonic acid of the atmosphere. In

support of this hypothesis, the experiments of Chaptal,(2) Hassenfratz,(3)

and Senebier, may be quoted, from which it follows, that plants which have

increased in the shade contain much less carbon, than others which have been

exposed to the light.

(9) Recherches sur I'influence de la lumiere solaire pour metamorphoser I'air fixe en air pur
par la vegetation. Geneva, 1783.

(1) Nicholson's Journal of Nat. Philosophy, v. ii, p. 150.

(2) Mem. de I'Instit. Nat. des Se., v. i, p.*288.

(3) Ann. de Chimie, v. xiii, p. 188.
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CCXV. The question, which of the two surfaces, the superior or inferior,

of a leaf, officiates in the exhalation of water, and in the absorption and

emission of gaseous matters, has been a subject of controversy. Guettard,

Duharael, and Bonnet supposed, from experiments on leaves whose surfaces

they had varnished, that the exhalation of water is effected chiefly by the

upper surface, because the application of varnish on it interrupted in a great

degree the manifestation of this phenomenon. Knight,(4) on the contrary,

from his experiments on vine leaves placed in contact with glass plates, and

during the course of which he saw the lower surface alone become covered

with dew, when the sun acted on the leaf, concluded that exhalation takes

place by the inferior surface. L. C Treviranus repeated the experiments

of Knight on a great number of plants, and found that, in membranous

leaves, the exhalation takes place wherever the oblong pores are found.

Some vegetables transpire by the upper surface, others by the lower, and

a few by both. Exhalation only takes place under the influence of solar

light, at which time the oblong pores are most open, whereas in darkness

they seem to be constricted. Otherwise, it is immaterial whether the light of

the sun falls on the upper or lower surface. In consequence of this, Trevi-

ranus considers the elongated pores as the passage through which the watery

part of the sap is dissipated, an opinion which Decandolle, Sprengel, Link,

and Rudolphi have also advanced. At the same time he considers them to

be the organs by whose means the taking of materials from the air is effected.

G. R. Treviranus(6) had previously said that the respiration of vegetables

takes place by the elongated pores. In support of this hypothesis, we may

quote the observations of Jurine(7) on leaves immersed in water under the

receiver of an air pump, from which small bubbles of air were seen to pro-

ceed from the surface exhibiting the elongated pores.

CCXVI. The reception and decomposition of carbonic acid by the influ-

ence of the sun, as well as the absorption of oxygen gas and the production

of carbonic acid during the night, are to be considered as so many organic

actions of living leaves, which take place in the substance of these organs.

These actions continue so long as the leaves, are fresh and perfect, and even

after they have been cut into pieces. But when the leaves are crushed, so

as to destroy their organization and life, carbonic acid gas is no longer decom-

posed under the influence of the solar light, neither does the absorption of

oxygen in darkness any longer take place. The vegetable mass then only

(4) Philos. Trans., 1803.

(5) Ueber die Ausdiinstung der Gewachse und deren Organej in Vermischten Schriften

Anatom. and Physiol. Inhalts. v. i, p. 173, v. iv, p. 3,

(6) Biologic, V. iv, p. 37.

(7) Journal de Physique, v. Ivi, p. 185.
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converts a small quantity of the oxygen of the air into carbonic acid, as dead

organic matters do,

CCXVII. The acts of respiration which Hving leaves execute under the

influence of light, are of the highest importance to the life of plants. If plants

be deprived of their leaves, or if they lose them by cold or the destructiveness

of insects, their nutrition and growth are stopped, the development of the

flowers, the act of fecundation of the fruit and seeds cease to occur, and

the already formed fruit does not ripen. It is true, that perennial plants then

shoot out new leaves, because the buds which should not open until the year

after are developed, but this loss does not on this account less frequently

cause the death of vegetables.

If we inquire in what respect respiration is necessary to the life of plants,

we can find no other use for it than to produce the nutritive juice, properly

so called, or the cambium, from the sap sucked by the roots. The sap,

which reaches the leaves colourless, not coagulable, without globules, and

composed of water holding in solution carbonic and acetic acids, a gummy-

saccharine matter and divers salts, is in them converted into a greenish liquid,

partly coagulable and filled with globules, which the nutritive vessels return

into the trunk of the plant, where it serves for the proper nutrition, as also to

the formation, the development, and growth of the parts. It is from this

liquid that, in perennial plants, the matter necessary to the production of new

ligneous and cortical layers is deposited ; it is this which furnishes the mate-

rials of which new shoots are formed.

CCXVIII, The juice expressed from the leaves contains the green fecula,

which is precipitated as a sediment. In this fecula are perceived green

grains or globules, which do not exist in the sap. From the experiments of

Rouelle,(8) Einhof,(9) Proust,(l) Vauquelin,(2) Pelletier, and Caventou,(3)

it follows that it is composed of a green resinous matter, soluble in alcohol

and ether, and combustible, called chlorophylle, of starch, or matter like

gluten, and vegetable albumen. When the juice is heated, it partly coagu-

lates in flakes, and acids precipitate it. Senebier and Gough(4) clearly

demonstrated that the green colour of plants depends on respiration, subser-

vient to the influence of light. The conversion of the matters contained in

the sap, of the carbonic acid suspended in water, of the acetic acid, of the

sugar, and the gum, into more compound organic combinations, such as they

exist in the green fecula, are to be considered as an effect of respiration for

(8) Crell. Beitrage zu den Chem. Ann., v. i, art. iii, p. 87.

(9) Gehlen's Neues allgemeines Journal der Chemie, v. Ivi, p. 67.

(1) Ann. de Chim. t^t de Physique, v. x, p. 31. Journal de Physique, v. Ivi, p. 97.

(2) Ann. de Chim., v, Ixxxiii, p. 42.

(3) Ann. de Chim, et de Physiq., v. ix, p. 194. Journ. de Pharmacie, v. iii, p. 486.

(4) Manchester Memoirs, v, iv, p. 501.

R
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which no satisfactory theory has yet been given. Prom the facts hitherto

obtained concerning respiration, the following is the least strained explana-

tion of it. The matters existing in the sap, the acetic acid, and particularly

the gummy saccharine principle, are organic combinations of an inferior kind,

containing a vast quantity of oxygen relative to the carbon. Again, in the

fecula are found starch, a substance approaching to gluten, and albumen, in

the composition of which matters less oxygen enters in proportion to the

carbon. It is precisely these changes in the respective proportions of the two

elements, which seems to be the result of respiration, since the absorption of

carbonic acid from the air augments the mass of carbon, either absolutely or

relatively to the oxygen, and the quantity of the latter is perhaps diminished

by exhalation. From this it follows, that the organic combinations of a

lower degree, that exist in the sap, are converted into others of a higher

degree, which are found in the green fecula.(5) Lastly, in regard to the

azote contained in the glutinous matter and albumen of this fecula, it is pro-

bably taken from the humours, and is already existing in the sap, wherein

some chemists have found an azotized substance. With the formation of

organic combinations of a higher degree which accompanies respiration, seems

also to be connected the first appearance of the organic materials of aggre-

gation or globules.

CCXIX. The nutritive juice which is prepared in the leaves, by the act

of respiration, under the united influence of light and heat, and which contains

organic combinations of a superior kind, starch, resinous matters, albumen,

and gluten, is the liquid which particular vessels carry out of the leaves and

transport to the different parts of the vegetable, to serve for their nutrition.

We shall return to this point when speaking of the circulation of the nutritive

juice and nutrition. In other respects the nature of the cambium appears to

vary according to the species, as may be imagined from the differences

remarked in the composition of vegetables and their products. Notwith-

standing the resemblance of the alimentary matters imbibed by the roots, and

the equality of the external influences which maintain respiration, a pheno-

menon of which chemistry has hitherto been unable to give an explanation,

however imperfectly satisfactory, its diversity can only be considered as an

effect of the plastic activity which is manifested in a special manner in the

different species of plants, and by virtue of which each vegetable species

prepares a nutritive juice adapted to its necessities.

(5) Common gum is composed, according to Berzelius' Researches, of 41-906 carbon, 6,788

hydrogen, 51-306 oxygen. Starch contains, 43'481 carbon, 7,064 hydrogen, 49-455 oxygen.

In woody fibre is found, according to Gay-Lussac and Thenard, 52'53 carbon, 5,69 hydrogen,

41-78 oxygen. In albumen there is, 52,88B carbon, 7,540 hj-drngen, 3,872 oxygen, 16-70.'>

azote.
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CCXX. To come to an end, we shall just glance over the changes pro-

duced in the atmospheric air by the roots, the flowers, and the fruit. It is

proved that these organs do not occasion the same changes as those effected

by the green parts of vegetables, especially by the leaves. Roots that have

recently been dug from the soil, when placed in a receiver full of moist

atmospheric air, from which the stalk and flowers project, and the ends of

which alone are immersed in water, absorb oxygen and exhale a little carbonic

acid gas during the day, according to the experiments of Th. de Saussure.

They therefore act like the leaves during the night. When he introduced

nitrogen, hydrogen, or carbonic acid gas into the receiver containing the

roots, the plants soon perished. •'

CCXX I. The action of the flowers on the atmosphere likewise differs

from that which the leaves exert. Th. de Saussure(6) found, in his experi-

ments, that all, even those of aquatic plants, absorb oxygen gas, and that

they are not developed in media deprived of this gas. They faded in a

vacuum and in nitrogen gas. When a flower is placed under a receiver full

of atmospheric air, and stopped by a bath of quicksilver, the quantity of air

is but slightly diminished, or even is not at all diminished, so long as there

remains any oxygen gas. The flower absorbs the oxygen and replaces it by

a nearly equal quantity of carbonic acid gas. The operation is accelerated

by the influence of solar light and heat, whereas it is much more slow in the

shade. In general, equal weights of flowers produce more carbonic acid gas

than green leaves disengage in darkness in the same space of time. The

absorption of oxygen gas, and the production of carbonic acid gas, take place

chiefly by the genital organs. Formerly Saussure(7) supposed, and Gris-

chow(8) also thought he remarked, that flowers exhale nitrogen. But in his

later experiments, he was convinced they gave out neither azotic nor

hydrogen gas.

CCXXII. Regarding the changes which the fruit occasions in the atmo-

spheric air, Th. de Saussure(9) found green fruit determine similar ones to

those produced by the leaves. Exposed to the air, they absorb, according to

him, carbonic acid gas and exhale oxygen, in smaller quantity, however, and

less freely as they approach the period of ripeness. Berard,(l) again, assures

us, that he remarked, in his experiments on the ripening of fruit, that green

fruits, raspberries, pears, apples, apricots, figs, cherries, gooseberries, grapes,

&c. do not act like the leaves at any period of their growth, under the influ-

(6) De I'Action des Fleurs sur I'Air, in Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, v. xxi, p. 279. Nov.
1822.

(7) Recherches Chimiques sur la Vegetation, p. 127.

(8) Ueber das Athmen der Gewachse, p. 154.

(9) Recherches sur la Vegetation, pp. 57, 129.

(1) Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, v. xvi, p. 157, January, 1821.
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ence of solar light ; that they do not absorb any carbonic acici gas, nor do

they exhale oxygen. He maintains that their sole action on the atmosphere,

as well in light as shade, consists in the absorption of oxygen and the exha-

lation of carbonic acid. This contradicti«m determined Saussure(2) to under-

take fresh experiments, and he has shown that green fruits, cherries, plums,

pears, and grapes disengage oxygen and absorb carbonic acid, in the solar

light, as well in air containing carbonic acid as in water holding this acid

;

that, on the other hand, in darkness, they absorb oxygen and exhale carbonic

acid gas, and that consequently they act on the air in the same manner as

the leaves, although in a less powerful degree. If their growth go on

tardily, they destroy the purity of the air under any circumstances, but less

in light than in darkness. Lastly, he thought he found that, in the immature

state, and at the time they began to get sour, they also absorb a part of the

oxygen of the air, which might consequently contribute to the development

of their acidity.

2. Respiration in Animals.

CCXXIII. In all animals, the crude nutritive fluid, prepared from alimen-

tary matters by the activity of the organs of digestion, must be submitted

to the influence of atmospheric air, in order to acquire the qualities without

which it could not answer the necessities of niitrition. By this influence,

parts of the air mingle with the nutritive juice, which gives out other parts

into the air. It thus becomes more allied to the animal body in its

chemical composition, and acquires a fitness for combination with the

solid parts in the act of nutrition, and exhibiting their composition, orga-

nization, and vital manifestations of activity. The necessity to the preser-

vation of life, of an interchange of matters between the air and the crude

nutritive fluid follows from the fact that all animals perish more or less rapidly

when placed out of communication with the air, when they are immersed, for

instance, in a vacuum or in various gases, such as the carbonic acid, hydrogen,

&c. Death takes place so much the more rapidly, or the maintenance of life

is so much more dependent on respiration, as the organization of animals is

more complicated, as the manifestations of activity or life present greater

diversity or intensity. This is the reason why there exists an intimate con-

nexion, not to be mistaken, between the necessity for respiration they feel,

and the degree of development of their nervous system and locomotive organs,

as G. R. Treviranus(3) and A. F. Schweigger(4) have shown. The more

(2) De I'influence des fruits verts sur Pair avant leur maturite ; iu Mem. de la Societe de

Physique et d'Hist. Nat. de Geneve, v. i, p. 245. Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., v. xix, p. 143.

(3) Biologie, v, ii, p. 463.

(4) Naturgeschichte der skelettlosen Thiere, p. 138.
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blood the manifestations of activity of these organs consume in an animal, the

greater necessity has the animal, for its own preservation, that the apparatus

for the preparation of the crude nutritive juice should be complex, and the

reciprocity of action of this fluid with the air should be close, so that it may be

converted into blood fit for replacing- the continual losses that are occurring.

CCXXIV. The atmospheric air, which alone is capable of maintaining in

a durable manner the act of i-espiration, operates immediately on animals, as in

those which respire air, or is mixed with water, through the medium of

which respiration is effected, as in the majority of animals that live in this

element. As to intestinal worms which inhabit the bodies of other animals,

respiration in them appears to be maintained by the humours that are secreted

from the arterial blood and bathes them.

CCXXV. In the lowest animals, that live in water or in the animal

humours, the action of air goes on at the surface of the body, without there

being special organs of respiration. In such case are infusoria, polypi,

medusa, entozoa, in short the nereides, the gordia, and planaria among the

annelida. In them the liquid prepared from the aliment, and which has

passed directly from the alimentary sac into the very substance of the animal,

is assimilated, at the surface of its body, by the influence of the air, which

thus communicates to it the faculty of converting itself into the mass of the

body, and identifying itself with it. In other animals there exist particular

organs for the accomplishment of respiration. The basis of them is either

the external skin, prolonged in (he shape of lamellze, branches, or tufts, or a

mucQus membrane dipping into the interior of the body, where it produces

hollow vesicles, sacs, or tubes. (5) The respiratory media, air or water, are

placed in contact with these membranes, by means of which they exert their

action on the nutritive juice of animals, which are for the most part contained

in vascular net-works. The more extensive surfaces these membranes pre-

sent to the respiratory media, the more vehement, rapid, and considerable is

the exchange of gaseous matters between them and the humours. We will

endeavour to give a general glance of the disposition and structure of the

respiratory organs in animals.

CCXXV L. The respiratory organs of animals that breathe air, are lungs

or air tubes. The lungs of vertebrated animals, mammifera, birds, and

amphibia, are hollow, vesicular sacs, situated in the chest, which communi-

cate, by a canal, the windpipe and larynx, with the back of the throat, and

through it with the nasal and buccal cavities. This canal is based on a

mucous membrane which, commencing at the trachea, divides into branches,

(.5) J. J. Fouquet de oigani respiratorii in animalium serie evolutione. Halle, 1817, in 8vo.
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ramifications, and ramusculi, and finally ends in round and closed bladders,

called pulmonary cells. These cells are most numerous and small in mam-

mifera and birds, because life, in them, much more than in reptiles, depends

on the influence the air exerts over the blood. In reptiles, on the contrary,

the mucous membrane frequently produces, just where the trachea enters the

lungs, capacious vesicles, which likewise serve as a reservoir for air when the

animal is immersed in water. In birds, the lungs, moreover, communicate,

by apertures, with membranous sacs situated in the chest and abdomen, which

again are prolonged into most of the bones, whose interior is hollow and

without marrow. From this arrangement it follows, that the air not only acts

on the blood which is circulating in the lungs, but exerts besides an influence

on the organs themselves. Along the body and branches of the trachea, the

mucous membrane is furnished with entire cartilaginous rings, or segments

of rings; but in proportion as the trachea is divided in the substance of the

lungs, the cartilages become more and more small and thin, until they disap-

pear altogether. In most amphibia, however, the cartilages cease to be per-

ceived from the spot where the trachea penetrates into the lungs. These

cartilages keep the raucous membrane of the lungs extended and accessible

to the air that should act on it. Between them, as also on the mucous mem-

brane itself, where they cease to be visible, a layer of muscular fibres,

arranged in a circle, is almost always seen. These fibres are distended by

air during inspiration. The ramifications of the trachea and the ciri-de-sac

cells, in which they terminate, are filled in inspiration, and are partly emptied

in expiration.

To the ramifications of the trachea is joined, in mammifera, birds, tortoises,

lizards, and ophidia, an artery proceeding from the heart, the pulmonary

artery, whose distribution follows precisely that of the air canal, and which

ends by forming a very minute net-work on the pulmonary cells, called the

capillary system of the lungs. In frogs, toads, salamanders, and tritons, the

arteries of the lungs are branches of the aorta. From the net-work in which

the pulmonary artery terminates, veins arise, which unite into branches and

trunks, and end in the heart. Numerous branches of the pneumo-gastric

nerve (vagus) go to the larynx, which are distributed to the muscles, the

mucous membrane, and the coats of the arteries of the respiratory organs.

The venous blood which arrives at the heart, mixed with the chyle and

lymph, traverses this organ to reach the pulmonary artery, either altogether,

as in mammifera and birds, or only in part, as in amphibia. Arrived at the

ultimate ramifications of this artery, it is there converted into arterial blood,

by the influence of the inspired air. In this new shape it returns by the

pulmonary veins to the heart, which by the artery of the body called aorta,

distributes it to all parts, to oflSciate in their nutrition.
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CCXXVII. Many mollusca of the order of gasteropoda likewise breathe

air by a lung. Of this number are snails, (linaax,) testacella, parinacella,

helices, pupa, clausilia, and others, as also most of those which live in the

water, planorbes, onchidea, lymnaea, physa, <fec. Their lung consists of a

cavity in the shape of a sac, to which a round hole leads, surrounded by a

sphincter, by which the animals alternately inspire and expire air. The cavity

is internally lined by a very delicately folded mucous membrane, in which

blood vessels are spread in a retiform manner. The blood which returns

from the body is collected into one venous trunk, the vena cava, that is dis-

tributed like an artery through the lung. After being submitted to the influ-

ence of the air, this fluid is reconducted to the auricle of the heart by the

pulmonary vein.

These lungs may be compared to the air cells, or membranous vesicles,

which some annelida, earth worms, and leeches exhibit on the lateral parts

of the body, which communicate with the external world by a small aperture,

and in the sides of which vessels ramify.

CCXXVIII. Insects breathe air by small rounded or oblong apertures,

that are arranged in rows, on each side, on certain segments of their bodies,

and which are called stigmata. These stigmata exhibit a different form,

according to the abode of the animal, and are often guarded from foreign

bodies which might attempt entrance, by valves, bristles, or hairs, as C.

Sprengel(6) has shown Certain muscles officiate in opening and closing

them. Small ramose and very delicate tubes proceed from the stigmata,

which ramify in all the organs and parts of insects, and are called tracheae.

Their sides are formed of three superposed tunics, the middle one consists

of spiral fibres, of a silvery white, briUiant and very elastic. These fibres

bring the organs themselves to the air, which there exerts its influence

directly on the nutritive fluid. In insects that live in water, the tracheee are

found at the anus, and are often dilated into the shape of a sac, in order to

serve as a reservoir for air.

The arachnida likewise breathe air by stigmata, which end in sacs in the

shape of lungs, or in tracheae,

CCXXIX. Kespiration which is accomphshed in water, takes place by

branchiae, or tubes, receiving this liquid into their interior. The gills of most

fishes represent organs in the shape of plates, situated at the hinder part of

the head, fixed to particular bones or cartilages, which are similar to ribs,

and called branchial arches. These arches are articulated above with the

head, below with the hyoid bone, and can be put in motion by muscles.

(6) Commentarius de partibns, quibus insecta spiritus ducunt. J.eipsick, IS16, in 4to.
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Each gill, and they mostly reckon four or five, is composed of numerous

lamellae, which allow of its presenting a large surface to the water.

The gills adhere by their superior border only, as in bony fishes ; or by

both borders, as in the rays and shark. In the former, they are covered by

moveable bony pieces, the operculum and the enveloping membrane of the

gills, beneath which a large aperture gives passage to the water introduced

into the mouth. In the latter, on the contrary, there is no operculum, and

we find several holes, called branchial holes, (foramina branchialia,) which

serve as a passage for the water.

In some fishes, such as the hippocampus and syngnathus,(7) the gills have

the shape of a bunch of grapes; or else they form, as in many sucking fishes,

lampreys, (petromyzon,) and the myxine glutinosa, according to Gunnerus,(8)

Bloch,(9) and Home's(l) observations, vesicular sacs, into which the water

is introduced by means of a canal coming from the buccal cavity, through

which it is emptied by several holes situated on the sides.

The gills are composed externally of a delicate mucous membrane, a con-

tinuation and prolongation of that of the mouth and pharynx. To this mem-

brane a large artery, arising from the single ventricle of the heart, the bran-

chial artery, proceeds, which first divides into as many branches as there are

branchial plates or sacs. Each branch sends numerous branches to the

branchial plates, in the mucous membrane of which they form minute net-

works. The veins communicate with the ultimate ramifications of the arteries.

They unite into small, then into larger branches, and form, at the lower sur-

face of the cranium, a thick arterial trunk, the artery of the body, the aorta.

The branchial artery takes the blood, mixed with the chyle and lymph, from

the heart to the gills. The water containing air, which is introduced by the

mouth or the branchial holes, coming in contact with the gills in many points,

acts on the venous blood that is traversing the vascular net-works, and arte-

rialises it. The arterial blood then passes into the aorta, which conveys it

to all the organs.

CCXXX. Most fishes possess, besides their gills, another organ analo-

gous to a lung, which is the swimming bladder. This organ is situated in

the abdominal cavity, along the under surface of the vertebral canal, and it

commonly communicates with the pharynx, or stomach by a membranous

canal. Numerous blood vessels, as well as branches of the pneumo-gastric

nerve and the great sympathetic, are spread through its coats, (2) The air it

(7) Meine Untersuchungen iiber der Kiemenbildung der Nadelfische; in Meckel's Archiv.
fiir die Physiologic, v. ii, p. 210.

(8) Schriften der Drontheimer Gesellscliaft, v. ii, p. 230.

(9) Naturgesehichte der auslandisehen Fische, v. ix, p. 67.

(1) Philosoph. Transact, for the year 1815, part ii, p. 256.

(2) Webef, Anatome comparata nervi sympathici. Leipsick, 1817, p. 58.
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contains is composed, according to the researches of Priestley,(3) Fourcroy,(4)

BrodbeIt,(5) Biot,(6) Erman,(7) Configliachi,(8) Provenjal and Hura-

boldt,(9) GeoftVoy,(l) and Delaroche,(2) of the same elements as air, that is

to say, of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid, but in proportions that are

very subject to variation, Erman found in fresh water fishes less oxygen gas

than exists in atmospheric air, whilst according to Biot, the proportion of this

gas is more considerable in sea fishes, and more particularly in those which

remain at great depths. Lacepede(3) thought he also met with hydrogen in

them, but no other physician has confirmed this assertion.

Very probably the swimming bladder plays the part of an accessory organ

in respiration, as Fischer,(4) Nitzch,(5) G. R. Treviranus,(6) and many others

have admitted. Fishes that are remarkable for very vehement and prolonged

movements, are the chief of those which breathe by the aid of this organ.

They seem to accumulate in it respirable air under circumstances where they

take more of it than they can consume, and to employ this reserve in other cir-

cumstances where they have occasion for a great quantity of air. What sup-

ports this opinion is, that flying fishes, as the trigla, and, according to Hum-
boldt's researches, the exoccetus volitans, are provided with very capacious

swimming bladders. Delaroche also saw this organ of a great size in the

scorpcena volitaens, whereas the species of the same genus which do not fly

(scorpaena porcus, serosa, dactyloptera. Sec.) are commonly without it. A
large swimming bladder is also found in the species of the salmon genus, the

sword fish, the pike, the perch, the herring, the polypterus niloticus, &c.,

which are distinguished for the rapidity of their swimming ; whilst, on the

other hand, there is none in fishes accustomed to remain deep in the

water and in the mud, and whose movements are slow, as raies, lophii, lam-

preys (petromyzon,) many mud fishes, (blennii,) taenia, echineis, bull-heads,

(cotti,) pleuronectes, &c. It is yet doubtful whether this bladder should be

considered at the same time as an organ assisting, in an accessory way,

in swimming, allowing fishes, by its distension or collapse, to raise them-

(3) Versuche und Beobachtungen iiber veischiedene Thale der Natuilehre, v. ii.

(4) Ann. de Chimie, v. i, p. 47.

(5) Nicholson's Journal of Nat. Pliilos., v. i, p. 284.

(6) Mem. de Physique et de Chim. de la Societ. d'Arcueil, v. i, p. 253, v. ii, p. 487.

(7) Gilbert's Annalen der Physik, v. xxx, p. 113.

(8) Memoria suU' analysi dell' aria contenuta nella vesica natatoria dei pesci. Pavia, 1809.

(9) Mem. de la Societe. d'Arcueil, v. ii, p. 400. Humboldt's Reise in die ^Equinoctial.

Gegenden, v. i, p. 306.

(1) Ann. du Mus. d'Histoire Naturelle, v. xiii, p. 460.

(2) Ann. du Mus. d'Histoire Naturelle, v. xiv, p. 184, 245.

(3) Hist. Nat. des Poissons. v. i, p. 102.

(4) Ueber die Schwimmblase der Fische. Leipsick, 1795.

(5) De respiratione animalium. Wirtemberg, 1808, p. 16.

(6) Annalen der Wetterauer Gesellsohaft fiir die gesammte Naturkunde, v. iii. p. 142, Ver-
mischte Schriften, v. ii, p. 156,
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selves or dive into the water, as Borelli supposed.(7) As many fishes that

have it not, are nevertheless good swimmers, as it does not always com-

municate with the pharynx and the stomach by a canal which allows the exit

of air, and as finally it is sometimes enclosed, as in the cobitis fossilis, for

instance, in a bony capsule, which therefore prevents its dilatation or contrac-

tion, this opinion does not appear probable. It may be also alleged, that

fishes whose swimming bladder has been cut out maintain the power of

elevating themselves and diving in water, a fact which Humboldt and Pro-

vencal found to be true in their experiments.

Many fishes also breathe by the intestinal canal, by the air they swallow,

which the valuable experiments of Erman(8) on the cobitis fossilis show. The

air comes out by the anus in the shape of carbonic acid gas. The electric

eel, likewise, comes to the surface of the water, according to Humboldt's

observations, to swallow air. Sylvestre(9) also showed that fishes enclosed

in vessels come to the surface of the liquid to take in some air, when that

which was mixed with the water has been consumed by respiration. From

the experiments of Edwards(l) it follows, that the necessity for respiration

augments when the temperature becomes more elevated, which causes many

fishes to swallow air during the summer.

CCXXXI. As most fishes have, besides gills, accessory respiratory

organs, so also in some amphibia we find lungs and branchiae together. This

is the case, according to the researches of Schreiber,(2) Cuvier,(3) Config-

liachi,(4) and Rusconi, in those remarkable animals the proteus and siren,

which are, on the score of structure and manifestations of life, between reptiles

and fishes. They possess true bunchy gills, like those of fishes, to which the

branches of the aorta pass. The water that bedews these organs, maintains

their respiration in the ordinary circumstances of their existence. But when

the necessity for respiration increases in them, they force air into their lungs.

The bull-head frogs, salamanders, and tritons are likewise furnished with

branchiae, to which, according to Rusconi's inquiries, branches of the aorta

also proceed. (5)

CXXXII. Among the animals that breathe by gills, are reckoned the

Crustacea, as also most moUusca, and annelida. In the former the branchiae.

(7) De motu animalium, cap. 23,

(8) Gilbert's Ann. der Physik, v. iii, p. 140.

(9) Bulletin des So. de la Societ. Philomatique, v. i, p. 17.

(1) De I'Influence des Agens Physiques sur la vie. Paris, 1824, p. 118.

(2) Philos, Transact, for the year 1801, p. 255.

(3) Recherches Anatomiques sur les Reptiles regardes encore comme douteux. Paris, 1807,
in fol.

(4) Del proteo anguino di Laurenti, Pavia, 1819.

. (5) Descrizione anatomica degli organi dell^ circolazione della larva della Salamandre acqua-

tiche. Pavia, 1817, in 4to.
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which have either the shape of tufts or plates, are sometimes at the exterior

of the body, as in squilla and bracliiopoda, the apus, the limulus, Sec,

wliere they are fixed to the internal surface of the tail, sometimes under

the dorsal shield, as in the decapoda, the lobster, properly so called,

and in the crab. The venous blood is carried to them by vessels which are

formed by the venous trunks of the body, after which it is passed into the

heart. According to the observations of Audouin and Milne Edwards, these

branchia? can not only maintain respiration in water, but likewise in air, so

long as they do not become dry from evaporation,

CCXXXIll. Of the mollusca, the cephalopoda, the pteropoda, the ace-

phala, the branchiopoda, and veiy many gasteropoda breathe by gills. These

exhibit great variety in their arrangement. The cephalopoda have two

branching gills situated within the muscular sac of their body. In the

pteiopoda, the clio, pneumadermon, hjalea, &c. present branchiee at the

surface of the body, either forming membranes like fins, or small lamellae.

The acephala, as oysters, mussels, unodonta^ the cardium, chama, donax,

te.Uina, veuus, the mya, anatina, and solenacecje, have four very large lamellar

branchiae, situated within the shell and the cloaca, and perforated by numerous

blood vessels. In the brachiopoda, such as the genera lingula, terebratula,

orhicula, &c., the branchije consist of lamellae fixed to one of the sides of the

cloak. In the gasteropoda, which breathe by brancliiaj, they are sometimes

in the shape of tufts, fans, or combs at the surface of the body, as in the

genera doris, tritonia, thetys, scillaa, glauctis, &c. ; sometimes in the shape

of a lamella and concealed under the edge of the cloaca, as in the genus fhyl-

lidia, pleurobranchus, aplysia, and those with a shell, patella and chiton

;

at other times in the form of numerous lamellae, holding by a kind of mem-

branous sac situated under the last winding of the shell, as in the genera

turbo, paludina, trochus,janthina, nerita, cotius, cyprcea, valuta, &c. among

the shell-covered gasteropoda.

Lastly, in many, the edge of the cloaca is prolonged into a respiratory tube,

by which water enters and leaves the branchial cavity, an arrangement which

is remarked in the genera murex and strombus. In the mollusca, the venous

blood that returns from different parts of the body is brought to the branchiae

by the vena cava, which, is divided like an artery. Returning from these

organs, the blood passes by the branchial veins into the heart, which distri-

butes it to all the organs of the body. In the cephalopoda, however, there

exist two muscular ventricles at the place ofjunction of the two venae cavae

with the branchial arteries.
*

CCXXXIV. Those annelida which live in water breathe by branchiae, in

which numerous blood vessels are spread like nets. They are found at the

anterior extremity, or head, in tubicolous worms, They have the form of
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fanlike tufts, as in serpula and sabella ; of a comb, as in the amphitrita ; or

finally of small trees on the neck, as in terebella. In annelida that move

freely in the water, they are spread over the body, in its longitudinal direc-

tion, and in the shape sometimes of a tuft, as in the amphinoma and arenicola

;

or of a comb, as in the eunices; or they are placed on scales, as in the

aphrodita.

CCXXXV. Among the echinodermata, the holothuria breathe by a hollow

organ which communicates with the cloaca, is divided, in the interior of the

body and along the intestinal canal, into branches, ramifications, and ramus-

culi, and ends in rounded, cul-de-sac vesicles. On this organ the ramifica-

tions of the sanguineous vascular system are spread. The water is alternately

absorbed and rejected by the cloaca. The asterias, the sea hedge-hogs, and

actinia introduce the water by small tubes into their body, where it directly

washes the viscera. It is possible that the vesicles observed at the side of the

stomach in the several medusa (physophora, rhizophysa, physalia, medusa)

are in lieu of respiratory organs.

CCXXXVI. The functions performed by the respiratory organs are

accomplished, in most animals, by movements which renew the breathing

media, air or water, within or around these organs. All animals that have

lungs, mammifera, birds, and reptiles, so soon as they leave the ovum and

come into contact with the air, perform movements by which the air is made

to enter into and leave their lungs at certain intervals. In mammifera, these

movements are the consequence of the contractions of the diaphragm and of

other muscles that are attached to the larynx as well as the ribs, which are

themselves moveable on the vertebral column. Their end is to alternately

enlarge and diminish the respiratory passages, and to renew the air in the

lungs. The same takes place, in birds, by means of the muscles of the

larynx and the pectoral cavity. Amphibia, on the contrary, draw the air into

the larynx by a kind of deglutition, which the muscles of the tongue and the

hyoid bone accomplish. Fishes take in air by the mouth and push it between

the plates of their branchiee, whence it comes out below the operculum or by

the branchial holes.(6, 7.) The impulse which puts the muscles of the organs

of respiration into play, is produced in an automatic manner in the nervous

system of all animals, or, more correctly, in the spinal marrow, whence the

nerves, that spread their ramifications in these muscles, arise. In ordinary

circumstances, as for instance during sleep, the respiratory movements are

involuntary. They may, however, be rendered active and be accelerated at

the will of the animal, whenever the necessity for respiration becomes more

(6) Gouan. Historia Piscium, p. 32.

(7) Dumeril sur le mecanisme de la respiration des poissons ; in Mem. de Zoologie et d'Anat.

comparee, Paris, 1807, p. 17.
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pressing, as when the temperature of the air or water is augmented, or in

violent movements of the body and in excitements of the nervous system.

In insects, movements take place in the stigmata and tracheae, as observa-

tions made by Comparetti,(8) Vauquelin,(9) Hausmann,(l) Sorg,(2) and G.

R. Treviranus(3) show. In the mollusca that breathe with lungs, the air is

renewed in these organs by the alternate contractions and relaxations of

muscles situated round the pulmonary sac. The cephalopoda alternately

take in and eject water by a tube. The shell acephala renew the water about

their branchiae by opening and shutting their valves. Lastly, we see the

holothuria alternately take in and reject water.

CCXXXVIl, This dependance of movements, the excitation to which in

the nervous system takes place in an automatic or voluntary manner, esta-

blishes a difference between the respiration of animals and that of vegetables,

which is performed without muscles and without nervous influence.

Moreover, in all animals, we remark a tendency to maintain themselves, by

their own activity, in the media where their respiration can continue to be

performed. Respiration, then, like the susception of aliment, is under the

empire of an inclination which has the preservation of the body for its end,

and which depends on the nervous system. There are no similar manifesta-

tions of activity in plants.

CCXXXVIII. As to the changes which occur in the media in contact

with the respiratory organs, it is proved, by numerous chemical experiments,

that certain constituent principles of these media combine with the humours

of animals, which yield others in exchange. Long ago Mayow disco-

vered that the respiration of animals effected changes in the air similar

to those produced by the flame of a burning body. Priestley, Scheele, and

Lavoisier have since proved that atmospheric air is composed of two elastic

fluids, one of which, oxygen, is capable of maintaining the life of animals

and flame, whereas flame and the life of animals are extinguished in the

other, nitrogen. They have also shown, that in respiration, as in combus-

tion, oxygen disappears and carbonic acid is produced. Finally, the latest

researches of chemists have established, that atmospheric air results from

a mixture of twenty-one parts of oxygen and seventy-nine of azotic gas;

and that moreover it almost always contains a small, but variable, quan-

tity of carbonic acid gas. The air which the respiratory movements inhale

into the lungs and trachea:;, undergoes therein the same changes in all

animals ; that is, its proportion of oxygen is diminished, whilst carbonic acid

(8) De aure interna, p. 290.

(9) Ann. de Chimie, v. xii, p. 273,

(1) De animalium exsanguiuni respiratione. Hanover, 1803, p. 8.

(2) Disquisitio Physiol, circa rcspirationem insectorum ct vcrraiuno. Rudalstadt, 1805, pp.
27, 46, 66.

(3) Biologic, V. iv, p. 160,
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gas and aqueous vapours are ejected. This has been shown, in regard to

mammifera and birds, by Lavoisier's(4) first experiments, as also by Seguin's,(5)

and the chemical researches of Menzies,(6) Spallanzani,(7) H. Davy,(8) Ber-

thollet.(9) The experiments of Spallanzani,(l) Sylvestre,(2) Carradori,(3)

Humboldt,(4) and others, on the respiration of amphibia, were followed by

the same results.

Further, the air undergoes a similar change in the lungs of garden and road

snails, according to experiments made by Spallanzani,(5) Varquelin,(6) Haus-

niann,(7) and Sorg,(8) also in the trachea of insects, from the observations

of Scheele,(9) and of the naturalists before named.

CCXXXIX. The respiration of animals living in water and having bran-

chiae, takes place by air mixed with the water. The water exposed to air

contains its elements, oxygen and nitrogen, as well as a little carbonic acid

gas, which it takes from the air. The air combined with water is, however,

more rich in oxygen than the atmosphere, according to the researches of

Humboldt and Gay Lussac,(l) for it contains 32-hundredth parts, whereas

there are only twenty-one in the latter.

The respiration of aquatic animals causes the air that is mixed with the

water to undergo the same changes which it suffers when introduced into

the tracheae and lungs ; oxygen gas is absorbed and carbonic acid expelled.

Priestley, (2) Spallanzani,(3) H. Davy,(4) Sylvestre, Carradori,(5) Humboldt,

and Proven9al,(6) have shown this in fishes ; and Spallanzani, Hausmann, and

(4) Experiences sur la respiration des animaux et sur les changemens qui arrivent a I'air en

passant par leur poumon. Mem. de I'Aead. des Sc. de Paris, 1777, p. 185, 1780, p. 401.

(5) Idem, 1689, p. 572.

(6) Diss, de Respiratione. Edinb., 1790.

(7) Senebier, Rapports de I'air avee les etres organises, tires de Journaux d'Observations et

d'Experienees de Spallanzani. Geneva, 1807, v. ii, pp. 5, 133.

(8) Researches Chemical and Philosophical, chiefly concerning nitrous oxide and its respira-

tion. London, 1800.

(9) Mem. de la Soc. d'Arcueil, v. ii, p. 454.

(1) Loc. cit., v. ii, p. 278. He made experiments on frogs, salamanders, tortoises, lizards,

and serpents.

(2) Bullet, des Sc, de la Soc. Philomat, v. i, p. 17.

(3) Esperienze e Osservazioni suUe Respiratione delle Rane e dei Girini, in Brugnatelli

Annali di Chemica, v. xii, p. 112.

(4) Annales du Mus. d'Hist. Nat, v. ii, p. 305. Experiments on a young Crocodile.

(5) Mem. sur la Respiration. Geneva, 1803, p. 191.

(6) Observations Chimiques et Physiologiques sur la respiration des insectes et des vers ; in

Ann. de Chimie, v. xii, p. 273.

(7) De animalium exsanguium respiratione. Hanover, 1803.

(8) Disquisitiones Physiologicae circa Respirationem Insectorum et Vermium. Rudolstadt,

1805.

(9) Abhandlung von der Luft und dem Feuer, p. 118.

(1) Journal de Physique, v. Ix, p. 129.

(2) Experiment on Air, v. iii, p. 312.

(3) Loc. cit., v. i, p. 132. Mem, sur la respiration. Geneva, 1803, p. 161.

(4) On Heat and Light ; in Contributions to Pliysical and Medical Knowledge, collected by

Beddoes. Bristol, 1799, p. 1.

(5) Brugnatelli, Annali di Chimica, v. v, p. 53.

(6) Mem. de la Soc. d'Arcueil, v. ii. pp. 98, 359.
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Sorg in crtistacea, the bivalve mollusca, and annelida. It is erroneous to sup-

pose that the water itself is decomposed in the respiration of these animals,

as Darwin asserted.

CCXL, Whether the other constituent part of the air, nitrogen, undergoes

changes during respiration, and whether it is absorbed, as Priestley concluded

from his experiments, and as Davy, Spallanzani, Henderson, Humboldt,

Provencal remarked; or whether it is ejected, as Berthollet, Nysten, Des-

pretz, and Dulong thought they observed ; or, lastly, whether it is, as Edwards

thinks^ sometimes absorbed and sometimes given out, according to circum-

stances, are questions still in dispute, to which I shall return when I treat of

respiration in man.

CCXLI. In most, if not in all, animals, the skin likewise performs the

functions of a respiratory organ. The air which comes into contact with the

common integuments, either simple, or mixed with water, suffers the same

changes as that which enters into the organs of respiration ; its oxygen dis-

appears and carbonic acid is substituted. This is chiefly remarked in the

naked skin of the frog-like amphibia, (batrachia,) frogs, toads, salamanders,

and tritons. At a low temperature, at ten degrees of the Celsian or centi-

grade thermometer, these animals remain whole weeks and months in the

water, without breathing by the lungs ; they then breathe by their naked and

abundantly vascular skin, particularly in autumn and winter. It is only when

the temperature is elevated to ten degrees above zero, that they breathe by

the lungs also. Cutaneous respiration, in these animals, is even more

important than the pulmonary to the preservation of life ; for they live longer

when the latter is interrupted, provided the air be respirable, than when the

former is stopped, although in the last case the lungs continue to act. The

experiments of Spallanzani give proof of this.(7) Progs whose lungs had

been excised, lived longer than those whose skins had been rubbed with oil,

or had been immersed in an atmosphere of irrespirable gas. Edwards

obtained the same results from similar expeiiments. Progs and salamanders

whose trachea had been tied, or the head enveloped in a bladder, or even

whose lungs had been abstracted, still lived a long time, especially at a low

temperature. In leaf-frogs, the pulmonary respiration alone was not suffi-

cient for the maintenance of life.

Respiration by the skin likewise takes place in lizards, ophidia, and tor-

toises, according to the researches of Spallanzani and Edwards, and acts in

concert with that of the lungs in preserving their life. In serpents and tor-

(7) Mem. sur la respiration. Geneva, 1803, pp. 72, 115.

(8) Influence des Agens Piiysiques sur la vie, p. 10.

(9) Idem. p. 227.
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toises, respiration by the lungs is sufficient during the summer, when the tem-

perature is not too high ; but lizards are besides necessitated to breathe by

the skin, and in summer they perish in the course of a few hours, when re-

duced to respire by the lungs alone.

Fishes also breathe by the skio, according to the experiments of Humboldt

and Proven9al(l). The air mixed with water contained in the vessels

wherein they had immersed the hinder part of the bodies of several tench,

(cyprinus tinea,) underwent the same changes as if the fishes had respired by

their gills. The air, however, is not so rapidly changed as by respiration by

gills.

Even in birds and mammifera, the air in contact with the skin suffers

similar changes to those it undergoes in the lungs, only not so well marked.

Spallanzani(2) inclosed animals belonging to these classes in vessels, out of

which their heads protruded, and, after some time, he discovered that oxygen

gas had been consumed, and carbonic acid produced.

CCXLII. From the details I have entered into concerning the respiration

of animals and vegetables, it follows as a main result, that these bodies occa-

sion opposite changes in the atmospheric air. The carbonic acid which the

respiration of animals produces is decomposed, through the influence of light,

by plants which take the carbon and exhale the oxygen. The latter again is

absorbed by animals, which throw out carbonic acid. Thus, the respiration

of vegetables is accompanied with a disacidification, and thalt of animals

with a decarbonization.

CCXLIII. Animals consume oxygen so much the more rapidly and abun-

dantly in a given time, and produce so much more carbonic acid, as their

organization is more complex, their manifestations of activity more varied and

intense, and the renewal of matter induced by the exercise of life more rapid.

Mammifera and birds consume more oxygen, and produce more carbonic

acid, than amphibia and fishes,

Among the invertebrated animals, insects, which breathe air, and are

endued with great vivacity of motion, Crustacea, moUusca, and worms, which

breathe water, and have less rapid motion, are distinguished by a more rapid

consumption of oxygen, and a more abundant production of carbonic acid.

The degree of sensibility, of irritability of animals, the vigour and continu-

ation of movements, the energy of the digestive act, the velocity of the cir-

culation of the blood, the alacrity of nutrition and secretion, are generally in

a direct ratio with the quantity of oxygen animals consume in respiration, and

with the carbonic acid they expire.

(1) Mem. de la Soc. d'Arcueil, v. ii, p. 393.

(2) Loc. cit. p. 116.
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CCXLIV. Witli regard to the changes respiration produces in the mass

of the humours of animals, these are only ascertained in a few of them,

and only in those which have red blood, mammifera, birds, reptiles, and

fishes.

Lower, Needham, Thruston, and Mayow saw, in mammifera and birds,

the black blood carried from the heart to the lungs by the pulmonary artery,

and return of a bright red colour to the heart by the pulmonary veins.

Goodwyn observed the same phenomenon in the blood of reptiles, in its

passage through the lungs. This change of colour has also been fully shown

by the experiments of Duverney, J. Hunter, Hewson, Bichat, and others.

It has also been demonstrated, that the chyle, which is mixed with the

venous blood, returns from the lungs converted into true blood. From all

this it must be admitted that the lungs are the organs of hsematosis.

That the change in the colour of the blood is produced by the inspired air,

and especially by the oxygen it contains, has been proved by Cigna, Priestley,

Goodwyn, and others. They saw the black blood received into vessels filled

with atmospheric air, or oxygen, become of a bright red colour, and they as-

certained that oxygen was combined with it. They likewise showed that

venous blood suffers no change in colour in irrespirable gases, such as car-

bonic acid, hydrogen, and azote, and that, so far from this, the scarlet blood

itself becomes black when it is immersed in these gases. Moreover, numerous

experiments teach us, that the scarlet colour of the blood which circulates in

the lungs is, in animals, in direct ratio with the quantity of oxygen they con-

sume in their respiration. Mammifera and birds, whose consumption of

oxygen in a given space of time is the most considerable, have also the most

scarlet blood; whereas the blood of amphibia and fishes, which do not

absorb so much oxygen, has a less red colour. If we cause animals to breathe

carbonic acid, hydrogen or nitrogen, their blood becomes black. On the

reception of oxygen from the air, therefore, and on its action on the blood,

depends the scarlet colour it has in these animals.

The venous blood that flows in the pulmonary vessels, loses carbonic acid

and water, which are disengaged in the form of vapour, constituting the

matter of pulmonary exhalation, and it returns to the heart more coagulable,

more loaded with fibrine. At the same time, it contains more globules, or

elementary organic forms. The coagulability and quantity of globules ex-

isting in arterial blood are, in animals, in relation to the quantity of oxygen

they take during respiration, and to that of the carbonic acid and water

they throw out. The blood of mammifera and birds is richer in coagulable

principles than that of amphibia and fishes.

Physiologists and chemists are still divided on the question, whether the

carbonic acid disengaged in respiration, is produced by a kind of combustion

T
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of the carbon of the venous blood and the chyle, by the influence of the

inspired oxygen, or whether it should not rather be admitted that it already

exists quite formed in this blood and chyle, from which it is then merely sepa-

rated. We shall return to this point, in speaking of respiration in man.

Such are the changes which, as far as regards the essential circumstances,

respiration produces in the blood of vertebrated animals, as much as we

have been able to ascertain of them by experiment. No researches have

been hitherto made on the changes this junction causes in the humours of

invertebrated animals,

CCXLV. Lastly, we arrive at this question; is the chyle, that is, the

liquid taken from the aliment in the digestive apparatus, by means of solvent

and azotized juices, mixed with the food, changed into arterial blood by the

effect of respiration ? To me the least strained solution of this problem

appears to be that of Halle, Thomson, and Cuvier, who think that the pro-

portion of nitrogen to the other principles is increased in the blood by the

subtraction of water and carbonic acid from the chyle and venous blood, and

it is precisely this which brings the alimentary substances to the conditions of

the animal chemical composition. In favour of this theory it may be alleged,

that the ejection of carbonic acid is particularly abundant during digestion and

the flowing of the chyle into the blood, and that two organic matters, into

whose composition there enters a considerable quantity of azote, albumen,

and fibrine, are essential parts of the blood. As a final effect, therefore, in

the preservation of life, respiration will play the important part of completely

assimilating the chyle and converting it into arterial blood, which effects

depend on an absorption of oxygen, and an ejection of hydrogen out of the,

in itself very variable, composition of the organic compounds constituting the

food. It is even possible, in certain circumstances, that animals take from

the air they breathe some nitrogen which combines with the materials of the

chyle, as many chemists thought they observed in their experiments on respi-

ration. It is by the changes effected in the respective proportions of the

elements, and the increase of nitrogen relatively to the others, that the organic

combinations of the simple kind, particularly the ternary ones, appear to be

converted into others more compound, animal, or quarternary. It moreover

appears that the carbonic acid produced by the change of composition effected

in the solid parts, in consequence of their manifestations of activity, is taken

up by the veins and separated from the venous blood in the respiratory

organs.

CCXLVI. The arterial blood prepared by respiration, from the dissolved

aliment, arrives in the arteries of the body, whose numerous ramifications dis-

tribute it to different parts of the body, as their nutritive fluid. These parts

are preserved by taking one or more of its materials into their own particular
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form, composition, and vital qualities, by which they are rendered capable of

accomplishing their manifestations of power. The acts of nutrition, formation,

secretion, and generation, as also the manifestations of muscular power and

nervous energy, are therefore dependent on respiration and the preparation of

arterial blood. All these vital phenomena are extinguished as soon as those

of respiration are entirely stopped.

Qualities of Respiration.

CCXLVri. Thus in all living bodies the phenomena of respiration are

observed to consist in an interchange of matters between the media in which

they exist, and their imperfectly assimilated humours. Its design is to pre-

pare the nutritive or formative liquid in which all the parts find the materials

necessary for their continuance in the enjoyment of their vital qualities during

a certain space of time. There is no necessity for supposing a peculiar power

in order to explain it, for the nature of the crude nutritive juice, prepared from

the food by the addition of assimilative liquids, is to undergo, in certain cir-

cumstances, changes in its composition and in the mode of combination of

the elements which compose organic matters. These co-operating circum-

stances are, in the respiration of plants, external, namely, heat and light, by

the influence of which the nutritive sap and carbonic acid taken from without,

undergo such a change that, by the exhalation of water and of the principle of

combustion, oxygen, and by the attraction of the carbon, ternary combustible

combinations are formed, which are lit to enter into the composition of the

solid vegetable parts. In animals, on the contrary, oxygen is absorbed,

which combines with the chyle, and carbonic acid and water are exhaled,

by which the mass of humours is decarbonized and aaote is accumulated.

The consequence of this is the production of the quarternary or organic animal

combinations, albumen^ and fibrine, which are adapted to the nutrition of the

solid parts.

In animals, the acts of respiration that are necessary for the preservation

of life, are simultaneously dependent on two forces belonging to them, the

muscular and nervous forces. This is the case, because in most animals,

tlie renewal of the respiratory media in the organs of respiration, is accom-

plished by the movements of muscles, the excitement to which consists in an

impulse generated in the nervous system. Moreover, the numerous nerves

which enter the respiratory organs and surround the arteries, also exert an

influence on the venous blood, which tends to favour the changes in its compo-

sition which it is destined to undergo by respiration. It is possible this influ-

ence resembles that of light in the respiration of plants. We shall return to

this subject in our inquiry into the respiration of man.
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CHAPTER SIXTH.

Of the Movement of the Nutritive Fluid.

CCXLVIII. The nutritive fluid prepared from the aliment is carried to ail

the parts of animals and plants, to be there employed in their nutrition. We
will examine the movements it performs. It appears to me more convenient

to study them in animals, where they are well known, before saying what

they are in vegetables, where they are less accurately understood.

1. Movement of the Nutritive Fluid in Animals.

CCXLIX. Most animals, mammifera, birds, amphibia, fishes, mollusca,

Crustacea, arachnida, even insects, according to the recent observations of

Cams, annelida, and among the radiaria, the holothuria, sea hedge-hogs,

and asterias, contain particular spaces, in which the blood moves in a circular

manner. The lower animals, on the other hand, have vessels provided for

the circulation of the blood. In the medusa, lucernaria, &c., there only

exist branching appendages of the digestive cavity, which are distributed in

the body, and, after receiving the blood, carry it to the parts. In some

entozoa, also, there are, according to the researches of Rudolphi, minute

canals which branch off" from the intestinal tube. Bojanus(3) saw, in the

ascaris lumbricoides, two vessels winding along the sides of the body, which

appeared to unite at the cephalic extremity. Perhaps these are the first

rudiments of a vascular system for the circulation of the blood. Most intes-

tinal worms, however, as also actinia and polypi, are altogether without

branching and vasculiform appendages to carry the nutritive juice from the

digestive cavity, this fluid seeming to be directly absorbed by the coats of

the alimentary sac and spread throughout the homogeneous substance of their

bodies.

CCL. We call the spaces in which the blood moves circularly the vascular

system. It is composed of canals ramifying in the interior of the body, and

always filled with blood, (cxv.) Its trunks communicate freely, so that

the blood can pass from one into the other, or else their communication

takes place through the medium of a hollow muscle, the heart, whose cavity

alternately receives blood from one trunk and throws it out by another. In

one division of vessels, the arteries, (cxvi,) the blood moves from the trunks,

passing through branches, ramifications, and rarausculi, towards the periphery

and the organs. In another class of vessels, the veins, (cxvii,) it returns

from the periphery and the organs to the trunks, passing through the ramusculi^

ramifications, and branches. These two divisions of vessels communicate

(3) Oken's Isis, 1818, sec. viii, p. 1431.
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together by their ultimate ramifications, the capillaries, in such a manner that

the blood can be poured from the arteries into the veins.

CCLI. In the greater number of animals, mammifera, birds, reptiles,

fishes, mollusca, and Crustacea, the communication between the venous and

arterial trunks takes place, either altogether or partly, by one heart, or even,

in some animals, by two or three. The walls of a heart are composed of

thick, fleshy bundles, which extend in diflt'erent directions, are interlaced in a

very close manner, and generally form several superposed layers. Externally

the heart is enveloped in a sacciform serous membrane, closed on all sides,

called the pericardium, which favours its movements, by the liquid it secretes.

The cavity of the heart is lined by the smooth internal membrane of the san-

guineous vascular system, extended from the venous trunks to its walls, to

which it is united by cellular tissue, and afterwards prolonged into the arterial

trunks. At the orifices of the vascular trunks, this membrane forms diversely

figured folds, frequently fixed to prominent muscular fasciculi, which folds

are called valves of the heart, and which determine the direction in which the

blood, driven forwards by the contraction of the heart's walls, is moved. The

walls themselves of the heart receive ramifications from the aorta, which

conveys to them the blood necessary for their nutrition. Numerous and very

delicate nerves, spread in the muscular substance of the heart, seem to regu-

late its nutrition, and, through that, its susceptibility to the excitement the

blood affords, as well as its contractile power.

CCLII. The presence of one or more hearts, their situation and composi-

tion, the arrangement of their valves, and their mode of union with the

vascular trunks, are circumstances which vary considerably in animals. They

are connected by close relations with the divers combinations of their struc-

ture, their abode, their mode of respiration, the intensity of the phenomena of

life, and their dependence on the acts of nutrition, themselves placed under

the influence of the sanguineous circulation. We shall briefly point out the

composition of the heart in the difterent groups of animals.

The heart sometimes contains only one cavity and sometimes two, three, or

four. When there is only one, in its dilatation it receives the blood from the

venous trunks, and by its contraction it impels it into the arterial trunks. The

reflux of the blood into the veins when the heart contracts, or from the arte-

ries into the heart when it dilates, is prevented by valves. This most simple

of all forms, exists in Crustacea, in which the heart is placed between the

branchial veins and the arteries of the body. The cephalopoda have three of

these hearts, two between the veins of the body and the branchial arteries,

and the third between the branchial veins and the aorta.

When there are two cavities in the heart, one receives the blood from the

venous trunks, during dilatation, and propels it, during contraction, into the
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second, which in the same manner transmits it into the arterial trunk. Its

return from the second into the first is prevented by valves situated at the

point ofjunction. This first cavity always has thin walls, and is termed the

auricle, (sinus, atrium.) The latter, on the contrary, is furnished with thicker

and denser walls; and is denominated ventricle, (ventriculus.) The con-

tractions and expansions of these two cavities are never effected simultane-

ously, but alternately. A heart thus formed is called simple. Sometimes

we find a similar one between the venous trunks of the respiratory organs

and the arteries of the body where it regulates the movement of the blood,

as in most moUusca ; this is called an aortic heart. Sometimes there is

one between the trunks of the veins of the body and the arterial trunk of

the respiratory organs, within which it regulates the course of the blood, as is

seen in fishes ; this is called a respiratory heart. There is also a simple heart

between the venous trunks of the body and the organs of respiration, and

between the arteries of the latter and those of the body, to regulate the circu-

lation of blood in the body and respiratory organs, an arrangement which is

met with in amphibious batrachia. In other reptiles, tortoises, hzards, and

ophidia, the heart has two auricles, one of which receives the blood of the

veins of the body, and the oihejc that of the pulmonary veins. These two

auricles pour the blood, by two openings, into a single ventricle, which is

frequently divided, by a commencing partition, into several compartments

imperfectly defined, whence arise the arterial trunks of the lungs and of the

body, which receive the blood at the period of the ventricle's contraction.

This is the demi-double heart. Lastly, the heart exhibits two auricles and

two ventricles, one auricle and ventricle of which communicate by an opening,

whilst a complete partition separates them from the two corresponding cavi-

ties of the opposite side. This is the truly double heart, which exists in birds

and mammifera. The right half of the organ receives the venous blood

returning from the body, mixed with the lymph and chyle, and projects it into

the pulmonary artery. The left half, on the other hand, receives the blood

returning from the pulmonary veins and sends it into the aorta.

CCLIII. The liquid contained in the vascular system, or the blood, has a

greater specific gravity than water. It is slightly viscous, presents a peculiar

odour, has almost always a somewhat salt taste, and exhibits a different

colour according to the animals. That of mammifera, birds, amphibia, fishes,

and annelida, is red. In moUusca it is white, or approaching to blue ; in

Crustacea and insects, it is limpid and clear like water. The blood of holo-

thuria, asterias, and sea hedge-hogs, is yellowish or orange.

CCLIV. If blood, just drawn from the veins, or that is yet inclosed in the

veins of transparent parts, be examined by a microscope, we perceive a liquid

containing coloured corpuscules, which are called globules of the blood.
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These bodies, the discovery of which is due to Leuwonhoeck and Malpighi,

have been observed in the blood of marainifera, birds, amphibia, and fishes,

hy Baker, Haller, Delia Torre, Hew'son, Fontana, Spallanzani, and others;

and very recently by Villar, Home, and Baur, Doellinger, Prevost, and

Dumas, Dutrochet, and others. Lister, Baker, Prevost and Dumas, Milne,

Edwards, and Carus, saw them in the blood of moUusca ; Leuwenhoeck in

that of squillee, and Carus in that of the common lobster. Lyonet saw them

in the fluid of the dorsal vessel of caterpillars; Gruithuisen in the wings of

the green grasshopper, and Carus observed them in the vessels of the larval

libellulae. Globules, therefore, appear to exist in the blood of all animals.

Their size and form, in animals, exhibit differences. In the blood of

amphibia and fishes, their volume is greater than they present in birds and

mammifera. In the latter they have a round form, and are slightly flattened.

They appear oval in the blood of reptiles and fishes. They are round in the

snail and common lobster, according to Carus and Prevost and Dumas.

They have an oval shape in the larvse of libellulse.

The quantity of globules also varies. The greatest quantity is found in the

blood of birds and mammifera. They are less numerous in that of amphibia

and fishes ; the blood of moUusca also contains less than that of vertebiated

animals. Their number is more considerable in the blood of well-fed animals,

than in those exhausted by hunger. The globules of red-blooded animals

are composed of a colourless nucleus and a coloured cortical layer, which is

separated during the coagulation of the blood. This layer does not appear to

exist in the blood globules of invertebrated animals.

The globules of the blood doubtless proceed from the organic matters of

the aliment dissolved by digestion, which in certain circumstances have the

property of taking on a globular shape. They are found in the chyle, but as

yet without a coloured coat. The latter seems to be formed only in the vessels

of the respiratory organs.

CCLV. The blood which flows from the veasels coagulates ; and the

globules which were separated from each other during life, unite into one

mass and leave the watery part. The coagulated portion of the blood, which

is heavier, and falls to the bottom, has the name of clot, (crassamentum san-

guinis,) whilst the watery part, which flows over it, has that of serum. The

respective quantity of these two parts varies in animals. The blood of mam-

mifera and birds contains more coagulable parts than that of reptiles and

fishes. There appears also to be less of them in the blood of invertebrated

animals, than in that of the before-named animals. The serum is composed

of a solution of albumen, a little fat, salivary matter, and diff"erent salts. The

clot, on the other hand, is formed of fibrine, and, in red-blooded animals, a

peculiar colouring matter, the cruor, which contains a little iron.
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CCLVI. The blood of vertebrated animals presents differences, in the dif-

ferent portions of the vascular system, which are better marked in mamraifera

and birds than in amphibia and fishes. The blood contained in the veins of

the body, from all parts of which it returns, and which flows into the respira-

tory heart, mixed with lymph and chyle, has a red colour approaching- to

black, contains much water, but a small quantity of coagulable parts, and has

the name of venous blood. That found in the arterial trunks of the respira-

tory organs is of the same kind. That which returns from the respiratory

organs by the veins, as also that of the aortic heart, and the arteries of the

body, is distinguished by a scarlet red hue. It is very rich in globules, and

contains less water. This blood, prepared by the act of respiration, and

called arterial, is a fluid absolutely necessary to the maintenance of life. It

includes the materials for the nutrition of the solid parts, which receive it by

the arteries spread through their tissue, attract them in the act of nutrition

and combine with them. By nutrition all the parts of an animal body are

retained in the state of chemical composition and organization which pecu-

liarly belong to them, and in the conditions which render them fit to exert

their diffierent manifestations of power or activity. The arterial blood fur-

nishes, moreover, numerous secreted liquids, some of which are essential to

the preservation of life, either by flowing into the alimentary sac, where they

eflfect the solution and assimilation of the food, or by moistening the internal

surface of the serous and synovial membranes, and facilitating the exercise of

the automatic or voluntary movements, whilst others have reference to the

production of new beings.

The blood is the liquid in which all matters coming from without and

entering into the composition of the solid parts exist, and into which all the

materials of organs which regain the fluid form by their own manifestations of

action, and are taken up by absorption, return. From it the different excre-

mentitial matters are derived, the elimination of which is designed to maintain

the chemical composition peculiar to it. Some of these excretions, as of those

of the respiratory organs and the bile, emanate from the venous blood, whilst

others, for instance, the urine and the exhaled matters of the skin, proceed

from the arterial blood.

CCLVII. The blood, as the source of all the acts of nutrition, formation,

and secretion, is in a reciprocity of action with all parts of the body. It

keeps up the changes of composition which accompany the manifestations of

life of the organs, and is the indispensable condition of the existence of

animals. The subtraction of it or the destruction of its properties by various

external influences or poisonous substances, causes the loss of life. Being

necessary to the accompHshment and exercise of all the animal operations

and all the manifestations of activity of animals, of digestion, absorption,
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respiration, nutrition, of the secretions, motions, nervous and generative

actions, the blood is subjected to continual changes. Its quantity, composi-

tion, and qualities are modified by the acts of nutrition and secretion. What

it loses in quantity, it recovers by the susception and assimilation of aliment.

The changes it undergoes in its composition, are repaired by respiration and

by the rejection of excrementitial matters. Thus, continually varying, the blood

is the source of all the changes of composition which accompany the exercise

of the life of animals, and the indispensable condition of the maintenance of

their existence.

CCLVIIl. The blood is agitated by an incessant movement during life.

It flows from the heart by the trunks, branches, and ramifications of the

arteries, arrives by these at the organs, whence it returns into the cavities of

the heart, by the radicles, branches, and trunks of the veins, then again passes

into the arteries. This uninterrupted movement, on which the continuance of

life depends, is called the circulation. That which occurs in the vessels of

the organs of respiration, has the name of the lesser or respiratory circulation,

whilst that which takes place in the remainder of the body, takes the denomi-

nation of the great or aortic circulation. In vertebrated animals, mammifera,

birds, amphibia, and fishes, a third circulation, performed by vessels only,

goes on in the liver. The veins of the stomach and intestinal canal, of the

pancreas, and the spleen unite into a single trunk, the vena portee, which is

distributed through the liver like arteries, and communicates with the lower

vena cava by the hepatic veins. In amphibia and fishes, the vena portse,

moreover, receives the veins of several other organs. This movement of the

venous blood through the liver, is intended for the secretion of the bile, a fluid

in part excrementitial, and the elimination of which maintains the mass of the

blood in the condition of chemical composition necessary for the accomplish-

ment of nutrition.

CCLIX. As to the cause of the blood's circulation, a subject on which

physiologists have considerably disputed since Harvey's discovery, it

may be regarded as proved, that it is owing as well to the manifestations of

activity of the walls of the spaces in which the blood is contained, as to the

inherent property of the blood itself, in other words, of its organic globules,

moving by their own impulse. It seems, too, that the organs, whose sub-

stance is subjected to an incessant change, exercise an attractive power over

the blood, by which also the movement of the blood is favoured. We will

examine rapidly these different conditions of the circulation. We shall speak

more fully of them when considering the circulation of the blood in man.

CCLX. The lining heart, whose arrangement and structure result from the

plastic activity manifested in the fecundated germ, is endued to a great extent

with a contractile faculty, called muscular power, or irritability. This power

u
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subsists in the heart of an animal so long as the nutritive vessels convey arte-

rial blood to its substance and nourish it. It quickly diminishes and is soon

altogether extinguished in a heart separated from the body. The stimulus

which excites the irritable walls of the heart to contract, is the blood, as

Haller fully established by numerous experiments. It flows from the venous

trunks into the auricles when these relax and dilate ; their muscular walls

then contract and drive the blood they compress into the ventricles, which

dilate to receive it. The reflux of the blood from the auricles into the venous

trunks is prevented by the contraction of circular muscular fasciculi which

surround the latter, or by valves. The distended walls of the ventricles,

stimulated by the blood they have received, also contract in all directions,

according to the arrangement of their fleshy bundles, with great force and

rapidity, and throw the blood, by jets or gushes, into the arterial trunks.

The blood would return from the ventricles into the auricles, if strong valves

did not oppose it. Just as the ventricles contract, the auricles, which are

empty, again dilate and admit other blood coming from the great venous

trunks, which they drive into the ventricles, whose expansion coincides with

their contraction. The contractions and expansions of the auricles and ven-

tricles continue thus alternating during the whole of life ; whence it follows

that blood is incessantly being received from the venous trunks, and thrown

into the arterial trunks. Whilst the trunks of the veins pour the blood into

the auricles, which dilate, it returns from twigs and branches into the trunks.

The blood thus thrown with great impetus into the arteries, is carried to the

organs by branches, twigs, and ramifications of these vessels, at whose

extremities it re-enters the veins fbut not till its properties are changed)

which take it back to the heart.

The course of the blood in the aforesaid direction, and in circular paths,

has been demonstrated by the experiments of Harvey on the eff"ects which the

compression and ligature of arteries produce on its movement, as well as by

the conclusions resultiug from them. Compressed or tied arteries swell above

the impediment, on the side next the heart, whereas they remain flaccid and

contracted below it. On the contrary, veins, submitted to the same treat-

ment, are distended below the impediment and shrink above it. Moreover,

the circular movement of the blood has been observed in living animals by

the aid of the microscope, by Malpighi, Leuwenhoeck, Baker, Haller, Spal-

lanzani, and many other naturalists.

CCLXl. In the arteries, the blood flows by jets or gushes from the trunks

to the branches, and from these to the twigs and ramusculi, until at last it

moves uniformly in the most minute ramifications. This motion is produced

by the vehement contraction of the ventricles of the heart, whence it follows,

that the blood thrown by gushes from the ventricles into the arteries, drives
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before it what was already contained in the trunks, so that at each contrac-

tion of the ventricles, the column of blood which fills the arterial trunks is

pushed on towards the peripheric ramifications by a fresh wave. At each

contraction of the ventricles, there is felt, on compressing the artery, a beating

which depends on the afflux of the projected fluid column, and which even

raises the finger when the pressure is not strong. In pricking an artery we

also see the blood flow by jets synchronous with the contractions of the ven-

tricles. Lastly, the motion imparted to the blood by the heart's action is

easily perceived by the aid of the microscope in the arteries of transparent

parts, of the mesentery, the lungs, and the swimming membrane of small

living animals.

Thus the irritable heart is the principal agent of the flux of blood into the

arteries, from the vehement contraction of its ventricles and the jaculatory

movement thereby impressed on the fluid. This cause, however, as some

physiologists assert, is not the only one ; the coats of the arteries also taking

a part in it.

CCLXII. The arteries, which consistof a peculiar fibrous membrane, are

extensible, elastic, and indued with a vital power of contraction ; but this

facility is not identical with muscular irritability, as some physiologists sup-

pose. When mechanical or chemical agents are applied to living arteries,

they do not contract hke muscles subjected to the same treatment, as 1 shall

hereafter explain when speaking of the properties of these vessels in man.

However, every artery cut across and exposed to the influence of the air, in

a living animal, contracts somewhat on itself, which does not occur in a dead

body, and cannot, consequently, be attributed to elasticity alone. The ex-

istence of a living contractile faculty in the coats of arteries follows also from

the fact that, after losses of blood, their calibre diminishes in proportion to

the quantity of blood that has been drawn from the animal. This power

which arteries have of straitening their calibre, independently of elasticity,

we shall designate provisionally by the name of organic contractility, or

tonicity.

At the moment of the vehement contraction and emptying of the ventricles,

the arteries, which are extensible and ever filled with blood, by the influx of

a fresh quantity of the latter, are dilated somewhat beyond their medium

diameter, but very slightly. Their elastic and contractile coats then strive to

return to this medium diameter, and this takes place whilst the ventricles are

dilating and receiving a fresh wave of blood from the auricles. As the valves

situated at the base of the arterial trunks do not allow the blood to flow back

into the ventricles, it is necessitated, in consequence of the diminution the

arteries suffer in regaining their medium diameter, to proceed on to the more

minute ramifications. This reaction of the elastic and contractile arteries,
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which has been observed by many physiologists, has been improperly rejected

by some, or not less falsely attributed to elasticity alone. In the small

arteries, the blood no longer flows by jets, but uniformly, as most physiolo-

gists have ascertained by the aid of the microscope. This difierence depends

on the force of the contracting ventricles, and the pushing impulse they give

to the column of blood being weakened by the distension of the arterial coats.

The movement of the blood in the smallest twigs cannot be attributed to the

heart alone, but should rather be considered as an effect arising from the con-

tractility of the arterial coats, and to the property the blood possesses of

moving by its own impulse. The best proof of this is, that the blood flows

in the arteries of animals which have no heart.

CCLXIIl. The blood passes from the most minute arterial ramifications

into the veins. Besides that it has frequently been proved by injections of

thin substances in dead animals that there is a communication between these

two orders of vessels, the same fact has been observed, by means of the mi-

croscope, in the transparent parts of living animals, by very many naturalists,

Malpighi, Leuwenhoeck, Cowper, Molyney, Cheselden, Baker, Hales, Haller,

Reichel, Spallanzani, and others. These authors saw the blood flow from

the arteries into the veins. Doellinger and Pander(4) have lately made the

same observation in the venous figure (structure) of the hatched hen's-egg.

Villar(5) saw the blood in the tails of bull-frogs pass from the arteries into

the veins. J. Thomson (6) found the same in the swimming membranes of

frogs. Erman(7) saw rows of blood globules, in the fringed branchi of fully

developed frogs, pass from the small arteries into the veins. The same was

observed by Cuvier(8) in the gills of larval water salamanders, and by Config-

liachi and Rusconi(9) in those of the proteus. Dcellinger(l) saw the blood

in the embryons of fishes flow along the minute convoluted arteries into the

veins. Lastly, Carus(2) remarked an arterial and venous current in the

plates of the tail of the larval libellula, and ascertained that the former was

convoluted to form the latter. From these testimonies, we cannot doubt the

conversion of the minute arteries into veins, and the passage of the blood

from the first into the second. The communication between the two orders

of vessels is, for the most part, so narrow as not to allow more than a single

(4) Beitrage zur Entwickelungs-geschicte des Hiihnchens im Eye. Wurtzbourg, 1817,

in fol.

(5) Journal de Physique, v. Iviii
, p. 406.

(6) Lectures on Inflammation. Edinb., 1813, p. 75.

(7) Schriften der Berliner Akademie, 1816—17, p. 213.

(8) Recbei'ches sur les amphibies douteux, p. 22.

(9) Del proteo anguino, p. 72, tab. 4, sec. 18.

(1) Vom Kreislaufe des Bluts j in the Denkschriften der Miinchner Akademie, 1818—20,
V. vii, p. 169, plates.

(2) Blutumlauf in den Larven Netzfliigeliger Insekten. Leipsick, 1827, p. 12.
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row of blood globules to pass ;. more rarely two or three globules are seen to

pass at once. Further, the current of blood is uniforni, not by shocks, which

militates against the opinion of physiologists who think the blood traverses the

capillary vessels by virtue of the heart's contraction. But it still remains in

doubt whether the small sanguineous currents are inclosed in the vascular coats

at the time of their passage from the arteries into the veins, as Leuwenhoeck

Haller, Spallanzani, and others, suppose and assert to have seen, or if they

are merely contained in hollow ducts within the mucous tissue, as Gruithuisen,

Dcellinger, Carus, and others presume. It may be considered, however, as

a determined fact, that at its first appearance in the vascular figure of the

hatched bird's-egg the blood is not as yet surrounded by vascular coats.

CCLXIV. The blood proceeds in the veins from the ramifications towards

the branches and trunks, where its course is more regular and slow than in the

arteries. It moves in the trunks by gushes, which are synchronous with the

distension of the auricles. Its progress in the veins is the result of the con-

tinual flow of blood from the arteries, of the elasticity and vital contractility

of the venous coats, and of the alternate expansions of the auricles. The

blood poured from the arteries distends the veins ; these react on the fluid,

and partially contract, by virtue of the elasticity and contractility of their

fibrous coat, in which they resemble the arteries, and to which I shall return

hereafter in speaking of the properties of the veins. Hence, the blood ad-

vances from the twigs towards the branches, during which progress the

valves prevent its retrogade movement, and support the column of fluid thus

divided into numerous sections. The flow of the blood towards the heart is,

moreover, favoured by the distension of the auricles, for it rushes from the

trunks into the vacuum produced by this distension, whilst at the same time

that in the twigs and branches arrives in the trunks that are being emptied.

Haller, Wilson, Platner, and Blumenbach supposed that the auricles by their

dilatation acted like a sucking pump on the blood contained in the veins.

This may be said to be demonstrated by the arguments of Carson, Jugen-

buehler, and Schubartli, as well as by Doellinger's observations, who, in

studying the embryo of a bird, saw the blood advancing along veins, whilst

the trunks poured it into the auricles at the moment of their dilatation.

CCLXV. Besides the movements communicated to the blood by the al-

ternate contractions of the irritable heart, which hereby acts like a repelling

and sucking pump, independently of those caused by the elastic and contrac-

tile coats of the arteries and veins, it possesses the property of moving itself.

This property has been attributed to it by several physiologists, whilst others

have doubted its reality. Harvey, Glisson, Bohn, and others assert that

the blood is a living fluid, and capable of a motion which particularly belongs

to it; and Albinus, Wilson, John Hunter, Gallini, &c., have advanced
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weighty reasons in favour of this doctrine. Heidmann,(3) in the examination

of fresh drops of blood by the microscope, saw a reticular tissue form in the

midst of the fluid during its coagulation, which performed during some

minutes movements that resembled feeble contractions and expansions of

muscular fibres. G. R. Treviranus(4) observed by the microscope two sorts of

motion in the blood running from the vessels of a living animal. One consisted

of a whirling movement of the sanguineous globules, whilst the other shewed

itself during coagulation by a convulsive contraction of the whole clot. Ca-

vollini(5) even saw a liquid in the tubes of the trunks and ramifications of the

horny skeleton of sertularia, containing granular bodies that had a rotary

motion. Haller(6) Spallanzani, Wilson Philip,(7) G. R. Treviranus,(8)

and others, remarked, by the microscope, that the blood continued to move

in the vessels of different animals, chiefly of frogs, for some time after the

great cardiac vessels had been tied, or the heart itself extracted, which I

have myself several times witnessed. C. F. WoW, Dcellinger, and Pander,

Prevost and Dumas and others saw, even before the formation of the

vessels and the heart, blood globules appear in the hatched bird's egg, which

were in motion. John Hunter, Gruithuisen, Kaltenbrunner, &c., saw in the

mucous tissue, in inflamed parts, in regenerating tissues, and during the cica-

trisation of wounds, sanguineous puncta, placed in order after each other,

thus forming small streams, which represented new vessels, and united with

the already existing ones. All these phenomena testify that the blood

globules in their quality of organic parts, possess the faculty of moving, which

Wolfi^ formerly attributed to them. But, though this power cannot be denied

to the blood, and though the first movements it performs, before the forma-

tion of the heart and the vascular coats, can be only a force inherent in itself,

yet in animals furnished with a heart its progression is chiefly the result of

the action of this organ, after the extinction of whose energy the circulation

is immediately stopped. Finally, the blood remains liquid, and preserves its

power of moving, only, so long as it is connected with living bodies. Once

out of the vessels, it coagulates, and quickly loses its movements.

CCLXVI. The organs appear to exert a vital attraction on the arterial

blood on the action of any part being increased, whether in consequence of an

internal or external excitement, or by the influence of the nervous system,

more blood arrives at that part. Let an external part, the conjunctiva for

(3) Reil's Archiv. fiir die Physiologic, v. x, p. 417.

(4) Biologie, v. iv, p. 654.

(5) Abhandlungen iiber Pflanzenthiere des Mittelmeers, p. 56.

(6) De Motu Sanguinis ; in Oper. Min., v. i, p. 115, sec, 8. Sanguinis motus, qui alias

praeter cor causas, habere videtur.

(7) Philos. Trans., 1815, part ii, p. 224. Med. Chir. Trans., v. xii, p. 2.

(8) Vermischte Scbriften, v. 1, p. 102.
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instance, or a part of the skin, be subjected to a mechanical stimulus, let it

be rubbed, exposed to a high temperature, let an electric spark fall on it, or

place it in contact with both poles of a galvanic pile, immediately the blood

rushes thither in greater quantity, and the part reddens. The same

happens in the case of a wound. All the membranes that secrete mucus or

serum, all the secretory and other organs likewise receive more blood when

they have been stimulated. This cannot be attributed to a redoubling of the

heart's action, since this only exerts an influence on the movement of the

blood in general, and could not change the quantity of it that is sent to each

part of the body. It seems rather to rest on the fact that the organ whose

action is increased, undergoes more than ordinarily rapid changes in its

material composition, and by that more quickly and abundantly attracts the

arterial blood, which alone is capable, by its influence on nutrition, of making

the part able to put on an increased energy. "When I treat of the circulation

of the blood in man, I shall detail the arguments which speak in favour of an

attraction being exercised on the blood by the living organs.

CCLXVII. The arrangement of the sanguineous vascular system, its

degree of complication, and the direction the blood therefore takes, are inti-

mately connected, in the diffierent groups of animals, with the degree of com-

plication of their structure and of diversity and intensity of their vital pheno-

mena. In mammifera and birds which have the most complicated organiza-

tion, and in which we observe the most varied and intense manifestations of

activity of the nervous system, as well as the most energetic and durable

motions, the movement of the blood through the respiratory organs, and the

whole body is controlled by particular divisions of the heart. The course

marked out for it in the lungs and body are so distinct from each other,

that a single drop of chyle or blood cannot arrive at the parenchyma of the

organs, without previously being subjected to the action of the air in the

lungs.

In amphibia, which are less excitable, and whose motions have not so much

vehemence or duration, the circulation of the blood through the lungs is not

so distinctly separated from that through the rest of the body as in the first

mentioned animals, for the arterial and venous blood are mixed together in

the heart. Still this organ is the principal agent in the movement of the blood

in its double course. In fishes, Crustacea, and mollusca, whose nervous

systems present a less degree of activity, and whose muscular systems execute

less vehement motions, the two currents of the blood are fully separated from

each other by the respiratory organs and the body, but its movement is only

maintained in one of them by a heart, namely, a branchial heart in fishes, an

aortic heart in Crustacea and most mollusca. In annelides and radiaria, the

two routes of the blood are not so accurately divided as in the preceding
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animals ; the heart, the chief impelling agent of the blood, disappears, and

the vessels alone perform the sanguineous circulation.

CCLXVIII. The volume of the heart in proportion to the mass of the

body, the force with which it keeps up the movement of the blood by its

contraction, and the velocity of the blood's circulation, are, in animals, like-

wise, closely connected with the complication of their structure and the inten-

sity of the manifestations of action of their nervous and muscular systems. In

mammifera and birds the blood moves with the greatest rapidity and strength

in its double course ; more slowly and heavily in amphibia and fishes, and

most tardily of all in Crustacea, mollusca, annelides, and radiaria. The influ-

ences and circumstances which exalt the phenomena of life in animals mostly

accelerate the movement of the blood, whereas those which depress them

render the circulation slower and less energetic. Finally, the duration of life

is so much more dependent on the circulation of the blood in animals, as the

phenomena which characterize them, namely, the actions of the nervous

system and the voluntary motions, possess greater intensity. The life of

mammifera and birds is extinguished, if the circulation be interrupted only for

a few minutes. On the contrary, amphibia, fishes, mollusca, and worms

continue to live for many hours, and even, in some circumstances, during

whole days, though the movement of blood in them be suppressed, their heart

extracted, or the continuity of their great vascular trunks destroyed.

In support of what has just been said, let us glance over the arrangement

of the sanguineous vascular system in the different classes of animals.

CCLXIX. In fully-developed warm-blooded animals, mammifera, and

birds, which have the most complicated structure, the most developed nervous

system, the most intense nervous actions, and most durable animal motions,

which feel the want of food at the shortest intervals and digest with the

greatest rapidity,— in which life most eminently depends on the renewal of

air in the lungs,— in which the renovation of the materials of the organism is

effected with the greatest celerity, and which exhibit the most varied and

copious secretions,— in which, in short, the manifestations of life exhibit at

the same time the greatest diversity and intensity,—in such animals is the

vascular system most fully developed. Their voluminous heart is composed

of two halves, divided by a partition, or of two hearts closely joined together.

Each half of this heart has a thin-coated cavity communicating with the

venous trunks, called auricle, and another with thick walls, communicating

in one direction with an auricle and in the other with an arterial trunk,

called ventricle.

The black blood returned from the different organs is poured into the auricle

of the right half of the heart by the venous trunks of the body, the venee cavze.

"With this is mixed the chyle and the lymph, conveyed by the lymphatic trunks.
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By the contraction of the auricle the blood is driven into the right ventricle,

whose contraction then causes it to proceed into the pulmonary artery. This

artery, spread throughout the lungs, and changed into a minute net-work on

the surface of the small and vastly -numerous pulmonary cells, exposes the

venous blood mixed with the chyle to the action of the atmospheric air,

which converts it into arterial blood. The scarlet blood, taken up by the

veins of the lungs, which gradually unite into trunks, is by them carried to

the left half of the heart, which has thicker and stronger walls. From the left

auricle it passes into the corresponding ventricle, whence it is driven with

great force into the aorta, whose ramifications convey it to all the parts,

which are nourished and maintained thereby in the exercise of their vital pro-

perties. From the arterial blood are extracted all the humours, with the

exception of the bile. Whatever part of it has not been used in nutrition or

secretion, passes from the minutest arteries of the organs into the veins, which

unite successively into twigs, branches, and trunks, and pour the now black

blood into the right auricle. The veins of the stomach, the intestinal canal,

of the spleen and pancreas form the vena portae, which ramifies in the liver,

like an artery, and is chiefly instrumental in the secretion of the bile. The

veins that bring back the blood from the liver enter into the lower vena cava.

The circulation of the blood occurs in a very rapid manner in birds and

raammifera. Prevost and Dumas(9) reckoned a hundred and ten pulsations

in a minute in a crow and duck, a hundred and thirty-six in a pigeon, a hun-

dred and forty in a hen, and nearly two hundred in a heron. The number of

pulsations in a minute is, according to Parry (1) and Greve,(2) from thirty-

eight to fifty-two in the horse, and from sixty-four to seventy in the ox.

Prevost and Dumas remarked fifty-six pulsations in the sheep, eighty-four in

the goat, ninety in the dog and ape, a hundred in the oat, a hundred and

twenty in a rabbit, and a hundred and forty in a guinea-pig.

CCLXX. In amphibia, the pulmonary and general circulation are less

distinct than in mammifera and birds. The hearts of tortoises, lizards, and

ophidia are composed of two auricles, divided by a partition, and a ventricle

containing, in tortoises and lizards mostly three, in ophidia two cavities com-

municating with each other, from which the pulmonary arteries and those of

the body arise. The venous blood returning from the body mingled with the

chyle and lymph, is poured into the right auricle by the venae cavse, whilst

the arterial blood coming from the lungs is carried by the pulmonary veins

into the left auricle. When the two auricles contract, the two sorts of blood

(9) Bibliotheque Universelle, v. xvii, p. 294.

(1) An Experimental Inquiry into the Nature, Causes, and Varieties of the Arterial Pulse.

(2) Bruchstiicke zur Vergleichendeii Anatomic und Physiologic, p. 29.

X
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are driven into the compartments of the cardiac ventricle, where they mingle

together, after which the contraction of this cavity sends the fluid into the

pulmonary arteries and into those of the body. This has been demonstrated

by the researches of Caldesi,(3) Duverney,(4) Mery,(5) Buissiere,(6) Mor-

gagni,(7) Wrisberg,(8) and others on the heart of tortoises; Duverney(9)

and Cuvier(l) on that of the crocodile, and Schlemm(2) on that of serpents.

The heart of frogs, toads, salamanders, and tritona is formed only of a

single auricle and ventricle. The former receives the blood from the lungs

and heart, which passes thence into the ventricle and afterwards into the

artery of the body.(3) The pulmonary arteries are only simple branches of

the aorta. A similar arrangement is found in the heart of reptiles furnished

with branchiae^ the siren and proteus. In the siren lacertina, according to

Cuvier's researches,(4) the artery arising from the ventricle is ramified entirely

in the branchiae, and the branchial veins form the aorta by their union, as in

fishes. In the proteus anguinus, on the contrary, the artery proceeding from

the cardiac ventricle divides, according to the researches of Configliachi and

Rusconi,(5) into two trunks, which give branches to the gills, to the head,

and lungs, and then unite to form the descending aorta. The branchial veins

partly join with the arteries of the head and partly with the descending aorta,

whilst the pulmonary open into the venous trunks of the body. Rusconi(6)

met with a similar disposition in the larvae of aquatic salamanders.

In amphibia, as in mammifera and birds there is found a vena portae

system, only much more extensive, since, from the researches of Bojanus,(7)

not only the veins of the stomach, the intestinal canal, the spleen, and pan-

creas, but, moreover, those of the posterior extremities and integuments of

the belly, contribute in forming the venae porta.

(3) Osservazioni Anatomiche intorno alle tartarughe maritime, d'aqua dolce e terrestri.

Florence, 1687, in 4to, p. 59, tab. 7.

(4) Mem. de I'Aead. des Sc., 1699, p. 227. Description du cceur de la tortue, de la gre-

nnuille, de la vipere, des poissons, &c.

(5) Ibid., 1703, pp. 355, 403, 437, 451, 457. Description du cceur d'une graude tortue ter-

restre de I'Amerique.

(6) Anatomical Description of the Heart of Land Tortoises from America in Philos. Trans.

1710, p. 170.

(7) Adversar. Anat., v. v, p. 24.

(8) Observationes Anatomicae de Corde testudinis marina Mydas dictse, in Comm. Soc. reg.

Goetting., v. xvi, p. 18.

(9) Description du cceur du Crocodile in Mem. de I'Acad. des Sc. de Paris, 1703, p. 390.

(1) Anat. Comparee, v. iv, p. 222.

(2) Tiedemann's und Treviranus Zeitsehrift fiir Physiologie, v. ii, p. 101.

(.3) Swammerdamm has described the heart and vascular system of the frog in his Biblia

Naturae, and gives a plate of it. Tab. 49, fig. 3, 4.

(4) Recherches sur les Amphibies Douteux, p. 21.

(5) Del proteo anguino, p. 69, tab. 4, fig. 8.

(6) Descrizione Anatomica degli organi della circolazione delle larvc delle Salamandre aqua-
tiche, Pavia, 1817, 4to, fig. 6.

(7) Anatome testudinis Europae, p. 129, tab. 25.
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Judging from the movements of the heart, the circulation of the blood takes

place in a less rapid and vehement manner in reptiles than in mammifera and

birds. The temperature of the media in which these animals live, and the

interruption of the respiratory movements, exert a vast influence on the cele-

rity and slowness of the heart's contractions. The heart of tortoises only

contracts from thirteen to twenty in a minute, according to Caldesi's observa-

tions, and even ten times only from those of Fontana. Wilford counted from

fifteen to twenty-five pulsations in a minute in the heart of a boa;(8J Fon-

tana seventy and odd in a frog's heart. When animals are exhausted by

hunger, the movements of the heart become very slow. Fontana saw the

heart of a turtle that had not taken food for a long time, beat only ten times

in the space of twenty-two minutes ; a frog's heart ten times in the same cir-

cumstances. The life of amphibia does not depend on the circulation of the

blood so much as that of mammifera and birds, for tortoises, serpents, and

frogs move for a long time after the heart has been extracted.

CCLXXI. In fishes the circulation of the blood in the gills is accomplished

by a heart, but in the body by vessels only. The heart, which is small in

propoition to the mass of the body,isplaced behind the branchiae, and is com-

posed of an auricle and ventricle.(9) The former receives the black blood

from the veins, which returns from the different parts of the body with the

chyle and lymph, and passes it into the ventricle. The ventricle drives it

into the branchial artery, which, at its origin, forms a contractile dilated

space. It ramifies in the gills, on the multitudinous lamellae of which it is

reduced to a minute net-work, where the venous blood is changed into scarlet.

All the branchial veins unite into one large trunk placed along the under sur-

face of the vertebral column, the aorta, in fact, which carries to the organs

the blood necessary for their nutrition, by its numerous ramifications. The

major part of the veins returning from the organs form the superior and infe-

rior venee cavze, which enter the single auricle. The veins of the stomach, of

the intestinal canal, and the spleen, as also, in many fishes, according to

Ilathke's(2) observations, of the genitals and swimming bladder, convey the

blood to the liver.

The circulation is less rapid than in mammifera and birds, for the heart

only contracts from twenty to thirty times in a minute. According to Fon-

tana's observations the heart of the eel beats twenty-four times, or only twice

or thrice when exhausted by hunger.

CCLXXII. In the mollusca there are two circulations, one in the respi-

(8) Thomson's Ann. of Philos., v. ii, p. 26.

(9) Tiedemann's Anatomie des Fischherzens. Landshut, 1S09, 4to.

(1) Du Verney in the Mem. de I'Ac. des Sc. de Paris, 1699, p. 240, fig. 16.

(2) Ueber die Leber und das Pfortader-system der Fische, in Meckel's Archiv. fur Anatomie
und Physiologie, 1826, p. 126.
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ratory organs, the other in the body. The first is maintained by the heart,

the second accomplished by the vessels. The heart is generally formed of

an auricle and ventricle. Its situation varies according to the arrangement of

the respiratory organs. When they are placed, on each side of the body, the

heart occupies the median line, as in the genera scyllcea, tethys, tritonia, and

others. If they are on one side only, the heart is on the same side. In the

gasteropoda with twisted shells, the heart has a place opposed to the direc-

tion of the body. The blood returned to the respiratory organs by the veins,

flows into the auricle, whence it passes into the ventricle, which disperses it

over the body by the ramifications of the aorta. It is then collected from the

different organs into the great venous trunks of the body, which again ramify

like arteries in the apparatus of respiration. (3) In other respects the sangui-

neous vascular system presents a few peculiarities in the difl^erent groups of

moUusca. Thus, the cephalopoda have no auricle, and at the transformation

of the two branches of the vein of the body into branchial arteries, there is

found in them a special heart, on each side, for accomplishing the movement

of the blood in the branchi. In some acephala, for instance, in the genera

area and pinna, the ventricle is divided into two segments, from each of which

an aorta arises, which is also the case in the teredo, according to Home, (4)

The naked acephala, and the genus lingula, are without an auricle. In the

the shell acephala,(5) and among the gasteropoda, those of the genera

patella and haliotis, have, on the other hand, two auricles, which receive the

blood from the branchi and transmit it into the ventricle.

The circulation is slowly performed in moUusca. Gaspard(6) saw the heart

of a vineyard snail (helix pomatia) beating, in the summer, twenty-five to

twenty-eight times in a minute. That of a pond-mussel contracted, according

to Pfeiff'er,(7) fifteen times in the minute. Further, the vivacity of the heart's

movements is very variable, according to the temperature of the air or water

in which they remain.

CCLXXIII. The existence of the circulation of the blood in Crustacea

was known long ago to Harvey(8) and Willis. (9) One saw the movements

(3) As Swammerdamm first ascertained in the genus Umax. (Bibl. Nat., tab. 5, fig. 4, 5.)

The same thing occurs in acephalous moUusca, according to Bojanus. (Ueber die Athmen und
Kreislaufswerkseuge der Zweischaligen Muskeln. Jena, 1821.)

(4) Philos. Trans., 1806, p. 184.

(5) Poll Testacea utriusque Sicilise, tab. 9, fig. 11, 12, tab. 10, fig. 16.

(6) Magendie, Journal de Physiologie, v. ii, p. 295.

(7) Naturgeschichte der Deutschen Land-und-Siiss-Wasser Mollusken. Abth. 2, p. 22.

(8) De motu cordis et sanguinis in animalibus. Frankfort, 1628, in 4to, p. 49. Est hie

apud nos minima squilla (quae Anglice dicitur a shrimp, Belgice en Gerneel) in mari, et in

Thames! capi solita, cujus corpus omnino pellucidum est. Earn aquse impositam ssepius prsebui

spectandam amicissimis quibusdam meis, ut cordis illius animalculi motus liquidissime perspi-

ceremus, dumexteriores illius corporis partes visui nihil officerent, quo minus cordis palpitationem
quasi per fenestram intueremur.

(9) De aniraa brutorum. Amsterdam, 1674, in 12mo, p. 48, tab. 3, fig. 1.
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of the heart in a sguilla, and the other described the heart and vessels of the

common lobster. The heart of Crustacea decapoda, which Rcesel(l) likewise

described, is situated on the dorsal shield, behind the stomach, and is a body

or aortic heart. The following is the manner in which the circulation is per-

formed, according to the observations of Audouin and Milne Edwards.(2)

The blood leaves by six vessels of the heart, which is voluminous and fur-

nished with thin muscular walls. Three of these vessels convey it to the

anterior parts of the body, the eyes, the antennae, &c.; two others conduct it

to the liver ; and the last, which has a large calibre, the aorta, passes through

the chest and belly, whence it sends branches to the limbs. The veins(3)

which have extremely thin coats, unite into two or three trunks or reservoirs,

inclosed in the calcareous pieces of the thorax. From these trunks vessels

arise which proceed to the branchi. These conductor vessels of the blood

to the branchial organs, therefore, are in lieu of arteries, and ramify in the

branchial lamellae. From the gills other veins proceed which open into the

heart. At the junction of the two principal venous trunks with the heart

there are valves, which prevent the blood from retrogading during the heart's

contraction.

There is likewise a circulation in the other Crustacea. Degeer(4) and O.

F. Mueller(5) saw two currents running in opposite directions in the antennae

and paws of squillee. SchoefFer(6) observed a cardiac canal in the limulus

lacustris (Muel.) exhibiting alternate contractions and dilatations. (7) Jurine,

the younger, witnessed the circulation of the blood in the arguliis foliaceus.

He and Ramdohr(8) found a cardiac canal in the daphnia, performing viva-

cious movements. Finally, G. R. Treviranus(9) also found a similar canal in

the onisciis, the armadillo, and the idotea. The blood appears to go, as in

the decapaedous Crustacea, from the heart to the organs, and to return from

these to the heart by the branchi.

CCLXXIV. In arachnida, spiders, phalangia, and scorpions, Cuvier,(l)

J. F. Meckel(2) and G. R. Treviranus(3) ascertained the presence of a vas-

(1) Insektenbelustigungei), v. iii, tab. 58, fig. 9, 14.

(2) Recherches Anatomiques et Physiologiques sur la Circulation dans les Crustacees : in

Ann. des Sc. Nat., v. xi, July, 1827, p. 283.

(3) Lund (Isis. 1823, sec. 5, p. 593) was deceived in denying veins in the Crustacea. G. R.
Treviranus (Zeitschrift fiir Physiologic, v, ii, p. 152) has, however, started some objections on
this point.

(4) Mem. pour servir a I'Hist. Nat. des Insectes, v. vii, p, 512.

(5) Zoologia Danica, v. ii, p. 48.

(6) Der krebsartige Kiefenfuss, p. 64.

(7) Ann. du Musee d'Hist. Nat., v. vii, p. 431. Hist. Nat. des Monocles. Geneva, 1820.

(8) Mikrographische Beitrage zur Entomologie und Helminthologie, v. i, p 22.

(9) Vermiscbte Schriften, v. i, p. 58, 78.

(1) Anat. Comparee, v. iv, p. 419.

(2) Beitrage zur vergleichenden Anatomic, v. i, part 2, p. 108, in the scorpion.

(3) He describes the cardiac canal and its vessels in the aranea damestica and atrox (Ueber
den inneren Bau der Arachniden. Nuremberg, 1812, p. 28, tab. iii, fig. 28, 30) and aranea
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cular system for the movement of the nutritive fluid. The heart traverses the

body in the shape of an oblong sac, contracted at the extremities, and is pro-

vided with a deUcate layer of muscular fibres. From this sac vessels proceed

which are distributed through the body and the respiratory organs. During

life it is in a state of alternate contraction and expansion. Probably, during

its expansion, it receives the blood from the respiratory organs, and, by its

contraction, sends it to the different parts of the body. Perhaps the vessels

returning from the organs ramify in the respiratory apparatus, as in the Crus-

tacea. Leeuwenhoeck(4) Baker(5) and Degeer(6) perceived, by the micros-

cope, a current of blood in two opposite directions, as if it were passing through

arteries and veins, in the transparent parts of spiders.

CCLXXV. There is also a circular movement of humours in insects.

Malpighi(7) first observed, in the silk worm, as well as in other caterpillars

and butterflies, a canal extended along the body, underneath the skin of the

back, filled with a liquid and agitaled by strong pulsations, which be called a

heart. Swammerdamm(8) and Lyonnet convinced themselves of the exist-

ence of the canal ; but as they could discover no ramifications diverging from

it and distributed in the body, they hesitated to consider it a heart. Cuvier,(9)

Marcel de Serres,(l) J. F. Meckel, (2) Herold,(3) and others have not suc-

ceeded any better. J. Mueller(4) saw the dorsal vessel send branches to the

head, and a great number of delicate and hollow filaments to the ovarian

tubes. Although this vessel, in its situation, arrangement, and manifestations

of life, has the greatest analogy to the heart of Crustacea and arachnida, phy-

siologists, nevertheless, refuse to attribute the functions of one to it.

Movements of humours in different parts of insect bodies have been

observed, by aid of the microscope, by an anonymous author,(5) Nitzsch,(6)

diadema (Vermischte Schriften, v. i, p. 4, tab. 1, fig. 4 ;) of the scorpion in the former work,

(p. 9, tab. 1, fig. 4,) and the phalangium in the latter work, (v. i, p. 31, tab. 3, fig. 16, 18.

(4) Arcan. Naturae, v. iv, p. 331.

(5) On the use of the Microscope, v. i, p. 130,

(6) Loc. cit.

(7) Oper. Omnia, v. ii, De Bombyeibus, p. 20, 42.

(8) Traite Anatomique de la Chenille, (]ui ronge le bois de Saule. The Hague, 1762, in 4to,

p. 104, pi. 4, fig. 4, p. 425.

(9) Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Paris, An. 7, p. 34.—Anat. Comparee, v. 4, p. 417.

(1) Observations sur les Usages du Vaisseau Dorsal, in Mem. du Museum d'Hist. Nat. v. iv.

p. 149, 313, V. V, p. 59.

(2) Ueber das Riickengefass der Insekten, in Archiv. fiir die Physiologic, v, i, p. 469.

(3) Physiologische Untersuchungen iiber das Riickengefass der Insekten. Marburg, 1823,

in 8vo.

(4) Ueber die Entwickelung der Eyer un Eyerstocke bei den Gespenster. Heuschrecken und
eine neu entdeckte Verbindung des Riickengefasses mit den Eyerstiicken bei den Insekten, in

the Nov. Act. Acad. Nat. Cur., v. xii, part 2, p. 555.

(5) Brief eines Ungenannten in Baker's Beitragen zu niitzlichem und vergniigendem Ge-
brauch und Verbesserung des Mikroscops. Augsburg, 1754, p. 506.

(6) Commentatio de Respiratione Animalium. Wittenberg, 1808, p. 27, In larva tipulae

plumosse quae traoheis caret, vasa sanguifera ipse mihi animadvertisse videor.
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Gruithuisen,(7) Ehrenberg, and Hemprich.(8) Carus(9) first proved the

existence of a complete circulation, commencing and terminating at the dorsal

vessel. In the transparent parts of the plates of libellula and ephemera, he

saw an arterial peripheric current and a venous returning one, and he recog-

nised the inflexion and immediate passage of blood globules from one into

the other. The movement of the mass of humours goes on uninterruptedly,

but with a rapidity evidently accelerated by gushes, proceeding from the dorsal

vessel. The liquid driven onwards by the contractions of this vessel is con-

veyed by branches into the head, antennae, and limbs. The most minute

arterial currents change into venous currents, and these pour their currents

into a vessel situated at the ventral surface, which unites with the dorsal

vessel, or cardiac canal, towards the posterior part of the body. Conse-

quently, it appears that the fluid prepared from the food in the intestinal canal,

arrives by unknown routes at the cardiac canal, whence it is carried to the

different parts, to answer the necessities of nutrition. The air brought to the

organs themselves by the tracheze. undoubtedly communicates to the crude

nutritive fluid the qualities which may enable it to combine with the solid

parts in the act of nutrition. The remainder of the nutritive juice seems to

return to the cardiac canal.

The pulsations of the insect heart occur with various rapidity. According

to Herold's observations, the dorsal vessel beats more quickly in young

caterpillars than in adult ones. Thus he remarked from forty-six to forty-

eight pulsations in a minute in silk-worms, after the first moulting, at a

temperature of 22*50 C, and only thirty-six in the same caterpillars when

adult. The pulsations are much more rapid and vehement in heat than

cold.

CCLXXVI. Although there is in annelides a vascular system, containing

a red, coagulable liquid moving in currents, the arrangement of this system is

not yet perfectly understood, notwithstanding the researches made on different

sorts of worms by Cuvier,(l) Viviani,(2) Thomas,(3) Spix,(4) Home,(5)

(7) Salzburger Medic. Chir. Zeitung, 1818, No. 92. He saw the circulation is the lai-vae of
aquatic insects.

(8) Von Humboldt's Bericht viber die Naturhistoriche Reise der Herren Ehrenberg and Hem-
prich, p. 22. They saw the movement of the blood in the wings of a species of mantis.

(9) Entdeckung eines einfachen vora Herzen aus beschleunigten Blutkreislaufes in den Larven
netzfliiglicher Insekten. Leipsick, 1827, in 4to. He also saw the circulation of the nutritive

fluid in the epidermis of the wings of some coleoptera, especially of the genus lampyris.

(1) Anatomic Comparee, v. iv, p. 410.

(2) De phosphorescentia maris. Geneva, 1805, in 4to, p. 14. On the vessels of the sabella.

(3) Mem. pour servir a I'Hist. Nat. des Sangsues. Paris, 1806, in 8vo.

(4) Ueber den inneren Bau des gemeinen Blutegels, in Denkschriften der Miinchner Akade-
mie, 1813, p. 183.

(5) An Account of the Circulation of the Blood in the Class Vermes of Linnaeus, in Philos.

Trans., 1817, part 1, p. 1.
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Kunzmann,(6) Bojanus,(7) aad Leo.(8) These naturalists are agreed on one

point only,—that the blood tnoves in several vascular trunks, which traverse

the body and anastomose together, without there existing any particular mus-

cular dilatation resembling a heart. In the leech, whose structure, of all the

annelides, has been most studied, three trunks, one median and two lateral,

traverse the body in its longitude. At each ring of the body, the lateral

trunks communicate with each other and the median one, by anastomatic

vessels. According to J. Muellor's(9) microscopic observations the circulation

is effected in the following manner : at one time one of the lateral trunks and

the median, as also the anastomatic vessels passing between them, are filled

with blood, whilst the other lateral trunk and its branches are empty and

shrunk. In a moment after the latter is full and the other empty. During

the contraction of one of the lateral trunks, the blood passes to the other side,

traversing the intermediate vessels, and in the second period it returns to the

side whence it first started. The contraction, however, and the cun-ent begin

at the hinder part, and advance gradually forward, as it were by undulations.

The lateral and median trunks then are first emptied behind, and the trunk

which was empty previously, begins to fill at its anterior part. From this it

appears, that in annelides between the skin, which maintains respiration, and

the other parts of the body, there is only one circulation accomplished by

vessels.

CCLXXVII. The radiaria, such as the asterias, the sea hedge-hogs, and

the holothuria, have a system of vessels in which a liquid moves in a circle,

but which is confined to the ahmentary sac and ovaria alone.(l) In the

asterias numerous thin-coated veins, coming from the stomach, the ccEcal

appendages, and ovaries, unite into a single trunk. This produces a dilata-

tion analagous to a heart, and then ramifies like an artery. In sea hedge-

hogs are found, on both sides of the circumvolutions of the intestinal canal,

two vascular trunks, the external of which seems to be a vein and the internal

an artery. These two trunks communicate by a dilatation similar to a heart,

or by their minutest ramifications. The intestinal canal of holothuria like-

wise exhibits an arterial and venous trunk connected with each other by their

smallest ramifications as well as by a large vascular net-work spread over one

branch of the respiratory organ.

(6) Anatomisch-physiologische Untersuchungen iiber den Blutegel. Berlin, 1817.

(7) Vom Gefas-system des Blutegels, in Oken's Isis, 1818, p. 2,089.

(8) Diss, de Structura Lumbrici Terrestris. Kcenisberg, 1820, in 4to.

(9) Ueber den Kreislauf des Bluts bei Hirudo vulgaris, in Meckel's Arch, fiir Anat. und
Physiol., 1828, No. 1, p, 22, tab. 1, fig. 1, 2.

(1) My Anatomie der Roehren-Holothurie, des pomeranzfarbigen Seesterns und Stein-Seeigels.

Landshut, 1816, in fol. The sanguineous vascular system of the holothuria is represented in

plate 3 i that of the asterias in plate 8, and of the sea hedge-hog in plate 10, fig 1.
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Besides this vascular system there is another in the radiaria, of a particular

kind, which has reference to the exercise of locomotion. It is composed of

vessels which commence from a canal placed around the mouth, and spread

in rays over the internal surface of the skin, as in holothuria, or proceed to

the chalky covering, as in sea hedge-hogs and asterias. These vessels open

in the hollow tentacula and their vesicular dilatations. They contain a limpid

fluid, which is shed over the tentacula during the animal's motions, and causes

their increase or shrinking. When the animal draws in his tentacula, the con-

traction of their muscular coats forces the hquid again into the vessels. The

fluid contained in this vascular system is not, therefore, agitated by a circular

movement, but only flows outwards from within, et vice versa. This liquid,

which is probably derived from the blood, seems at the same time to serve

for the nutrition of the skin, of the chalky covering, and the locomotive

organs.(2)

2. Movement of the nutritive Fluid in Vegetables.

CCLXXVIII. Few points in botany have been so much disputed as the

movement of the nutritive fluid. Botanists were soon agreed on one point,

that the sap imbibed by the roots arrives at the leaves, and there acquires by

the influence of light, heat, and air, the qualities necessary for its office of

nutrition. But the question whether there exists a retrograde current from

the leaves towards the other parts, and in what organs it takes place, has not

yet been resolved. Grew and Malpighi, the founders ofvegetable physiology,

trusting to the analogy between plants and animals, conjectured that a move-

ment of the nutritive fluid, similar to the circulation of the blood, does exist in

vegetables. Malpighi,(SJthought that the sap raised to the leaves is assimilated

by the evaporation of its watery parts, and then returns by particular vessels

which convey it to the dilFerent organs of vegetables, to the growth of which

it serves. Major, Perrault,(4) Parent, Mariotte,(5) Delabaisse,(6) Duha-

mel,(7) Van Marum,(8) Carradori,(9) and others declared in favour of the

hypothesis of a circulation in plants. Other physiologists of equal authority.

(2) This vascular system of the holothuria is represented in plate 2, fig. 4 j that of the aste-

rias in plate 8, and of the sea hedge-hog in plate 10, fig. 2, 3.

(3) Anatome Plantarum, v. i, p. 54.

(4) Observation sur la Circulation de la s^ve dans les Plantes, in Mem. de I'Ac. de Paris,

1709, p. 44. CEuvres de Physique et Mechanique, vol. i, p. 69.

(5) Mem. de I'Ac. de Paris, 1709.

(6) Diss, sur la Circulation de la s^ve dans les Plantes. Prix de I'Ac. de Bordeaux, 1733,
in 8vo.

(7) Physique des Arbres, v. i, p. 85.

(8) Diss, qua disquiritur, quo usque motus fluidorum et caeterae quaedam animalium et plan-
tarum functiones consentiunt, Groningen, 1773.

(9) Sulla circolazione del sugo nelle piante, in Atti della Societa Econom. di Firenza, v. iii,

p. 211.

Y
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Dodart, Magnol, Hales, Duclos, Bonnet, &c., reject this idea, and only admit

an ascending and descending flow of sap in the same vessels.

Latterly Knight(l) has forcibly supported the idea of a current of vegetable

sap from the leaves to the parts. His opinion, which is founded on experi-

ments, is that the sap which rises into the leaves through the young wood of

trees, becomes richer by the evaporation of its watery parts, in combustible

materials, and afterwards flows by particular vessels of the petiole, into the

internal layer of the bark and into the alburnum. Thence it is again sent

out to the trunk and root, and cherishes the growth. A part of the nutritive

juice accumulates in the alburnum towards the end of summer, and contri-

butes, together with the sap, which, in the spring, rises from the roots, to form

new leaves and flowers. Knight brings the following experiments in support

of his opinion. If a ligature be applied to a young tree, which penetrates the

bark, the tree grows more above than below the spot. The same effect takes

place when two circular incisions are made around the trunk, and the portion

of bark which is between them be withdrawn. Knight showed, moreover,

that the roots, as other naturalists have also observed, particularly Duhamel,

increase longitudinally by their minute ramifications, which presumes the

descent of the sap. These and many other experiments determined him in

admitting the return of the sap from the leaves to the trunk. Bell(2) and

others likewise have endeavoured to prove this retrograde movement of the

vegetable juice.

CCLXXIX. A movement of the nutritive fluid in plants is observed by

aid of the microscope. Moving grains or green globules are perceptible in

the transparent parts of confervae, as was seen by Ingenhouss,(3) Vaucher,(4)

Girod-Chantran,(5) and L. C. Treviranus.(6) B. Corti(7) first recognized a

fluid in an aquatic plant, (probably the caulinia fragilis, Willd.,) containing

globules, and forming regular ascendant and descendant currents. It moves

in the partitioned spaces, where it appears to be enclosed in vessels ; on

one side it rose to the knot or swelling, then, turning on itself, descended on

the other, again to rise. He asserts to have seen similar movements in

several other aquatic and land plants, in the water-cress, in the leaves of the

(1

)

On the motion of the sap of trees, in Philos. Trans., 1801 , p. 336 ; 1803, part 2, p. 273 j

1804, part 1, p. 183 ; 1805, part 1, p. 88 ; 1808, part 2, p. 313.

(2) Manchester Memoirs, v. ii, p. 402,

(3) Vermischte Schriften, v. i, p. 218.

(4) Hist, des Conferves d'eau douce.

(5) Recherches Chimiques et Microscopiques sur les Conferves, Bisses, Tremelles, &c. Paris,
1802, p. 88.

(6) Beobachtungen iiber die Bewegungen des Kornigen Wesens in verschiedenen Wasser-
gewachsen ; in Beitragen zur Pflanzenphysiologie. Gcettingen, 1811, p. 73.

(7) Osservazioni microscopiche sulla Tremella e suUa circolazione del fluido in una pianta
acquajola. Lucca, 1774. Lettera sulla circolazione del fluido scoperta in vane piante.
Modena, 1775.
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sagittai'ium, and also in divers curcurbitacea. Fontana(8) confirmed Corti's

observations. L. C Treviranus(9) likewise saw the circular ascending and

descending movement of a liquid containing green grains, in the pouches of the

internodal spaces of charae (chara flexilis vulgaris et hispida.) A movement

of vegetable sap resembling this, has been remarked not only in charae by

Gozzi(l), Amici,(2) Schultz,(3) Kaulfuss,(4) and G. G. Bischoff,(5) but also

in cauUnix by Amici, in nitellee by Agardh,(6) and in the cells of the vallis-

neria and hydrocharis by Meyen.(7) Heat accelerates this movement, cold

impedes it, and at length altogether stops it. Acid liquids, also, which act on

plants, suspend it. If the growth of the vegetable proceed well, so also

will the sap move more rapidly. It has not hitherto been observed to arrive

at the internodal spaces from the roots, uor that it rose from one of those

spaces to the other through the partition. Probably the thinest part of the

sap alone passes through the transverse partitions, and it is only in the inter-

vals between these that it takes on the globular form.

CCLXXX. Schaltz(8) recognized the existence of the movement of the

nutritive juice in plants of a more complex organization, or proper vascular

plants, especially in the chelidonium majus, the rhus typhinum, the angelica,

in the fig and mulberry trees, &c. From his microscopical observations it

follows, that the sap arrived at the leaves from the roots, and there converted

into nutritive juice by the action of the air, passes into the vessels of nutrition

(sec. cix) by numerous anastomoses, which the minute net-work in the leaves

contains, and that thence it is conveyed into the bark of the twigs, branches,

and trunk, through the petiolus. The vessels in the bark anastomose fre-

quently, and spread into the liber, the alburnum, and the wood, as also to

the roots, to which parts they carry the proper nutritive fluid to aid their

growth. Schultz supposes that the juice having left the leaves is never carried

(8) Rozier, Journal de Physique, 1776, v. ix, p. 285.

(9) Loc. cit. Feruere BeoLachtungen iiber die Bewegung der griinen Materie im Pflanzen-

reiche in Vermischten Schriften, v. ii, p. 73.

(1) Brugnatelli Giornale di fisica, 1819, v. i, p. 199. He says he observed that the ascent

and descent of the sap continued in every part after the ligature of the iuternodia.

(2) Osservazioni Microscopiche sopra varie piante, in Memorie della Societa Italiana in Mo-
dena, 1820, v. xviii, p. 183 ; 1823, v. xix.

(3) Die Natur der lebendigen Pflanze, v. i, p. 345.

(4) Erfahrungen iiber das Keimen der Charen.

(5) Die Chareen und Equiseten. Nuremberg, 1828, p. 17, Bischoff had the kindness to

show me the movement of the sap in the chara hispida.

(6) Verhandlungen der Leopold-Carolinischen Akademie der Naturforscher, 1827, v. xiii,

part 1, p. 113.

(7) Ueber die eigenthiimliche Safte-bewegung in den Zellen der Pflanzen. Ibid. p. 2, p. 841.

(8) Ueber den Kreislauf des Safts im Schollkraut und in mehreren andern Pflanzen. Berlin,

1824, Nachtrage iiber die Cirkulation des Safts in der Pflanzen. Berlin, 1824. Die Natur
der lebendigen Pflanze, v, i, p. 557. In the autumn of the year 1827, at the assembly of natu-

ralists and physicians at Munich, M. Schultz had the goodness to show M. DecandoUe and my-
self the movement of the vegetable juice in the leaves of the fig-tree.
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back to them. Savi(9) says he observed a similar movement of the vegetable

juice. Meyen(l) also saw it in the musa, zea, canna, maranta, arum, calla,

campanula, papaver, chelidonium, rhus,Jicus, and other plants.

CCLXXXI. If these observations are correct, it follows, that the move-

ment of the juice in plants takes place throughout the whole vegetable in

vessels of different kinds, and in two different directions, from the roots to the

leaves, and from these to the various parts of the plant. The two sorts of

vessels are not, however, so united as that the vegetable fluid moves, like the

blood of animals, in routes circularly enclosed. The vascular system of plants

differs, moreover, from that of animals, inasmuch as there is no vascular trunk

in it, no organ for effecting the movement of the liquid, no heart, nor any

organ in lieu of it. Further, in most animals there are double currents of

blood, in the arteries and veins, through the respiratory organs, and through

the whole body ; and the ramified trunks of the arteries and veins unite into

closed circles, since they are joined together both by the most minute vessels

and the trunks themselves, which last communication is almost always made

by the cavities of the heart. In vegetables, on the contrary, currents of fluid

are only met with in very numerous vascular ramifications, analagous to the

capillary vessels of animals, and without trunks which pass into each other.

The vessels that conduct the sap from the roots to the leaves by the trunk,

and thence to the parts, are united in the leaves by anastomoses, which, how-

ever, do not form, properly speaking, circular routes, nor yet closed in all

directions. Consequently the paits and tissues entering into the composition

of a plant, are less closely connected by the vascular system and the move-

ment of the juice, and less concentrated into a single organic whole than is

seen in animals whose parts are more intimately united by the connexion of

the vascular trunks with hearts specially intended to maintain the movement

of the blood, and the existence of which seems dependent on the manifesta-

tions of action of this organ. It is doubtlessly partly on this account that the

character of organic indivisibility is more prominent in animals than plants.

Whereas in animals furnished with a complete sanguineous system and a heart,

parts separated from the body die, because the movement of the blood, which

is the condition of their life, is stopped in them. Parts torn from a plant may

continue to live, because the movement of the fluid which regulates their

nutrition is not so concentrated, and does not depend on a central organ, as

in animals.

CCLXXXII. The fluid which the nutritive vessels bring back from the

leaves, and convey to the parts, seems to differ in its properties from the sap

(9) Nuovo Giornale dei Letterati, 1825, No. 19.

(1) Ueber die Cirkulation des, Lebenssaftes in deri Pflanzen, in the Linn3ea,1827, v. ii, p. 632.
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which rises from the roots to the leaves. It is the succus proprius ascribed to

plants by Malpighi, who compared it to the blood in animals, and considered it

as the nutritive liquid, properly so called, of plants. Most vegetable physiolo-

gists, and very lately L. C. Treviranus, (2) have beheld in it a secretory liquid

poured into particular spaces of the cellular tissue. G. R, Treviranus(3) has

given the name of plastic juice of vegetables to this specific liquid which

differs from the other vegetable humours in its colour and consistence.

Schultz(4) likewise distinguishes it from the fluids secreted in some spaces,

and bestows the name of vital juice, because being employed in the nutrition

of plants, it thereby maintains their life. This juice, therefore, might be com-

pared to the arterial blood which returns from the respiratory organs of animals

to proceed to the different parts of the body, and, like it, appears intended,

from its complete assimilation, for the nutrition and growth of plants.

The nutritive liquid, or the plastic juice, differs from the sap which rises to

the leaveSj and which is almost always limpid, in having a different colour,

with greater consistence and specific gravity, in containing more globules, and

being more highly coagulable. In other respects it exhibits a great number

of differences in the divers families, genera, and species of vegetables. In

regard to the colour, it is white or milky in the asclepiadeee, euphorbiaceae,

campanulaceae, (campanula, lobelia, phyteuma,) chicoracese, (lactuca, scorzo-

nera, leontodon, cichorium, &c.,) in the genera rhus, morus, ficus, papaver,

carica, galactodendrum, &c. ; yellow, in various degrees, in the genera cheli-

donium, cenantke, aloe, omithogalum, &c. ; red, in the sanguinaria, bocconia,

&c. It likewise presents many diversities in regard to its composition and

the elements that predominate therein. It is rife of sugar in the sugar cane,

maize, the carrot, and the beet-root. It contains a great quantity of vegetable

mucus in the malvaceee. A great deal of vegetable mucus is found in it in

the carica, Hevcea caoutchouc, Galactodendrum trichotomum, Jatropha elas-

tica, &c. That of the oak and the sumac contains tannin; that of the coni-

ferae, resinous, balsamic, and terebinaceous substances. In this juice, like-

wise, seem to be contained the narcotic and acrid principles belonging to diffe-

rent vegetables, as also the vegetable alkahs or vegetable salifiable bases.

The nutritive juice differs principally from the sap by the presence of glo-

bules, Foritana(5) saw these globules, by aid of the microscope, in the milky

juice of the rhus toxicodendron, and compared them to blood globules.

Rafn(6) recognized globules in the juice of the euphorbiae, of the musa, of

(2) Ueber den eigenen Saft der Gewachse, seine Behalter, seine Bewegung und BestimmuDgj
in Tiedemann und Treviranus Zeitschrift fur Pliysiologie, v. i, p. 147.

(3) Vermischte Schriften, v. i, p. 156.

(4) Die Natur der lebendigen Pflanze, v. i, p. 530.

(5) Ueber das Viperngift, p. 56.

(6) Pflanzen Physiologie, p. 87. Danmark's Flora, 1796.
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the chelidonium majus, the potentilla anserina, &c. G. R. Treviranus con-

firmed their existence in that of the rhus cotinus and vinca major. Schultz

observed them in the juice of the chehdonium and other plants. L. C. Tre-

viranus remarked the granular structure of the juice of the Chelidonium, Leon-

todon, Bocconia frutescens, Lobelia longiflora, Rhus typhinum, &c. It is pro-

bable these globules are composed o( grains of fcecula.(7)

CCLXXXIII. Though physiologists are divided in opinion regarding the

movement of the vegetable juice and the parts in which it goes on, they are

still more at issue concerning the causes and powers on which it depends.

Notwithstanding the observations and experiments made by men of worth,

these causes are not yet ascertained. Different conjectures have been

advanced concerning them. Some botanists make the juice to move by the

capillary attraction of the vessels; others ascribe to the vessels a vital con-

tractility, and even an irritability which makes them capable of alternate con-

tractions and dilatations ; and others again seek the cause of the movement

in the fluid itself and its property of self-motion, through a power peculiar to

it, under the influence of external excitements. Let us submit these opinions

to a rapid examination.

CCLXXXIV. Most of the older vegetable physiologists^ Grew, Mariotto,

Delahire, Tournefort, and others, who made the absorption of liquids depend

on the capillary attraction exerted by the roots, regarded also the capillarity

of the vessels as the motor cause of the juice. Although it cannot be denied

that the vessels which contain the juice of plants seem, by the resemblance

of their structure to that of capillary tubes, adapted for raising the fluid to a

certain height, since even dead vegetable parts exercise an attraction on

liquids, receive, and transmit them, yet capillary attraction does not explain

the ascent and movement of thejuice in a satisfactory manner. Van Marum(8)

demonstrated by calculations that the fluid can only rise to an elevation of

eight inches by capillarity alone. Further, the experiments of Hales,(9)

Walker,(l) and others have proved that its movement is too rapid in the

spring, and too forcible to be considered as a simple effect of capillarity alone,

as Knight has very judiciously remarked. Besides, it is not easy to reconcile

the influence of light, heat, and other external excitements which accelerate

the movement of the vegetable juice, with capillarity. Lastly, according to

(7) Raspail Mem. sur le Developpement et PAnalyse Microscopique de la Fecule ; in Ann. des

Sc. Nat., V. vi, p. 388.

(8) De motu fluidorum in plantis experimentis et observationibus indagato. Groningen,

1773,in4to.

(9) Vegetab. Statik, v. i, p. 105. Hales found that the force of the ascending sap in a vine

cut in the spring was equal to a column of mercury of thiity-three inches in height.

(1) Trans, of the Edinb. Society, v. i, p. 7. The movement of the fluid in young plants is

much more rapid than in old vegetables.
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the theory Laplace has given of this phenomenon, the juice which rises into

plants, ought not to flow by any opening made in the vessels, which, however,

is the case. These reasons oblige us to reject the theory which goes to

explain the movement of the vegetable juice by capillary attraction.

CCLXXXV. Modern physiologists, Saussure,(2) Brugmans, Coulon,(3)

Decandolle,(4) Carradori,(5) and others, seek the cause of the movement of

the vegetable sap in a living contractile power inherent in the coats of the

vessels, and analagous to, if not identical with, muscular irritability. The

fluid absorbed by the roots, according to them, excites the vessels to contrac-

tion, which drives it onwards. Brugmans and Coulon bring, in favour of

this theory, experiments relative to the action astringent substances have on

wounded vegetables. They assert that the flow of juice is stopped by the

application of a solution of sulphate of iron, or of alum, to a wound inflicted

on a plant, (for instance an euphorbia,) which appears to show that a con-

traction has been eff'ected in the spot. However, Van Marum,(6) Link,(7)

and L. C. Treviranus,(8) on repeating the experiment, did not observe this

effect of astringent substances. Carradori says he observed a high degree of

irritability in the common lettuce, (lactuca sativa,) at the period of its flower-

ing. It was sufiicient to touch lightly with the finger the small leaves lying

along the stalk, or the calices, to perceive a milky juice ooze, in consequence

of the irritation, from the spots which had been touched. L. C. Treviranus,

who observed a similar phenomenon in the calices of lettuce, of sow thistle,

(lactuca sonchus,) &c., attributes the irritability to the receptacles of the milky

juice, which irritability is more marked in young parts than in those of ad-

vanced age, which is shown more in heat than cold, and which is put into

action by touching, partial tearing, and other similar stimuli.

It is very probable that the coats of the spaces in which the juice is con-

tained aid, as in animals, the movement of this liquid, although contrac-

tions that can be compared to those of living muscles have never been per-

ceived in the vessels, even with the aid of a microscope. Moreover the

arrangement and nature of vessels inclosed in wood and bark do not seem to

allow of the same contraction as in muscles endued with life. If the vessels

of plants are really endued with a living contractile faculty, it is probably

only analogous to the organic contractility or tonicity which is shown in the

(2) Encyclopedie Methodique, Physiologie Vegetale, p. 267,

(3) Diss, prses. Brugmanns, de mutato humorum in regno organico indole a vi vitali vasorum
derivando. Leyden, 1789, p. 12.

(4) Mem. de I'Instit. Nation., 1807, v. viii, p. 68.

(5) Mem. di Mathematica e Fisica della Societa Italiana, v. xii, part 2, p. 30,

(6) Journal de Physique, v. li, p, 217. Gren's Journal der Physik, 1792, v. vi, p. 360.

(7) Grundlehren, p. 271.

(8) Loc. cit, p. 174.
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cellular tissue, the coats of arteries, of veins, and lynaphatics, as well as in

various animal membranes, under certain circumstances, by a slight contrac-

tion, without, however, being identical with muscular irritability. Accord-

ing to the judicious remark of Van Marum, the abundant flow of milky juice

from the upper part of an euphorbia stalk, or from the leaf of a fig or mulberry

tree, held in a vertical situation after cutting it across, may be alleged in

favour of a living contractile power belonging to the vessels of plants. If the

vessels maintained the same diameter they previously did, we see not why

the juice should flow out. This oozing has some analogy with the exit of the

lymph through a prick made in a lymphatic vessel, or to that of the blood by

a wound inflicted on a vein, when the opening looks upwards, and the liquids

flow against their own gravity.

CCLXXXVI. Physiologists who seek the cause of the movement of the

vegetable juice in the juice itself, admit the influence of external agents on it

which force it to rise from the roots, or they ascribe a proper mobility to it.

The former, in the number of whom are ranked Malpighi, and partly, also.

Grew, Delahire, Linnaeus, Hales, Bonnet, Dupetit-Thouars, and others think

that the juice absorbed by capillary attraction, is dilated, or even vapourised

by the external heat which acts on plants, and that it rises to the leaves in

consequence of this expansion. Mustel(9) supposes that the vessels are ex-

panded by heat, and the juice rushes into the vacuum consequent on it. Sup-

posing the ascending movement of the fluid, from the roots to the leaves, was

really effected in this manner, and it is not proved, it is impossible at all to

explain, by this hypothesis, its descending movement from the leaves, or its

distribution in the bodies of vegetables to serve for their nutrition.

CCLXXXVn. Some physiologists attribute a proper motor power to the

juice itself, or rather to its globules, and consider the movement it performs

as a vital manifestation in it. Kielmeyer(l) first suspected the existence of a

power in the fluid of vegetables similar to that in the blood. G. R. Trevi-

ranus(2) observed movements in the juice of some plants. In examining,

with the microscope, the milky juice which flows from the top of a branch of

the Rhus cotinus, or the Vinca major, he saw the globules it contained

executing slow movements. Schultz(3) says he also ascertained, by the

microscope, that the nutritive fluid that is poured from the vessels of a living

plant, is composed of particles which exhibit movements, often continuing a

minute after the flow. This phenomenon, therefore, appears to have a striking

(9) Traite de la Vegetation, v. ii, p. 264.

(1) Ueber das Verhaltniss der organischen Krafte unter einander in der Reihe der verschie-

denen Organisationen. Tubingen, 1814, p. 12.

(2) Vermischte Scliriften, v. i, p. 157,

(3) Der Lebensprocess im Blute. Berlin, 1822. Die Natur der lebendigen Pflanze, v. i,

p. 534.
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analogy with the movement of blood globules that have just left the veins of

a living animal. Schrank(4) and L. C. Treviranus(5) assert, however, that

they never remarked proper movements in vegetable juices. But as the

microscope discovers the globules of the vegetable fluid in movement, as well

in the internodal spaces of charai, cauliniai, and nitellac, as in the cells of the

vallisneriae, in this case, therefore, out of the vessels, this phenomenon appears

to favour the hypothesis of a movement peculiarly belonging to these globules.

The latter, likewise, flow in different directions into the petioles of the leaves

by the anastomotic vessels, without any observer hitherto being able to per-

ceive any contractions in the vessels.

CCLXXXVIII. Whether the movement of the juice in vegetables

depends on a proper motor faculty inherent in the juice, or is consequent on

the living contraction of the vascular coats endued with a power analogous

to, or resembling, either tonicity or muscular irritability, or whether possibly

it be the effect of these causes united, it cannot be denied that heat, light,

electricity, or other exciting causes from without, exert a vast influence on it.

Duhamel(6) saw the sap flow very abundantly in hot weather from holes

made in trees, come out in smaller quantity when the air was cool, and cease

to flow altogether in cold weather. The movement of the fluid was executed

more slowly even when the sky was clouded. Bonnet and Walker likewise

ascertained this influence of the variations of temperature. Hales proved by

his experiments that the rapidity of the sap's ascent is in direct ratio with the

evaporation, and that the heat which favours the latter also accelerates the

former. The experiments of Van Marum,(7) Willdenow,(8) Barton,(9) Hum-
boldt, Coulon, Schnurrer,(l) G. R. Treviranus,(2) and others, in reference

to the influence of different excitements on plants, also show that moderate

external excitations quicken the movement of the juice, whereas too vehement

ones exhaust it.

CCLXXXIX. The rapidity and even the direction of the current of fluid

seems to depend chiefly on the acts of formation and growth of plants, and on

external circumstances which influence these acts, in such a manner that the

(4) Ueber die Kiigelchen im Blute und in den Pilanzen-Saften ; in Landshut'schen Neben-
stunden zur Erweiterung der Naturgeschichte. Landshut, 1802, art i, p. 75. He saw the bodies

that exist in the juice of the chelidonium majus, glaucium, trogopogon picroides, and rhus typhi-

num, in a state of motion.

(3) Zeitschrift fiir Physiologie, v. ii, p. 147. He saw no movement in the milky juice of the

leontodon taraxacum, rhus typhinuni, chelidmimm majics, lobelia longi/lora, euphorbia cespiiosa, &c.

(6) Physique des Arbres, v. i, p. 71.

(7) Journal de Physique, v. xli, p. 218.

(8) Grundriss der Krauterkunde, p. 327.

(9) Pfaff's and Scheele's Nordisches Archiv fiir Naturkunde und Arzneiwissenschaft, v. i,

p. 274.

(1) Observata de materiarum quarundam oxydatarum in germinatipnem efficientia. Tubin-
gen, 1805.

(2) Biologic, V. V, p. 230.
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parts that are forming and growing exert a vital attraction on the juice. The

spring, when the temperature of the air is increased, when tlie action of

the solar hght becomes stronger and prolonged, when the development and

evolution of leaf and flower buds is going on, is the period wherein the vege-

table fluid exhibits the most rapid movement, and is most forcibly directed

towards the periphery. Afterwards, in trees and shrubs, a current of this

fluid proceeds towards the trunk and roots ; new ligneous and cortical layers,

as well as radical fibres are formed. In the month of August a second ascent

ofjuice, less abundant than the first, occurs in the trees and shrubs of our

climate, when the leaf and flower buds of the following year commence form-

ing, which, according to Th. Saussure and Decandolle,(3) is neither evidently

accelerated nor slackened by heat or cold, humidity or moisture, from which

fact the latter writer concludes that the buds attract the juice necessary for

their formation, by a faculty peculiar to themselves. During winter the move-

ment of the juice appears to be altogether interrupted in perennial plants, at

the same time that the phenomena of formation in them are suspended, with-

out, however, any injury being thereby done to their existence.

A well-known fact speaks in favour of the dependance in which the move-

ment of the juice is placed by the formation and development of the vegetable

parts, namely, that a vine-shoot conveyed into a warm chamber throws out

leaves and flowers, even in winter, whereas the buds of the rest of the stalk

exposed to the cold are not developed. To efi^ect this, the fluid essential to

development and growth must have been attracted by the buds after they

have been subjected to the influence of heat, and by it actuated to a double

activity. The known experiments, on reversing the positions of trees, also

proves that the direction the juice takes depends on the influence of light and

heat on the vegetable parts. (4) When the top of a young tree is placed in

the earth and its roots exposed to the air, to heat, and to light, the twigs and

branches produce roots, whilst the former roots throw out leaves and flowers.

Here, then, the movement of the fluid takes place in opposite and inverse

directions, corresponding to the external influences which determine the

(3) Rapport sur un memoire de M. Decandolle, intitulfe, Tableau de la nutrition des vegetaux,

par Chaptal, Labillardiere, and Cuvier ; in Mem. de I'lnstit, v. viii, p. 68. L'auteur remarque
que I'aseension de la shve s'eifectue au moment oii les boutons de I'annee suivante commencent a

pondre, comme celle de la seve du printemps au moment ou les boutures de I'annee tendent a se

developper ; et qu'il semble que ces boutons animes d'une force vitale, que leur est propre, atti-

rent alors a eux toute seve environnante.

(4) As the experiments of Leuwenhoeck, (Arcan. Nat., v. ii, p. 265,) Beal and Tongue, (Philos.

Trans., No. 43, p. 853,) Perrault, (CEuvres de Phys., v. i, p. 85,) Magnol, (Mem. de Paris.,

1709, p. 36,) Hales, (Vegetable Statis., p. 78,) Duhamel, (Pbys. des Arbres, v. ii, p. 310,) and
others prove. Knight, however, (Philos. Trans., 1804, part 1, p. 188,) observed that the growth
of trees, in a reversed position in the earth, is much slower than that of trees that have kept their

natural position. Annuals cannot be treated in this manner without dying, according to Link's

experiments, (Zusatz ^u Willdenow's Krauterkvmde, v. i, p. 388.)
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formation and development of vegetable parts. Lastly, it is known that the

juice flows in abundance to those parts of plants that have been irritated to

the formation of unnatural excrescences. Thus it is that galls are seen to

grow when some species of cynips deposit their eggs in the leafy parenchyma

of the oak, the rose tree, the beech, the willow, &c., and that morbid growths

are perceived in a very short time in the spots where such deposits have been

made. From all this it follows that there is no circulation, properly so called,

in plants as in animals, and that the movement of the juice is not so regular

in them as in the latter. The formative fluid is chiefly carried by numerous

nutritive vessels, spread throughout the body, and communicating together,

to the parts whose activity is exalted, and formation rendered more energetic

by the external influences of heat and light.

Movement of the Nutritive Fluid as a Property of Living

Bodies.

CCXC. The movement by which the fluid, prepared from assimilated

food, arrives at the difl^erent parts, and tissues of living bodies, to aid

their formation, their growth, and nutrition, is therefore a property be-

longing to all organic bodies, and one on which the preservation of these

bodies depends. No inorganic body presents within it any spaces containing

liquids in motion. This movement is not exphcable by the principles of

mechanics, and it can only be considered as a vital phenomenon. The powers

that accomplish it are organic powers ; they are shown both in the nutritive

fluid itself, and in the coats of the spaces that contain it. The inherent mobi-

lity of the nutritive liquid itself appears to belong to its organically formed

elements, the globules of the vegetable juice and the blood. These enact

movements whose direction is probably determined by the acts of formation

and nutrition of the solid parts, and by the attraction these parts exercise.

They only retain the faculty of self-motion so long as they are in connexion

with the living body. We shall call this mysteriously-acting power, whose

existence cannot be doubted, and which C. F. Wolff", as also Kielmeyer(5)

admitted, the propelling power. The power which manifests itself, in the

coats of spaces containing liquids, in the vessels of animals, and probably also

of plants, by the contraction and diminution of these spaces, however feeble it

be in degree, will receive from us the name of organic contractility or tonicity.

(5) Loc. cit., p. 12. Kielmeyer says on this subject, " I make use of this word only because

it first presented itself to me, and another perhaps would do better. In other respects it expresses

the phenomenon here referred to, and which consists in a pushing forwards of liquids, without

our knowing the cause of it sufficiently well, for which reason it is designated by the name of

power, until the phenomenon shall have been resolved."
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In the greater number of animals there exists Ukewise a muscular organ

united with the vascular trunks, the heart, which possesses, so long as life

lasts, the property of contracting by the excitement the blood produces in it,

and of thus driving into the arteries the blood it had received from the veins

during its dilatation. The power which is resident in the muscular substance

of the heart is called muscular power, or irritability. This it is which in

animals constitutes the chief agent of the movement of the blood, without

which there is no circulation in complex organized animals ; for the propelling

power of the blood globules, and the tonicity of the vascular coats, are not

themselves capable of effecting the passage of the nutritive fluid. In em-

bryons, however, at the first appearance of the blood, its movement must be

attributed immediately to the force of the propulsion of the globules. In

animals that have no heart, the circulation of the nutritive fluid is consequent

on the motor faculty inherent in the blood globules, and on the vital contrac-

tility of the vascular coats.

CHAPTER SEVENTB.

Of Nutrition.

CCXCI. Inorganic bodies maintain their particular form and special mode

of aggregation only so long as the equilibrium between their difterent consti-

tuent parts is kept up, and new affinities are not brought into action by

external influences. The existence of living bodies, on the contrary, is

connected with continual changes, but of varied rapidity, in the form and

composition of their parts ; and these changes depend both on the influence

of external stimuli on the parts, producing new affinities, and on the pace of

their development, or even on the bent of the internal activity they are

endued withal. All living bodies give out matters in a vaporous or liquid

form, and take others from the external world. The materials received into

particular cavities are converted into a nutritive fluid by assimilation and

respiration, and this fluid is conveyed to the different parts of organized

bodies. The solids withdraw certain constituent principles from this fluid,

combine with them, enlist them into their composition and organic complica-

tion, and communicate to them the vital properties with which they are them-

selves endowed. The activity exhibited in living bodies, and which not only

enables them to keep possession of their proper characters during a certain

space of time, but also to resist external influences which tend to their destruc-

tion, takes the name of nutrition. Its eff'ects are easily demonstrated, though

the minute process of nutrition is still covered by a thick darkness. We will

first mention the phenomena of nutrition in plants and animals, and then give an

account of the power which produces and is a condition of it.
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1. Nutrition of Plants.

CCXCIl. The nutrition of vegetables is shown by the increase of size,

and by the formation and development of parts in the young plant that pro-

ceeds from the germ. The activity of every plant, from the first moment of

its appearance, is designed for its increase, for the formation of new^ parts,

and their development conformably with the species to which it belongs.

The augmentation of volume is in length and thickness. The longitudinal

growth takes place in two opposite directions, for the radicle of the germi-

nating plant, avoiding the influence of light, pushes into the earth or water to

form a root therein, whilst the plumula, growing towards the light, rises in

the shape of a stem. The stem of vascular plants, having a tendency to the

vertical direction, sends out fresh shoots, which sometimes, as in annuals, are

formed on each other at short intervals, and sometimes grow during a series

of years, as in perennial plants, trees, and shrubs. The development and

growth of annuals is accomplished when the leaves, flowers, fruit, and seeds

are once formed. Trees and shrubs, on the other hand, renew these organs

every year. The root immersed in earth or water, also grows longitudinally.

The growth always takes place at the extremities, to which new masses are

added, which causes the radical fibrillae to be lengthened, and thrust more

deeply into the soil, as Duhamel,(6) Meyer,(7) Knight, Decandolle,(8j and

others have proved by their experiments.

CCXCIl I. The growth in thickness in trees and shrubs, which are the

plants in which it has been best observed, is effected at the expense of the

liquid which the descending nutritive or formative juice deposits between the

bark and ligneous body. The deposition of this liquid, coagulable as it is,

and susceptible of taking on organization, and which Grew and Duhamel

called the cambium, occurs chiefly at the end of summer, or in autumn. Ac-

cording to Mirbel's researches(9) globules and fibres first appear in it, which

have the appearance of a young tissue. From the cambium, as was shown

by Senebier,(l) Mirbel,(2) Mastel,(3) L. C. Treviranus,(4) Rudolphi,(5)

(6) Physique des Arbies, Vt i, p. 84, v. ii, p. 108.

(7) Naturgetreue Darstellung des Wachstums der Pflanzen, p. 249.

(8) Memoire sur les Lenticelles des Arbres ; in Ann. de la Soc. Natur., 1826, p. 1.

(9) Mem. sur I'origine, le developpement, et I'oi'ganization du liber et du bois. Mem. du Musee
d'Hist. Nat. Ann. 8, p. 190.

(1) Loc. cit., p. 161.

(2) Observat. Anatomiques et Physiol, sur la croissance et le developpement des Vegetaux
;

in Mem de I'lnstit, v. ix, p. 303.

(3) Traite de la Veget., v. i, p. 49.

(4) Vom. inwendigen Bau der Gewachse, p. 143. Beitrage, p. 60.

(5) Loc. cit., p. 228.
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Cotta,(6) Dutrochet,(7) DecandolIe,(8) and others, new layers composed

of cellular tissue and vessels, are formed, some of which are applied to the

outer surface of the ligneous body to constitute the alburnum, the others to

the inner surface of the bark, to originate the liber ; hence the annual circles

of wood and the new cortical layers. The plastic liquid deposited between

the bark and the wood, also appears to produce the new leaf and flower buds.

In the stem of arborescent monocotyledones, especially of palms, a new soft

substance is deposited along the axis of the trunk, analogous to the alburnum,

and which is developed from within outwards, so that the shoots of the new

leaves and flowers protrude at the summit of the plant.

CCXCIV. From the phenomena that have been thus briefly mentioned,

we are authorized to admit a nutrition in vegetables, by which each plant not

only increases in size and produces the parts that are formed during the course

of its development, but is likewise maintained for some time in the possession

of the qualities that are peculiar to it in regard to composition, organization,

and vitality. The nutritive juice peculiar to each kind of plant, and con-

veyed by the nutritive vessels to the parts, is the fluid from which the vegetable

tissues that are nourished develope and grow, take materials which they in-

clude in their mass and their organic connexion. It is imbibed from the

external world by means of absorption, in the form of sap. The materials

existing in it are among the most simple kind of organic combinations, and

these again are changed into organic combinations of a higher or more com-

plex order, by the acts of assimilation and respiration, under the influence

of heat, air, and light. The formative juice contains all the materials that

are necessary for the nutrition, the formation, and growth of the different parts

of plants, certainly not yet organized, but capable of becoming so by the

manifestations of activity which occur during the work of nutrition. The

parts that are formed and grow appropriate to themselves the products

obtained from the aliment by assimilation, the saccharine matter, the gum,

fecula, vegetable albumen, gluten, &c., transform them into their own com-

position by their activity, and thus cause them to penetrate their tissue, and

enter their organic connexion.

CCXCV. On the subject of the material changes which vegetable parts

undergo in nutrition, chemistry has hitherto given us no satisfactory informa-

tion, simply because, being effects of life, such changes are beyond the domain

of chemical science. All that we are authorized to admit is, that the changes

(6) Natuvbeobachtungen, p. 68.

(7) Rech. sur Paccroissement et la reproduction des Vegetaux ; in Mem. du Mus. d'Hist. Nat.,

Ann. 4, v. vii, p. 379.

(8) Organographie Veget., v. i, p. 201.
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of composition that occur during the nutrition of vegetables are the conse-

quence of vital manifestations of activity, and not the mere effects of chemical

affinities, such as are observed in inorganic bodies. In support of this

opinion, the fact may be alleged of vegetables of different species, which

grow in a perfectly similar soil, furnishing different products, whilst plants

of the same species, planted in dissimilar soils, give identical products. Thus

the vegetable species maintain the character of composition peculiar to them,

in all soils, similar or different. Although it is a peculiarity in vegetables not

to be dependant in general on the nature of the aliments they receive, yet it

cannot be denied that the composition of the soil and water by which they

are nourished, exercises some influence on the materials found in them. The

presence of marine salt and soda in plants that grow on the sea shores, and

in a soil impregnated with salt, is beyond dispute, as well as the passage of

copper into them. The experiments of Th. de Saussure,(9) moreover, con-

firm the influence of the soil on vegetables, for they exhibit some diffBrences

in their chemical composition and properties, according as they grow in a

granitic or calcareous earth.

The valuable experiments of Decandolle(l) on the medicinal properties of

plants, compared with external forms and natural classification, also prove

that their composition depends on their vital powers. Generally speaking,

the same parts or the same juices of plants, belonging to the same genus,

produce similar effects, and even the same parts or juices of vegetables of one

natural family resemble each other in their mode of action. As, then, we

cannot mistake the existence of a close relation between the organization and

the composition and medicinal effects of plants, we are under the necessity

of admitting that one and the same power must produce the organization and

determine the composition.

CCXCVI. Every species of plant seems to change, by its own activity,

the crude elements it imbibes from without by absorption, into organic com-

binations of the most simple class, whether these elements consist of organic

bodies in a state of dissolution, or even of inorganic bodies. The subsequent

acts of assimilation and respiration then transform the organic combinations

of this inferior order, (which are very variable in the composition of their

elements,) into those of a superior order. Lastly, these matters, passing into

the nutritive or formative juice, are converted, by the vital acts of nutrition of

each kind of vegetables, into the material substance of the solid parts which

form them. If then we are not unwilling to admit that living plants have the

(9) Recherches Chimiques sur la Vegetation.

(1) Essai sur les proprietes medicales des plantes comparees avec leurs formes exterieures et

leur classification naturelle. Paris, An. 12 Translated into German by Perleb. Aaran, 1818.
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power of producing inferior organic combinations by a vital activity, we are

not nevertheless obliged to hold the opinion of physiologists and chemists who

think that living vegetables are capable of producing, with water or air alone,

by the influence of light and the effect of a vital power, substances which are

chemically considered as simple or elementary, such as carbon, the earths,

and the metals. The experiments made by Vanhelmont, Boyle, Tillet, Crell,

Schrader, Einhof, Braconnot, and others, do not at all prove any such pro-

duction.

2. Nutrition of Animals.

CCXCVII. In animals, as in plants, a formation and growth of parts in

the fecundated germ takes place. The embryo that is formed exhibits its

different organs and apparatus in a certain order and succession ; these

augment in mass and attain a certain degree of development. Even after the

foetus has quitted the coverings of the ovum, the development of its body

proceeds uninterruptedly to the meridian of life. During all this time, animals

convert the food they take into the nutritive fluid, and this passes into the

composition and course of the organs iu the acts of formation and growth, at

the same time taking on their vital properties. Nutrition is likewise shown

by the rapid or tardy changes which occur in the materials of organs. Some

of these materials become unfit, in consequence of their manifestations of

activity, to remain any longer in the organic course. They leave the solid

state to return to the liquid, and are again taken up by absorption. The

living organs, on the other hand, withdraw new materials from the nutritive

fluid that is brought to them, which they incorporate into their texture.

The acts of formation, of development, and growth of the organs and entire

animal body, as also the changes of material composition that occur in each

individual organ, the alternate reception and ejection of materials which they

perform, their solidification and fluidification, in short, the formation and un-

making which is incessantly going on in the tissues and organs of the animal

body, constitute the vital operation designated by the name of animal nutri-

tion, which renders each organ and the whole organism capable of maintaining

themselves, under favourable external circumstances, during a definite space

of time, in the enjoyment of their proper manifestations of activity.

CCXCVIII. Regarding the means, instruments, and acts which nature

makes use of to accomplish nutrition, we observe, in the various groups of

animals, numerous diversities on this point, which have been already men-

tioned under the head of digestion, respiration, and the movement of the

nutritive fluid. The apparatus for these functions are so much the more com-

plicated, and the functions themselves appear so much the more complex, as

the manifestations of life peculiar to each animal are more diversified and
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vehement. In the lowest or most simple animals, the infusoria, the alimentary

matter obtained from the water by absorption, at the surface of the body,

appears to be directly converted into their substance, in such a manner, that

the reception, the assimilation, and transformation of the aliment into the

organic mass, are conjoined in one and the same vital act. The nutrition of

infusoria is proved by the observation which Nitzch(2) made on the growth of

bacillaria, as also by the rapid increase of paramaceia, bacillaria, vibriones,

and volvoces, which are divisible into several animals that very soon reach

their full growth, as Spallanzani,(3) Saussure,(4) O. F. Mueller,(5) Goeze,(6)

and others ascertained. In animals furnished with a simple alimentary sac,

polypi, actinia, &c., the liquid prepared from the food and introduced into

the body by absorption, is sometimes directly converted into and combined

with their mass, so as to resemble cellular tissue, at other times is conveyed by

branching and vasculiforra appendages of the alimentary sac to the different

parts, and is identified with them, as in medusa, pennatula, many entozoa,

&c. The respiration necessary to assimilation is performed at the surface of

the body. It is a well-known fact that all these animals grow and augment

in mass with great rapidity.

In animals whose organization is more complicated, the radiaria, annelides,

moUusca, insects, arachnida, Crustacea, fishes, amphibia, birds, and mammi-

fera, we find an apparatus, which, after receiving the aliment, adds certain

liquids to it, in order to fluidify, assimilate, and prepare the chyle from it.

These animals are further provided with respiratory organs, by which, with

the influeace of the atmospheric air, the absorbed chyle is transformed into

blood. Lastly, in all these animals a vascular system is found, containing the

fluid intended for nutrition and growth. The blood forms unceasing currents

in the different sections of this system, and in the circularly closed paths

through which it flows. After being mixed with the chyle it arrives at the

organs of respiration, where it is converted into arterial blood. This again

is conveyed to the internal structure of all the organs, which derives from it

the materials necessary for their nutrition. The blood, altered in its composi-

tion by the acts of nutrition, having lost a great part of its coagulable princi-

ples, and having undergone a change of colour, once more returns to the

respiratory organs, and there regains the qualities it previously possessed.

CCXCIX. The arterial blood, in its quality as a nutritive fluid, contains

the materials of nutrition of all the tissues and the organs, and from these

(2) Loc. cit., p. 83, 89.

(3) Opuscules de Physique, v. i, p. 175, 249.

(4) Ibid, V. i, p. 172.

(5) Hist. Verm., v. i, p. 8.

(6) Mikroscopische Untersucbunaen iiber Essigaale ; Naturforscher, art. 1, p. I ; art. 9,

p. 177.

A a
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materials are formed the cellular tissue, membranes, vessels, nerves, muscles,

glands, bones, cartilages, and ligaments. There is no actual proof that the

globules so abundantly existing in the blood, combine with the parts during

the process of nutrition, and take their organic texture, as some modern phy-

siologists admit. (7) If it were so, the blood would necessarily contain diffe-

rent globules for the nutrition of difterent tissues, a fact that still remains

to be proved. Be this as it may, it cannot be admitted that the vessels

which ultimately ramify in the parenchyma of the organs simply deposit or

secrete the materials of nutrition, which in that case would combine with the

organic texture as they were given out, merely from juxtaposition, or accord-

ing to the laws of aggregation. On the contrary, each tissue and organ seems

to attract, by a proper activity, the molecules that have the greatest affinity

with the organic combinations entering into its composition, as was very pro-

perly remarked by BufFon.(8)

The materials attracted to the organs and tissues by their specific activity,

are, still by the actions of the same organs, incorporated into their composi-

tion and organic connexion. It is in this choice of proper materials from the

midst of the arterial blood, and the conversion of these materials by them

into their own texture and composition; that the act of nutrition, properly

speaking, consists—an act which is altogether different from every mechanical,

chemical, and physical effect, such as they are seen in lifeless or inorganic

bodies. In ordinary circumstances each tissue and organ, so long as it is

(7) Dutrochet says, (loc. cit., p. 214,) " Ce que nous venous de voir touchant la similitude de
la composition orgauique des solides et des fluides du corps vivaut, pourrait faire penser que les

globules vesiculaires contenus dans le sang s'ajouteraient au tissu des organes et s'y fixeraient

pour les accroitre et les reparer, en sorte que la nutrition consisterait dans une veritable intercala-

tion des cellules toutes faites, et d'une extreme petitesse. Cette opinion, toute etrangfere qu'elle

puisse paraitre, est cependant tres fondee ; car I'observation parle en sa faveur. J'ai vu plusieui's

fois les globules sanguins sortir du torrent circulatoire, s'arreter et se fixer dans le tissu organique.

J'ai ete temoin de ce phinomfene, que j'etais loin de soupfonner, en observant le mouvement du
sang au microscope dans la queue fort transparente des jeunes tetards du crapaud accoucheur.

Des arteres formant des courbures nombreuses se repandent dans la partie transparente de la

queue des tetards ; ces arteres sont immediatement continues avec les veines, en sorte qu'il

n'existe iei aucune distinction, aucune ligne de demarcation entre les deux circulations arterielle

et veneuse ; le sang, dont on aperjoit parfaitement les globules, qui sont assez gros, ofixe un
torrent, dont le mouvement n'eprouve aucune interruption depuis son depart du coeur jusqu'a

son retour a cet organe. Entre les courbures queforment les vaisseaux, il existe un tissu sort

transparent, dans lequel on distingue beaucoup de granulations de la grosseur des globules san-

guins ; or, en observant le mouvement du sang, j'ai vu plusieurs fois un globule seul s'echapper

lateralement du vaisseau sanguin, et se mouvoir dans le tissu transparent. Or, en le comparant
aux granulations que contenait ce meme tissu, il etait facile de voir qu'il n'en difFerait en rien,

en sorte qu'il n'etait pas douteux que ces granulations transparentes ne fussent aussi des globules

sanguins precedemment fixes. Par quelle voie ces globules sortent ils du toiTent circulatoire .'

C'est ce qu'il n'est pas facile de determiner." Dcellinger says he observed similar phenomena.

(8) Hist. Nat, v. ii, p. 63. " Comme toute la masse du sang passe plusieurs fois dans toute

I'habitude du corps, je congois que, dans ce mouvement de circulation continuelle, chaque partie

du corps attire a soi les molecules organiques les plus analogues, et laisse aller celles qui le sont

le moins. De cette fa9on, toutes les parties se developpent et se nourrissent, non pas, comme on le

dit ordinairement, par une simple addition des parties et par une augmentation superficielle, mais
par une penetration intime, produite par une force qui agit dans tous, les points de la masse."
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united to the entire body, so long as the external and essential conditions ol'

life exist, and so long as it is not exposed to anorraal irritations, is maintained

by the nutrition it effects, in the composition, the organization, and vital pro-

perties peculiar to it, and undergoes thereby, during the period of its exist-

ence, the changes incidental to its different epochs of development and age.

Nutrition, therefore, presents a specific modification in each organ, vphich is

the source of the qualities belonging to the organ itself. The name of proper

vitality (vita propria) may be given to the particular modus of this process,

which exists in all the functions, and determines the vital properties observ-

able in them.

CCC. The minute operations which accompany formation and nutrition

have hitherto escaped the recognition of our senses, and are as yet altogether

unknown. We only judge from their effects, from the growth and diminution

of parts, from the changes of their form and composition ; but we neither know

what the changes are which the materials of the blood, attracted by the living

organs, undergo, nor how these materials come to be organized and endowed

with the vital properties belonging to the organs. It is unknown in what

manner they are converted, during nutrition, into muscles, nerves, bones, and

viscera. Nutrition resembles, as Ent said, (9) a continued generative act in

each living being and in all his parts, over which nature has spread the thickest

veil. Could we but raise it, the secrets of life would be in great part revealed

to us.

CCCI. The duration of animals and of the exercise of their manifestations

of action, which we call life, goes along with a continual change of the mate-

rials of their solid parts. The materials constituting the organic junction of

different parts are changed in composition by the exercise of life, and become

incapable of remaining there any longer. Those that are past use, that have

lost their form, and are returned to the liquid state, are absorbed,which, in mam-

mifera, is effected by the lymphatic vessels. They regain the vascular system,

whence they are eliminated by the excretory organs. In lieu of these mole-

cules, now somewhat wasted by the functions of the organs, new ones arrive,

formed by the act of nutrition from materials taken from the arterial blood.

We are authorized to admit a similar renewal of substance, an uninterrupted

internal movement, an incessant formation and unmaking in the organs, from

the changes which we observe in all the parts, and in the entire body of an

animal during its existence. The extent, the mass, the consistence, the com-

position, configuration, the structure, and texture of the animal body and all

its parts, of the cellular tissue, the membranes of the vessels, of nerves,

(9) Op. omnia medico-physica, Leyden, 1657, p. -462. Nutritio sane videtur esse vcliiti fon-

tinuata qusedam generatio.
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muscles, cartilages, bones, tendons, ligaments, &c., undergo incessant and

more or less rapid changes. All animals live in a certain uninterruptedness

of formation, disformation, destruction, and reconstruction. In support of

the occurrence of a change and wearing away of the parts in the organs, it

may be alleged, that the mass of the animal diminishes rapidly in weight, and

we behold the parts disappearing quickly when animals are placed in circum-

stances where they can take no food. The diminution of their body is accom-

panied with an exhaustion of their powers, which finally are altogether extin-

guished. Let animals receive food after being deprived of it, their weight

rapidly augments, the organs take on their former volume, and the strength is

re-established. We will mention some laws relative to the renewal of the

materiel of the organism.

CCCII. The rapidity of the renewal of the materials in solid parts, which

accompanies the life of animals, is in a direct ratio to the degree of compli-

cation of their structure, and the variety of their vital manifestations, itself

dependent on the former circumstance. To the support of this proposition,

we may bring the phenomena of the ingestion of food, of digestion, respira-

tion, the movement of the nutritive fluid, and secretion, which are referable

to the preparation of the nutritive liquid, as well as to the act of nutrition,

and the renewal of materials. Animals take, as I have previously shown,

so much more aliment, feel the necessity for it at so much shorter intervals,

and their life is so much the more dependent on this ingestion, as their

organization is more complex, their manifestations of life more numerous,

their growth more rapid, and the performance of their animal functions more

energetic. The digestive organs in animals are so arranged as that the food

introduced into them can be quickly broken down by movements, dissolved,

assimilated by the addition of divers juices, and converted into chyle. It is

these animals which breathe at the shortest intervals, consume the greatest

quantity of oxygen, exhale the most carbonic acid, in which the change of

venous into arterial blood is effected with the greatest celerity, and whose

lifoj in short, most eminently depends on the uninterrupted continuity of

respiration. Their sanguineous vascular system is moreover disposed in such

a manner that the arterial blood arrives so much purer and more quickly at the

organs as the intensity of their manifestations of activity renders a rapid renewal

of the material substance more necessary, in order that the preservation of their

vital properties may be effected by the act of nutrition. The number of ex-

cretory organs, and the abundance of the various excretions of animals, are

likewise in a direct ratio to the degree of complication of their texture and

the sum of the manifestations of action they perform. Should these become

more vehement, the activity of the secretory organs is also redoubled, and

the excreted matters are more copious. The reverse takes place in the state
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of repose and inaction. These phenomena clearly show that the renewal of

materials coincident with the manifestation of activity of the solid parts, is

eiFected with so much more rapidity in animals, as the sum of these manifes-

tations themselves is more considerable, and as they are exerted al once with

the greatest energy, and in the most continuous manner.

CCCIII. The celerity in the renewal of the materials of the organism is

further intimately connected with the nature and the number of external

impressions whose influence animals have to undergo. Heat, air, water,

ahment, light, soimd, electricity, odoriferous, and sapid substances, and

mechanical impressions of divers kinds, act on animals and incite them to

action, wherefore they are called stimulants, or excitants, (stimuli, incita-

menta.) The number and nature of the stimulants which act on animals

will vary according to the place they inhabit. Those that live in air are

exposed to much more numerous excitements than those which pass their

lives in water. The excitements which act on the former vary, moreover,

considerably in degree and power, as happens in the heat, light, and electri-

city ; and these variations are the consequence of changes in the situation of

our planet in reference to the sun, during its annual and daily revolutions.

This is the reason why air-breathing animals, which are exposed to multiplied

and stronger excitements, possess also more rapid vital manifestations than

aquatic animals. All the external influences which act on animals appear

to produce changes in the materiel of their organism, by the impression they

make on the living organs, and by the reaction they occasion in the latter.

The renewal of materials coincident with the exercise of life, is evidently more

accelerated in animals that live in air, than in those having their usual abode

in water. The former consume more aliment, their life is more dependent on

the ingestion of fresh food at smaller intervals, their digestion is quicker, and

their respiration more frequent ; they decompose the air with greater celerity,

and their existence is more linked with the uninterrupted continuity of respi-

ration ; the movement of the nutritive fluid goes on with greater velocity in

them, and they give out more excrementitious matters than aquatic animals.

Consequently, the rapidity of renewal of the materials of solid parts, which

accompanies the exercise of hfe in animals, appears proportioned to the

sum and energy of the excitants that act on them and provoke them to exhibit

manifestations of activity.

CCCIV. Finally, the rapidity of renewal of the organic materials in the

different groups of the animal kingdom, is proportional to the degree of deve-

lopment and action of their apparatus for the exercise of the manifestations

of animal life, of the organs of the senses, of the nervous system, and the

organs of voluntary motion. The nervous system of an animal suffers more

numerous and various excitations, as the number and delicacy of the senses
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on which the different influences from without act are more considerable.

The more developed the nervous system is, particularly the brain, as the

centre of sensation, the more numerous, diversified, and energetic, are the

manifestations of activity it is capable of producing, either in consequence of

impressions proceeding from the senses, or by its spontaneous action. The

degree of development of the locomotive organs is also in proportion to that

of the nervous system and the number of the senses. By the movements

they voluntarily execute, animals react on the external world, in order to

place themselves for a longer period under the influence of things which act

on them in an agreeable manner, or, on the contrary, to avoid the hurtful

impression they might suffer from them. Lastly, the degree of development of

the organs of the senses, of the nervous system and the locomotive organs,

and the variety and energy of their manifestations of activity, are closely con-

nected with the structure and arrangement of the apparatus whose office it

is to perform the nutritive functions and effect the renewal of the materials

of the organism.

CCCV. Let us now inquire what changes occur in the materiel of the

organs during the performance of their vital manifestations ; and here we shall

find ourselves obliged to confess that the operations accompanying this act

are yet far beyond the reach of our observations and experiments. We can

only hazard some conjectures on this most minute and hidden operation of

life. The physiologists of the iatro-mathematical school thought the change

of organs consisted in the mechanical wearing down of their molecules by

motion. Besides that the materiel of the organism is likewise incessantly

changing in organs that exhibit no sensible movements, consisting in contrac-

tion and expansion, as the nerves, bones, cartilages, ligaments, &c., it is

impossible to conceive how the organic combinations forming the bases of the

organs could change so much, in consequence of mere friction, as to become

incapable of remaining any longer in the organic junction.

The physiologists of the modern iatro-mathematical school admit a sort of

acidifying, or burning process, to be going on in the living organs, in which

process the principle of combustion, oxygen, leaving the arterial blood, unites

with the organic combinations of the parts, and raises a kind of combustion

in them. The nature of the excrementitious matters seems to show that an

operation proceeds in the organs by which the superior or more complex

organic combinations are converted into inferior or more simple ones, or even

into inorganic combinations. Thus a great quantity of carbonic acid is con-

tinually exhaled by the respiratory organs and skin. The fluid excretion

which occurs from the skin of some mammifera, or the sweat, contains free

acetic acid, chloride of sodium, a little phosphate of Hmc and iron, and an

animal matter; The ternary combinations belonging to the bile individually,
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biliary resin and cholesterine, are expelled, as excrementitious matters of the

blood, by the intestinal canal, together with the various salts and the undi-

gested residue of the food. The most compound excrementitious fluid is the

urine, in which, besides two highly-azotized specific organic matters, urea

and uric acid, a vast number of different salts is found. Hence it appears,

that the complex animal combinations, which the act of assimilation prepares

from the matters received from without, and which the process of nutrition

conveys to the organic junction, are decomposed by the vital manifestations

of the organs, and thus changed into organic combinations of the lowest class,

or even into inorganic ones. This operation seems to consist in a specific

process, analogous to combustion. The production of animal heat, which, in

animals, is exactly proportioned to the rapidity of renewal of the organic

materials, should also be considered as a result of this act. Finally, it is not

improbable that an agent generated in the nervous system plays a prominent

part in this operation.

CCCVI. There is this difference between vegetables and animals in regard

to nutrition, that in the former there is only a formation and application of

fresh substances and a growth of those already existing^ the organs once pro-

duced being no longer subject to a renewal of materials, and preserving their

composition and texture, during some time, unchanged. At all events no

continual change in the materiel of the root, the wood, or the bark, has been

hitherto observed. What has been once formed no more returns to the liquid

state, to be re-absorbed. In animals, on the contrary, an uninterrupted and

variously rapid renewal of materials takes place in their solid parts, and they

undergo continual changes by means of their activity. This difference is

undoubtedly dependent on the fact that animals possess manifestations of

activity that produce changes in the materiel of the organs, into which process

the action of the nerves seems to enter.

Plastic Power, Power of Nutrition.

CCCVII. The operation of primary existence, of formation, growth, and

nutrition, by which living bodies are distinguished from all natural productions

not endued with life, and from all artificial products, are not the simple

physical, mechanical, or chemical effects, such as are observed in lifeless

bodies. The act of origination, formation, and nutrition consists neither in

a precipitation, according to laws of gravity, of the organic molecules con-

tained in the fecundated generative liquid and in the nutritive fluid, nor in

mechanical attraction of these particles, nor, lastly, in a simple chemical

affinity and combination, as in crystallizing inorganic matters. All the

attempts of the iatro-mechanicians and iatro-chemists to reach this point have

failed, and it is well ascertained that such ideas are both unsatisfactory and
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erroneous. We are therefore under the necessity of regarding them as effects

sui generis, as vital manifestations, founded on a power proper to, and

inherent in, organic bodies.

Distinguished physiologists and physicians of all ages have attributed a

pecuhar power to living bodies, which they considered as the cause of forma-

tion and nutrition. They have designated this force by different names. The

ancients, especially Galen,(1) called it facultas formatrix, nutrix, auetrix.

Vanhelmont gave it the epithet of bias alterativum.i^) Bacon denominated

it the motus assimilationis, or motus generationis simplex.Qi) It was the

facultas vegetativa of Harvey ;(4) the anima vegetativa of Stahl;(5) the puis-

sance du moule interieur of BufFon.(6) C. F. Wolf(7) gave it the name of

vis essentialis, and BIumenbach(8) that oi' nisus formativus. Modern physi-

ologists call it the power of nutrition, power of formation, power of reproduc-

tion or vegetation. However different may be the names chosen by physiolo-

gists and physicians to designate this power, and various the ideas they attach

to it, yet all are agreed on the essential point, that of regarding it as intended

to maintain living bodies, and al! their parts, during a certain space of time,

in a state of integrity, in the composition, organization, and vital properties

that are proper to them, and to render these bodies capable, at a certain

period of their existence, of producing beings of the same species as them-

selves, which beings, like, in this respect, to those by which they were engen-

dered, are confined to a determinate mode of formation and development, and

exhibit similar phenomena. Let us bring forward the facts which speak in

favour of this assertion.

CCCVIII. A living body, considered as an object o' chemical examina-

tion, is, as Berzelius expresses it,(9) a laboratory in which many chemical

(1) Oper. omnia. Lib. de facultatibus.

(2) Oper. part 1, p. 258.

(3) Novum Organon, lib. ii, aph. 48.

(4) De generatione animalium. London, 163), in 4to, p. 170.

(5) Theoria medica vera. Halle, 1708.

(6) Hist. Nat., v. ii, p. 41. " Le corps d'un animal ou d'un vegetal est una espfece de moule
interieur dans lequel la matiere qui sert a son accroissement se modele et s'assimile au total. II

nous parait certain que le corps de I'animal ou vegetal est un moule interieur, qui a une forme
constante, mais dont la masse et le volume peuvent augmenter proportionellement, et que I'ac-

croissement, ou, si I'on veut, le developperaent de I'animal ou du vegetal ne se fait que par I'ex-

tension de ee moule dans toutes ses dimensions exterieures et interieures, que cctte extension se fait

par I'intusousception d'une matiere accessoire et etrangere, qui penetre dans I'interieur, qui devient

semblable a la forme et identique avec la matiere du moule."

(7) De generatione. Halle, 1759.

(8) Ueber den Bildungstrieb und das Zeugungsgeschaft. Gottingen, 1781, 1794, in 8vo.

Comment. Soc. Getting., v. viii, Institut. Physiol., sec. 591. Inesse coiporibus oi'ganicis vivis

ad unum omnibus peculiarem vim, ipsis connatam, et quamdiu vivunt, perpetuo activam et effi-

cacem, statutam ipsis et destinatam formam generationis negotio primo induendi, nutritionis

posthac functione perpetuo conservandi, et si forte mutata fuerit, quantum fieri potest, iterum
restituendi.

(9) Chemie, v. iii. Abthl. 1, p. 138.
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operations are going on, finally designed to produce all the phenomena the

collection of which we designate by the name of life, and to keep the labora-

tory itself in such a state as that it may be developed, as it were, from an atom

to the highest perfection it is capable of attaining, after which it retrogrades,

and is at last destroyed. It cannot be refuted that life is accompanied by

continual changes in its composition. These changes, however, differ, as to

their causes and effects, from the chemical operations that take place in life-

less bodies. As I have previously remarked, chemistry may possibly dissolve

the organic combinations and their elements, but it is impossible for it to repro-

duce them from the latter. What, therefore, in living bodies, retains the

elementary matters in the organic combinations necessary to the continuance

of their existence, and determines the particular changes of composition which

accompany life, is a specific power, altogether different from the chemical

affinities acting in inorganic bodies.

The particular changes of composition that occur in living bodies, are the

result of the power of nutrition or of assimilation, which regulates the chemical

affinities of substances drawn from the external world, and uses them for its

own purposes. The various alimentary matters consisting of water, organic

substances, and air, are so changed, in their chemical connexions, by the

power of formation manifested in a specific manner in each living body, as to

be transformed into the peculiar organic combinations of its nutritive fluid.

As, moreover, we are aware that plants and animals form, from aliment, the

varied organic combinations that are proper to them, such as albumen, fibrin,

gelatin, mucus, gluten, fecula, gum, sugar, &c., which we cannot always

demonstrate as such in their alimentary substances, we are authorized to

admit that this power has the property of so changing the elements of the

food, in their associations and respective proportions, as to enable them to

pass from one combination to another. Hence results the great variety of

organic combinations, with their multiplicity and variableness in the acts of

assimilation and nutrition. In fine, it is more than probable that living bodies,

especially plants, possess the faculty of converting inorganic or binary com-

binations into organic or ternary. It even appears that the chief purpose of

plants, in the economy of the organic kingdom, is to be continually trans-

forming the inorganic matters of the earth, water, and air, into inferior organic

combinations, which taken afterwards by animals, under the name of aliment,

become, in them, more complicated animal combinations,

CCCIX. The power of formation not only regulates the composition of

living bodies, but also effects their organization. It is it which, in the fecun-

dated germinative liquid, brings the molecules of the organic combinations to

the solid form, and calls the first lineaments of the vegetable and animal

embryo into existence. All the parts and tissues that are formed in it,

B B
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according to a definite order of succession, are products of the power of for-

mation, and on this they depend in all that relates to their first appearance,

their development, aggregation, configuration, and arrangement. The pheno-

mena exhibited in the act of formation of an embryo, are placed far above all

the mechanical and chemical acts we observe in bodies not endued with life.

It is the power of formation that produces the growth of all the organs, be-

cause it is it which induces the attraction of the nutritive molecules contained

in the nutritious fluid, which combines these molecules with the parts already

formed, and which thus produces the augmented size of the latter. It is

this power, in short, which, in the renewal of materials, attracts new mole-

cules from the formative liquid, and inserts them in the organic junction, in

lieu of those which have been used and rendered worthless by the vital act of

the organs. This continual attraction of molecules, and their conversion into

the texture of the organs constitutes the difference between animate and

inanimate bodies. The molecules of crystals, which are united at the

period of crystaUization by chemical affinity, and retained near each other by

cohesion and adhesion, do not change of their own accord, nor exert any

attraction that can operate beyond the collection of which they are a part, as

happens in organs that, in the whole duration of their existence, never cease

attracting molecules from the nutritive fluid, and assimilating them. The acts

of formation and nutrition, the never-ceasing organic crystallization, as Reil

called it, cannot be alone explained by the chemical properties of organic

combinations entering into the composition of organized bodies. Albumen,

fibrin, gelatin, mucus, gluten, fecula, gum, sugar, &c., are the matters which

compose the different tissues, and the extremely varied parts of animals and

plants. From these organic combinations, when external circumstances are

favourable, vegetables and animals of the most simple kind are generated,

such as infusoria, mouldiness, confervae, &c., but organs similar to those met

with in more complex vegetables and animals never proceed from them.

Neither has any chemist ever succeeded in forming a plant or animal from

organic matters, by any of the operations art has put in his possession.

These consequently are only the substance from which living bodies produce

and form their organs, and this occurs by means of the power of formation or

nutrition, which exerts a special activity in eveiy kind of vegetable and

animal. This same proper and inherent power of living bodies, determines

the organic configuration and conformation in every and all the parts. It

forces organic matters into the junction of living bodies, fixes them there,

and uses them for their several purposes. It preserves these bodies during

a certain period of time, spite of the external influences which tend to destroy

them.

CCCX. The power of formation should be considered as a force which
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not only produces the composition and organization of living bodies, but

moreover calls all the other powers into existence that are manifested in

organized beings, and renders their different tissues and parts capable of

exerting special manifestations of activity. This is consequent on the fact

of all the parts endowed with particular vital properties which we behold

gradually generated in the fecundated seed and ovum, being productions of

the powers of formation caused by the generative acl. The manifestations

of action of the tissues and organs have their origin in the peculiarities of

composition and organization that are communicated to them by the act of

formation. It is not until the parts and tissues are in existence that their

manifestations of activity are present. The phenomena of muscular irrita-

bility only begin to be seen in the embryo when the muscular substance is

formed. Various humours, the bile, the saliva, the urine, are only secreted

at the time of production of the organs that prepare them. The phenomena

of sensation are not perceived previous to the formation of the nerves. Even

the manifestations of mental power only begin to be pronounced when the

organs connected with them are formed and have acquired the necessary

degree of development. Thus the power of formation shows ilself to us as

the creator and regulator of all the other powers, since itself produces the

organs in which they are manifested, and renders them fit for exerting their

proper activity.

CCCXI. The parts of plants and animals produced by the power of for-

mation, together with their particular vital properties, are preserved for some

time by this power, which never ceases to act throughout the period of their

existence, and which, on that very account, maintains them continually in

the aptitude for exhibiting their manifestations of life. The power of nutri-

tion puts them in a proper state for entering into action under the influence of

excitants. The aptitude of the organs to be affected by stimulants and to

react on them, which aptitude some physicians have made the basis of life,

giving it the name of excitability, can only be considered as an effect of the

power of formation. It is evident that any part must be formed before it can

show itself to be excitable. Each organ is maintained in the possession of

its proper characters by nutrition, and being so maintained, is rendered fit for

producing its particular effects. The vital properties penetrate as it were the

materials taken by the organs from the nutritive fluid, at the same time they

enter the organic junction of the latter in the act of nutrition. A perfect

relation exists between the intensity of the manifestations of life and nutrition.

Well- nourished organs are capable of executing energetic actions. Ill-nou-

rished ones, on the contrary, act with less power and for a shorter space of

time. In short it is the act of nutrition which brings back to their former

state the organs that are exhausted by their manifestations of activity.
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CCCXII. The power of formation which calls organic bodies into exist-

ence in generation, which produces all their tissues and parts, together with

their vital properties, in the gerrainative liquid, which developes, completes,

and maintains them during their life, should be considered as the primitive

and fundamental power of these bodies, as the creator and preserver of all the

powers that belong to living bodies, either in their ensemble, or in their dif-

ferent parts. Hence physiologists and physicians who seek the principle

of Ufa in any other power than it, in excitability, irritability, or sensibility,

commit a great error, since the parts in which these powers are mani-

fested, are only products of the power of formation, and such secondary

powers could not possibly show themselves before the existence of their

organs.

CCCXIII. The power of formation shows itself active in all the parts and

points of living bodies. In the solids, it causes, by nutrition, the attraction

of the materials of the nutritive fluid into them, changes these materials into

their organic junction, and communicates to them the same vital properties

as to the solids. It is manifested even in the formative liquids by the pro-

duction of organic materials having a form, the globules. We are bound,

therefore, to consider the activity which presides over these different acts, as

a power inherent in all the parts of living bodies, and we cannot assume that,

either in vegetables or animals, it is hmited to any one tissue or apparatus.

All the parts of a plant, the roots, stem, branches, leaves, flowers, wood, and

bark, are nourished. Nutrition takes place in all the tissues and organs of

animals, in the cellular tissue, the membranes, nerves, vessels, muscles, liga-

ments, tendons, cartilages, bones, and viscera. The continual tendency of

this power to preserve the individual and all its parts, forms the prominent

character of individual life, and is presented to us as the most important in-

ternal condition of life. This power not only converts the alimentary matters,

drawn from without, into nutritive fluids, endued with special properties and

assimilated by it, but it also introduces them into the solid organic form,

determines and regulates the composition, the organization, and the vitality

of the parts, and maintains them in their vital qualities. Every living body

is exposed to external influences which tend to its destruction ; its composi-

tion changes in the conflict with these influences, which urge it to manifesta-

tions of activity. Every one, however, under certain external circumstances,

to which we shall afterwards return, retains its form, its composition, and

activity. Whatever has been changed in the materiel of living bodies, by exter-

nal impressions and excitements, or by the manifestations of action, or the

reactions of their organs themselves, is again established by the power of

nutrition or formation. Certain external impressions, however, of a mecha-

nical or chemical nature, and divers organic matters, vegetable and animal
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poisons, are able to annihilate this power, and thus cause the death of the

living bodies on which they operate.

CCCXIV. The power of formation which preserves individuals during a

certain space of time, is by degrees exhausted by its own action. Death and

the annihilation of the individual are consequent on its extinction. Yet it

gives duration to animal and vegetable species, by producing, at its highest

degree of activity, the germs or commencements of new beings of the same

species, and originating the conditions in which they can be developed so as

to produce new individuals. The power of formation of individuals, is as it

were expended in their productions, the germs, and establishes the stock of

new beings, in which it is afterwards manifested in the same manner. Bodies

actually living formed a part of other similar bodies, from which they are

detached to continue their existence as distinct individuals. The power of

formation of tlie preceding generation of a vegetable or animal species founded

the existence of present generations, and so on in tracing the past, the be-

ginning of which is unknown to us. The current of life arises from a source

of which we are ignorant, and is continued to infinity from generation to

generation. By generation, by that act of the plastic power which produces

new beings of the same species, in which the same power is afterwards ma-

nifested in like manner as in the generative individuals, the power of forma-

tion of the species is preserved and maintained.

The liquid drop of the germinating vesicle and the fecundated seed contains,

virtually but not actually, a being of the same species, endowed with all the

same qualities of composition, of form, and life, without excepting the possi-

bility of one day engendering, as the being which called it into existence.

The power of formation in the fecundated germ, produces the different tissues

and parts, with all their vital properties, regulates their configuration and con-

formation, and determines the mode and period of appearance of the organs,

in conformity with the species of the generating bodies. It produces the

organs for absorption, assimilation, respiration, the movement of the nutritive

fluid, secretion, the motions, sensation, and generation, and places them all

in the requisite state of reciprocal action. In this manner the creative power

of formation is maintained in the species, whilst, in individuals, it is present

only as a passing and perishable phenomenon.

CCCXV. It is the power of formation which, after the extinction of the

individual life of organized bodies, renders the organic matters, separated

from their organization by fermentation and putrefaction, capable, provided

they have not been reduced to their elements by external physical or chemical

actions, of assuming new and more simple organic forms, and of being trans-

muted, by what is called spontaneous generation, into infusoria, confervae,

mouldiness, &c,, according to the diversity of external influences, such as
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heat, light, water, &c., which determine them in taking on this new form.

This power appears, therefore, to be a property inherent in organic matters in

general, rendering them able to take other more simple configurations, when

detached from the combination of living bodies. In the act of assimilation

and nutrition of individuals also, those organic materials of the aliment endued

with an aptitude for formation and life, are chosen by the plastic power of

each individual, to contribute to the augmentation of its volume, to the

growth and preservation of its body, and are employed in the secretion of the

assimilating and generative fluids.

CCCXVI. The formative power further determines the course of life, the

vital periods of organized bodies, and the change of composition, organiza-

tion, and manifestations of action that coincide with such periods. It grounds

the possibility of the duration of life, various as this is in organized bodies.

This power effects the reunion and healing of wounded or detached parts,

and it is even capable of producing new ones in place of those that have been

lost. Lastly, it is this which quiets the disturbances or diseases that occur,

in various circumstances, in the organs and functions ; and this effect is con-

sequent on its determining and regulating the reactions by which the natural

course of the manifestations of life are re-established, a tendency of organ-

ized bodies which physicians have denominated the vis medicatrix naturae.

CCCXVII. The power of nutrition or formation, the power which exhibits

its action in all organized bodies, in the pulverulent mushroom and the confervee,

as well as in the palm-tree and adansonia, in the infusoria and polypi as in

the elephant and whale, presents the greatest diversities and varieties in

regard to its manifestation, as the incalculable richness of our planet in differ-

ent vegetable and animal forms fully proves. Each vegetable or animal

species has a specific configuration and organization, each one exhibits vital

acts that are peculiar to it, each produces specific germs, each one is deve-

loped in a manner of its own, each one in short pursues a path in its course

of life that belongs to it alone. " Here," as Kielmeyer said,(l) " this power

creates colossal masses whose extent the eye with difficulty measures ; there

it is confined to diminutive points that are scarcely perceivable with the aid

of the microscope ; here it appears eternally the same, and there, it is seen as a

fairy of ever varying aspect ; here, it endures for ages, there, a fraction of time

includes all its operations ; here it outlives almost every cause of destruction,

and there the slightest breath suffices to extinguish it." The plastic power

not only is exhibited in a fixed and particular manner in each vegetable and

animal species, but further, each individual shews it in its individuality of action.

( 1
) Ueber die Verhatnisse der organischen Kiafte unter ein^der iti der Reihe der verschied en

Organisationen, die Gesetze und Folgen dieser Verhatnisse, p. 27.
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CCCXVIII. The plastic power inherent in all living bodies presents an

admirable harmony in its effects, and proceeds according to laws whose con-

formity with reason cannot but be recognised by a reflecting man. In this

respect it even surpasses human reason, as Harvey properly remarked.(2)

How diminutive appear all the works the human mind has invented, when

compared with the products of this power ! Organic formation is, so to

express it, the greatest masterpiece of nature, that which solves the problem

of a series of living bodies possessing duration notwithstanding the irritability

and transitory nature of their forms and phenomena. Many naturalists have

called this power the anima vegetatioa, and have considered it as an emana-

tion of Plato's ** soul of the world," the natura naturans, the ultimate cause

of the universe, the absolute or first cause.(3) Whilst we allow that, like

other powers, it proceeds from a superior cause, we may likewise confess that

this emanation of the plastic power, from an absolute entity, presents some-

thing incomprehensible and that it exceeds the limits of our conception.

Moreover we look upon every attempt to derive this power from the absolute

existence, as an illusion of the heated imagination, inasmuch as the human
mind is incapable of raising itself to absolute wisdom.

CCCXIX. The plastic power which proceeds in its operations so harmo-

niously, is not an absolute power. It is rather dependent on certain external

conditions, and, like all other powers, it has its limits and boundaries in the

circle in which it acts. The acts of generation and nutrition occur only in

certain external circumstances, when the temperature is at a certain degree,

under the influence of air, of water, and light, and when aliment is presented.

Each vegetable and animal species keeps itself at a certain external temper-

ature, which, however, is extremely various in the different kinds of living

[ beings. Excessive heat or cold curtails the generative power, the develop-

ment of germs, and nutrition, and finally annihilates them. Each vegetable

and animal species exists in a determinate sphere of external influences, in

the earth, in the water, or the air, and is confined to a larger or smaller

(2) De generatioiie, p. 170. " Si ex operationibus fas est de facultatibus judicium ferre,

vegetativae operationes potius videntui" arte, electione et providentia institui, quam animae
rationalis, mentisve actiones ; idque etiam in homine perfectissimo.

(3) So says Harvey loo cit. " Superior itaque et divinior opifex (quam est homo) videtur

liominem fabricare, et conservare ; et nobilior artifex (quam gallus) pullum ex ovo producere.
Nempe agnoscimus Deum, creatorem summum atque omnipotentem, in cunctorum animaliura
fabrica ubique praesentem esse; etin operibus suis quasi digito monstrari; cujus, in procreatione

puUi instrumenta sunt, gallus et gallina. Constat quippe, in generatione pulli ex ovo, omnia
singulari providentia, sapientia divina, artificioque admirabili, et incomprehensibili, exstructa et

eflFormata esse. Nee cuiquam sane haec attributa conveniunt, nisi omnipotenti rerum principio
;

quocunque demum nomine id ipsum appellare libuerit ; sive mentem divinam cum Aristoteli

;

sive cum Platone, animam mundi ; aut cum aliis, naturam naturantem ; vel cum Ethnicis,

Saturnum, aut Jovem; vel potius (ut nos decet) Creatorem, et Patrem omnium quae in ccelis

et terris ; a quo animalia, eonimque origines dependent, cujusque nutu, sive effato, flunt et gene-
rantur omnia."
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portion of the earth's surface, as is proved by the geographical distribution of

living beings. Whenever plants or animals are placed out of the primitive

relations that nature has assigned them, a curtailing of their generative act, and

of their nutrition ensues. What further proves that the power of formation

is, to a certain degree, susceptible of variation in its effects, by the action of

external circumstances, is, that animal and vegetable races degenerate in con-

sequence of changes in the influences they come under. We likewise remark

that the acts of generation and nutrition are dependent on the seasons, that

hot weather favours them, whereas cold contracts, suspends, or altogether

stops them. According to the excitements applied to the organs, their nutri-

tion changes, is rendered active, or slackens, or even alters its modus operandi,

as is proved by the numerous morbid and anormal changes that occur in the

organs, whose functions are thereby disturbed. There are influences which

rapidly annihilate nutrition, extinguish the plastic power, and destroy life;

such is the case with poisons. When we come to speak of the external con-

ditions of life, we shall see how far the results of the power of nutrition or

formation are dependent on external influences.

CCCXX. Another proof of the facility with which the plastic power varies

its mode of action, is furnished by the anomalies organic bodies frequently

exhibit in their formation, configuration, aggregation, and arrangement, or by

what are called monstrosities. Each kind of living body is capable of exhi-

biting, when developed and formed in the fecundated germinative liquid,

variations and changes, which, however, are limited. Sometimes a deficiency

in the regular development or the absence of some part is observed ; some-

times, on the other hand, there is a superfluity in the formation. Here, parts

that should be united are separated, and there, other parts that ought to be

distinct, are confounded together. Nevertheless, how far soever monstrosities

stray from the rule, the species to which they belong may always be recog-

nised. This circumstance clearly proves they only occur within the hmifs

assigned to the laws of formation proper to each species, and that they do not

extend ad infinitum. Besides, we remark, that although, in the case of mon-

strosity, it often happens that harmony in the arrangement of the parts is no

longer perceivable, yet in the majority of cases it is impossible to mistake the

existence of a state approaching to it, and that, consequently, even then the

plastic power preserves one of its most prominent characteristics.

CCCXXI. The preceding considerations lead to this chief result, that the

power of formation inherent in all living bodies, and whose action is exerted

conformably with the laws of harmony, which is transmitted from generation

to generation, and in engendered beings has its action subjected to the influ-

ence of certain external conditions and circumstances, should be considered,

ifjudged of by its effects, as a power sui generis, and different from all other
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known powers. So far as we are informed by experience, it is only mani-

fested in organic matters, and in bodies composed of such matters, which

differ from inorganic bodies in their composition, configuration, and mode

of aggregation, as also in their properties. This power appears then to be

a force inherent in organic matters, and dependent on their specific material

constitution, one whose effects are seen without our being able to say

any thing concerning its first cause and mode of action,(4) as is also the

case with all the other powers. Sometimes its effects in organic matters

are shown in a free and independent manner, but only differing accor-

ding to the external influences to which the matters are exposed, as in

equivocal or spontaneous generation ; at other times they exhibit particular

modifications, and are inclosed within defined limits, as in vegetable and

animal species propagated by organisms anterior to them, or by unequivocal

generation. If it be asked whence organic matters proceed, how they are

produced, together with the power of formation inherent in them, we are

necessitated candidly to confess our ignorance on the subject, inasmuch as the

first origin of organic matters and living bodies is altogether beyond the range

of experiment, as is also that of inorganic bodies and of matter in general.

The final cause of the existence of the plastic power is, like that of the other

powers, of attraction, of repulsion and their modifications, mechanical attrac-

tion, gravitation, cohesion, and adhesion, like also that of chemical affinity,

a secret whose profundity, as Buffon said,(5) we shall never be able, from all

appearances, to reach. In the present state and arrangement of our intellec-

tual faculties, we are under the necessity of admitting these powers without

the capability of giving an account of the cause that called them into existence

and produced them.

(4) Buffon Hist. Natur., t. 2, p. 45. " Quelle peut-etre la puissance active qui fait que la
mati&re organique penetre le moule interieur et se joint, ou plutot s'incorpore intimement avec
lui ? II parait, qu'il existe dans la nature des forces, comme celle de la pesanteur, qui sont rela-

tives a I'interieur de la matie^re, et qui n'ont aucun rapport avec les qualites exterieures des corps,
mais qui agissent sur les parties les plus intimes et qui les penetrent dans tons les points ; ces
forces ne pourront jamais tomber sous nos sens, pareeque leur action se faisant sur I'interieur

des corps, et nos sens ne pouvant nous representer que ce qui se fait a I'exterieur, elles ne sont
pas du genre des choses que nous puissions apercevoir ; il faudi-ait pour cela que nos yeux, au
lieu de nous representer les surfaces, fussent organisees de fajon a nous representer les masses
des corps, et que notre vue put pen^trer dans leur structure et dans la composition intime de la
matiere ; il est done evident qui nous n'aurons jamais d'idee nette de ces forces penetrantes, ni
de la mani^re dent elles agissent; mais en meme temps il n'est pas moins certain qu'elles existent,
que c'est par leur moyen que se produisent la plus grande partie des effets de la nature, et
qu'on doit en particulier leur attribuer I'efFet de la nutrition et du developpement, puisque nous
sommes assures qu'il ne se peut faire qu'au moyen de la penetration intime du moule interieur;
car de la meme fayon que la force de la pesanteur penetre I'interieur de toute matiere, de
meme la force qui pousse ou qui attire les parties organiques de la nourriture, penetre aussi dans
I'interieur des corps organises, et les y fait entrer par son action."

(5) Hist. Natur., t. ii, p. 3. " La faculte de produire son semblable, qui reside dans les ani-
maux et les vegetaux, cfette espece d'unite toujours subsistante et qui parait eternelle, cette vertu
procreatrice qui s'exerce perpetuellement sans se detruirc jamais, est pour nous un myst^re dont
il semble qu'il ne nous est pas permis de souder la profondeur."

C c
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CCCXXIl. The power of formation, though a sole and single primitive

power, appears gradually to be so modified in its action by circumstances

that have reference to the mode of development of our planet, as thereby to

produce the different vegetable and animal species, in which it is ever mani-

fested in the same manner, and gives origin to germs of similar species, so

long as external circumstances or conditions are the same in the essential par-

ticulars. VYhat speaks in favour of this assertion is the fact that, (judging

from the remains of animals and vegetables scattered through the different

strata of the earth,) there has been a certain order of succession or gradation

in these, and that in comparing the remains of a former world with the

species now existing, we ascertain that a great number of them have disap-

peared, probably in consequence of changes in the cosmic relations. We
are also certified, that each vegetable and animal species exists only in the

circle of certain external circumstances, and that nature has assigned to each

one a definite dwelling on our planet. But what are the changes which the

earth has undergone in the lapse of time, and on what causes they depend, is

a problem which geologists are endeavouring to solve. Though they are able

to show different changes produced by fire and wafer, yet the final cause of

these revolutions is not less profoundly lost in the region of things beyond our

investigation (6)

CCCXXIII. As we are not able to ascertain either the first origin of the

power of formation, or the final cause of its action, any more than of the

other powers, and are consequently obliged to admit that it is inexplicable in

its cause, physiology can, in such a state of affairs, offer no other question

than the study of the phenomena and effects of this power in the different

kinds of living bodies, the search into the causes on which they depend, and

the establishment of the laws of their action, so far as we can do so by pur-

suing the path of observation, of experiment, and of sound reflection.

(6) As Swammerdamm says very justly, (Biblia Naturee, t. ii, p 86?,) Cum Dei Opera
iisdem omnia regulis inniti, verasque eorum causas, aut primitivas origines, nobis absolute imper-

scrutabiles esse, neque hinc revera, nisi extimam simplicis duntaxat umbrae divinorum mira-

culorum superficiem, a nobis eognosci, manifestissimum sit : bine pro certissirao habeo, quod
omnis Philosophorum cognitio ae sapientia solummodo in accurata perceptione elegantium

illorum phaenomenorum sive effectorum, quae a causis primis producuntur, notabilesque vicissim

aliorum saepe effectorum causae sunt, uniee sita sit. Qua propter omni etiam studio ac industria

in id incubendum foret, ut isthaec tandem phaenomena exactissime pernoscamus, et ex his dum
firmas positiones, regulas, conclusiones et ratiocinia, legitime deducamus. Alioquin enim facillime

a veritatis tramite aberramus ; si quando de Natura quae prorsus inexhausta est, disputantes

sufficientibus destituimur experimentis, quae sola viam nobis, in spissima ignoi-antiae nostras

caligine, baud aliter ac bacillus ca;co praemonstrari possunt et debent. Imo vel nostra ipsorura

culpa tunc contingit, ut, quae in rerum natura levi negotio cognoscenda oiferunt, non solum
obscura nobis, sed etiam inexplicabilia fiant, nostramque hinc inscitiam ac caecitatem potius, quam
scientiam, magis magisque augeant.
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CHAPTER EIGHTH.

Of the Secretion of the Humours.

CCCXXIV. The secretion of vaporous or liquid matters is a property

belonging to all living bodies. It is of equal importance for the preservation

of individuals as of the species. The secreted liquids are added to the

aliment and effect it? assimilation, or they are thrown out as true excremen-

titious matters, in order to prepare the nutritive fluid from the food, and to

keep this fluid in the necessary state of composition for the continued perform-

ance of the act of nutrition. Organized bodies, moreover, during a certain

period of their existence, prepare generative liquids which perpetuate the

duration of the species.

Let us rapidly review the secreted liquids of vegetables and animals; let

us point out their properties and uses, and demonstrate the structure of the

organs that officiate in their preparation.

1. Secretion in Plants.

CCCXXV. The secretions of vegetables are divided into external and

internal. The former, which are the most numerous, consist chiefly in the

ejection of a vaporous matter by the leaves, in order to aid in the assimila-

tion of the sap. Further, excrementitious liquid matters of various kinds are

eliminated by glands and hairs. In the number of external secretions, those

of the generative liquids and the nectaries of flowers may also be reckoned.

Regarding the internal secretions, they refer to humours that are poured into

sacciform spaces, into what are called the reservoirs of the humours. Con-

sidered generally, the secretions of vegetables have reference only to the

preparation of the nutritive fluid and the act of generation.

CCCXXVI. The principal organs of vaporous excretion are the leaves,

as has been already stated in speaking of the respiration of vegetables

(ccvi.) Mariotte, Hales, Duhamel, Bonnet, Martino, Woodward, Knight,

L. C. Treviranus, and others, have shown this excretion by experiments, but

have very differently calculated the quantity in vegetable species. (7)

It is certain, however, that the transpiration is maintained by the influence of

light, and that it is never so active as when an abundant absorption of liquids

by the roots is going on, in warm weather and in the sun's rays. It is inti-

mately connected with the growth and energy of plants, on whose life it exerts

(7) Hales says he observed a sun-flower, three feet and a half high, which transpired about
sixteen ounces in twelve hours, during the day ; a small vine tree, five ; a young apple tree,

nine ; a lemon tree, six ; a medium sized cabbage, three. Martino calculated the quantity of

transpiration in a cabbage at twenty-three ounces in the space of twenty-four hours ; of a young
mulberry-tree, at eighteen ounces ; and of a maize plant, at seven drachms.
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an essential influence. When it becomes too abundant, it checks development

and exhausts life; if it have been suppressed, diseases ensue.

The transpirable matter of leaves exposed to the light, is composed of

oxygen and water (ccli.) According to Chevallier's observations,(8)

the Chenopodium vuloaria also exhales ammonia, and G. Sprengel(9) is said

to have remarked that certain plants, growing on the sea shore, give out

chlorine. Several poisonous trees, the Antiaris toxicaria, the Hippomane big-

landulosa, and other euphoibiaceae give acrid exhalations, or even exert a

narcotic action. Lavini(l) found carburetted hydrogen gas, together with an

acrid principle, in the transpirable matter of the Rhus toxicodendron, collected

in the night. The matter of transpiration, especially that which is exhaled in

the sun, is sometimes also precipitated in the shape of small drops, to which

the dew of the leaves is owing.

CCCXXVII. The leaves of some plants also secrete water in a liquid

form ; this is sometimes the case in the leaves of the pisang, according to

Miller,(2) and Bierkander's observations,(3) Munting saw the same thing

in the leaves of an Arum,{A) Habenicht(5) in those of the Calla cethiopicay

and L. C. Treviranus in those of the Ludolfia glaucescens(6) In some plants

of the species Nepenthes, Sarracenia and Cephalotus a copious secretion of

limpid and pure water is constantly going on in the sacciform appendages of

the leaves that are frequently covered with an operculum ; as was observed

by Griram(7) and Rumph(8) in the Nepenthes distillatoria and phyllamphora.

We learn from the researches of L. C. Treviranus, that the coats of the sac

at the extremity of the leaf of the former of these plants, contains a great

number of true spiral vessels, together with small glandiform elevations

which have minute openings, and he thinks it probable the secretion of water

is eff*ected by these organs. J. F. Smith(9) and Elliot(l) say that the water

found in the hollow leaves of the sarracenia is secreted by them. It is like-

wise the opinion of Brown,(2) that the sweet-smelling water met with in the

utriculee of the cephalotus, is partly exuded from the coats of the air bags.

(8) Journal de Pharmacie, v. x, p. 100.

(9) Kastner, Archiv. fiir die gesammte Naturlehre, p. vii, p. 161.

(1) Recherches surles emanations deleteres que s'exbalent du Rhus Toxicodendron, in Journal
de Cliimie Medieale, June, 1 825, p. 249.

(2) Duhamel, Physique des Arbres, v. i, p. 141.

(3) Abhandl. der Schwed. Akad, 1773.

(4) OefFening d. Planten, p. 274.

(5) Flora. 1823, p. 34.

(6) Ueber die wasserigen Absonderungen blattriger Pflanzentheile ; in Zeitschrift fUr

Physiologie, v. iii, p. 72.

(7) Ephem. Nat. Cur. Ann. 1, Dec. 2.

(8) Herb. Amboin, v. v, p. 122.

(9) Iritroduct. to Botany, p. 195.

(1) Sketch of a Botany of South Carolina and Georgia, v. ii, p. 12.

(2) Vermischte Scbriften, v. i, p. 147.
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Lastly, L. C. Treviranus observed a secretion of water in the flower-ear of

the Amoinum zerurithet : the liquid containod a small quantity of mucus, with

a matter resembling fibrin. A similar secretion occurs in the flower-buds of

the Nicavdra phi/snloides.

CCCXXVllI. The leaves of many trees, of the maple, the lime-tree, the

poplar, the willow, the olive, <Scc., during the warm periods of the year, when

the air is very dry and the sun powerful, secrete a viscous matter, containing

mucus and sugar, and designated by the name of melliyo. This secretion

was formerly attributed to an insect (aphys,) (3) but the researches of L. C.

Treviranus(4) have certified that it should be considered as a product of the

leaves. Under the same head must also be placed the secretion of manna

from the ash ( Fraxinus ornus.) The resinous matter of the Populus balsnmica

and the wax of the Myrica cerifera are also reckoned among the liquid secre-

tions of the leaves. It is worthy of remark, that vegetables which have

absorbed diflferent organic or inorganic hurtful matters by their roots, strive

to get rid of them by the leaves, as Schuebler and Zeller(5) ascertained in

their experiments on several salts.

CCCXXIX. AmoJig the organs intended for the secretion of very various

liquids, are certain parts, commonly composed of small cells pressed against

each other, and mostly penetrated by vessels, and denominated by botanists

glands. As instances of these, the small fleshy elevations which secrete

a viscous humour, and are seen on the petiole of the leaves of the cherry-tree

and other amygdaleae and rosaceae, and the wartlike elevations of the ice-

plant (Mesembryanihemum crystallinum) may be cited. The glands are

frequently connected with the hairs, which are often articulated, are formed

of one or more cells raised above the surface of the vegetable, and contain

a canal in their axis. There are two kinds of secretory hairs ; those in which

glands exist, Pili glanduliferi, and those which can be considered only as

excretory ducts of glands, Pili excretorii. To the former sort belong the

Pili cupulati, representing small filaments terminating in a concave gland, as

the hairs of the Cicer arietinum. These, according to Deyeux(6) secrete a

sour juice composed of acetic, malic, and oxalic acids. Not unfrequently,

however, this last named acid is altogether wanting, according to the

researches of Dulong d'Astrafort.(7) The same kind further includes the

Pili capHati, simple filaments with a globular glandular swelling, as in the

Dictamus albus, and the Pili polycephali, in which each branching filament is

(3) Reaumur, Hist, des Insectes, v. iii, p. 2, p. 46.

(4) Vermischte Schriften, v. iv, p. 89.

(5) Schweigger's Jahrbiicher der Chemie und Physik. 1827, art. v, p. 54.

(6) Journal de Pharmacie, v. i, p. 131.

(7) Ibid., V. xii, p. 1 10.
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terminated by a small glandular head, as in the Croton penicillatum. Among
the hairs that are excretory ducts of glands situated at their base are described

those of the nettle, and of the Malpigkia urens; the liquid is acrid ; it probably

contains a very concentiated vegetable acid, and it only appears externally

when the glands are stimulated, touched, or pressed by a foreign body. Very

likely the hairs of the Hieraciuin amplexicaule, of the Madia viscosa, of the

Nicotiana glulinosa, the Hibiscus, &c., which give out viscous and oleaginous

liquids, come under this class.

CCCXXX. Flowers secrete vaporous and liquid matters. When exposed

to light, they absorb oxygen and exhale carbonic acid gas, according to Saus-

sure's experiments. Hydrogen and azote are not excreted, as some physio-

logists assert. In most vegetables the transpirable matter of flowers carries

with it a peculiar odour, probably proceeding from an essential oil, which is

sometimes evaporated with the pollen, and is sometimes secreted by glandi-

form warts or follicles of the petals.

Among the fluid secretions of flowers, besides the generative liquids, to

which we shall return hereafter, a juice containing sugar, and secreted by the

glandiform organs called nectaries, is ranked. From the observations of

Soyer-Willemet,(8) it seems that similar organs, but variously pronounced,

exist in all vegetables provided with stamina and pistils. They assume very

difl^erent forms, as of small round glands, tubercles, pits, pores, grooves, &c,,

on the ovarium, on the calix, and at the base of the petals or stamina. The

juice they secrete contains sugar, often in such a quantity as to crystal-

lize, as Odhelius(9) remarked in the flowers of the Impatiens bahamica, and

G. Jaeger(l) in those of the Rhododendron ponticmn. The secretion of this

humour is so copious in some plants, such as the Musa paradisiaca and Hoya

carnpsa, as to flow out of the flowers. It is yet unknown whether it partici-

pates in the fecundative act of plants, as Christian Conrad Sprengel,(2) Per-

roteau,(3) Smith,(4) Soyer-Willemet, and others have endeavoured to prove,

or whether it has no connexion with this act, as Desvaux(5) concludes from

his experiments on the eff"ects of the destruction or abstraction of the necta-

ries. To me it appears that the liquid secreted in the nectaries, (and this the

more abundantly as the air is warmer or drier,) is intended to moisten the

(8) Mem. sur la Nectaire ; in the Ann. de la Soc. Linneene de Paris, March, 1828, p. 1.

(9) Abhandl. der schwed. Akad., 1774, p. 363.

(1) Tiedemann and Treviranus, Zeitsci'ift fur Physiol., v. ii, p. 173.

(2) Das entdeckte Geheimnlss im Bau und in der Befruchtung der Blumen. Berlin, 1793, in

4to. Bethought that the juice secreted in the nectaries aided the fecundation of plants, by-

attracting insects, as bees, butterflies, some dipteia, &c., which fed on it, and by sucking it carried

the pollen to the pistil. Kurt Sprengel has also defended this opinion.

(3) Analyse des travaux de la Soe. d'Emulation de Poictiers pour 1803, p. 29.

(4) Recherches sur les appareils secretoires des nectaives ; in the Ann. de la Soc. Linneene de
Paris. March, 1826, p. 53.

(5) Introduction to Botany, ed, 3, p. 256.
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genital parts by its evaporation, and thus keep them in the state requisite for

the performance of the act of fecundation. Possibly, also, it is the vehicle

by whose means the vapour of the pollen acts on the stigmata.

CCCXXXI. Of the internal secretions that of air deserves to be first

examined. Many vegetables, when full grown, have spaces filled with air,

which Grew has described under the name of medullary cavities, Mirbel as

lacunae, and Rudolphi as air vessels. In these the globular cavities, divided

by a partition, and lined with a dry pellicle, which are found in the stem of

gramineae, are ranged. They are also seen of divers shapes and sizes, in the

pith of trees and shrubs. They exist too in the herbaceous stem, the leaf and

flower stalks of a great number of dicotyledones, for instance, in the stem of

urabelliferae, the peduncles of dandelion, (Leontodon taraxacum,) the petioles

of the acacias, &c. They are particularly large in the stems, leaf, and flower

stalks of several aquatic plants, of the Ni/mplKBU, the Potamogolon, the Trapa

nutans, &c. All these hollows in the cellular tissue are not seen in young

plants, because at that period of life the cellular tissue is filled with juices.

It is not until a certain age that the juices disappear, and are replaced by air

in the cells, which at the same time become larger. It is not ascertained

whether the air reservoirs are formed solely by the extension or rupture of

the cells, caused by the growth of plants, or whether their production and

the accumulation of air in their interior, have reference to the acts of nutrition

and development. Neither do we know whether the air is introduced from

without, or secreted by vessels. Malpighi thought it was conveyed by the

spiral vessels; others say it is consequent on the decomposition of the liquids

contained in the cellular tissue. The spaces filled with air, or the intercel-

lular ducts, of some plants, with loose cellular tissue, contain within them

small, hard bodies, adhering to their coats, which Decandolle calls raphides.{6)

Sprengel found these bodies in the cellular tissue of the Piper magrtoUcefo-

lium ; Rudolphi, in the air-vessels of the TraJescantia and Musa ; Kieser, in

the Calla cethiopica and Aloe verrucosa; the elder Decandolle, in the Tritoma

uvaria, Littcea geminiflora, and the Crinium latifolium ; the younger Decan-

dolle,(7) in the Nyctago jatappce and the garden balsam. Probably they are

small crystals formed in the juices.

CCCXXXII. The internal liquid secretions exhibit a great diversity.

They comprehend the volatile and fatty oil found in divers plants, the gum, bal-

sams, and resins, which have been often confounded with the nutritive juice

of vegetables. They are always found in spaces contained in the cellular

tissue, which form their walls, as Mirbel(8) and L. C. 1Veviranus(9) have

(6) Organographie Vegetale, v. i, p. 126.

(7) Mem. de la Soc. de Physique de Geneve, v. iii, p. 2.

(8) Exposition et Defense de ma Theorie de I'Organisation Vegetale. Amstm., 1S08, p. 17.

(9) Beitrage-zur Planzenphysiologie, p. 42. Zeitschiift fiir Physiologic, b. 1, p. 147.
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shown. The form of these reservoirs is not everywhere the same. Some-

times they are small cells, bags, or sacs ; sometimes they have the shape

of tubes, ducts, or pouches of various length and terminating in a cul-de-sac.

Round sacs, cells, or vesicles, containing volatile or fat oil, are situated under

the epidermis, in the parenchyma of the leaves of myrtles, aurantiacese, of the

Metrosideros and Melaleuca species, of the coniferse and many other plants,

as also in the bark and fruit of the orange and lemon tree. In similar cells

of the leaves of the Laurus camphora, camphor is formed. Short tubes, closed

at their extremities and filled with volatile oil, are found in the seed covering

of a great many umbcUiferae, of the cummin, anise, and fennel. The vessels

that secrete gum represent canals. Such are found in the pith of the linden

;

in the pith and bark of malvaceze; in the stalk of the Atroma angusta and the

petioles of the Hybiscus, Similar ducts, containing gum, are met with in the

species of Rhus, of Cacalia, Aloe, &c. Balsamic and resinous liquids are found

in long sacs or tubes, formed of very condensed cellular tissue, called by

Grew turpentine vessels, in the bark of the genus Pinus, Larix, Juniperus,

Thuja, and Pistacia.

All these juices appear to be secreted from the nutritive fluid in the reser-

voirs which inclose them, in order to keep it in the requisite state of compo-

sition for the continued accomplishment of nutrition. There they neither

move, nor are moved. They do not seem to be at all consumed in the growth

of the plant, neither do they suffer any essential changes. By the progress

of age in the vegetable, they lose their aqueous parts, and are finally dried up.

2. Secretion in Animals.

CCCXXXIII. The secretions of animals are more numerous and diversi-

fied than those of vegetables. We behold their number increasing, from the

foot to the summit of the animal scale, with the complication of structure, and

with the multiplicity and intensity of the manifestations of life. In order to

maintain this assertion we will enumerate the animal secretions.

CCCXXXIV. The fluid secretions, in reference to form and consistence,

are divided into vaporous, aeriform, and liquid. The transpirable matters of

the common integument and of the respiratory organs, as also the air of the

swimming bladder of fishes, are ranked among the two former. The variously

consistent liquids form the extensive remnant of the secretions. The serosity

of the cellular tissue, of the serous membranes, of the chambers of the eye,

and of the labyrinth of the ear, is very thin, although its specific gravity

exceeds that of water ; the tears, the urine, and sweat follow. The saliva,

the pancreatic juice, the bile, the mucus, the synovia, the semen, the milk,

&c. have more consistence, and are often thready. The fatty substances,

the suet and fat of the cellular tissue, the marrow of the bones, the wax of the
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ears, and the different secreted matters of the dermoid cryptae, are of still

greater consistence, and only possess fluidity at a certain degree of heat.

CCCXXXV. The fluids secreted in a liquid form are referable to six

classes, according to the chief ingredients of their composition.

1. Serous hquids, resembling the serum of the blood, and composed of a

great quantity of water, a Uttle albumen dissolved, and salts existing in the

latter. To this class belong the serosity of the cellular tissue, the liquors of

the serous and articular membranes, of the chambers of the eye, of the cap-

sule of the lens, and of the labyrinth of the ear.

2. Albuminous liquids, distinguished by a great quantity of albumen.

These are the pancreatic juice, the semen, the liquor of ova of Degraaf, the

fluid of the thyroid and thymus, and the milk, w^hich besides contains serous

matter, fat, and several salts.

3. Mucous liquids, in which animal mucus is the predominating piinciple,

such as the mucus of the mouth, of the pharynx, of the stomach, and intes-

tinal canal, of the nose and air passages, of the urinary and genilal organs,

and the liquid secreted at the surface of the skin in most animals that live in

water.

4. Fatty or oily liquids, as the suet and fat of the cellular tissue, the

marrow of the bones, the liquids secreted in the cryptse of the skin, the ceru-

men of the ears, the liquor of the Meibomian glands, the fatty fluid of the

prepuce, and of the entrance of the female genitals, such as castor, civet,

musk, the fluid of the anal glands, the oil of the coccigeal gland of birds,

bees'-wax, &c.

5. The saliva, bile, urine, tears, &c., are matters containing many salts,

and mostly particular animal substances.

6. Liquids in which acids predominate, as the sweat, the poison of bees,

the liquid which ants and many other insects throw out, &c.

CCCXXXVI. If we regard the secretions, according to the ends they

fulfil in the animal economy, we see that they are important in many respects

in the preservation of life and the performance of divers functions. It is not

impossible to divide them into two great classes, those which are necessary

for the preservation of the individual, and those for the maintenance of the

species. The former remain entire during the existence of every individual

;

the latter, on the other hand, are only effected during a certain period of life,

and even then are generally connected with certain periods of the year.

CCCXXXVII. The secretions relative to the preservation of the indivi-

dual, include two divisions; those which eliminate liquids from the mass

of the humours to eject them, and those which pour liquids into cavities,

whence, after having performed different offices, or assisted in functions,

they are taken up by absorption and returned to the mass of the humours.

D D
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The former products are called excreted liquids, (fiuida excreta,) and the

latter secreted fluids, (fiuida secreta.)

There is this difference between the excreted and secreted liquids, that the

latter contains simple organic constituent parts, of definite form, or glo-

bules, which have, in fact, been found in the saliva, the pancreatic juice,

the semen, and the milk ; whereas none are seen in the urine, the bile, the

tears, &c.

CCCXXXVIII. To the class of excreted liquids, by the elimination of

which, on the one hand, certain non-assimilable matters that have passed

from the aliment into the mass of the humours, are got rid of; on the other

hand, the useless materials taken from the organs by absorption, and through

which the nutritive fluid is therefore kept in a state which allows of the con-

tinuance of nutrition, belong

:

1. The exhaled matter of the organs of respiration, the constituent princi-

ples of which have been mentioned above.

2. The cutaneous transpiration, the sweat, and the fatty, oily, or mucous

matters of the common integuments.

3. The urine.

4. Several elements of the bile, as the resin, the fat, the colouring principle,

and salts.

5. Several humours by which animals defend themselves from the attacks

of their enemies ; as the ink of the sepia, the purple, the liquids of several in-

sects, and the poison of divers arms, especially of the sting of the bee, of the

scorpion, &c.

6. Lastly, the humour of spiders and some mollusca, with which they form

their webs.

CCCXXXIX. The secreted liquids may be distributed into several

groups, according to their purposes and the parts they take in the animal

economy

:

1. Liquids that are added to aliment received into the alimentary sac and

effiect its solution and assimilation ; as the digestive liquids formerly men-

tioned, the gastric and intestinal juice, the saliva, the pancreatic juice, and, in

part also, the bile.

2. Liquids that relate to the assimilation of the chyle and lymph in the

lymphatic system : among those I reckon the humours secreted in the lym-

phatic glands and in the glands without an excretory duct, the spleen, the

thyroid, and supra-renal capsules, which liquids are taken up by the lympha-

tics and mixed with the fluid they contain.

3. Liquids poured into cavities, where they facilitate automatic or volun-

tary movements, as the secretions of the serous and articular membranes

:

here also may be placed the serosity deposited in the cellular tissue, inas-
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much as it favours the contractions and relaxations of the muscles within cel-

lular sheaths,

4. Liquids that serve as media in the organs of the senses, and by which

external objects are conveyed to the nerves, to produce excitement therein :

of this kind are the humours of the eye and of the labyrinth of the ear, the mu-

cus of the nose, and, in part also, the saUva.

5. Liquids deposited at different points of the cellular tissue, where they

are afterwards re-absorbed, either when the animal lacks food^ or when, having

their manifestations of life exalted, they require a greater quantity of aliment.

Such a liquid is the fat : its quantity diminishes during hunger, hibernation,

the secretion of semen, gestation, and the secretion of the milk.

CCCXL. To the second class of secreted liquids belong those that are

necessary for the preservation of the species :

1. The female genital matter contained in the vesicle of the ovum, or of the

germ, as also the fluids that many animals give out with the germ, to serve

for its nutrition, as the white and yolk of egg.

2. The semen.

3. The fluids secreted by the prostate and Cowper's glands, and mixed

with the seed.

4. The liquids contained in the membranes of the foetus.

5. The milk secreted in the breasts of mammifera.

6. Lastly, the different liquids of which insects make coverings and reser-

voirs for their eggs, to protect them from baneful influences from without.

Here likewise may be reckoned the fluids which caterpillars and other larvze

of insects use in forming their webs, as also wax.

CCCXLl. If we turn our attention to the organs which secrete these

widely different humours, and the conditions under which secretion is per-

formed, we should first of all make a distinction between those animals which

have no vessels and those which possess a vascular system. In the former,

certain infusoria, polypi, medusa, and most entozoa, secretion consists in a

simple transudation or exhalation, at both surfaces of the body, of materials

of the nutritive fluid contained in their homogeneous mass, without the possi-

bility of pointing out any special secreting organ. The external surface which

also performs respiration, appears to elicit excretory matters only, either in

the shape of vapour or of mucus, which renders these animals slippery. At

the internal surface of the alimentary canal, which is placed in contact with

the aliment introduced into the body, a secretion of a solvent and assimilative

juice is, on the other hand, effected in consequence of the excitement pro-

duced by the food.

CCCXLII. In animals furnished with blood vessels the blood is always

the source of secretion, and contains the materials of the different humours :
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vessels conveying it to the secreting organs. Sometimes certain of these

materials are separated from the minute vessels v?hich penetrate the secretory

organs ; at other times there are particular organs, having a very diversified

structure, which are called glands, and effect the separation of liquids from

the blood which has reached them in the circulation. Secretion from the

minute vessels is called exhalation, and that from the glands, glandular secre-

tion. The former seems to consist in a separation and elimination of certain

parts of the blood, for the liquids produced by exhalation approach the nearest

to the blood in composition. In the secretion by glands, the blood certainly

furnishes the materials of the liquids to be produced ; but these fluids undergo

such changes in composition, from the vital manifestations of the glandular

parenchyma, that they cannot be considered as simple extracts from, but as

true productions of, the blood.

CCCXLIII. The exhalation performed by the capillary blood-vessels

mostly takes place at the free surface of membranes, either externally, in-

ternally, or in cavities of the body. The cutaneous transpiration which occurs

in the majority of animals is an external exhalation, as is also that of car-

bonic acid from the appendages of the skin, the branchise. In the number of

internal exhalations are the perspiratory matter of the lungs and trachea, the

secretion of a watery, not mucous liquid, which goes on at the inner surface

of all mucous membranes, and that of the liquids produced by the serous

and synovial membranes. The secretion of the humours of the eye and

labyrinth is likewise effected by exhalation. Finally, this mode of secretion

also occurs in the cellular tissue, where, in fact, it is the agent in the formation

of the serosity and fat.

CCCXLIV. The glands present numerous differences in their structure.

They may be divided into simple cryptae, follicles, or blind cavities, into

hollow, cylindrical, or convoluted vessels, and into glands properly so called,

or glands in the closest acceptation of the word.

The cryptse represent pits or small excavations (folliculi, cryptce) of various

form and size, in the sides of which close net-works of very minute blood-

vessels ramify, which act in nutrition. The secreted fluid remains some time

within them, and leaves them by small apertures when they are stimulated.

These cryptse are found in all the mucous membranes. They have the name

of muciparous glands, or mucous follicles, (glandulce muciparce, folliculi

mucosi,) because they secrete the mucosity of these membranes. They are

sometimes single, and sometimes accumulated together. The former, or

simple (mes, are found, having the shape of small oval cavities, flattened and

provided with one orifice, in the palate, tongue, trachea, oesophagus, stomach,

and intestinal canal of most animals. They are also met with in the mucous

membrane of the biliary and gall ducts, in the ureters and bladder, and in
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the mucous membrane of the vagina. The conglomerate eryptai are the

tonsils, the stomachal glands of the castor and pangolin, those of the glandular

stomach of birds, and the glands of Peyer scattered over the intestinal canal.

Hither, too, the prostate and Cow^per's glands must be referred.

These small cavities, or sacs, are very numerous in the genital integu-

ment : they secrete a fatty or oily matter, which they pour out, and are

therefore called sebaceous cryptee or glands. To these belong the sebaceous

follicles of the eyelids, the cerurainous glands, the anal follicles, the fat

secreting cavities found in the genitals, the secretion of the musk, and of the

castor, as also the cryptae that secrete the civet, <lfe:c.

CCCXLV. Narrow sacs, of various lengths, or branching canals officiate

in the secretion of liquids in insects. The secretory vessels of the saliva and

bile are only simple appendages of the alimentary canal. The seed vessels,

the ovaries, and the spinning vessels have a similar form. That these cavities

receive the materials of the liquids they secrete, by their terminations, from

the nutritive fluid, which is spread over the interior of their body through the

coats of the intestinal canal, as Cuvier endeavoured to prove, is improbable,

since a complete circulation has been discovered in these animals. We
should rather suppose that the capillary ramifications of the blood-vessels are

connected with these excretory canals, as J. Mueller(l) observed in the

ovarian ducts of the mantis species. The seminiferous vessels and ovarian

ducts of some worms are analagous to the secretory sacs of insects. The

hollow pyloric appendages of bony fishes may also be reckoned here.

CCCXLVI. The glands, properly so called, or the conglomerate, (glandulcr;

conglomeratce,) as the salivary glands, the kidneys, &c., which, in vertebrata

and mollusca, act in the secretion of humours, exhibit numerous diversities

in their form, colour, consistence, and texture. In general, they are hollow

organs, more or less round and lobular, having a branched mucous membrane

for a basis, and ramilications of numerous arteries, veins, lymphatics, and

nerves distributed in them. At the point where the arteries arrive at their

most minute branchings and are converted into veins, they mostly form, by

their netlike convolutions, kinds of nodosities and small peculiarly formed

masses that are called glandular grains, (acini.) From these very small

vessels the radicles of the secretory ducts arise, which are in immediate

connexion with the finest ramifications of the arteries, if we may judge from

what is proved in regard to the liver and kidneys. These vessels, proceeding

from the glandular grains, and which carry off the liquid secreted from the

blood, unite into twigs, branches, and trunks, and are joined to a mucous

(1) Ueber eine unentdeckte Verbindung des Ruckengcfasses mit den Eyerstocken bei den
Inseckten in Nov. Act. Acad. Nat. Cur., v. xii, p. 12.
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membrane, or to the common integument, with which they are in such close

connexion as to warrant their being considered as branching appendages of

them. The saUvary glands, the pancreas and liver, are glands whose excretory

ducts pour the secreted liquids on the surface of the mucous membrane of

the intestinal sac, of which they appear as so many ramified appendages.

The excretory ducts of the kidneys have a particular mucous membrane for

a basis, which is united with the lower part of the intestinal canal, or with

the mucous membrane of the genitals. The seed secreted in the testicles,

and the germinating vesicles formed in the ovaria, are given out upon a special

mucous membrane which, in many animals, likewise communicates with the

alimentary sac. The breasts and salivary glands, together with the conjunc-

tiva of the eye, are glands whose excretory ducts open on the outer skin, and

whose mucous membrane is continuous at its orifice with the general integu-

ment. In some secreting apparatus, the excretory ducts also form particular

dilatations or reservoirs, wherein the secreted liquors accumulate and remain

for some time. The gall and urine bladders, the seminal vesicles, and the

lacteal sacs, are reservoirs of this kind. The excretory ducts and their dila-

tations have always a mucous membrane for a basis, moistened by the secreted

liquids. On its outer surface there is either a true muscular membrane, or a

tissue analogous to the fibrous coat of the blood-vessels, which, by its irritabi-

lity and contractility, propels the secreted fluids.

CCCXLVII. A class of glands without excretory ducts, the lymphatic

glands, may also be formed ; they result from an interlacing of afferrent and

efFerrent lymphatic vessels, between which blood vessels divide into extremely

minute ramifications. It is probable that during the passage of the chyle and

lymph through these convolutions, materials of the arterial blood are mixed

with them, and aid in their assimilation. Among the glands of the lymphatic

system I include the spleen, which is eminently stored with lymphatics, blood

vessels, and nerves, and in which a coagulable liquid is prepared from the

arterial blood, to be then taken up by the lymphatics and poured into the

thoracic canal. Perhaps the supra-renal capsules, the thyroid, and thymus,

should be ranked among these glands.

CCCXLVllI. The arrangement of the arteries in the glands presents a
vast number of differences. The vessels are nearly strait in some, whilst in

others they are considerably convoluted. In one part they represent kinds of

small trees, in another hair pencils, and, in a third, starry or radiated expan-

sions. Their diameter, also, is very various. As the distribution of vessels

in the different glands seems to be connected with the nature of the liquids

they secrete, it is not at all improbable that it influences the act of secretion

itself, although nothing certain on this head is yet known. The veins of the

glands, likewise, present diversities. In some they are almost straight, and
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in Others much twisted, and divided into net-works. In some glands, the

communication of the veins with the arteries is shown by fine injections, the

injected mass easily passing from one into the other, whereas in others it is

with difficulty demonstrated. This mechanical arrangement is very likely not

unimportant in secretion, inasmuch as it influences the rapidity or slowness

with which the blood reaches or leaves the glands. The varying quantity of

lym[)hatics which enter into the texture of glands, and the abundant absorption

of the watery or other principles of the secreted liquids, may also influence

the quality of the latter. Lastly, in regard to the nerves that are distributed

in the glands, and which mostly arise from the nervous ganglions, a powerful

though hitherto unknown sway over the process of secretion, should also be

attributed to them. Perhaps an imponderable agent, (resembling galvanic

electricity,) is generated in the nerves, which causes changes in the blood,

passes through the delicate vascular net-works of the glands, and renders

them capable of secreting, as has been supposed by Wollaston, Berzelius,

Brodie, Wilson Philip, and others. It is at least proved that nervous irri-

tations, and the state of the nervous system, in mental affections and diseases,

make considerable changes in the activity of the glands, and in their products.

We shall return to this in speaking of secretion in man.

CCCXLIX. After these general remarks on the secretion of liquids, and

the organs that officiate in it, we will glance over the excreted liquids, which

exhibit so many peculiarities, that each animal species may be regarded as a

sort of workshop of changes and combinations accompanying its manifesta-

tions of life. The secretion of the digestive juices, as well as the part they

take in the act of assimilation, have been already spoken of, and the genera-

tive liquids will be mentioned hereafter. Besides the exhalation of the respi-

ratory organs and the bile, the excretions comprehend the fluids thrown out

on the general integuments, the urine, the ink of sepiae, and the purple, the

matters which divers insects and mollusca make use of in forming webs, and,

lastly, several poisons. These liquids are elicited either from venous or arte-

rial blood. The former chiefly gives out the exhalation of the respiratory

organs and the bile of mammifera. The urine and the other excreted liquids

are furnished by the arterial blood. In animals that live in air there is an

abundant excretion by exhalation from the respiratory organs and the surface

of the skin, whereas in aquatic animals there is a proportionate evacuation of

excretory matters from the liver and kidneys.

CCCL. The skin of the mammifera, birds, and amphibia that live in air,

of land mollusca, and probably also of insects, when it is soft, exhales water

with carbonic acid. According to Edwards' experiments,(2) exhalation is

(2) Influence des Agens Physiques sur la vie, pp. 84, 131.
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particularly abundant in naked-skinned amphibia, frogs, toads, and sala-

manders, so that if they remain long exposed to a very dry air their life is

quickly exhausted, in consequence of the immense loss of fluids they suffer.

In general the cutaneous transpiration of animals augments with the dryness

and heat of the air, as also from its renewal, and in such circumstances they

lose more of their weight than in a cool, moist, and still air. The diminution

of atmospheric pressure induces an increase of cutaneous transpiration, as

Edwards proved by placing frogs under the recipient of an air-pump.

Moreover liquid matters are thrown out from the skin of animals Hving in

air. Of this kind is the sour liquid sweat in mammifera, many apes, rumi-

nantia, pachydermata, and solipeda, which mostly contains free acetic acid and

divers salts, and is excreted when the air is very warm, or when the animals

practice violent movements. Animals covered with fur, or those which, to-

gether with long hairs, have also short, soft, and downy ones, as the beasts

of prey, and the rodentia, Sec, do not sweat at all. Neither is any sweat

excreted by birds or by amphibia that are covered with scales or shields. In

mammifera, birds, and reptiles, fatty or oily liquids are also thrown out on

the skin.

CCCLI. Fatty excretions exhaling more or less strongly odoriferous matters,

which spread a peculiar atmosphere around animals, are thrown out by the

skin of all mammifera that live in air, and are produced by single or conglo-

merate follicles, as was first shown by Tyson. (3) Besides that the blood

appears by these excretions to be maintained in a composition which allows

of its officiating in nutrition, they also aid in preserving the integuments, and

in defending them from the moisture that would otherwise penetrate them.

Moreover the volatile odorous exhalations which are frequently spread through

the air over a great space, render animals able to scent and find each other at

a distance. Their excretion is particularly copious at the rutting season, and

it is not improbable that the animals are excited to commit the generative act,

by the influence which the volatile matters exercise over the nervous system

through the organ of smell. The variously-smelling transpired matters seem,

too, according as they affect animals agreeably or disagreeably, to determine

the sympathies or antipathies that exist between them. In short, many

animals are protected by their transpiration from the attacks and pursuits of

their enemies. Glandular follicles, secreting matters of this kind, are met

with in different parts of the skin ; we will examine them somewhat in detail,

on account of the remarkable products of their secretion.

CCCLII. Many mammifera have glandular crypts on the head. In both

male and female elephants, in the temporal space, under the skin, there is a

(3) In Plott's Natural History of Oxfordshire, chap, ix, p. 325.
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large, flat, and roundish gland, composed of n. s[)ongy mass, and furnished

with a groat number of l^loof! vessels. Some blind cavities are found in this

mass, which unite into a common excrcti)ry duct, whoso orifice is in the

tem[>le, Ijotwoen the ear and the eye.(4) These glands secrete a viscrtus,

fatty, ami ill-smelling litiuid which, as IStralu*, Arianus and others formerly

said, ll;)vvs co[»iously at the rutting time, but in greater quantity, however, in

the male than female.

In the skin of the face of the Itat, cispc^cially of the Vesperlilio murinus

Noctula, there is, on each side neur the iios. and )»('ne;»th the orbit, ;i flattened,

brownish yellow glandular sac, which i.s internally divi«h <1 into several small

cells l>y lamellae. Externally o small *>Vi\\ <i[-(v(ni-e is seen, whence a fatty,

yellowish-brown liquid, giving a strong smell of musk, flows, when the sac is

conniressed. From this fluid the |KcuIiar odour of bats arises. Thane met

u similar gland, hnving the same localityj in the two-fingered ant-eater,

(Myrmecophaga didaciyhi.) I have seen in the skin of thc! face of the marmot

several small sebaci »ius follicles, which secreted a fatty liquid, giving out a

very strong alliaceous smell. Tlie animal spreads this smell when it is irri-

tated, as 1 have observed in tamo marmots.(5)

In mnny ruminantin, cs|>ccially those of tb(( genus Cervvs and Anlilopes,

there is a pit on each side beneath the internal angl(> of the cy(>, leading to a

chink, and having its skin furnished with follicles, which secrete a somewhat

thick, visccnis, and fatty liquid. The very inapplicable name of lachrymal

f(tssEe has be en given to these pits.

CCCLIII. On the back of the Dicotyles torquatus(\n(\ labiatus there is an

oval sac with glandular sides, whose round orifice opens externally between

the bristles, as was first made known by Tyson. (6) According to Azara,(7)

the fatty liijnid secreted in these sacs exhales the smell of the carnation.

CCCLIV. Some mammifera have glandular follicles situated on the sides

of the trunk, or on the chest. In the shrew mouse, (Sorex,) at the sides of

the body, under the skin, and hidden by the hairs, a secretory organ is seen

which was first mentioned by Pallns,(8) and which Gcoffj-oy Saint- Hilaire

has since examined inoro minutely.(l)) It forms a large, oval, and flattened

mass, which is composed of a great number of glandular grains. Externally

it is strewed with short and stifle hairs. The fluid it secretes gives a very

(4) PurraiiK (Mem. pnnr scrvir a I'Hist'iire Naturellc clc=; Aniraanx, wl. iii, p. 3, p. 138,)
airl P. Carn]5cr (Doseripticn Anatnmicpie d'un EJejibanl male. Paris, 1802, in fol. pi. JO and
11, fig'. 1) liavc 'Icpcnbc'l it.

(5) Meckel's Jleukeliera Aio'iiv. fLir 'lie Pliysiolo;xio, v. iii, p. 112, tab. ii, fiic. ami 10.

(6) Pbilos. Transact, 16s3, ]i. S5'J, (nh. 1, fiu'. 3, 4. Daubcnton, in UujTon Hist. Nat., v. v.

Seifert, in Spicilccc. ailenoligic. Berlin, 1823, tab. 2.

(7) Voj^ago, V. i, )). 248.

(8) Act. Ac. Pctropnlit, 1781, v. ii, p. 343.

(9) Sur les glancles orloriferantes des musaraignes ; in-Annal. du Mus., v, xxi, p. 299, pi. 15.

E E
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penetrating odour, approaching that of musk, and seems to exhale through

several pores. Similar glands exist in the skin of the mole, which also smell

of musk. The opossum (Didelphis marsupialis) has a yellow spot on the

chest, whence a reddish and fatty liquid exudes, which is secreted in the

cutaneous follicles.

CCCLV. In most animals belonging to the carnivora, rodentia, and mar-

supialia, round or oval follicles, called anal glands, exist at the extremity of

the rectum, underneath the skin and sphincter muscles of the anus. Grew(l)

described and delineated those that are met with in several carnivora. They

secrete a variously consistent, fatty, or sebaceous, whitish or yellowish

matter, which flows out by a small orifice, ou the edge of the cutaneous folds

of the anus. The evacuation of this liquid occurs chiefly during the exit of

the excrements ; some animals, however, can force it out at will, when they

are irritated. It commonly has a strong odour, which varies according to

the species. Most animals of the cat,(2) dog,(3) marten,(4) civet,(5) ich-

neumon,(6) coati,(7) white bear,(8) and otter(9) genera, have two of these

glands. Among the rodentia, anal glands are found in the porcupine,(1)

cavia,(2) marmot,(3) &c. They have likewise been observed in divers mar-

supialia. Cowper(4) saw them in the Virginian opossum, in which they were

also discovered by Daubenton(5) and Vicq d'Azyr.(6) The two anal glands

give a yellowish green liquid, of a very disagreeable smell, which the animal

(1) The Comparative Anatomy of Stomachs and Guts, tab. 23, of the cat, the dog, pole cat, &c.

(2) They secrete a yellowish and very foetid liquid in the lion
; (Daubenton, in Buffon, Hist.

Nat., V. ix, p. 32, pi. 4, fig. 1 ;) in the tiger
;

(Perrault, Mem., v. iii, p. 3, p. 10, pi. 2 ;) in the

panther; (Daubenton, loc. cit., p. 183, pi. 16 ;) in the couguar. (Ibid. p. 225.)

(3) The fluid is whitish and has a disagreeable smell ; it gives a peculiar odour to dogs.

(4) In the Mustelafoina and martes, it is a thick and yellowish liquid, giving an odour like

musk, of which the excrements of these animals also smell. (Daubenton, v. vii, p. 170, pi. 19,

fig. 1.) In the Mustela putorius, furo, and erminea, it is a pale lemon yellow, and exceedingly

foetid.

(5) Perrault, loc. cit, v. iii, p. 1, p. 163.

(6) Cuvier, Anat. Compar., v. v, p. 258. Here it is a large pouch surrounding the anus, into

which a great number of follicles, which secrete a liquid partly white and partly yellow, open.

(7) I have found a fatty and very foetid whitish liquid in the brown coati.

(8) The liquid is yellow and exceedingly foul scented.

(9) Daubenton, v. vi, p. 278, pi. 42, 43. I have found in the two large anal glands of the

common otter, a dirty-white liquid, the smell of which approached that of foul fish-oil.

(1) In the common porcupine there is nearly a dozen small glands at the anus. (Perrault,

Mem., V. iii, p. 2, p. 41.) Their contained liquid is whitish, of great consistence, and, according

to my observations, smells like box-tree oil.

(2) The Cavia aguti has two large follicles, which open at the anus, and secrete a yellowish-

green fluid, having an exti'emely disagreeable alliaceous smell. One of these animals, that

belonged to me, spirted the liquid out, whenever it was frightened. I have found similar sacs in

the Cavia capyhara, cobaya, and others.

(3) I have seen two anal glands in the marmot, which secreted a whitish, stinking fluid. I

have repeatedly remarked that when this animal was tormented or vexed, it gave out a disgusting

smell, at the same time pushing his anus out, so as to render the anal glands apparent.

(4) Philos. Transact., 1704, p. 1568, fig. 3.

(5) Buffon, Hist. Nat., v. x, p. 324, pi. 49.

(6) Anatomic du Sarigue ; in CEuvres, v. v, p. 335,
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excretes when tormented. The cayopollln (Didelphis philander) posssses

similar ones.

CCCLVI. In hyaenas, male as well as female, between the anus and tail,

there is a transverse cleft which leads into a pouch. This is surrounded with

a muscular membrane, which likewise inclu<les four large glands resembling

a bunch of grapes. The anterior glands communicate with the pouch by two

excretory ducts, according to Daubenton's researches, (7) whilst the posterior

ones open by numerous orifices. The liquid contained in the pouch is grey,

about the thickness of pomade, and smells like rotten cheese. The badger

has a similar pouch, only smaller, into which many lenticular glands open,(8)

which, according to my own observations, pour a fatty and yellowish fluid

into it, diffusing a smell like new honey. In the fox's tail, at some fingers'

breadth above its base, a place is observed, which Caspar Bartholin(9")

formerly saw, where the hairs smell of violets ; in this spot a fatty liquid, to

which the smell is owing, is secreted in several small follicles. In the Rus-

sian desman, (Mygale muscovitica. Cuv.) which spreads a strong civet smell,

Pallas(l) found two series of fourteen or sixteen glands, at the origin of

the tail, between the scales, which secreted a thick fat, the cause of the

odour.

CCCLVII. Some mammifera have glandular pouches between the

anus and genitals. Male and female civets
( Viverra) show a cleft in this

part of the body, leading into a pouch ; from this two sacs proceed,

into which a great number of follicles open, that are composed of small

hollow glands, as Perrault,(2) Th. Bartholin,(3) Morand,(4) Daubenton,(5)

and others ascertained. The liquid secreted in this organ and called civet,

according to Boutron-Charlard's(6) researches, is composed of free ammonia,

a fatty substance, (elain and stearin,) mucus, resin, volatile oil, a yellow

colouring matter, and some salts. Here also is reckoned the sac which is

similarly situated in the Mephitis, and in which, according to Mutis,(7) the

excretory ducts of two large glands formed by an assemblage of numerous

and small follicles terminate. Externally, they are covered by a thick mus-

cular membrane, so as to give the animal the power of shooting the liquid to

(7) BuflFon, Hist. Nat., v. ix, p. 287, pi. 28, 29.

(8) Ibid., V. vii, p. 118, pi. 8, 9, fig. 7.

(9) Act. med. Hafniens, v. iii, p. 32, obs. 21. De caudas vulpinse odore violaceo.

(1) Act. Petropol., 1781, v. ii, p. 329.

(2) Mem., v. iii, p. 1, p. 162, pi. 24.

(3) Anatome civette ; in Hist. Anat., cent 4, hist. 1, p. 199.

(4) Observations sur le sac et le parfum de la Civette ; in Mem. de I'Acad. des Se., 1728,

p. 568.

(.5) Buflfon. Hist. Nat., v. ix, p. 323, pl. 32.

(6) Journal de Pharm., 1824, v. x, p. 357.

(7) Abhandl. der Schwedischen Akad., v, xxxii, p. 68.
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some distance, when irriteteJ ; the liquid is tlark yellow, and has an exceed-

ingly foul alliaceous snutU. Lassaigne,(J3) f<»und it to he composed of a

volatiL; oil and strong smelling fiit, a. colouring matter; a little sulphur, and

i> Suiall quantity of Ixyilro-sulpliate of ammonia.

CCCLVIII. In all thu luammifora, a fatty or sebaceous matter, mostly

exhaling a peculiar odotn-, is secreted on the surface of the gland of the penis

and clitoris, underneath the pre[)iice. This humour, prepared in small single

follicles, spreads also J>etween the li|)S of the vulva, in females. But some

mammifera have, in addition to these, large follicles witli glandular sides,

w^hich secrete fatty or oily sul (stances, and pour them upon this part by

excretory ducts. These follicles either belong exclusively to the males, or

exist in both sexes.

To the follicles which are met with in males only, belongs the musk-pouch,

an exact description of which has been given by Pallas. (l>) It is a large oval

sac placed under the skin of the belly, behind th(! navel. Its lower surface

admits the anterior extremity of the penis into a sort of groove. It is com-

posed of three superposed membranes, an external cellular «»ne in which some

fleshy bundles aj-e scattered, a middle; coat furnislied with a great niunber of

blood vessels, and an internal one, s(»ft, and forming many folds and vvrinkles.

The oriiice of the pouch, which is small, round, and encircled with stiff hairs,

is placed directly before the aperture of the penis: some sebaceous follicles

are situated around it. In adult animals, the sac c(mtains ji brown, very

consistent, dry, and granular matter, called musk, which, according to the

chemical researches of Blondeau and Guibourt,(l) au<l especially of G('igcr,(2)

is chietly composed of a particular volatile, strongly-smelling substance,

which appears to lie an essential oil, and is joined to some cholesterine, a

little resin, stearin, and <Ufferent salts.

Follicles are fctJind in both sexes. Castors, male as well as female, as

Kondelet formerly observed, have four large glandular sacs, two of which

are on each side near the cloaca, where the genitals and anus open, below

the muscular layer of the skin, as Perrault,(3) Gattw;ddt,(4) Kulmus, Sarra-

sin,(5) Mortimer,(8) Dau1)e)iton,(7) and very lately A. C. ]jonn,(8) have

shown. The anterior follicles, which are larger and oval, ()[)en by separate

(S) Ann. de Cliim. ct de Physique, 18:2], v. xvi, ]i. G8;t.

(9) SpicilcL;ia zi/()l'i,2,iLCV. Fiisc. xiii, p. C'J, tpJ). 6, fv^. 4, S, 9, JO.

(1) .Tou)-nal do Pliarraacic. Mar.s 1S20, p. lOo.

(2) Jfagazin fdr Pliarmacic, v. xxi.

(3) Mem pour servir a I'liist'iirc iiaturcUe dos animaux., p. i,, p. 141, pi. 20.

(4) Phj'sikaliscli anali)miscIieEcmei'kuii;i"cn iibor den Uiltei* ; aus Jem Lateiu iibersetzt Niirn-

bei-o-, 1782, 4tn.

(5) JMern. del'Ac. des Sc, 1704, p. 4R.

(6) Philos. Transact, Nro. 430, p. 1 72.

(7) Buflfon Hist. Natur., vol. vi, p. 317, pi. 40.

(8) Anatome Castoris atque chemica castorei analysis, Liigd. Bat., 1806, 4, tab. 1.
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orifices into the prepuce which envelopes, like a sheath, the gland of the male

and the clitoris of tho fciuiile. Their coats are tliick and composed of three

iue)Ji])rane9, a cellular, a vascular, and an i)iternal dense one which forms

numerous fuhls. The liquid secreted in this cavity is consistent, of a dark-

bruwnish grey, and has a very strong odour; it is the castoremu, properly so

called, which, according to tlu: analyses of Uoint, I5t)uilhtn-Lagrange,(9) and

ttlhers, contains fat, a matter like resin, and a volatile «iil. It seems to be

shed during the act of generation. The posterior follicles are smaller, are

pear-shaped, and arc each composed of three small sacs, which (»pcn by very

narrow orifices into the cloaca, near the anus. The sacs are formed of three

membranes, and c<»ntain a great number of small hollow glandular grains,

which are open towards the sm-facc of the internal membrane. In these fol-

licles, which resemble the anal glands of other animals, an oily liquor, of a

whitish yellow, tlie castor oil, is secreted. Part of it seems to 1)0 shed into

the cloaca, each time the animal [masses its excrement.

The Canadian musk-rat or civet-mouse, (Fiber zibethicus ondatra,) accord-

ing to Sarrasia's observations (1), has two pyriform sacs situated underneath

the skin, anterior to the pubis, the internal membrane of whicli, forming a

great number of folds and small tubes, secretes a liquid resembling milk iu

colour and consistence, but having a strong smell of musk. The two excre-

tory <lucts run towards the penis, and terminate near the gland, in the shape

of minute pajtillffi. In the female they proceed along the urethra, and open

on the inside of the lijis of tho vidva.

In the hamster, the rat,("2) the jnouse, and other rodentia, there are two

glandular follicles under the prepuce, which secrete a fatty, whitish iluid, and

shed it over the gland, by narrow excretory ducts.

The hare has an oval gland on each side of the external genitals, in a bald

space ; eacli gland having an orifice. Behind it, between the penis and anus,

or between the anus and vagina, there is a ])it, which contains a yellowish,

fatty, and very foetid liquid, secreted in tho gland.(3)

CCCLIX. Some antelopes have large sebaceous follicles in the neighbour-

hood of the mammae. Pcrrault(4) fttim'.!, in the male and female of the

Antilope oryx, two follicles, sitnatetl beneatli the teats, in the inguinal region,

and furnished with glamls opening into th{;)n by small orifices. Dau-

beuton(5) recognised two similar follicles in the gazelle (Antelope dorcas,)

(9) J< mrnal ilc riiysiij[iio, v. -xlvi. ]). (iS.

(1) Sur ]e rat raus.iue ; in Mem. -lo I'Ac. des Sc, 172S, ]). 323.

(2) Uauhcnton in IJuiirn Hist, natur. t. vii, p. 290, pi. 3o, fig. 1.

(3) Wopfei- in Epliem. Natur. Curias. 33ec. 1, Ann. 3, OI>s. 167. Daubenton loc. cit, v. vi.

p. 278, 232, pi. 42, 43.

(4) Mem., v. iii, part 1, p. 98.

(.5) Buflfpn, Hist. Nat., v. xii, p. 251, plate 24, fig. 1.
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containing a whitish fatty matter. The pouch of the opossum, according to

Tyson(6) and Vicq d'Azyr's(7) researches, is furnished with small sebaceous

foUicles, which secrete a yellowish fluid, having an exceedingly disagreeable

smell, when fresh, but approaching to that of musk, when dried.

CCCLX. Lastly, the feet of some ruminantia present minute sebaceous

follicles, situated beneath the skin, and having their internal surface studded

with fine hairs. In their sides, a great number of small glands are found,

which secrete a fatty and viscous liquid. This is shed, through a hirsute

aperture, between the clefts of the hoof, in the intermediate skin of which,

small glands are mostly found. Such glands of the hoof were first noticed by

Daubenton(8) in the hind-feet of a gazelle. P. Camper(9) found them in the

rein-deer, in which there was a yellowish, oily, foetid liquid. Smith(l) saw

them in the hind feet of the elk. He remarked that the liquid secreted by

them was oily and very stinking, and that it increased at the rutting season.

Livingstone,(2) J. F. Meckel, (3) and Niemann(4) also saw these glands in

the sheep. The oil probably flows when the animal is walking, contributes

to the preservation of the hoof, and gives a peculiar odour to the footsteps of

the animal, so enabUng it to discover others of its own species.

CCCLXL With the follicles of the skin in mammifera may be compared

the gland situated on the coccyx of birds, the excretory ducts of which open

at the top of two small tubercles. Its oily liquid maintains the pliancy of

the feathers and renders them impermeable to moisture. To this is chiefly

owing the peculiar odour diff"used by birds. Besides this gland, which is

larger in aquatic birds than others, many of tliem, such as herons, water-

hens, divers, &c., have a great number of similar small follicles ' scattered

over the skin. A small pouch, with glandular sides, which opens into the

cloaca, and is called after Fabricius ab Aquapendente, seems to be in

place of anal glands in birds. The liquid it secretes is unctuous, and in many

birds, especially the heron, gives a very strong smell.

CCCLXII. Animals of the class amphibia exhibit glands in different parts

of the body, that secrete fatty or oily liquids. Crocodiles of the old and

new world, especially when exposed to the sun, exhale a strong smell of

musk, which the Arabs Addamir and Abd-AUatif heretofore remarked in the

crocodile of the Nile, as also Petrus Martyr ab Angleria in the cayman of

(6) The Anatomy of an Opossum ; in Philos. Transact, 1698, p. 120.

(7) CEuvres, v. v, p. 334.

(8) BuflFon Hist. Nat., v. xii, p. 252, pi. 24.

(9) Naturgeschichte des Rennthiers. Dusseldorf, 1791, in 4to, p. 102.

(1) New York Med. Reposit., 1729, p. 173.

(2) Transact, of the Soc. of New York, vol. ii. p. 120.

(3) In the translation of Cuvier's comparative anatomy, v. iv, p. 690.

(4) Taschenbuch fur Hausthierarzte, v. ii, p. 87.
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the West Indian islands. Vesling;, Perrault, Hasselquist, Sonnini, Geoffroy,

and others also remarked it in the Nilotic crocodile; Dampier, Sloane, Plu-

mier, and others, in the sharp-snouted crocodile ; Ximenes, Azara, and

others, in the jacarre ; the Jesuits, in the helmetted crocodile, and Fra Paolino

in the Mudcla or gavial. This smell proceeds from a fatty matter which two

glandular follicles situated in the skin, at the inner part of the lower jaw, shed

npon the exterior of the body by an aperture ;(5) these follicles have been

lately described by Th. Bell.(6) Similar ones are likewise found at the anus.

According to the observations of Prince Maximilian of Neuwied,(7) the smell

of the jacarre is strongest at the coupling season.

Several lizards, among others the iguana, have a row of small follicles with

round oritices, at the inner side of the thigh, which secrete, especially at the

coupling season, a fatty liquid, the smell of which is not disagreeable, and

almost resembles that of dried hay.(8) In the Tachydromns quadrilineatus

Daudin(9) discovered two small vesicles placed between the anus and the

upper part of the thigh.

CCCLXIir. Snakes have two long follicular and pointed sacs, at the tail,

behind the cloaca, which are covered with skin, and situated between the

muscles. Each of them opens on a tubercle placed at the edge of the poste-

rior lip of the cloaca. Tyson(l) first observed them in the rattlesnake; Redi

(2) and Morgagni(3) saw them in the viper. 1 have not only found them in

these snakes, but also in the adder, the boa, and phyton, and even in the

anguis. A fatty, yellowish or greenish liquid, of a penetrating and disagree-

able smell, is secreted in them, which is particularly abundant at the coupling

time, if we judge by the stronger scent at that period. The liquor of the anal

follicles of indigenous adders and angues has an alliaceous smell, almost like

assafoetida. The exceedingly disgusting emanations from snakes were hereto-

fore remarked by Martial, ^lian, Aldrovand, Gessner, Castelli, and others.

Kalm(4) likewise observed this odour in living rattlesnakes, which exhaled it

more especially when exposed to the sun or irritated. The smell of these

ophidia is often sufficient to indicate their presence, and to put horses and

oxen to flight. R. Povall(5) and Garden(6) also observed the foetid and

(5) Tiedemann and Oppel, Naturgeschichte des Krokodils. Heidelberg, 1817, in fol., p. 34.

(6) Philos. Transact., 1827. P. 2, p. 132.

(7) Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte Brasiliens. V. 1, p. 84.

(8) Hist. Nat. des Reptiles. V. i, p. 121.

(9) Ibid. V. 3, p. 253.

(1) The Anatomy of a Rattlesnake; in Philos. Trans., 1683, page 25, fig. 2.

(2) Obs. de Viperis ; in Exp. circa varias res Naturales, p. 221.

(3) Adversar. Anat., v. iv, p. 53.

(4) Historia Caudisonse ; in Amcen. Transalp., v. ii, p. 490.

(5) London Med. Repos., Jan., 1819. He quotes general cases in which even men had been
veliemently affected by the exhalations from rattlesnakes.

(6) Chapman, Philadelphia Journal, May, 1824. Himself found a collection of rattlesnakes
under some stones, and was invaded by a stupor from their excessively fatid exhalations, and
nearly fell into a syncope.
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almost stii[jifying smell of rattlesnakes; they attrilmtG to it the pretended

power of charnung which these animals arc said to exert on the smaller mami-

fcra and birds, an opinion against which 13arton(7) has advanced some

weighty reasons. Several venomous serpents have, moreover, particular

fossae in the face, which have been described by P. Russel and Home(8).

But it is not known whether they secrete a liquid.

CCCLXIV. Naked -skinned re[>tiles, particularly toads and salamanders,

have a great number of glandiform follicles ojiening on the skia. Glands of

this kind, united into two masses, are found behind the head. When the

animal is excited, they secrete a large quantity of liquid, which in the brown

toad smells of garlic. The fluid in salamanders is milky, and I have ascertained

that it gives the odour of jasmine, (9) especially during the hibernal torpor.

The animal is able to project it to sonu; inches, as AYurfbain,(l) JMaupertius,(2)

and Laurenti(3) ()l)served.

Lastly, many tortoises exhale a smell of musk, according to Daudin's

observations, especially the Testndo odorataixwdpensi/lvanica. The origin of

this smell is not known ; perhaiis it proceeds from follicles that are connected

with the cloaca, and which have been mentioned by Caldesi, Perrault, and

others.

CCCLXV. Many insects secrete vaporous or liquid fluids for the most

part having a strong odour, and which they shed over their general tegument,

in various circumstances, but chiefly when they are disturbed, to defend them-

selves from the attacks of their enemies. Among the odoriferous exhalations

of insects which aftect the olfactory organ of man agreeably, I may mention

the rose-scent of the Callichroma moschatum, and of the Staphylinus suaveolens

which approaches the snifll of a ripe [)ear. The scent of the Oxytalus morsitans

resemblc^s that of the water lily flower; the Oxytalus rugosus smells of water

cress; the Dytiscns marginalis, of liquorice wood ; the Lygceus hyosciami, of

thyme ;(5) the Miisca eynipsea, of balm,(0) The Crabro Jlavus diffuses a

pungent sethereal smelK(7) The Trichius eremita smells like Russia leather,

and some kinds n( Andreita, like garlic. Many Carabi exhale a very<lis-

agrecable odour, like rancid butter, owing to a fatty matter that transudes

from their abdomen.(8) The species of Blaps, Tenebrio, Omalium, Blatta,

(7) A Memoir concerning- tlie fascinating faculty which Las been ascribed to the rattlesnake

anil other American serpents. Philarlelphia, 1814, in 4to.

(8) Philos Transact., 1804, p- 70.

(9) Deutsch. Arch, fur die Physiolo.i;ic. V. 2, p, 1 15,

(1) Salamanrlrolngia, Nurimberg, 1683, p. 50,

(2) Mem. de I'Acad., des Sc. do Paris, 1727, p, 27.

(3) Sjmopsis Reptilium. Vienna, 1768, p. 51.

(4) Loc. cit., V. ii, p. 29.

(5) De Geer, Hist, des Insectes, v. iii. p. 249, 274,

(6) Ibid, V. vi,p. 135,

(7) Kirby, Monographia Apium, v. i, p. 136.

(8) Loc. cit., V, iv, p. 86.
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Gyrinus, Cimex, Sfc, also affect our smell in a disagreeable manner, The

Formica fuliginosa, foetens, analis, and others, diffuse a stinking odour. The
exhalation of the Hemerobius perla, and of the i^ormica /ce/ic/a, altogether

resemble that of human excrement.

CCCLXVI. The secreting organs of odoriferous fluids, which Kirby and

Spence(9) call osmateria, have been discovered in several insects. They

consist of small hollow vesicles, situated in the interior of the body, and

which, when being evacuated, can be partly protruded by the animals. The

Staphylinus brunnipes has branching vessels in the abdomen, which project

from the body in the shape of vesicles, and shed, when the insect is pressed,

an aromatic smelling liquid.(l) Cicada, according to Leon Dufour's(2)

observations, are provided with two secretory organs, situated in the rectum,

and composed of a great number of small oblong sacs. The Meloe pours a

yellow liquid, which is secreted in follicles, from the joints of its trunk and

limbs. The same is observed in the Pimelia collaris and Coccinella bipunc-

lata. Many caterpillars and larvss have similar secretory organs. The

caterpillar of the Papilio machaon has a follicle on its back, at some

distance from the head, which projects like a horn when pressed, and

emits a liquid smelling of fennell.(3) Similar projections are observed in the

caterpillars of the Papilio apollo and anchyses. The larva of the Chrysomela

populi has black, hollow tubercles on the back, from which a white, milky,

and strong smelling liquid is darted when touched. This is also the case with

the larva of some saw-flies, (Teut/iredo.){4) The larva of a species of this

genus has large sacs, between the five anterior pairs of feet, the extremities

of which are pierced like a watering-pot, which, when the animal is tor-

mented, project outwards and diffuse an extremely disagreeable smell. (5)

CCCLXVII. The secretions of the skin of aquatic animals are infinitely

less diversified than are those of animals that live in the air. They

are almost altogether confined to an excretion of mucus. The skin of

fishes secrete in varied abundance, a slippery slime, which is prepared in

particular vessels or canals, and poured out by apertures, upon the naked

skin or scales. Stenon first observed the muciparous vessels in the head of

rays, sharks, and eels.(6) Lorenzini(7) described them more minutely from

(9) Introduction to Entomology, ed. 3. London, 1818, v. 1, lett. 21.

(1) Ibid.

(2) Ann. des Soc. Natur., June, 1825, p. 155.

(3) De Geer, Loc. cit, v. v, p. 96.

(4) Reaumur, Hist, des Insectes, v. v, p. 96.

(5) Ibid., V. ii, p. 989, pi. 37, fig. 6.

(6) De Musculis et Glandulis ObServat. Specimen. Amstel, 1664, v. xii, p. 54,beim Rochin j

Elementonim Myologiae Specimen, cui accedunt Canis carchariae dissectum caput et dissectus

piscis ex canum Genere. Amstel, 1669, pp. 93, 189, beim Hayen.

(7) Osservazioni interno alle Torpedini. Firenze, 1678, 4.

Fr
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the electric ray. An anonymous author(8) has shown those which exist in

the head of the pike and carp. Perrault(9) showed that mucous ducts pro-

ceeding from a gland in the head descended along the lateral lines of fishes,

and sent minute branches between the scales in which there are orifices, as

was seen by Petit(l) in the carp. These mucous ducts have likewise been

described by Lamorier,(2) Alexander Monro,(3) Koehlreuter,(4) Gunner,(5)

Forster,(6) and others.

The skin of mollusca, annelides, medusa, &c., also secretes a mucus, which

is acrid in the latter animals.

CCCLXVIII. All vertebrated animals secrete urine, a very complicated

and variable fluid, which consists of water, having many different matters dis-

solved in it. The principle element of the urine of mammifera is a peculiar

animal substance, urea, which may be extracted from the urine by alcohol,

after concentration by evaporation. It crystallizes in colourless^ transparent,

four-sided columns and leaves, which neither react like acids nor alkalis, and

of all animal matters contains the most azote. J. Davy, (7) Prevost, and

Dumas,(8) also met with it in the urine of some kinds of frogs. The urine

of carniverous mammifera contains moreover a particular acid, the uric acid,

which is deposited by cooling in the form of a grayish powder, and produces

small crystals of a pearly brightness. This acid is given out with the excre-

ment of birds as a white matter, which is rapidly converted by the action of

the air into a very friable powder.(9) Wollaston(l) and Chevreul(2) found it in

particular abundance in birds that feed on meat. It is excreted, in the same

form, from the anus of the common lizard, (3) the cameleon,(4) the iguana,(5)

the crocodile,(6) the boa,(7) and tortoises.(8)

(8) Observatio anatomica circa poros in piscium cute notandos ; in Act Eruditorum.
Leipsick, 1683, p. 160, tab. 3, f. 2-4.

(9) CEuvres de Physique. Amster. 1724, 4, t. 3, p. 478, pi. 20, fig, 2.

(1) Mem. del'Ac. des Sc, 1733, p. 291, pi. 12, fig. 2.

(2) Ibid., 1742, p. 32, beim Hayen.

(3) Anat. and Physiology of Fishes, ch. 3, beim, Kabeljan, pi. 5, bei Rochen, pis. 6, 7.

(4) Novi Comment. Petropol., t. 9, p. 430, bei Cyclopterus.

(5) Schriften der Drontheimer Gesellschaft, b, ii, s. 248.

(6) Beitrage zur Natur., und Volker-Kundi, b. 3, s. 269, bei Catostomus.

(7) Philos. Trans., 1821, part 1, p. 95.

(8) Analyse de I'Urine des Grenouilles ; in Biblioth, Univers., Feb., 1822, p. 115.

(9) Fourcroy and Vauquelin, in Ann. du Museum d'Hist. Nat., v. xvii, p. 310.

(1) Philos. Trans., 1810, p. 223.

(2) Annales de Chimie, v. Ixvii, p. 305.

(3) Scholz, on the Urine of Lizards ; in the Jahrbiichern des osterreichischen Staats, v, ii,

p. 185.

(4) Prout, in Annals of Philosophy, v. xiv, p. 471.

(5) Prout, in Ann. de Chim., v. i, p. 198.

(6) J. Davy, in Philos. Transact., 1818, p. 303.

(7) Prout, in Ann. of Philos,, 1815, p. 413. Davy, in Philos. Magaz., October, 1819, PfaflP,

in Schweigger's nuem Journal fur Chemie und Physils, 1822, v. v, p. 344.

(8) John, in Meckel's Deutschem Archiv. fur die Physiologic, v. iii, p. 358 ; the urine of the
Testudo tabulata, Stoltz, ibid., v, vi, p, 349 j the urine of the Emys europcea.
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The salts existing in the urine are very numerous ; they consist of chalk,

magnesia, ammonia, potass, and soda, combined with uric, carbonic, phos-

phoric, and even sulphuric and hydrochloric acids. Phosphates are generally

met with in the urine of carniverous animals. With the urine certain colour-

ing and resinous non-assimilable substances leave the body, which have been

taken along with the aliment, and received, together with the different salts

and acids, into the mass of the blood, to the latter of which, the benzoic acid,

existing in the urine of herbivorous animals, belongs.

CCCLXIX. The organs of the urinary secretion represent an apparatus

situated in the abdominal cavity, composed of the kidneys, glandular secreting

organs, and of their excretory ducts, the ureters. Many have also a reser-

voir, the bladder, in which the urine accumulates, and whence it departs by a

canal called the urethra. The kidneys, generally double hi mammifera,

birds, and reptiles, and almost always collected into one mass in fishes, are

connected with the vertebral column, outside the peritoneum. In general,

they are larger in aquatic animals than in those living in air, these being freed

from a vast number of excrementitial matters by the lungs and skin. Birds

have likewise larger kidneys than mammifera.

The kidneys of mammifera, which in some are shaped like a bunch of

grapes, or are made up of several masses, are composed of two substances,

possessing a different colour and texture. The exterior substance, called

cortical, is red and softer ; large arteries coming from the aorta, ramify in it to

an excessive degree, and it besides contains very tortuous small canals, called

urinary ducts. These ducts form plexuses by twisting with the minute blood-

vessels, and receive the urine. The internal substance, denominated tubular

or mamillary, represents conical masses, varying in number, and having their

base directed outwardly and covered by the cortical substance. The summits

of the cones which are directed inwardly, form kinds of projecting nipples,

perforated like a sieve with a great number of holes. The tortuous urinary

ducts of the cortical substance, after being prolonged into the mamillary sub-

stance, immediately take a strait course. As they proceed, they unite at

acute angles to produce tubes of a larger calibre, and open on the surface of

the nipples. These are encircled by the calices of the kidneys, species of

sacs intended to receive the urine. All the calices unite to form the funnel-

shaped pelvis of the kidneys which is continuous veith the ureter.

The kidneys of birds, amphibia, and fishes are formed of one substance

only, analogous to the cortical of mammifera, without either nipples or calices,

as !Ferrein(9) and Galvani(l) have shown. The tortuous urinary ducts unite

(9) Mem. de I'Acad, des Sc. de Paris, 1749, p.

(,1) Comment, Bononiens, v. v, part 2, p. 501.
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into twigs and branches, and thus give origin to the ureter. According to

Jacobson(2) the urine of these animals comes from the blood of the venous

trunks of the posterior half of the body, which ramify in the kidneys like the

vena portae—an assertion for which there is no proof.

CCCLXX. In all mammifera, the ureters transmit the urine into the recept-

acle situated in the abdominal cavity, the bladder, which is composed of mucous

membrane, of a cellular or vascular, and a very thick muscular one. By the con-

traction of the latter, the liquid is expelled through the urethra. In birds, on the

other hand, the ureters open into the cloaca and mix the urine with the foeces.

In the ostrich, however, and the cassowary, the cloaca which receives the urine

is separated from the rectum by a circular valve, formerly described by Per-

rault,(3) and lately more accurately demonstrated by GeofFroy Saint

Hilaire.(4) In amphibia, the ureters likewise end in the cloaca. Notwith-

standing, many of them have a bladder situated at the under surface of the

cloaca, and communicating with it by a large orifice, in which the urine

collects. It is found in frogs, toads, salamanders, the proteus and tortoises,

as also among the lizards, in the iguana, the cameleon, the dragon, many

agamae and geckos, the common lizard, (5) and among snakes, in blind-worms,

and amphisbEenae. On the other hand, it is wanting in crocodiles, many

lizards, and the majority of ophidia.(6) Townson supposed that this sac was

not an urinary bladder,(7) but a receptacle for the water from the cloaca and

skin, which, however, is refuted by the fact of Lassaigne and BoisseI(8)

having discovered uric acid in the fluid contained in the bladder of the Indian

tortoise, and Vauquelin having found a true urinary calculus in it.

In fishes, the ureters open into a canal placed behind the anus, into which

seminal ducts and oviducts also open. In some fishes, the frog-fish,

(Lophius,) the sea-hare, (Cyclopterus,) the burbot, (Gadus,) the carp, the pike,

the salmon, &c., the two ureters form by their union a dilatation resembling

a bladder.

CCCLXXI. There is an excretion of a fluid analogous to urine in insects

and moUusca. Brugnatelli(9) found in the excrements of the mulberry-

butterfly, shortly after leaving the chrysalis, urate of ammonia, carbonate and

(2) Bulletin de la Soc. Philom., 1813. Meckel's Deutsches Archiv. fur die Physiologic,

V. iii, p, 147. J. U. H. Nicolai, Disquisitiones circa quorundam animalium venas abdominales

praecipue renales. Berlin, 1823.

(3) Mem. pour servir a I'Histoire Nat. des Animaux, part 2, p. 154, pi. 56.

(4) Composition des appar. genitaux, urinaires et intestinaux, a leurs points de rencontre dans
I'Autruche et le Casuar ; in Mem. du Mus. d'Hist. Nat, v. ix, p. 438.

(5) Emmert and Hochstetter in Reil's Archiv. fur die Physiologic, v. x, p. II 4.

(6) Fink, de Amphibiorum Systemate uropoetico. Halle, 1717, in 8vo.

(7) Observat. Physiol, de Amphibiis, part ii, p. 21.

(8) Journal de Pharmacia, v. vii, p. 381.

(9) Giornale di Fisica, 1815, v. viii, p. 12.
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phosphate of lime, and phosphate of magnesia, Herolcl(l) and Rengger(2)

regarded the ducts that are connected with the intestinal canal, and to which

zootomists attribute the secretion of the bile, as the source of fluid. In fact,

Wurzer(:i) remarked urate of ammonia in the liquid of these vessels. It is

probable, as J. F. Meckel(4) has shown, that these vessels prepare both

excremenlitious fluids, the urine and the bile.

Among the moUusca, Jacobson(5) recognised uric acid in the calcareous

pouch or gland of snails, which Swammerdamm^(6) PoIi,(7) and others

considered as intended for the formation of the earthy materials of the shell.

This liquid is particularly abundant in the pouch during the hybernation of

the animals. G. R. Treviranus(8) likewise found uric acid in the chalk-pouch

of snails and mussels. Blainville(9) supposes the ink-bag of sepia and the

organs that prepare the purple are also organs for the secretion of urine.

CCCLXXII. Several mollusca secrete coloured liquids which appear to

be allied to the urine. Of this kind are the ink of sepia and the purple of

some gasteropoda. The former is a black or dark brown liquid, devisible to

the utmost degree in water, which, according to Kemp,(l) coagulates by

boiling, as also by the action of mineral acids, alcohol, ether, and tincture of

nut-galls. Prout(2) and L. Gmelin(3) found in it a richly-carbonized pigment,

some animal substance, approaching to mucus, some calcareous and other

salts, and mostly a little iron.

According to Swammerdamm,(4) Lamorier,(5) and Cuvier's and other

researches, this fluid is prepared in a bag attached to the liver, the interior of

which has many folds, and the coats contain glandular grains pierced by

numerous blood-vessels, its excretory canal opening into the anus. By con-

traction of its muscular integuments, the animal can at will project its ink by

the same tube which serves as a passage for the excrement. As this fluid

(1) Entwickelungs-geschichte der Schmetterlinge, sec. 18.

(2) Physiologische Untersuchungen iiber die thierische Hauhsaltiing der Insekten. Tubingen,
1817, p. 27.

(3) Deutsches Arehiv. fiir die Physiologic, v. iv, p. 213.

(4) Arehiv. fiir Anatomie und Physiologic, v. i, p. 21.

(5) Journal de Phys. de Chim. et d'Hist. Nat., 1820, v. xei, p. 318. Wohnlich, however,
had already considered the chalk-pouch as the secretory organ of the urine, (De Helice pomatia.)
Wurburg, 1813, 4to, p. 23.

(6) Bibl. Naturae, tab. 5, fig. 4, 5. Saccuhis calcariiis of the Helij; pomatia.

(7) Testacea utriusque Siciliae, v. ii, tab. 20, fig. 6 of the Venus chione, tab. 26, fig. 11, 13, of

the Area pilosa.

(8) Zeitschrift fiir Physiologic, v. i, p. 62.

(9) In the Journal de Physique, loc. cit.

(1) Schweiggcr's Journal, v, ix, p. 371.

(2) Thomson's Ann. of Philos., v. v, p, 417.

(3) Schweiggcr's Journal, v. x, p. 533.

(4) Bibl. Nat., V. ii, p. 890, tab. 51, fig. 1, 5. Monro also (Anatomy and Philosophy of
Fishes, chap. 12, tab. 41, fig. 1) has described and delineated the ink-pouch ; but he was wrong
in considering the fluid it contains as a secretion of the liver.

(6) Mem. de la Sec. de Montpellier, 1766, p. 293.
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soon makes the surrounding water turbid, it would seem, as Plutarch(6)

remarked, to be a means of protecting the animal from the pursuit of its

enemies. According to Meckers(7) observations, a similar glandular organ

exists in the Doris, the excretory ducts of which open into the rectum.

The purple, concerning which Fabius Columna,(8) Cole,(9) Normann,(l)

R6aumur,(2) Duhamel,(3) Bring,(4) Peyssonnel,(5) Stroem,(6) 01ivi,(7)

Bossi,(8) Cortinovis,(9) and others have instituted inquiries, is secreted in

several species of the genera Murex, (M. hrandaris, trvMculus,) Buccinum

(B. echinophorum, lapillus,) lanthina, Aplysia, &c., in a glandular cavity,

situated beneath the mantle, in the neighbourhood of the rectum, and the

secretory sac of the urine or the chalk-pouch, with which it has probably

direct connexion.(1) The excreted fluid, which has not yet been submitted

to an accurate analysis, is, according to Lesson, changed to a green colour

by alkalis. It is infinitely divisible in water like the ink of sepia, and

probably protects the animals from the attacks of their pursuers.

CCCLXXIII. Among the secretions of insects there is another fluid

which should be mentioned, namely, that from which they weave their webs

and nets. The caterpillars of twilight and night butterflies, and also of some

day ones, form a covering for themselves, in which they are changed into chry-

salides. The materials of these are secreted as a viscous liquid, in two long

tortuous tubes, situated in the course of the intestinal canal, and called spinning

vessels, which Malpighi(2) examined in the silk-worm, and Lyonnet(3) in

the willow caterpillar. They end by very narrow ducts in the moveable

spinning-tube, which is fastened to the under-lip. The liquid, which dries in

the air, is composed in.the silk-worm, according to Board's(4) researches, of a

matter approaching to gelatin, of a little wax, and a small quantity of oil.

(6) He says, that as the gods of Homer concealed their favourites in clouds, in order to protect

them from their pursuers, the sepia can do the same with its liquid.

(7) Beitrage zur veigleichenden Anatomic, v. i, art. 2, p. 1.

(8) De Purpura. Rome, 1616.

(9) Observations on the Purple Fish ; in Phil. Trans., v. xv. No. 178, p. 1,278.

(1) Diss. resp. El. Bask, de Purpura. Upsal, 1686, in 8vo.

(2) Mem. de I'Acad. de Paris, 1711.

(3) Ibid., 1736, p. 49.

(4) Diss, de Purpura. Lund., 1750, in 4to.

(5) Philos. Transact., v. 50, p. 585.

(6) Purpur-Snegeln ; in Kiobenh. Selsk. Skrifter, v. xi, p. 1, translated by Chemnitz in the

Trans, of the Berlin Soc. of Naturalists, v, iv, p. 241.

(7) Delia scoperta di due testacei porporifei-i, con alcune riflessioni sopra la porpora degli

Antichi ; in Opuscoli Scelti, v. xiv, p. 361, suppl. p. 303.

(8) Opuscoli Scelti, v. xvi, p. 130.

(9) Sopra di Alcuni Sperimenti da farsi sulle Chiocciole Porporifere. Ibid., v. xvii, p. 50.

(1) Leiblein, in Heusinger's Zeitschrift fiir die Organische Physik, 1827, v, i, p. 1,

(2) De Bombyce. in Oper. Omnia, v. ii, p. 24, tab. 5, fig. 11.

(3) Traite Anatomique de la Chenille qui ronge le bois de Saule. The Hague, 1762, p. 54,
pi. 5, fig. 1, pb. 14, fig. 10, 11, pi. 2, fig.'l, L.

(4) Ann. de Chim., v. Ixv, p. 44.
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The larvae of the genus Phryganea, which remain in water surrounded in a

case formed of small stones, close the orifice of this tube with silky threads

which they secrete by the anus. In the larva of the Myrmeleon formicarum,

the silky matter is found in the rectum, according to Ramdohr.(5) In

spiders, the glutinous fluid, with which they form their variously shaped webs, is

deposited by four tubercles placed at the posterior part of the body. A canal

proceeds from each tubercle, and divides into numerous very minute tubes,

as is shown by the researches of Leeuwenhoek,(G) Ileaumur,(7) Degeer,(8)

and G. R. Treviranus.(9) According to Halle, Kirby, and Spence,(l)

Teed,(2) and Murray's observations, spiders are able to dart the liquid, in a

filiform shape, towards distant bodies, by which means they form a kind of

bridge, so as to enable them to pass from one spot to another.

In the number of secreted products peculiar to insects, is reckoned the

wax with which bees build the cells for their posterity. It follows from the

observations of Hornbostel,(4) Thorley,(5) J. Hunter,(6) F. Huber,(7) and

G. R. Treviranus,(8) that it is secreted in small membranous cavities,

situated at the lower part of the abdomen, underneath scales, in the

form of very thin white plates, which the animal elaborates by mixing saliva

with it.

Among the mollusca, the species of Mytilus, Pinna, and others, like many

insects, prepare a silky matter. (9) This is secreted in a gland discovered by

Cuvier,(l) to be situated under the sole of the foot, which being pressed

during the motions of the linguiform foot, gives out the liquid, and fastens it

to the rocks.

CCCLXXIV. We shall finally mention some difi^erent excreted venomous

fluids. Among mammifera, only one animal is known that is armed with an

organ for the secretion of a poisonous liquid. This is the Ornithorhynchus

paradoxus.(2) The males have a horny spur on the hind feet, furnished with a

(5) Ueber die Verdauungs-Werkseuge der Inseckten, p. 58.

(6) Hoole's edition. London, 179], v. i, p. 41, pi. 2, fig. 20 22.

(7) Mem. del'Ac. de Paris, 1710, p. 386.

(8) Hist, des Insectes, v. vii, p. 187.

(9) Ueber den inneren Bau der Arachniden, v. i, p. 41.

(1) Introd. to Entomology, v. i, p. 415,

(2) Journal of Nat. Philos., v. iii.

(3) Mem. of the Wernerian Society, v. v, p. 2.

(4) Hamburgische vermischte Bibliothek, 1744, v. ii, p. 45.

(5) An Inquiry into the Nature, Order, and Government of Bees. London, 1765.

(6) Philos. Trans., 1792, 143.

(7) Nouvelle, Observations sur les Abeilles, v. ii, pp. 35, 54, 463.

(8) Zeitschrift fur Pliysiologie, v. iii, art. 1, p. 62.

(9) Chemnitz, in Natur-forscher. art. 10, p. 1.

(1) Anat. Comp., v. v, p. 264.

(2) lu March, 1817, a letter was read at the Linnsen Society of London, from John Jameson,

from Macleay, which contained the first account of the poison-spur, of the ornithorhynchus.

Jameson wounded one of these animals slightly by a shot ; a man who accompanied him took
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small opening through which they can eject a liquid that acts like poison.

According to Blainville,(3) Rudolphi,(4) and J. F. Meckers,(5) reseaches

this orifice leads to a small canal which runs through the spur and is the

passage to a minute bladder communicating with a large gland which is

situated in the thigh and secretes the poison. (6) The female has only a small

pit, in which the rudiment of a spur is found. The echnida has also a spur,

and probaby a similar gland.

In birds no instance is known of a poisonous secerning organ.

CCCLXXV. Many reptiles secrete poison. The glands which secern

it in serpents, and whose excretory ducts open at the sharp and axe-shaped

teeth, may be reckoned among the salivary glands, of which mention has

already been made, (CXCVII.) Toads secrete an acrid liquid in the glandular

follicles of the skin, which they eject in their defence when pursued by an

enemy. Several glands are united into two masses at the posterior part of

the head, and others are scattered about the back. According to the re-

searches of Pelletier(7) and J. Davy(8), the fluid is yellowish, oily, and has

a very bitter taste. It acts as an acrid and corrosive on the delicate parts of

the skin, and excites pain. A similar liquid appears to be secreted by the

cutaneous glands of the geckos.

CCCLXXVI. Scorpions, spiders, and many insects, generate liquids that

act as poisons. Nature has, for the most part, placed the preparing organs

of poisons in connexion with arms, as is seen in scorpions, bee-insects,

(apiarize), ants, &c. The poison-organ of scorpions is found in the last

knotted swelling of the tail, which ends by a sharp and curved sting. Above

the point and on each side, a slit orifice is seen, through which the

poison flows, as Redi,(9) Leeuwenhoek,(l) Maupertius,(2) Mead,(3)

hold of it, and was wounded in tlie aim by the spur ; the limb inflamed immediately, and all the

phenomena that occur when men are bitten by serpents, followed. The mischief, howevei-,

yielded to the external use of oil, and the internal administration of ammonia. The wounded
man was for a long time subject to pains in the arm, and it was only after a month had elapsed

that he recovered the use of his limb. Hill (Linnsean Trans., 1832, v. xiii, p. 2) saw a drop of

a thin fluid trickle through the orifice of the spur. He remarks that no case is known in which
the poison exerted a mortal action on man.

(3) Journ. de Phys., 1817, v. Ixxxiv, p. 318.

(4) Schriften den Berliner Akad., 1820-21, p. 232, tab. 3. Seifert, Spicilegia Adenologica.

Berlin, 1823, in 4vo, tab. 1, fig. 5.

(5) Ornithorhynci paradoxi descriptio Anatomica. Leipsick, 1828, in fol., p. 54, tab. 6, 8,

fig. 7, 8.

(6) This gland appears to have been discovered at the same time by Meckel, Rudolphi, Clifft,

and Knox.

(7) Leroux, Journal de Medecine, v. xl, p. 75. The poison of toads reddens the tincture of

turnsole, and forms an emulsion with water. It contains an acid partly free and partly com-
bined, as also a very bitter fatty matter.

(8) Philos. Transac, 1826, part 2, p. 127. Davy found the poison neither acid, nor alkaline,

and that it was soluble in water.

(9) Generazione degli Insetti, p. 15.

(1) Continuatid arcan. Natur. Epist. 123, p. 167.

(2) Mem de I'Acad, de Paris, 1731, p. 223, pi. 16, fig. 1 , 2.

(3) Oper. Med,, v. 2, p. 77, tab. 13, fig. 1, 2.
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L. J. Mueller,(4) have demonstrated. According to the researches of J. t\

Meckel, (5) Treviranus,(6) and Mueller, the poison is secreted by two glands

enveloped by a muscular membrane. Each gland contains a small vesicle, from

which a very narrow excretory duct proceeds and enters the sting. Among
bees, the females and busy ones are furnished with poisonous arms, which

have been described by riooke,(7) Swammerdamm,(8) and recently by Kunz-

mann.(9) The sting, situated at the upper part of the rectum, and provided

with small hooks directed forwards, is enclosed in a homy sheath. It is com-

posed of two hollow divisions that are united in their longitude, and thus pro-

duce a canal, and terminate in a projecting point. Two pairs of muscles in-

serted into the sheath effect the projection and retraction of the sting. The

poison is contained in a small pouch, probably furnished with a muscular mem-

brane, and is secreted in two long and narrow tubes. An excretory duct con-

veys it from the vesicle into the sheath, whence it is poured into the tube of

the sting. It is a clear and limpid fluid, which, according to Fontana, has

a great analogy to that of serpents.

Ants have a poison-bag in the abdomen, in which is secreted a peculiar

acid. They wound with their jaws, and dart the poison from the bag into

the wound by standing on their hind feet. According to Gould's observa-

tions,(l) they sometimes turn the pouch out. In the species of the genus

Myrmica, the poison-bag is connected with a true sting. Carabi eject an

acrid fluid, as Degeer heretofore remarked,(2) which is secreted by vessels

situated along the rectum. The Bracliinus crepitans and displosor which are

so remarkable, also the Harpalus brasicus, when irritated, throw out, with

some noise, a bluish liquid from the end of the abdomen. Leon Dufour(3)

remarked, that this vapour in the former species has a pungent odour, bearing

a striking resemblance to that of aquafortis. It is caustic, reddens white

paper, and blisters the skin.

Several caterpillars secrete acrid liquids in pouches situated underneath

the skin, and dart them at their pursuers. This is the case, according to

Roesel's observations,(4) with the caterpillar of the great peacock, (Bombyx

pavonia major, Fabr,) and, according to Degeer,(5) in some others.

(4) Meckel's Archiv. fuer Anat. iind Physiol., 1S28, p. 29, tab. 2, fig. 1.

(5) Beitrag. zur vergl. Anat., v. i, art. 2, p. 116.

(6) Ueber den Inneren Bau der Arachniden, p. 14.

(7) Mierosraphia. London, 1668, in fol. obs. 34.

(8) Bibl. Nat., v. i, p. 184, tab. IS, fig. 1, 2, 3 ; tab. 19, fig. 3.

(9) Hufeland's Journal der Prakt. Heilkunde, September, 1820, p. 119.

(1) Account of English Ants. London, 1744, p. 34.

(2) Hist, des Insectes, v. iv, p. 86.

(3) Ann. du Museum Nat., v. xviii, p. 70.

(4) Insekten-Belustigungen, V. iv, p. 162. When the bristles with which they are covered

are touched, they shoot out, by small holes in the skin, a clear and acrid liquid.

(5) Loc. cit., V. i, p. 324.

G G
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Degeer and Latreille have remarked that the species ofjulus give out a very

bad odour. Savi(6) ascertained that, when touched or rolled together, a

pungent smelling fluid trickles from the body, which is reddish, caustic, soluble

in water or alcohol, reacts like the acids, and gives the skin a permanent red

hue like that from the nitrate of mercury and chloride of gold. The sources

of this fluid are vesicles, of which there is one on each side of every ring,

opening externally by a point like a stigma.

In many insects, such as tipiila, gad-flies, oestrus, bugs, particularly the

Rhynchoprion persicum, and others, the saliva has acrid or even poisonous

qualities. Scolopendra have a secretory organ in the jaw, whence a venom-

ous liquid flows through a cleft, according to Leuwenhoeck (7) and Mead's(8)

observations. The same occurs in spiders and tarantula. Among the mol-

lusca, the aplysia secrete a caustic liquid from a gland, the excretory duet of

which opens near the orifice of the oviduct.(9)

Properties of Secretion.

CCCLXXVII. It follows from the preceding facts, that the secretion of

liquids is a vital phenomenon belonging to all organized bodies, vegetables as

well as animals, immediately connected with the acts of nutrition and genera-

tion, and on that account equally necessary for the preservation of individuals

and maintenance of the species. Animals secrete more diversified fluids,

more copiously and incessantly than vegetables ; and this is so much the

more remarkable as their organization is more complex, and as their manifes-

tations of life exhibit greater diversity and intensity. Doubtless, this pecu-

liarity depends on their not being limited, as vegetables are, to the acts of

formation, development, and growth, on continued variation of the composition

of all their organs and tissues through the same manifestations of activity, and

on the destruction and renewal of part of the materiel of their organism.

The changed and shapeless materials taken from the organs by absorption,

pass into the sanguineous vascular system, whence they are eliminated, by

numerous organs in different forms. On the other hand, the aliment which

serves to repair the losses and comes into the digestive apparatus in great

quantities, is liquified, and assimilated to the blood by several secreted liquids

of different kinds. In vegetables, on the contrary, secretion seems to be

confined to the preparation of the formative juice by the elimination of

certain materials, and to the production of the generative fluids, without any

(6) Opuscoli Scientifici di Bologna, 1817, v. 1, p, 321.

(7) Continuatio Arcanorum, epistle 24, p. 116.

(8) Loc. cit., V. ii, p. 76, tab. 3, fig. 2.

(9) The sea lobster (Cancer astacus of Browne) of the Carribean seas, especially in the hotter

seasons of the year, has a poisonous bitej there is no description extant of the apparatus by which

this is effected. See Mem. of the London Medical Society, p. 5.

—

Trs.
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evacuation of excretory matters originating from a change of materials belong-

ing to the organs that have been once formed. In plants, the acts of secretion,

like those of absorption, respiration, and growth, are more dependent on

external influences, on light, heat, and air, and on daily and yearly periods

;

whereas in animals, they rather depend on internal stimuli, produced in an

automatic manner in the nervous system.

CCCLXXVIII. The secretions, as operations peculiar to organic bodies,

admit of no explanation founded on the principles of mechanics or chemistry,

as the imaginary theories of the iatromathematical and iatrochemical schools

fully prove. They are acts of life, which can only be considered as effects of

organic powers.(l) Some physiologists suppose a special power that effects

(1) It is somewhat remarkable that our author does not more fully develope his notions of

the secretorial function. When describing secretion to be an effect of certain organic powers,

he merely represents what is pretty generally accredited, without instituting any inquiry into the

piecise nature of these powers. AH that can be inferred from the text is, that the author con-

siders secretion to partake of the nature of a chemical process, as he speaks of it consisting, in

some instances, of " simple evaporation of liquids." There is no single secretion in the animal

body which could be supposed to be the product of evaporation, for the simplest fluid separated from

the blood contains one or more ingredient which is not susceptible of vaporization, as the salts, &c.

From Dr. Hunter Lane's paper on the Animal Secretions, (Liv. Med. Gaz. vol. i. p. 305)

which contains a review of the various opinions entertained of this function, we extract the lol-

lowing passages, in which some hypothetical suggestions regarding the nature of this organic

power are promulgated.
" The blood being a compound fluid, composed of different elements held together by different

degrees of force of chemical affinity, it is evident that, as various degrees of decomposing power

are applied, there will be separated the different elements united by the corresponding forces.

To illustrate this position, we may suppose a solution of three salts in a given quantity of water:

by applying heat to the solution a certain portion of the water will be evaporated, when the re-

maining quantity being insufficient for the solution of one of these salts, this will therefore be

crystallized ; the farther addition of caloric will evaporate another part of the fluid, so that the

quantity remaining will then be rendered incapable of holding the second salt in solution ; it is

therefore deposited: by continued evaporation the third salt will be obtained. So with the

blood, by applying different degrees of the same decomposing agent, we shall have its different

elements liberated,— those united by the least chemical force yielding to the lesser degree, while

those combined by the greatest affinity will require the highest powers for their separation.

With respect to the agency by which the decomposition of the blood is effected, I should consider

it to be, if not identical with, at least closely approximating to, the nature of galvanism. It

may be unnecessary to state, that galvanism has been excited by the contact of the nerve and

muscle of an animal recently dead, and that a galvanic pile may be constructed of alternate

layers of nervous and muscular substance, or of nervous and other of the animal tissues;

so that every secreting organ, which is liberally supplied with ganglionic nerves, is naturally,

in its anatomical and physical structure, a galvanic organ. Dr. Davy's late anatomical

inquiries into the nature of the electrical apparatus of the Raia Torpedo* give some strength

to this conjecture. From these inquiries it would appear, that the class of nerves connected

with this peculiar property of the torpedo correspond with the ganglionic neives in the

human body. It is principally distributed to the organs of digestion and secretion, and

would seem to be especially instrumental in these processes, for, when frequently excited

to give shocks, digestion appeared to have been completely arrested, so that after the animal's

death, fishes, which had been swallowed some time previously, were found unchanged. The
respiratoiy organs, the branchiae, are as plentifully furnished with these electrical nerves as

are the human lungs with ganglionic nerves ; and what still further confirms the view I have

suggested is the fact, which Dr. Davy believes he has witnessed, of the branchiae, by their gal-

vanic apparatus, decomposing the water in which the fishes were confined to appropriate its

oxygen to the purposes of respiration. Being, therefore, justified by our knowledge of the ana-

tomical structure of secreting organs, as well as by analogy in assuming the capability of these

« Philos. Trans, Part II. 185i'.
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secretion. There is no necessity for this hypothesis. When the secretions

do not consist in a simple evaporation of liquids (in which case, however, they

still depend on the vital activity of the ducts in which the fluids are contained)

they should be considered, as G. R. Treviranus has well observed,(2) as the

eff'ects of the same power which produces organized bodies and maintains

them in the possession of their properties, that is to say, of the power of for-

mation, under the control of which all the conditions of composition that ac-

company life are placed. The acts by which the solids are formed and

nourished, and the secretions of liquids, are essentially effects of the same kind.

In nutrition and secretion, the organs exert an attractive power over the

materials of the nutritive fluid which reaches them, and which they alter in a

particular manner, according to their vital properties. The only difflerence

between these two functions is, that in one the materials of the fluid become,

part of the soHd organic form, whereas in the latter they are converted into

special organic combinations, and given out by organs. One secreted fluid,

however, the female generative matter, is capable, under certain circumstances,

of taking on a solid organic form, so, that in regard to it even this difference

is wanting.

The acts of secretion, like those of formation and nutrition, tend to the

preservation of the individual and the maintenance of the species. Just as the

formative activity is manifested in a special manner in each kind of organized

body, at the time when new individuals are produced, and just as each

organ is kept by nutrition in its proper organization and vital properties, so

also have the secretions their particular character in each species of living

bodies, and each secreting organ prepares a distinct liquid, according to the

difference existing in its structure and life. Each secreting or2:an is rendered

organs to manifest powers coi-responding to galvanism, we are next led to inquire in what man-
ner this individual agent can, by everywhere operating on the same fluid, generate such diver-

sified compounds. This problem is not difficult of solution, when we remember that it is only

necessary so to regulate the action of galvanism or any decomposirg power to enable it to

separate different elements, at different periods, from the same fluid. On gomparing the ana-

tomical structure of the secretorial organs we see one having, to the same proportion of gan-

glionic nerve, a given quantity of other parenchymatous tissues; a second having a superior or

inferior relative proportion of the nerve, and so throughout the whole system. The combination

of these various relative proportions, we should expect to produce sevej'al modifications of the

one power ; so that in one place it will be capable of separating a certain number of the ele-

ments of the blood, and in others the various other constituents of this fluid, according to the

different powers exerted. In assuming the ganglionic nerves to be those engaged in the function

of secretion, we have not only the reasons already detailed in its support, but it is also not

exposed to those objections so fatal to the hypothesis of Wilson Philip, that acephalous

children, and children born without either brain or spinal marrow, have their secretions

performed in every respect naturally, for there is no case on record of a foetus being organised,

not to say being born, without the ganglionic system of nerves. Hitherto the hypothesis has

only proceeded so far as to account for the decomposition of the blood ; so much being explained,

the synthetical process may be easily understood. The veiy existence of these products of de-

composition, in the same place and in close approximation, will entail an union of their particles.

But why it does so can only be attributed to the law of chemical affinity."— Tks.

(2) Biologic, v. iv, p. 624.
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active by particular stimulants, which are partly dependent on the nature of

the nutritive fluid, and vary according to the quality of the aliment. External

stimulants, that act on the secretory organ, are also capable of modifying

the secretions. In fine, divers circumstances, which alter the activity of

these organs, both in health and disease, determine changes in the quality of

their products. I shall return more fully to this point in treating of secretion

in man, and shall then adduce facts in support of these assertions.

THIRD SECTION.

OF THE EVOLUTION OF IMPONDERABLE MATTERS.

CCCLXXIX. The manifestations of activity of living bodies, by which

they are maintained during a certain period of time in a determinate state of

composition, organization, and action, are, in many of them, accompanied

by an evolution of imponderable matters, heat, light, and electricity, which

is for the most part to be considered as a consequence of the material changes

connected with the nutritive functions. It is not our place to enter into the

discussion on which physical philosophers are divided, whether imponderable

substances are really matters of a particular kind, or only states of activity

of other matters. It is sufficient for us to sketch the phenomena they exhibit

in organized bodies, to make known the circumstances on which they are

conditional, and to fix their importance in the animal economy.

CHAPTER FIRST.

Of the Evolution of Heat in Living Bodies.

CCCLXXX. The organic bodies, as physics inform us, show warmth

during the action of solar light, in combustion, very frequently by compres-

sion, friction, and concussion, whenever a change takes place in their state of

aggregation and in their composition, and by the influence of electricity. After

having been warmed, they all grow cold by the radiation or withdrawal of

their heat, and their temperature is placed by these means in an equilibrium

with that of surrounding bodies. The greater number of living bodies are,

on the contrary, endued with the faculty of engendering heat by their own

activity, and of keeping their temperature within certain limits amid the vicis-

situdes of external temperature. This property is an efl^ect of life. It is

only when the proper powers of organized bodies are extinguished, that their

temperature is placed in an equilibrium with that of surrounding bodies.

Let us in the first place see what organized bodies generate their own heat.

1. Heat of Vegetables.

CCCLXXXI. It is yet an undecided question whether plants give out
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heat. Some physical philosophers, John Hunter,(3) Senebier,(4) Schoepf,(5)

Salom6,(6) Hermbstaedt,(7) Schrank,(8) and others, attribute to them

the faculty of retaining a temperature which is proper to them, and of

generating heat. Others, on the contrary, Fontana,(9) Nau,(l) G. R.

Treviranus,('2) Schuebler and Halder,(3) deny them this faculty. The

former rest on the observation that vegetables continue to live under the

influence of very different external temperatures. Trees and shrubs of

northern countries frequently bear a cold of 30°C without freezing, whilst

those of the tropics are often exposed to a heat of from 35^ to 40° C without

perishing. Moreover, they assert to have remarked, that thermometers placed

in holes made in living trees, did not agree with those that were exposed

freely to the air, or were introduced into dead trees, and that they neither rose

nor fell, by the changes of external temperature. According to Schcepf and

Salome's observations, the temperature of vegetables is midway between the

highest and lowest degree of the circumambient air, so that their temperature

is lower than that without, during summer, and higher during winter. Birk-

ander(4) also says he found, in Sweden, the trees warmer than the air in

winter. According to the views of the naturalists just named, the con-

tinuance of the life of plants during cold, is the result of an internal evolution

of heat, whilst the faculty of producing cold, when the external temperature

is high, depends on evaporation. They add, that the death of vegetables

only occurs when the external temperature is excessive. Some physiologists

suppose the heat to be disengaged during the conversion of the humours into

soHds. Th. de Saussure thinks it probable, that heat is generated, as in the

respiration of animals, when oxygen is absorbed during the night by the green

parts of vegetables, and carbonic acid disengaged.

CCCLXXXII.—Against these assertions Fontana'^s experiments appear,

which indeed were not conducted with much care, but from which it follows

that vegetables have no proper heat, and that what is remarked in them is

only communicated from without. G. R. Treviranus having examined the

(3) Experiments on animals and vegetables with respect to the power of producing heat ; in'

Philos. Trans., 1775, p. 116. On the heat of animals and vegetables, ibid., 1778, p. i, p. 6.

(4) Journal de Physique, v. xl, p. 173.

(5) Naturforscher., art. 23, p. 1.

(6) Ann. de Chimie., v. xl, p. 113.

(7) Magazin der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft zu Berlin, v. i, p. 316.

(8) In Denkschriften der Miinchner Akademie, 1809-10, p. 81.

(9) Efemeride chemicho-mediche, 1805, p. 236.

(1) Schriften der Wetterauer Gesellschaft, v. p. 27.

(2) Biologie, v. v, p. 4.

(3) Ueber die Temperatur der Vegetabilien. Tubingen, 1826.

(4) Svenska Akadem. Handl., 1790, p. 136.

N.B. For the convenience of surveying the assertions of naturalists concerning the degrees of

heat, which are sometimes given according to Fahrenheit's, sometimes according to Reaumur's,

or according to De Luc's thermometer, I have reduced them all to the thermometer of Celsius,

or the centigrade.
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experiments made by the naturalists above mentioned, showed that the only

fact that can be deduced from them is, that plants are bad conductors of

heat. This circumstance, and their union by the roots with the earth, whose

temperature the seasons aifect only to a small depth, are, according to him,

two means by which vegetables maintain a certain medium temperature, and

resist the extremes of atmospheric heat. The recent experiments of Schuebler

and Haider seem to favour this theory. They placed corresponding thermo-

meters in holes which they bored down to the axis of the living trunks of

common and coniferous trees. They did the same with the trunk of a dead

tree. The thermometers were placed towards the north side of the tree, and

screened on the sides, so as not to be affected by the sun's rays. They

compared them at various periods of the day and year with others fully ex-

posed to the air ; the following were the results

:

1. Trees have always a higher temperature than the air, in the morning, at

sunrise, and when the sky is clear ; their temperature is, on the contrary,

lower at mid-day, and in the evening, during the hottest part of the day. This

difference is not only observed in summer, but also in the middle of winter.

2. The temperature of the interior of trees differs so much the more from

that of the circumambient air in the morning and at mid-day, as the trees are

thicker, and as the thermometer is placed more in the lower part of the trunk

or that which is nearest to the earth.

3. The difference of temperature between the air and trees is so much

greater as the changes in the temperature of the atmosphere are more rapid

and considerable. Hence it is never more evident than in serene weather,

when the daily difference of the temperature in our climate is often from 12^

to 18° C, between sun-rise and two o'clock in the morning. The daily

extremes of heat and cold do not commonly affect trees, because being bad

conductors of caloric, the temperature of the external air is but slowly pro-

pagated in their internal parts, and that of the open air commonly remains for

a short time only at the daily extremes. The longer the atmospheric tempera-

ture is uniform, the nearer is that of trees to it.

4. Trees of different species do not exhibit, czeteris paribus, any appre-

ciable difference in their temperature.

5. The temperature of trees may be considerably lowered without being

hurtful to them. During the long continued cold of January, 1826, when

during three months the temperature never rose, even at noon, above zero, the

thermometers placed in the trees vrere always below the freezing point.

They not unfrequently even descended from six to ten degrees below zero,

without the trees suffering therefrom. A few, however, such as the Phormium

ienaXfVitex agnus, castiis, Coriaria myrtifolia, &c,, perished. The interior of

trees is actually frozen in excessive cold.
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6. In summer, the temperature of ti-ees rises sometimes to 18* or 20°

above zero, though more slowly than the atmosphere. This is also more

evident in small than in large trees.

The principal result from these experiments is, that plants maintain a certain

medium temperature, but that this cannot be considered as the consequence

of heat developed within them, and that it admits of perfect explanation by

the weakness of the conducting power of the vegetable fibre and wood,

whence the temperature of the ambient strata of air can only slowly penetrate

the interior of vegetables.

CCCLXXXIII. Plants then do not appear to be endowed with the

faculty of generating heat, or at most possess it only in a very feeble degree.

Nevertheless, caloric is disengaged during germination, as was observed by

Thomson(5) in barley. There are likewise circumstances in which vege-

tables exhibit a high degree of heat. Lamark(6) first made the observation

that in the expanded flowers of the Arum italicum, heat is disengaged, which

is not only sensible to the thermometer, but also to the touch. Senebier(7)

remarked the same in the Arum maculatum, and found that it was chiefly

when the spathae leave their sheaths that they disengage heat. The ther-

mometer rose in the flowers about 8.70° C above the point it was at in the

open air. This phenomenon has been remarked by Hubert, on the authority

of Bory de Saint Vincent,(8) in the Arum cordifolium, in the Isle of France.

The flowers attained such a heat at sunrise, that the thermometer rose from

23.33° to 56.67° C The male flowers give out less heat than the females.

Bory de Saint Vincent likewise remarked the production of heat, but in a less

degree, in the flowers of the Pandanus utitis. Th. de Saussure has lately

made experiments on the Arum maculatum.(Q) He covered a spatha with

a glass bell, the inner surface of which was so lined with dew as to make the

flower no longer perceptible. At the end of twenty-four hours the air con-

tained in the bell had not diminished in quantity, but a fifth of its oxygen had

disappeared, and was replaced by carbonic acid gas. By enclosing the dif-

ferent parts of the arum separately, Saussure ascertained that the genitals

consumed the greatest proportion of oxygen. He also observed an evolution of

heat in the flowers of the Cucurhita melo and -pe-po, of the Bignonia radicans,

and the Polyanthus tuberosa. He thinks this evolution is owing to a rapid

(5) System of Chemistry, ed. 5, v. iv, p. 344. He saw malted barley which had not been

turned, shoot radicles 13 millimetres long in one night, by which the temperature was raised

to 38° C.

(6) Encyc. Method, v. iii, p. 9, art. Aron d'ltale.

(7) Physiologie Veget., v. iii, p. 314.

(8) Voyage dans les quatre principales iles des mers d' Afiique, v. li, p. 66.

(9) Ann. de Chimie et de Phys.', Nov., 1822. v. xxi, p. 286. The quantity of air in the

recipient was 1,000 cubic centimetres. In the space of time mentioned, 200 cubic centimetres

of oxygen were consumed, and replaced by as much carbonic acid gas. Flowers that no longer

disengage heat cause no opacity of the glass by vapour.
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combination of the oxygen with the carbon of vegetables. The abundant

formation of carbonic acid gas certainly appears to be connected with the

high temperature of flowers; but researches are still required to discover

whether the former is the cause of the latter, or if both are not results of one

and the same organic power, the simultaneous effects of an organic operation,

a thing which does not appear improbable. The observations that have been

mentioned prove at least that we cannot deny vegetables the power of gene-

rating heat. They are, moreover, supported by those lately made by

Murray(l) on the heat of differently coloured flowers. At an atmospheric

temperature of 26.11^ C, the flowers of a white lily showed the same heat;

at 25*^ of atmospheric heat, those of a blue Tradescantia showed 26. 11 °
; at

24.44*^ of the former, the yellow flowers of a Cislus gave 26. 11""; at 27.22°

of air heat, the scarlet flowers of a Geranium showed 30.56°

2. Heat of Animals.

CCCLXXXIV. All animals seem to possess the property of evolving

heat, and of maintaining themselves within certain limits, at a degree of tem-

perature peculiar to them, whatever changes occur in that of the atmosphere

at the different periods of the day and year. Under ordinary circumstances,

the media in which they live, the entozoa excepted, abstract heat from them

which they quickly reproduce. But if the external temperature fall consi-

derably and remain so for a long time, their power of evolving heat becomes

weakened, their temperature is more and more diminished, and at last they

freeze. When, on the contrary, they are exposed to a heat which exceeds

their own and caloric is communicated to them from without, a tendency is

seen in many of them to keep themselves at the proper temperature. For

this purpose they remove the heat that flows into them by an evaporaration

of fluids, and so produce cold. The degree of heat belonging to animals

is very various, according to the classes, orders, genera, and species. Differ-

ences are even perceived in regard to the periods of development, the seasons,

and divers other circumstances, which modify their manifestations of life.

Further, the limits within which they are capable of maintaining their proper

warmth at high degrees of external heat and excess of cold are likewise

difl'erent. Animal heat is most sensible in beings of the first two classes,

mamraifera and birds, since it can be perceived by the touch. In these

animals also the tendency to maintain themselves at a certain temperature,

and to resist external cold, is most remarkable. But the others, am-

phibia, fishes, Crustacea, insects, raollusca, and worms, improperly called

by naturalists cold-blooded animals, although cold when touched, have a

(1) Experimental Researches. Glasgow, 1826, p. 9.

Hh
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proper temperature, appreciable by the thermometer, though it varies more

with the vicissitudes of the external temperature. In support of this

assertion, we will detail observations and experiments which alone can

decide in this matter.

CCCLXXXV. Mammifera, soon after birth, manifest a temperature

higher than that of the atmosphere, and which, with few exceptions, they

uniformly maintain during their whole life, as is proved by the experiments

performed by Martine,(2) J. A. Braun,(3) J. Hunter,(4) Pallas,(5)

Edwards,(6) J. Davy,(7) and others. The new-born animals, however, of

carnivora and rodentia, are not in a state to produce of themselves the degree

of heat necessary for the continuation of their existence, and the mother is

obliged to communicate it to them. According to the valuable experiments

of Edwards,(8) the heat of new-born dogs, cats, and rabbits is so low, that

they resemble cold-blooded animals. Placed near their mother, they have

a warmth only one or two degrees lower than her's. But if separated from

her, with an external temperature of 10° or 20° C, they rapidly grow cold,

and in the course of a few hours their warmth is equal to that of the air.

The warmth of mammifera varies according to the orders and classes, as

is shewn by the following tables

:

Names of the Animals. Atmospheric Temperature.
Heat of the

Animal.
Place where the heat

was measured.
Observers.

Simia aygula +30° C. Ceylon -1-39,7° C. Armpit J. Davy.
" sabsea 35,5 Blood Prevost&Dumas'.

Pteropus vampyrus 21 Ceylon 37,86 J. Davy.

Vespertilio noctula Summer 38,89 Pallas.

" pipistrellus
a 40,56to41,ll ((

(( 22 31 Chest near the Heart Saissy'.

ti 18 29,75 a u (I u a'

u 7 14 it (( li te li

li 1,25 5 a a (I ce 11

Erinaceus europasus Awake 35 to 36,11 (I a a li J. Hunter,
(1 (I 22 36 on the Heart Saissy.

a (( 18 34 a a a ((

(C u 7 15 a a li 11

u u 1,25 5 li li li a

Mygale muscovitica 36,67 Pallas

(2) Martine, Medical and Philosoph. Essays. London, 1740. Martini, de similibus

animalibus, et animalium calore. Libri duo. London, 1740, in 8vo.

(3) Nov. Comment. Act. Petropol, v. xiii, p. 419.

(4) Philos. Trans., 1775, part 2, p. 446 ; ibid., 1778, part 1, p. 7.

(5) Novae species quadrupedum e glirium ordine. Erlangen, 1774, in 4to.

(6) De I'influence des agens physiques sur la vie. Paris, 1824, ch. 14.

(7) Observations on the Temperature of Man and other Animals ; in Edinb. Philos. Journ.,

January, 1826.

(8) Loc. cit., p. 82. De la chaleur des jeunes animaux.

(9) Bibliotheque Universelle, v. xvii, p. 294.

(1) Recherches Experiraentales sur la physique des animaux mammiferes hybernans. Pans,

1808.
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Heat of the Place where the heat
Names of the Animals. Atmospheric Temperature Animal. was measured. Observers.

Ursus maritimus + 2,8 Port Bowen 37,8 directly after death Cap. Lyon^.
« « 11,6 « " 37,8 « a u a

(( (( -18,3 " « 37,5 « « « (C

Mustela putorius 38,36 Pallas.

" erminea 40,25
((

Herpestes ichneumon 27 Ceylon 39,4 J. Davy.
Felis catus 38,50 Braun,

(t << 37 to 39 Marline.
« « 38,3 Blood Prevost & Dumas.
« « 15,15 39,78 Despretz'.
<( ((

15,5 England 38,3 J. Davy.
« <c 26 Ceylon 38,9 (C

" tigris 26,5 37,2 ce

Canis domesticus 37,39 Martina.
« (C 38,50 Rectum J. Hunter.
u « Ceylon 39,3 J. Davy,
« « 37,4 Blood Prevost & Dumas.
<( (C 38,33 (C Turner.

lupus 35,24 ii Pallas.
<( u --32 Port Bowen 40 Lyon.
" lagopus — 7,2 « « 40,5 (C

C( « -13,8 " « 41,1 ((

« C( —33,3 « " 40 (C

Phoca vitulina 38,39 Martine.

Hypudaeus oeconomus in Winter 36,11 Pallas.

Myoxus nitela +22 37,5 on the Heart Saissy.
(( C( 18 36 " li i( a
(( (C 7 23 <C <i (C a
« (( 1,25 4 « « (t a

Mus musculus 15,56 35 to 37 J. Hunter.
(( (f —10,56 25,56 to 26,67 <c

C( (C in Winter 4 1, 12 to 42,78 Pallas.

" rattus 26,5 Ceylon 38,8 J. Davy.
Cricetus vulgaris in Summer 39,44 Pallas.

Arctomys marmotta +22 38 on the Heart Saissy.
<( (( 18 37,50 » a ii «
« « 7 34,25 ii a a u
« ((

1,25 5 (( a <( ((

" bobac in Summer 37,38 to 38,89 Pallas.
" citillus a it 39,44 <c

Sciurus vulgaris 40,56 a

« 27 Ceylon 38,8 J. Davy.
Lepus 26,5 37,8 cc

" glacialis —21,1 Port Bowen 38,9 Lyon.
(( <c -21,8 " " 38,9 a
(( (C —28,3 " « 38,9 ii

" variabilis in severe cold 39 to 40 Pallas. .

" pusillus a a u 40 a

" cuniculus 37,48 Rectum . Hunter.
« « 38 Blood ] 'revost & Dumas.
<C (C 38 to 40 1De la Roche.

Cavia cobaya 38 " ]^revost & Dumas.
(C (( 38,89 1De la Roche.
(C (C 4-15,15 35,76 ]Despretz.

Manis pentadactyla 26,67 Ceylon 32,22 J . Davy.

(2) He accompanied Parry in his second voyage in search of a northwest passage. Tem-
peratures de quelques animaux du nord, prises au port Bowen ; in Ann. de Chim. et Phys.,
February, 1825, p. 223.

(3) Ann, de chim. et de physique. August, 1824, v. 26, p. 337.
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Names of the Animals. Atmospheric Temperature.
Heat of the
Animal.

Place where the heat
was measured. Observers.

Elephas indicus +26,7 Ceylon 37,5 J. Davy.
Sus scropha jun. 40 inward parts & blood Braun.

ic a 23,9 " 40,5 J. Davy.
Equus caballus 36,8 Blood Prevost & Dumas.

(( a 36,11 a Turner.

Moschus moschiferus 38,89 Pallas.

Capra 38,33 inward parts & blood Braun.
ii 39,2 Blood Prevost & Dumas.
<i 26 " 39,5 J. Davy.

Ovis 38,9 inward parts & blood Braun.
it 38 Blood Prevost & Dumas.
<c 38,89 to 39,44 (( Turner.
« in Summer in England 39,1 J. Davy,
« 27 Ceylon 40 ((

Bos taurus 37,28 Rectum J. Hunter.
CC (C 37,78to 38,33 Blood Turner.
" " vitulus 40 inward parts & blood Braun.
(( a in Summer in England 37,8 J. Davy.
a Si 26 Ceylon 38,9 ((

Delphinus phocaena 18 Air, 17 Water 35,50 Blood Broussonet*.
a 23,7 on the Sea 37,5 J. Davy.

Monodon monoceros 35,56 Scoresby^,

Ealaena raysticetus 38,89 «

According to J. Hunter and J. Davy's(6) observations, the heat of the

different organs of the manimifera presents diversities. The former found the

temperature of a dog's rectum to be 37° C; that of the substance of the

liver, 38° ; of the stomach and right ventricle of the heart, 38,33°. The

latter ascertained that in a lamb the heat of the brain was 40"= C ; of the

rectum, 40.56° ; of the right ventricle of the heart, the substance of the liver

and of the lungs, 41.11°, and of the left ventricle, 41.67°.

CCCLXXXVI. The faculty of generating heat and maintaining it in a

cold atmosphere exhibits an astonishing diversity among mammifera. In

some of them, as the marmot, ( Arctomys,) dormouse, (Myoxus,) hedgehog,

bats, &c., the warmth is so much diminished when the external temperature

approaches the freezing point, as to make them resemble cold-blooded

animals and to freeze at 10° or 12° below zero, as is shown by the experi-

ments of Pallas, J. Hunter, Spallanzani, Reeve, Mangili, Prunelle, Saissy,

and others, and to which we shall revert in speaking of hibernation. Other

animals, on the contrary, as those of the polar regions, support a cold of 40?

below zero, and maintain their proper degree of heat. Thus, according to

Parry's observations, the temperature of Melville Island is so low during

five whole months, as to congeal mercury at 39.5°, and even sometimes falls

(4) Mem. de I'Acad. de Paris, p. 192.

(5) An Account of the Arctic Regions. Edinburgh, 1820, v. i, p. 477.

(6) Philos. Transact., 1814, part 2, p, 597.
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as low as 46^ below zero ; yet in this island, musk-oxen, rein-deer, white

hares, polar foxes, and white bears are found.

When man)mifera are exposed to a temperature exceeding their own, their

heat is increased about 6° or 7°, but not in the same proportion as the ex-

ternal heat rises, as is evident from the experiments of Duntze,(7) Delaroche,

(8) and Berger. The heat of dogs exposed by Duntze to a temperature of

60° rose only to the 43d or 47th degree, and the animals sunk in a few

hours. Delaroche and Berger placed rabbits and guinea-pigs in a temperature

raised from 50 to 90 degrees ; their warmth was only increased a few

degrees; if they were not quickly taken into a colder medium, they died.

Animals, therefore, possess the power of producing cold in a medium whose

heat exceeds their own. This depends on a doubly profuse transpiration of

the mass of humours, an act which is altogether vital, and by which the

heat they receive from without is eliminated in a latent form. This pheno-

menon is not owing alone to the bad conducting power of caloric possessed

by the animal body, as was formerly supposed, for dead mammifera exposed

to a high temperature imbibe caloric, and are placed in a state of equilibrium

with surrounding objects.

CCCLXXXVII. The heat of birds exceeds by some degrees that of

mammifera. It is greater in the small than the large species, as is proved by

the following tables

:

Names of the Animals. Atmospheric Temperature. Heat of the
Animal.

Place where the heat
was measured.

Observers.

Vultur barbatis +44,94« C. Pallas'.

Falco ossifragus 10,28 (C

Falco nisus 42,22 C(

" palumbarius 43,18 (C

" lanarius 42,92 ((

Strix passerina 40,82 a

" aluco +15,15° C 40,91 Despretz.
C( 15,6 40 J. Davy.

Psittacus pullarius 24,4 Ceylon 41,1 Cl

Picus major 39,44 Pallas.

Merops apiaster 40 <(

Corvus 29,4 Ceylon 42,1 J. Davy.
" corax 15,15 42,91 Despretz.

Turdus 15,5 42,8 J. Davy.

Emberiza nivalis )

(7 Ex.) ]

Emberiza

15,15 42,92 to 43,47 Pallas.

42,88 Despretz.

Loxia pyrrhula in severe cold 42,22 Pallas.

(7) Experimenta ealorem animalium spectantia. Leyden, 1754.

(8) Experiences sur les effects qu' une forte chaleur produit dans I'economie animale. Paris,

1806 ; Delaroche, in the Journ. de Physique, v. Ixxi, p. 289.

(9) According to some excellent manuscript remarks, from which Rudolphi (Grundriss der

Physiologic, V. i, p. 171) has given extracts.
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Names of the Aninaals. Atmospheric Temperature.
Heat of the
Animal.

Place where the heat
was measured.

Observers.

Fringilla carduelis 42,92 Pallas.

" domestiua foem. 41,67 ((

" " mas. 42,78 (C

U (( 15,15 41,96 Despretz.

" linaria mas. 44,03 Pallas.

" " foem. 43,47 {(

" spinus 43,19 ((

Parus major 44,03 ((

Hirundo lagopus 44,03 li

Caprimulgus euro-
^ 43,47 «

paeus J

Columba 41,5 Blood Prevost & Dumas.
« 15,15 42,98 Despretz.
<c 15,5 42,1 J. Davy,
(( 25,5 Ceylon 43,1 it

Gallus 39,44 to 39,88 Cloaca J. Hunter.

Gallina 39,44 to 39,88 « C(

u at breeding time 40 (C

te 41,5 Blood Prevost & Dumas.
u +4,5° C. England 42,5 J. Davy.
u 25,5 Ceylon 43,3 ((

Meleagris gallopavo 25,5 41,94 <c

ii « 42,7 Entrails, Blood Braun.

Tetrao tetrix 42,22 Pallas.
" lagopus 41,67 «

" perdrix (7Ex.) 4 1,81 to 42,92 «

" albus — 21,1 Port Bowen 38,9 Lyon.
(( u -23,8 " 38,9 (C

(( cc —26 " " 38,9 ei

(( (( —28,3 « " 38,9 u

Ardea stellaris 39,44 Pallas.
it 41 Blood Prevost & Dumas.

Tringa pugnax 42,22 Pallas.

Scolopax limosa 42,22 <(

Hsematopus ostra- ^

legus J

41,11
CI

Fulica atra 40,56

Anser 41,94 Entrails, Blood Braun.
« +25,5 Ceylon 41,7 J. Davy.

Anas 42,5 Blood Prevost & Dumas.
(C 25,5 « 43,9 J. Davy.
" acuta 40,56 Pallas.
" clypeata 42,22 <c

" penelope 41,11 (C

" strepera 41,11 (t

Colymbus auritus 41,67 <c

Pelecanus carbo 41,11 (e

Larus 2,8 37,8 Lyon.
Pi-ocellaria aequi- ^

noctialis ^
26 on the sea 40,3 J. Davy.

CCCLXXXVIII. Young birds that leave the egg when very small,

naked, their eyes not yet opened, and but little developed, such as birds of

prey, climbers, singing-birds, and pigeons, possess less warmth than adults.

When taken from the nest they quickly grow cold, and are incapable of

keeping up the temperature that is necessary to their preservation. This follows
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from Edwarcls.(l) In a nest of young sparrows, that had left the egg 8 days,

the thermometer rose from 35° to 36°, with an external temperature of 17

degrees. After taking the young ones from their nest, he saw them cool

down to 19° in the space of an hour. He observed the same in young

swallows and sparrow-hawks. These consequently resemble cold-blooded

animals, and are not able to keep themselves from cooling, except by the

high temperature of the spring and autumn, and by their assemblage in a

nest composed of substances that are bad conductors of heat. Moreover,

the mother sits on the nest during the night and on cold days. In order to

ascertain whether the rapid cooling of young birds depended on their nudity,

Edwards compared their temperature with that of a full-grown sparrow, whose

feathers he had plucked. This maintained its temperature at 18 degrees of

atmospheric heat, whilst young birds already in part covered with feathers,

cooled down to 19 and 20 degrees. The diminution of temperature is not

therefore to be attributed to the want of feathers ; the cause of it must be

sought in an internal condition of the body.

Full-grown birds maintain their temperature in intense colds that are even

sufficient to congeal mercury, as Lyon's experiments on the heat of the tetro

atbus prove. However, the faculty of generating heat at a low temperature

seems to be somewhat modified by the influence of the seasons. Edwards(2)

placed five sparrows, in the month of February, in a vessel in which the ther-

mometer stood at zero. At the end of an hour, the heat of the body appeared

the same as before in some, whilst in others it had fallen a half or a whole

degree. Having exposed birds of the same species, in July, to a similar

cold artificially produced, he found that their temperature had fallen about

3.62'' in an hour, and even 6° after three hours.

When birds are exposed to an artificial heat that far exceeds their own, the

latter is only increased from about 6 to 7 degrees, according to the experi-

ments of Delaroche and Berger ; it does not, however, become equal to that

without, but always remains much lower, and the animals are cooled by

evaporation. The heat of a pigeon exposed to a temperature from 66.56°

to 74.69°, only rose about 7.5 degrees. Nevertheless, birds soon perish in

a heat exceeding their own, as was observed by Braun in a sparrow, which

he had placed in a temperature of 63.33°, and whose life was extinguished

at the end of seven minutes. Tillet remarked the same in his experiments

on birds.

CCCLXXXIX. Some naturalists have doubted whether reptiles have the

power of generating heat. Braun said he observed in his experiments on

(1) Loc. cit., p. 138.

(2) Loc. cit., p. 162.
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frogs, that their temperature equalled that of the media in which they lived.

Martine and J. Hunter, on the contrary, found frogs, tortoises, and snakes

warmer by some degrees than the media. It follows from the experiments

of J. Davy and of Czermak(;i) on animals belonging to all the orders of this

class, that they do possess this calorific faculty. Their temperature, how-

ever, is very various, according to that of the media which surround them.

This is paiticularly evident in frogs (batraca) and tortoises, but is less so in

lizards and ophidia. We will mention the necessary proofs from the

different orders.

Heat of the Media.
Heat of the Place where the Heat

Observers.
Animals. was measured.

Rana Water + 7,5^ C. +9" Prevost & Dumas
esculenta
« « Air 14 to 15 15,50 to 17 Edwards.
« <t Water — 5 3,12

1,41

Pericardium

abdominal cavity

Czermak.

(( u (C + 6,88 9,34 Pericardium 11

« (( u 8,12 8,44 " «(

<( li Air 17,50 20,83

20,94

Stomach
Pericardium

« u <c 20 22,50 a <(

Proteus

anguinus
Water
Air

15^
16 ^

18,60 Pharynx Rudolphi.*

11 « Water 12,81 18,44 Region of the Heart

.

Czermak,
<C (( (C 14,37 19,38 a (( u a

« <( (( 15,31 20,41 (( (( « (C

a u Air 13,12 17,50 Throat (C

<( (( ii 17,50 20,15 Region of the Heart <c

« i( (( 20 19,99 Throat u

(( (( cc 22,60 21,25 Region of the Heart (C

Whence it is obvious that the heat of these animals varies according to

the media they inhabit. J. Hunter remarked the rapid changes of their

warmth when exposed to artificial cold or heat. He exposed a frog to

artificial cold, and its heat, which was 6.67'^ in the stomach, fell to 0,-56°.

Having placed frogs in air heated to 42.22°, he saw their heat rise to 33.89'-',

but it did not become any higher. The following experiments, however,

prove that, notwithstanding the variableness of their temperature, frogs

possess the power of maintaining it to a certain degree. During the winter

I took a frog by an iron spoon from a glass vessel filled with water, the

temperature of which was 7.50° below zero, and exposed it to the air which

had the same temperature. The thermometer applied to the frog, rose

to one degree below zero, and the abdominal cavity gave the like indication.

Having taken another frog, 1 exposed it in a vase full of water to the air, iii

(3) Baumgaertner und Ettingshausen, Zeitschrift fiir Physick, 1824, v. iii, p. 385,

(4) Rozier, Journal de Physique, v. Ixxi, p. 289,
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which the thermometer fell to 13° below zero. The water froze during the

night, and the glass broke. I found the animal in the mass of ice, its eyes

closed and limbs drawn up to the body. The water around it was not frozen,

and its heat was 0.5C° above zero ; it moved very slowly when touched, it

was again exposed in a vessel full of water to the cold, which during the

following night, was 15.56° below zero. In the morning it was completely

frozen and dead. Frogs, therefore, seem, at a low degree of atmospherical

temperature, capable of generating heat, whilst an observation of Blagden and

experiments made by John Hunter and Delaroche prove that they have likewise

the property of keeping themselves at a low temperature in warm air. The

former saw a thermometer, placed in a frog's throat on a hot summer's day, fall

several degrees. J. Hunter exposed frogs to air heated to 42.22*, but their

warmth only rose to 33.89''. Delaroche inclosed a frog in a space heated to

45''
; after an hour the heat of the animal only stood at 29°. In another frog,

the external temperature being 46.67°, the heat of the animal only rose to

28.33°. Dead frogs on the contrary were in an equilibrium with the external

media. The property these animals possess of reducing their temperature is

doubtlessly owing to evaporation, which is very copious in them on account

of their naked skin.

CCCXC. Tortoises evidently engender heat, especially in the region of the

heart. Their temperature, however, varies according to the external warmth.

Heat of the Place where the heat
Tortoises. Temperature of the Media, Animal. was measured. Observers.

Testudo mydas Air 4-26" on the sea +28" J. Davy.
u a " 30 Ceylon 29,4 IC

« a " 26,1 1 on the sea 32,78 Blood (I

Testudo geometrica " 16 Cap 30,5 ii

a <( « 26,11 Ceylon 32,78 (C

Emys europaea " 16,25 17,81 ^sophagtis Czermak.
18,34 Heart ((

(( 11 " 23,12 26,66 Throat u
a a Water warmed -(-41,25 23,75 abdominal cavity u

Chersine graeca Air +15,30 13,44 Heart «

12,81 Lungs ((

<C (C 17,91 18,91 Blood ((

<C (I " 22,81 18,75 Heart i(

18,12 Lungs (C

(( <c " — 3,12 3,75 abdominal cavity <(

4,06 Throat ((

(C (( " — 6,25 2,81 abdominal cavity C(

CCCXCI. According to the observations made by VVilford(5) on a boa

three feet and a quarter long, at Sierra Leone, the heat of snakes varies with

(5) Annals of Philosophy, v. ii, p. 26.

I I
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the temperature of the air. Czermak's experiments, however, do not give us

ground to suppose that heat is communicated to them from without alone.

Gjjnlrpg Temperature of Heat of the Place where the heat Observers.
the Air. AnimalS' was measured.

Boa +22,2° +23,9 Wilford.
tt '22,8 24,4 ((

a 23,3 24,4 «
<c 23,9 23,9 a

ti 24,4 24,5 u

le 24,4 24,9 a
u 25,0 25,5 a

it 25,1 25,4 a
u 25,5 26,3 «

(t 25,7 25,9 a

<c 26,1 26,6 ((

M 26,6 26,3 «

(( 26,6 26,3 It

K 28,1 27,3 «

28,3 27,8 (C

A green Snake 27,5 Ceylon 31,4 J. Davy.
A brown Snake 28,1 29,2 «

Natrix Isevis 16,88 19,37

19,37

full stomach
Heart

Czermak.

(( <( 18,12 21,72 great trunks ofthe heart IC

(C (( 20,31 26,66 Region of the Heart (C

22,81 abdominal cavity- ((

« (( 24,16 25,41 Heart a

<c « 24,37 Throat a

" torquatus 16,88 18,12 abdominal cavity a

19,06 Throat (I

20,62 Heart (C

(( u 18,12 18,44 abdominal cavity (C

19,16 (Esophagus, Heart (I

u u 20,31 21,56 Throat a-

22,50 Heart a

22,91 full stomach u
a u 25,3 23,44 abdominal cavity <c

24,06 Heart ((

Anguis fragilis 18,44 18,91 abdominal cavity u

20,84 Heart a

It a 19,06 20,31 Throat a

20,62 Heart It

u u 19,69 20,31

20,62

^ between the skin and

l
the muscles

Throat
22,08 Heart <(

U ti 20,31 22,08 full stomach ((

22,66 Heart it

The experiments which John Hunter made on vipers, as he says, but most

likely on adders, prove that living snakes are not placed in equilibrium with

a very high or very low temperature. The temperature of the air being

14,44°, he introduced the bulk of a thermometer into the throat and cloaca,

whereon it rose to 20°. When he exposed serpents to an artificial cold of

12,22°, their heat fell to 2,78°, and at last to 0,56°. He adds that serpents

lose their warmth in cold much more slowly than frogs do. Another of
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these animals was place<l by him in an artificial heat of 42,22^, after which

the heat of the stomach and anus rose to 33,83", but no higher. Hence it is

evident, that if the heat of snakes varies with the external temperature, such

variations never go beyond a certain extent.

CCCXCir. Lizards also generate heat which, in ordinary circumstances,

exceeds that of the atmosphere.

Lizards. Temperature of
the Air.

Heat of the
Animals.

Place where the heat
was measured. Observers.

Iguana +27,8° Ceylon +28,0 J. Davy.
Laccrta maculata 12,2 15 Pharynx Rudolphi.

18,78 Chest (C

" viridis 16,25 20,25 Abdomen Czermak.
21,25 Region of the Heart «

22,81 28,75
30,15

Abdomen
Region of the Heart

"

" agilis 23,75 28,12

28,91

Full Stomach
Heart

ii

21,88 26,88 Abdomen i<

30,00 Heart <(

12,50 16,56 Mouth a

19,16 Heart li

11,56 12,81

14,16

Abdomen
Heart

i(

i 5,31 artificial

I heat J
0,63 Abdomen u

6,41 « 1,-56 Heart i<

Murray ascertained by a very sensible thermometer, that the heat of the

cameleon is from 22,78* to 23,33°, the temperature of the air being 22,24",

and that the changes of colour of the animal are accompanied by a slight

diminution of the heat. (6)

CCCXCIII. Some naturalists have denied that fishes have the power of

producing heat. Braun says he found the temperature of pikes, carps, eels,

and lampreys always the same as that of the water in which they were then

living. Neither did Humboldt and Provencal(7) perceive any appreciable

difference between the warmth of fishes and the water. On the other hand,

Martine, J. Hunter, Broussonet,(8) Buniva,(9) Perrins,(l) and J. Davy,(2)

ascertained that, under ordinary circumstances, their temperature is one or

several degrees higher than the water they live in. According to Martine's

observations, the blood of many marine fishes only show one degree more than

sea-water. Broussonet saw the thermometer rise only half or three-fourths

(6) Experimental Researches. Glasgow, 1826, p. 89.

(7) Mem. de la See. d'Arcueil, v. ii, p. 598.

(8) Mem. del'Ac. des Sc. de Paris, 1785, p. 191.

(9) Mem. de I'Ac. de Turin, v. xii.

(1) Nicholson's Journal, January, 1804, p. 13.

(2) Loo. cit.
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of a degree above the heat of the water in the bodies of fishes; carps alone

had mostly a temperature higher by a degree or a degree and a half than

the water.

Names of Fishes.
Heat of the

Water.
Heat of the

Fishes.
Place where the heat

was measured.
Observers.

Esox lucius + 0,-56° C. + 4,44° Abdomen Krafft.
a a 9,44 10,50 a "

Cyprinus carpio 18,83 20,56 Stomach J. Hunter.
(C « 10,83 11,69 Despi-etz.

tinea 11,54 ii

Squalus 24,44 25,56 Mouth Perrins.
C( 23,7 25 Blood

Exoccetus 25,3 25,6 J. Davy.
Salmo fario 13,3 14,4 "

Sparus auratus 23,56 23 Heart a

The heat of fishes varies with the temperature of the water. J. Hunter

exposed an eel, whose warmth was 2.78*^ in the stomach, to an artificial cold;

its heat fell to 0.56^, and it appeared dead, but on the following morning it

was found still living. A tench, whose warmth was 6.67°, was exposed to

a considerable cold ; its temperature sunk to 0.56°, and it froze. The warmth

of an eel, whose heat was 6.67°, rose to 18.33° in water heated to this

degree. A tench, whose warmth was 5°, being immersed in water at

18.33'^, only showed a temperature of 12.78° in the stomach and rectum.

Fishes that live in the tepid water of Barreges, have, according to Audirac,(3)

a lower temperature than the water.

From these observations, it may be concluded that the faculty of generating

heat cannot be refused to fishes. Their temperature, however, varies with

that of the water. Further, by their sojourn in water they are better defended

from the changes of temperature connected with Ihe seasons than animals

which live in air are, inasmuch as they can abscond to deep waters, where

the heat, especially in the sea, is not changed by the influence of the seasons,

and in the same manner but little changed in deep lakes and rivers.

CCCXCIV. Insects generate heat, as Swammerdamm, Maraldi, Martine,

and Reaumur certified in bees collected in hives. Martine(4) found a tem-

perature of 36.11° in the hives. Reaumur,(5) in the month of January,

introduced a thermometer into a hive placed in a room where the temperature

was 3.33° ; it rose to +12,78°. In the month of May again, it indicated a

heat of 38.89". According to Huber,(6) the heat of a populous hive rises

(3) Bulletin de la Soc. Philomat, v. i, p. 136.

(4) Medical and Philos. Essays, p. 331.

(5) Hist. Nat. des Insectes, v. v, part 2, p. 360.

(6) Mem. sur les Abeilles, v. i, p. 305.
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in the winter to 30° or 32°, even when the temperature of the air is below

zero. During summer it rises to 33"^ and 30'', and, at the swarming season,

it stands above 40°. In an ant-hill, also, the heat is greater than in the air,

for Juch(7) saw the thermometer in one of ihem rise to 20°, the external

heat being 13^', and to 18° when the atmosphere was at 24.44^. Martine

remarked, that the heat of caterpillars mostly exceeds that of the atmosphere

by one or two degrees. Hausmann(8) and Rengger(9) observed a rise in

thermometers placed in strait glasses, in which beetles and other insects had

been collected. .J. Davy has specified the heat of some insects.

Names of Insects.
Heat of the
Atmosphere.

Heat of the
Animals.

Scarabaeus pilularius

Lampyris
Blatta orientalis

Gryllus

Scorpio afer

Julus

24,30°

22,8

23,3

16,7

26,1

26,7

25°

23,3

23,9

22,5

25,3

25,8

Rudolphi found the thermometer rise to 12.50° in the body of a river crab

( Astacus Jluuiatilis,) and to 15° in another, whilst the heat of the water

was 11°.

CCCXCV. Mollusca also have the property of generating heat, though

their warmth varies with the atmospheric temperature. J. Hunter observed

that four black snails, (Limax ater,) inclosed in a vessel, made the ther-

mometer rise from 12.22° to 13.89C. Spallanzani(l) likewise remarked that

the thermometer rose a little when he inclosed several animals of the genus

limax and helix in vessels. Gaspard(2) found that twenty-four garden snails,

(Helix pomatia,) inclosed during the summer in a pot placed in a cellar,

where the temperature was 13°, caused the heat to rise about a degree in

the pot. According to Berger's experiments,(3) the heat of the Helix pomatia

varies exceedingly with that of the atmosphere. Its medium warmth was

8.33° during eleven months, the minimum 2,22°, and the maximum ]8.33«>.

In summer it was mostly at 4.44° at sunrise, and at 12.22° towards 2 o'clock

in the afternoon. The heat of bivalve mollusca is, according to PfeifFer,(4)

(7) Icleen zu einer Zoochemie, v. i, p. 90.

(8) De animalium exsanguium respiratione, p. 65, 69.

(9) Phj'siologisehe Untersuchungen iiber die Insekten, p. 40.

(1) Mem. sur la Respiration, p. 257,

(2) Magendie, Journal de Physiol., v. ii, p. 295.

(3) Mem. du Mus. d'Hist. Natur., 1828, art. 9, p. 231.

(4) Naturgeschichte deutscher Land-und Siisswasser MoUusken, Abthl, 2, Weimar, 1825,
p. 22,
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nearly the same as the temperature of the water in which they live. He
found the water in which they were kept to stand at 11,25°, whilst the bulb

of the thermometer, placed between the belly and the branchial lamellae, rose

only to 11.56°. J. Davy says he never remarked any difference between the

heat of oysters and of the water in which they were.

J. Hunter made some experiments on the heat of annelides. Several

earth-worms, (Lumbricus ierrestris,) inclosed in a glass, caused a rise in the

thermometer from 13.33° to 14.94". Having placed three leeches (Hirudo

medicinalis) in a glass, the thermometer rose on one occasion from 12.22° to

13.78«, and on another from 13.33° to 13.90^.

CCGXCVI. With respect to the cause of the production of heat in animals,

there are few vital phenomena on which so many different theories have been

built as this. The iatro-mechanicians taught that heat was produced in living

bodies as in those which possess no life, by the friction which takes place both

between the fluids and the coats of the vessels, and in the organs themselves,

in consequence of their internal movements. (5) The physicians of the ancient

introchemical school regarded it as a result of the mixture of the supposed acid

chyle with the alkaline blood, which they said caused an effervescence,

accompanied by an evolution of heat. The partisans of the new chemical

doctrines believe the cause of animal heat to be found in the act of respiration,

which they compare to a combustion going on between the materials of the

venous blood and the oxygen of the inspired air, in whom the caloric evolved

combines with the arterial blood, and is distributed over the body. Other

physiologists seek the source of it in digestion, in nutrition, secretion, or even

in the nervous system. Without stopping to examine these theories, of which

we shall treat more fully when at the production of heat in man, we shall

merely mention here what is certain, namely, that none of them offer a satis-

factory explanation. Even the doctrine of Crawford and Lavoisier, according

to which heat is a product of respiration, although it has the suffrages of most

(5) Thus Haller, " We may also ask whether the heat of the blood does not also proceed

from its motion ; seeing we observe heat to arise from the motion of all kinds of fluids,

even of air itself, in our experiments ; but much more does this attrition produce heat in the

inflammable animal juices, which are denser than water, and compressed with a considerable

force by contractile and converging tubes. Is not the truth of this sufficiently evinced by the

blood being warm in those fish which have a large heart, and cold in such as have a small one ?

the generation of heat being in proportion to the size of their bodies : from the more intense heat

of birds that have a larger heart, and moie frequent or quick pulsations ? from the increase of

animal heat that ensues from exercise of all kinds, and even from bare friction of parts ? Nor
must we explain an evident appearance by the action of such an obscure being as the vital

power ; and though sometimes the heat may be greater when the pulse is slow, and less when it

is more frequent, the difference may arise from the different disposition of the blood, from the

different densities of the vessels, or the increase or diminution of perspiration ?"— (Physiology,

sec. 181, ed. Wrisberg.) It is curious to find these unstable analogical proofs trusted to by the

philosophic Haller, whilst he contemns what he calls the obscure but in fact evident (in operation

if not in essence) vital power. To this latter, under the more appropriate term of nutritive

power, Tiedemann attributes the calorific process.

—

Trs.
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naturalists, has been found insufficient by Dulong and Despretz, who endea-

voured to ascertain by experiment how far the quantity of oxygen gas

consumed in respiration, sufficed to produce all the heat which animals are

continually losing, and who, after this, were induced to allow other sources of

heat, which are unknown to us.(6)

The only point that can be regarded as placed beyond doubt is, that the

evolution of heat is a vital act which depends immediately on the process of

nutrition, the conditional aud preservative cause of life. The taking of ali-

mentary matters, and their assimilation by digestion and respiration, the

circulation of the fluids, nutrition, and secretion, the renewal of materials that

accompanies the exercise of life, and the incessant changes of composition in

the solids and liquids, all which are under the influence of the nerves, also

act a part in the production of heat, and it is erroneous to seek the cause of

it in any one of these acts only. The intensity of the evolution of heat and

the property of maintaining itself at a certain terapeiature proper to each

species, are, in animals, in direct ratio with the composition of their organ-

ization, and with the sum and intensity of their manifestations of activity.

Birds and maramifera, which take aliment at the shortest intervals, which

(6) Di-. Crawford maintains that the caloric is generated during the conversion of part of the

inhaled atmospheric air into fluid— as well as during the mutation of the circulating fluids into

solids— that this caloric is imbibed by the arterial blood, in which it remains latent until the

arterial is changed to venous blood, whereby its capacity for heat being diminished a certain

portion of caloric is evolved. This theory explains whence caloric may proceed, and how it may
be diffused ; but the quantity of caloric referrible to these sources would not seem adequate to the

maintenance of the animal temperature when it is remembered that processes precisely the con-

verse of these, are constantly carrying on in the economy, and whose effects must completely

counteract these calorific operations. Thus in the lungs, while there is the assimilation of air, and
consequent evolution of caloric, there is also the exhalation of aeriform secretions, and the neces-

sary abstraction of heat ; so in the other organs of the body and throughout the whole secretorial

and absorbent capillaries at the same time that there is the conversion of aeriforms to fluids, and
fluids to solids, with their attendant extrication of heat— there is the change of solids to fluids

—

fluids to aeriform substances— and the secretion of vapours and airs— all of which imply the

production of cold sufficient probably in degree to neutralise the heat resulting from the opposite

processes. Where this theory fails to explain the generation of caloric sufficient to preserve the

animal temperature, Dr. Carson's hypothesis supplies a problematical source which may,
when added to the chemical and vital operations already detailed, explain the evolution of

that heat which is to preserve the temperature of the animal, the other caloric having been

neutralised by the frigorific processes alluded to. Dr. Carson, in his Inquiry into the Causes of

Animal Heat, &c., p. 333, says, " The air thus introduced, by a thousand minute passages, into

the blood becomes intimately mingled with it. Partly by mechanical, and partly by chemical

agency, a portion of this air, while the blood with which it is commixed is still in the lungs, is

converted from the aerial into the fluid state. The consequence of this conversion is well known
to be an evolution of heat. But all the inspired air is not converted into liquid in the pulmonary
veins. After the passage of the blood out of the lungs, a portion of it still retains the gaseous

condition ; it is mingled with the blood in the form of small globules, and in this state is trans-

mitted by the heart into the aortic system. In its passage through the sj'stem to all parts of the

body, it is gradually converted into a liquid form ; as this conversion takes place, giving out

heat. As, therefore, the stream of blood proceeds on its course from the heart to the extremities,

it receives from itself a new supply of heat, and is thus enabled to preserve the same temperature

throughout a course in which its heat is rapidly conducted from it into the surrounding substances.

When the blood has reached the capillary arteries, the conversion of air into liquid may be sup-

t)Osed to have been completed."

—

Trs.
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digest with the greatest rapidity, which consume the most oxygen, and give

out the most carbonic acid, whose circulation is most rapid and energetic,

which exhibit the greatest pertinacity in their movements, in which we observe

the strongest effects of the nervous system, which secrete the greatest quantity

of diversified humours, and in whicii, in short, all the phenomena proclaim

that the renewal of matters takes place in the most speedy manner ; these

have the highest degree of heat, and are able to maintain it with the greatest

uniformity at the temperature proper to each of them. Amphibia, fishes,

insects, mollusca, and worms, whose structure is less complex, whose vital

phenomena exhibit less diversity, and in which the above-named actions of

life have less intensity, have also a lower degree of heat, are more subject to

variation in their temperature, and have their faculty of generating caloric

confined to smaller limits.

Further, the generation of heat resulting from the renewal of matter, and

the changes of composition ever accompanying life, varies in animals, within

certain limits, according to the development, the periods of age, the nature

of aliment, and the manner of performing digestion, according to the respira-

tion, the circulation of the blood and the nervous influence, the seasons, even

according to the periods of the day, during waking and sleeping, according

to the external stimuli that affect animals, and finally, according to diseases,

medicinal remedies, and poisons. The proofs in support of this assertion

shall be given when we treat of the heat of man.

In plants, an evolution of heat seems to occur, though only to a small

degree, during the acts of respiration, nutrition, and secretion, as also during

fecundation and germination. But vegetables do not appear to undergo con-

tinual changes in consequence of their internal activity, in their solids when

once formed, as is observed in animals, in which the matter of the different

tissues is incessantly changing ; neither do they execute voluntary movements,

nor does the entire group of nervous functions belong to them, so that they

lack the chief sources of the generation of heat,

CHAPTER SECOND.

Of the Evolution of Light in Organized Bodies.

CCCXCVII. Many organized bodies, vegetables and animals, emit light.

Previous to naming them, and mentioning the conditions in which they diffuse

light, I think it proper to make a few remarks on the phosphorescence of

bodies in general. All bodies are denominated luminous whose existence is

made known to us, even at immeasurable distances, by the sense of seeing.

The sun and fixed stars appear to be the only absolutely luminous bodies. All

others become visible by reflecting light, or only are so in certain circumstances.
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As a body, in becoming visible to us, aftects the nerves of our eye», a

medium must exist between these nerves and it. On the nature of this

medium, physical philosophers are divided in opinion. Some think there is

an exceedingly thin elastic fluid between luminous bodies and the eye, which

fills all the mundane space, and which they call ether. According to them,

this fluid, by the activity of luminous bodies, as air by the eftect of sound,

suffers undulatory vibrations, which are propagated with immense rapidity and

produce the sensation of sight, when they arrive at the nervous membrane of

the eye. This theory Huygens established, and Euler has defended and

developed it. Others suppose that minute material particles emanate from

luminous bodies, that these particles traverse space in right lines with extreme

velocity, and that on ariiving at the interior of the eye, they occasion the

sensation of sight. These are called light, or luminous matter. It is the

emanation-system formerly advanced by Epicurus and developed by Newton.

Both theories present great difficulties, most of which, however, are more

easily overcome in the second than the first. (7) Almost all physical philoso-

phers are decided on the existence of a peculiar matter, exceedingly thin,

eminently expansible and imponderable, which emanates from luminous

bodies. All ponderable bodies appear to receive within them a portion of

the solar light that reaches them, and to admit the more of it as they are less

transparent, or as their surface is more dark and rough. The degree in which

a body is warmed by the solar light is in proportion to the quantity of light it

absorbs. Several distinguished chemists, moreover, consider it likely that

light is chemically combined with ponderable matters, and may afterwards,

in different circumstances, be separated from them.

(7) Tlie former of these doctrines was also ably maintained by Descartes. The objections

that rise against it are, that according to it, night is inexplicable, as is also the non-appearance
of an object when an opaque body intervenes ; for if light, like sound, acts by vibrations, why
should an opaque body more particularly interrupt vision ? Nor can the change of diiection

which light undergoes in passing from one medium to another be explained bj^ this hypothesis.

Concerning the theoi'ies of Epicurus and Newton, it may be asked, how the sun still supplies

the immense torrents of light which it is incessantly shedding ? how the sun impels the molecules
of light with the extreme rapidity they exhibit ? and how so many luminous rays reflected from
millions of bodies cross each other without confusion ? These may be answered by alleging the

extraordinary minuteness of the luminous molecules and their distance from each other. According
to Newton's theory, the division of the prismatic rays is rationally explicable; not so, however,
(or at least with equal probability,) by the doctrine of Huygens, which attributed the diversity

of colours to the diversity of vibrations which the coloured bodies were supposed to impress on
the ethereal fluid. It is known that difll'rent rays have different eflicts upon the thermometer.
Thus the experiments of Herschell, Wollaston, and Berard show that the red portion of the

spectrum causes the thermometer to rise the most, then the orange, then the yellow, &.c. It may
hence be inferred that the red is a more potent calorific ray. To apply this to the evolution of
light from organised bodies : —The animals that possess the property of eliminating light also

give out variously coloured rays ; some are red, others yellow, others orange, greenish, and so on.
Hence it is not unreasonable to suppose, that according to the degree of evolution of calorific rays
is the exaltation of function essential to that degree ; the more as it is well ascertained that the
secretion of heat is ever in a ratio with the complexity of organization or exaltation of functional
power. ~Trs.

K K
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CCCXCVIII. Inorganic bodies exhibit the phenomenon of an evolution

of light in the following circumstances and conditions :

1. Many inorganic bodies, transparent as well as opaque, colourless or

slightly coloured, but never black ones, have the property, when they have

previously been exposed to the glare of solar light, or even of any other

light, of shining for a time in the dark, as Beccaria, Canton, Dessaignes,

Grotihuss, Heinrich, and others, have shown. The substances that exhibit

this phenomenon in the greatest degree are the diamond, arragonite, strontia,

marble, calcareous spar, lime, and divers phosphoric stones. Sal-ammoniac,

alabaster, saltpetre, basalt, and zalena shine less ; iron ochre, celestine, beryl,

&c., shine still less. Silica, amethyst, chrysolite, emerald, &c., shine the

least, and frequently not at all. Water, and all liquid bodies, sulphur, graphyte,

barytes, chalk, and metallic reguli, diffuse no light. As the preceding bodies

shine in all transparent media by which they are not decomposed, even in gases

that are not supporters of combustion, and in vacuo, and this with an evident

evolution of heat, the light they absorb by feeble affinity during insolation,

would seem to abandon them in darkness.

2. Most bodies that shine by insolation, but also various others, as chalk,

barytes, strontia, magnesia, &c., almost all earthy fossils, as rock crystal,

asbestos, quartz,(}J) topaz, cyanite, mica, and the filings of many m.etals, as of

zinc, antimony, iron, silver and gold, diffuse light in the dark, when heated,

as follows from the experiments of Wedgwood, Haiiy, Dessaignes, Heinrich,

Brewster, Children, and others. The degree of heat necessary for the

evolution of light varies, however, exceedingly. It appears that in these

bodies their combination with light is more intimate, and that it can only be

destroyed by the influence of heat.

3. The contact ofi norganic bodies by friction, percussion or concussion,

produces! n many instances an evolution of light, according to observations

(8) A species of fluor spar found in the granite rocks of Siberia was exhibited by M. Becquerel

to the Philomathic Society in August, 1826. It shines in the dark with a very j-emarkablc phos-

phoric light which increases when the temperature is raised. Its light augments when it is

plunged into water. In boiling water it is so luminous that the letters of a printed book can be

seen near the transparent vase which contains it. In boiling oil the light is still greater ; and in

boiling mercury it emits such a light that we may read by it at a distance of five inches. Of a
similar kind must be the stones mentioned by Sir John Mandeville, as surmounting two columns
placed at the entrance of a town in Great Tartary, and which shine brightly in the dark.

Patren observed the phosphorescence by friction to be very remarkable in blend or sulphuret of

zinc. In that which he saw in the silver mines of Zmeof, in Siberia, the phenomenon was
elicited by the simple friction of a pen on the surface of the mineral. The same is remarkable in

the blends of Scharffenberg, in Misnia. All kinds of quartz, especially those called greasy

quartz and gramraatite, are highly phosphorescent by friction. Some slight degree of luminous

appearance may be seen by rubbing the diamond with a brush in the dark. Among the more
familiar objects the phosphorescence by friction of sugar and the chloride of calcium may be

easily ascertained. According to Bayle, Dufay, Margrafif, Beccaria, &c., the phosphorescence

of minerals by friction is in a ratio inverse to that of their humidity. Phosphorescence by colli-

sion is seen (besides the minerals named in the text) in carbonates of 'sarytes and strontia, tremo-

lite, wernerite, several phosphates of lime, harmotome, &c.

—

Trs.
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madebyHomberg, Bergmunn, Macquer, Pelletier, DoIomieu,GiIlet-Laumont,

Saussure, and Dessaignes. For the most part these are bodies which shine by

insolation or heating, as the diamond, ponderous spar, chlorate of potass,

quartz, fluor spar, arragonite, dolomite, blend, sublimate, &c. Fluids, water,

and air give out light when suddenly compressed. It is not certain whether

in this case the disengagement of light is the effect of motion, or of the

excitation of electricity, as Dessaignes and Becquerel suppose.

4. An evolution of light sometimes accompanies changes of cohesion, and it

then seems to be allied to an excitation of electricity. Luminous phenomena

have been observed by Pickel, Schcenwald, Schiller, Giobert, Hermann,

Berzelius, Woehler, and Pfaff, in various salts, at the time of crystallisation

in the water which held them in solution, especially in the sulphate of potass,

and the fluate of soda.

6. An evolution of light and heat is seen during the reaction of a great

number of different ponderable matters. This is nowhere more evident than in

the combination of oxygen with other matters, as in the process of combustion.

The quantity of light disengaged during combustion is in proportion to the nature

of the combustible body. Phosphorus disengages a great deal, carbon less,

and hydrogen least of all. The light is the more vivid as the combustion is

rapid. Its colour depends on the nature of the burning body. A disengage-

ment of light also takes place in the combination of chlorine, iodine, sele-

nium, sulphur, and phosphorus with other matters. Some compound bodies

likewise present this phenomenon v/hen they combine together, as sulphuric

acid and magnesia, lime and water, barytes and water. The light disengaged

during the combination of these bodies exists in one or other of them, or in

both at once, and is separated from them whilst they are being united. Or
else it is produced from the combination of ponderable with imponderable

matters contained in them, or, as Berzehus thought, by the concurrence of

two opposite electricities.

6. An evolution of light frequently accompanies electric phenomena.

As soon as electricity is produced with only a little energy, it appears

in the shape of a spark. Electricity is capable of generating luminous

phenomena in many bodies. Bodies that shine by insolation also acquire

the property of shining when traversed by an electric discharge, as was

demonstrated by the experiments of Dessaignes, Heinrich, Grotthuss, and

Seebeck. Is the light a part of the electricity ? or is it composed of both

electricities ? or, lastly, is it driven by the action of electricity from the media

and bodies on which it acts ? are questions which the science of physics has

not yet decided.

CCCXCJX. After these prehminary remarks, we will pass to the luminous

phenomena of organized bodies. Some of these bodies are only luminous
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during their full activity or in the state of life, and others, on the contrary,,

when life is extinguished in them. Let us first examine the latter.

Lifeless organic bodies or substances give out light in several circumstances

wherein inorganic bodies are luminous.

1. Many organic substances shine by insolation. According to Heinrich's

experiments, (9) seeds, flour, starch, gum arabic, and others among vegetable

matters manifest this property; among animal substances, feathers, horn, corals,

snail shells, pearls, teeth, bones, leather, yolk of egg, tendons, muscles, fish

glue, and dried glue. Wood, most gums, silk, and undried animal matters

give out little or no light by exposure to the solar rays. The fresh parts of

vegetables are not luminous.

2. Wax, volatile and fatty oils, sugar and wood, the sulphate of cincho-

nine, according to Pelletier,(l) and the sulphate of quinine, according to

Callaud,(2) evolve light by the action of heat. As organic matters, according

to Dessaignes'(3) observations, only shine in the air, and as the evolution

of light is augmented in oxygen gas, the phosphorescence of organic bodies

under the influence of heat may be reckoned among the phenomena of

combustion.

3. Mechanical contact, friction, causes common sugar, manna sugar, and the

sub-resins, gum elemi and gum arbol a brea to shine, according to Bonastre's(4)

observations, probably in consequence of an excitation of electricity.(5)

(9) Die Phosphorescenz der Korper. Nuremberg, 1811-20.

(1) Journal de Pliarraacie, v. vii, p. 579.

(2) Ibid.

(3) Journal de Physique, v. Ixviji, p. 444; v. Ixix, p. 5 ; v. Ixxiii, p. 41 ; v. Ixxiv, p. 101.

(4) Journal de Pharmacie, April, 1825.

(5) There is a phosphorescence elicited on certain occasions from the hair of certain animals.

A well known example of this is the production of sparks from a cat's back by friction in the

dark. Such phosphorescence is electrical. It has been noticed in man. Thus Homer describes

the hair of Achilles as brilliant when rage had filled his breast

:

" AfXipi Ee 01 Ke(pa.\r] recpoe 'f(rre^E cia Sreacov

2i.pvaeov, 'sk ^' avrs Safe ^Xoya 'DjafAcpayofoaavt*******
ftc o-TT A^£X\?;oc KEipaXriQ o-eXac afdep' iKavE."

Which Pope translates,

" Around his brows a golden cloud she spread;
A stream of glory flam'd above his head,******
So from Achilles' head the snlendours rise."

Bk. 18.

* * * * * " avrap AxtXXevc
fUc £1^', (i)Q fxiv fxaXkov 'ecv j(o\oq' 'ev de ol ^ocrat

t^Eivov VTTO (3Xe(papta)v , (oaei asXaQ, £t,£faavd£v."

Rendered by Pope,
• * " the hero kindles at the show,
And feels with rage divine his bosom glow ;

Trom his fierce eye-balls living flames expire,
And flash incessant like a stream of fire."

Sk. 19, liMsiO ttseq.
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Volatile and olive oil disengage light, especially when shaken in vacuo. Des-

saignes asserts tliat animal matters do not shine under these circumstances.

4. All organic bodies, in their combustible character, diffuse light during

combustion.

5. An evolution of light, together with excited electricity, is seen in resins

that are rubbed.

In regard to these modes of phosphorescence, dead organic bodies resemble

the inorganic. But very many of them likewise diffuse light during their

decomposition, and when undergoing putrefaction.

CCCG. In dead vegetables, an evolution of light is most frequently seen

in the wood, particularly that of the root, but also of the trunk and branches,

when it is decomposed by a moderate heat, moisture, and without full ex-

posure to the air. According to Dessaignes and Heinrich's experiments,

the phosphorescence only occurs at a medium temperature. It disappears in

frosts and great heat. Hot water puts a stop to it, as also desiccation. The

evolution of heat takes place in atmospheric air. It becomes stronger, but

does not last so long, in condensed air. Dessaignes says it gradually dis-

appears in a vacuum. Wood does not shine more in oxygen gas than in

atmospheric air, as Heinrich, Dessaignes, Gaertner,(6) and Boeckmann(7)

ascertained : from the experiments of the last two, however, it follows, that

phosphorescence continues longer in it. It only exists for a few hours in

nitrogen, hydrogen, and phosphuretted hydrogen ; but it recommences when

atmospheric air is introduced into the vessel. It ceases after a few minutes in

carbonic acid gas, sulphuretted hydrogen, nitrous gas, ammoniacal gas, and

hydrochloric acid, as Spallanzani, Hulme,(8) Humboldt,(9) and others

observed. It disappears at from six to twenty-four seconds in water not

boiled and in fatty oils ; it shines still more vividly in alcohol, ether, lime

water, in diluted acids, and saline solutions. It ceases immediately in sul-

phuric acid. Wood that shines in air, or oxygen gas, consumes oxygen, and

produces carbonic acid, without the volume of air being sensibly diminished.

Judging from the phenomena that have been enumerated, one is led to

think, with L. Gmelin,(l) that during the decomposition of wood an eminently

So also Virgil mentions the flame which he describes as playing round the head of the young
Ascanius

:

" Lambere flarama comas et circum tempora pasci."

Something of the same light appears to be produced on rubbing down the fore-hair of the horse's
mane. The spontaneous combustion of excessively fat persons and inveterate spirit drinkers
may also, probably, be referred to the same category. All are most likely owing to the elimina-
tion of electricity.

—

Trs.

(6) Scherer's Journal der Chemie, v. iii, p. 14.

(7) Ibid., v. V, p. 8.

(8) Philos. Trans., 1801, p. 483.

(9) Versuche ivber die Chemische Zerlegung des Luftkreises, p. 200.

(1) Hanbuch der Theoretischen Chemie, v. i, p. 90, 3d edition.
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combustible organic combination of carbon^ hydrogen, and oxygen is pro-

duced, which, like phosphorus, burns and gives out hght at the ordinary

temperature. Possibly phosphorus itself is an agent in it, since the researches

of Berthier(2) have shown the existence of phosphate of lime in the ashes

of very many woods.

An evolution of light has likewise been observed in the valerian and tor-

mentilla roots,(3) in potatoes, (4) pumpkins, and during the putrefaction of

various raushrooms.(5)

CCCCI. The phenomenon of phosphorescence is much more common in

dead animals than vegetables. Theodore Bartolin,((i) Boyle, (7) Beale,(8)

Redi, and others observed it in the flesh of mammifera, birds, and amphibia

a short time after death. Light is most frequently and most evidently seen

during the incipient putrefaction of fishes. Bartholin,(9) Jacobaeus,(l) Redi,

Spallanzani, Tilesius, &c., saw dead sepia, bivalve mollusca, entozoa, and

medusa shine. I have also observed the same in dead sea-stars. The most

numerous experiments on the phosphorescence of fishes are those of Canton,(2)

Martin,(3) Spallanzani, (4) Hulme,(5) Heinrich, and Dessaignes. Sea fishes

shine most frequently ; but fresh water fishes, as was remarked by Heinrich

in pikes and siluri, have the same property. For the most part it begins a

day or two after death, when the body is exposed to moisture in atmospheric

air or oxygen gas, at a temperature from 12° to J 8°. A temperature beneath

zero puts a stop to it. However, fishes that have been frozen, again become

luminous when thawed. A boiling heat, and especially boiUng water, destroys

it irrevocably. It does not occur in vacuo, in carbonic acid gas, hydrogen.

(2) Ann. de Chemie et Phj^sique, v. xxxii, p. 210.

(3) Kortnm remarked phosphorescence in valerian root, (Voigt's neues Magazin, v, vii, p. 67,)

and tormentilla root, (Berliner Jahrb. der Pharmacie, v. i, p. 174.)

(4) Journal de Physique, v. xxxiii, p. 225; Voigt's Magazin, v. vii, p. 74 ; Edinb. Philos.

Journal, July, 1824, p. 232.

(5) Linseed oil, shaken in a barometric or pneumatic vacuum, emits a phosphorescent light.

Friction of the stalk of the " calamus rotang" causes a luminous appearance ; it is not unlikely

that iu this case it may be owing to the presence of silica in the fibre of the plant. Putrefaction

occasions phosphorescence to a great degree in the byssus violacea or hyperoxylon. The pith of

most plants and the ligneous portion of others shine. Of the latter, the most remarkable are those

that have a soft and-spongy wood, as the willow and poplar. Some trees with hard wood, however,

have likewise a shining wood ; instances of such are the elm, the beech, and the oak. Josephus

mentionsa.luminousroot under the name of" baharas ;" which, if it ever existed, is now unknown.

The phosphorescent property of the fungus of olive trees has lately been remarked by M. Delile,

anatomical professor at Montpellier. He found it thesame when reduced to minute particles.

—

Trs.

(6) De luce animalium. Copenhagen, 1669, in 8vo.

(7) Works, V. iii, 304.

(8) Philos. Trans., v. 11, p. 599.

(9) De animalibus vivis, quae in corporibus animalium vivorum reperiuntur. Amsterdam,
1708, p. 15.

(1) Act. Hafn., v. 5, p. 283.

(2) Philos. Trans., v. 59, p. 446.

(3) Schwed. Abhandl., 1761, No. 7.

(4) Chimico essame degli esperimenti del Sign. Gcettling, Modena, 1796.

(5) Philos. Trans. 1800, part 1, p. 161 j 1801, p. 483.
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sulphuretted hydrogen, or nitrous gas, and, if it have aheady commenced, it

ceases immediately on the introduction of the fishes into these media ; but

is renewed so soon as the fishes are replaced in atmospheric air. Lime-

water, alcohol, ether, concentrated solutions of alkalis and salts, and

the acids, extinguish it; but it returns when the liquids are diluted with a

great quantity of water. The evolution of heat is not accompanied with

phosphorescence, according to Hulme's observations, though Dessaignes

asserts that carbonic acid is produced. During phosphorescence in the air,

a clear, liquid, mucilaginous matter is perceived on the surface of fishes,

which becomes a little turbid, consistent and luminous. This phosphorescent

substance may be abstracted by washing, being by this means made to combine

with the water, which is thereby rendered luminous. If fishes are put into glass

vessels with water, a glittering circle soon appears at the surface of the liquid;

if the water is shaken, it becomes luminous. The light disappears in water

that has been boiled and is freed from the contact of air, but reappears as

soon as the air reaches it. Phosphorescence ceases immediately on the

commencement of fetid putrefaction. From all these facts it follows that the

phosphorescence of dead animals is preceded by a decomposition effected by

the influence of heat and air, whereby a luminous fluid is produced and

given out. Probably it contains phosphorus, which is disengaged from the

organic combination and is consumed by a slow combustion.

1 Phosphorescence of Living Plants.

CCCCII. It is said that the flowers of several plants disengage light,

like sparks, in serene and warm summer evenings. This phenomenon, of

which former writers speak, (6) was observed by Linneeus' daughter(7) in the

nasturtium ( TrojxBolum majus ) Linnaeus is said only to have observed it in

flowers whose petals have an orange colour. Haggren(8) thought he per-

ceived luminous emanations from the marigold, (Calendula officinalis,) the

Lilium biilbiferum, and the Indian pink, (Tagetes pafula, erecta,) and there-

fore from yellow flowers, a little after sunset, when the air was still and warm,

but not when it was humid. Johnson(9) says he saw sparks emitted from

the flowers of several vegetables, the Calendula, Lilium bulbiferum, chalce-

donicum, tagetes, helianthus, and polyanthus. The common white tuberose,

(Polyanthes tuberosa,) became luminous in a sultry summer evening, and on

looking at it closely, he perceived three flowers that were beginning to fade

emit sparks of a yellowish, turbid light, giving an extremely strong odour;

(6) The ancient authorities are collected by C. Gesner (De lunariis, Zurich, 1355.)

(7) Abhandl. der Schwedischen Akademie, 1762, v. xxiv, p. 291.

(8) Neue Abhandl. der Schwedischen Akademie, 1777, v. ix, p. 59.

(9) Edinburgh Philos. Journ., v. vi, p. 415.
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with all his attention, however, he was unable to hear any crepitation resem-

bling the electric spark. The flowers of other vegetables are said to give

out, during the night, a feeble and uniform light, of a greenish colour, ap-

proaching to blue, as Szuets(l) says he remarked in the Phytolacca decandra.

Some naturalists have doubted the phosphorescence of flowers, because they

have not seen it in their experiments. Thus Ingenhouss(2) saw no trace of

light in the flowers of the nasturtium, either at twilight in the evening, or in

summer nights, or in complete darkness. Senebier(3) and the younger Saus-

sure(4) were not more successful. Neither could L. C. Treviranus(5) per-

ceive any phosphorescence, in complete darkness, in the flowers of the Indian

pink, of the tithonia, Coreopsis tinctoria and Gonteria pavonina. He therefore

thinks, with Goethe, (6) that (he light believed to have been seen in these flowers

at twilight, was a pure illusion. Further, some naturalists say they have re-

marked an evolution of light from the flowing juice of an euphorbia, growing

in Brazil. Murnay(7) first mentioned this phenomenon. Martius(8) who

speaks of the plant under the name of Euphorbia phosphorea, says he once

observed it.

CCCCIII. An evolution of light has been observed in several crypto-

gamia. Linnaeus mentions the phosphorescence of the Byssus phosphorea,

(Dematium violaceum, Pers.) Ducluzeau(9) saw confervee shine. The same

was exhibited to Funk and Brandenburg(l) by the Schistotega osmundacea.

Brewster(*2) observed phosphorescence in the Chara vulgaris, and hispida,

particularly when placed on a warm iron. Derschau and Noeggerath(3)

observed an evolution of light in a cryptogamic plant found on the surface of

old wood in coal and other mines, and described under the name ofRhizomorpha.

Bischof (4) discovered the circumstances in which the phosphorescence takes

place. It is perceived in all parts of the plant, but chiefly in the young white

shoots. It is more vivid in young than in old plants. Further, the light is

stronger in such as grow in the moist and warm localities of mines, than in

those placed in dry and cold situations. When the temperature is at 4^,
the phosphorescence is stronger. The rhizomorphae do not shine in vacuo,

(1) TrommsdorfPs Journal der Pharmacie, v. viii, p. 54.

(2) Versuche mit Pflanzen, v. ii, p. 273.

(3) Physiol. Vegetale, v. ii, p. 21.

(4) Recherches Chim. sur la Vegetation, p. 129.

(5) Zeitsohrift fiir Physiologic, v. iii, art. 2.

(6) Zur Farbenlehre, v. i, p. 21.

(7) Gilbert's Annalen, v. Ivi, p. 367.

(8) Reise in Brasilien, v. ii, p. 726.

(9) Essai sur I'Hist. Natur. des Confervas des Environs de Montpellier, p. 18.

(1) Gilbert. Annalen, v. xxx, p. 242.

(2) Edinburgh Philos. Journal, July, 1823, p. 194.

(3) Verhandlungen der Leopold Carol, Akad. der Naturforscher, v. xi, p. 2.

(4) Schweigger's N. Journal, fur Physik und Chemie, v. ix, p. 239.
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nor in any gases which have not oxygen in their composition. The light of the

plants reappears in the atmosphere, even after they have remained some hours

in vacuo, or in azotic gas. They shine more in oxygen than in air ; the

oxygen disappears and carbonic acid is produced, part of which seems to be

absorbed, for it does not completely fill the space which the consumed

oxygen occupied. Phosphorescence appears to vanish with the life of

rhizomorpha.

CCCCIV, The causes of phosphorescence in vegetables are not yet as-

certained. Pultney and Volta(5) regarded it as an electric phenomenon,

produced by the idio-electric pollen. But against this may be advanced the

fact of Haggren having seen the light proceed from the petals and not from

the filaments of the stamina. Probably it is owing, if it occurs at all, to the

emanation of a combustible matter, perhaps a volatile oil, which enters into

a kind of combustion under the influence of the air. The Dlctamnus albus is

said to spread around it, during the warm summer evenings, an atmosphere

that takes fire on the approach of a candle, and gives a brilliant blue flame.(6)

The phosphorescence of cryptogamia appears likewise to be owing to a slow

combustion, if we may judge from the foregoing experiments.

2 Phosphorescence of Living Animals.

CCCCV. Luminous phenomena are exhibited by many animals, aquatic

as well as those living in air. They are more common, however, in the

former than the latter; most animals of the inferior classes that inhabit the

sea, infusoria, medusa, radiaria, annelides, many Crustacea, several mollusca,

and even some fishes, evolve light. To them is owing the phosphorescence of

the sea, which has been observed in every zone, but most frequently between

the tropics, by Loeffling, Ternstroem, Osbeck, Kalm, Hasselquist, Banks,

Solander, Forster, Legentil, Labillardiere, Peron, Humboldt, Krusenstern,

Tilesius, and others. When a vessel ploughs the ocean, during the night,

in a fresh wind, the agitated waves diff"use a glittering and reddish light

which darts along the sea, similar to lightning. (7) Quoy and Gaimard saw

the sea luminous as far as the 60° of south latitude; and M'Culloch observed

it on the coasts of the Shetland and Orkney islands. Naturalists differ

concerning its cause. Boyle(8) thought it was produced by the rapid rolling

of the sea on itself, whereby a strong friction of the air on the surface of the

(5) Meteorologische Briefe., v. i, p. 24.

(6) Edinburgh Philos. Journal, July, 1824, p. 232.

(7) I saw this beautiful object in September, 1811, in the Adriatic sea. It was owing to
luminous infusoria which 1 perceived in the water by the aid of a microscope.

(8) Works, V. iii.

L I,
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water was induced. Bajon,(9) Legentil,(l) Delaperriere,(2) Waesstroem,(3j

and others, regarded it as an electric phenomenon, produced by the friction

of the sea and of its saline particles. Beal,(4) Bourzes,(5) Leroy,(6) Gode-

heu de Riville,(7) I\Iartia,(8) Canton,(9) Huljne,(l) and others, attribute it

to the putrefaction of animal bodies, preceded by a decomposition of a

peculiar kind, whereby a mucous-oily phosphorescent matter is generated. Sil-

berschlag,(2) Borch,(3) and others take it for an effect of phosphorus existing

in the sea. Mayer,(4) Helwig, Brugnatelli,and others, think that animals

absorb, during the day, the light they exhale in the dark,

Vianelli(5) and Griselini's(6) observations in the Venetian marshes show

that the phosphorescence of the sea is owing to living animals. Nollet(7j and

Fougeroux de Bondarroy(B) also saw animals in the same place give out

light. Moreover, itis placed beyond all doubt by the researches of Linnaeus,(9)

Forskael, Donati, Banks, Forster, Spallanzani, Viviani, (I) Peron, (2)

Macartney,(3) Mitchell,(4) Tuckey,(5) Tilesius. M'CuUoch, Quoy and

Gaimard,(6) Murray,(7) and others. We will mention the animals in which

phosphorescence has been observed.

CCCCVI. Among sea infusoria, many have been found phosphorescent

by Baster,(8) Rigaud,(9) Labillardiere,(l) Tilesius, M'CuUoch, Quoy, and

Gaimard. These chiefly belong to the genera Cercaria, Volvox, and Vibrio;

(9) Mem. pour scrvir a I'Hist. Nat. de Cayenne. Paris, 1777. Rozier, Journal de Physique,

V. iii, p. 106.

(1) Voyage aux Indes, v. i, p. 685.

(2) Mechanisme de I'Eleetricite, V. i, p. 111.

(3) Vetenskaps Akad. Nya Handling, 1798. p. 241.

(4) Philos Trans., v. xi, p. 599.

(5) Voyage aux Indes. Paris, 1704. Pliilos. Trans., 1713, p. 230.

(6) Mem. de Matliem. et Physique, v. iii, p. 143.

(7) Mem. sur la Mer Lumineuse. Ibid., v. iii, p. 269.

(8) Schwed. Akad. Abhandl., 1761, p. 224.

(9) Philos. Transact., 1769, p. 446.

(1) Ibid., 1800, p. 161.

(2) Sendsehreiben iiber das im Jahr, 1720, Beobachtete Norillioht. Berlin, 1770.

(3) Memoria sopra il fosforo marino ; in Atti dell' Acad, di Siena, v. vi, p. 347.

(4) In Schriften den Bohmischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, 1785, Abthl. ii, p. 3.

(5) Nuove scoperte intoruo de luci nottui'ne dell' acqua marina. Venice, 1749, 8vo. .

(6) Observations sur la scolopendre marine luisante. Venice, 1750, in 8vo.

(7) Mem. de I'Acad de Paris, 1750, p. 57.

(8) Ibid., 1767, p. 120.

(9) De natura pelagi ; in Amoenitat. Acad., v. v, p. 72.

(1) Phosphorescentia maris quatuordecim animalculorum novis speciebus illustrata. Genoa,
1805, in 4to.

(2) Voyages aux terres Australes, V. i, p. 41.

(3) Observations on luminous animals, in Philos. Trans., 1810, p. 2, No, 15,

(4) New York Medical Repository, v. iv, p. 375.

(5) Account of an Expedition to Zaire, 1818.

(6) Annal. des Sciences Naturelles, January, 1825, v. iv, p. 1.

(7) Experimental Researches. Glasgow, 1826, p. 71.

(8) Opuscul. Subsciv. Haarlem, 1759, book i, p, 31.

(9) Mem. de I'Acad. de Paris, 1769, Hist, p. 26.

(I) Voyage, v, i, p. 63.
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of this kind are also the Trichoda granulosa, and triangularis, the Lincophca

echinoides, &c. Tilesius observed the phosphorescence of animals placed in

a glass cylinder, filled with water, every time he moved the water, or shook

it by striking- the vessel. M'Culloch remarked the light to be extinguished

on the death of the animals. Quoy and Gairaard poured diluted sulphuric

acid into a vessel of sea water containing phosphorescent infusoria ; they

gave a very brilliant and sudden light, which quickly disappeared. The

addition of pure sulphuric acid or wine vinegar killed the animals, and the

phosphorescence immediately ceased. Peron(2) saw sertularia, gorgonia,

alcyonia, sponges, and ises that had been taken from a great depth of the

sea on the coast of new Holland, shine. The phosphorescence of sea-

feathers, (Pennatula phosphorea,grisea, rubra, argentea,) was observed by

Linnaeus, Shaw, (3) Spallanzani,(4) and others. According to the researches

of the latter, it is only the polypi situated at the end of the feather that emits

light when moved. The phosphorescence lasts for a long time after death,

and a mucous liquid flows, which Spallanzani regards as the source of the

light.

CCCCVII. All the medusa, and especially those of tropical seas, appear

to be phosphorescent in certain circumstances, according to observations

made on many species (Medusa noctiluca, pelagica, scintillans, hemisphcerica,

aurita, ovata, capillata, liicida, &c.) by Forskael,(5) Banks, Dicquemare,(6)

Spallanzani,(7) Macartney, Humboldt,(8) Tilesius,(9) M'CuIloch, and others.

The phosphorescence takes place, particularly around the tentacula, during

the movements of the animal. Macartney saw it increased in the Medusa

lucida, when he warmed the water. The light also became more vivid in

alcohol; the animals, however, quickly perished in it, and their light was

extinguished. Spallanzani remarked the trickling of a viscous fluid from the

surface of medusa, which had a burning taste, and produced an itching sen-

sation on the skin. This liquid, mixed with water or milk, renders them

phosphorescent for some hours, particularly when they are warmed and

agitated. Dead animals, whose light was extinguished, again became phos-

phorescent by the addition of a quantity of spring water, and by movement

at a heat of 26'' to 37°. Humboldt observed his fingers to shine for some

time after he had touched medusa ; he also saw the light become stronger

(2) Annal. du Mus. d'Hist. Nat., v. v, p. 133.

(3) Travels in Algiers and Barbary.

(4) Memorie di Matematica e Fisica della Societa Italiana, v. ii, p. 603.

(5) Descriptiones Animalium quas in itinere orientali observavit. Copenhagen, 1775, p. 109.

(6) Rozier, Journal de Physique, v. vi, p. 319.

(7) Memorie sopra le meduse fosforiche ; in Mem. della See. Ital., v. vii, p. 271.

(8) Reise in die j^quinoctial-Gegenden des neuen Continents, v. i, p. 109.

(9) Annalen der Wetterauer Gessellschaft, v. iii, p, 567.
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when the animals were galvanized. The light of medusa to which Macartney

applied an electric shock, was extinguished for an instant, but afterwards

reappeared more vividly than previously. The phosphorescence of heroes

(Beroe fulgens, ovatus, pileus) was observed by Bosc,(l) Macartney, and

others. It is so much more vivid as they move rapidly. Animals, from the

genera Physalia, Rhizophora, Stepliaiiomia, a.nd Physophora, have sl\so been

seen to be luminous. Viviani observed a small phosphorescent asterias, and

Peron(2) found ophiura (Ophiura telactes, phosphorea) on the rocks of

Bernier island, which gave out light.

CCCCVIII. Luminous phenomena have been observed in sea-worms,

nereides, (Nereis noctiluca, phosphorans, cirrigera, mucronata, &c.) and

planaria, (Plenaria retnsa,) by Auzout,(3) Delavoye,(4) Vanelii, Griselini,

Linnaeus,(5) Viviani, and others. Even earth-worms, (Lumbricus terrestris,)

according to Flaugergues(6) and Brugiere's(7) observations, diffuse a light

at the period of copulation. Among mollusca there are also some luminous

ones, as the Pholas dactylus, whose phosphorescence Phny(8) was long since

acquainted with, and on which Ileaumur(9) and the academy of Bologna(l)

made many experiments. Its bluish white light is the more sensible as the

animal is lively, fresh, and supplied with its fluids. It is more powerful in

summer, and at the period of propagation, than at other times. It is not only

the external parts, and particularly the respiratory tubes, but also the internal

parts, that shine. The water that flows from these animals, and a viscous

mucus they excrete, also afford light. They communicate phosphorescence

to the fingers of those who touch them, as likewise to the mouth and spittle

of others that eat them. The light disappears in vacuo, but reappears in the

air. A moderate heat increases its brightness, whilst cold and the boiling

beat extinguish it. If the pholades are sprinkled with tepid water, or milk, the

light is more vivid, and the water and the milk become luminous. The phos-

phorescence lasts for some time in oil. A weak solution of sea-salt and of

saltpetre and spirit of ammonia makes it more intense. On the other hand,

concentrated solutions, vinegar, wine, alcohol, sulphuric acid, and cor-

(1) Hist. Nat. des Vers., v. ii, p. 147.

(2) Voyage, V i, p. 121.

(2) Sur les vers luisans dans les huitres ; in Mem. de I'Ac. de Paris, v, x, p. 453.

(S^) Lettres sur les vers luisans ; ibid., p. 455.

(4) Diss. res. Adlas. De Noctiluca Marina. Upsal, 1752.

(5) Lettre sur le phosphorisme des vers de terre; in Journal de Physique, v. xvi, p. 311.

(6) Sur la qualite phosphorique des vers de terre dans certaines circonstances ; in Journal
d'Histoire Nat., v. ii, p. 267.

(7) Hist. Nat. 1. 9, c. 61

(8) Des merveilles des dails, ou de la lumiere qu'ils repandent; in Mem. de I'Acad. de Paris,

1723, p. 198.

(9) De luce dactylorum ; in Com. Ac. Bon., 1745, v. ii, part 1, p. 248. Beccaria, Monti,

Galeati, and Balbi performed the experiments.

(I) Hist. Nat. des Vers., v. ii,p. 174.
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rosive sublimate rapidly extinguish it. It continues for some days after

death, and is put an end to at the commencement of putrefaction. When
animals dry, the property of shining disappears, but it is renewed for some

time if they are rubbed or moistened with water, particularly if it be tepid.

Among phosphorescent moUusca are the biphora, according to the observa-

tions of Bosc,(2) Tilesius, and others, and the pyrosoma, ( Pyrosoma allan-

ticum, giganteum,) according to Peron, Desmarets, and Lesueur.(3)

CCCCIX. Many Crustacea are phosphorescent. Thulis and Bernard(4)

observed phosphorescence in the Gammarus pulex, during the summer, in the

south of France, and Hablitzl,(5) in the Caspian sea. Banks, Macartney,

Tuckey, and Tilesius, saw some crabs shine, especially the Cancer fulgens.

This phenomenon has also been remarked in several species of the genus

astacus,(6) palzemon, crangon, penaeus, squilla, limulus,(7) lynceus,(8) &c.

Phosphorescence has also been said to have been observed in tishes.

Loeffling and Bajon(9) saw dorades ( Coryphcena hippuris) in multitudes,

shining, and Riville, troops of the Scomber pelamys. M'Culloch quotes, as

phosphorescent, a species of leptocephalus. However the phosphorescence

of fishes may depend on the movements they cause, while swimming, among

infusoria, and other shining animals in the sea, Tilesius attributes it, in many,

to their scales.(l)

(2) An. du Mus., v. iv, p. 441.

(3) Bulletin des Sciences, May, 1815.

(4) Obs. sur las crevettes de riviere phosphoriques ; in Rozier's Journ., v, xxviii, p. 67.

(5) Pallas, Nordisehe Beitrage, v. iv. p. 396.

(6) Tilesius has described and partly figured many phosphorescent Crustacea, in his atlas to

Krusenstern's voyage.

(7) Macartney, loc. cit.

(8) Riville in Mem. etrang. de I'Ac, v. iii, p. 269.

(9) Mem. pour seivir a I'Hist. de Cayenne, v. ii.

(1) The phosphorescenceof the sea was attributed by the ancients to theagency of Castorand Pol-

lux. Besides Boyle, the AbbeNollet wasoneof thefirsttomentionitsproductionfromthefriction of

the particles of sea water. Leroy was not among those who assigned putrid animal matters as the

cause; he accused the collision of the particles of dissolved marine salt, (Mem. sav. etrang.,

V. iii.) Sir J. I'ringle thought it arose from putrefaction, because he ascertained that the muriates

of soda and lime hastened that process in sea water by giving it a greater solvent power.

Among fishes, some dolphins, (as Cori/phcena hippuris) are phosphorescent. Of the Pholas dac-

tyliis alluded to, Pliny says that they shine in dai'kness, and the more as they are supplied

with water ; they shine when in the mouth, when being eaten, when held in the hands, and the

drops that fall on the hands and habiliments are brilliant. Thomas Bartholin (De luce anima-

lium, 1647, in 8vo ) and Oligerus Jacobseus (Acta Haf., v. v) found on opening cuttle fish

(Sepia octopus) that their viscera shone. After Vianilli, Francisco Grisellini, and Linne had
established the oi'igin of marine phosphorescence from animalculje, the following observed the

fact in the various situations :—Fougeroux de Bondarroy saw it in the lagunes of Venice ; Forster

in Cook's voyages, 1772 and 1775; Ternstroem, a pupil of Linnaeus, in the Chinese seas;

Dagelet in the bay of Antongil, Madagascar, and off the Cape of Good Hope, and Rigaud in

the seas of the Antilles. The Medusa noctiluca was first observed by Forskahl ; t\\e Medusa
ScintlUans by Macartney, off Margate ; the Medusa peUucens by Sir J. Banks, in Cook's voyages.

Sir J. Banks observed the Cancer fulgens, between Madeira and Rio Janeiro. Blood-red sea

water, one of the plagues of Egypt, but which now and then occurs in these days, is owing to the

propagation of innumerable quantities of blood red marine lice, (Daphnia pulex.) Capt. Parry,

in his voyage to the North Pole, saw red snow ; it became redder by pressure, as when the sledges
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CCCCX. Among animals living in the air, many insects are remarkable by

their phosphorescence. Of these, in the older of coleoptera, are the shining

worms, (Lampyris noctiluca, splendidula. ilalica, ignita,phosphorea, nitidula,

lucida, japonica, pennsylvanica, &c.,) the source of light is in the abdomen.(2)

Some beetles (Elater) also shine, particularly the cucujo (Elater noctilucus)

of the West India Islands and South America, whose glittering and emerald-

like light is mentioned by Sloane,(2) P. Browne,(3) and Fougeroux.(4)

The elater ignitus, phosphoreus and different other species mentioned by

Illiger,(5) are likewise shining. In the Elater noctilucus, the light proceeds,

according to Curtis' observation, from two eye-formed elevations of the

breast and the base of the abdomen. He thought they excited and extin-

guished it at will. Having taken away the luminous matter immediately after

the death of an insect he beheld the phosphorescence maintained for some

time subsequently.

Luce,(7) describes a species of beetle (Scarabceus phospkoricus) of the

south of France, the abdomen of which shines. According to Afzelius,(8)

the hollow and globular-formed anteauce of the Paussus spheroceros emit a

phosphoric light. Latreille(9) reports an observation of one of his friends,

who is said to have seen the eye-spots of the Buprestis ocellata, shining.

Sutton(O) says that of the orthoptera, the mole-cricket is phosphorescent,

(Acheta gryllotalpa.) In the order hemiptera the lantern-carrier, Fulgora

lafernaria,{2) and serrata, of South America, F. pyrrhorhyncus of the East

Indies, and F. candelariaQS) of China, are brilliant. The luminous part of

crushed it. Captain Ross observed the same. Could this appearance depend on animalculae .'

Milky seas have been seen on the western coasts of India and about New Guinea ; they are

caused by immense masses of mollusca, whose ova and embryons float at certain seasons on the

surface of the sea, frequently covering many square miles.

—

Trs.

(2) The female of the Lampyris noctiluca excels all the rest in the beauty of its light. It is of

a light bluish or greenish colour, and seems to envelope the whole of the insect. The male fly

has a soft and delicate bluish light. It requires a temperature of about 55.7° for its appearance.

The light of the female glow-worm is of a light topaz colour, with rather a tinge of green. The
hour upon a watch may be distinguished by it. The light of the male is of the same colour. The
fire-fly produces two degrees of light, the one fainter than that of the glow-worm, but without

intermission. The second is a vivid white light, intermitting instantaneously, like vivid sparks

of fire suddenly extinguished. Its power of illumination exceeds that of the glow-worm and all

other animal light. The intermitting light gives the appearance of a membranous veil being

removed from the surface of the organ, and suddenly drawn over it. The glow-worm requires a
mean temperature of 50.7° for its appearance.- -Trs.

(3) A Voyage to Jamaica. London, 1 707, v. ii, p. 206.

(4) Nat. Hist, of Jamaica. London, 1756, p. 432.

(5) Mem. de I'Ac. de Paris, 1766, p. 340.

(6) Berliner Magazin der Naturforschenden Freunde, Jahrgang i, p. 141.

(7) Zoological Journal, 1827, No. 11, p. 379.

(8) Description d'un insecte phosphorique qu'on rencontre dans une partie du district de
Grasse, Depart, du Var ; in Nouv. Jour, de Physique, v. i, p. 300.

(9) Linnsean Transact., v. iv, p. 261.

(1) Hist. Nat. des Insectes, v. x, p. 262-

(2) Kirby and Spence, Introduction to Entomology, v. ii, p. 421.

(3) Merian, Insecta Surinam, p. 49. Richard and Count Hoff'mannsegg (UeDer das Leuchten
der Fulgoren ; in Berlin Magazin, Jahrg. i, p. 152) have raised a doubt concerning the phos-

phorescence.
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their body is the anterior portion of the head, which forms a vesicular protu-

berance.(4) Olivier says that cicada shed light. Of the lepidoptera, the

abdomen of the Pyralis minor is slightly luminous, according to Brown. Of

the myriapoda, the Scolopendra electrica, phosphorea and morsitans, according

to Garman,(5) Reaumur,(G) Linn3eus,(7) Fougeroux,(8) and Macartney's(9)

observations are distinguished by a phosphoric light. M'Culloch remarked

the same in the species of julus, and among the arachnidain the Phalangium.

Macartney says, the Scolopendra electrica emits a luminous matter, which,

taken up in the fingers, gives a phosphoric light for several seconds.

CCCCXI. The phosphorescence of insects has occupied much of the

attention of naturalists. A vast number of experiments, in order to ascertain

its conditions and causes, have been made on shining worms ; on the Lampyris

splendidula by Templer,(l) Waller,(2) G. Forster,(3) Guenau de Mont-

beillard,(4) Razumowsky,(5) Macartney,(6) and G. R. Treviranus ;(7) on

the Lampyris noctiluca, by Hermbstaedt,(8) Heinrich,(9) and Murray ;(l)

(4) This fly is of a very considerable size, measuring nearly three inches and a half from the tip

of the front to that of the tail, and about five inches and a half from wing's end to wing's end,

when expanded ; the body is of a lengthened oval shape, and divided into several rings or segments

;

the head is nearly equal to the length of the rest of the animal, and is oval, inflated, and bent slightly

upwards ; the ground colour is an elegant yellow, with a strong tinge of green in some parts, and
marked with numerous bright red-brown variegations, in the form of stripes and spots ; the wings

are verj' large, of a yellow colour, most elegantly varied with brown undulations and spots, and
the lower pair is decorated by a very large eye-shaped spot on the middle of each, the iris or bor-

der of the spot being red, and the centre half red and half yellow, with longitudinal red stripes.

This beautiful insect is a native of Surinam, and many other parts of South America, and during

the night diffuses so strong a phosphoric splendour from its head or lantern, that it may be em-
ployed for the purpose of a candle or torch ; and, it is said, that three or four of the insects tied

to the top of a stick, are frequently used by travellers for that purpose. The celebrated Madam
Mereau, in her work, " on the insects of Surinam," gives a very agreeable account of the sur-

prise into which she was thrown by the first view of the flashes of light proceeding from these in-

sects. " The Indians once brought me," says she, " before I knew that they shone at night, a
number of these lantern flies, which I shut up in a large wooden box. In the night they made
such a noise, that I awoke in a fright, and ordered the light to be brought, not knowing whence
the noise proceeded. As we found it came from the box, we opened it, but were still much more
alarmed, and let it fall to the ground in a fright, at seeing a flame of fire come out of it ; and, as

many animals as came out, so many flames of fire appeared. When we found this to be the case,

we recovered from our fright, and again collected the insects, highly admiring their splendid ap-

pearance."

—

Trs.

(5) Donovan, An Epitome of the Natural History of the Insects of China. London, 1798.

(6) Scolopendrse lux innata; in Misc. Acad. Nat. Curios., Dec. 1, Ann. 1, 1670, p. 307.

(7) Mem. de I'Acad. de Paris, 1723, p. 204.

(8) Abhandl. der Schwed. Akademie, 1746, p. 62.

(9) Mem. de I'Aead. de Paris, 1766, p. 339.

(1) Some observations concerning glow-worms ; in Philos. Transact, 1671, v. vi, No. 72,

p. 2177; No. 78, p. 3035.

(2) Observations on the Cicindela volans, or flying glow-worm, ibid, 1684, v. xv. No. 167,

p. 841.

(3) Gottingisches Magazin der Wissenschaften und Literatur., Jahrg. iii, art. 2, p. 80.

(4) Mem. sur la lampire; in Nouv. Mem. de PAc. de Dijon, 1782, sem. ii, p. 80.

(5) Mem. sur le ver luisant ; in Mem. de Lausanne, v. ii, part 1, p. 240.

(6) Philos. Transact, 1810, part 2, p. 275.

(7) Ueber das Leuchten der Lampyris splendidula ; in Vermischten Schiiften, b. 1, p. 87.

(8) Magazin der Naturforschenden Freunde in Berlin, Jahrg. ii, p. 248.

(9) Ueber die Phosphorescenz der Korper. Abhandl., v. iii, p. 375.

(1) Experimental Researches. Glasgow, 1826, p, 9,
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on the Lampyris italica, by Nollet,(2) Spallanzani,(3) Carradori,(4) Brug-

natelli, and Grotthuss.(5) Macaire(6) experimented on the Lampyris noctiluca

and splendidula, and Tweedy John Todd(7) on all the three species. The

results of these researches are contradictory in several points, and the theories

erected to explain the phenomenon bear more or less the stamp of the chemical

opinions which prevailed at the period the experiments were made. We will

expose the principal points. (8)

The source of the light is chiefly situated in the last rings of the abdomen.

The luminous points, however, exhibit differences according to species, and

are generally of greater extent in females than males. The greenish yellow

light of the Lampyris splendidula proceeds from yellow spots, situated at the

under surface of the last three rings. In males, to which some naturalists

refuse a phosphorescent quality, there are only two small luminous points.

The Lampyris noctiluca sheds a bluish or greenish light, proceeding from

between the two penultimate segments, and from two spots on the sides of the

last ring. The fourth ring has only one small brilliant point on its posterior

border. In the Lampyris italica, the last two rings of the abdomen shine all

over, and their light is a bright blue. Not only the perfect insects of the two

(2) Observations sur la mouche luisante d'ltalie, (Lucciola;) in Mem. de I'Ac. de Paris,

17.50, p. 57.

(3) Cliimico Essame degli Experimenti di Sig. Goettling sopra la luce del fosforo. Modena,

1796, p. 119.

(4) Brusnatelli Annali di Chimioa. Pavia, 1797, v. xiii, 1808, 1809.

(.5) Ann. de Cliimie, v. Ixiv, p. 19.

(6) Mem. sur la Phosphor, des Lampyres ; in Journ. de Physique par Duerotayde Blainville,

July 1821, V. xciii, p. 46; Ann. de Chemie, v. xvii, p. 151.

(7) An inquiry into the nature of the luminous power of some of the Lampyrides, viz., Lampyj-is

splendidula, ilalica, and noctiluca ; in Journ. of Science and Arts. London, 1826, No. 42, p. 241.

(8) Animal phosphorescence is more remarkable among insects, and especially among
coleoptera ; of these, the genera elater, lampyris, and paussus are especially distinguished. The
Elater noctilucus or cucujo of the Americans, or fire-fly of the British, according to Patrick

Brown, (Hist, of Jamaica,) withdraws its phosphorescent organs when frightened. Its light is so

brilliant, that with eight or ten of them a book may be peruied as if by the light of a candle.

The Indians carry them as a lantern, and the women ornament their hair with them. We
should suppose this doubtful, as such usage would inspire the fear which makes them extinguish

the light. Two other phosphoric moles are known : the Elater p)hosphoreus, of Geer, and the Elater

iqnitus, of Fabricius, belonging to South America and the Isles of the Antilles. The Lampyres,

or o-low-worms, have their light aroused by movement; the luminous matter may be obtained,

and remains phosphorescent either in the air or vacuo, as long as it remains moist. The females

are most brilliant, in order to attract the male. The Lampyris nocliluca and splendidula are the

filow-worms commonly observed in this country. The L. italica is the Lucciole of the Italians.

There are also the L. ignita, pJiosphorea, nitidula, lucida, japonica, piennsylvanica, &c. Gueneau

de Montbeliard observes that, after copulation, these insects lose their brilliancy " as if they

extinguished the torches of their loves by marriage." Afzelius describes another coleoptera of

phosphorescent power. Its two antennae are swelled at their extremities into small globules,

which are brilliant lanterns, lighted at night. The insect is the Paussus spherocerus, and is de-

scribed in Linn. Transact., vol. iv. The nocturnal butterfly, (Pyralis minor,) which Patrick Brown

says is phos^phorescent, shines feebly and at intervals. It is not improbable that many moths,

which so often burn themselves in the candle, lecognise their females in the night by feeble lights

not co^-nisable to our eyes ; for all nocturnal insects which thus fall into the flame, instead of

avoiding it, show that they are seeking each other by means of light. Scolopendrae not only

shine by night, but also avoid open day. Flaugergues maintains the phosphorescence of some

earth worms in certain circumstances, particularly when about to copulate.

—

Trs.
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sexes, but the larvae also shine, as was observed by Swammerdamra,(9)

Degeer,(l) Schmidt,(2) Macaire, and Todd. Macaire saw two small lumi-

nous points on larvae that had just quitted the egg-, and were not a line in

length. The eggs themselves shed a feeble light, resembling that of phos-

phorus. Hence it would seem that the disengagement of light is not strictly

connected with the generative act, although, according to Mueller,(3) it is

greater during copulation than at any other time, that it remains bright in the

female at the period of laying eggs, and that it diminishes in the male when

the copulation is finished.

Naturalists are divided on the subject of phosphorescence being produced

by special organs. Macartney believed he saw the light emanale from the

fatty body, situated immediately beneath the transparent integuments of the

luminous parts. He saw, moreover, in the last abdominal ring, two small oval

sacs, formed of elastic spiral threads, like trachea;, and containing a soft,

yellow substance. Carradori, Mueller, and Murray, likewise admit that the

luminous matter is contained in the vesicles or small sacs. Treviranus denies

the existence of special organs for the disengagement of light, and considers

the internal genital parts as the seat of the light. After having removed the

thin, horny, transparent, and soft integuments, Macaire remarked, at the lumi-

nous points, a semi-transparent, yellowish-white substance, which, examined

by the microscope, appeared to be formed of a multitude of ramose fibres,

whilst nervous filaments spread throughout it, and a granular matter adhered

to the fibres. This substance manifests a vivid phosphorescence in the dark,

while humid ; drying renders it opaque, and puts an end to its shining. In

air and water it continues to cast a greenish yellow light for two or three

days. Heat and galvanic action renew the phosphorescence, as long as the

matter is not dry. Spall anzani and Carradori also ascertained that the

shining parts of the Lampyris iialica' only shed light so long as they were

moist. Spallanzani, Heinrich, and Todd say, that after separating these

parts of the body, and while they were not dry, they succeeded in making

them give a phosphorescent light by touching or pricking them with a pin.

When Macaire exposed the substance to a heat of 41°, its brightness became

more vivid ; but if he persisted in heating it, the light diminished, and had a

reddish hue; at 52*' it was totally extinguished; the matter was then white,

opaque, and like coagulated white of egg, Murray's experiments agree with

these in the essential points. The light was extinguished in vacuo, and

(9) Bibl. Natura;, v. i, p. 283.

(1) Mem. presentes a I'Ac. de Paris, v, ii, p. 261.

(2) Versuche iiber die Jnsekten. Gotha, 1 803, b. i, p. 245.

(3) lUiger's Magazin fiir Insecktenkunde, b. 4, p. 175.

M M
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renewed on replacing it in the air. Carradori and Brugnatelli, on the other

hand, assert that they saw it in vacuo ; but this is doubtful. It disappears

in irrespirable gases, and reappears both in air and oxygen gas. Murray

says the matter continues to shine in carbonic acid gas, hydrogen and azote.

Chlorine, nitric and sulphuric acids, irrevocably destroy its phosphorescence.

Exposed to fire, it ceases to shine, burns, and emits an ammoniacal odour.

Concentrated mineral and vegetable acids coagulate the luminous substance,

thus causing the extinction of its light. The former with the aid of caloric

dissolve it. Sulphuric acid produces a bluish-green colouring. The

glitter of the luminous matter disappears in oil and fatty substances, which

neither dissolve it with heat nor cold. Macaire supposes the light to cease

then, because the fat prevents the air from reaching the luminous matter.

Carradori, Brugnatelli, Murray, and Todd, say they have seen the phospho-

rescence continue in oil. Ether and alcohol cause it to cease directly, ren-

dering the luminous matter white and opaque. > The light is likewise, accord-

ing to Sheppard's experiments, extinguished in cam[)horated a!cohol.(4)

Pure potass destroys the phosphorescence, and completely dissolves the

matter, becoming of a yellow hue. A solution of corrosive sublimate and

salts of copper destroys the light but coagulates the matter. The latter is

not soluble in boiling water, and acquires a firmer consistence in it.

From these experiments, Macaire is led to infer the existence of a special

shining matter, composed chiefly of albumen in a semi-transparent state,

phosphorescent under the influence of moderate heat and atmospheric air,

but ceasing to emit light as soon as it is completely coagulated. (5)

CCCCXII. Regarding the circumstances under which living animals shine,

the following are deduced from experiments. Phosphorescence ordinarily

commences at the close of twilight, when the shining parts appear like some

points, which gradually increase. If animals are confined in a dark place

before sunset, they begin to shine a long time before twilight. If they be

exposed to the light whilst shining, their brilliancy is sensibly diminished, but

always returns in darkness. The light is extinguished at the dawn of day,

except in two points of the last ring, which continue to shed a feeble light,

as was observed by Haziimowsky and Macaire. Macartney remarks,

that insects do not shine in the evening, if they have been withdrawn from

the sun's rays during the day. Macaire made the same observation, at least

on the first day of the experiment. On the other hand, Todd and Murray

(4) Kirby and Spence, Introduction to Entomology, v. ii, letter 25.

(5) Todd says, this matter is granular and organized ; Macaire asserts that it is penetrated by

nerves. According to the former, when it has lost its vital properties it is incapable of affording

light. Vide Institution Journal, August, 1826.—Trs.
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found that all the species, although kept during the day in dark places, did

shine less in the evening, and even much sooner than when they had been

exposed to the day light.

Carradori, Brugnatelli, Macartney, Treviranus, and others observed that

the emission of light is at the will of animals. Mueller and Murray think

that phosphorescence is voluntary only, inasmuch as animals can retire and

conceal the luminous organs behind the opaque parts. Treviranus explains

the phenomenon by the faculty which insects have of accelerating or retarding

respiration, and by the influence which he asserts the air exerts over the

intensity of the light. Macaire thinks the power of the will on the production

of light cannot be denied, because any noise or a blow on the animal some-

times causes it to cease shining, and the light then disappears, except in the

two points of the last ring. He attributes the cause of the phenomenon to

the influence of the nerves. It is moreover certain that the light is augmented

by the movements of the body.

The phosphorescence of living animals is dependent on the temperature of

the air. In ordinary circumstances, animals, according to Macaire's experi-

ments, only shine at an atmospheric temperature exceeding 12^. If a living

insect, not shining, be immersed in water at 13°, light appears when the

liquid is heated to 26'^ or 31°, and goes on increasing to 41° ; at this point

the animal perishes, without the cessation of the phosphorescence, but it dis-

appears at 57°. If the water be left to cool, the light fails when, the heat

falls below 25°. If living insects be thrown into water, having a temperature

from 43° to 5 1 °, they immediately die, but at the same time emit a brilliant light.

At 62° the light is extinguished, and it is not possible to revive it. When
animals are warmed in the air, the same phenomena take place, except that a

lower temperature is required to extinguish the phosphorescence. Solar rays,

directed on an insect through a glass lens, also excite a light. If animals

that are shining be exposed to an artificial cold, their brilliancy gradually

diminishes and disappears as soon as the temperature falls below 12°. At

zero the animals perish, but a heat of 21° may reproduce the light. These

experiments agree with those made by Spallanzaniand Carradori. According

to the observations of Hulme, Spallanzani, and Heinrich, phosphorescence

ceases when lampyri are congealed, but reappears when they are thawed,

though the animals do not return to life.

Phosphorescence is moreover in dependence on the atmospheric air.

Macaire placed shining worms under the receiver of an air-pump, and

saw the light disappear as he withdrew the air. When the air was allowed

suddenly to return, the phosphorescence was vividly renewed. In this

manner he could extinguish and revive the light by alternately withdraw-

ing and readmitting the air. He enclosed a lampyrus in a glass tube, and
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abstracted the air, which soon killed the insect. When, subsequently, he

heated the tube to 50°, the phosphorescence did not reappear, yet it became

sensible when air was introduced into the tube. These experiments have

been frequently repeated with the same result.

Lampyri become very lively in oxygen gas, and when the heat is increased

they emit a very brilliant light, which is stronger than in atmospheric air.

When Macaire placed shining beetles in oxygen, their phosphorescence was

augmented, but ceased after a short time. The same phenomenon was

observed by Forster, Lichtenberg, Spallanzani, Carradori, and Sorg. Hulme,

Davy, Hernibstaedt, Heinrich, and Murray, on the contrary, say they did

not see the light become more intense in this gas. According to Macaire,

nitrous oxide gas produced nearly the same effect. Insects perish immedi-

ately in chlorine, but with a little heat a reddish light is developed instead of

a yellowish green ; this soon disappears. The phosphorescence ceased rapidly

in hydrogen gas ; the animals perished, and their light could not be renewed

by heat. Carbonic acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, carburetted hydrogen, and

nitrogen gases produced precisely the same effects, as Hulme, Spallanzani,

Razumowsky, Macartney, Hermbstaedt, Grotthuss, and Heinrich observed.

H. Davy(6) and Murray saw the phosphorescence supported in hydrogen gas.

Murray says it has also continued in carbonic acid gas. If shining beetles

are plunged into water their light disappears after a few minutes. This

should be attributed to cold, according to Macaire's experiments, for the light

is extinguished the more rapidly as the temperature of the water is lower,

whereas the phosphorescence remains a long time in water heated to 31°. It

ceases in alcohol at the end of two minutes, and cannot be renewed by heat.

In concentrated mineral acids the light is extinguished immediately, but not

until after some minutes in diluted ones, and cannot afterwards be recalled.

Macaire exposed non-phosphorescent lampyri to an electric current without

any sensible effect. On applying a spark from a Leyden jar to some insects

of this genus, no disengagement of light was effected. A living lampyrus,

which did not shine, being placed in a galvanic circle, began to shed a feeble

light. Having moistened an insect with a little water, and conducted the

galvanic fluid on it by means of two platina wires, he saw it immediately

shine. The disengagement of light was maintained so long as the animal was

exposed to the influence of galvanism, and its temperature increased about

half a degree. A single pole did not excite any phosphorescence. A lam-

pyrus was decapitated, and a conducting wire forced into the trunk, as far as

the shining rings, whilst the other was applied to the slightly moistened

(6) Philos. Transact., 1810, p. 287,
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surface of the insect, the chain- being formed, a briUiant phosphorescence

took place. Lampyri, that could not be made to shine by the electric spark,

became directly luminous under galvanic action. Galvanism does not excite

phosphorescence in vacuo, but causes its development as soon as air is

admitted. From Todd's experiments, it would appear that all mechanical

and chemical agents that cause pain in lampyri excite light. According to

hira, divers poisons, an alcoholic solution of iodine, the tincture of black

hellebore, of nux vomica, the cyanuret of mercury and ammonia, kill lampyri,

but their phosphorescence remains for some time after death. When the

head of a living insect was separated from its trunk, or the luminous riugs

cut, the light was extinguished after five minutes ; the body and rings, after

some time, moved, and the phosphorescence then reappeared, though feebly,

but became more vivid by heat.

CCCCXIII. Naturalists are divided in opinion concerning the cause of

phosphorescence of lampyri. Beccaria and Monti compared it to that of the

minerals that shine after being exposed to the sun. Carradori and Brugna-

telli that light, conrbined with organic substances, is ingested by insects with

their food, and is disengaged in a form perceptible to us in consequence of a

vital operation in them. Spallanzani and Grotthuss regarded shining as the

efl'ect of a combustion maintained by the influence of the oxygen of the

atmospheric air. H. Davy, Heinrich, and Treviranus attribute it to a matter

containing phosphorus, which is separated from the humours of the animal

during life, combines with the oxygen of the atmospheric air introduced by

respiration, and, hke phosphorus, becomes luminous on combustion. This

opinion is founded on the presence of phosphoric acid in the animal humours,

on the great resemblance between phosphorus burning slowly and the animal

light, on the fact of the phosphorescence of insects occurring in the same cir-

cumstances as that of phosphorus, on heat and oxygen gas rendering it more

vivid, whilst cold and the non-respirable gases extinguish it. Macartney

and Todd consider it as an immediate operation of life, as a vital action, as

an eflfect or manifestation of vital power. They think that external influences,

beat, atmospheric air, oxygen, and other exciting gases, are only capable of pro-

ducing phosphorescence, inasmuch as they excite the vitality of the animals,

particularly the sensibility of the luminous organ, and that they can diminish or

extinguish it by diminishing or annihilating the vital activity. This hypothesis

is scarcely admissible, because the luminous parts, and the matter that sheds

the light continue to shine, even after being separated from the body of the

animal, and after the extinction of the manifestations of life, when they are

placed in the conditions above cited,— a fact set beyond doubt by the

multiplied experiments of Murray and Macaire. Weighing well all the

circumstances, phosphorescence would seem to depend on a matter, the
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product of the changes of composition accompanying life, and, to all appear-

ance, secreted from the mass of humours by particular organs. This liquid

probably contains phosphorus, or an analagous combustible substance, which

combines with the oxygen of the air, or of aerated water, at a medium tem-

perature, and thus produces the disengagement of light. The preparation

and secretion of this substance are acts of life, which change, augment, or

decrease by the influence of external stimulants, whose action on the animals

modifies their manifestions of life. But the phosphorescence itself depends

on the composition of the secreted matter, and cannot be regarded as a vital

act, because, on certain occasions, it continues for whole days, even after

the death of the animal. All that can be said on the utihty of the light in

the economy of shining insects, is that probably the preparation and secretion

of the luminous matter is important to the preservation of hfe in these

animals. Neither do we deny that this light may aid the sexes in finding

each other at the epoch of copulation ; at least it is observed that the males

are attracted by the brilliant objects. Perhaps it may serve to protect them

from the aggressions of enemies.

CCCCXIV. Phosphorescence is a rare phenomenon in aerial animals of

the higher classes. Gruendler,(7) Sturm, (8) and others, saw an emission of

light from the eggs of the grey lizard. It also appears from Rolander's

observations, (9) that a species of toad or frog inhabiting Surinam, is luminous.

The urine is phosphorescent in some mammifera, in the Viverra mephitis,

and pM/oriws, as Azara(l) and Langsdorf(2) assert from information. The

same happens sometimes in the urine and sweat of man, under circumstances

which I shall explain hereafter.

Some naturalists, F. A. A. Meyer,(3) Pallas, (4) Heinrich, and G. R.

Treviranus, have ranged under this category the glittering of the eyes of some

mammifera, of cats, dogs, wolves, foxes, martens, and other carnivora,as also

of sheep, cows, and horses. Pallas thought the light of these animals emanated

from the nervous membrane of the eye, and considered it as an electrical

phenomenon. B. Prevost(5) observed the glittering eyes, not only in cats

and dogs, but also in the sheep, the cow, and the horse, generally, in fact, in

animals whose eyes possess a tapeinm lucidum. He likewise saw it in the

(7) Von dem Leuchten der Eidechsen-Eyer im Finstern ; im Naturforscher, part 3, p. 218.

(8) Deutschlands Fauna, Abth. iii, p. 2.

(9) F. Boie (Okea's Isis., v. xx, parts 8, 9, p. 726) speaks of a passage taken from a
manuscript having the following title : Diarium Surinamicum, quod sub itinere exotico conscripsit

'Dan. Rolander.

(1) Essais sur I'Histoire Natur., des. Quadrupedes de Paraguay. Paris, 1801, v. i, p. 215.

(2) Reise, v. ii, p. 184.

(3) Ueber das nachtliche Leuchten der Katzenaugen^ in Voigt's Magazin, v. viii, part3,p. 105.

(4) Zoographia Rosso-Asiatica, v. i, p. 14.

(5) Considerations sur le brillant des yeux du chat et de quelques autres animaux j in Bibliot.

Britannique, 1810, v. 45.
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eyes of different ophidia, and some insects, particularly of the Sphinx atropos.

The shining never took place in complete darkness, and was neither produced

voluntarily nor in consequence of moral emotion, but proceeded solely from

the reflexion of the light which fell upon the eye. Gruithuisen,(6) in his

experiments, also found that no light proceeds from the eyes in totally darkened

places, and that this emission only occurs when the light, after arriving at the

eye, though feebly, is reflected. He ascertained, too, that cats' eyes, living

as well as dead, glistened. I have myself observed this phenomenon in the

head of a cat that had been separated from the trunk for twenty- four hours,

and it only disappeared when the optical humours had become turbid. Very

lately, Esser(7) has made experiments on the glistening, which have led to the

same conclusions. The eyes of cats, dogs, rabbits, sheep, and horses, do

not glitter in totally dark places, lleflexion of light took place in the eyes

when dead, after the removal of the cornea, of the iris, and the crystalline

lens. The phenomenon in this case cannot therefore be placed in the

number of phosphoric effects.(8)

CHAPTER THIRD.

Of the Electrical Phenomena of Living Bodies.

CCCCXV. In order to a more full understanding of what follows, I shall

first of all briefly lay down the fundamental propositions regarding electricity,

and shall develope, in as few words as may be, the circumstances under

which bodies in general exhibit electrical phenomena.

By the word electricity it is known that physical philosophers understand

the property which bodies have, in certain circumstances, of attracting and

repelling light bodies of various kinds, that approach them. The ordinary

means employed to place bodies in the electric state is friction. If a glass

tube be rubbed with wool, it attracts from certain distances slips of paper,

hairs, small feathers, thin metallic leaves, balls of cork or elder-pith attached

(6) Liclit der Katzen-augen ; in Beitragen zur Physiognosie und Eautognosie. Munich,
1812, p. 199.

(7) Ueber das Leuchten der Augen bei Thieren und Menschen; in Kastner's Archiv. fur die

gesammte Naturkunde, v. viii, p. 394.

(8) It is nevertheless certain that cats, wolves, and, in fact, almost all the higher animals,
when either enraged or fearful, have a more than usual splendour of the eyes. Indomitable
anger produces the same in man : thus Homer.

" His flowing eye-balls roll with living fire."

—

Bk. 18.

" While anger flash'd from his disdainful eyes."

—

Bh. 22.

Many of the ancient philosophers, Plato, Epicurus, &c., believed that light was darted from
the eyes and produced the effects of love, envy, ire or fascination in others.

" Nescio quis tenuos oculus mihi fascinat agnos."

This probably is the oiigin of the creeds concerning the fascination of serpents exercised over
their prey ; as also of the power of the basilisk to kill with its look.

—

Trs.
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by silken thread, and afterwards repels them. If the friction be increased,

brilliant sparks, accompanied by a crackling noise and a peculiar odour,

proceed from the body. When these sparks touch the skin, they cause a

tinghng sensation. Besides glass, sulphur, amber, porcelain, and among

organic substances, resin, sealing wax, paper, silk, wool, and hair, exhibit

similar phenomena. All bodies that become electric by friction have the

name of electrics, whilst those in which this action does not cause sensible

electric phenomena, such as metals and liquids, are denominated non-

electrics.

To account for these phenomena, physical philosophers have assumed

that a subtle, imponderable, and peculiar matter, the electric fluid, proceeds

from bodies that are in an electric state, and that this matter is com-

municated to other bodies. According to Grey's discovery, the electricity

is only propagated through certain bodies, with great but variable rapidity.

Bodies are divided, according to the facility of conveying electricity, into

conductors and non-conductors. Those which receive the electric matter

and give it out when they approach bodies that have been rubbed, or com-

municate with similar ones, are called conductors, whereas those which retain

it take the name of non-conductors, or isolators. All non-electric bodies,

metals in the state of regulum, coal and graphite, are good conductors of the

electric fluid. Expanded air, vapours, water, acids diluted by water, alkalis,

saline solutions, and moist organized substances, are imperfect or demi-

conductors. Electrics, such as, among inorganic matters, glass, gems,

diamond, phosphorus, sulphur, selenium, iodine, jet, many metalhc oxides,

common atmospheric air and the gases, and, among organic bodies all the

resins, fatty oils, tallow, wax, camphor, dry vegetable fibre, linen, silk, hair,

wool, feathers, leather, are non-conductors or isolators. No strongly marked

line of demarcation, however, can be strictly established between conductors

and non-conductors, because some substances are sometimes conductors

and sometimes not, according to their degree of warmth, moisture, aggre-

gation, &:c., otherwise the electric matter accumulates in various quantities in

bodies, whether conductors or isolators, and when charged with it they are

never found to have their weight increased, even when the most accurate

balances are used.

Electricity presents, as Du Fay first observed, according to the divers

bodies in which it is excited, two striking differences that have been designated

by the names of vitreous and resinous electricity. The former is put into action

by the friction of glass, rock crystal, diamond, and hair; the latter is pro-

duced by that of resins, amber, silk, and paper. The existence of two elec-

tric states opposed to each other has been confirmed by the researches of

Boulonger, Wilke, Symmer, Wilson, Cigna, Aldini, Ritter, and others.
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When two bodies are rubbed together, both the rubber and that which is

rubbed, become electric, but in an opposite manner, one taking the vitreous

electricity and the other the resinous. Bodies having the same electricity are

mutually repulsed, whilst those that are endued with different electricities are

reciprocally attracted. The repeated contact of two bodies possessing contrary

electricities causes the neutralization and destruction of these electricities

:

repose, or electric indifference being the consequence of their reunion. The

opposition which exists in electrical phenomena has been designated by

Lichtenberg under the names of plus and minus electricity. Vitreous elec-

tricity has also been called positive, and the resinous, negative. The diffe-

rence which exists between the two electricities is likewise made known by

that of the luminous phenomena which they occasion in the dark, by the

production of different figures in the powder of resins, by the chemical effects

they determine, and by the different influence they exert on the senses of the

living man.

CCCCXVI. The inherent quiescent electricity in bodies maybe excited

by other means than friction, and be decomposed into positive and nega-

tive electricities. There is scarcely an operation in nature during which two

heterogeneous bodies or matters enter into mutual action, without a greater

or less derangement of the electric equilibrium and consequent manifestation

of electi'ical phenomena. The derangement of the electric equilibrium is

discovered, according to the diversity of the conditions under which the action

occurs, either by placing the electricities in the state of free tension, or

by their flow in a continuous current, which again causes their neutraliza-

tion, a fact which may be ascertained by the aid of minute electrometers

or galvanometers. We will mention the principal conditions in which the

equilibrium of the two opposite electricities is destroyed.

1. Several bodies, particularly calcareous spar, topaz, mica, rock crystal,^

island spar, turmolin, &c., according to Coulomb, Dessaignes, Haiiy,

Becquerel's, and other experiments, become electric by simple compression

of their parallel surfaces between the fingers. If a plate of cork be pressed

against elastic gum, amber, copper, zinc, silver, &c., it is positively electri-

fied, whilst the latter bodies take the negative electricity. On the other

hand the cork acquires negative electricity when it is pressed against dry

animal substances, or on gypsum, heavy spar, fluor spar, which then show

positive electricity.

2. Certain bodies exhibit electric phenomena when their state of aggrega-

tion is changed. When water is converted into vapour in vessels, this

assumes the negative electricity. Grotthuss foAid, in his experiments, that

water congealing rapidly acquires positive electricity, and that when quickly

evaporated at a high temperature, it takes the negative. Perhaps the

N N
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phenomenon of light which is observed in the crystaUization of different salts is

also electric : at least the electricity shows itself at the electrometer imme-

diately after the crystallization is effected. Grotthuss remarked no constant

rule in regard to the nature of electricity. The phenomenon.observed by

Buechner during the sublimation of benzoic acid is also probably an electric

effect, dependent on the change in the state of aggregation.

3. Many crystals, when warmed, exhibit contrary electricities at the

opposite extremities of their axes a fact which occurs, according to the

experiments of Aepiuus, Canton, Brand, Haiiy and Brewster, in the tur-

molin, topaz, axinite, boracite, mesotype, diamond, heavy spar, calcareous

spar, fluor spar, celestine, strontian, sulphate of magnesia, amethyst, granite,

sulphate of iron, &c,

4. If two wires of the same metal are placed in contact with each other,

one of which is more heated than the other, the hotter wire takes the negative

electricity, and the cooler one the positive, according to Dessaignes,

Seebeck, and Becquerel's observations,

5. When heterogeneous solid and fluid bodies enter into immediate con-

tact, opposite electricities are mutually excited in them, the tension of which

is more powerful as the matters are more heterogeneous. This phenomenon

is nowhere more sensible than in the contact of different metals, and it is on

it that electricity by contact, or galvanic electricity, is founded.

6. Lastly, a disengagement of electricity takes place during the chemical

changes of ponderable matters, according to the experiments of Lavoisier.

Laplace, Becquerel, Pouillet, and others.

CCCCXVII. Let us now inquire which are the living bodies that exhibit

electric phenomena, and what are the circumstances and conditions in which

they take place. It is known that cats, foxes, martens, hares, and other

animals covered with fur, give out electric sparks, accompanied by a crackling

noise, when their fur is rubbed. The down of birds is also very electric,

according to the observations of J. F. Hartmann,(9) and J. Meyer.(l) These

phenomena cannot be considered as dependent on life, since the hairs and

feathers are equally electric after death, when they are warmed or rubbed.

Abstractedly from this circumstance, it may be presumed that all living

bodies develope electricity, although in a feeble degree, because all the con-

ditions which are accompanied, in inorganic bodies, by electric phenomena,

are met with in them. Of these are the evaporation of fluids, the change

in the state of aggregation, and the changes of composition that take place

•
(9) De electricitate plumae psittaci notata quaedam ; in Nov. Act. Nat. Curios., v. iv, p. 76

;

Neues Hamburger Magazin, sec. 20, p. 129.

(1) Anmerkungen iiber die Elektricitat der Vogel ; in den Abhandlungen einer Privat-

Gesellschaft in Bohmen, v. iv, p. 82.
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in the acts of assimilation, of respiration, nutrition, and secretion, of which

they are an essential part. Vegetables and animals at the period of their

full vigour, are continually imbibing heterogeneous substances, which are assi-

milated by the exhalation of certain materials into the surrounding media and

the absorption of constituent parts of the atmosphere ; when assimilated and

formed into nutritive fluid, they combine with the solid parts, and, in animals,

these again pass into the liquid state. Moreover, in all these acts, heteroge-

neous fluid and solid parts enter into mutual contact and react on each other.

Homogeneous matters are converted into heterogeneous, and these into homo-

geneous. According to analogy with the phenomena which inorganic bodies

present in similar circumstances, we may suppose that in all these operations in

living bodies, there is sometimes manifestation, sometimes saturation, of oppo-

site electricities. Various experiments made on living animals, the results of

which will be mentioned, speak in favour of this conjecture. Few have as

yet been made on vegetables, to examine their electrical state. Pouillet(2)

however asserts, that he observed a disengagement of electricity during the

germination of plants. He placed several pots filled with earth, and con-

taining diff"erent seeds, on an isolated stand in a chamber, the air of which

was kept sufficiently dry by quick lime. The stand was placed in connexion

v/ith a condensor. During germination, no mark of electricity was mani-

fested, but the seeds had scarcely sprouted when signs of electricity were

distinctly perceived ; and when the young plants were in a complete state of

growth, they gave to the condensor a charge which separated the two leaves

of gold half an inch from each other. Moreover, Pouillet(3) supposes that

plants develope electricity when they exhale carbonic acid gas, because the

latter gives marks of electricity at the time of its formation. The action of

vegetables on the air appeared to him one of the principal sources of atmos-

pheric electricity.

CCCCXVni. Electricity by contact, or galvanic electricity, is manifested

in living animal parts, when uncovered nerves and muscles are brought into

contact, and is then shown by the production of contractions or convulsions

in the muscles. This phenomenon was first observed by Galvani.(4) After

decapitating a living frog, separating the fore limbs, and quickly drawing

the skin off, he separated the vertebral column, and only left the spinal

marrow communicating with the posterior limbs by the lumbar nerves ; he

(2) Bulletin general des Sciences, Sept., 1825; Physique, p. 236.

(3) Mem. sur I'electricite des fluides elastiques, et sur une des causes de I'electricite de I'atmos-

phere; in Annales de Chim. et Phys., August, 1827, p. 401.

(4) De viribus electricitatis in rnotu musculari ; in Comm. Ac. Bononiens, v. vii, 1792.

Dell' uso e dell' attivita dell' arco conduttore nell contrazioni dei Muscoli. Bologna, 1794.

Memorie sull elettricita animale di L. Galvani al celebre Abbate Lazaro Spallanzani. Bologna,

1797.
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then took with one hand one of the animal's thighs, seized the vertebral

column with the other, and bent the former on the latter until the crural

muscles touched the lumbar nerves. At the moment of contact the muscles

were strongly convulsed. The experiment also succeeded after having

isolated the frog on glass cylinders. It has been repeated with the same result

by Volta,(5) Valli,(6) Aldini,(7) Pfaff,(8) Von Humboldt,(9) Fowler,(0

Ilitter,(2) and others. Aldini says he observed convulsions in the muscles,

as a consequence of the mutual contact of muscles and nerves, not only in the

same frog, but in two different ones. He adds, that he has remarked them

when he placed the nerves of a frog in contact with the muscular flesh of the

nucha of a recently killed ox. Humboldt made numerous experiments of

this kind on frogs. He saw convulsions induced when he placed on a dry

glass plate a posterior extremity, the crural nerves of which had been

exposed, and touched the nerves and muscles with a piece of fresh muscular

flesh isolated at the end of a stick of sealing wax. Convulsions also com-

menced, when, instead of one^slip of flesh, he employed in the formation of

the chain three difterent pieces, one of which touched the nerve, the other the

thigh, and the third the two others. Similar and analagous experiments made

by Pfaff", Hitter, and others, produced the same results. But they only

succeed so long as the frogs possess vital activity in full play, especially in

the spring, after copulation, when performed on animals that are not too

small, and when the preparatory steps are rapidly executed.

These difterent experiments prove suflicienlly that animal parts are capable

of forming galvanic chains and producing a galvanic effect, without any

mechanical excitement causing contractions of muscles. The following are

the laws they obey in reference to the manifestation of convulsions, to their

strength and to their duration :

1. The nerves of the muscles in which it is proposed to excite convulsions

must make part of the chain.

2. The nerve or portion of nerve which is to make part of the chain must

(5) Memorie sull Elettricita Animale, 1792. Bi'iignatelli, Annali di Chimica, v. xvi.

Gilbert's Annalen, v. li, No. 4, 12 Darstellung Volta's Untersuchungen iiber die galvanische

Elecktricitat Pavia, 1814. Bibliotheque Brittannique, v. Iviii, No. 4.

(6) Sull' Elettricita Animale. Pavia, 1792. Experiments on Animal Electricity, with their

application to Physiology. London, 1793. Lettre du Docteur Valli a M. Brugnatelli sur

I'electricite animale; in Journ. dePhys., v. Ixxxi, p. 77.

(7) Dissertationes duse de Aniraali Electricitate. Bologne, 1794. His latest reseai-ches are

found in the Bulletin des Sciences, an. xi, No. 68, p. 156. Van Mons, Journ. de Chim. et de

Physique, v. iii, p. 20. Gilbert's Ann., v. xiii, p. 459.

(8) Dissert, de Electricitate sic dicta Animali. Stutgard, 1793. Ueber thierische Elektricitat

und Reizbarkeit. Leipzig, 1795.

(9) Versuche iiber die gereizte Muskel-iind Nerven-Faser. Posen und Berlin, 1797.

(1) Experiments and observations relative to the Influence lately discovered by M. Galvani,

and commonly called animal electricity. Edinburgh and London, 1793.

(2) Beweis, dass ein bestandiger Galvanismus den Lebensprocess in dem Thierreiche begleite.

Weimar, 1798. Beitrage zur nahern Kenntniss des Galvanismus. Jena, 1800.
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be isolated as completely as mjiy be, and no other conductor raust produce

derivation in this portion of tiie chain, so as to obhge the electric current,

when developed in the chain, to take a course through the nerves.

3. Caeteris paribus, the convulsions are so much stronger, and are mani-

fested over a greater extent, as the nervous portion, acting as a conductor,

enters into the chain.

4. The convulsions are so much more powerful, and last the longer, as the

chain is quickly formed, and the surface with which the parts constituting it

are in contact, is extensive.

CCCCXIX. Although, according to the preceding researches, the power

which animal parts placed in a chain possess of exciting contractions in the

muscles by means of the nerves cannot be doubted, physical philosophers

have nevertheless been divided in opinion regarding the agent that is effectual

in such cases.

Galvani considered the contractions which he observed in the muscles of

recently killed frogs, the nerves of which were laid bare, and placed in con-

tact with them in the manner above mentioned, as effects of an electric power

of a peculiar kind belonging to living animals, and called by him animal

electricity. This power, according to his views, is produced in the nervous

system, particularly in the brain, and distributed by the nerves, throughout

the body.

Carminati, Carradori, Valli, and Aldini, warmly supported this opinion.

Humboldt, Fowler, and others, also considered the phenomena in question

as the result of a special agent, dependent on the power of living animals.

Volta was the first who perceived the resemblance of these phenomena to

those of general electricity, and who denied the existence of a special force,

animal electricity. He regarded the convulsions which occur in living

muscles as the effects of the influence of electricity on the nerves, an influence

which is excited by the mutual contact of heterogeneous animal parts,

disposed so as to form a chain. He was confirmed in this opinion by the

electrical phenomena which he beheld to arise from the contact of different

metals with each other, and with humid bodies, and which produced precisely

the same effects on living nerves and muscles. The valuable reseatches of

Pfaff have also demonstrated the identity of electricity excited by chains of

animal parts, with that which is produced by the contact of heterogeneous

inorganic bodies. Circles composed of animal parts act, in reference to their

conditions and the laws for the manifestations and intensity of convulsions in

living muscles, exactly in the same manner as those that are formed of hete-

ro2;eneous inorganic bodies, in which, according to the nature of their con-

stituent elements, the excitation of electricity by contact, or galvanic electri-

city, cannot be doubted. A similar coincidence between effects obliges us

therefore to admit that animal circles are truly galvanic, and that their action,
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when they are enclosed, is likewise galvanic, that is to say, that electricity by

contact is then excited and put into action. These animal circles also exert

their activity vv'hen an inorganic body, a metal, is introduced as an exciter

of galvanism. Convulsions are still more strong when the muscles, and

nerves are furnished with metallic leaves or plates, commonly called

armatures, and when the metals are made to communicate by means of a

metallic wire, a galvanic arch or exciter, as the experiments of Volta, Hum-
boldt, Ritter, PfafF, Rossi,(3) Nysten,(4) and others prove.

The excitation of electricity by contact, or galvanic electricity, in circles of

animal parts should not therefore be considered as a vital act, and it is only

its effects, the contractions it causes in the muscles, that depend on their vital

conditions and those of the nerves. However, it may be presumed, that

electricity excited in circles of heterogeneous animal parts may be modified

and strengthened by organic forces. Further, organs are met with in animals,

the disposition of which is such as to excite electricity by their vital action,

which is particularly the case in electric eels.

CCCCXX. Vasalli-Eandi(5) and Bellingeri(6) have experimented on the

electrical properties of the animal fluids, the blood, the urine, and the bile.

The former thought he found the blood to possess generally positive electricity,

and only to become negative in slightly inflammatory states. Bellingeri has

very lately made numerous experiments to ascertain the electric state of these

liquids. For this purpose he made use of a frog's thigh, furnished with

heterogeneous metals, after a method of his own invention. (7) The following

considerations are necessary in order to understand these experiments and the

conclusions drawn from them. All bodies, simple as well as compound, are

in a certain electric state, of such a kind that though electricity or electric

tension is not observed in them, yet when two of them are united, an electric

excitation of varied strength is manifested, which in general belongs to

electricity by contact, or voltaic electricity, and is the more powerful as the

two bodies are at a greater distance from each other in the series traced after

the manner in which they act in regard to their electricity. Bellingeri, backed

by his experiments, disposed the metals of the electric train in the following

manner :—zinc, lead, mercury, antimony, iron, copper, bismuth, gold, platina.

He then compared the manner in which the animal liquids act in reference to

electricity with that of the above different metals, for which experiments he

made use of frogs' thighs as electrometers. He says, he thus found that the

electricity of the blood of the jugular vein of calves, oxen, lambs, fowls,

(3) Mem de I'Acad. de Turin, v. vi.

(4) Nouvelles Experiences Galvaniques. Paris, an. xi.

(.5) Commentarii Acad. Taurinens, v. v. Journ. de Physique, v. v, p. 336.

(6) In electricitatem sanguinis, urinae et bilis animalium ; in Mem. della R. Academ. delle

Science di Torino, v. xxxi.

(7) Ibid., V. xxiii.
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turkeys, and ducks, in the healthy state, remains the same under almost all

circumstances. In the electric series of bodies, the blood almost always

showed that of iron, even when it it was coagulated and separated into clot

and serum. The electricity of the blood of old animals was a slight degree

weaker than that of iron. That of arterial blood has not been found so con-

stant. In lambs, rams, horses, and birds, it was mostly less strong than that

of venous blood ; sometimes it was equal to it, but never exceeded it.

Arterial blood also preserves the same degree of electricity for a long time

after its exit from the vessels. The electric state of the urine of calves, oxen,

sheep, and rams, varies exceedingly. It never equalled that of the blood,

being for the most part stronger or weaker than the latter. Bellinger!

likewise found the electricity of the bile very variable, not agreeing with that

of the blood and urine, being sometimes stronger, sometimes weaker than those.

CCCCXXI. The most palpable and remarkable electrical phenomena are

seen in several kinds of fishes, which, on this account, are called trembling

or electric fishes. They give men and other animals shocks resembling those

afforded by a Leyden bottle or voltaic pile. Some live in the sea, and others

in rivers, and they belong to difl'erent orders, families, and genera.

From among the cartilaginous fishes, the following come under this

category :

1. ^ays, ( Torpedines, according to Ilisso,J especially the Torpedo vulgaris,

and marmorata, of the south of Europe, and different other tropical seas.

Those on which Kaerapfer, experimented in the Persian gulph, Todd at the

Cape, and Humboldt at Cumana, were probably particular species, differing

from those of Europe. The ancients, (8) long ago, mentioned the property

which these fishes have of giving shocks ; the first exact observations on

them were those of Redi.(9) After him, Kaempfer,(l) Reaumur,(2) Walsh,(3)

J. Pringle,(4) lngenhouss,(5) Cavendish,(6) Spallanzani,(7) Galvani, and

Aldini,(8) Humboldt and Gay-Lussac,(9) Volta and Configliachi,(l) and

(8) Plato in his Dialogue Meno. Aristoteles Hist. Animal, 1. 2, c. 13 ; 1. 9, c. 37. De part.

Animal, 1. 4, c. 13. Plutarch, De industria animal, p. 246. Plinius, Hist. Natur., 1, 32, c. 1.

Aelian, De Animal. Natura., 1. 1, c, 36. Oppian, Halieit., 1. 1, c. 104. Galen and others.

(9) Esperienze intorno a diverse cose Naturali. Florence, 1671, 4t9. Experimenta circa res

diversas naturales, speciatim illas, quae ex Indiis adferuntur. Amsterdam, 1675, 8vo.

(!) Torpedo sinus persici ; in Amcenitat. exotic. Lemgo, 1712. Fascic. 3, obs. 2, p. 509.

(2) Des effets que produit le poisson appelle Torpille sur ceux qui le touchent, et de la cause
dont ils dependent ; in Mem. de I'Acad. des Sc. de Paris, 1714, p. 344.

(3) Of the electric property of the Torpedo ; in Philos. Trans., 1774, v. Ixiii, p. 461.

(4) A Discourse on the Torpedo. Lond., 1775. Six Discourses pub. by A. Kippis. Lend., 1783.

(5) Experiments on the torpedo ; in Philos. Trans., 1775, v. Ixv, p. 1.

(6) An account of some attempts to imitate the effects of the Torpedo by electricity. Ibid,

V. Ixvi, p. 196.

(7) Opuscoli scelti di Milano, 1783. Memorie di Matematica e Fisica della Societa Italiana,

V. ii, p. 603. Journ. de Physique, v. xxiii, p. 218 ; v, xxviii, p. 261.

(8) Essai Theorique et Experimental sur le Galvanisme. Paris, 1804, v. ii, p. 61.

(9) Sur la torpille ; in Ann. de Chimie, v. Ixv, p. 15.

(I) Annali de Chimica de Brugnatelli, v. 22, p. 223. L'identita Elettrico del fluido col cosi

detto Galvanico. Pavia, 1814, in 8vo.
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Todd,(2) made numerous researches on the properties with which they are

endowed.

2. The Rhinobatus electricus (of Schneider) of the Brazilian seas, which

Marcgraf(3) first mentioned by the name of puraque. Bony fishes also

exhibit several electric species.

1. The electric eel (Gymnotus electricus tremulus) of the South Ame-
rican rivers, Humboldt found it in the Colorado, the Guarapiche, the

Oronoco, and the Amazon river; and they are particularly abundant in the

stagnant waters of the environs of Colabozo. Richer first mentioned the

property it has of giving shocks. (4) Berkel,(6) Condamine,(6) Bajon,(7) Fer-

mine and others have also spoken of it. Experiments have also been made on

it by Ingram, (8) S'Gravesande,(9) Gronov,(l) Van der Lott,(2) Schilling,(3)

Williamson,(4) Garden, (5) Walsh, Le Roy,(6) Ingenhouss,(7) ,Bryant,(8)

Collins Flagg,(9) Fah]berg,(l) Guisan,(2) and Von Humboldt.(3)

2. The Silurus electricus, (Malacopterurvs electricus, lacepeda) ofthe Nile,

Senegal, the Congo and other rivers of Africa. Adamson(4) first observed

its exhibition of electric phenomena. Foiskael,(5) aud Broussonet,(6) have

given an exact description of it.

3. The Indian sword-fish fTj-ic/tiwrMs iwrf/cusj of the Indian seas, of which

mention has been made by Willoughby,(7) and Nicuhof. (8)

(2) Some observations and experiments made on the Torpedo of the Cape of Good Hope ; in

Philos. Trans., 1816, part 1, p. 120.

(3) Hist. Brasil, p. 151.

(4) Mem. de I'Acad, des Sc. de Paris, 1677, v. i, p. 176 ; v. vii, p. 325.

(5) Vo3'age to the Rio de Berbice.

(6) Voyage dans Amerique Meridionale. Paris, 1745.

(7) Mem. sur Cayenne, v. ii, p. 287. •

(8) In " The Student of Oxford," No, 2, translated into the Hanoverian Scientific Observa-

tions, 1750, sec. 21, p. 83.

(9) Allamand Van de uit werkzelen, welke un Americaanse Vis veroorsaakt op de geenen, die

hem aanraken ; in Verhand. van te Maatsch. te Haarlem, v. vi, p. 372. Neu Hamburger
Magazin, sect. 20, p. 178.

(1) Gymnoti tremuli descriptio, atque experimenta cum eo instituta ; in Act. Helvet, v. iv,

p. 26.

(2) Bericht van den Conger-Aal, of te Drilvish ; in Haarlem Verb., v, iv, p. 87.

(3) Observatio Physica de Torpedine pisce. Utrecht, 1770.

(4) Experiments and observations on the Gymnotus electricus ; in Philos. Trans., 1775,

vol. Ixv, p. 94.

(5) An account of the Gymnotus electricus; ibid., p. 102.

(6) Lettre a I'Auteur du Journ. de Physique, v. viii, p. 331.

(7) Vermischte Schriften. Vienna, 1782, p. 272.

(8) Account of an electrical eel, or the Torpedo of Surinam ; in Trans, of the American

Society, v. ii, p. 166.

(9) Observations on the numb-fish, or torporific eel ; ibid., p. 170.

(1) Vetensk. Acad. Nya Handlingar, 1801, part 2, p. 122. Gehlen's Jour., v. xiv, p. 456.

(2) De gymnoto electrico. Tubingen, 1819, in 4to.

(3) Observations sur I'anguille electrique ; in Reeueil d'Observations de Zoologie. Paris,

1805, p. 81.

(4) Hist. Nat. du Senegal. Paris, 1757, p. 134.

(5) Descriptiones animalium quae in itinere orientali observavit., p. 10.

(6) Mem. sur le trembleur, espece peu connue de poisson electrique ; in Mem. de I'Acad. des

Sc. de PaHs, 1782, p. 692.

(7) Ichtyologie. Append., v. iii, fig. 3.

(8) Zee on Lant Reize door West-en Ost-Indien. Amsterdam, 1682, p. 270,
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4. The electric prickle-belly, (Tetrodon electricus.) Pateison(9) disco-

vered it in the midst of the coral banks of the island of St. John, in the

Indian seas.

It is very probable that several other fishes of tropical seas possess similar

electrical properties.

CCCCXXIl. Electric fishes have nothing in common externally, except

a naked skin without scales, and being furnished with numerous mucous glands,

which secrete abundance of mucus. All are distinguished by particular

organs, of various structure, very rich in nerves, and for the most part con-

nected with the common integument, and called electric or electromotors, on

account of their resemblance to a voltaic pile. We will describe the struc-

ture of these organs in the different species.

Those of rays, which have been examined by Redi, Lorenzini,(l) Oliger

Jacobaeus,(2) Heaumur, J. Hunter,(3) Girardi,(4) and GeofFroy,(5) are

double. They are found on both sides of the head, between the cranium, the

gills and the great semi-circular cartilages of the pectoral fins, in the shape of

flattened oblong masses, the upper and lower surfaces of which are covered

by the skin. After removing the common integuments, a reticulated mem-

brane, formed of tendinous fibres is met with. Each organ is composed

of a great number of membranous, perpendicular columns, generally irregu-

larly hexagonal, pentagonal, or tetragonal, united by cellular tissue, blood

vessels, and nerves. The size and number of these columns vary according

to the size and age of the fish. J. Hunter counted four hundred and seventy

in a small torpedo, and eleven hundred and eighty-two in a very large one.

Their coats are formed of a thin tendinous membrane. Each column is inter-

sected by fine membranous horizontal partitions or plates, the number of

which, varying according to age, reaches one hundred and fifty or two

hundred, and are kept together by fibres. Between these plates is a small

space filled with gelatinous or albuminous fluid. Arteries and veins, forming

exceedingly fine net-works, are spread through their substance. Moreover,

very large nerves, branches of the par vagum, which is voluminous, and

proceeds from particular swellings of the medulla oblongata, ramify through

the electric organs, previous to which they pass between^ and send branches

to, the gills. Each branch that penetrates into a column gives out twigs in

(9) An account of a new electrical fish ; in Philos. Trans., 1786, vol. Ixxvi, p. 382.

(1) Osservazioni intorno alia Torpedini. Firenze, 1678.

(2) Anatome piscis torpedinis motusque tremuli examen ; in Bartholini, Act. Med., v. v, p. 253.

(3) Anatomical observations on the torpedo ; in Pliilos. Trans., 1773, v. Ixiii, p. 481, pi. 20.

(4) Saggio di osservazioni anatomiche intorno agli organi ellettrici della torpedine ; in Mem.
della Societa Italiana, v. iii, p. 553.

(5) Mem. sur I'anatomie comparee des organes electriques de la raie torpille, du gymnote en-

gourdissant, et du silure trembleur ; in Ann. du Mus., v. i, p. 392, pi, 26.

O o
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it, which terminate ia the partitions. The columns also receive branches from

the third branch of the fifth pair, which wind along the external border of

the electric organ.

The electric organs of the Surinam eel, whose structure has been studied

by J. Huuter,(6) Geoffroy, Von Humboldt,(7) and recently by Knox,(8)

are much larger than those of rays, and constitute the greater portion of the

extremely long tail of the fish. There are two on each side, which are

separated from each other by a long ligament, and by the upper muscles of

the vertebral column. A voluminous organ is found directly underneath the

skin, along the superior muscles of the back, and extends along the two

posterior thirds of the tail, at the extremity of which it finishes in a point.

A smaller and more deeply seated organ is separated from this by a thick

tendinous membrane, a layer of fat, and muscles. Both are composed of

tendinous membranes in the form of plates, some of which are superposed,

whilst others are perpendicular to and cross them. These plates produce a

great number of cells, which are filled with a liquid. The nerves of the

spinal marrow send numerous branches to the electric organs, which are

reduced into very delicate twigs in the coats of the cells. It is not correct

that these have ramifications from the great sympathetic.

In the Silurus electricus, the electric organs are situated beneath the

common integuments, according to GeofFroy's assertion, and Rudolphi's(9)

more accurate researches. After opening and reversing the skin, a pecuhar

membrane, composed of small rhomboidal ceils, is perceived on each side of

the fish, which extends from the head to the back of the ventral fins. These

cells contain an albuminous fluid. At its internal surface, this membrane is

furnished with tendinous silvery white fibres, which intersect each other in

different directions. A large branch of the par vagum passes through it on

the median line, and sends branches in all directions, which, after piercing

the membrane, divide ad infinitum in the external cellular mass. The nerves

are accompanied by a considerable artery, which spreads into a multitude of

branches. The vein proceeding from this membrane is emptied into the

vena cava, not far from the heart. The muscles are moreover enclosed by

another membrane, formed of spongy cellular tissue, into which branches of

the spinal nerves penetrate.

The electric organs of other fishes have not yet been examined. From

(6) An aocount of the Gymnotus electricus ; in Philos. Trans., v, Ixv, part 2, p. 395.

(7) Observations sur I'anguille electrique j in Recueil d'Observations de Zoologie et d'Ana-
tomic comparee p. 81, pi. 10, fig. 3.

(8) Observations on the general anatomy of the Gymnotus electricus, and on the anatomy of
the electric organs ; in Edinburgh Journal of Science, 1824, No. 1, p. 96.

(9) Ueber den Zitter-Wels ; in den Denkschriften der Berliner, Akademie, 1824, p. 187,
tab. 123.
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all this it follows, that the electric organs have the common character of being

composed of tendinous membranes, having the form of plates, supplied with

blood vessels as well as numerous nerves, having cellular spaces between

them filled with a gelatinous or albuminous fluid. In this structure some

analogy may be seen with the arrangement of a voltaic pile.

CCCCXXni. Electric rays and eels are the only fishes on the electric

faculty of which experiments have been made, a collection of which PfafF( 1)

has lately given. We will confine ourselves to the principal results.

Regarding the sensations occasioned by the contact of living electric

fishes, Redi(2) described them before the effects of electricity were known,

from his observations on the torpedo, in a manner which established their

analogy with those effects. When Reaumur touched animals of this kind, he

felt a stupifying sensation, which spread quickly along the arm to the shoulder,

frequently to the head, and was accompanied by a dull pain. Adamson,

Gravesande, Walsh, and others, compared this sensation to the shock produced

by a Leyden bottle ; so also do Gay-Lussac and Humboldt, only they consider

it more strong and painful. Since that, Humboldt and Configliachi have found

it to resemble rather that which the contact of two poles of a voltaic pile causes.

The effects of the electric eel, which has larger electroraoter organs, are

stronger than those of the torpedo, and, according to the observations of

Williamson, Flagg, Fahlberg, and others, are similar to the shock of an

electric battery. Bryant felt the shock, not only in the hands and arms, but

through the whole body. Humboldt saw the horses under whose bellies

Surinam eels had given out shocks, fall into the water, overwhelmed with

stupor. The intensity of the shock varies with the mode of contact. If the

skin of a torpedo be touched with the finger alone at the spot where the

electric organs are situated, the stroke is feeble. It is stronger if the hand

be applied to the organ, and is most powerful if one hand be placed above

and the other below it ; by this means a shock is felt in both hands, stronger

in the former than the latter. The shocks, moreover, are still stronger when

the skin of the fish is at the same time squeezed, rubbed, pinched, or in any

manner irritated. The Surinam eel also affords more intense shocks when

touched by both hands at once. The most violent of all is when one hand

seizes the head and the other the tail of the animal.

(1) See the article, Electric Fish, in Gehler's PhysikaJischem Worterbuche, new edition,

by Brandis, Gmelin, Horner, Muneke, Pfaff. Leipzig, 1827, v. iv, p. 275.

(2) Loo. cit., p. 61. Vij; torpedinem manu consirictum tetigeram, cum formicare mamis,
brachium, et omnis humei^us cepit, cum tremore usque adeo fastidioso, necnon dolore affllcto et

acuta, in mncrone cubiti, ut statini, manum abducere cogerer : idque toties mihi accidit, quoties
eundem diutius tangere obstinate volebam. Verum quidem est, me ianto minus doloris atqtie

tremoris sensisse, quanta morti praprior tarpedo erat : quin scepius nihil i^iiusmadi sensi ; et cum
plane mortua esset, neque enim ultra tres hoi-as vixit, tractare eandem secure, et sine omni fastidio
poteram.
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CCCCXXIV. A multitude of phenomena speak in favour of the

opinion advanced for the first time by Adamson, and Gravesande, and since

supported by VYalsh, that the shock produced by electric fishes is of an

electric nature. Strokes are even felt vrithout immediately touching the

fishes, if there be connexion with them by other bodies, Redi reported the

saying of fishermen, that when they caught torpedos, they felt a shock both

from the cord of the fishing-net and the fork with which they struck the

fishes. Reaumur received a slight shock on touching a torpedo with his

stick. Walsh felt strong ones in both hands when he applied a piece of iron

to a torpedo covered vpith water, the other hand being immersed in the fluid

at some distance from the animal. Spallanzani also experienced shocks on

touching similar fishes with conductors of electricity. Threads and stuffs

conducted strokes when moist, but not when they were dry. On the other

hand, Gay-Lussac and Humboldt say they felt nothing in the simple contact

with metallic conductors. Having placed a torpedo by its inferior surface,

on a metallic plate, the person who held the plate in his hand experienced no

stroke ; but if he touched the upper surface of the electric organ with the

other hand, he immediately felt a violent shock in both arms. Water alone

does not, according to them, conduct the electric efibct, for they experienced

no shock in water when the hand only approached the fish ; it only occurred

in consequence of direct contact. The phenomena of propagation of elec-

tricity by intermediate bodies are more prominent in the Surinam eel than the

torpedo. The fish aftbrds shocks, even when the hand approaches it in the

water, without touching it, as was observed by Williamson, Fahlberg,

Guisan, and others. It is capable of stupifying and killing, with the shocks

it aims, small fishes passing at some distance from it. Its shocks are propa-

gated by metals, even by wood placed in contact with it, but not by common

wax or seaUug wax.

The electric shock may be experienced by several persons at once when

they form a chain by joining hands, the last of which is in immediate contact

with the electric organs of a fish or connected with them by an electric con-

ductor. If the circle is interrupted by non-conductors of electricity, the

effects cease. This experiment, more adapted as it is than ar.y other to

prove the electric nature of the agent produced by living fishes, was first

made by Walsh on rays, and subsequently repeated, with the same result, by

Spallanzani, Gay-Lussac, Humboldt, and others. It succeeds in a still more

striking manner when made on the Surinam eel. In an experiment performed

by Walsh, the shock was felt by twenty-seven persons united into a chain, the

two ends of which touched the fishes.

Sparks, during the passage of the electric fluid of rays through conductors,

have not been observed either by Walsh, SjKillanzani, Gay-Lussac, Humboldt,
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or Configliachi. Gardini(3) alone asserts he saw them, oa the occasion

of receiving a violent stroke from a torpedo lying on an isolated board. But

the electric spark has been remarked in experiments on the Surinam eel.

Walsh having taken one of these eels out of the vi^ater, and made the shock

pass through a strip of laminated tin attached to a pane of glass, save the

spark start from one half of the metal to the other. The same was observed

by Fahlberg, by connecting, by the hands of two individuals, or by other con-

ductors, the two extremities of a strip of laminated tin, fixed to glass, and

separated by a small interval, with the fish lying in the open air ; but when

the animal was in the water he could perceive no sparks. Guisan also wit-

nessed the same phenomenon.

Lastly, and it is worthy of remark, Galvani saw skinned frogs' thighs,

which he placed on the back of a torpedo, become convulsed when the

animal gave a shock, a fact which favours the idea of an electric shock. Not-

withstanding these palpably electrical phenomena, it has been hitherto found

impossible, either in torpedos or Surinam eels, to discover any trace of free

electric tension, or of polarity, or attraction and repulsion of light bodies, or

action on the most sensible electromoters, even with the aid of the best con-

densors, or, finally, of a bottle or battery charge. H. Davy(4) made experi-

ments on the influence of the electric shocks of the torpedo on the decomposi-

tion of water, and on the magnetic needle. He repeatedly made the animal's

shocks pass through an arch of silver thread and water, without being able

to discover the sHghtest decomposition of the fluid. He also caused the

shocks to pass several times through the arch of an exceedingly sensible

multiplier, without observing the smallest deviation of the magnetic needle.

Schilling was wrong in saying that the electrical phenomena of the Surinam

eel have some connexion with the magnet, for Walsh, Ingenhouss, and

Humboldt found this fish altogether insensible to every magnetic influence,

whilst the same was remarked by Spallanzani in reference to the torpedo.

CCCCXXV. Regarding the state in which electric fishes are when they

discharge shocks, and the dependence of this phenomenon on life, observa-

tions have taught the following facts. When these animals give a shock, they

are not inactive, and their electric organs cannot be discharged at will, like a

Leyden bottle or voltaic pile. The discharge is an act of their own will, as

Heaumur remarked, and as the observations of Walsh, Williamson, Spallan-

- zani, Gay-Lussac, Humboldt, Todd, and others confirm; for it often happens

that a vigorous fish, held by both hands, gives no shock, whilst at other

times the slightest touch is sufficient to cause one to be felt. Hence, electric

(3) De Electric! Tgnis Natura. Mantua, 1792, sec. 71,

(4) Philosophical Transactions, 1829, part 1, p. 15,
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fishes appear to effect the discharge, and probably also the charging of their

organs, by the influence of the will. Humboldt even thinks he may conclude

from his experiments, that the Surinam eel is capable of giving what direction

it pleases to its shocks. According to Walsh, Fahiberg, and Guisan's

remarks, it appears that this fish possesses an exquisite sense for appreciating

the circumstances in which these shocks may be given ; in fact, it seems to

recognise whether the bodies that approach it are or are not of a nature to

receive them, that is, whether they are conductors or isolators, since in the

former case it discharges a shock, whilst in the latter they refrain from it.

Thus the neighbourhood of metals in the pond in which it is, agitates it and

causes it to discharge its electric fluid on them.

Concerning the phenomena which precede the discharge and those which

accompany it, observers are not agreed. Some say the discharge of torpedos

is ever connected with a muscular effort. Thus Reaumur says he remarked

the rounded back of the fish become flattened or even concave, when it gave

a shock, and that immediately afterwards it resumed its convex form. Gay-

Lussac and Thenard thought they observed the pectoral fins affected with a

convulsive movement at the instant of the discharge. Todd likewise found

the communication of the stroke generally accompanied by muscular efforts,

and that the fishes drew in their eyes. This was also remarked by Walsh,

but was not observed by Spallanzani. Regarding the Surinam eel, it is

ascertained that movements of the body do not necessarily coincide with the

discharge ; for the fish often moves with great vigour, when held in the hands,

without giving shocks, whilst, on the contrary, it frequently affords them

when in perfect repose.

CCCCXXVI. Electric fishes, after giving a shock, possess the power of

recharging their organs with great rapidity, and of communicating a series of

shocks. In general the strength of the strokes is in the direct ratio of their

vivacity and the intensity of their vital phenomena. The frequency of the act

enfeebles them and renders their strokes less powerful. They are freshened

by repose, and the intensity of their shocks is augmented. When they are

gradually exhausted, the shocks are also gradually enfeebled. Just previous

to death they succeed each other very rapidly, but are so weak as to be

scarcely felt. Torpedos, whose electric organs have been abstracted, no

longer afford them ; they can, however, live a long time after this excision,

and even longer than those in which frequent discharges are excited. If one

organ is removed the other mostly remains active.

CCCCXXVII. The nerves proceeding to the electrical organs play a

very important part in the excitation of electricity and the communication of

shocks. Spallanzani, Galvani, Humboldt, and Todd, found that fishes lose

the faculty of giving strokes when these nerves are tied. If the nerves of one
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organ be divided, the other maintains its activity. Todd destroyed the brain,

and thus caused the cessation of the shocks, which no excitement could

afterwards renew. The power of discharging shocks remains some time

after the excision of the heart. It is also remarkable that electric fishes, like

other animals, are convulsed by electricity, by rubbing, and galvanism, a

fact which Aldini ascertained in rays, and Humboldt in the Surinam eel.

CCCCXXVIII. From the researches on electric fishes which have been

hitherto made, there can be no doubt that the shocks they give during life are

of an electric nature and more resembling the effects of a voltaic pile than

any other phenomenon. The electrical organs, peculiar to these animals,

also exhibit, in their structure, a great resemblance to one of those piles of the

second class, since they are composed of alternate layers of moistened conduc-

tors of different natures, to wit, of membranous partitions and of gelatinous or

albuminous fluid. It cannot be admitted, however, that their effects are solely

consequent on their structure, on the mechanical disposition of the parts

entering into their composition, and that by it alone electricity is produced on

touching, to the extent which has been observed in living animals; for after

section of the nerves going to the electric organs, the latter immediately lose

the power of affording shocks, though the heterogeneous layers constituting

their organs have undergone no change at all. In this state of the case we

are under the necessity of considering the electric charging and discharge

of the organs as a vital act, immediately dependent on the influence of the

nerves on these organs, and of regarding the latter only as apparatus concurring,

in a secondary manner, in the production and discharge of electricity by

contact, with the vital co-operation of the nerves. Meantime we are igno-

rant of the modus operandi of the nervous power itself, therefore we can give

no precise account of the manner in which the nerves act in exciting elec-

tricity. A complete theory of these remarkable electrical phenomena can

only be acquired by fresh observations and researches on the manifestations

of life in the nerves. From his experiments, H. Davy supposes animal

electricity to possess more analogy with common than with voltaic electricity,

and it appeared to him still more probable that it is a species of electricity

distinct from any other.

CCCCXXIX. Electric phenomena excited by simple contact, and equally

palpable with those exhibited by the fishes of which we have spoken, have

not been hitherto observed in other animals with a certainty which leaves

no doubt on the subject. It is true that Cotugno(5) says he received an electric

shock from a living mouse, which he was about to dissect, when the animal's

(5) Lichtenberg's Magazin fiir das Neueste aus der Naturkunde, v. viii, p. 121.
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tail touched his finger. MoHua(6) and Vidaure(7) give an account of a

six-footed spider benumbing the hand of the individnal that touched it. Kirby

and Spence(8) say that General Davies felt an electric shock on taking a Re-

duvius serratus into his hand. Lastly, it is said that the Leonice gigantea, one

of the great marine annelida, that was thrown alive on the coast of the An-

tilles, gave an electric stroke to the person that touched it, whose body was

afterwards covered with an eruption(9.) But these assertions appear very

doubtful, and demand further confirmation.

CCCCXXX. Several other phenomena in the animal economy render it

probable, that the nerves are capable, by means of an inherent force, of

exciting and conducting electric currents resembling those which the union of

the poles of a galvanic pile produce. Under this head the action of living

nerves, on muscles in the act of contraction, may be ranged. Humboldt(l)

broached the conjecture that each contraction of muscles is accompanied by a

kind of electric discharge of the nerves. Prevost and Dumas,(2) and also Ed-

wards,(3) subsequently endeavoured to show that such is actually the case.

We shall return to this point in proper time and place. Meantime, we are to

consider the excitation of electricity by living nerves, in all circumstances as a

phenomenon subordinate to life, and dependent on the actions of the nervous

power.

THIRD DIVISION.

Of the Movements.

CCCCXXXI. Movements take place in organized bodies, and form one of

the principal characters of life. The acts of nutrition and formation, which

have been before described, the ingestion of aliment, absorption, assimilation,

respiration, passage of the nutritive fluid, fixation ofthe constituents of this fluid

in the act of nutrition, and, lastly, the secretion of the humours, on which the

maintenance of living bodies in the condition of composition, organization, and

activity peculiar to them, are all connected with movements. Besides the

movements which accompany the act of nutrition and formation, others are

also perceived. Leaves move in vegetables and in many of them the genital

organs also. Animals move their limbs and change their locality at will. In

(6) Naturgeschichte von Chili, p. 175.

(7) Geschichte Chil's, p. 63.

(8) An Introduction to Entomology, v. i, p. 110.

(9) Silliman, American Journal of Science, v. xv, No. 2, p. 357.

(1) Annales de Chimie, August, 1819, v. xi, p. 437.

(2) Memoire sur les Phenomenes qui accompagnent la contraction de la fibre musculaire.

Paris, 1824, 8vo.

(3) De I'influence des agens Physiques sur la vie. Pans, 1824, p. 551.
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short, every living body may be compared to a perpetual movement, more or

less perceptible and of varied rapidity and force, dependent on an inherent

povrer.

Let us endeavour to trace the movements of organized bodies, and to show

the causes and conditions,— an inquiry forming one of the most diflScult pro-

blems of physiology. The surest mode of attaining this end seems to be, to

enumerate, seriatim, the movements that are observed in animals and vegeta-

bles, to point out the parts and organs which execute them and make known

the circumstances in which they occur. We shall afterwards compare the

movements of the two groups of Jiving beings, in order to discover how far

they are similar, analogous to, or different from, each other. We shall thus

arrive at the search after the causes and powers on which they depend, and the

discussion as to whether they are produced by the same or different powers.

I think it better to commence by the movements of animals, which are more

manifest and better known.

CHAPTER FIRST.

Of the. Movements of Animals.

CCCCXXXII. We distinguish, in animals, movements of solids and of

fluids. The former are generally shown by alternations of contraction and

extension, either of sensible oscillations as in muscles, or without perceptible

oscillations, as in the mucous and other non-muscular tissues. The move-

ments exhibited by liquids are in a great measure communicated to them by

the walls of the cavities which contain them. The globules, however, enter-

ing into the composition of the formative liquids possess the faculty of self-

movement in certain circumstances, as occurs in blood globules and those

called spermatic animalculae. Movements are likewise seen proceeding from

an afflux of fluids towards parts which are thereby rendered swollen and

turgid. These are the movements of turgescence, which are more particu-

larly observed in the genitals of both sexes. There also exist movements

connected with the acts of formation, growth and nutrition, which, though

not hitherto remarked by the senses, we are authorized to admit, judging

from the effects of formation, growth and nutrition. We shall call these the

movements of formation and nutrition. Finally, the manifestations of activity

peculiar to the nerves probably accompanied by movements, which are also

imperceptible to immediate observation, but the reality of whose existence

is supported by many arguments. Let us examine more closely these dif-

ferent classes of movements.

P p
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Movements produced by the Muscles.

CCCCXXXIII. Animals execute their most palpable and energetic

movements by means of flesh or muscles. The latter, as has been already

stated, (CXXIII,) have a particular tissue, the muscular fibre, for a base.

Cellular tissue combines the fibres into fasciculi, and these into bundles,

between which the larger blood vessels and nerves, in most animals, are

ramified down to the most minute. During life, so long as the muscles are

nourished and are fully connected with the vascular and nervous systems,

they possess the property of shortening themselves or of contracting, under

the influence of what are called stimuli, afler the cessation of which they

again extend and return to their primitive station.

CCCCXXXIV. The exciting influences to muscular contraction present

vast difi'erences in their nature. Sometimes they are nervous excitations, or

manifestations of activity produced in the living nervous apparatus, and which,

transmitted by nerves entering into the composition of muscles, determine

contractions, a fact occurring in movements performed in animals by the will,

such as those of the limbs, of the organs of sense, of the parts of the mouth,

of the masticatory organs, of those of deglutition and of the voice. There are

other movements induced by nervous influence which are not subject to the

will in ordinary circumstances, but are performed in an automatic and

rhythmic manner, such as those that accompany respiration, which renew

the respiratory media in the organs of respiration or their neighbourhood.

Sometimes liquids of diffierent kinds, by their stimulus, determine the con-

traction of hollow organs that are externally covered with muscular layers.

Thus the blood poured from the venous trunk into the heart's cavity during

the expansion of its muscular parietes, is the stimulus which excites it to

contraction. The digestive fluids secreted in the alimentary sac, the saliva,

the gastric and intestinal fluids, the bile, the pancreatic juice, occasion an

excitation in its mucous membrane, inducing it to contract. Urine collected

in the bladder is the stimulus which influences it to contract. Matters intro-

duced from without into hollow organs provided with muscles, likewise

determine movements in the latter. To this head belong the food and drink

which enter the alimentary canal, as also the air introduced into the lungs(4)

and trachea. Light arriving at the eye must also be reckoned among the

external excitants, since, by acting on the nerves, it produces movements in

(4) This must be an oversight of the leai'ned author. It is not the air which enters the lungs

that produces the muscular movements of the thorax ; on the contrary, Jhe movements are the

cause, not the consequence of the entrance of aeriform fluid. The origin of such movements is

to be found in the accumulation of venous blood, and in the sympathies excited by its presence

between the absorbing and secreting surface of the lungs and the external muscles, whose action

permits the entrance of air to effect a change in that blood.

—

Trs.
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the iris. The same applies to sound, which, by stimulating the tympanum,

excites the muscular fibres of this membrane to contraction.

CCCCXXXV. When muscles of a living animal are laid bare, or

examined immediately after being detached from a body enjoying life, their

bundles, disposed in parallel lines to each other, appear straight. But when

any excitement, a mechanical action, a chemical impression, or the afflux of

electricity, causes them to become active, they contract. The bundles and

fibres of these organs, representing solid masses, fixed to bones, shells, or

other parts, shorten, bend, form undulating lines, and the muscle, in its

totality, appears wrinkled, shortened, thicker and harder at its middle.

Hollow muscles, such as the heart and those constituting raembraniform

expansions, such as the membranous coat of the alimentary canal and. of

the bladder, contract, when stimulated, in the direction of their fibres, so as

more or less completely, to destroy the cavity. When excitants cease to

act on the muscles, they relax and extend ; they become soft, the undulations

of their fibres disappear, their extremities become more distant from each

other, and they resume their former situation. Hollow muscles extend in

the circumference. Every muscle that has remained for some time in a state

of contraction, in consequence of the continued action of a stimulating agent,

also eventually relaxes.

CCCCXXXVI. The question whether muscles, in contracting in conse-

quence of the application of an exciting cause, change their volume and

density, has furnished a subject for numerous controversies. Some physi-

ologists maintain they do increase in volume ; others, on the contrary, assert

that they become smaller and at the same time increase in cohesion and

specific gravity ; others again say that neither of these effects takes place,

and think that muscles only gain in thickness, during contraction, what they

lose in length. When I treat in detail of the manifestations of life of the

muscles in man, I shall return to the examination of the experiments which

support these different opinions. It is probable, that the contraction of

muscles is accompanied with an actual increase of cohesion, and one of the

principal arguments in favour of this hypothesis is, that the contracted

muscles are capable of bearing, without laceration, heavier weights than

dead muscles. The cohesion of muscles appears, on the other hand, to

diminish, when they relax and are extended.

CCCCXXXVII. Haller, on the foundation of his instructive experiments,

erected the power which living muscles have of contracting under the action

of stimuli into an organic force of a special kind, which he called irritability.

Other physiologists have given the name of myotility or muscular contrac-

tility(5) to this power. Its effects differ from all the movements induced

I

'

^ . . ^

,
(5) Chaussier and most subsequent anatomists of the French schools.
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by mechanical or chemical causes. The partisans of the iatromathematical

school frequently confounded them with those of elasticity, which is shown

by a simple reaction inverse to a mechanical action exerted on an elastic

body, and the consequence of which is never greater than the cause which

produced it. Muscular contraction exhibits very different results. When
the excitement which induces it is mechanical, the effect far exceeds the

cause, and there exists between them no physical connexion resembling

that which is observed in the phenomena of elasticity. The slightest contact

of a muscle with the point of a needle often produces more vehement con-

tractions than a great exterior violence. Another and stronger argument

against this doctrine is taken from the very energetic effects produced in

muscles without any mechanical cause, as the influence of nervous and che-

mical excitations testify.

CCCCXXXVIll. In regard to the conditions in which muscular irrita-

bility enters into play, the following is what observation and experiments

have discovered on this point;

1. The muscles must be nourished, which supposes the free influx of

nutritious fluid into them.

2. They must be in connexion with the nervous system.

3. They must meet with external stimulating causes.

CCCCXXXIX. The afflux of nutritious fluid to the muscles, in all ani-

mals provided with a sanguineous vascular system, is effected by numerous

vessels which ramify in them. In animals, having no vascular system, the

nutritious fluid seems to be conducted to the muscles by cellular tissue. The

arteries which go to the muscles and convey arterial blood to them, divide

in the cellular tissue, which runs between the fleshy bundles, and are resolved

into very minute nets, surrounding the muscular fibres, whose arrangement

with regard to the latter has not been yet discovered, on account of their ex-

ceeding minuteness. All that can be said is, that the living muscles are nou-

rished by the blood, which reaches them by an innate activity, attracting the

constituents of the fluid and combining them with the muscular fibres, whose

characters they take, while, meantime, the arterial blood becomes venous.

The size of the arteries and the quantity of blood conveyed to the muscles are

proportionate to the bulk of the latter, as also to the force and duration of the

contraction, which stimuh, acting on them, excite. Veins convey from the

muscles the blood which has been thus modified in its composition.

The afflux of arterial blood is the more necessary to the retention of the

power possessed by muscles of contracting on the application of stimuli, as

these organs are nourished, in consequence of a special activity, and are thus

maintained in the conditions of composition and organization, which render

them fit to exercise their proper manifestations of activity. Arterial blood

appears also to re-establish in muscles whatever has been changed by
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contraction. Iftherebe any impediment to its free afflux thither, if the vessels of

muscles are tied or cut across, they speedily lose the power of contracting un-

der the influence of stimuli, as the experiments of Stcnon, Haller, Fowler,

and others certify, thus proving that this power is dependent on nutrition.

CCCCXL. As the preparation of arterial blood necessary to the mainte-

nance of muscular irritability depends on the ingestion of aliments, the secre-

tion of the digestive fluids, the assimilation of food in the organs of digestion;

on the absorption of fluidified and assimilated alimentary matters, on respira-

tion and circulation, all these functions participate indirectly in the preserva-

tion of the vital faculty which muscles possess of contracting whenever a sti-

mulus acts on them. If an animal is deprived of food, if, therefore, nutritive

fluid is neither prepared nor absorbed, the quantity of blood is diminished, the

consequence of which is the impoverishment of the nutrition of the muscles,

the diminution and finally the exhaustion of their contractility, as is observed

in animals that die of hunger.

If animals are placed in circumstances when there is interruption or stop-

page of respiration, either by the destruction of the respiratory organs, or by'

their impermeability to air, or by the withdrawal of the respiratory media, or,

lastly, by immersion in irrespirable gases, the formation of arterial blood is

stopped, and the living contractile faculty is extinguished in the muscles. The

vigour and duration of the movements of animals are in direct ratio with the

arterialization of the blood, the degree and development of their respiratory

organs, the quantity of oxygen they consume in respiration, and of the carbonic

acid they exhale.

If the blood of animals be withdrawn by opening the great vascular trunks,

or if the heart be torn out, or the free communication of the divisions of the

vascular tree, indispensable to the maintenance of the circulation, be interrupt-

ed, the muscular power is likewise shortly extinguished. It is also annihilated

when the specific composition of the blood necessary to the continuance of

nutrition is destroyed by poisons.

It is plain, therefore, that muscular contractility is dependent on haematosis

and on all the functions that assist in it.

CCCCXLI. The muscles of all animals in which a nervous system has

hitherto been discovered, as the mammifera, birds, reptiles, fishes, Crustacea,

arachnida, insects, mollusca, and annelida, contain nerves. The same thing

seems to occur in several entozoa and radiaria. In actinia alone it is doubt-

ful whether the fibres, analogous to muscles and found in the skin, are pro-

vided with nerves, since no nervous system has been as yet discovered in these

• aniaials. The nerves pass between the muscular bundles, ramify and are re-

duced to very minute net-works, which are interwoven with the muscular fibres.

The most delicate ramifications do not appear to be free at the extremity, but
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to anastomose together into arches and form bundles, as Prevost and Dumas,

have lately discovered by aid of the microscope.

CCCCXLir. Violent disputes have been raised as to the part which the

nerves proceeding to muscles take in the movements, and whether they essen-

tially contribute to the maintenance of the contractile faculty. Haller and his

disciples, Fontana, Metzger, Bichat, and others, considered this power to be sui

generis, inherent in the living muscular fibres, altogether independent of nervous

influence, and only subjected in muscles governed by the will, to the action

of the nerves, which in this case serve as conductors of the stimulus intended

to excite contraction. They found their opinion on the fact of the muscular

power being altogether different from that of living nerves in its manifestations,

which consist in manifest and visible oscillations and movements, that are not

perceivable in nerves ; also on the circumstance that after the destruction of

the brain and spinal cord, or after having communication with the nervous sys-

tem, stopped, either by tying or cutting their nerves, or even when, after being

separated from the bodj'', the muscles continue for some time to contract,

under the influence of divers stimulants to whose action they are submitted.

Other physiologists, Whytt, Monro, Unzer, Prochaska, Legallois, &c.,

who regard the nervous power as the prime principle of the hfe of animals

and of all their movements, did not see in muscular contractility a power

sui generis, existing independently, but considered it dependent on the influ-

ence of the nervous system, and communicated to the muscles by the nerves.

They thought themselves authorised to presume it, because nerves enter into

the composition of all muscles, as well those which obey the will as those

which, free from its dominion, act in a purely automatic manner; because

muscles contract quite as well when the nerves are irritated as when the

stimulus is applied to themselves ; because muscular contractility is extin-

guished after th,e employment of narcotics and other substances destructive

to the nervous power ; lastly, because, after the destruction of the brain and

spinal cord, after the section or ligature of their nerves, muscles cease to con-

tract by the influence of excitants.

CCCCXLIII. Both parties have gone to extremes in this dispute, and the

truth appears to be between the two opposite opinions, so far as observation

and experiments allow us to judge. Haller and his disciples were wrongs

and went counter to the idea of organism, in which all the manifestations of

activity and the powers are mutually connected, in attributing to the muscles

a faculty altogether independent of the influence of the nervous system. But

his opponents committed the fault of denying the existence of a special power

inherent in muscles and causing them to contract when subjected to stimu-

lants; of attaching too much importance to the part which the nervous

power plays in the nervous phenomena of muscular contractility ; and of
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considering as a cause of the contraction of muscles what is only a simple

condition of it.

We must certainly, with Haller, regard the faculty which muscular fibres

have of contracting, as a special force inherent in the fibres, but the main-

tenance of which depends on nutrition and the nervous influence, as Gautier,

Scarpa, Hildebrandt, PfafF, and others, endeavoured to show, because nerves

enter into the composition of all muscles, as well those which obey the will

as those which act without its impulse; whence it may be concluded, that the

part of nerves is not simply to conduct stimuli for the purpose of producing

contractions, as in muscles subject to the dominion of the will, but that they

are, moreover, an essential condition in the very vital manifestations of those

organs. This condition, doubtlessly, consists in the communication by the

nerves which ramify in the muscles, of an aptitude to be affected by excitants,

to be excitable ; or in the action of the stimuli which affect the muscles and

cause them to contract, being immediately on their nerves, and only inducing

the contraction of the muscular fibres by means of an action in the latter.

Perhaps, also, the nerves act an essential part in the nutrition of muscles at

the expense of the arterial blood, and in this manner may be a necessary con-

dition for the maintenance of muscular contractility.

In favour of the former part attributed to the nerves in the excitement of

muscular contraction, it may be advanced, that when stimulants are directly

applied to the nerves which ramify in the muscles, they determine convulsions

as certainly, and for the most part even more vehemently, than when they act

on the muscles themselves. In this case it also seems impossible to exclude

the action of nerves, because they are divided into the most minute threads in

the very substance of the muscle, and should, consequently, be affected by the

stimulus acting on the exposed muscle. As a stimulus which acts on the sur-

face of a niusde, frequently the slightest touch with the point of a needle, pro-

duces a rapid contraction of all the bundles and fibres ; but as these are only

situated near each other and do not form one body, and as they are only con-

nected together by nerves and blood vessels, it is probable that the nerves are

the means of the rapid propagation of the stimulus. Moreover, the stimuli

that determine contractions in muscles not under the influence of the will, as

the diflferent fluids, do not act immediately on the muscular substance itself,

but on a membrane which lines the interior of hollow muscles ; in the heart this

is the membrane which lines the sanguineous vascular system : in the alimen-

tary canal, the bladder, and other hollow organs, it is a mucous membrane.

Hence it may be presumed, that the action of the fluids, exerting a stimulating

power over the muscular fibres, is directly induced by the living nervous fibres

of these membranes, and that it produces in the fibres a change whose result

is the contraction of the muscles. Finally, it may be alleged in favour of this
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opinion, that narcotic substances and many other poisons which destroy the>

nervous energy, also annihilate the faculty which muscles have of contracting

under the influence of stimulants, when the naked nerves are only bathed in

liquids of that kind.

It is, therefore, probable that the excitations which produce contractions in

the muscles act in the first place on the nerves, and that a change in these pre-

cedes the movements or convulsions of the muscular fibres, or that the nerves

communicate to the muscles the power of being aifected by stimulants, and that

these act through the medium of the nerves. But though the contractile muscular

fibres appear to require the nervous influence in order to enter into action, it is

impossible to deny in them a special power of contraction, and to consider the

contraction as a pure effect of the nervous energy, for the living nerves cannot

communicate to them a faculty which they themselves do not possess.

The opinion that the nerves may, moreover, contribute to the maintenance

of muscular contractility, by causing the nutrition of the muscles at the expense

of the arterial blood, rests on the fact of muscles whose nerves have been

divided speedily shrinking, diminishing in volume, at the same time that their

manifestatious of contractility are weakened. (6)

We shall return to this controversy when speaking of muscular contractility

in man, and shall discuss more in detail the arguments -pro and cow. that have

been advanced on either side.

CCCCXLIV". Although the duration and persistance of the power pos-

sessed by muscles of contracting under the influence of excitants depend on

their connexions with the sanguineous vascular system, on the free afflux of

arterial blood, as also on their junction with the nervous system and nervous

influence, yet (his faculty is known to remain for some time, though weakened,

in muscles which have been separated from the animal body. The heart torn

from the chest, portions of the alimentary canal, and of the detached muscles,

contract under the influence of excitements of various kinds. This eff"ect takes

place, either when the muscles are directly irritated, or when irritants are

applied to their isolated nerves.

Among these excitements are reckoned,

1 . Mechanical contact of a muscle, or of its nerves, with the point of a

needle or scalpel, or the act of pricking or pinching.

(6) This is only a proof that the nerves indirectly influence the nuti'ition of the muscles. In

the case alluded to, the latter diminish in volume and function because one of the conditions to

their functional activity is abstracted; the consequence is, that their office is not performed, and
then, like every other organ, they become flaccid and diminished. We incline to think, that

the immediate conditions of nutrition exist in the organised muscle itself, and that the nerves

only indirectly, or as stimulants to the exercise of function, influence the increase, by their

presence, or the decrease by their absence, of the nutrition of the muscular tissue. In fact, to

say otherwise would be to agree with Whytt and the other partisans of nervous influence, who
attribute even the contractility of the muscle to it.

—

Trs.
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2. If a muscle or its nerves be moistened with alcohol, ether, acid, alkali,

salts, metallic oxides, or various other vegetable or animal matters, it con-

tracts.

3. Even air, coming in contact with a recently exposed muscle, often ex-

cites oscillations in it.

4. Heat, acting on the muscles or their nerves, likewise induces contractions.

5. Electricity, both that elicited by friction and that proceeding from con-

tact, is one of the strongest excitants in bringing muscles into action. If the

electric fluid be made to flow, by a metallic wire, from a muscle or its exposed

nerves, or if an electric spark be made to fall on it or them, the muscles sud-

denly contracts. If the two poles of a galvanic pile be placed in contact,

either with different parts of a muscle, or with the muscular substance and

its nerves, directly or by the medium of a conductor, violent contractions take

place. Electricity for the most part excites muscles to contract, when

other stimulants have ceased to act on them,

CCCCXLV. The duration of the living contractile faculty, in muscles sepa-

rated from the body, varies according to the classes of animals and the mus-

cles themselves. It is sooner extinguished in warm-blooded animals, mam-

mifera, and birds, than in cold-blooded animals, reptiles, fishes, Crustacea,

insects, mollusca, and worms, in which it often remains for several hours. Of

the different muscles of an animal, contractility generally persists longer in

the heart, the alimentary canal, and the diaphragm, than in the muscles

fixed to the skeleton. The duration of this property also varies according to

the age and states of life of animals, as likewise, according to the seasons, the

temperature, and a number of other influences, which act upon animals and

modify their conditions of vitahty. The muscles of young animals contract

for a longer period than those of old ones, when irritated. Animals exhausted

by hunger lose their contractile power sooner than those which are well fed

and in the full exercise of their faculties. When an animal has been killed by

the irrespirable gases, carbonic acid, azote, carburetted hydrogen, sulphurous

vapour, &c., its muscles contract but feebly, or do not contract at all, when
irritated. Some poisons also totally annihilate muscular contractility. The
persistance of this faculty is also changed by very many influences which act

on the muscle, even when separated from the body. It remains longer in air

moderately warm than in that which is very hot or cold. The muscles remain

longer contractile in atmospheric air and in oxygen than in the irrespirable

gases. Caustic alkalis, concentrated acids, narcotic substances, strong elec-

tric shocks, made to act on muscles or their nerves, very rapidly annihilate in

them the power of contracting when irritated. The persistance of muscular

contractility, therefore, varies considerably according to difl'erent circum-

stances.

Q Q
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CCCCXLVI. These vital phenomena of muscles detached from the body

are to be considered as the consequences of particular conditions of organiza-

tion and of composition on which muscular contractility depends, and which

still remain for a short time. Haller and his disciples have adduced them as

a main proof in favour of their doctrine that the muscles are endued with a

special force, independent of the rest of the body and of the nervous system.

In doing this they started with an assertion without any proof, namely, that

the nerves which are disconnected from the entire nervous system, particu-

larly from the brain and spinal cord, lose immediately their vital property of

responding to excitations. It is, however, probable, that the nerves which

enter into the composition of muscles preserve their excitability for some time,

as well as the muscular fibres their contractility ; it is also probable, that in

muscles separated from the body stimuli act, by means of the nerVes, on the

muscular fibres which they thus determine to contraction. An additional cir-

cumstance authorizing us to conclude that excitability exists in the nerves dis-

tributed to muscles, after their section and separation from the body, is that a

simple touch or stimulation by chemical agents on the nerves, suffices to pro-

duce convulsions in the muscles. Moreover, the action of narcotic sub-

stances and of a great number of poisons which annihilate nervous energy may

be adduced. If the nerves of muscles separated from the body of an animal

living, and still possessing great irritability, be plunged into a solution of opium,

or into hydrocyanic acid, it is impossible subsequently to excite convulsions,

whatever irritation is directly applied to the muscles. We are, therefore, un-

der the necessity of admitting that the convulsions observed in muscles, sepa-

rated from the body, are connected with the persistance, during some time,

both of contractility in the muscular fibres and of excitability in the nerves

which are distributed to the muscles,

CCCCXLVII. In studying muscular movement, we are led to the following

questions :—Upon what depends the power which muscles have of contract-

ing when irritated, or what is the cause of muscular irritability ? What are

the intimate changes that are effected in muscles when they contract, and how

do excitants then act? Notwithstanding the multiplied efforts of skilful phy-

siologists, and spite of the numberless hypotheses that have been imagined,

these questions are as yet unresolved. In this place, when it is only my in-

tention to sketch the manifestations of life in the muscles, I do not propose to

state these hypotheses and submit them to discussion, the more as I shall

treat of them in speaking of muscular contractility in man. I shall content

myself with announcing the opinion in favour of which the majority of facts

speak, and which I regard as the most probable.

The property possessed by muscles of contracting under the influence

of excitants doubtlessly depends immediately on the peculiar material
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constitution of the living muscular fibres, on their chemical composition and their

organization, conditions in which they are maintained by nutrition, like the

rest of the body of which they are a part. In favour of an intimate con-

nexion between the material state of muscles and their contractile power, it

may be alleged that all the influences which modify their chemical com-

position and organization also produce changes in the effects of contractility.

Every contraction of a muscle supposes an excitement, which appears in

the first instance to produce a manifestation of activity in its nerves, and

determines, in the living muscular tissue, a change, the consequence of which

is contraction. In our present knowledge, the only exact idea we can have of

the phenomena of life in muscles, is that the change occurring in the muscles

is accompanied by an approach or contraction of the particles constituting

the muscular fibres, an approach which differs in its phenomena and causes,

from all other kinds of attraction, such as are seen in inorganic, dead matters.

The great vehemence with which irritated muscles contract, and the ponde-

rous nature of the bodies which, in this state, they are capable of raising,

whilst after death a slight weight will very easily lacerate them, render it

probable that the shortening of the fibres at the moment of theu* action is the

result of an augmentation of cohesion, of density, and of attraction of the

particles constituting them.

Although it is proved, that the nervous system produces stimuli excitant

of the contraction of muscles subject to the command of the will, and that

feasible reasons exist for admitting that those of the muscles, independent of

such command, likewise act through the medium of the nerves, the mode

and agent by which the nerves change the muscular fibres and induce them

to contract, are still unknown. It is not known whether the nerves, when

producing a change in the muscular fibres, deposit any particular matter in

them, either ponderable or imponderable, or whether the change which is

followed by contraction, is not effected by a mutual reaction of the nerves

and nourished muscular substance. It is probable, that the nerves furnish

an imponderable agent to the muscular substance, or perhaps they act on the

muscles by an electrical discharge, whence the change essential to contrac-

tion is produced. Ignorant of the mode of action of nerves on muscles, we

are not better acquainted with the changes that occur in the latter when they

contract. It may be presumed, either that the fibrine forming the base of

the muscular fibres is brought by the nervous influence to a greater degree

of density, or that perhaps a coagulable matter, albumen, passes from the

blood into the fibres, and there becomes coagulated. In favour of this

hypothesis it may be advanced, that the blood, in coagulating, exhibits phe-

nomena of concentration and condensation of its coagulable parts, and that
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many influences which determine its coagulation are similar to the excitants

which induce contractions in living muscles. But as muscles which are

contracted return to the state of extension after the removal of the stimulus,

some change opposite to that which caused their contraction must occur,

putting an end to the state induced by the exciting influence of such stimulus.

This is a point on which there is a total obscurity.

CCCCXLVIII. From the preceding it follows, that by the word muscular

power, we designate the unknown cause of known effects, a cause which is

inherent in the specific matter of living, nourished muscles. The continuance

of this power depends both on the acts of nutrition by which muscles are

maintained, at the expense of the nutritious fluid, in their special conditions

of composition and organization, and on the nervous influence which commu-
nicates to them the aptitude to be changed and brought into movement by

excitants.

CCCCXLIX. The great majority of animal movements, both those of the

whole body and limbs, and of the internal organs, together with the liquids

contained in their cavities, are produced by muscles. Though when excited

they contract and are shortened, yet the mechanism by which the move-

ment is efi'ected varies according to their configuration and mode of applica-

tion. The muscles representing thick masses, the bundles of which are laid

in straight lines by each other, are for the most part connected with sohd parts,

variously formed and jointed together so as to be capable of movinghke levers.

Sometimes muscles are applied exteriorly to these parts, as is the case in the

bones of mammifera, birds, reptiles and fishes; sometimes, as in Crustacea and

insects they are situated within hollow, calcareous or horny parts ; sometimes

they are inserted on earthy shells, as in bivalve and multivalve mollusca. In

such muscles a head, a middle part or body, and extremity are recognised.

The head and extremity are always fixed to two or more different bony, cal-

careous or horny parts, whilst the body passes over one or more articulations.

When a muscle of this kind contracts, by the stimulus of the will through the

medium of its nerve, the head and extremity approach each other, and the

moveable parts on which they are inserted move likewise towards each other,

provided they are equal in mass. But if the part whence a muscle originates

is fixed and immoveable, or if it be larger than the part in which the muscle

ends, the latter is moved, during contraction, towards the former which is

less moveable or is immoveable. In this case the part where the muscle

commences is called the fixed point and that where it terminates, the move-

able point.

Other muscles originate from solid parts or bones, and are inserted into

soft or moveable parts, as those of the lips, of the palate, of the pharynx, of
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Jhe tongue, of the external part of the nose, of the outer ear, the globe of the

eye, and the genital organs. "When such muscles are acting, the soft parts,

which are moveable, approach the hard parts, which are not so.

All these muscles antagonize each other, that is to say, if the contraction

of one causes the movement of a limb or part in one direction, there is

another which in contracting moves the limb in a contrary direction. Anta-

gonist muscles are in opposite states to each other as regards their activity.

When a muscle contracts under the influence of the will, its antagonist is

relaxed and extended. The movements of animals and of their limbs

exhibit the greater diversity and complication as the number of articulations

is greater, as their form renders them more moveable in different directions,

and as the number of antagonist muscles is greater.

Movements are effected in a different manner by muscles that are hollow

and spread over the internal membrane of the vascular system, as also over

the mucous membranes. Of these muscles, some, as the heart, are made up

of an assemblage of several layers of fleshy fibres, which are interlaced in

all directions, others are formed of a layer of longitudinal and circular fibres,

as the muscular coat of the alimentary sac, of the bladder, oviducts, and

vesiculae seminales. When these enter into action, contractions take place

in all the directions of their constituent fibres, and the hollow organ becomes

shorter, at the same time that its transverse diameter is diminished. In con-

sequence of this contraction the internal hollow space disappears, and the

liquid occupying the cavity, or any other substance contained in it, is driven

out. After this expulsion, when consequently the stimulus to contraction is

no longer present, the muscular layers return to their state of extension and

their cavity again becomes filled. These muscles do not exhibit any antago-

nism resembling that which is observed in muscles that are stimulated to

action by the influence of the will.

CCCCL. It remains to point out the importance, in the animal economy, of

movements accomplished by muscles, and to show how far the continuance

of life, in animals, depends on muscular movements. The muscular parts pro-

duced by the plastic force in a certain order of succession in the growing

animal, and endued with a living contractile faculty of a specific nature, exert,

by the movements they perform, an influence essential to the preservation of

life. In the first place, these movements are important to the nutritive func-

tions, digestion, respiration, circulation, nutrition itself, and secretion. By the

muscles which surround the mouth and jaws, animals seize their food and tri-

turate it when it is composed of solids. Muscles effect deglutition and the

progress of alimentary matters in the digestive sac. The necessity for food,

made manifest by the nervous system, in the first instance affords the impulse

to these movements, though afterwards they are also produced at will. Food
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arrived at the alimentary sac excites the secretion of the digestive fluids and

induces the vermicular movement of the stomach and of the intestinal canal,

in consequence of which, after being mixed with the digestive juices, which

exert a dissolving action on it, it is moved on towards the absorbing sur-

face of the alimentary sac. Muscles also expel the undigested remnant of

the food in the form of excrement. Thus, digestion and chylification, that

function so indispensable to the preservation of life, are in dependence on

muscular movements. The conversion of the chyle absorbed in the intestinal

canal into blood, supposes respiration. This, in most animals, is accompanied

with movements executed by muscles, which renew the respiratory media in

the lungs, in the trachea, and about the branchiae. The stimulus which brings

the muscles of respiration into play is engendered, in an automatic manner,

in the nervous system. But animals may also, at will, accelerate or render

slow their respiratory movements, according to their necessities. As respira-

tion, all necessary as it is to the preservation of life, is accompanied with mus-

cular movements in the majority of animals, the maintenance of life would seem

to be in this view conditional on these movements.

The movements of blood in (he ramifications of the vascular system is chiefly

eff'ected, in all animals possessing a heart, by the contraction and expansion

of the muscular parietes of this organ. The cavities of the heart, during dila-

tation, receive blood from the venous trunks, and this produces in them a sti-

mulation which leads them to contract, the consequence of which is the pas-

sage of the blood into the arteries. The heart which, during a whole life,

executes continual and rhythmic movements, is one of the conditions of the

continuance of life, inasmuch as it sen<ls to all the organs the fluid necessary

to their nutrition, and whence they obtain the materials essential to the preser-"

vation of their composition, their organization, and vital properties. The elimi-

nation of humours from the blood in the secretory organs, also supposes an

afldux of blood to these organs caused by the heart. Moreover, the heart

returns to the respiratory organs the venous blood, mixed with chyle and

lymph, to be in them converted into nutritive fluid. Thus it is that the con-

tinuance of the life of animals depends on the movements of the muscular

heart.

It will be plain, after these details, that muscular movement acts an indis-

pensable part in the preservation of life in animals provided with muscles,

since without it the nutritive functions could not be executed.

CCCCLI. Animals move spontaneously and freely in the media they

inhabit. Even those which, like oysters, remain fixed at the bottom of the

sea, on rocks or other spots, and which are, in fact, unable to change their

locality, have nevertheless the power of executing movements of their bodies

in difl'erent directions, which changes they effect and cease to perform by their
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own activity. It is in consequence of such movements that we are in the habit

of saying that an organized body is an animal. The majority of animals are

furnished with special organs for movement, which consist of muscles which

are sometimes attached to the common integuments the skin, as in some

medusa, radiaria, entozoa, annelida, and most mollusca; sometimes are

inserted in horny or calcareous parts mixed with skin and articulated, as in

insects, arachnida, and cruslacea; sometimes are attached to bones concealed

within the body and moveable by articulations, as in fishes, reptiles, birds,

and niammifera. Comparative anatomy shows, that the structure of locomo-

tive organs exhibits, according to classes, orders, genera, and species, an infinite

variety in its disposition, and that the mechanism connected with the move-

ment corresponds in a wonderful manner with the physical constitution of the

media which animals inhabit. Here, again, it is the plastic force which

produces and continues the harmonious disposition of the organs of movement

in different animals.

Each kind of movement executed by animals, standing, walking, running,

leaping, creeping, clasping, digging, flying, and swimming, supposes a parti-

cular structure and a specific mechanical arrangement of the locomotive organs,

the effects of which have been profoundly studied and mathematically calcu-

lated by Borelli, Mayow, Barthez, and others. These movements, the ana-

lysis of which exceeds the limits of the general considerations in which I

am at present engaged, are of the utmost importance in the preservation of

the life of animals. By their aid they procure the conditions necessary to

their existence, go in search of their food and obtain it. By them they are

maintained in circumstances which render the prolongation of life possible, by

avoiding the influences and impressions which affect their nervous system in

a disagreeable and painful manner, or compromise their existence, by resisting

the attacks of their enemies, and by procuring for themselves whatever aids

their subsistence. By them, in short, animals react on the external world,

and modify it according to their wants.

Moreover, we observe, in the organs of sense of most animals, movements

accomplished by muscles, whose end is either to favour the reception of impres-

sions, to exclude or avoid them. Many animals are thus enabled, by movements

performed by muscles, to produce in the air during expiration, changes which

give rise to different sounds, whose use is mutually to communicate their intel-

lectual and moral states.

CCCCLIT. All these movements are important, in more than one respect,

for the preservation of the life of individuals. But there are hkewise others,

j^
also performed by muscles, which are indispensable to that of the species.

Among these may be reckoned the movements accompanying the exercise of

the sexual functions. In all animals which have these organs developed in
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distinct individuals, the approach of individuals, vrhich supposes locomotion,

is necessary to the accomplishment of the generative act. The organs of

copulation are necessarily brought into contact vpith each other by movements.

Movements produce, during the copulative act, in the genital parts, changes

the result of which is the outpouring of the generative fluids from their reser-

voirs. The exit of seed from the seminiferous ducts and seminal vesicles,

the progress of ova detached from the ovarium along the oviducts, hatching

and parturition, are all enacted by movements of muscles. The receptacles

which animals build for their eggs, their nests, the arrangements and different

tissues necessary to the maturation of the germ, are Hkewise executed by

muscular movements.

2. Movements produced by the Cellular and other Tissues.

CCCCLIll. All the movements of animals are not produced by muscles.

There is a set of animals entirely composed of cellular or mucous tissue, in

which, even by the microscope, neither muscular fibres nor any thing analo-

gous to them, are discovered, and which, nevertheless, are capable of moving.

Of this kind are infusoria, polypi, most radiaria, and some entozoa. Even

the most complicated animals exhibit movements in the cellular tissue, in the

membranes formed by this tissue, and in different other non-muscular tissues.

We will first examine the movements of gelatinous animals, after which we

will point out those of the tissues of superior animals which are not muscular.

CCCCLIV. The most simple infusoria, the monades, (Monas termo,

atomus, punctum,) representing only small round globules move vivaciously

in water in all directions. Wrisberg(7), O. F. Mueller(8), Spallanzani(9)

Schranck(l) and others, observed in them, during the movements neither

change of form, nor contraction nor expansion of substance. Volvoces ( Volvox

globator, punctum, covflictor, granulum, socialis, globulus, Sfc.) also perform

divers movements; they swim, turn on their axis, (urn over, and avoid each

other. Yet neither expansion nor contraction has been observed in them,

though Mueller(2) saw the small globules of which they are composed move.

(7) Observationum de animalculis infusoriis satura. Goettingen, 1765, 8vo.

(8) Vermium terrestrium et fluviatilium seu animalium infusoriorum, helminthorum, et

testaceorum non marinorum succincta histoiia. Copenhagen and Leipsick, 1773, in 4to.

Animalcula infusoria fluviatilia et marina. Copenhagen, 1786, in 4to.

(9) Observations et experiences faites sur les animalcules des infusions ; in Opuscules de
Physique Animale et Vegetale. Geneva, 1787, v. i, p. 1.

(i) On the manner in which infusoria perform their movements; in Denkschriften der
Miinchner Akademie, 1809-10, p. 3.

(2) Vermium terrestrium et fluviatilium historia, p. 29. Volvox conflictor. Dextrorsum
sinistrorsumque lente per intervalla rotatur, loco tamen raro movetur. Moleculae innumer«
inter circulum contentae in continuo motu et quasi in conflictu vehementi absque omni ordine,

hinc pro majori confligentium in alteram concursu sphaera aliquantisper dextrorsum vel sinis-

trorsum rotatur, moleculis eandem directionem sequentibus.
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The flat infusoria (Cyctidia, Paramecia, CoIpoJa and Gonia) proceed for

the most part slowly, in a straight line, and this they effect by turning some-

times to one sometimes to the other side, extending and shortening them-

selves, and causing changes in their form. This is particularly remarked in

the infusoria which Mueller(3) refers to the genus proteus and which at one

time appear round, at another angular. Here contraction and expansion

seem to take place in the different parts of the body. Of the cylindrical and

filiform infusoria, some dive to the bottom of the water by alternate con-

tractions and expansions . of their body, as the enchelis (gliscens, deses,

pnnctifera) and some vibriones, ( Vibrio vermicularis, truncatus, tripunclahis,)

others swim by undulatory movements of the bodj-^, as the Irachelius and

some vibriones (Vibrio lineola, Jluviatilis, serpentulus, aceti.) The move-

ments of flat and cylindrical infusoria are seen together in cercaria, fCercaria

incjuieta, letnna, ephemera, minuta,) according to Nitzsch's observations (4)

The thickest part of the body of these animals, whose inferior surface has a

sucker, serves for crawling, and they swim by undulations of their tail.

Rotifera, (Furcularia,) which are also composed of cellular tissue, and

whose oval body is anteriorly furnished with a part surmounted by appendices

or fringes, swim by agitating these appendices as quickly as possible. There

is no proof that these movements are effected by muscular fibres, as Dutrochet

thinks. (6)

CCCCLV. Polypi, composed of a soft, and gelatiniform membranous

mass, in which, by the aid of the microscope, nothing but small grains or

globules, without any muscular fibres, is perceived, move with varied velocity.

Hydra fix themselves to bodies bathed with water, to stones, plants, and

shells, by means of a sucking surface existing at their pedicle. Their body

is moveable, as well as their filiform arms. The former extends, is shortened,

and can bend in all directions. The arms may be extended, withdrawn, and

moved every way ; with them hydra seize the small animals, which serve

for their nourishment, and carry them to their mouths. According to Trem-

bley,(6) Roesel,(7) Schaefer,(8) as well as the observations of some others.

(3) Animalcula infusoria. Proteus diffluens, crystalHnus, teuax, tab. 2. Roesel Insekten-

Belustigungen, v. iii, tab. 101.

(4) Beitrage zur Infusorienkunde, oder Naturbeschreibung der Zerkarien und Bazillarien.

Halle, 1817, p. 15.

(5) Sur le mecanisme de la rotation chez les rotiferes ; in Annales du Museum d'Hist, Natur.,
V. xix, p. 351, V, XX, p. 369.—The Rotifera in which Dutrochet discovered muscular apparatus
are the Rotifer quadricircularis, R. alhevestUus, R. confervicola, and R. redivivus. The three

former, a species discovered and named by him ; the latter was known to, and experimented upon
by, Leuwenhoeck. They all differ from the animals called Brachionae, inasmuch as the latter

swim whither they please, whereas the others are fixed to one place.—Trs.

(6) Memoires pour servir a I'histoire d'un genre des polypes d'eau douce a bras en forme de
corne. Leyden, 1744, 4to, translated into German by Goeze.

(7) Historic der Polypen des siissen Wassers ; in Insekten-Belustigungen, v. iii, p. 433.

(8) Die Armpolypen in den siissen Wassern. Ratisbon, 1754-1765, 4to.

R R
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hydra can change their locahty, by fixing their arms on neighbouring bodies,

disengaging their pedicle, and applying it again to other objects. Sometimes

they allow themselves to be carried along with the stream. Crystatellse

proceed in the same manner.

Other polypi, resembling hydra in structure, and adhering to bodies

immersed in fresh or sea water, are not capable of locomotion. This is the

case with those that are united by a soft contractile tube, which is sortietimes

naked, as in the genera Vorticella and Corine, sometimes covered with a horny

envelope, as in the genera Serlularia and Tubularia. Here movements are

chiefly confined to the tentacula that surround the mouth. Nevertheless, the

body can only be shortened and extended; it may also in most sertularia,

according to Cavolini's observations, (9) enter the horny sheath, and again

leave it. Polypi of the genera Lohularia, Athelia, Xenia, and Amolhea,

which have shrivelled tentacula adhering to a common tube, are also inca-

pable of changing their locality. Their movements consist in contractions

and expansions of the body and tentacula. Neither does the power of loco-

motion belong to the tubipora, which, according to Quoy and Gaimard's

researches,(l) inhabit calcareous tubes, to which they are united by a con-

tractile membrane. The observations of these naturalists,(2) and those of

!Rapp,(3) show the same to be the case with polypi of the madrepora, which

are fixed in stiliform depressions of the calcareous case. These polypi move

their tentacula, leave the depressions of the case, and re-enter them.

The polypi, which produce ramified calcareous or horny corals, adhering

to rocks, as the genera Corallium, his, Gorgonia, &c., lie scattered in a thick

crust, which envelopes the common axis of the polypus case. Between this

crust and the axis is a thin layer, furnished with vessels, by which the polypi

are united to each other. The latter are provided with eight tentacula,

fringed, and capable of executing vivacious movements. They are able to

leave the crust and return to it.

Sea-feathers (Pennatula, Scirpearia, Pavonaria, Renila, Veretillum, Um-

bellariu) represent an aggregation of many polypi having eight fringed tentacula,

resting on a common symmetrical axis, and united externally by a contractile

membrane, internally by a calcareous peduncle. They are not fixed to

marine bodies, but only have their foot inserted in the sand. Each polypus

can move its tentacula independently of the others. It may be remarked,

however, that an irritation applied to one of them is soon propagated to the

(9) Memorie per servire alia storia di polypi marini. Naples, 1785, 4to, translated into

German by W. Sprengel. Nuremberg, 1813.

(1) Freyeinet, Voyage autour du monde. Partie Zoologique, p. 634.

(2) Annales des Sciences Naturelles, July, 1828.

(3) Ueber die Polypen im Allgemeinen und die Actinien insbesondere. Weimar, 1829, p. 38.
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Others, since, according to the observations of Bohadsch,(4) merely touching

one causes all the others to contract. It would appear from this, that all

polypi are organs or parts of the same individual, as Pallas, Cavolini, Olivi,

Cuvier, and Schweigger admit. But it is by no means proved, as some

naturalists assert, that they swim by simultaneous movements of their arras,

acting, as it were, like ours.

CCCCLVI. Acalepha, which are formed of a soft gelatinous substance,

easily reducible in water, execute exceedingly active movements. They

all swim with facility in the sea. The acalepha discophora, or medusa, the

animals of the genera Cassiopea, Rhizostoma, Cephea, Medusa, Cyanea, Pe-

/a^ta,£/j/«?/ra,^5'?/orea,&c., move by means of the clock-shaped disk, forming

the chief bulk of their body. By a sudden contraction of this disk, and chiefly

by the curling of its inferior edge downwards and inwards, the animal presses

on the mass of water contained in the excavation, and by this is moved

onwards. As a medusa, in a quiet state, falls to the bottom of the water,

frequent movements of the disk are necessary to keep the body at a certain

height in the liquid, and these are only effected by contraction of the cellular

tissue. The muscular libres which Gaede(5) believed he saw in the disk of

medusa, do not exist, according to the researches of Schweigger,(6) Rosen-

thal, (7) Eschscholtz,(8) and others.

Animals of the order of Acalepha ctenopkora, those belonging to the

genera Cesium, Cydippe, Callianira, Eudiaris, Mnemia, Beroe, Medea,

Pandora, &c., swim by movements of small foliaceous organs, situated one

above the other, forming close rows along the body, and acting as fins.

The Acalepha syphonophora, as the genera Eudoxia, Physalia, Rhizophysa,

Physophora, &c., swim by means of membranous prolongations of the body,

forming hollow surfaces. On the contraction of these prolongations, the

water is driven from the cavities, and the animal is pushed backwards. In

several animals of this order, as in the genera Rotaria, Fe/e//a, and Porpita,

there are bladders filled with air, which assist in swimming.

Most of the acalepha are furnished moreover with tentacula of various

length, variously shaped, hollow, full of fluid, very extensible and exceed-

ingly contractile. These for the most part communicate with bladders or

vessels situated within the body. Muscular fibres arranged in a circle and

lengthways are perceived in the parietes of the bladders and tentacula of

some acalepha. When the bladders contract, the fluid is driven into the

(4) De quibusdam animalibus marinis. Dresden, 1761, p. 120.

(5) Beitrage zur Anatomic und Physiologic der Medusen. Berlin 1816, 8vo. p. 22.

(6) Naturgeschichte der skelettlosen ungegliederten Thiere. p. 485.

(7) Beitrage zur Anatomie der Quallen; in Tiedemann and Treviranus Zeitschrift fiir

Physlologie, v. 1. p. 318.

(8) System der Acalephen. Berlin, 1829, 4to, p. 5.
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hollow tentacula, which dilate and becomo strait. When, on the other hand,

the tentacula contract, the fluid re-enters the bladders and the external

appendices are shortened. The tentacula serve the animals in seizing their

food.

CCCCLVII. Of the entozoa, the majority of which, as the Nematoidea,

the Acanthocephala and the Cesloidea, move by muscular fibres lying along

and across the inner surface of the skin, there are some in which these fibres

have not been discovered and whose body is composed of a mucous contractile

tissue, analogous to the gelatine of zoopbyta. This, according to Rudolphi's(9)

researches, is the case with the Trematoda, the animals of the genera Distoma

and Amphiostoma, the Scolex among the Cesloidea and the Echinococcus among

the Vesicularia. Neither did Duges()) perceive muscular fibres in Ptanaria,

which strongly resemble Distoma in their external form. Nevertheless these

animals possess the power of extending and shortening themselves, of bend-

ing and stretching in different directions, in short of creeping like snails.

CCCCLVIII. Thus we see many animals that execute movements com-

posed of a simple mucous matter. It is worthy of remark, that these move-

ments may, like those of muscles, be excited, changed, and suspended by

external influences and excitement,—a fact which was observed in infusoria

by O, F. Mueller, Wrisberg, Spallanzani, and others. These animals move

vivaciously with a moderate heat; but in cold, their movements become

slower, and at length stop. Spallanzani(2) saw infusoria animalculae, which

he had exposed to the vapqur of camphor, move in a rapid way, and retire

to the bottom of the water ; when the vapour was made very strong the

movement ceased and the animals perished. The addition of acids, of salts,

or alcohol, to infusoria, likewise suspended their movements and caused thorn

to perish. The same effect took place, according to Spall anzani's experi-

ments, when infusoria were exposed to the vapour of turpentine spirit,

tobacco-smoke, and sulphurous vapour. Gruithuisen(3) found that assafcetida,

added to an infusion, threw the infusoria into excessive agitation for several

minutes ; they afterwards became gradually quiet, and continued to live. A
saturated infusion of wild chesnut bark produced the same effect on them.

An infusion of Spanish tobacco changed their ordinary movement into a

rapid rotation on their longitudinal axis, which, however, did not prevent

their fixation at the same point, and which ceased after 15 or 20 minutes, when

the animals again began to swim in all directions as before. A drop of

(9) Entozoorum sive Vermium Intestinalium Historia Naturalis. Amst., 1808, v. i, p. 217.

(1) Froriep's Notizen aus dem Gebiete der Natur-und Heilkunde. Feb., 1829, No. 501,
p. 258.

(2) Loc. citat., p. 120.

(3) Beitrage zur Physiognosie und Eautognosie. Miinchen, 1812, p. 122.
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camphor solution placed in an infusion full of aniraalculx, killed them all in

a few minutes after making them turn round. The tincture of opium diluted,

stupified them and caused them to fall. Pure laudanum killed them in a few-

seconds. Rotifera existed for a long time in a solution of opium ; they fell

into a stupor, but soon recovered when fresh water was supplied to them.

Acids, common salt, alkaline solutions, sugar, syrup, alcohol, and infusion

of gall-nuts, killed infusoria rapidly.

If an electric current be passed through an infusion, the animalculae do not

die; but by a strong spark they are killed, as Saussure, Moscati, and Spal-

lanzani observed. (4) Gruithuisen saw infusoria stagger in their movements

after the discharge of a Leyden bottle into an infusion. He also saw them

die in drops of water, into which the poles of a galvanic pile were introduced,

especially when they approached either of the poles. They finished by

leaping and tumbling over. It is a fact, recognised and proved by numerous

experiments, that the movements of polypi, of medusa, of entozoa, mentioned

above, and of planaria* may be excited by heat, by mechanical or chemical

stimulants of different kinds, and by common or galvanic electricity.

But as these animals likewise move in a spontaneous manner, as their

movements are not excited only by external influences, and as the diriection

of these movements is regulated by themselves, it follows that internal stimu-

lations are equally capable of producing them. Yet no nervous any more

than a muscular system has been discovered in these animals. Physical

philosophers say that the nervous matter is mixed and compounded with the

mucous tissue. We are altogether ignorant of the mode in which stimuli,

that excite to movements, are produced in them.

CCCCLIX. The changes that occur in the mucous tissue during the pro-

duction of movements are as yet unknown. It is probable, that they consist

in a condensation and augmentation of cohesion eflFected by the stimuli. But

it is not known how or by what process this effect results from external or

internal stimulations. It appears, that in the contraction of the mucous

tissue, a liquid which this tissue contains, either in its intimate nature or in

particular ducts, is driven into the parts that are not contracted, in which it

causes an intumescence, that has been observed in such a distinct manner

in the arms and tentacula of polypi and medusa. In medusa, and also in

actinia, which, however, have muscular fibres, we also meet with a vascular

system containing fluid, communicating with the tentacula, as I discovered iu

asterias, sea-hedgehogs and holothuria, and by means of which the diminution

and intumescence of these animals' feet are effected. Physical researches

aflbrd no aid in determining whether the property possessed by the mucous

(4) Loc. cit., p. 125.
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tissue, of contracting by the influence of a stinaulus, is identical, in essence,

with the contractihty of the muscular fibres of other animals, or if it is only

a modification of it ; or, lastly, whether it should be considered as a force of

a special kind. Perhaps the exciting stimuli of movements produce in the

atoms of the mucous mass, a condensation resembling that which the nervous

influence determines in the globules of the muscular fibres of other animals.

It is certain, that the contractility of the mucous tissue is induced by excita-

tions, as muscular contractility is, and that both these vital phenomena are

altogether difi'erent from the effects of electricity and all other mechanical

movements.

CCCCLX. Long disputes have been raised between physiologists on the

question, whether the cellular tissue which enters into the composition of other

animals furnished with muscles, is endued with a vital power of contraction.

It cannot be denied, that the cellular tissue of living animals has the property

of contraction and condensation, although frequently very slowly and scarcely

perceptibly. If it is in a distended state and full of liquid, and the cause of

distension be removed or the liquid elicited, it gradually returns to itself and

regains its previous position. It also exhibits the phenomena of contraction

in wounds. These are likewise observed in membranes formed of cellular

tissue, the serous, synovial, and mucous, but chiefly in the excretory ducts of

glands, whose secreted liquids cause their distension, whilst on the evacua-

tion of these humours they return to themselves and are diminished in calibre.

The phenomena of contractility are not less evident in the dermoid tissue.

The same are observed in the parietes of arteries, of veins, and lymphatics,

the diameter of which depends on the degree in which they are filled with

fluids ; if these fluids are evacuated during life, the canals diminish and

contract ; when they are cut across, both ends separate in difi'erent dii-ections

and more forcibly than after death. These phenomena of contraction which

are remarked in very many non-muscular tissues, have been regarded by

some physiologists as the pure eff"ects of elasticity. But the proof that they

ought not to be referred to such a cause, is their disappearance immediately

or very shortly after death. Other physiologists see in ihem the effects of

muscular contractility. To this hypothesis it may be objected, that the con-

traction is not determined by the same stimulants as those which induce it in

muscular tissue, and that it is not accompanied, as in the latter case, with

oscillations followed by a palpable extension. Several physiologists, who
distinguished the movements perceived in these tissues, as well from the

effects of elasticity as from movements produced by muscles, regard them

as specific vital phenomena, and give them the name of tonic movements

;

the force which produces them they call tone, tonicity, and insensible organic

contractility. I shall fully examine this point of doctrine when speaking of the
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manifestations of life in man. All that 1 can state here is, that the cellular

tissue, the membranes which are formed of it, and the coats of arteries, veins,

lymphatic vessels, and of the excretory ducts of glands, are each possessed

of a contractile faculty, differing from elasticity. Analogy supports this

assertion, since it is by u similar power that animals altogether composed of

mucous tissue move.

3. Movements of Globules, or Organic Molecules, in the

Humours.

CCCCLXI. The liquids contained in the different spaces found in the bodies

of animals are principally moved by the contractile parietes of these spaces

;

but a movement peculiar to the globules constituting such liquids cannot be

denied. I have already shewn (CCLXV) that the globules of the blood

have the power of self-moverhent. C. Mayer(5) has very recently observed

by the microscope, the movements of the globules of blood flowing from

vessels, particularly in that of frogs, eels, of the Daphnia pulex, of the

Gammarus pulex, the Ostrea edulis, and of the foetus of the sheep.

CCCCLXII. The corpuscules contained in the seed of male adults, which

many naturalists have regarded as distinct animals, by the name of spermatic

animalculje, likewise move spontaneously. By the assistance of the miscros-

cope movements in the organic molecules contained in the seed of mammifera,

birds, reptiles, fishes, mollusca, and insects, varying according to species,

both in form and size, have been observed by LeHwenhoeck,(6) Hart-

soeker,(7) Va!lisnieri,(8) Buffbn,(9) Ledermueller,(l) Gleichen,(2) Spallan-

zani,(3) Bory St. Vincent,(4) and others. They saw this phenomenon, both

in the seed ejaculated by the animal, and in that taken from its ducts and

receptacles. The observations recently made by Prevost and Dumas(5) on

the seeds of different mammifera, birds, reptiles, and mollusca, prove that

these supposed spermatic animalculae are to be considered as essential parts

of the matured seed, just as the blood-globules are of the blood, and that

they perform spontaneous movements. Needham, Buffbn, Daubenton, and

(5) Supplimente zur Lehre vom Kreislaufe. Bonn., 1827, 4to, p. 67.

(6) Opera omnia. Epist. 113; Philos. Trans., 1677, No. I4l.

(7) Journal des Savans, 1678.

(8) Opera, v. ii, p. 105.

(9) Hist. Natur., v. ii, p. 253.

(1) Physikalische Beobachtungen iiber die Samenthierchen. Nuremberg, 1778, 4to.

(2) Abhandlung iiber die Samen—und Infusions—Thierchen. Nuremberg, 1778, 4to.

(3) Description des petits vers spermatiques de I'liomme et de divers animaux ; in Opuscules

de Physique Animale et Vegetale, v. ii, p. 1.

(4) Diction. d'Hist. Natur., v. iii, p. 35.

(3) Essai sur les animalcules spermatiques des divers animaux ; in Mem. de la Societe de

Physique et d'Hist. Natur. de Geneva, v. i, p. 180.
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Lieberkuhn say they have also seen similar mobile corpuscules in the fluid

found in the ovarian vesicles of some animals.

CCCCLXlll. The movements of globules contained in the formative

liquids, differ from those observed in the tissues and solid parts, inasmuch as

they are not accompanied by palpable contractions and expansions, at least

nothing of the kind has been hitherto observed. In this respect they resemble

the movements of the most simple infusoria, monades, and volvoces, in which

neither contraction nor expansion have been observed. They differ, however,

as regards the external influences or stimulations that act on them ; this is

particularly demonstrated in the case of the supposed spermatic animalculse.

Spallanzani remarked their movements to exist longer in heat than cold.

When they had been put a stop to by a low temperature, they were subse-

quently renewed by the stimulus of heat. The influence of solar light

stopped them. Prevost and Dumas remarked that electricity from a Leyden

bottle suspended the movements of the spermatic animalculse of the frog, and

that galvanic fluid did not produce the same eft'ect. Tt has not been as yet

decided by experiments, whether the movements of blood globules vary with

excitants; it is, however, probable.

CCCCLXIV. Under this head of movements should also, perhaps, be

ranged those of the ova or shoots of some polypi and of the germs contained

in the ova of mollusca. Grant(6) saw, by the microscope, the shoots of the

Lohularia digitata of Lamarck fAlcyonium lohatum of Pallas) resembling

globules, transparent on the edge, and surrounded by a circle of delicate

fringe ; they changed situations and swam in all directions. He even thought

he saw contractions during their progress. He likewise remarked that ova

move in the bodies of polypi. Similar movements have been observed by

him(7) in the ova of other species of polypi, of the Virgilaria mirabilis, of the

Campanularia dicholoma and the Gorgonia verrucosa. Swammerdamm(8)

found, on opening aPaludina vivipara, youug ones enc\osedm theirmembranes,

which turned somewhat rapidly in the water of the amnios, although, as he

says, they were not larger than pin-heads. The turning of the globules of the

yelk on their own axis, in the white of the ovum of the LymncBus stagnalis has

been remarked by Stiebel,(9) Hugi,(l) and Carus.(2) Hugi saw the yelk

with the embryon, as yet exceedingly small, turn nearly forty times in a minute

(6!) Brewster's Edinburgh Journal, No. 15, June, 1828.

(7) lb., No. 20, April, 1829.

(8) Bibel der Natur., p. 77.

(9) Ueber die Entwickelung der Teikhornschnecke, (Limnmus stagnalis) , in Meckel's Archiv.

der Physiologie, v. ii. p. 557.

(1) Oken's Isis, 1823, p. 213.

(2) Vonden ausseren Lebensbedingungen der weissund kaltbliitigen Thiei-e. Leipsick,

1824, p. 31.
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on itself; whereas Carus saw it turn only seven or eight times. The latter(3)

also observed the turning of the embryon with the yelk in the ova of the Palu-

dina vivipara ; he beheld a current of the white proceeding towards the deter-

mining points of the embryon, and he thinks the movement proceeds from the

attraction and repulsion of this fluid. Lastly, Leuwenhoeck(4) observed a

gyratory movement within the membranes of the ovum, in the very small

embryons of mussels.

4. Movements of Turgescence.

CCCCLXV. Besides the movements effected by the constriction of con-

tractile parts, there are others in which the humours are importantly con-

cerned. These are the movements of turgescence. According to Heben-

streit(5) and G. R. Treviranus's(G) observations, they consist in an expansion

and intumescence of soft parts, accompanied with an increased alflux of

blood, consequent on excitations applied to the parts. There is no part of

the animal provided with vessels, which is not liable to swell when stimulated.

The movements of turgescence are most particularly pronounced in the male

and female genital organs, especially those of copulation, the penis, clitoris,

and vagina, during the existence of venereal desires. However the internal

genital parts, the testicles, the ovaries, the oviducts and the womb, also

become turgescent. The vessels are always gorged with blood during ex-

pansions. The nipples are erected when touched or rubbed. In gallinaceous

and other birds, the combs and carunculee are seeti turgescent when the

animal copulates, or is enraged. The papillae of the tongue are likewise

susceptible of a certain degree of turgescence.

The skin and internal membranes, the serous, mucous, and synovial,

also swell when irritated, and a greater quantity of blood is then poured

into their vascular nets. If the skin be rubbed, or an irritating substance

applied to it, the blood flows towards it, and it becomes red, swollen, and

stretched. Heat and cold, especially when the transition from one to the

other is rapid, always cause a change in the aflilux of blood. More blood

is also sent to mucous membranes when irritated. This is very well seen

IB' the mucous membrane of the alimentary sac, which reddens, and is tume-

fied after the excitement which ingested food produces. If a serous or synovial

(3) Neue Beobachtungen iiber das Drehen des Embryos im Ey der Schnecken, in Nov, Act.

Acad, Cassar, Leopold,. Carolin., Natur., Curios., v. xiii. P. 2, p. 763. Tab. 34-

(4) Opera omnia seu Arcana Naturae. Leyden, 1722. Continuatio Arcanonim, p. 14.

Epist. 95.

(6) Doctrinae physiologieae de turgore vitali expositio. Leipsick, 1793, 4to.j translated with

notes in Reil's Arcbiv. fiir die Physiologic, v. i, p. 159.

(6) Ueber Lebens Turgescenz, in his Physiologischen Fragmenten, p. i, p. 57.

S s
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membrane be exposed to the air, or irritated in any mechanical or chemical

manner, a greater quantity of blood rushes towards its vascular congeries

and it becomes of a deep red or is swollen. Similar phenomena are observed

in glands that have been stimulated. Muscles, nerves, and other parts,

furnished with nerves, tumefy in the same inanner, in consequence of the

influx of a greater quantity of blood into their vessels, when they are exposed

or irritated.

CCCCLXVI. All parts, which in ordinary circumstances are capable of

undergoing palpable turgescence, as the penis, the clitoris, the internal genital

parts, the nipples, &c., have all the peculiarity of possessing numerous blood

vessels in their texture, interlaced into a network, and between which large

nerves run. The admission of a special erectile tissue is unsupported. A
stimulus proceeding from the nerves appears to be always the determining

cause of intumescence. This is sometimes produced by external excitants,

by touch, by friction, or heat; sometimes by internal excitations, by volup-

tuous ideas, or by mental emotions, anger, and shame. No movement of this

kind is induced by volition, as in the contraction of a muscle which is under

the control of the will. When an organ capable of entering into a state of

intumescence has been stimulated by any of the above influences, a greater

quantity of blood comes to its vessels ; it extends, swells, and becomes erect

and tense. Gradually the turgescence disappears, the blood flows ofi', the

part becomes flaccid, and regains its former dimensions.

CCCCLXVII. Physiologists are divided in opinion concerning the cause

of the phenomena of turgescence. They, however, agree in thinking that it

cannot be an eftect of the impulse given to the blood by the contraction of the

lieart, inasmuch as the latter only projects the whole of the blood to all parts

in a uniform manner, with varied rapidity and force, but cannot possibly make

it flow in greater abundance to any given part than to others. Some physiolo-

gists attribute turgescence to an increase of the movement of contraction

in the vessels, consequent on excitations acting on the organs, and causing the

influx of more blood to them. This cannot be the case, inasmuch as a more

vehement contraction of the vessels, which would diminish their calibre,

•would rather be an impediment to the afilux of blood. Others give the

vessels the faculty of dilating in consequence of nervous excitements, so

as to cause the blood to pour more plentifully into them. It may be objected

to this hypothesis, that such an active expansion of vessels has not been

observed, and no phenomena exist which authorize us to think that the con-

tractile parietes. of spaces expand when excited; the direct contrary is the

case on all occasions. It is therefore probable that the excitants which act

by the medium of the nerves exert an influence on the movement of the blood
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itself, determining its progress towards the parts, or that the nervous excitations

produce in the vessels of the stimulated organs, a state whose result is the

increase of the vital attraction which they exercise on the blood,(7)

5. Movements of Formation and Contraction.

CCCCLXVIII. In all animals there are movements connected with the

phenomena of origin and the formation of animal organisms and their parts,

with those of nutrition, of growth and decrease, and also with those of the

continual renewal of materials which is a condition of the continuance of life.

Such movements have not hitherto been immediately recognised by the senses,

but we are bound to believe their existence from the changes of consistence

and composition, of augmentation and diminution of mass, of structure, and

texture which animals exhibit in general and in all their parts during the con-

tinuance of life, all which cannot be imagined v/ithout continued internal move-

ments of the matter constituting them.

CCCCLX1X„ The first manifestations of life, when an animal is born, are

accompanied by movements in the matter of the germ, for the constituent parts

of this matter unite in a determinate matter, corresponding with the species

which has produced the germ, and thus represent an organic coalition. The

first movements of this kind occur before the formation of the blood, of the

blood-vessels, the heart, the muscles, and the nerves, and cannot, therefore,

be the effect of all these organs. On the contrary, we ought rather to consi-

der these as the products of the movements of formation. Once formed, they

contribute their part to the ulterior development of the germ, by virtue of the

vital powers which have been given to them by the plastic activity. Each

(7) The last sentence of this paragraph is a modification of the precding opinions of the

author on turgescence. The phenomena of lurgescence can by no means be attributed solely to

the movement of the blood-globules to a particular part. In this, as in every other operation of

the animal body, the solids also play a part ; what such part is, we opine to be the question

—

the self-motion of the globules is undoubted but 'conditional. They who say that turgescence

is the consequence of stimnli applied to the minute vessels, producing stronger contraction of

them, are very possibly correct as to the fact of contraction, though, as Tiedemann observes, such
contraction would have the effect of impeding the influx of blood. They, too, who suppose an
active dilatation of vessels suppose a thing which has neither analogical nor actual proof. Still,

though both ai'e wrong, and they may also both be right, there is primary contraction and sub-

sequent dilatation. Take the instance of the skin, susceptible as it is of ocular proof. In
rubbing the skin, the first effect observed is paleness or absence of blood ; this soon passes off,

and redness and a partially erectile state ensues. If the friction be again applied, paleness

again takes place, to be succeeded by even greater afflux of blood than before. This would seem
to show that the redness consequent on the paleness is also in pioportion to it. Now the latter

can only be caused by contraction of the minute vessels, and the fact of the application of me-
chanical pressure, as in friction, countenances this view. As the absence of blood then is accom-
panied by the vascular contraction, so are we authorized to conclude that the turgor and redness

are dependent on a state of the vessels opposite to contraction or expansion, which expansion, for

the reasons advanced in the text, cannot be active, but may be so far passive as to admit a more
full torrent of self-moving globules within their calibre, and thus constitute the state of turges-

cence. Tliis theory will be fouud to apply to the efiects of heat, cold, and mental emotions on
the skin ; for more or less paleness always precedes the rubor of that surface in summer or
winter, and of the act of blushing.— Tk's.
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tissue, each organ, each apparatus of an animal body has its own mode of

generation, and is developed in determinate directions, a fact which supposes

movements in the molecules during the work of formation. These movements

are not communicated from without to the organic matter of the germ, which

is capable of performing them of itself, and by a spontaneous activity.

Neither can we imagine the growth and increase of organs once formed

without movements, since in these acts they attract the particles of the forma-

tive fluid brought to them by the vessels, combine with them and cause them

to enter into their texture and structure. Moreover, all the animal parts

undergo, during their existence, changes in their volume, form, chemical com-

position, and texture. In the process of nutrition, and during the change

which their substance undergoes, constituent principles of the nutritive fluid

pass into their organic composition and are solidified, whilst molecules of the

latter return to the liquid state.

The movements of formation are, as is shown in CCCVII, diff'erent from

all those observed in bodies not endued with life, and cannot be explained by

any mechanical or chemical cause. It is on this account we considered them

as effects of a special organic force, the force of formation and nutrition.

Among these we have also reckoned the movements which accompany the

preparation and secretion of the humours.

CCCCLXX. The movements in question are performed, in the different

species of animals, in each part and organ, with special and determinate mo-

difications, which maintain them in action during a certain space of time. In

all complicated animals, the first impulse is given to plastic movements by the

act of generation. Although this act gives a specific direction to their

effects, yet they also depend, on external conditions and influences, on a

certain degree of heat, on the air, moisture, and alimentary matters. These

may even modify them, but within certain limits. Thus we see parts that are

exposed to a continual stimulation exhibit changes in their formation and

nutrition. Such is particularly the case in the phenomena of inflammation

which are developed in consequence of mechanical, chemical, and other

irritations; as also of a number of other pathological formations, which

proceed from unaccustomed irritations. Here, likewise, may be mentioned

the plastic phenomena which follow wounds.

CCCCLXXI. The movements which accompany the act of formation and

nutrition in animals in general, and of their parts, are the condition of all the

other visible movements, of the contraction and expansion of irritated muscles,

of the phenomena of the contractility of the cellular and other non-muscular

tissues, of the movements of the fluids, of the movements of turgescence,

inasmuch as the parts in which these are observed, are productions of the

plastic force, and only maintain the aptitude for the movements peculiar to
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them so long as they are nourished and nutrition continues them in the

possession of their vital properties.

6. Movements of the Nerves.

CCCCLXXII. Finally, movements appear also to accompany the manifes-

tations of activity of the nerves. In order that an external object, acting on

the peripheric extremity of a nerve in an organ of sense, shall excite a sensa-

tion, it is necessary that the change produced in (he nerve by the object

should be transmitted to the brain. If the immediate communication of the

sensitive organ with the brain by the nerves be interrupted, if the nerves are

divided, tied, or compressed, the excitation of the organ of sense is not

followed by sensation. Hence it is clear, that the impression received by the

peripheric extremity of the nerve should be propagated to the brain. Now
this is not conceivable without movement in the nerves. When a nerve which

has been distributed to a muscle has been irritated the muscle contracts. In

this case also, a change produced in the nerve by the irritation must be pro-

pagated from the irritated point to the muscle, which could not occur without

movements. Erasmus Darwin supposed the nervous membrane of the eye to

be composed of mobile fibres, which were excited to contractions as irritated

muscles are. He also said the other nerves were composed of mobile fibres.

But hitherto no movements have been perceived in stimulated nerves, except

those which depend on the contractility of the cellular tissue. The phe-

nomena, however, which have been mentioned oblige us to admit movements

in the nervous substance, either that itself suffers some displacement, or that

a subtle matter, perhaps of the imponderable kind, moves in it in the manner

of a current. In short, without change of locality, that is, without move-

ments, we can form no idea of the action of hving nerves.

CHAPTER SECOND.

Of the Movement of Vegetables.

CCCCLXXIII. Plants also execute movements, and motility cannot be

considered as a property exclusively belonging to animals, as some naturalists

have asserted. It is true that vegetables, being fixed to the earth by roots, do

not change their locality at will like animals ; but we perceive automatic move-

ments in them, which accompany their formation, their growth, and nutrition.

Many plants, moreover, exhibit periodical movements connected with the

portions of the day, such as the erection and depression of the leaves, and

the expansion and closing of the flowers. In several of them the organs of

generation move in order to approach each other. Lastly, the flowers, the
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leaves, and the fructifying organs of some vegetables perform movements

in consequence of external excitants. We will examine more in detail the

movements of plants, and shall point out the circumstances in which they

occur.

1. Movements of TREMELLiE, Conferva, and Oscillatorije.

CCCCLXXIV. Movements have been observed by many naturalists in

confervae, tremellae, and oscillatoriae. Adanson,(8) Corti,(9) Fontana,(l)

O. F. Mueller,(2) J. A. Scherer,(3) H. B. de Saussure,(4) Collomb,(5) and

01ivi(6) saw them in various species of confervas and tremellae. Girod de

Chantran,(7) Vaucher,(8) Iloth,(9) G. R. Treviranus,(l) Nees von Esen-

beck,(2) L. C. Treviranus,(3) and others saw them in the above vegetables,

and in oscillatoriae. This has induced several of the physical philosophers

that I have quoted, Foutana, Saussure, Scherer, and Girod de Chantran, to

reckon them in the number of animals. Their movements consist in a more

or less rapid fluctuation of the fibrils in their erection or depression, or in

serpentine inflections, incurvations, spiral twistings, or oscillations. Often a

palpable elongation of their extremity is seen, which appears to be a pheno-

menon of growth. The rapidity of the movements varies according to the

nature of external circumstances and excitements. Under the influence of

heat and solar light, they are stronger than at a low temperature and in the

shade. The movements of oscillatori^ were remarked by L. C. Treviranus

to be more pronounced in warm than in cold water. Scherer found they

were checked by the addition of acids, alkalis, nietallic salts, alcohol, and

(8) Sur un mouvement particulier decouvert dans une plante appellee Tremella, (conferva

glutinosa, omnium teuerrima et minima, aquarum simo innascens. Dillen. Hist. Muse., p. 15,)

in Mem. de I'Acad. des Sc. de Paris, 1767, p. 564.

(9) Observazioni Mici'oscopiche sulla Tremella. Lucca, 1774, 8vo.

(1) Sur le Tremella Journal de Physique, v. vii, p. 47.

(2) Schriften der Berliner Gesellsch. Naturf. Freunde, v. iv, p. 171.

(3) Beobachtungen und Versuclie iiber das pflanzenahnliche Wesen in den warmen Carls-

bader und Toplitzer Wassern ; in Abhand, der Bohmischen Gesellsch., 1786, p. 64, (an tremella

thermalis Dillen ?)

(4) De deux nouvelles especes de Tremelles douees d'un mouvement spontane ; in Journal de

Physique, v. xxxvii, p. 401, (an conferva fontinalis ?)

(5) Observations sur quelques phenomenes particuliers a une matiere verte ; in Journal de

Physique, v. xxxix, p. 169.

(6) Delle conferva irritabili, e del loro movimento di progressione verso la luce, efame fisico-

chimico, specialamente diretto a stabilire la vegetabilia della loro natura ; in Mem. della Societa

Italiana, V. vi, p. 161. Scoperta e spiegazione del fenomeno del movimento progressive d'una

conferva infusoria (materia verde di Priestley) verso la luce; in Usteri Annalen der Botanik,

part 6, p. 30.

(7) Recherces chimiques et microscopiques sur les conferves, Bysses Tremelles. Paris, 1802.

(8) Histoire des Conferves d'eau douce. Geneva, 1803, 4to.

(9) Catalog. Botan., Fasc, iii, p. 198.

(1) Biologic, V. iii, p. 283.

(2) Die Algen des Siissen Wassers. Bamberg, 1814, p. 18.

(3) Bemerkungen iiber die Bevvegung der giiiner'Materie im Pfianzenreich ; inden Vermisch-

ten Schriften, v, ii, p. 73.
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•sugar. Their cessation however, was frequently preceded by a sort of

trembling. Saussure observed a similar action of acids and alkalis. More-

over, it may be remarked that, as was seen by these last named naturalists,

the movements of infusoria that were in the same water as the plants, were

also suspended by the same substances : whence it would appear that the

principle of movement is the same in both these groups of living bodies.

2. Movements of Formation and INutrition of Phanerogamia.

CCCCLXXV. All vegetables, during their development from the grain,

perform movements of growth in different directions. However situated the

grain may be in germination, the root always forces downwards into earth

or water ; whilst the plumula, about to become the stalk, rises and points

towards the light. The aerial roots proceeding from the trunk or branches

of some vegetables, for instance of the Ficus elastica and religiosa, of the

Clusia rosea, of the species of Rhizophora, Epidendrum, Cactus, &c., also

have a tendency to descend. The same is the fact, according to Schultz's

observations, (4) in the young plants that grow from the indented borders of

the leaves of the Cotyledon calycinum ( Bryophyllum.)

Most botanists have sought for the cause of the direction of these move-

ments in external agents, in the action of light, heat, air, and humidity on

plants. Dodart(5) thought the radicle was actuated to movement by

humidity, and the plumula by the dryness of the air, and that this was the

reason why the former points towards the earth, and the latter to the atmos-

phere. Delahire(6) and Astruc(7) attributed the downward tendency of the

radicle to the greater weight of the sap charged with earthy matters, and to

its precipitation to that part of the vegetable ; whilst the elevation of the plu-

mula appeared to them to depend on the attenuation and ascent of the sap

by the influence of heat. Bazin(8) says the radicle is attracted by the humi-

dity of the earth. E. Darwin asserted that the radicle is induced to action

and determined to extension by humidity, whilst the plumula is similarly

affected by the air.

CCCCLXXVI. These opinions have been fully refuted by the experiments

(4) Die Natur der lebenden Pflanze, v. i, p. 159.

(.5) Sur I'affectation de la perpendiculaire, remarquable dans toutes les tiges, dans plusieurs

racines, et autant qu'il est possible dans les branches des plantes ; in Mem. de I'Ac. des Sc. de
Paris, 1700, p. 47.

(6) Conjecture sur le redressement des plantes inclinees a I'horizont ; in Mem. de I'Ac. des

So., 1708, p. 463. Mem. de la Societe de Montpellier, v. i, p. 373.

(7) Explication physique de la direction verticale et naturelle des tiges des plantes et des

branches de's arbres, et de leur racines ; ibid., 1708, p. 231.

(8) Observations sur les Plantes. Strasburg, 1741, p. 100.
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of Duhamel,(9) Link,(l) Dutrochet,(2) H. Johnson,(3) and others. Du-
hamel inclosed bulbs and other seeds in a germinating state in glass tubes,

tilled with earth, which he placed in a horizontal position, and saw the radicle

tend downwards, while the plumula reached the upper part. When he

changed the posture of the tubes to the perpendicular, he always saw these

parts change their mode of growth, and still take the direction they previously

had. This took place alike in darkness and when they were exposed to light.

Neither can the direction of growth be changed by heat or humidity. Link

obtained the same results on repeating and varying Duhamel's experiments.

Dutrochet filled a vessel, pierced at the bottom, with moist earth, then intro-

duced several beans by the holes, and suspended the vessel from the ceiling of a

chamber. The roots from the seeds came out by the holes, whilst the plumulae

rose through the moist earth. Now if the direction of the growth of the

radicles were determined by darkness and humidity, and that of the plumula

by the influence of light and heat, as some naturalists say, the latter should

have proceeded downwards, and the former upwards, which was not the

case.

CCCCLXXVII. Experiments have also been made to ascertain whether

the direction which (he radicle and plumula take might be changed by a me-

chanical movement given to the seed while germinating. John Hunter placed

a bean in the middle of a small barrel full of moist earth, which he then

turned horizontally on its axis ; but he observed no change in the direction of

the growth of these parts. Knight (4) fixed and made beans germinate on

the lateral surfaces of a small wheel, eleven inches in diameter, placed per-

pendicularly, moved by a rivulet and making about 150 turns in a minute.

After some days he saw the radicles of beans, which had been driven in all

possible directions, all separate in rays from the circumference of the wheel,

while the plumulae proceeded towards its centre. The same experiment was

made with a wheel moved horizontally, which turned 250 in a minute on its

axis. The radicles still tended outwardly and the plumulae inwardly; the

former being inclined towards the earth at an angle of 10 degrees, and

the others to the surface at a similar degree. The slower the rotation, the

more did the radicles point downwards, and the plumulae upwards. At the

rate of 24 turns in a minute, the angle of inclination of the radicles to the

earth, and of the plumulae to the air was 45 degrees. Although these

(9) Physique des Arbres, v. ii, p. 138,

(1) Ginindsatze der Anatomic und Physiologic, p. 126. Nauhtragc, p. 39.

(2) Dcs directions speciales qu'affectent Ics diverses parties des vegetaux ; in Recherches

anatomiqucs et physiologiques sur la structure dcs animaux et des vegetaux et sur leur motilite.

Paris, 1824, 8vo, p. 92.

(3) Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, No 12, Januaiy ; April 1822, p. 312.

(4) Philosophical Transactions, 1806, part 1, p. 99.
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experiments prove that the direction of the movements ofgrowth may be changed

by a rotatory motion of germinating seeds, we cannot, as Sraith(5) and L. C.

Treviranus(6) properly remark, conclude from this that the tendency of the

roots downwards is determined by the centripetal force or gravitation, and

that of the radicle upwards by the centrifugal force. If this were the case,

the roots in the experiments above quoted, should have been turned inwards

towards the centre, and the plumulae outwards, which did not occur. Experi-

ments of a similar kind have been recently made by Dutrochet(7) and have

presented the same results. He took a hollow glass ball, in the middle of

which a germinating seed was placed, turned it on its axis, and during its

rotation gave it slight blows with a hammer, which always fell on the same

side of its periphery. All the plumulae pointed towards the spot where the

shocks were received, and the radicles to the point directly opposite. By

augmenting the number and force of the blows in a determinate proportion,

he saw both products of the seed gradually take a perpendicular position,

that is, a direction perpendicular in reference to the movements of the shocks.

It follows, hence, that the movements of growth of the radicle downwards,

and of the plumula upwards, may be somewhat changed by movements given

to them, but that, as far as we can judge from experiments hitherto made, they

are primitively neither produced nor determined by external movements.

CCCCLXXVIII. The experiments which have been quoted, therefore,

afford proof that the movements of growth in two opposite directions which

accompany the development of plants, are not originally determined by

external influences, by light, heat, air, humidity, or gravitation. They only

depend on them, as we shall hereafter see in speaking of germination, inas-

much as such influences furnish the conditions for the manifestations of the

plastic force. We must, therefore, consider them as the effects of a force

inherent in the germ itself, which determines and regulates the formation and

growth of plants. This force is none other than the plastic power, in which

appears to exist the suflScing, though, in mode of action, unknown, cause of

the movements of growth. It may, moreover, be advanced, that this force

does not act herein according to laws applicable to movements produced by

mechanical causes. The opinion of Dutrochet that the movements of plants

are determined by an activity analagous to the nervous energy, (nervimotilite

des vegdtaux,) under the influence of external agents, is an hypothesis devoid

of all proof.

Although we regard the plastic force as the internal cause of the movements

(5) Introduction to Botany, p. 95.

(6) Beitrage zur Pflanzen-Physiologie, p. 191.

(7) De I'infiuence du mouvement de rotation sur les directions speciales qu'affectent les

diverses parties des vegetaux ; Loc. cit , p. 138.

T T
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of growth, and of the development of their tendencies, it cannot be denied,

that internal agents, by their influence on plants, may produce a greater

activity of it, and determine its effects within certain limits. Thus it is known

that roots laid bare and placed near to a sponge filled with water, approach

it. It is also sure that roots are elongated chiefly in the direction where a

greater abundance of nutritious matters is to be found. This appears to be

the consequence of a stimulating power which these matters exert over the

radicle fibres, and which produces in them an exaltation of nutrition and

growth. We see, moreover, the pushing and growth of branches, leaves,

and flowers, take place more palpably on the side where a stronger light falls

on the plants, and that in green-houses or caverns they invariably progress

towards the light. This is also doubtlessly an efi'ect of the irritation of the

light, which excites the plastic power of vegetables to a greater activity.

Lastly, it is well known, that morbid productions are developed in plants, in

parts that are exposed to unusual stimulations, of which the formation of

excrescences after the bite of insects is a familiar example.

CCCCLXXIX. Among the sensible movements of formation and growth

the twisting of many vegetables may be reckoned, which procures for them

a firm support in rising, by the spiral turns they make round bodies. The

trunks and stalks of very many plants tend, according to Dupetit-Thouar

and Decaudolle's(8) observations, to form spiral turns in their growth. The

leaves of most vegetables are likewise disposed in spiral lines, as was

observed by Calandrini in pines and fir-trees, and by Jussieu in the Araucaria.

Cassini showedf9) that leaves are ranged in five spiral lines in many plants.

Further, Decandolle(l) demonstrated that leaves arranged in the Quincunce

form a spiral line, whilst those of the Pandanns and Dracaena represent three

spiral parallel lines, and those of some other species of Euphorbia and Pinus,

five or six spiral lines. These lines turn to the right in some vegetables,

and to the left in others. The arrangement of a spiral line is remarked in

some flowers. The scales of pine-apples and the capsules of the genus

Medicago also take on this form. Vaucher disovered a spiral arrangement of

fibres in the stalk of the Equisetum, Jluviatile. Lastly, the spiral vessels which

exist in most vessels likewise exhibit this phenomenon.

But nowhere is the spiral form more remarkable than in the twisting stalks

(Caulis volubilis) of some plants, which in this manner are twisted upon

themselves and round their support. Such an arrangement is particularly

(8) Organographie Vegetale, v. i, p. 154.

(9) Journal de Physique, May, 1821.

(1) Loc. cit, V. i, p. 338. Toutes les dispositions des feuilles peuvent se reduire a deux classes,

savoir, 1° les feuilles vertieilles qui, quand le verticille est reduite au minimum deviennent

opposees j
2° les feuilles en spirale qui, quand la spirale est reduite au minimum, deviennent

alternes.
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conimon in tropical vegetables ; it is more rare in those of temperate zones

and does not exist at all in cold climates. It is principally exhibited in the

stalks of the families Convolvulacece and Leguminosce. Regarding the direction

which the stalk takes, it has been remarked to be most frequently from right

to left, as in the genera Cocculus, Menispermium, Nissolia, Dolichos, Abrus,

Cuscuta, Convolvulus, Calystegia, Ipomcea, Thunbergia, Clitoria, Passiflora,

Periploca, Momordica, Lithsomia, Banisteria, Asdepias, Cynanchum,

Tragia ; but sometimes also from left to right, as in the genera Calyptrion,

Basella, Lonicera, Tamnus, Hmnulus, Polygonum, Morinda, Dioscorea. The

cause of this diversity of direction is unknown. But it is certain, that the

direction belonging particularly to each plant cannot be changed, and that by

attempting it the growth is stopped. Some vegetables are broken, and wither

when another direction is given to them, as was shown by Broussonet.(2)

CCCCLXXX. According to the valuable experiments made by Palm, (3)

twisting plants show no trace of spiral movement at the time of their first

exit from the earth, and it only begins to be manifested in them after the for-

mation of one or more internodia. The contortions occur at first with

exceeding slowness, so that the vegetables scarcely describe a circle

in the space of twenty-four hours. But as the growth increases, they

become more rapid, and make from four to eight circles in the day ; but

much depends on external influences favouring the growth of plants, as

warm weather, light, moisture. The torsion is more rapid in day than night;

in bright sunshine than in gloomy weather. If a plant, during its circular

movement, meets a perpendicular or only shghtly incUned body, it attaches

itself to it, surrounds it, and rises in spiral turns up it. The nature of

supports, their form, colour, their matter, do not influence the movements

;

neither do they exert any attraction over the vegetables. It is said, however,

that some plants never approach nor twist round certain others. It is not

known whether this phenomenon is connected with the transpiration of vege-

tables. Further, the Cuscuta only twists round living plants. If twisting

vegetables find no support near to them, they point downwards and twist

round each other. The spiral torsion stops with the cessation of growth,

which mostly corresponds with the budding of the flowers. External influ-

ences, light, heat, air, and moisture, only excite to this torsion, inasmuch as

they are necessary conditions of growth, and they accelerate it by favouring

nutrition and growth. Light, though the agent which exerts the greatest

influence on the movements of twisting plants, by accelerating their increase,

has not the power of changing the direction of the spiral turns. Electricity,

(2) Mem. de I'Ac. des Sc. de Paris, 1784, p. 612.

(3) Ueber das Winden der Pflanzen ; a prize essay bestowed by the medical faculty of the

University of Tubingen. Stutgard, 1827, 8vo.
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galvanism, and magnetism do not appear to influence this kind of movement.

Galvanism alone seems to hasten it, according to Palm's experiments, by

favouring growth. The cause of the torsion does not seem to depend on the

structure of the plants, for this does not essentially differ from that of other

plants ; it differs in different genera, and in genera containing both twisting

species and such as are not, no difference between them is exhibited. As

torsion commences in the young parts of the plants, before as yet there is any

trace of perfect tissues, before the spiral vessels are formed, it cannot be at-

tributed to these, which, moreover, are wanting in some twisting plants, the

Cuscuta for instance, and when met with in them, does not belong exclusively

to them.

From these researches, it follows, that the torsion is a manifestation of life

which does not depend on purely mechanical causes, as Senebier maintained,

and that it cannot be attributed to muscular contractility, as Fontana

thought, since the movement is neither accompanied by sensible contractions

nor determined by stimulating causes producing contractions in living muscles.

It is plainly, according to the very judicious remark of Broussonet and

Palm, the consequence of movements effected by external influences

which are favourable to development and growth. It appears to be accom-

panied by a more copious afflux of humours, by a movement of turgescence

excited by the stimulus of light, and producing an increase of tension and

movement.

CCCCLXXXI. Another movement of plants is executed by particular

organs, the tendrils, (Cirrhi,)hy means of which, in their growth, they attach

themselves to, and, as it were, chmb up surrounding bodies. Tendrils are

only found in a small number of genera, and they exhibit differences. In

some plants they originate from the groin of the leaves, and are rolled iip

like a snail, as in the genera Cucumis, Cucurbita, Passiflora, and Smilax.

In others they are seen opposite the petioles, and in such case they are

undeveloped and barren peduncles, as in the genera Vitis and Cissus. These

latter are commonly ramose, and have a small incurvation at their extremity,

like a hook, by which they hold by, and twist round, bodies. Some vege-

tables, as the Vicia and CobtBa, have tendrils at the extremities of their

pinnate petioles. Lastly, petioles take on the form of tendrils in the

Adlumia cirrhosa, and in some species of Clematis. From Palm's researches

it follows, that tendrils have two kinds of movement which do not take place

in fixed directions and become more sensible by the contact of foreign bodies,

previous to the cessation of their longitudinal growth. Some tendrils, such

as those of the Cucumis and Cucurbita, are contorted from their commence-

ment, afterwards are extended and only gradually take the spiral form in an

opposite direction. If the tendril meets an object in its second roll, it twists
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round it. The tendrils of legurainosa; twist in difterent directions round foreign

bodies, such as wood, threads, glass, metals, silk, and living plants without

distinction, ivy ( Hedera helix) alone excepted, to which the tendrils seem

to have an aversion. The movement of tendrils proceed in a ratio with the

longitudinal growth, and cease with it. With regard to the influence exerted

over them by imponderable bodies and humidity, they resemble precisely the

twisting plants. The circumstances which favour growth also accelerate the

rolling of tendrils. No trace of a contractile faculty analagous to muscular

contractility is perceptible. Tendrils do not exhibit anything in their structure

differing from that of other parts of the same plant and other plants of the

same genus. Here also the spiral form is already pronounced before perfect

tissues and spiral vessels are formed. (4)

CCCCLXXXII. We are bound to consider all the movements of nutrition

and growth which accompany the formation and development of the different

parts of plants as vital phenomena that are produced and regulated, not by

mechanical causes, but solely by an internal principle, the plastic force. Ex-

ternal influences or stimulations applied to living vegetables, are, it is true,

necessary to the manifestations of movement, but are only so, inasmuch

as they induce the plastic force ; they do not determine the direction

of the movements of formation, which is consequent on the specific cha-

racter of the plastic force in each species of plant, which itself depends,

in its active state on the operation that produces the vegetable grain by the

organisms that gave origin to it. Moreover the movements of development

and growth are arrested by divers external influences which annihilate the

plastic force, as by a very high degree of heat or cold, by violent electric

shocks, and by poisons.

Jn each plant, the plastic force is manifested in a specific manner, con-

formably with the species to which it belongs, and it determines, in reference

to time, form, and chemical composition, the phenomena of formation which

are connected with the development and growth of the difterent parts, which

phenomena cannot be changed in their essence by the sum or the nature of

(4) The petiolar tendrils are merely prolongations of the petiols. The leafy tendrils are rare,

and are not true limbs of the leaf, but rather foliaceous petiols without limbs, as in the Flagellaria

indica, (Decandolle,) Menthonica gloriosa, and Fritillaria vcrtkillata. The stipular tendrils are

also rare, and their existence may even be doubted j such so called are seen proceeding from the

axilla of the cotyledons and lower edge of the stalk of the Trajm natans ; sometimes they

occupy the place of a stipula as in the cucurbitacese. Peduncular tendrils are more frequent than

the preceding kinds, ancl are found in the genus vitis, passiflora, (the tendinis of which do not

proceed from the leaf axilla, as mentioned in the text— sec Decandolle Organograph. Vegetal,)

and cirrhiflora, (Juss. Ann. Mus. 6, p. 41.) They are probably, and particularly in the latter

species, abortive peduncles. The pedicellaj of the base of the clusters of the cardiosperma and
other sapindaceac arc almost always transformed into tendrils, as are also some species of

smilax.

—
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the excitations, but are only capable of being modified by such a cause in a

slight degree and within fixed limits.

3. Movements of Globules in the Formative Fluids,

CCCCLXXXllI. The globules contained in the formative or nutritive

fluid of plants have, like those of the blood of animals, the property of self-

movement, as follows from the observations of G. R. Treviranus and Schultz

(CCLXXXVII) already mentioned. With the microscope, C. Mayer(5)

also saw diversely tending movements in the globules of the liquid which

flowed from incisions made in the leaves of the Vallisneria spiralis, of the

Chara vulgaris, the Anthericum rostratum, and the Tropceolum majus. He
also observed movements in the juice contained in the cells and vessels of the

Vallisneria, the Chara, and the Lemna polyrhiza. These movements were

more rapid under the influence of light. Further, Mayer(6) remarked the

movements of the globules of the juice in the cells of the Chara, the Vallis-

neria, Hydrocharis, Stratiotes, Sagittaria, Cucurbita, Cucumis, and Pota-

mogeton. They were accelerated by heat, retarded by cold, and arrested

in vacuo. Acrid substances suspended them. In favour of the special and

proper movements of the sap-globules the movements of the green grains in

the articulations of confervas may be advanced, which have been observed

with the microscope by Ingeuhouss,(7) Girod de Chantran,(8) Vaucher, and

L. C. Treviranus.

CCCCLXXXIV. Movements have also been observed in the spherical

corpuscules of the grains of pollen, which have lately given rise to disputes.

Needham and Gleischen had already ascertained that when the pollen grains

burst, small corpuscules proceed from them which upon being thrown

into water move like infusoria. Schmiedel(9j even saw that the small

globules which cover the twigs of the Jungermannia pusilla, and which

are regarded as male generative organs, gave out minute corpuscules

which oscillated vivaciously in water. A similar phenomenon was remarked

by the younger Nees(l) in the globules of the anthers of Sphegnum capilli-

forme. Rotatory movements have been observed by Amici(2) in the pollen

(5) Loc. cit., p. 31,

(6) Nov. Act.. Ac. Nat. Curios., v. xiii, p. 2. Anatomische-physiologische Untersuchungen
liber den Inhalt der Pflanzen Zellen. Berlin, 1828, 8vo, p. 70.

(7) Vermischte Schriften, translated by Molitor, v. i, part 78, p. 218.

(8) Recherches Chimiques et Microscopiques sur les Confervas, Bisses, Tremelles, &c.
Paris, 1802, p. 88.

(9) Icones Plantar, et Anal. Part, fasc. i, p. 83, tab. 22, fig. 8.

(1) Flora Oder Botanische Zeitung, 1822, No. 2.

(2) Memorie della Societa Italiana della Scienze residente in Modena, vol, xix, 1823>
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globules of the Portulaca spinosa. Guillemin(3) likewise remarked that

when the pollen grain burst, a liquid escapes which does not mix with water,

and contains a multitude of very small globules that continue for a long time

in motion. These globules he compared to the spermatic animalculae.

Alexander Brogniart(4) saw small spherical or elliptic corpuscules in the

pollen grains of the Pepo macrocarpus, of several malvaceae, and a great

number of other plants; and he observed the movements of these corpus-

cules after the grains had been emptied of them into water. These move-

ments were manifested in the Pepo, by a slow oscillation, accompanied by

displacement. In the Hibiscus palustris and syriacus, the Sida hastata and

the Rosa practeata they were exceedingly vivacious, and the globules, when

executing them, sometimes changed their shapes and became bent. These

corpuscules, called by him *' Granules spermatiqv.es," and varying in volume

and form in different genera of plants, appeared to him also analagous to the

spermatic animalculee. To them, as to the latter, he attributed a spontaneous

movement, not communicated by anything extraneous. Their movement is

stopped by alcohol.

Robert Brown(5) saw particles, of a shape between cylindrical and

spherical, proceed from the pollen grains of the Clarkia pulchella when they

burst, which moved in water. The movement of these particles did not

consist of a simple change of their relative situations, but not unfrequently in

a change of form, inasmuch as an inflexion or bending was visible in them.

He convinced himself that the movements proceeded neither from currents

existing in the v/ater, nor from its slow evaporation. He remarked similar

particles, or, as he calls them, molecules, in the pollen grains of very many

plants of the diflferent families belonging to the two great divisions of phanero-

gamic vegetables. They had sometimes an oblong shape, sometimes sphe-

rical, and their movements were always accompanied by a displacement and

occasionally by a change of shape. Several plants of different families,

chiefly of the gramineae, whose pollen grains are transparent, exhibited

molecular movements in the grains themselves. He likewise observed mobile

molecules in those organs of cryptogamic vegetables, mosses, and particularly

equiseta, which some botanists consider as stamina. He recognised move-

ments, not only in the particles of fresh pollen grains, but also in those of

(3) Recherches sur la generation et le developpement de I'embryon dans les vegetaux phane-
rogames ; in Ann. de la Soc. Nat., v. xii, p. 14. Nouvelles recherches sur le pollen et les

granules spermatiques des vegetaux ; in Ann. des Sci. Naturelles, Nov., 1828, p. 381.

(4) Recherches microscopiques sur le pollen ; in Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. Naturelle de Paris,

1825, No. 2.

(5) A brief account of microscopical observations made on the particles contained in the pollen

of plants ; and on the general existence of active molecules in organic and inorganic bodies.

London, 1828, 8vo. Also in the Philosophical Magazine and Annals of Philosophy, new series,

Sept., 1828, p. 161. Additional remarks on active molecules by R. Brown, July, 1829.
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the pollen of plants which had been preserved 120 years in an herbarium.

In like manner he saw spherical and mobile molecules in other parts of

plants which he had crushed in water.

At first he took these particles for the elementary molecules of organized

bodies described by BufFon, Needham, Wrisberg, Mueller, and others,

because he discovered them in vegetable as well as animal tissues that were

crushed, either alive or dead, in water, and were reduced into very minute

fragments. But he abandoned this opinion, when, on examining inorganic

bodies with the microscope, he observed similar molecules, spherical in form,

and executing movements, not only in fossil wood, but even in glass, granite,

obsedian, lava, pumice stone, manganese, nickel, bismuth, arsenic, and other

inorganic substances reduced to fine powder and diluted with water. The

cinders of burnt organic matters, of wood, linen, paper, cotton, wool, silk,

hair, and muscular fibre, exhibited the same when thrown into water. On

this he founded the assertion that all solid bodies of the organic and inorganic

kingdoms are composed of active molecules. The smallest mobile particles

have a spherical form, and their volume is from it-q^oo *^ 3^0^00 ^^ ^" J"ch.

Dispersed in water, and swimming in it, they perform movements which are

not communicated to them by currents ; neither do such result from evapora-

tion, but are accomplished by a power proper to, and inherent in, the

molecules.

According to these researches, the movements of the particles contained in

the pollen grains would appear not to belong to organic or vital phenomena.

Raspail(6) also thinks it may be concluded from his observations, that the cor-

puscules in question cannot be considered as spermatic animalculee, but that

they are minute drops of a resinous substance, which, after their ejection from

the grains, separate from each other in consequence of the weak attraction

they possess for water.

Further researches, therefore, chiefly referring to the operation of different

stimuli on the particles of pollen, appear necessary in order to decide whether

their movement should or should not be considered as manifestations of

life.(7)

(6) Observations and experiments tending to demonstrate that the granules which are dis-

charged in the explosion of a grain of pollen, instead of being analogous to spermatic animalculse,

are not even organized bodies ; in the Edinburgh Journal of Science, Jan., 1829, p. 96.

(7) The movements of the pollenic particles were observed by Brown in several species of the

natural families, Onagrarice, Graminece, Asclepiadea, PeriplocecB, AjJocinecB, Orchidece, &c., during

the life of the plants. The same he saw in the minute spherical bodies found on the surface of

the four spalhulate bodies surrounding the naked ovulum of Equiseta, and other ciyptogamic

plants, as mosses. Such movements were also observable in specimens of several phanerogamic

plants that had been dried and preserved in an herbarium for upwards of a century ; and of

mosses after a lapse of the same period. The pollen grains are likewise capable of discharging

their contents after months of immersion in weak spirit and water ; those of the Yioki tricolor,

according to Brown, did so even after immersion in nitric acid.

—

Trs.
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CCCCLXXXV. Lastly, mention must be made of the remarkable move-

ments effected by the germinating grains of divers conferva?, vi^hich after

separation from the vegetable that produced them, move like infusoria.

Movements of this kind have been observed by Nees von Esenbeck,(8) in

the reproductive corpuscules of Nostoc and the Ectosperma clavala of

Vaucher. G. R. Treviranus and Dittmar saw them in those of Vaucher's

Batrachospermum and Roth's Conferva compacta. Bory de St. Vin-

cent(9) observed propagation by self-moving and living grains (Zoocarpes) in

the numerous group of plants resembling confervae, the Zoocarpeae, of the

family of Arthrodicae. Gruithuisen(l) found the reproductive corpuscules of

a small species of conferva, (Conferva ferax,) move freely like infusoria.

Carus(2; witnessed a similar phenomenon. Nees of Esenbeck,(3) has

united the genera whose germinative grains present movements, into a family

which he designates by the name of Hydronematece, and which corresponds

in many respects with the Arthrodicae of Bory. F. Unger(4) has also very

recently examined the reproductive corpuscules of the Ectosperma clavata.

He saw small green globules grow as filaments, and subsequently become

detached, and swim in water like infusoria ; when they ceased to move they

showed themselves as filaments of confervae. Gaillon(.5) and Demazieres(6)

had previously thought they remarked globules which performed movements,

placed themselves in a series, and thus produced the new filaments of con-

fervae. Ingenhouss,(7) G. R. Treviranus, (8) Girod de Chautran, and others

have advanced an analogous opinion, namely, that the green matter of

Priestley is formed by an union of infusoria, and is afterwards resolved into

infusoria.

These difl'erent observations seem to show, almost to a certainty, that the

reproductive corpuscules of certain confervae execute movements resembling

those of infusoria, and that these corpuscules, after enjoying this mode of life

for some time, germinate in the same manner as seminal grains of other

cryptogamia, and then represent filaments of confervae.

(8) Die Algen des saiissen Wassers. Bamberg, 1814.

(9) Diction. Classique d'Hist. Nat., v. i, Art. Arthrodicae.

(1) Nov. Act. Ac. Leopold. Carolin. Nat. Curios., v. x, p. 437.

(2) Ibid.,v. xi, p. 491.

(3) Ibid., V. xi, part 2, p. 518. He divides the Hydronemateas in the following manner:
A. Tremelloidece, Nostoc, Syncollesia, Nees. B. Oscillantia, Baccillaria, Oscillaioria, Thunberg,
Diatoma, Nees. C. Confervoidea, and Saprolegnia, Nees, Achlya, Pythium, Zoocarpea, Ectosfervia.

(4) Die Metamorphose der Ectosperma clavata. Vaucher. Ibid, v. xiii, part 2, p. 780.

(5) Annales des Sc. Natur., v. i, p. 309.

(6) Ibid., V. X, p. 42.

(7) Vermischte Schriften, v, ii, p. 218; v. iii, p. 33.

(8) Biologic, v. ii, p. 338, 344, 350.

U u
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4. Movements of the Sap Vessels.

CCCCLXXXVI. Several physiologists, Saussure, Hedwig, Gahagan,

Brugmanns, Coulon, Townson,(9) Carradori, and others conclude, from their

observations and experiments, that the sap of vegetables is moved by a vital

reaction or contraction of the coats of the sap vessels. Some have considered

the contraction as the effect of organic contractility or tonicity, (tonus ;) others,

as analogous to muscular contractility, as is elsevphere stated.(CCLXXXV.)
Very recently, Don(l) and Barbieri(2J maintain that they have observed

vital contractions in the sap vessels. The former remarked, what had been

already perceived by Malpighi, that the spiral vessels of herbaceous plants

enter into movement when they are separated. This movement persisted

some seconds, in his experiments, and did not appear to be attributable to a

simple mechanical effect. On holding a small piece of the Urtica nivea, just

detached from a living stalk, between his fingers, he observed a spiral move-

ment which seemed to him the manifestation of a contractile force of living

fibres. Barbieri says he perceived, with a solar microscope, in transparent

charae, tubes composed of exceedingly fine pellicles, in which the sap circu-

lates. According to him, these minute tubes communicate in the knots with

the hollow fibres of the roots, which perform the absorption of liquids. He
says he observed, moreover, that the filaments of the roots contract and relax

alternately in spiral lines, and he thinks a movement is thereby communicated

to the sap. These observations, provided they are correct, seem to sustain

the opinion that the sap-vessels react on the sap, and communicate a move-

ment to it, a point which has been denied by many physiologists.

5. Movements of the Leaves.

CCCCLXXXVII. Leaves perform movements under various circum-

stances. In most plants they have not only a determinate situation and

direction, the consequence of development and growth, but they also return

to these when any mechanical influences may have changed them. The

leaves of many plants change their direction during the day. In several,

they are induced to movement by external actions and varied excitations.

Lastly, there are some which are in a state of incessant oscillation. We will

examime these movements more in detail.

(9) Transactions of the Linnaean Society, v. ii, p. 211.

(1) On the general presence of spiral vessels in vegetable structure, and on the peculiar

motion observable in detached pieces of the living bark of Urtica nivea j in the Edinburgh

Philosophical Journal, Oct., Dec, 1828, p. 21.

(2) Osservazioni ed cspcricnze intorno la circolazionc della linfa in alcunc spezie di Cara.

Mantua, 1828.
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CCCCLXXXVIII. The leaves of almost all plants are so situated as

that one of their surfaces, the most highly coloured one, looks upwards, and

is exposed to the influence of light, whilst the less strikingly coloured one

looks downwards. If a leaf be disturbed from this position and turned, it

very soon renews its former direction, as Bonnet(3) proved by numerous

experiments. The torsion occurs in the foot-stalks and their knots and joints,

and takes place v^^ith greater rapidity in the leaves of herbs than trees.

Otherwise, it is remarked both in plants existing in air and those inhabiting

water, and is even active in the former when their branches are immersed

in water. It also takes place in vacuo. It is effected by day or night alike,

but more rapidly under the influence of solar light. The season of the year

affects it, for it is more quick in warm, dry, and serene weather than in cold,

moist, and lowering. Its rapidity is never greater than in full sunshine. If

the leaves have been turned frequently, torsion is then effected more tardily.

The frequent repetition of the experiment is hurtful to the life of the leaf.

Should the foot-stalk be transfixed at its knot, the movement takes place

slowly, and after several wounds it ceases altogether. It is further worthy of

remark, that the leaves of the brandies which Dutrochet exposed to a

rotatory motion in a glass balloon, turn their upper surface towards the centre

of rotation, and the lower one towards the periphery. This occurred in con-

sequence of a torsion in the foot-stalks.

CCCCLXXXIX. The tendency of leaves to preserve the situation and

direction that are given to them by development and growth, and to renew

this when they have been turned by any external mechanical action, seems

owing to an aflHux of sap into their vessels, and to a state of turgescence

resulting therefrom, on which state their position and spreading depend. In

support of this hypothesis is the fact that the leaves of plants, deprived of

water, become relaxed, soft and flaccid; but as the plant absorbs liquid,

the leaves quickly return to their firmness and expand. It may be further

alleged, that these movements of leaves are active in a purely special manner

through the influence of solar light, which favours the afflux of sap towards

the leaves and maintains exhalation, and the exchange of gaseous matters in

respiration. They are likewise more rapid in young plants during develop-

ment, in the spring, when the sap flows more quickly, than in aged vegetables,

in autumn, when the current of sap to the periphery diminishes. The petioles,

however, with their vessels or cellular tissue, appear to possess a certain

degree of contractility, by which, after distraction they endeavour to return

to their former position. The leaves of plants that have been exposed to

the action of poisonous substances lose this property.

(3 Rechercbes sur I'usage des feuilles daus les Plantes. Gosttingen and Leyden, 1754, 4to,
sec. 2. Supplement dans ses (Euvres, v. ii, p. 460.
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CCCCXC. The leaves of a great number of vegetables exhibit changes in

their direction corresponduig to different periods of the day. This pheno-

menon was known, in some degree, to Theophrastus and Pliny. Acosta(4)

and Prosper Alpini(5) observed it in the pinnate leaves of some plants of

warm countries. Linnaeus(6) paid particular attention to it, and gave it the

inappropriate name of the sleep and waking of vegetables. Deeper researches

on this subject have been made by J. Hill,(7) R.Pulteney,(8)R. A. Vogel,(9)

Zinn,(l) and others.

During the day the leaves are expanded, and their upper surface, exposed to

the influence of solar light, is mostly concave, or somewhat grooved. Those

of divers herbaceous plants, for instance, of the Helianthus annuus, the Heli-

anthemum annuum, the Croton tinctorium, &c., even follow the sun's course

in their position.

Towards the evening the leaves take another direction. Simple leaves that are

opposite to each other sometimes shrink so as to touch by their superior surfaces,

as in several species of Atriplex and Asclepias ; at other times, they cling

to the stalk, as in the Sidon abutilun, and the (Enothera mollis. Some form

a funnel which envelopes the flowers, such as those of the Malva peruviana,

the Iva annua, and several species of Parthenium, Amaranthus, and Datura.

In other plants, again, the leaves drop their points and cover the flowers like

a vault, as in the Hibiscus sahdariffa, the Impatiens noli tangere, the

Sigisbeckia orientalis, the Millera quinqueflora, &c. More palpable move-

ments are perceived, in the evening, in compound and pinnate leaves, whose

petioles bend downwards towards the stalk, and whose leaflets take another

direction. In many of these plants, the leaflets are applied to each other by

their upper surfaces, as is seen in the Colutcea arborescens, the Hymencea cour-

baril, the Lathyrus odoratus, the Psoralea pinnata, and the species of Bau-

hinia. In others, such as the Tamarindus indica, the Glcditsia triacantha,

the Hcematoxylon, &c., the closed leaflets fall at the same time like tiles upon

the foot-stalk. In the Lotus tetragonotus and Trifolium incarnatum, the

points alone of the fallen leaflets touch. Lastly, in many vegetables the leaf-

lets bend towards the earth, and have their inferior surfaces in contact, as in

the Robinia pseudacacia, the Ipomoea cBgyptiaca^ the Glycine abrus, and

several species o( Lupinus, Cassia, Glyzirrhiza, Oxalis, &c,

(4) Aromatum et medicaminum in Orientali India nascentium liber. Antwerp, 1593, p. 216.

(5) De Plantis JEgy^tise, ed. Vesling, cap. 10, p. 35.

(6) Diss, de somno plantarum, resp. P. Bremer. Upsal, 1755, 4to. Amen. Academic,
y. iv, p. 333.

(7) The sleep of plants and the cause of the motion in the sensitive plant explained. London,
1757, 12mo, 1762, 8vo.

(8) Observations upon the sleep of plants, and an account of that faculty, which Linnaeus

calls Vigiliae florum ; in Philos. Trans., v. 1, p. 506.

(9) De statu plantarum quo noctu dormire dicuntur. Gcettingen, 1759, 4to.

(I) Von dem Schlafe der Pflanzenj in the Hamburgh Magazine, v. xxii, p. 40.
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To these movements, whitU vary according to the time of clay, maybe also

referred the periodical expansion and closing of the foot-stalk cavities of the

Nepenthes destillatoria and of the Phyllamphora MadagascarieHsis.(2)

CCCCXCl. Most writers on vegetable physiology have looked for the

determining cause of these movements, in the influence of external agents on

plants, and in the variation with which this influence is exercised at diff'erent

times of the day. Some have believed them to be dependent on light; others

have attributed them to vicissitudes of temperature, and others again to the

different states of the atmosphere's humidity. It has been said that the pre-

sence of certain stimulants during the day induces the activity of the leaves,

and thus occasions their expansion, whilst the absence of these excitations

during the night causes them to fall into repose and flaccidity. The different

direction of the leaves according to the diurnal periods, as well their erection

and expansion during the day, as their sinking and folding during the night,

must be considered as the consequence of a state of activity in both cases.

Linnaeus heretofore rejnaarked, that the sleep of leaves cannot be attributed to

a relaxation, and that it is altogether distinct from the flaccidity observable in

them when they fade or are deprived of water. On the contrary, this state

involves a certain degree of tension. If an endeavour is made to change the

situation of a leaf thus closed, it resists, and if then left to itself, forcibly

regains the position from which it had been disturbed : this has been observed

by many botanists.

In favour of the hypothesis that the periodical movements of leaves depend

on internal vital conditions, it may further be advanced, that they vary accord-

ing to the progress of nutrition, growth, and development. In young, strong

plants, which vegetate vigorously, and are in their epoch of growth, they are

seen to be more vivacious than in vegetables that are old, unhealthy, or

have already flowered.

CCCCXCII. The changes of situation and direction experienced by the

leaves, according to diurnal periods, are to be traced, like those of growth

and formation, to an internal activity of plants under the influence of external

agents, light, and heat. They appear to be immediately produced by varia-

tions in the afflux of sap, and the degree of turgescence dependent thereon.

By solar influence existing during the day, and that of heat, which is at that

time more elevated, the movements of nutrition and growth become increased,

and that of the sap accelerated. (CCLXXXVIII) It rises more copiously.

(2) Pliny observed the erection of the leaves of trefoil on the approach of a storm ; he says
" Trifolium quoque inhorrescere et folia contra tempestatem subrigere certum est," (Hist. Nat.,

lib. xviii, cap. 35.) Linnaeus says the same is observable in almost all plants with delicate

stamina, (Flor. Luphon., p. 222.) The Trifolium pratense album, or common white flowered

meadow trefoil, is a barometer to the Swedes, and warns them when to prepare for a storm.

—

Trs.
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spreads through the vessels of the leaves, and puts them into a state of

turgescence, which is accompanied by an unfolding and expansion. The

operations of respiration, exhalation, and the change of aeriform materials,

are then performed in the leaves more actively and rapidly. (CCCIX.)

When, on the other hand, in the night, in the absence of solar light and the

decrease of atmospheric temperature, vegetable growth becomes less

energetic, the movement of the sap slower, and respiration less active, a

smaller quantity of liquid arrives at the vessels of the leaves and they close.

The sap then appears to accumulate more in the knots and swellings of the

petioles, and possibly ihat which the vessels of the leaves contained retires

thither. A turgescence and certain degree of tension thence ensues, and has

the effect of changing the direction and situation. The reason why the

leaves and leaflets of some plants fall during the night against the knots and

swellings of the foot-stalks, whilst in other vegetables they fold up, is pro-

bably dependent on the different modes of disposition of the vessels in the

knots and swellings, a point, however, on which no anatomical researches

have been hitherto made. In favour of the dependence in which the move-

ments of the leaves are supposed to be on the variations of afflux of the sap,

and the different degrees of turgescence arising therefrom, under the influence

of heat and light, it may be stated that certain plants, for instance, the

Euphorbia lathyris, the Ocymum frucHcosum, the Asclepias curassavica,

the Solamim bahamense, &c., exhibit, during the winter, a change in the

direction of their leaves similar to that which the vegetables called sleepers

present at night, and that the pinnate leaves of very many plants are neither

erected nor expanded, or very slightly, in cold days. Adanson(3) and

Bonnet remarked that leaves, on the approach of a hot or red iron to their

upper surface, became erect, as they do when they feel the influence of

the sun's rays. Plants that have been long withdrawn from the action of

solar light, lose the power of unfolding and expanding their leaves. More-

over, some observations of Hill and Zinn exist, which go to show that leaves

droop in daytime when placed in a dark place, and again rise and expand

when returned to the light. The leaves of some vegetables have even been

seen to rise and expand at night by the artificial light of lamps.

CCCCXCIll. The change which occurs in ihe afllux of the sap, and in

the turgescence of the different parts of the leaves dependent on it at different

periods of the day, appears to be accompanied at the same time by a varied

degree of contraction in their sap vessels and cellular tissue, as well as of

their foot-stalks. In proof of this is the effect produced by divers substances

(3) Famille des Plantes, v. i, p. 56.
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imbibed by the roots, which change the mode of vitality of vegetables, and

thereby modify or destroy their mobility. Schuebler and Zeller(4) found in

their experiments on this point that the leaves of different species of Acacia,

Cassia, and Mimosa, after the absorption of narcotic substances, whether

extract of opium, or nux vomica, or distilled laurel water, (Aqua laurocerasi,)

were deprived of the power of moving their leaves, of dropping or folding

them at night, for they remained expanded, and gradually fell, frequently

after very few days, although green. After the absorption of a solution of

camphor, the leaflets approached each other as at the commencement of

night, but they never afterwards expanded. If branches, whose leaves were

closed, were immersed in solutions of narcotic substances, the latter

remained in that state without opening in the day, and gradually perished.

Goeppert,(5) saw the leaves of the Coronilla securidata, Tamarindus indica.

Acacia farnesiana, and Poinciana pulcherrima, cease to move according to

the diurnal periods, after their branches had been placed in water containing

prussic acid or prussiates, or in hitler almond water, cherry laurel water, and

similar poisons. The action of these substances can only be explained by

admitting that they annihilate the contractility with which the sap-vessels of

plants seem to be endued, and that after such extinction, the movement

of the sap in the leaves ceases, together with the turgescence dependent

on it.

CCCCXCIV. The leaves of certain plants move, not only at diurnal

periods, but also iu consequence of external influences or excitants of divers

kinds. This phenomenon has been remarked in several plants of warm

countries, but particularly belonging to the family of leguminosjfi, such

as Mimosa (pudica, sensitiva, casta, viva, asperaia, humilis, pellita,

dormiens, &c,) Desmanthus, (diffusus,) Schrankiaa (aculeata,) Smithia,

(sensitiva) jEschynomena, (sensitiva, indica, pumila,) Oxalis (sensitiva,)

Dioncea (muscipula) and Averrhoa (caramhola.J Numerous experiments

and observations concerning this subject have been made on Mimosos,

(4) Schweigger, Jahrbiicher der Chemie und Physick, 1827, sec. 5, p. 62.

(5) De Acidi Hydrocyanici vi in Plantis commentatio. Breslaw, 1827, 8vo, p. 26.

(6) Observations on the humble and sensible plants, in Micrographia. London, 1667, folio,

p. 116.

(7) Disquisitiones Botanicae de Herba Minosa. Tubingen, 1688.

(8) Hist, de I'Acad. des Sc. de Paris, 1729, p. 35.

(9) Observations sur la sensitive ; in Mem. de I'Acad. dc Paris, 1736, p. 87.

(1) Physique des Arbres, v. ii, p. 158.

(2) Beschaftigungen der Berliner Gesellsch. Naturforsch. Freunde, v. ii, p. 79, v. iii, p. 138.

(3) Mem. of the Society of Manchester, v. ii, p. 114.

(4) Observations on tlie irritability of plants j in Duncan's Medical Commentaries, 1790,
Dec. 2, v. iv, p. 375.

(5) Nouvellcs rechcrchcs sur la structure organiquc relativement a la cause des mouvemens de
la sensitive comrauue; in Mem. dc I'Acad. dc Turin, 1790-91, v. v, p. 209.'
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especially the Mimosa pudica, by Hooke,(6) Mauckart and Cammerer,(7)

Mairan,(8) Du Fay, (9) Duhame],(l) Oehme, (2) Thomas Percival,(3)

Gahagan,(4) Coraparetti,(5) Liaclsay,(6) G. C. Sigwart,(7) Dutiochet,(8)

Burnett and H. Mayo,(9) the principal results of which I shall briefly

enumerate.

CCCCXCV. In the Mimosa pudica, a plant of South America, with

which Clusius first made us acquainted, there are mostly two or three pairs

of leaves on a common foot-stalk, at whose point of union with the branch

there is a knot or swelHng, four lines in length, and covered with short hairs.

Each leaf is pinnate, and likewise forms a minute swelling at the union of its

particular foot-stalk with the common one. The opposite leaflets also exhibit

one at each of their pedicles. In these protuberent points alone does the

movement take place.

At daytime all the common foot-stalks describe an almost right angle with

the stalk. The particular foot-stalks are also erect and separated from each

other. All the leaflets are expanded horizontally. At sunset the leaves

change their direction. At first the leaves rise in an insensible manner,

incline towards each other, and join by their upper surfaces. They next

descend with their anterior border towards the foot-stalk ; then the individual

petioles approach each other, and bend downwards ; lastly, the common

petioles bend towards the branch. It appears from Sigwart's observations,

that, subsequently, the latter gradually recover themselves whilst the leaves

approach nearer to each other until towards midnight they lay quite straight

along the stalk. At sunrise the movements are in the inverse order. The

petioles first recover their former situation, then the leaves rise and spread into

a fan, and lastly, the leaflets separate and return to the horizontal direction.

When the weather is lowering and cold, the leaflets remain closed.

CCCCXCVI. The foregoing movements take place both in the air and in

vacuo. Dufay and Duhamel placed not only cut branches, but whole plants

in pots under the recipient of an air pump, and saw the leaves rise and

spread in the morning, and descend and fold in the evening ; the movements,

however, were eff'ected less vivaciously than in air. They also saw branches

and entire plants, which they had immersed in water, continue to perform,

but feebly, alternate movements, corresponding with the diurnal periods.

(6) In a MS preserved in the library of the Royal Society of London, and mentioned by

Smith, (Introduction to Botany, p. 29,) Burnett, and Mayo.

(7) Bemerkungen iiber die Bewegungen der Mimosa pudica ; in Reil's Archiv. fiir die Phy-

siologic, V. xii, p. 13.
_

(8) Observations sur les mouvemens de la sensitive, (Mimosa pudica ;) in Recherches

Anatomiques et Physiologiques sur la Structure intime des Animaux et des Vegetaux. Paris,

1824, sec. 2, p. 52.

(9) Quarterly Journal of Science, July—September, 1827.
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Variations of temperature influence the mobility, as was remarked by Dufay

and Duhamel. The movements were not so strong in cold as in warm days ;

the leaflets did not open so rapidly nor so completely, and, in closing, they

were not so accurately applied to each other as when the weather was warm.

Dutrochet found the movements cease altogether at a temperature of +1° R.

A. very hot air liiiewise arrests them. But the external cause of the pheno-

menon is not to be sought for in the vicissitudes of temperature alone, for

Dufay and Duhamel observed a sensitive plant that was in a room, the tem-

perature of which was 4-15*, close its leaflets and drop its leaves in the

evening, and in the morning open the one and erect the other, though the

thermometer then stood about two degrees lower. Transferring a plant,

towards the evening from a temperature of 4-20° to one of -{-28*', it still

regularly closed its leaves. Similar experiments have been made by Zinn

on the Desmanthus virgatus,

CCCCXCVII. Observers have arrived at different conclusions regarding

the influence of light on the movements of sensitive plants. Mairaa saw

the leaves of those which he had placed in a dark place move at certain

times, like those in the open air, in ordinary circumstances. Dufay and

Duhamel, on the contrary, say, that although they saw the leaves of mimosae

that had been shut up for two days in perfectly darkened cellars, open, yet

they did not close again, but remained expanded and unfolded. They

assert that they observed the same effect on a plant which was inclosed in a

box. In the night, when the light of a candle was made to fall on a

mimosa whose leaves were closed, the latter did not expand. Hill, on the

other hand, says he saw the leaflets close in the daytime, when the light was

prevented from penetrating the place wherein the plant was. Zinn sometimes

observed (he same. Decandolle(l) placed a Mimosa leucocephala in a dark

cellar, and another of the same species in a cellar strongly lighted by lamps.

The plants opened and shut their leaves at the usual time, but the folding did

not take place in the evening so completely as in the open air. Two plants of

Mimosa pudica, on the contrary, that were during the day in a dark place which

was lighted in the night with lamps, gradually so changed the time of what is

called their sleep, that, on the third day the leaves opened in the evening, and

closed in the morning. When returned to the open air they renewed their

former mode of action. Ilitter(2) observed that the Mimosa pudica opened and

closed its leaves as regularly in the total absence of light as before, but not to

the same extent. If the plant was covered whilst its leaves were extended,

(1) Experiences relatives a I'influence dela lumiere siir quelques vegetaux ; in Mem. presentes

al'Institut, V. i, p. 329.

(2) Gehlen's Journal fiir Cheniie, Pliysik, und Mineralogie, v. vi, p. 470.

X X
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the leaflets somewhat approached each other. Dutrochet has made several

experiments concerning the action of light on the Mimosa pudica. Plants in a

dark place, at a temperature of +20*^ to +25'', R., dropped their petioles in

the evening, and brought together their leaflets; in a morning they spread the

latter and erected the former. On the third day, the periodical movements

occurred in a less sensible and complete manner, and, on the fourth day, the

mobility had altogether disappeared. It was then impossible to excite move-

ments, even by diff'erent stimuli. On the sixth day, when the plants were

again exposed to the sun, the movements gradually reappeared. Hence, it

follows, that the maintenance of the mobility of sensitive plants is attributable

to the influence of light, inasmuch as the latter is an essential condition

of the continuance of that living state of these plants on which their moving

faculty depends.

CCCCXCVIII. Similar movements to those performed by mimosas in the

evening, and, in ordinary circumstances, may be excited during the day by

stimuli of various kinds. Mechanical irritations, a blow, a shock, or any

contact accompanied with agitation put the leaves into motion. If a leaflet

be pinched, or cut with scissors, it rises together with that placed opposite to

it. The same occurs in the next pair, and those following, until all the

leaflets inserted in the foot-stalk are closed, after which the petiole itself

descends. Shortly after, the neighbouring foot-stalks close. At length, and

generally after twelve or fifteen seconds, the common foot-stalk bends. If

the shock has been excessive, all the leaves of the plant enter into move-

ment. Hence it is plain, that the irritation is transmitted from one leaflet to

all those of a leaf and even to several leaves and divisions of leaves. The

movements generally commence in the leaflet which has been irritated, then

extend to the nearest ones, from the point to the base of the leaf; after

which the irritation is propagated by the foot-stalk to the next leaf, whose

leaflets close one after the other from the base to the point, &c. Sometimes

the stimulation only excites a few leaflets or leaves, or portions of leaves,

and their movements are performed more slowly. This phenomenon seems

to depend on a varied degree of susceptibility. It is generally remarked,

that the irritation is transmitted and propagated the more extensively as the

plants are more healthy and are vegetating with greater vigour.

If the touch of a leaflet is light, and not accompanied by agitation, no

movements are observed. A slight shaking, the section of a leaflet with a

sharp instrument, causes only that one and its opposite to rise. A needle

may also be struck into a leaf, if done with care, without any motion of it,

as Dufay, Percival, and Sigwart observed. When, on the other hand, the

bulb of a foot-stalk is irritated, the latter immediately bends. Wind and

rain also induce folding of the leaves and sinking of the foot-stalks. It is
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further remarkable, that the Mimosa pudica becomes accustomed to shocks.

Desfontaines took a sensitive plant with him in a carriage ; the leaflets first

closed, but gradually they opened and remained erect, notwithstanding the

continuation of the shocks. Meyer,(3) also found in his experiments that

the leaflets at length expanded when the agitation was continued for some

time.

CCCCXCIX. Chemical irritations, of different kinds, also put the leaves

in motion. Hooke saw the leaflets rise and apply themselves to each other,

when he allowed a drop of aquafortis to fall on a foot-stalk, and the move-

ment occur not only in that but in the other leaves. The following morning

the leaves were again expanded, except those underneath the point where

the aquafortis had been applied, which were faded. Dufay observed the

movement after the contact of aquafortis, caustic, ammonia, and vapour of

burning sulphur. Ammoniacal vapours also act as violent stimuli, according

to Dufay, Gahagan, and Sigwart. The latter remarked that chlorine, more

than any other substance, induced the strongest movements. Hydrogen gas,

vapour of alcohol, and spirit of turpentine produced no eff'ect. Meyer also

tried the action of acids, alkalis, essential oils, and ethers, of all which the

most volatile, and particularly the ethers, acted most forcibly. When the

last two leaflets of a single foot-stalk were moistened with one of these

liquids, they approached each other, as did the succeeding ones, down to

the base of the foot-stalk ; the movements were then propagated to the other

leaves of the common petiole, proceeding from the base to the summit, and

at last the foot-stalk itself bended. The bulbs of the foot-stalks were the

parts most sensible to the irritation of chemical agents. Although no move-

ments have been perceived in the stalk, branches, flowers, and' roots, these

parts are, notwithstanding, capable of receiving stimulations, and of trans-

mitting them to the mobile leaves. Desfontaines saw all the leaves and

the leaflets fall after he had poured sulphuric acid on the roots. Dutrochet

produced the same eff'ect by moistening a flower with this acid.

D. The imponderables, heat, light, and electricity, as stimulants, likewise

excite the movements of the leaves of mimosee. Hooke and Dufay having

caused luminous rays to pass through a burning glass and fall on leaflets, saw

these close and the footstalks bend. The same happens when a red hot iron

is placed near the leaflets or leaves. Dufay and Sigwart burnt leaflets with

the flame of a candle, when movements ensued more strong and rapid than

after the employment of purely mechanical excitants. Here, also, we see

the irritation propagated as in the preceding case, since the burning of a

(3) Versuche iiber die Trritabilitat einiger Pflanzen ; in Froriep's Notizen aus dem Gebiete der

Natur-und Heilkunde, May, 1824, No. J41.
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leaflet induces movements in all the others, and even in several leaves and

divisions of leaves. A rapid variation in the atmospheric temperature caused

the leaflet to close, and the foot-stalks to descend. Hooke, Dufay, and

Duhamel ascertained that when a plant has remained for some time covered

with a glass bell and exposed to the sun's heat, and the bell is then withdrawn

carefully without touching the plant, all the leaflets close, and all the foot-

stalks bend. Duhamel also tried the action of artificial cold. He introduced

a branch, which communicated with a plant, into a hollow glass ball, which

he surrounded with a mixture of ice and salt ; the leaflets at first bent down-

wards, but afterwards closed rapidly.

Young and very irritable plants, according to Hitter's experiments, close

their leaflets, when suddenly exposed to a very strong light, and do not after-

wards expand them until the light is enfeebled. Sigwart, too, observed, that

when a plant had been kept in the shade for some time and then exposed

suddenly to the glare of the sun, the foot-stalks fell, and the leaflets closed

as after a mechanical shock.

DI. Naturalists are divided in opinion concerning the influence of electricity

on sensitive plants. Ledru, called also Comus,(4) who first experimented on

the subject, touched the leaflets lightly with a piece of glass, and remarked

that they did not close. After he had made the glass electric, they approached

each other by reiterated touches. A charged Leyden bottle, which he

placed near the leaves, caused the closing of the leaflets and the bending of

the foot-stalks. Having discharged the bottle several times, he saw the

leaflets apply themselves to each other, and the petioles bend downwards.

The simple electric bath produced no eff"ect. Repeated electrization for

several successive days weakened the mobility of the plants so much that the

leaves no longer closed when touched. Ingenhouss and Schwankart(5)

repeated these experiments and obtained the same results in the chief par-

ticulars; but they attributed the movements of the leaves to the mere shaking.

Such was also the opinion of Dandriani,(6) Delamethrie,(7) and Cavallo.(8)

Percival, however, ascertained, that it was suflBcient to approximate a stick of

electric sealing wax in order to produce the folding of the leaflets. Van

Marum(9) found that the conductors, whether charged with positive or

negative electricity, act no more than the electric bath, when placed near the

(4) Rozier, Journal de Physique, Nov., 1776, v. viii, p. 395.

(5) Ibid., Dec, 1785, v. xxvii, p. 462.

(6) Ibid., p. 468.

(7) Ibid., 1787, v. xxx, p. 26.

(8) Vollstandige Abhandlung der theorctischca und piaktischcn Lehre von der Elektricitat.

Leipsic, 1797, p. .319.

(9) Seconde continuation dcs experiences faites par le moyen de la machine electriquc

Teylerienne. .Haarlem, 1793, p. 160.
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leaves of the sensitive plant; but when the conductors gave out sparks, the

leaflets closed, and the foot-stalks bended. This effect he also attributed to

the agitation caused by the electric shock. Ritter's(l) experiments on the

action of electricity, developed by friction, seem to show that electric

currents directed on the plants through metallic wires, produce the closing of

the leaflets and the inflexion of the foot-stalks.

Galvanism has been likewise applied to these plants. Schrauck,(2) Iberti,(3)

Fowler,(4) Cavallo,(5) Von Humboldt,(6) Creve,(7) Rafn,(8) and Giulio,(9)

obtained no effect from a simple chain. Giulio, however, says he saw the

leaflets close and the foot-stalks descend when he applied the pile. He
furnished the bulbs of the petioles of a branch with small plates of tin and

lead, and the following morning, on placing one of the armatures in com-

munication with the zinc pole of a voltaic pile, and the other with the copper

pole by means of a gold wire, he perceived the leaves frequently incline

towards each other at the moment when the circle was closed.

DII. On the subject of the phenomena which supervene upon the with-

drawal of the irritation by which the movement has been determined, obser-

vations give us the following information : The footstalks invariably remain

depressed for some time and the leaflets closed. At the end of a half or

quarter of an hour, sometimes even ten minutes, a period varying according

to the vigour and age of the plants, as well as the season and time of the

day, the leaflets begin gradually to spread out, the foot-stalks recover them-

selves, and the leaves take a diverging direction. The order in v/bich these

phenomena occur is subject to variation. Sometimes the common foot-stalks

are the first to recover, at others, the individual ones ; sometimes, also, the

leaflets first of all separate from each other. The general condition of these

movements is the withdrawal of the external impression that had occasioned

those in the contrary direction. They appear, moreover, to be favoured by

the solar light. This, however, is not an essential condition, since the leaves

are seen to rise during the day, when, after receiving excitement, they are

withdrawn from the sun's light. Nor can the movements be forcibly pro-

voked by doubling the glare of the solar rays, or by using artificial light.

(1) Electriscbe Versuche an der Mimosa pudica ; in Denkschriften der Miinchner Akademie,
1809-10, p. 245.

(2) Ludwig, Scriptores nevrologici minores selecti, v. iii, p. 31.

(3) Esprit des Joui'naux, Mai-ch, 1794, v. iii, p. 210.

(4) Experiments and observations relative to tbe influence lately discovered by M. Galvani,

and commonly called Animal Electricity. London, 1793.

(5) Loc. cit., V. ii, p. 319.

(6) Versuche uber die gereizte nerven und muskelfaser, v. i, p. 249.

(7) Schriften der Berliner Gesellsch. naturforschender Freunde, v. xi, p. 141.

(8) Entwurf einer Pflanzenphysiologie, p. 150.

(9) Journal de Physique, 1803, v. Ivii, p. 460.
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The rising of the foot-stalks and the expansion of the leaves cannot be

considered as the eflfect of electricity, as Sigwart very justly remarked, since

they only take place at a varied interval after the withdrawal of the external

influence. Besides there is a vast difference between the rapidity of the

movements produced by the irritation and those which occur after its with-

drawal, the former being much more rapid than the latter. Elastic bodies,

on the contrary, that have been forced from their position by external

violence, recover it with the same force and quickness when such violence

ceases to act, which is not the case with the movements performed by the

leaves of sensitive plants.

Dili. The mobility of the leaves of mimosae is dependent on external

and internal conditions and varies with these. The most important of the

internal conditions is the normal exercise of the nutritive functions. The

more robust a plant is, the more vigorously it pushes, the more easily are

movements induced by external irritations, and the more lively are these

movements. Young plants are more mobile than old ones. The mobility is

greatest before flowering, and it palpably diminishes after that period.

Mimosae are more mobile in the morning than in the afternoon. Dufay and

Duhamel remarked that those reared in hot houses have much slower move-

ments in winter than summer. Among the external conditions of the moving

power are heat, light, atmospheric air, and alimentary matters. A medium

atmospheric temperature is the state in which the movements produced

by excitation are manifested with the greatest facility and strength. When

the heat rises to + 7° R., the plant, according to Dutrochet's experiments,

cannot be roused to motion by any stimulation, not even that of burning, A
very hot air, oi the burning rays of the sun likewise diminish the mobility. It

has been said above that mimosee continue for some time to execute their

periodical movements according to the diurnal periods, when placed in dark

situations, but that they soon lose their faculty of sensibility to impressions,

and in the end become incapable of movement. It is worthy of remark,

that this takes place more quickly, according to Dutrochet's experiments, in

a high than a medium temperature. In darkness, mimosae lose their mobility

at a temperature of -f 20^ to -\- 25° after four days, and at a temperature

of— 10° to — J5° not until after fifteen days. Atmospheric air and the

respiration it supports under the influence of light, are necessary to the per-

sistance of mobility. Although mimosae continue for some time to execute

their periodical movements in reference to the diurnal epochs, in vacuo, yet,

according to Dufay, Percival, and Sigwart's experiments, they gradually

lose the faculty of moving on the application of mechanical stimulants. The

dependence of the motor power on respiration has also been proved by
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experiments made by Ingenhouss,(I) and Humboldt(2) of the mode of action

of mimosje in difterent gases. Their mobiUty diminished and was extin-

guished in carbonic acid and azotic gases, whereas it was preserved in oxygen

gas. If the mimosaj are without water or ahmentary matter, their nutrition

suffers and their mobility is enfeebled, and the latter altogether disappears

when the plants fade. If they are again watered, the mobility is revived.

When the stalk is wounded so as to suffer the escape of a great quantity of

sap, the motor faculty is extinguished. Lastly, it may be added that this

faculty is destroyed by certain poisons and narcotic substances when such are

absorbed by the roots, or placed in immediate contact with the leaves and

the bulbs of the footstalks. Hope,(3) Wilson, (4) and Link(5) say they

observed the mobility to be destroyed by the action of opium. G. F. Jaeger(6)

saw the leaves of mimosae cease, even before losing their green colour, to be

sensible to the action of excitants, if they had been subjected to that of

arsenic. The same occurred in the experiments of Becker(7) and of

Croeppert,(8) after the appHcation of prussic acid. Macaire-Prinsep(9)

placed mimosae in contact with weak solutions of oxide of arsenic, arseniate

of potass, of corrosive sublimate, opium, and prussic acid, and saw that

these substances deprived them of the power of moving on excitation.

Similar experiments with the like results have been made by Mulder.(l)

These phenomena manifestly denote a certain analogy with the laws which

preside over the manifestations of muscular irritability in animals, and certify

to us the play of a vital contractile faculty in the leaves of mimosae.

DIV. Regarding the parts or organs that produce the movements in the

circumstances mentioned, all observers agree in saying that they are the

bulbs situated at the base both of the common foot-stalks and the individual

ones and leaflets. A certain degree of tension is manifested in these parts

during the movements induced by excitants, and the leaves, once that they

are bent, resist when an attempt is made to return them to their primitive

position. They break rather than yield, as Gahagan remarked. Other

physiologists have made the same observation. The first experiments made

on the influence exerted by the bulbs of the foot-stalks upon the leaves are

(1) Versuche mit Pflauzen, v. ii, pait 2, p. 235.

(2) Aphorismen aus der chemischen Physiologie der Pflanzen. Leipsic, 1794, p. 95.

(3) Diss, qusedam de plantarum motibus et vita compleetens. Edinburgh, 1787.

(4) An experimental inquiry on the manner in which opium acts in the living animal body.

Edinburgh, 1795.

(5) Salzburger medicinische Zeitung, 1810, v. ii, p. 15.

(6) De efiectibus arsenici in varies organismos. Tubingen, 1808.

(7) Diss, de acidi hydrocyanici vi perniciosa in plantas. Jena, 1823;

(8) Loc. cit, p. 25.

(9) Mem. sur I'influence des poisons sur les plantes douees de mouvemens excitablae j in

Annales de Chemie et de Physique, Sept., 1828, p. 85.

(1) Beytragen tot de Naturkundige Wetenschappen, v. ii, No. 1.
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due to Lindsay. He took away a portion of the lower surface of the bulb

of a common foot-stalk, and the petiole rose after the operation. From

another foot-stalk he cut off a portion of the upper surface, and immediately

the leaf shrunk. He submitted the bulbs of the individual foot-stalks to the

same mutilation, and obtained the like results. Hence he concludes that the

power which erects the foot-stalks has its seat in the lower part of the bulb,

and that which bends it, in the upper portion.(2)

DV. Coraparetti and Dutrochet studied the structure of the bulbs of the

footstalks. They are composed of a delicate, soft, and flexible cellular

tissue, containing, together with small globules, a great number of minute

rounded cells, full of coagulable liquid, the whole being externally covered

with a very thin epidermis. Internally to this tissue analogous to the mucous

matter of gelatinous animals, and which Dutrochet considers as a special

development of the parenchyma of the bark, there is a minute net-work of

sap and spiral vessels. No fibres have been seen that could be compared to

muscular fibres. In order to be assured whether the movement was pro-

duced by the soft cellular tissue or by the net-work of vessels contained

within it, the former was carefully withdrawn, whereby the foot-stalks were

deprived of the power of moving on the application of stimulants. Hence

it is clear that this tissue is the seat of the movements. Moreover, Dutrochet

repeated Lindsay's experiments, with which he does not appear to have been

acquainted. He constantly saw the common and particular petioles rise

after the excision of a part of their upper surface, and shrink when their

lower surface had undergone a loss of substance. When he withdrew a small

piece of the lateral surface, the leaf turned to the side where the substance

of the parenchyma had been taken away. Having detached longitudinal

slips of foot-stalk bulbs, and placed them in water, he saw them immediately

curl inwardly, in the direction they would have taken in reference to the axis

of the foot-stalk, whilst they became convex on their external surface.

(2) Lindsay found that when the petiole is depressed, the under part of the bourrelet assumes

a deeper colour. It is to be remarked, that in the subleaflets the upper part of the swelling

corresponds, in one respect, with the lower portion of the petiolar swelling ; it is the part

shortened when the leaf is folded. Burnett and Mayo found that it likewise changes colour at

the moment when the subleaflet rises, while the under surface of the swelling of the subleaflet

does not change hue. When the plant is not in its most lively state, the under surface cf the

subleaflet and upper surface of the petiolar swelling may be pricked with a needle without pro-

ducing action. But if the opposite surfaces (those which change colour and are shortened when
the petiole is depressed and the subleaflets are touched) are touched with a needle, these actions

are immediate, and if only lightly touched, the leaflet itself is raised, and its fellow remains
expanded, and in proportion to the rudeness of the touch is the degree of sympathy exhibited.

The needle may be applied to the solar surface of the petiolar swelling without effect, but when
applied to the under part, the petiole is depressed. Hence it would appear that each swelling

has a surface especially adapted to receive mechanical impressions, which surface is that side of

the intumescence opposite to that by which the consequent motion is produced. This would give

some ground for establishing an analogy with the nervous functions of animals, did not other
and insuperable objections present.

—

Tbs. •
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When he immersed pieces that he had detached in acids or a solution of

potassa, their curling immediately ceased, and they became straight. He
considers the inflexion of the substance of the petiolar bulbs as a vital phe-

nomenon, and gives the name of vegetable irritability to the power which

this substance possesses of bending in a determinate direction. From his

experiments on the manner in which the movements of the leaves of mimosze

are performed in opposite directions, he concludes that they occur solely by

the inflexion of the cellular parenchyma of the foot-stalks, which is applied,

like living elastic springs in a state of antagonism, to the different sides of the

foot-stalk. The upper spring which bends the foot-stalk downwards is urged

into action by most external irritations, especially by mechanical shocks,

sudden cold, great heat, and chemical stimulants. The inflexion of the lower

spring, on the other hand, which erects the foot-stalk, is effected in the

absence of those excitants, and by the influence of light. When there is no

light the upper spring has its activity increased, and the foot-stalk is depressed.

He attributes the alternating action of the living opposed springs to a distinct

aflilux of sap towards the superior and inferior portions of the petiolar bulbs

in such a manner that when the leaves are upraised by the inferior spring, the

latter becomes turgescent, whilst when they are depressed by the superior

spring, the turgescence occurs in that spring. What seems to prove that

these movements depend on the sap is, that want of water diminishes the

mobility of the leaves, and watering doubles its energy.

Lastly, Dutrochet made some experiments on the transmission of irritations

from one foot-stalk to another. In order to discover by what tissues this is

efi^ected, he destroyed the cortical tissue, the petiolar bulbs, the pith, and the

vascular fasciculi, separately. The consequence was, that transmissions are

not by the bark, nor the cellular tissue, nor the pith, and that the ligneous part

alone, with the vessels and sap, is adapted for this purpose. Moreover, he

found that the maximum rapidity of this internal movement of transmission is

as much as fifteen millimetres a second in the foot-stalks, and only three

millimetres in the body of the stalk, in the same space. The degree of tem-

perature does not appear to exert any influence in this respect. (3)

DVl. In repeating Lindsay and Dutrochet's experiments, L. C. Tre-

viranus,(4) Burnett, and Mayo, likewise ascertained that the movement in

the leaves of mimosae is produced by an antagonizing activity which

(3) Dutrochet gives the name of incurvation to the elastic power of the swellings of the sensi-

tive plant. According to this, the vegetable irritability consists only in an elastic incurvation
which is sometimes fixed and sometimes oscillatory. For example, it is fixed in the tendrils of
vegetables, in the valves of the ovarium of the balsamine, &c. ; it is oscillatory in vegetables that
are named irritable—those that present alternate incurvation and straightening. The sympathy
of the leaves is attributed by him to the sap of the tubes, he calls " corpusculiferous."

(4) Tiedemann und Treviranus Zeitsehrift fur Physiologic, v. i, p. 175.—Trs.

y Y
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resides in the petiolar bulbs. Some of the observations mentioned above

may be advanced in support of the opinion held by Dutrochet, that the activity

of these bulbs, brought into action by irritations, is owing to the afflux of

sap into them. Hooke had, beforehand, attributed the depression of the

foot-stalks, in consequence of the application of stimuli, to a reflux of the

sap of the leaves to the petiolar bulbs. Bellardi and Beccari also thought

that the movements of the foot-stalks in different directions proceeded from

an unequal distribution of sap in the parenchyma of their bulbs, so that if

more fluid arrives at their upper portion, the footstalks descend, whereas an

inverse movement takes place when the inferior part receives a greater

quantity of sap. Lindsay saw the petiolar bulbs take on a deeper colour

underneath during the inflexion of the leaves. Ilitter(5) remarked, that

when the leaflets closed and the foot-stalks bended downwards, an afilux of

sap took place towards the petiolar swellings. These sweUings, which are

white and semi-transparent dur4ng the expansion of the leaves, then become

opaque, more coloured, more full and turgid. He further says, he saw with

the microscope the sap rush into the petiolar bulbs. As the leaflets again

expanded, and the foot-stalks descended, the sap appeared to flow from the

swellings into the leaflets. Burnett and Mayo(6) have likewise remarked a

change of colour in the petiolar bulbs during movement.

These observations, therefore, render it very probable that the movements

of the leaves, after excitations are owing to the turgescence of the petiolar

bulbs produced by an aflOiux of sap.

DVII. There are two important points on which the experiments just

related throw no light. Why does the sap flow into the swellings of the

leaves after excitations, and wherefore is the afflux towards the lower portion

of the foot-stalks when they rise, and towards the upper when they sink ?

Dutrochet did not propose these questions, and neither his anatomical

researches nor his experiments afford any data to answer them. I will allow

myself to advance the following hypothesis on this point. The erection of

the foot-stalks, the expansion of the leaves and the unfolding of the leaflets

in the day are probably the consequence of the aflilux of sap into the vessels

of the foot-stalks, leaves, and leaflets, under the influence of solar light, and

those agents that induce movements of that fluid towards the periphery, by

which means they are rendered turgid. The sap that is accumulated in the

vessels, and the cellular tissue of the upper surface of the petiolar swellings

produces therein a turgescence, the result of which is the sinking of the foot-

stalks. The reason why, at the time of turgescence, the sap accumulates in

(5) Denkschriften der Miinchner Akademie ; Loc. cit., p. 397.

(6) Brewstei-'s Edinbuj-gh Journal, January, 1839, p. 186.
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certain points of the swellings, is very probably owing to a particular dispo-

sition of sap-vessels which anatomical researches have not yet ascertained.

The movements that occur after irritations applied to the leaves likewise

depend on a reflux of sap from the peripheric vessels of the leaves to the

upper portion of the petiolar bulbs. Either the stimulants exert on the sap

itself an influence which determines a retrograde movement of it, or, what is

more probable, the vessels are endued with a vital power of contraction

which the stimulants bring into play. By the contraction and narrow-

ing of the vessels, the sap is driven to the swellings which enter into

a state of turgescence and tension whence results a change in the direc-

tion of the leaves. As soon as internal excitants cease to act, the sap

gradually renews its course towards the vessels of the leaves, especially with

the influence of solar light ; the leaves are then seen to rise and again unfold.

This hypothesis is quite reconcileable with the effects of the influences which

determine the movements. All those influences that favour the progress of

the sap, as, its abundance, solar light, and heat, increase the mobility of the

leaves of mimosas. Such, on the contrary, as render the movement of the sap

more tardy and languid, as its scantiness, cold, excessive heat, hyper- excita-

tion by the electric fluid, diminish or annihilate the mobility. In favour of

the opinion that a vital power of contraction plays an essential part in these

movements, the effects of narcotic substances and poisons may be advanced,

which undoubtedly only arrest the movements by destroying the contractility

of the vessels. The transmission of excitations from one leaf to another is

probably effected through the medium of the sap vessels which are first put

into a state of contraction by stimulants, a state that is then propagated to

various distances according to the degree of susceptibility and stimulation.

More ample anatomical researches into the disposition of the vessels in the

petiolar swelHngs, followed by experiments on living mimosae, are necessary

in order to ascertain how far this hypothesis is correct. (7)

DVIII. We will mention some other plants whose leaves may be excited

to motion by stimulants. That which is most closely analogous to the

mimosse is the Oxalis sensaliva, which grows in Java. Its leaves are pinnate,

and consist of eight or ten pairs of oval leaflets, whose magnitude augments

from the base to the summit of the leaf. According to Rumph(8) and

(7) In this hypothesis the self-movement of the sap is but slightly alluded to and not endued
with any considerable influence in the phenomenon ; the author appears to prefer the explanation
by the action of the vessels on their contractility. The phenomenon is that of turgescence. It

will be seen by reference to our note on animal turgescence, that in that operation, we incline to

attribute the chief movement of the blood towards the turgid parts to the containing vessels.

For reasons similar to those therein adduced, we also regard the vessels as the cause of vegetable
turgescence, agreeing (to repeat the words of Tiedemann) as such an hypothesis docs with the

effects of the influences which produce the movements.

—

Tks.

(8) Herbal ium Amboinense, v. v, p. 302.
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Garcin's(9) observations, the leaflets are expanded horizontally during the

day. At sunset they fall and are applied to each other by their lower surfaces.

When touched they take the same position as in the night. It is even suffi-

cient for this purpose to approach near to them or disturb the soil. They are

likewise depressed in rainy and stormy days. The more warmed they are by

the sun, the more active are their movements. In the morning they are in

their fullest state of erection and expansion, and are not then so easily

closed by mechanical excitations as towards noonday, at which time merely

blowing upon them suffices to produce their depression. After being

irritated and depressed, they gradually rise again in the sunshine, and this

probably depends on the afflux of the sap into the vessels of the leaves.

DIX. R. Bruce(l) observed movements produced by excitations in the

foot-stalks of the Averrhoa carambola, a tree which grows in Bengal. The

pinnate leaves of this plant are extended horizontally in the day ; but the

direction of all the leaflets is not the same, some being more erect than others.

In the space of an hour they often change their situation, and rise or sink

without any determinate order. After sunset all the leaflets incline down-

wards, and are joined by their lower surfaces. When the leaves are much

agitated by the wind and pushed against each other, they sink. If a branch

be bended, without shaking the leaves, no movement occurs ; but if the

bending is efi"ected roughly, and is accompanied with agitation, the leaflets

gradually sink until they touch at their surfaces. The young leaves then

often glide over each other and cross. All the leaflets inserted on a common

foot-stalk move at once, when the latter is rubbed with the nail or any other

hard body. But each leaflet may also individually be brought into motion

by giving it a slight shock; in this manner all the leaves of one side may be

made to sink one after the other, whilst those of the opposite side remain

erect. The leaflets also of either side may be urged into movements But if

the shock be great, they all fall at one time, and sometimes the neighbouring

foot-stalks with them. The depression is performed gradually, and in a

quarter of an hour the parts rise again. The seat, properly speaking, of the

movement is in the individual foot-stalks of the leaflets. If one of these be

pressed, crushed, or cut with scissors, without shaking the foot-stalks, no

depression take place. When the foot-stalk is irritated with a needle point,

the leaflets sink. Bruce made a hole through a leaf with a burning glass

without any motion of the leaflets; but as soon as he concentrated the luminous

rays upon the foot-stalks, he saw them all sink. On removing a circular piece

(9) Description of a new species of the plants called Oxyoides ; in the Philos. Transac, 1729,

V. 36, p. 377.

(1) An account of the sensitive quality of the tree Averrhoa carambola 3 in the Philos.

Transact., 1785., v. Ixxv, part 2, p. 356.
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from a branch clown to the wood, so as altogether to interrupt the continuity

of the vessels of the bark, the leaves no longer changed their position. An
electric shock, though feeble, produced an immediate movement of the leaves.

It is probable that these movements are occasioned by stimulants, which

change the course of the sap in the foot-stalks.

DX. The leaves of the Dioncea muscipula are endowed with a high degree

of mobility. This plant, which grows in the shady and marshy parts of

North Carolina, was first described by J. Elli3.(2) All around its stalk are

many thick leaves, composed of two pieces. The larger piece, which is at-

tached to the branch and acts as a foot-stalk, is flat and shaped like an

oblong heart. The outer, smaller, and properly so called, leaf is roundish

and itself composed of two equal lobes united iu a median line, and furnished

with stiff hairs on its edge. On the superior surface, a multitude of small

glands are perceived, which secrete a saccharine fluid. Further, each half of

the leaf presents three small thorns arranged perpendicularly. When an in-

sect, attracted by the honied sugar, lights on the upper half of the leaf, the

two segments approach each other, seize it, and pierce it through. According

to Bonnet's experiments, the leaves of this plant are also urged into motion

by any other mechanical excitation. Their lobes press against each other so

forcibly that it is not easy to separate them without tearing them. The mobi-

lity depends on the vigour of the plant, and augments when the air is warm.

DXI. The leaves of the Hedysarum gyrans, a Bengalese plant, discovered

by Lady Monson, and those of the Hedysarum cuspidatum, present two

kinds of movements, one periodical, regulated by diurnal periods, the

other having no connexion with them. Each foot-stalk, when completely

developed, supports three leaves, (one middle, large, and lanciform, and two

lateral ones, smaller, narrow, placed opposite to each other,) which are fixed

to the principal foot-stalk by shorter petioles. The common foot-stalk is fur-

nished as far as particular ones, with hairs arranged iu two rows. This, and

the great leaf, as also the leaflets, according to the observations of the younger

Linnjeus,(3) Pohl,(4) Broussonet,(5) J. S. Kerner,(6) Hufeland,(7) Gahagan,

and others, execute particular movements, independently of each other. The

middle leaf is, in daytime, horizontal and motionlesss. By the action of

(2) Dionaea muscipula descripta : in Nov. Act. Societat. Upsaliens, v. i, p. 98. A Botanical
Description of the Dionaea Muscipula. London, 1770, 4to.

(3) Supplementum plantarum. Brunswick, 1781, 8vo.

(4) Sammlungen der Physik und Naturgeschichte. Leipsic, 1779, v. i. p. 502.

(5) Description d'une espece de Sainfoin, dont les feuilles sont dans un mouvement continuel

;

in Mem. de I'Ac. des Sc. de Paris, 1784, p. 616.

(6) Beobachtung iiber die beweglichen Blatter des Hedysarum gyrans ; in Vorlesungen der

Kurpfalzichen physikalisch-okonomischen Gesellschaft. Mannheim, 1785, v. i, p. 391.

(7) Ueber die Bewegungen des Hedysarum gyrans und die Wirkung der Eleklricitat auf
dasselbe ; in Voigt's Magazine, fiir das Neueste aus der Physik und Naturgoschichte,v. i,p. 3,p. 5.
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strong solar light it leans towards the stalk. At twihght it bends down*

wards, and lies along the stalk. The sun reappearing in the horizon, it

gradually rises again. This movement is so much dependent on the

light, that if the plant be in the shade only a few minutes, a manifest de-

pression of its middle leaflet is produced. In the noonday sun, and under the

action of light concentrated by a burning-glass and directed on the leaf or

its foot-stalk, it takes on a trembling motion. Moonlight and that of candles

have not, according to Hufeland's experiments, any influence on this move-

ment, any more than have mechanical stimulants and the electric bath. But

if an electric spark be made to fall on a leaf, it gradually sinks and does not

rise again that day ; its erection even occurs later the next day. Electri-

zation continued for a few minutes, totally destroys its mobility : it droops,

and at length dies. Incisions in the foot-stalk likewise deprive it of the power

of motion.

The small lateral leaves are incessantly in motion. They describe an arch

forwards towards the great leaf, then another backwards towards the foot-

stalk, and this by revolving on their articulation with the common foot-stalk.

They pass over the space mentioned in thirty or forty seconds, and then

remain quiet for nearly a minute, after which the movement recommences.

The inflexion downwards is always performed somewhat more rapidly than

that upwards. The sinking occasionally takes place by starts, but the rising

is uniform. The leaflets, for the most part, move in opposite directions, one

rising while the olher is sinking, and vice versa. Sometimes a leaflet stops

and the other continues to move. These motions only go on when the leaflets

are fully developed, but after that they continue uninterruptedly, night and

day. They are slower, however, in cold nights than in daytime, according to

Kerner's observations. When the sun is very powerful, the leaflets often

remain tranquil. The movements are always more rapid in warm and moist

weather, as in a warm rain. The period of their greatest vivacity is that of

flowering and fructification. After that time they become slower, and at

length stop altogether. Broussouet observed the movement of the leaves to

remain two or three days in branches that had been cut and kept immersed

in water. Hufeland saw the leaflets continue to move even on foot-stalks

which had been depressed by the electric spark. Mechanical irritations,

touching, heat, moistening with volatile oils and spirits, exerted no influence;

nor did the magnet. Electricity produces the following efi'ects : positive and

negative sparks and shocks made no change in the movements ; nor did

anything result from the contact, of a negatively or positively electrified

body. The simple electric bath alone, whether negative or positive, which

had no influence whatever on the large leaves, always produced a more rapid

waving of the lateral leaflets, which not only persisted during the whole of the
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electrization, but remained for sometime afterwards. Giulio observed no sensible

effect from the use of the poles of a voltaic pile, on the Hedysarum gyrans.

It is worthy of remark, that the movements became weaker and slower after

Hufeland had cut off the small hairs of the foot-stalks.

The oscillatory movements of the leaves appear to be, as Ritter(8) thinks,

the consequence of a varied afflux of sap, which produces an alternation of

turgescence and emptiness in the vessels of the leaflets.

6. Movements of the Flowers and Genital Organs.

DXII. In the first place, movements connected with the time of day, are

observed in flowers, similar to what are noticed in leaves. Of this kind are

the elevation and depression of the flower-stalks, and the opening and closing

of the flowers. According to Linnjeus's observations, the ^MjoAoriia^er/nawica,

while in flower, sinks its umbels at night and raises them again in the morning.

The Geranium striatum, the Ranunculus polyanthemus, the Draba verna,

Verbascum blattaria, &c., also droop their flowers in the night. The flowers

of the Nymphcea, Lotus, Stratiotis, Potamogeton, Myriophyllum, &c., rise

out of the water in the daytime, and sink under it in the evening.

In most vegetables the flowers only open once and remain expanded until

they fade. Many flowers, on the other hand, open and close several times,

and this at certain periods of the day. The closing of certain flowers on the

approach of night was known to Bacon, who compared it to the sleep of

animals. Linn3eus(9) made very careful observations on this subject. All

flowers that open in the day and close at night he called Flores solares,

and he founded his Horologium Florce on those which expanded at certain

hours. Pulteney, David de Gorter,(l) and Thomas Martyn,(2) have also

investigated this subject.

Plants exhibit multitudinous differences as to the times at which they

open and close their flowers. In many the flowers unfold at sunrise, and do

not close until sunset, as in the Hemerocallis fulva, the Leontodon taraxacum,

the Bellis perennis, the Papaver nudicaule, &c. Some close their flowers in

the afternoon, as the Mesembryanthemum barbatum, the Alyssum sinuatum,

the Alyssum alyssoides, the Anthericum album, the Hieracium pulmonaria,

fructicosum, rubrum, and latifolium, the Cichorium intybus, the Hypochoeris

hispida, and pratensis, the Crepis rubra, the Calendula officinalis, and

(8) Gehlen's Journal, v. vi, p. 478 ; Beitriige zur nabern Kenntniss des Galvanismus, v. ii,

part 3, p. 268 ;
part 4, p. 349.

(9) Philosophia Botanica, p. 272.
(I) Beschi-yving vau un Bloem-Horologie ; in Verliandel van het Genoostsch. te Rotterdam,

D. i, p. 477.

(2) Observations on the flowering of certain plants ; in Transactions of the Linnsean Society,
V. iv, p. 158.
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africana. Others again fold them between ten o'clock and mid-day, as the

Tragopogon luteum and pratense, the Crepis tectorum and alpina, the

Scorzonera tingitana, the Sonchus arvensis, oleraceus, alpinus, palustris,

lapponicus, and repens, and the Lapsana glutinosa. Many plants only

expand their flowers between eight and ten o'clock, and close them towards

mid-day, or shortly after, as the Dianihits prolifer^ the Malva helvola and

caroliniana, the Portulaca hortensis and oleracea, the Mesembryanthemum

crystallinum, neapolitanum, and nudiflorum, the Calendula arvensis, the

Arenaria purpurea, the Hieracium pilosella, the Hypochosris chondrilloides,

the Drosera longiflora, and the Morcea undulata. Some do not unfold them-

selves until mid-day, as the iJ/esem6r»/anf/ie»iMm s;9ec/fl6i7e; or towards the

evening, as the Ixia cinnamomea ; or even in the night, as (Enothera

tetraptera and molissima, the Silene nocti/lora, the Mirabilis longiflora, the

Gladiolus tristis the Cactus grandijlorus and triangularis.

Linnaeus divided the flowers which expanded in the day into meteoric, tropi-

cal, and equinoctial. He called those meteoric whose unfolding and closing

varied with external influences, light, heat, humidity, and the general state of

the atmosphere. Thus the flowers of the Calendula pluvialis and africana,

of the Anagallis arvensis and of several Oxales remain closed in lowering

weather. Those of the Sonchus sibericus, on the contrary, do not close at night,

when it threatens rain. In tropical flowers, the time of unfolding and closing

the leaves depends on the length of the days. The Convulvuli, the Mesem-

bryanthemum, and the Oxales open their leaves earlier in long than in short

days. Lastly, the equinoctial flowers are confined, in their expansion and

closing, to a determined and invariable time of day.(3)

(3) Alpinus mentions among sleeping plants the Acaciae, Abrus, Absus, Lesban, and Tama-
rindus (Prosp. Alpin. de plant. .-Egypt, cap. 10.) Cornutus observed the sleeping property in

the Pseudo-acacia Americana. To the list of Linnaeus Miller added (Med. arboreee. Lin. Sp. PI.

Plate 778) the common kidney bean (Phasiolus vulgaris) and clover grass (Trifolium prateme
purpureum mqjus.) In one of our common plants, Tragopogon luteum, this property is so evi-

dent as to obtain for it the vulgar appellation of John-go-to-hed-at-noon. The following are a
few species indigenous in this country whose flowei's open and close at fixed periods of the day :

Anagallis arvensis .... male pimpernel flowers open at 8 a.m. & close at 8 p.m.

Anagalhs monelli .... blue flowered pimpernel ditto.

Convolvulus caruleus, . bindweed flowers open at 6 a.m. & close at 6 p.m.

Phalanjium ram.osum, branched spiderwort open at 7 a.m. and close at 3 or 4 p.m.
Hemerocallis fulvus . . day lily open at 5 a.m. and close at 8 p.m.

Alisma ranunculoides, lesser water plantain open at noon.

Portularia oleracea . . common purslain open at 9 a.m. and close an hour after.

Nymphaa alba white water lily. open at 7 a.m. and close at 4 p.m. The
stalk is first erected to the surface of

the water, and then sinks and retires.

Papaver nudicaule,. . . yellow wild poppy open at 7 a.m. and close at 7 p.m.

Tragopogon pratense, yellow goat's beard, or go-to-bed-

at-noon open at 3 p.m. and close at 9 or 10 a.m.

Sonchus arvensis .... tree sowthistle open at 6 a.m. and close at 1 2 a.m.

Sonchus oleraceus .... hare's lettuce open at 5 a.m. and close at 1 2 a.m.

Lactuca sativa garden lettuce , open at 7 a.m. and close at 10 a.m,
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DXIII. These diurnally periodical movements of flowers appear to

depend, like those of leaves, on a change in the vitality of plants, accom-

panied, through the influence of external agents, with differences in the afflux

of sap to, and in the degree of turgescence of the flower leaves. The

erection of the flower-stalks and the unfolding of the flowers is doubt-

lessly owing to more copious flow of sap, and a consequent turgescence.

The drooping of the flower-stalks, on the contrary, and the closing of the

flowers seem to be the result of a diminution of the influx of sap and the

cessation of the turgid state. This may be dependent, on the one hand, on a

diurnally periodical change in the contractility of the sap vessels, and, on the

other hand, on a modification of the external agents determining the state of

vitality, and the flow of the sap. What proves the variableness of the vital

condition is, that the movements of the leaves are in a precise ratio with nutri-

tion and growth, and are performed more rapidly in healthy and vigorous

plants than in sickly and fading ones. Plants deprived of water do not ex-

pand, or at least very slightly open their flowers. After the period of fecun-

dation, the periodical movements of flowers altogether cease. They are also

destroyed by divers narcotic and poisonous substances, which appear to anni'

hilate the contractility of the sap vessels. Light and heat also exert great

influence over them. They do not take place when the atmospheric tempera-

ture is very low or much elevated. When plants are withdrawn for a long

time from the influence of light, the periodical movements of the flowers cease,

and they do not expand. Decandolle/4) found in his experiments on plants

preserved in a cellar which at night was lighted with lamps and in

the day kept dark, that the period of unfolding and closing of the leaves

changed in several of them. Some vegetables, which opened their flowers in the

day, expanded them at night and closed them in the morning. Others which

open at night, unfolded in the morning and closed in the evening. This was

the case with the Ornithogalum nmbellatum, the Convolvulus purpureus, the

Mesembryanthemum noctiflorum, the Hieracium amplexicaule, and the An-

themis marilima. The flowers of the Ornithogalum umbellatum, which open

towards eleven in the morning and close at three o'clock, closed immediately

Leontodon taraxacum, dandelion open at 5 a.m. and close at 8 or 9 a.m.

Leontodon hispidum . . rough dandelion open at 4 a.m. and close at 3 p.m.

Hieracium murorum. . golden lungwort open at 6 a.m. and close at 2 p.m.

Various other species of hieracium are sleepers, as Hieracium umbellatum, sabandum, paladosum,

auraniiacum ; also the Crepis tectorum,aIpina, rubki—the flowers of all which open between 4 and
7 a.m. and close between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Cichorium intybus. . . . wild succory open at 8 a.m. and close at 4 p.m.

Calendiila officinalis . . wild marygold open at 9 a.m. and close at 3 p.m.

Calendula pluvialis • • open at 7 a.m. and close at 3 p.m.

Trs.

(4) Mem. presentes a I'Institut., v. i, p. 329.

Z z
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on being withdrawn from the light, and again expanded when exposed to the

light. In other vegetables, the periodical movements of the flowers were not

changed by light and darkness.

DXIV. In some plants the corollas also perform movements on being

irritated. This is the case, according to Tnrpin's(5) observations, with the

Ipomcea sensitiva. The membranous tissue of the bell-shaped corolla of this

plant is supported by threads or vessels, which on the sHghtest touch bend,

shorten themselves, and cause the closing of the flowers. The irritating cause

removed, it again unfolds. Swagerman(6j and Bartolozzif?) also say they

perceived movements in the flowers of the Apocynum androscemifulium, occa-

sioned by irritations. According to Roxburgh"s(8) observations, the flowers

of the Amaryllis saltatoria, an East Indian plant first described by Sims,(9)

possesses a high degree of mobility. On the slightest touch of an insect, on the

slightest mechanical excitement, or on the most gentle breeze, they execute

oscillatory movements in different directions. It can scarcely be doubted

that this depends on a living contractile faculty. This property is said to be

wanting in plants reared in hot-houses.

DXV. The movements of the organs of generation are more distinct than

those of the flower leaves. In many vegetables, at their complete develop-

ment, and during the fecundative act, they perform movements which bring

into contact with each other parts often placed at a great distance. In some

plants the stamina and anthers erect themselves and lean towards the stig-

mata ; in others the pistil approaches the anthers ; and in a third series, both

organs make mutual advances.

The movement of the stamina towards the pistil seems to have been first

observed by Vaillant(l) in the Parielaria. Linnajus(2) saw the stamina in

the Parnassia palustris, and the Ruta graveolens, one by one approach

the stigmata, shed the pollen, and then return to the^r former situation ;

whilst in the Saxifraga tridactylites, they all leaned simultaneously towards

the pistil. Similar movements have been remarked by StiefF(3) in the

Amaryllis formosissima ; by Staehelin(4) in the Parieiaria ; by Koel-

(5) Duti'ochet. Loc. cit. tp. 64.

(6) Waarneeming omtrent une byzondere Eigenschap van de Apocynum, in bed dooden van
sommige soorten von vliegen ; in Verliandeling van de Genootsch te Vlissingen, v. v, p. 281, v.

ix, p. 1.

(7) Memorie sopi'a la qualita che hanno i fiori d'Apozynum androsaemifolium di prender le

mosche ; in Opuscoli scelti, v. ii, p. 193.

(8) Asiatic Researches, v. xi, p. 359.

(9) Botanical Magazine, tab. 1310.

(1) Discours sur la structure des fleurs. Leyden, 1718, 4to.

(2) Fundameuta botanica. Amst., 1735 ; Flora Suecica, p. 98 j Disquisitio de sexu plan-

tarum, p. 25.

(3) De vita nuptiisque plantarum. Leipsic, 1741, 4to.

(4) Theses miscellanese medico-anatomico-botanicae. Bale, 1751, 4to.
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reuter(5) in species of Rula, Antirrhinum, aud Scrophularia ; by J. F.

Gmelin(6) in a great number of syngenesiae, the Cactus opuntia, and the Cis-

tus helianthemum ; by Leske(7) in species of Aguilegia and Saxifraga. The

most numerous observations on this subject have been made by V. C. Medi-

cus(8) and Desfontaines.(9) From them it follows, that at the time of

fecundation the stamina rise and incHne themselves towards the pistil, the

anthers open and shed the pollen on the stigmata, and that the stamina then

return to their former situation. Sometimes the stamina lean to the pistil

one after the other, as their pollen becomes ripe, as in the Hifoscyamus aureus,

the FritiUaria persica, the Biitomus umbeltatus, the Polygonum orientate, the

Scrophularia nodosa, aquatica, canina, lucida, the Tamarix gallica , ike.',

sometimes they move by pairs or triplets, as in the species of Saxifraga, Stel-

laria, Veronica, and Kalmia, the Ahine media, Moerrhingia muscosa,

Sioertia perennis, Rhus coriuria, &c. ; at other times they all proceed simul-

taneously to the pistil, as in the Zygophyllum fabago, the Agrimonia eupa-

toria, the Ricinia humilis and Icevis, the Alropa physaloides, &c. Of the

ten stamina of the Sedum telephium and rejiexum, only five at first rise, and

subsequently the five others commence their movements.

The stamina of the Delphinium, Aconitum, and Garidella, which closely

surround the pistil, retire from it as soon as the pollen is shed. In many

plants, the anthers alone erect themselves, lean on the stigmata, allow the

escape of the pollen, and then retire, as in the Lilium superbum, the

Amaryllis formosissima, the Pancratium illyricum, maritimum, &c.

Humboldt(I) ascertained that the stamina of the Parnassia palustris

approach the pistil one by one, at first by starts, and then suddenly aud at

once, and that after shedding their pollen at three intervals, they return to

their former situation until they are curled over the corolla.

DXVl. Jt is not so usual to perceive movements in the female genital

organs as in the male. Linnzeus saw the pistils and stigmata incline towards

the stamina and anthers in the Nigella arvensis, the Passijlora, and the

Tamarindus. Medicus remarked the bending of the pistils and the apphca-

tion of the stigmata to the stamina in the following plants : Nigella sativa

and orientalis, Sida americana and umbellata, Passijlora vespertilio,

(5) Voraufige Nacliricht von einigen das Geschleclit der Pflanzeu betreflfendenVersuchen uud
Beobaditungen. Leipsic, 1761.

(6) De generatione vegetabiliutn. Leipsic, 1 773, p. 19.

(7) Irritabilitas vegetabilium in singulis plautarum partibus explorata. Tubingen, 1768, 4to.

(8) Von der Neigung der Pflanzen sich zu begatten ; in Act. Acad. Tlieodoro-Palatin, v. iii,

p. 116; Pflanzen-phj siologische Abhandlungen. Leipsic, 1803, v. i, p. 3.

(9) Observations sur I'irritabilite des organes sexuels d'un grand nombre des plantcs ; in Mem.
de I'Acad. des Sc. de Paris, 1787, p. 468.

(1) Beobaditungen iiber die Staubfaden der Parnassia pahistris ^ in Usteri's Anualen dor

Botanik, 1792, part iii, p. 7.
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suberosa, minima, and ccerulea, CEnothera repanda, molissima, biennis, and

fructicosa, Hibiscus malvaviscus, manihot, abelmoschus, africanus, phceniceus,

and trionum, Cactus hexagonus and grandiflorus, and the Turnera ulmifolia.

Desfontaiues found that a movement of pistils and stigmata towards the

stamina and anthers takes place chiefly in plants whose short stamina are

situated lower than the pistil. The latter he saw lean towards the stamina,

both in several of the preceding plants, and in the Lilium candidum,

martagon, and chalcedonicum, the Epilobium angustifolium and spicatum,

and the Callinsonia canadensis. This leaning also occurs in the species of

the genera Gloriosa, Cymbidium, &c- Both sets of organs approach each

other, according to the observations of Medicus, in the Boerhaavia diandra,

and several species of Malva, Althcea, Alcea, and of Lavutera.{2)

DXVII. Pesfontaines considers these movements as the effect of the

irritability of the stamina and pistils, and thinks that emanations from the

generative liquids are the stimulus which induces the contraction. Against

this hypothesis it may be said that the stamina of several plants with male

flowers, as those of species of Urtica, likewise move, and that their anthers

project the pollen. The movements of the genital parts, which occur with

so much regularity, must doubtlessly be considered as the immediate conse-

quence of the internal movements of growth, originating from the progress

made by plants towards their complete development, which movements are

accompanied by a state of turgescence produced by the afflux of sap, and by

manifestations of a vital contractile faculty. External influences do not

excite the movements in the character of stimuli, but only exert a mediate

influence over them, inasmuch as they are one of the conditions of the growth of

plants in general. The injurious effects of poisons seem to testify to the part

which a vital power of contraction takes in the movements that are manifested

in matured generative organs. Goeppert(3) remarked that the stamina of

the Ruta graveolcns, angustifolia, and divaricata, the Saxifraga aizoon,

sarmentosa, longifolia, and punctata, the Polygonum orientate, and of the

Zygophyllum fabago, lost the power of approximating to the pistil, of casting

the pollen, and of returning to their former situation, when the plants had

been plunged into prussic acid or bitter almond water, and that the absorbed

poison reached the flowers. Direct moistening of the stamina with poisonous

liquids immediately destroyed their mobility, and they faded.

DXVIII. The genital organs of several plants are also urged into motion

by external excitants. The male parts, either stamina and anthers conjointly,

or the latter alone, are those in which this mostly happens. Among plants of

(2) Philosophia Botanica, p. 91 ; Amcenitat : Academ., v, i, p. 360.

(3) Loc. cit., p. 23.
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this kind are ranged species of Cactus, Centaurea, Cisbus, Berberis, Scabiosa,

this Cichorium, Onopordon, Serraf.ula,Hieracium , Ventenutia,Scc. Linnaeu3(4)

Duhamel,(5) and Adan3on,(0) observed the mobility of the stamina of the

Cactus opuntia. When the numerous stamina of these plants were touched,

which are at some distance from the pistil after the bloom of the flowers,

they quickly approached it, and partly came into contact with it ; subsequently

they generally returned to their former places. A second excitement again

urges them to motion. Similar phenomena have been observed by Koel-

reuter,(7) in the Cactus tuna, and by Medicus in the Cactus hexagonus and

grandijlorus.

Count Covolo(8) observed that the stamina of the Centaurea calcitrapoides,

which, at the unfolding of the flowers, are arched outwards, proceed rapidly

towards the pistil when they are irritated with a pin, and that the anthers let

fall their pollen. He thought he perceived palpable contraction of the

stamina in this movement. He even says that the stamina, under the influence

of stimulants, continue to move for some time after being cut. Koelreuter

observed similar movements in the Centaurea spinosa, cineraria, ragusina,

eriophora, and salmantica. The stamina that had been irritated returned

after some time to their former place. They might be made to move several

successive times. Their mobility varied with the atmospheric temperature.

In the species of the genus Cistus, the stamina directly surround the

pistil. When touched or shaken, they slowly leave it and fall back to the

sides of the corolla, v^hich they approach the nearer as they have been more

vehemently stimulated. They then rapidly return towards the pistil and the

anthers, which open, discharge their pollen upon the stigma. Shocks given

by the wind suffice to cause movements of the stamina. These movements

are most vivacious in the morning. When the air is very hot and dry, the

stamina are motionless. These movements have been observed by Duhamel

in the Cistus helianthemum, by Koelreuter in the Cistus appenninus, and

by Medicus and Desfontaines in the same species, as also in the Cistus ledifolius.

DXIX. The most numerous experiments, regarding the mobility of

stamina under the influence of stimuli, that have been made are those on the

Berberis vulgaris by Linnseus(9) Duhamel,(1) Adanson,(2) Koelreuter,(3)

(4) Sponsalia plantarum ; in Amcenitat. Academ.
(5) Physique des Arbres, v. ii, p. 167.

(6) Famille de Plantes, v. i, p. 59.

(7) Loc. cit.

(8) Discorso della irritabilita d'alcuni flori, nuovai:iente scorpeta. Florence, 1761, 4to.

(9) Flora Suecica, ed. 2, p. 311.

( 1) Traite des arbres et des arbustes, p. i, p. 22.

(2) Famille des Plantes, v. p. 59.

(3) Nouvelles observations et experiences sur I'irrilabilite des etamines de I'F.pinc-vinettt.

(Berberis vulgarh ;) in Nov. Act. Ac, Petropol., v. vi, p. 207.
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Smith,(4) Medicus, Desfontaines, Humboldt,(5) Ilitter,(6) Nasse,(7) I)es-

cemet,(8) Macaire Prinsep,(9) and Goeppert.(l) It is well known that the

flowers of this shrub have six stamina, which in the day are separated from

the pistil and arched outwards in the expanded flowers. In the night the

flowers close, and the stamina are apphed to the pistil ; when in the daytime

the stamina have been mechanically irritated at their base or inner side, either

by insects, or the point of a needle, they rapidly proceed towards the pistil and

discharge the pollen on the stigma. If the needle be driven into the stamina,

the movement is still more quickly executed and sometimes slight oscillations

are observable. At a low temperature the movement is slow, and sometimes a

few moments elapse before the irritated stamina approach the pistil. In a

short time afterwards they slowly return towards the petals, which have a

concave form. To perform this movement several minutes and sometimes a

quarter of an hour are necessary, varying however with the state of the plant

and the atmospheric temperature. The return of the stamina to their former

position being extremely slow, compared with the quickness with which they

hurry to the pistil, proves that the movements cannot be the effects of elasticity.

The mobility of the stamina remains after the excision of the corolla, calyx,

and pistil, being then only less rapid and complete. When the extremities of

the stamina have been cut off, their filaments are still susceptible of being

urged to motion by mechanical stimulants.

The action of divers other stimulants on the stamina have also been made

the subject of experiment. Koeh-euter saw the solar light concentrated by a

burning-glass, and electric shocks, cause movements in them. Humboldt

ascertained that the irritated stamina certainly sometimes returned towards

the corolla in flowers to which violent electric shocks had been applied, but

that they had not afterwards the power of again approaching the pistil when

the stimulus was continued. !Nasse excited the movement by using the gal-

vanism of a voltaic pile. On flowering branches that were immersed in water

heated to 32 or 35 centrigrade degrees, the stamina proceeded immediately

or in a short time towards the pistil ; but in water of a temperature not above

(4) Some observations on the irritability of vegetables. Philos. Trans,, v, Ixxviii, part 1,

p. 158.

(5) Ueber die gereizte Muskel-und Nerven-Faser, v. ii, p. 193.

(6) Gehlen's Journal fur die Chemie und Physik, v. vi, p. 456.

(7) Untersuchungen iiber den Einfluss der Warme auf die Staub-gefass Bewegungen einiger

Pflanzen ; in Reil's Archiv. fur die Physiol., t. xii, p. 251. Versuche iiber den Einfluss der

Elektrieitat auf die Staubfaden der Berberis vulgaris in Gilbert's Annalen der Physik, v. xli,

p. 393.

(8) Recueil periodique de la Societe de Medicine de Paris, v. ii. No 15.

(9) Mem. sur I'influence des poisons sur les plantes douees de mouvemens excitables ; in

Annales de Chemie et de Physique, Sept. 1828, p. 85.

(I) Ueber die Reizbarkeit der Staubfaden der Berberis vulgaris in der Zeitschrift Limica
July, 1828.
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10 or 14 degrees, they failed to do so. In Hitter's experiments the stamina

were not urged to motion by moistening with alcohol or tincture of opium.

Nasse and Goeppert, on the contrary, excited movement by ether, alcohol,

essential oils, spirits of turpentine, acetic and hydrochloric acids; but the

parts in this manner lost the power of subsequently answering to mechanical

excitants. The same occurred when prussic acid, bitter almond water, and

canella water were introduced into the flowers. Macaire-Prinsep im-

mersed the flowering branches in diluted prussic acid, when the stamina

lost the power of moving on the application ot external stimulants. The

vapour of prussic acid produced a similar eff"ect. The mobility was likewise

destroyed by the aqueous tincture of opium, and by diluted solutions of

oxide of arsenic, arseniate of potassa, and corrosive sublimate. Goeppert

placed flowering branches in different liquids in order to ascertain the actioQ

which the absorbed substances exercised on the mobility of the stamina. In

prussic acid; bitter almond water, liquid ammonia, alcohol, ether, volatile

oils, spirits of turpentine, acetic and hydrochloric acids, solution of metallic

salts, of oxide of arsenic, acetates of lead and copper, nitrate of silver, and

sulphate of zinc, the stamina lost their mobility, as soon as the absorbed sub-

stances reached the flowers. This effect did not take place in the solution

of opium, and the infusions of Saint Ignatius' bean, belladonna, and other

narcotic subtances, so long as the branches retained their freshness.

It is worthy of remark, that the filaments of the stamina preserved their

mobility under vessels that had been withdrawn for three days and a half

from the influence of light.

The stamina of other species of Berberis, such as the Berberis humilis,

canadensis, emarginata, cretica, and cristata, according to Link(2) and

Goeppert's observations, likewise possess the faculty of moving when

irritated.

DXX. In several plants the stamina begin to move, when perfectly deve-

loped, without being incited thereto by external excitants, whereas the rupture

of the anthers may be caused by mechanical irritation. This phenomenon is

observed in the species of Parietaria, Spinacia, Atriplex, Urtica, and some

other genera. J. Bauhin(3) seems to have been the firstwho remarked it in the

Parietaria officinalis whose anthers discharged pollen vs^henever he attempted

to take away the stamina from the flowers. Morison,(4) Ray,(5) Vaillant,

Staehelin, Linnseus, and others, likewise saw the anthers of the Parietaria

burst from mechanical excitement. The hermaphrodite and male flowers of this

(2) Grundlehren der Anatomic ; Ueber Physiologic der Pflanzen, p. 259.

(3) Historia Plantarum Universalis, v. ii, p. 976.

(4) Plant. Oxon., v. ii, p. 600.

(5) Hist. Plant, v. i, p. 206.
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plant have four stamina inclosed in the corolla, which gradually rise and bend

outwardly; if touched in this situation they shed their pollen. The same

happens when the anthers of the five stamina of the A triplex patula are irritated.

In thespeciesof the genus (Spmacia, wherein the genital organs occupy different

organs, the five stamina rise at the period of maturity, and bend outwardly, at

which time, if their anthers be irritated, they burst. The four stamina of the

male flowers of the species of Urtica are at first bent inwardly ; as they ripen,

they rise and project out so as to have almost an horizontal po.sition. As
soon as the anthers are touched they suddenly open and discharge their pollen.

This was observed by Staehelin, Haller,(6) Alston, (7) Gmelin, Medicus, and

others, in the Urtica dioica, canabina, pilulifera, &c. Similar phenomena

have been seen in the anthers of several species of Moras, Chenopodium,

Forskohlea, Orchis, Stachys, Anemone, and others.

DXXI. The stigma of several plants may be urged to motion by exteinal

irritations. Linnjeus(8) was the first who mentioned the closing of the open

stigma of the Gratiola on being touched by the pollen, a fact which was also re-

marked by Adanson.(9) In the Marliuia annua, perennis, a.nd proboscidea, a.nd

the Bignonia catalpa and radicans, whose stigma is composed of two lobes

wide asunder at the full bloom of the flowers, these lobes approach each other,

according to observations by Adanson, Koelreuter, and Medicus, as soon as

the pollen falls on the stigma, or when the stigma is irritated with a needle,

the lower portion then proceeding rapidly towards the upper. This takes place

more readily as the air is warmer. When the temperature is low, and the

weather rainy, the stigma remains motionless. Similar movements were ob-

served by Medicus in the stigma of the Lobelia syphilitica, erinus, and eri-

noides ; oi the Antirrhinum albescens and glaucum, of the Cliome arubicum,

the Justicia ciliaris and hysopifolia, the Lavandula latifolia, multijida, and

spica, and of the Scrophularia lucida. The stigma of the Mimulus gutlatus is

also very mobile, when irritated, according to Kielmeyer's experiments,(1)

as also that of the Mimulus glutinosus, according to Braconnot's. The pistil of

the Stylidium graminifolium is possessed of a high degree of mobility.(2) In

the expanded flower it is arched over the curled lip of the corolla, so that the

stigma comes into contact with the anthers. Touched slightly at its base, it

suddenly erects itself. After some time it returns to its former situation.

(6) Enumeratio method, p. 674 ; Hist, stirp. indigen Helvet, v, ii, p. 265.

(7) Tyrocinium Edinburgh, p. 31.

(8) Hortus Clifort, p. 9.

(9) Famille des Plantes, v. i, p. 122.

(1) Autenrieth's und Bohnberger's Blatter fiir Naturwisseaschaft und Arzneikunde, v. i,

part i, p. 92.

(2) Account of the sensitive properties of the Stylidium graminifolium ,• in the Edinburgh
Journal of Science, January, 1829, p. 185.
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When again irritated, the movement is reiterated ; but frequent excitations

diminish its vivacity and vigour.

Goeppert(3) found, in his experiments on the action of prussic acid on

plants, that the stigma of the Bignonia cntalpa, of the Marlinia proboscideOt

and of the Mimulus glutinosus, and g?ittalus, lost its mobility after the applica-

tion of this acid, whether the plant vpas immersed in it, or only exposed to its

vapour.

DXXII. The movements induced by stimulation in the male and female

genital organs, cannot be otherwise considered than as the effects of one and

the same vital contractile faculty inherent in the organs and brought into play

by excitants of various kinds. The influence of poisons in the extinction of

this power argues in support of our idea. Probably such power is seated in

the cellular tissue.

DXXIII. The ripe capsules of some plants, of the genera Balsamina,

Cardamine, Dentaria, Momordica, Impatiens, &c., execute very palpable

movements when touched, as was remarked by Tournefort,(4) bursting and

discharging to some distance the seeds, whilst the flaps of the capsules turn

over in a spiral manner. Though these movements have been considered by

the majority of writers on vegetable physiology as simple phenomena of elas-

ticity, they also seem to depend on a vital contractile faculty of the cellular

tissue. In favour of this opinion is the extinction of the property in question

by poisons. Carradori(5) immersed balsamine capsules in cherry-laurel

water, and found they thereby lost their power of bursting under the influence

of mechanical stimulus, whereas those which he had plunged into cold water

remained motionless. According to Goeppert's(O) experiments on the cap-

sules of the Cardamine pratensiSySLud the Dentaria enneaphyHa, they lost their

mobility in prussic acid. He likewise considers the movement as a mani-

festation of life produced by the contractility of the cellular tissue. Dutrochet

attributes them to the property which the vegetable tissue possesses of

bending, when in a certain state of turgescence. According to his re-

searches, each valve of a capsule is formed of concentric layers of minute

vesicles, diminishing from the periphery to the centre. He says that the

tendency to bend depends on the inequality of swelling between the layers

composed of large and of small vesicles, whenever any cause determines a

state of turgescence. This mechanical theory is not consistent with the mode

of action of poisons.

(3) Loc. cit, p. 24.

(4) Memorie della Societa Italiaiio delle Scienza, residente in Modeno, v. xviii, No. 1.

(5) Loc. cit., p. 25.

(6) Loc. cit., p. 67.
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7. Movements of Plants dependent on the Hygrometric State

OF THE Atmosphere.

DXXIV. Finally, there are movements observable in plants both during

life and after death which are dependent on the hygrometric state of the

atmosphere and its influence on the vegetable tissue. Of this, the Carlina

vulgaris presents, according to Bierkander's observations, (7) a remarkable

instance. It dries up after flowering, and remains with its leaves and calyxes

until the succeeding year. During this interval the calyx contracts when the

weather is damp and dull ; but when a dry air and a clear sky prevail, it

opens and spreads in an horizontal direction. Analogous phenomena are pre-

sented by the Anastatica hierochantina, The movements of the bristles of

the Funaria hygrometrica, of the beards of the Stipa pennata and Avena

fatua, and also of several Gerania, are hygrometric, and these parts have

been used as hygrometers. (8) Perhaps, too, the movements of the compound

leaves of the Porliera hygrometrica, which press against each other at the

approach of rain, inay be ranged under this category. Those of the capsules

of mosses, and of the grains of the Jungermannia and Marchantia must be

referred hither.

CHAPTER THIUD.

On the Causes and Powers which determine the Movements of living Bodies.

DXXV. All living bodies, vegetables as well as animals, perform move-

ments, as appears from the facts cited in the preceding chapters. Each act

of life appears to be accompanied by changes of place, some of which are

directly perceptible by the senses, whilst we are necessitated to infer the

existence of others from phenomena that are conceivable without movement,

such as those of formation, nutrition, growth, and the functions of the nerves.

The movements of living bodies can neither be considered as the effects of

gravitation, nor as the results of a mechanical impulse from without. Nor has

it been hitherto satisfactorily explained by the attractions and repulsions

exerted in the play of chemical affinities. Distinguished naturalists and phy-

sicians therefore consider them as phenomena sui generis, as products of

powers of a specific nature, having their foundation in the special constitution

(7) Neue Abhandlungen der Schwedischen Akademie, 1728, p. 80.

(8) J.M. F. Lodemann, Ueberden Gebrauchdes gerannetensamens vom Geraniumgruinum zum
Hygrometer ; in Annalen der okonom : Gesellsehaft zu Potsdam, v. iii, p. 5, p. 55. A. Soares

Barbosa. Observa9oes sobre hum hygrometro vegetal (Geranium moschatum et malacoides :) in

Memorias da Acad, da Lisboa, v. i, p. 262.
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of the bodies in which they are observed. But if we seek to learn what these

powers are, on what conditions they depend, and by what laws they act, we

raise a question concerning which the most opposite opinions and theories

have been advanced, and which has given rise to warm controversies.

Previous to announcing my own ideas on the subject, I propose to give a

brief exposition of the more important hypotheses that have been erected in

order to account for the moving powers of living bodies, and to subject them

to examination, so that the truths therein which are agreeable to experiment

may be put forward and their errors pointed out.

DXXVI. Glisson(9) was the first physiologist who absolutely attributed

the movements of animals to a specific power. To this power he gave the

name of irritability, because it is called into action by influences of various

kinds, which he called irritating causes, (causae irritantes.) He distinguished

in it the faculty of recognising these irritating causes, or of being changed

and affected by them, and the tendency to react upon such excitants by means

of movements which consist in contraction. (j) The perception of irritating

causes appeared to him different from sensation, because the heart and the

intestinal canal move on the application of exciting agents without any sensa-

tion being developed. These parts, as also the muscles, are urged into

motion by divers stimulants, even some time after their separation from the

body. Perception of an irritation, however, may be accompanied by

sensation, as in the stimulation of a nerve. Glisson admitted three sorts of

perception of irritating causes and of irritability, the natural, the sensitive, and

that dependent on the will.(2) The first or natural belongs to the animal

fibre in general, even to the blood and humours. In the sensitive, the action

of external impressions or irritations on the irritable fibres is effected by the

medium of irritated nerves. The third kind is caused by the appetitus

animalis, or the will, the brain inducing the muscles to motion by an irritation

ab interno. To these he added valuable remarks on the degrees of irritability

and on its variableness in different circumstances. (3)

(9) De natura substantias energetica, seu de vita naturae. London, 1672, 4to. De ventriculo

et intestinis. London, 1677, 12mo. Tractatus posterior, cap 7. De irritabilitate fibrarum.

(1) Loc. cit., p. 163. Actio fibrae propria dicta sive motus ejus activus consistit in con-

tractione, vigoratione, molitione et labore ejusdem. Quando enim fibra contrahitur, vigoratur,

nititur, tenditur, laborat, et tractu lemporis defatigationi atque lassitudini abnoxia fit. Dividitur

actio in naturalem et prseternaturalem, sive in sanam et lassam ; utraque admittit gradus.

Estque vel remissa, vel intensa, vel media. Hi gradus oriuntur a gradibus roboris, turn,

iiritabilitatis, turn causarum initantium.

(2) Loc. cit., p. 168. Perceptio naturalis ea est, qua fibra alterationem sive illatam, sive

gratam, sive ingratam percipiens, ad earn appetendam, vel fugiendam, et conformiter ad se

movendam excitatur. Secunda sensitiva, est ea qua fibi a sensu alterationem in externo organo

factam advertens, ad aliquid appetendam, seque conformiter movendam, impellitur. Tertia, ab
appetitu animali regulata, ea est, qua cerebrum fibras musculorum ad ea qua; appetit exequenda,

ali intus commovet. Loc. citat, p. 194. Ex dictis ciucescit, dari rcvera tres irritabilitatis

species, naturalem, sensitivam exteruam, ct a pliantasia iiuperatam.

(3) Loc. citat., p. 195. De irritabilitatis difterentiis.
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Glisson's theory regarding an organic or vital motor power, inherent in

animals and urged into action by external irritations, or internal ones

engendered in the living body itself, found no supporters among his con-

temporaries, blinded as they were by the systems of chemistry and iatro-

mechanics, and was only justly appreciated in the following century.

DXXVII. Stahl,(4) who had the great merit of showing the difference

that exists between living beings, particularly animals, and bodies not endued

with life, and of fixing attention on the peculiarites exhibited by the former

in their structure and intimate composition, considered the soul to be the

fundamental cause of life and of the movements attached to it. It is true,

Descartes and Vanhelraont had previously advanced an analogous opinion,

and it had been maintained in a still more precise manner by the two cele-

brated iatro-mathematicians, Borelii and Perrault, who considered the soul

as the generator of the movements of animals, and endeavoured to demon-

strate its influence over all the functions. Still it was Stahl who maintained

and developed this theory with the greatest zeal, and in the most able manner,

so much so as to entitle him to be regarded as the veritable founder of the

system of animism in physiology. With him, the animal body, as such,

does not possess the power of moving, but is urged into motion by an imma-

terial essence, the soul, which acts through the medium of the nervous system.

The soul also generates and forms the body, and maintains it in the possession

of its properties. All movements performed by the muscles, voluntary as

well as involuntary, are produced by the soul, the former with consciousness

and reflection, the latter unconsciously. Besides muscular movement, he

admitted movements in the other soft parts, that were the product of tension

and relaxation ; these he called tonic movements. By such it is that the

blood flows in the vessels and the humours in the excretory ducts of the

glands and in the cellular tissue, aiding in nutrition and the secretion of

humours. These also he considered as the effects of the soul. Every

external irritation which acts upon any organ, first determines a change in the

soul and urges it to a reaction on the irritated part, a reaction manifested by

movement. The action of some irritations on the soul is obscure and vague,

so that their impression is not perceptible ; for the same reason the reaction

of the soul is equally obscure, so that no consciousness is roused. The most

zealous supporters of this system were, in Germany, Carl, (5) Coschwitz,(6)

Gohl, Platner,(7) and others; among the English, Porterfield, R. Whytt,(8)

(4) Theoiia Medica vera, physiologiam et pathologiam sistens. Halle, 1 708, 4to.

(5) Synopsis Medicinje Stahlianse, 1724, 8vo.

(6) Organismus et mechanismus in homine vivo obvius et stabilitus. Leipsic, 1725, 4to.

(7) De piincipio vitali Leipsic, 1777. Repetitio brevis et assertio doctiince Stahliana^ dc

motu vitali. Leipsic, 1781. Questiones physiologicse. Leipsic, 1794, 8vo.

(8) Essay on the vital and other involuntary motions of animals. London, 1751, 8vo.
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and Erasmus Darwin,(9) and in France, Boissier de Sauvages,(l) by whom
it was slightly modified.

Against this theory, which represents the animal body, its composition and

material part, as deprived of all power and energy, forcible objections

present themselves. Stahl erroneously asserted the identity of the soul, or of

one of the causes which occasion the movements, with the motor powers

themselves. Though it cannot be denied that animals enter into certain

movements in a spontaneous manner by virtue of the principle which is the

source of sensation and perception in them, yet it does not follow that the

soul itself also accomplishes them, and that the impulse should be given

by it to all the movements. We can only regard it as a cause by which

the motor powers are brought into play, and it is impossible to find in it

the power itself which produces the movements. A proof that this power

and the soul differ essentially is, that the muscles, the heart, and all

parts furnished with muscles, the stomach and intestinal canal, continue

to perform their movements, when irritated, for some time after their

separation from the body. In such case, were the motor power identical

with the soul, we must suppose the divisibility of the latter at the moment

the part is separated from the body, which contradicts the fundamental

idea of its unity and indivisibility. Further, movements and manifestations

of life are perceived in plants, which, however, present no phenomenon that

can be considered, with any probability, as the eflfect of the soul. Stahl and

some of the partisans endeavoured to get over this objection by saying that

the vital manifestations of plants are the result of mechanism. But this

mode of defence cannot be recognised, inasmuch as we see properties in

plants and animals that are common to both and essentially distinguish them

from bodies not endued with life. Darwin, relying on appearances, has not

scrupled even to consider plants as sensible beings.(2)

DXXVIII. The doctrine of Glisson relative to an inherent power in

organized bodies, which, under the name of irritability, induces their move-

ments, was brought forward by De Gorter.(3) He extended the field of this

(9) Zoonomia, translated by J. B. Brandis. Hanover, 1795.

(1) Nosologia methodica. Amsterdam, 4768, 8vo.

(2) Moreover, several physiological as well as pathological states were perfectly inexplicable

by this theory. If the soul, acting through the nerves, orginate and continue the phenomena of
life, any suspension of the palpable office of the nerves and nervous masses must be accompanied
by suspension or extinction of the other functions. Thus to the animist, the continuance of
digestion, respiration, circulation, secretion, and absorption during sleep are inexplicable, for the
nervous masses, actuated by the soul, are arrested in function. Reverie and catalepsy call forth

the same remarks. Sleep walking, wherein sensation and consciousness are wanting, but where
movements are effected, must have been a grievous stumbling block in the Avay of a Stahlian
partisan.

—

Trs.

(3) Exercitationcs medicse quatuor. Amsterdam, 1737, Ito. Exercit. medica: quinta dc
actione viventium particular!. Amsterdam, 1748, 4to.
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power by asserting that not animals only, but plants also, have the property of

being induced to movements by irritating causes. Gorter upheld a principle as

existing in all parts of living bodies, which produced movements under the

influence of excitants, and he distinguished this from elasticity as well as

from all other physical forces, that cause mechanical or chemical phe-

nomena. Inasmuch as movements exist in plants, which are induced by

irritations, this internal principle of action cannot be confounded with the

soul or with the nervous power, neither of which are found in plants.

Gorter further treated in a more particular manner of the irritations which

excite vital movements.

F. Winter(4) and Lups(5) trod in his footsteps. The former considered

irritability as a power inherent in each fibre of the animal body, which may

be put into action not only by the influence of the nerves, but also by irrita-

tions of various kinds. The second, on the other hand, endeavoured to show

that irritability belongs equally to plants, since they, on being irritated, exe-

cute sensible movements. It was thus, for instance, that he explained the

movements of the anthers by irritability. Gaub(6) also attributed a motor

force to the living solids, muscles, nerves, and cellular tissue, and, like Glisson,

made a distinction between the faculty of being affected by irritating causes

and that of reacting against them. Though he supposed the mobile faculty

to be in the solids, he nevertheless allowed that it does in some degree also

exist in the fluids from which the solid parls are formed.

DXXIX. Although the movements of organized bodies have been con-

sidered by the physiologists and physicians just cited as effects of a special

power, inherent in living parts, and properly distinguished by them both from

general physical forces and from the soul; yet they had made the movements

which occur in living bodies and their different parts under the influence of

irritations, and the manner in which^they are performed, so little the subject

of observation, that the irritability which they erected as the principle of all

organic movements was rather regarded as an occult quality, hypothetically

advanced, than as an orgauic fundamental faculty, the existence of which

was demonstrable. This determined Haller(7) to undertake observations

and experiments on the action of irritating causes on the different animal parts

and on the changes induced by them. He laid bare some muscles, nerves,

the heart, vessels, membranes, tendons, ligaments, cartilages, bones, glands,

(4) De Certitudine in medicina practica. Fianeker, 1746, fol.

(5) De Irritabilitate. Leyden, 1748, 4to.

(6) Institutiones Pathologiae. Leyden, 1758, 8vo, p. 169.

(7) Primse linea; physiologic. Goetting., 1747, p. 224. Elementa physiologiae, v. iv, lit. 11,
sec. 2, p. 11. Commentat. Societat. Goetting.. v. ii, p. 114. Memoire sur la nature sensible
et in-itable des parties du corps animal. Lausanne, 1756, 8vo. Oper. Min., v. i, p. 333. Nov.
Comment. Soc. Goetting., v. iii, part I, tab. 4, p. 1.
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and viscera, in living animals of difterent classes, and subjected them to the

action of luimerous different agents, mechanical or physical, in order to ascer-

tain the effect thereby produced on the parts. From his numerous and varied

experiments he considered himself authorized in establishing the following

propositions. The organic fibre in general, and in all the solid parts of animals

and plants, possesses in varied degree the property, on the application of aa

external force within certain limits, of returning to its primitive situation, when

the cause that acted upon it has been withdrawn. This property, which he

called contractility, (contractilitas,) depends solely on the material constitu-

tion and organic texture. It cannot be considered as a power of living

bodies since it is manifested in the parts after the extinction of life. Haller

therefore, looked upon it as a dead force, identical with elasticity. The

separation of the lips of a wound of the blood-vessels, and their retrac-

tion, appeared to him to be the simple effect of contractility. With him

the muscles alone of living animals possess the property of contracting

and passing into oscillatory movements when subjected to irritating causes

of different kinds. These movements are phenomena of life, because

at the death of an animal, or shortly afterwards, the muscles can no longer be

provoked to action by irritations. The property inherent in living muscles of

contracting, when irritated, Haller called irritability, (irritabililas,) and he

regarded it as a power inherent in the living muscular fibre alone, different

from all other powers, and hidden in its cause. All the other parts, nerves,

vessels, membranes, glands, tendons, ligaments, cartilages, and bone, are not

irritable because in the course of his innumerable experiments he observed no

movements in them. Besides movements in the living, irritated muscles, he

perceived manifestations of feeling and pain when he irritated parts furnished

with nerves or made the irritating causes act on the nerves themselves. He
considered sensation as a vital property peculiar to nerves and nervous tissues,

and gave it the name of nervous power or sensibility, (sensibilitas.) He
could not perceive any movement in irritated nerves, yet he allowed that

possibly a very thin fluid, the nervous fluid or spirit, was in motion during

sensation and the manifestations of life in nerves. Thus, in Haller's theory,

movements occurring in irritated organic parts, and manifested by contraction

and expansion, were the sole criterion by which the existence of irritability

could be recognised, and this power was confined to muscular fibres.

Although Haller's merit in studying and distinguishing the effects of irritating

causes, by observation and experiment, and in a more complete manner than

his predecessors had done, cannot but be appreciated, yet it cannot be

denied that he regarded his subject in too confined a view, when he admitted

no other effect, from the application of these causes to living bodies, than sen-

sation by the medium of nerves, and movement by the medium of muscles,
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and considered sensibility and muscular irritability as the only powers of life.

There are matiy parts in the animal body which, when irritated, seem neither

to be sensible nor irritable in the Hallerian meaning of the terms, but in which

the existence of life cannot be therefore denied, since the phenomena of forma-

tion and nutrition are perceptible in them. Were the two powers established

by him the sole conditions of life, plants, which do not possess them, must

necessarily be excluded from the number of living bodies. The first mani-

festations of life in the germs of animals consist of the simple phenomena of

formation and growth, which are accompanied by movements, without the

possibility of discovering any muscular fibres in them. On the operations of

formation, the appearance of muscles and nerves, in which muscular contractility

and sensibiUty are manifested, depends. Moreover, the acts of formation and

nutrition in animals and plants are seen to depend on external influences or

irritations, and are subject to variations within certain limits. The secretory

organs, the glands, mucous, serous, and synovial membranes, though pos-

sessing no muscular fibres, are equally brought into play by the action of

irritating causes upon them. Again, Haller was wrong in attributing the con-

tractile phenomena of the cellular tissue, the vessels, excretory ducts, and mem-

branes to elasticity. Thus animals altogether composed of mucous tissue move

when they are irritated. Moreover, some plants exhibit movements, though

possessing no muscles. The property which animals and vegetables have of

being affected by irritating causes, and exhibiting activity by motion, cannot,

therefore, be traced to the Hallerian irritability, the idea of which is cramped

by too confined a limits Irritability, in the extent of the word, does not

belong to muscles alone, but to all the parts of organized bodies, differing

in this from the irritability taken in the sense maintained by Haller.

DXXX. With Haller's doctrine, a controversy arose which was warmly

maintained for half a century, and the disputed points of which are not yet

entirely cleared up. Whilst Zimmerman,(8) Oeder,(9) Battie,(l) Pozzi,

Cigna, Fontana,(2) and others obtained results from their experiments on

living animals, agreeing in their principal points with those of Haller, and main-

tained his opinions regarding irritability and sensibility as fundamental forces

of the life of animals, Whytt,(;i) Bianchi, Lorry, Arrigori, Cullen,(4) De

Haen, Unzer,(5) J. A SchaefFer,(6) and others were strongly opposed to the

(8) De Irritabilitate. Gcettingen, 1751, 4to.

(9) De Irritabilitate. Copenhagen, 1752, 4to.

(1) De principiis animalibus. London, 1757, 4to.

(2) Atti dell'Academia delle scienze de Siena, v. iii, p. 209. Ricerche filosofiche sopra la

fisica animale. Florence, 1775, 4to.

(3) Physiological Essays. Edinburgh, 1755, 12mo.

(4) First Lines of the Practice of Physic. Edinburgh, 1784.

(5) Erste Grande einer Physiologic der eigentlich thierisehen Natur. Leipsic, 1771, 8vo.

(6) Ueber Sensibilitat als Lebensprinzip. Frankfort, 1793, 8vo.
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theory. These attributed irritability not only to muscles, but also to cellular

tissue, membranes, vessels, and nerves. They even were inclined to admit

the identity of irritability with the nervous power, or that the former is only

the consequence or effect of the latter. They maintained that irritations

which induce movements in animal parts act solely by the nerves, and that

these must also produce the movements, and indeed all the functions of the

animal body. This doctrine, which elevates the nervous power into a funda-

mental force of animal life, approximates to Stahl's system. It differs from

the latter essentially, inasmuch as its supporters granted to exciting causes

the power of impressing on the nerves independently of the soul, and without

producing sensations, as also of producing movements in these parts without

the concurrence of the soul. Neither sufficiently founded on experiment

nor applicable to plants, it was only coldly received by physiologists and

physicians, and was speedily supplanted by fresh theories. (7)

DXXXI. Some naturalists, in studying the properties of animals and

plants, and comparing them with those of inanimate bodies, became convinced

that the movements and all the other manifestations of activity of organic

bodies differ from those of inorganic bodies, both in their causes and their

mode of accomplishment. They protested against every attempt to explain

them by the general physical powers. The powers admitted by the physi-

ologists 1 have quoted, the soul, the irritability of Glisson, the irritability and

sensibility of Haller, did not appear to them sufficient. They therefore had

recourse to the admission of a fundamental power, on which depend all the

manifestations of life, which exerts its activity in plants as well as animals, and

which they designated by the name of the vital power or principle. Ac-

cording to them, this inherent power of organized bodies produces all the

phenomena of life, acting in different manners and in various directions. As a

formative or plastic force it is the foundation of the power possessed by indi-

vidual animals and vegetables of preserving themselves by nutrition, and by

the species of maintaining themselves by generation. Like irritability, it gives

the contractile parts of plants and animals the fitness to be affected by

irritating causes, and of reacting against such by movements which consist

in contraction and abbreviation. In animals alone it manifests itself in the

nerves as sensibility or as the faculty of receiving and transmitting impressions,

(7) Yet, supported by Cullen, it formed the basis of his pathological theories concerning the

spasmodic nature of almost all diseases. These theories, as is known to all the medical world,

were predominant until a recent date, and even to this day his pathological works are the

text book at more than one school in this kingdom. Though, therefore, curtailed in influence,

this doctrine of physiology may be said to exist e%'en in our own times; its partisans are, how-
ever, few. At the same time none can study the general physiological ideas of Cullen without
being convinced of the shrewdness of observation and profundity of thought of the once great
leader of the European medical community. -^Tks,

3 B
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or even as the faculty of producing excitements which induce movements in

contractile parts, and other effects in other parts. Besides thetse various

manifestations of the vital force, its supporters admit, in animals, a spiritual

principle, the soul, which, in concurrence with the vital force, gives origin to

the intellectual phenomena.

The vital force, as a property common to all living bodies, manifests itself

with specific modifications, or in a particular manner, in each vegetable or

animal species, and thence proceed their special organization and composition,

as also their vital phenomena. The warm upholders of this theory of the

vital principle are Barthez,(8) Fryer,(9) Blumenbach,(l) Hufeland,(2)

Sprengel,(3) Brandis,(4) Roose,(5) and others. In establishing a vital force,

they thought the demands of reason which tends to refer to a principle of

unity, the numberless diversities observed in the phenomena of life, would be

satisfied. But, in scrutinizing, it will be seen that this vital force is only an

occult quality, regarding which, they give no account either of its existence,

or its mode of action, or of the reason why it manifests itself at one time as

a plastic, at other times as a motor, and again, as a sensitive principle.

In their researches into the cause of the vital force, these physiologists fell

into most contradictory conjectures. Some considered it as a simple, immaterial

force, altogether beyond investigation, associated with matter in certain cir-

cumstances, and causing it to produce effects of a peculiar kind. Others

regarded it as the result of a specific combination of the materials that enter into

the composition of living bodies, and of their chemical and mechanical forces,

or, in a word, of their general physical forces, and made life dependent on

commixture and form. Finally, others thought oxygen or electricity should

be received as the principle of life. It will appear from this that the adoption

of the vital force, as the proximate cause of the movements which occur in

living bodies, cannot be satisfactory.

DXXXII. Towards the end of the last century the doctrine of the vital

force, as it had been erected by these physiologists, was shaken by John

Brown.(6) Brown saw more clearly than his predecessors the dependence

of life on the action of external agents, as heat, air, water, aliment,

and light. He consequently considered it as a state conditional on external

(8) De Principio vitali, Montpellier, 1773, 4to. Nouveaux elemens de la science de

I'homme. Montpellier, 1778. Paris, 1 806, 8vo.

(9) De vita animalium et vegetantium. Leyden, 1785, 4to.

(1) Institutiones Physiologieae. Goettingen, 1788, 1821, 8vo.

(2) Ideen iiber Pathogenic. Jena, 1795, 8vo.

(3) Handbuch der Pathologic. Leipsic, 1795, 1814, 8vo.

(4) Versuch iiber die Lebenskraft. Hanover, 1795, 8vo.

(5) Grundziige der Lehre von der Lebensckraft. Brunswick, 1803, 8vo.

(6) Elementa Medicinae. Edinburgh, 1780. Elements of Medicine. London, 1788, trans-

lated into German by C. H. PfafF, Copenhagen, 1804.
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influences, and, as it were, forced. He sought the reason why external in-

fluences, which he called stimu\dints,(incitamenta, stimuli, potentice irritantes,)

induced living bodies to activity, in the property possessed by the latter, of

being afl^ecled by irritations and of reacting on them. To this property he

gave the name of irritability, and attributed it exclusively to the solid parts,

the muscles, nerves, and all the organs. The fluids did not appear to him to

be either excitable or living, and he regarded them only as internal excitants,

among which he also ranked the manifestations of the soul. He con-

sidered excitability, as the principle of life, to be a fundamental force, inhe-

rent in organized bodies, of the nature of which we can know nothing, and

the existence of which can only be concluded from the action of stimulants,

that is, from excitements. Each living being receives a certain quantum of

this force at his birth, which all the excitants acting upon, destroy sooner or

later, according to their energy, and the annihilation of which brings death,

which may also be the result of want of excitement.

Inasmuch as Brown's ideas of the external conditions of life, and of its

dependence on external circumstances were clear and precise, insomuch were

his views regarding the internal conditions, the organization and powers,

vague and inexact. He degraded livmg bodies to the rank of simple

machines that are put into action by external influences, and denied them all

internal principle of spontaneous determination. Living bodies, it is true,

exist only by an incessant conflict between them and external influences, and

the latter cause them to enter into action ; but in this they exert an activity

peculiar to themselves, for excitation, like reaction against stimuli, is depen-

dent on the state of their powers. Hence the relation between the organisms

and the excitants is not only passive, but active. Brown overlooked altogether

the essence of organized bodies, when he considered the solids alone as living

and the fluids as dead, as only acting the part of stimulants : whereas all the

parts that enter into the composition of a living body mutually react on each

other, and by that alone is life maintained. Moreover, the fluids are the

matters at the expense of which the solids are formed, and which support the

state of excitability of the latter in the act of nutrition. In erecting excita-

bility as the fundamental force of life, he only regarded its proportions as to

quantity, which is insufficient of itself to explain the dlff*erences exhibited by

living bodies in their composition, configuration, organization, and manifes-

tations of power. Although living excitable bodies only develope their acti-

vity on the application of external influences, it would be impossible to con-

ceive, from the nature of these influences, which are nearly alike for all bodies,

nor from the quantum of excitability dealt out to them, the modifications

which they present in their formation, organization, composition, and actions.

Each vegetable, each animal species produces exciting causes, is formed and
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developed in its own way, and manifests its activity in a specific manner, the

cause of which cannot be in the proportionate quantity of excitability, nor in

the sum of external excitants, but solely in the quality or nature of their own

powers. Brown does not even appear to have suspected the differences

existing in the internal activity of which the life of the varied organized beings

is the product when influenced by external agents, or excitants. Another

defect of this system is the admission of a general uniformity in the excitability

of the whole organism and of all its parts, whereas each part accomplishes a

function proper to itself, is urged to action by influences or excitements purely

special, and thereby assists in the preservation of life. According to this

system it is hard to determine the utility of different tissues, organs, and appa-

ratus in a living body.

When Brown made excitability the fundamental force of life, he made no

inquiry as to the state of organized bodies on which it depends, how and in

what circumstances bodies endued with irritability are produced together with

their solid and fluid parts ; what part the different liquids, and solids, the

tissues, organs, and apparatus, take in the preservation of irritability ; nor

why, in general consideration, they are necessary to certain states of life.

Nor does it appear by what means living bodies, surrounded by external excit-

ants which tend to their destruction, maintain themselves and remain excitable

during a certain period of time. Brown left altogether untouched the

question, what passes in the organs during the action of external stimuli, and

wherefore excitation diminishes, and finally even annihilates excitability.

The reaction of living parts, and their excitability, are diminished by the

operation of excitants, but rest re-establishes them. How this happens he

did not attempt to inquire, or explain. In short, he paid no attention to

the internal condition necessary for the maintenance and preservation of

excitability.(7)

(7) The doctrine of Brown, in a few words, is as follows: that excitement is the cause of life; that

it is produced by the operation of exciting powers upon the excitability ; that the effect of this

operation is to wear out the property to which it owes its effect of producing excitement ; that

therefore the more excitement the more excitability is wasted ; and that, consequently, increase

of excitement and diminution of excitability are terms that may be interchanged for each other,

signifying increase of vigour. Again, as the operation of the exciting powers upon the excite-

ability wastes the latter in proporiton to the degree of excitement which it produces, it follows,

that the less the exciting powers have been applied, the less, in proportion, will either the

excitability be wasted, or the excitement increased ; consequently, an under-proportioned appli-

cation of the exciting powers and an over-proportion of languid excitability are terms which

may be used indiscriminately to signify a state of debility. Excitement is bounded by two

circumstances, the one, excess of exciting power exhausting excitability, the other, the want of

exciting power to prevent the accumulation of excitability. Though Brown's theory does not

give any answer to the question put by Tiedemann above, " How does sleep re-establish excitability?"

yet something may be inferred, from Brown's account of sleep, which bears upon the subject.

" The excess of stimulant power exhausting the excitability," says Brown, (Elem. Med., sec. 29,)

" may be temporary, as in sleep." As herein sleep is said to be the consequence of exhausted

excitability from excessive stimulus, so may we infer that the excitability of the brain and

body are renewed by sleep in consequence of stimuli ceasing to act on the excitability, which

therefore accumulates.

—

Tks.
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The supporters of Brown's doctrine have certainly endeavoured to correct

some of its defects, by regarding excitability as the product of two factors,

the faculty of perceiving excitements (receptivity) and that of acting, (sponta-

neity,) and by seeking the connexions with each other and the different states

of the organisms and stimuli. They have further supposed a modification of

the excitability and of its factors in the apparatus, the organs, and the tissues,

and marked the differences exhibited in the action of stimuli upon them, without,

however, removing the objections I have above advanced. We refrain,

therefore, from raising new ones against a system which is now nearly forgotten,

and in which some physicians have too long hoped to find the true foundations

of the healing art.

DXXXIII. How widely different soever the preceding physiological

doctrines may be in their principles, they still all agree in one point, that of

considering the movements and manifestations of activity of organized bodies

as the effects of special forces which come into action on the application of

external agents or stimuli. The forces proceeding from the particular consti-

tution of organized bodies must be regarded as the internal condition of life,

whilst the excitants that urge them to action are its external conditions. We
will first give the facts which establish the dependence of life on external

agents. We will then examine the manifestations of action that occur in

living bodies under the influence of these agents, and will, proceeding on the

rules of analogy, refer them, as far as is possible, to more general facts.

This will lead to the decision whether the forces that have been imagined by

the physiologists and physicians, quoted in order to explain the phenomena of

life, are sufficient, and how far the ideas formed of them are too general and

comprehensive, or too contracted and partial.

DXXXIV. Organized bodies are only active when certain connexions

exist between them and external objects, or entire nature ; in other words,

external influences and agents are necessary to the manifestations and preser-

vation of their activity. All the movements of living bodies, as well those

that accompany formation and nutrition as those of the fluids and sohds, of

which mention has been made in the two foregoing chapters, require the con-

currence of external conditions and influences, among which are a certain

degree of heat, atmospheric air, aliments, and, for the most part, light. Once

they cease to be connected with these influences, or are withdrawn from their

operation, their organic activity, sooner or later, is extinguished. In vacuo, as

also in the irrespirable gases, vegetables and animals soon cease to live.

They likewise lose their organic activity when water and aliments are with-

held. Life is sustained only at a certain degree of heat. If the external

temperature is very high, or very low, it is extinguished. Plants and most

animals die if light be withdrawn. All the vital phenomena of plants and
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animals, the operations tending to their preservation, the reception of aliments,

respiration, assimilation, the movement of the nutritive fluid, nutrition, growth,

and secretion take place with the condition of external influences, which are

essential to the exertion of their functions. The manifestations of force

peculiar to animals, sensation and voluntary motion, also suppose these

external conditions.

Regarding the dependence of life on external agents, organized bodies

present numberless differences. Each vegetable or animal species subsists

only in certain external conditions, and when these are confined within certain

limits. In the following book we shall speak at length of the external

influences necessary to the preservation of life and of their importance to the

accomplishment of the diff'erent functions.

Excitability.

DXXXV. To the external influences which afl'ect living bodies the name

of excitants (stimuli, incitamenta, potentice irritantes) may be given, inasmuch

as they urge them to action, and determine their special mode of action. The

property which these bodies have of being aff'ected by excitants, of being

sensible to the impressions they receive from them, and thonce entering into

action, we shall denominate susceptibility or excitability. All vegetables

and animals are endued with this property, and we may infer its existence

from the phenomena that are observed to follow upon the operation of exci-

tants. The cryptogamia, the confervse, tremeljje, mushrooms, mosses, &c.,

and phanerogamic plants, monocotyledones and dycotyledones, are determined

in their formation, nutrition, and growth, by external influences, whose impres-

sion supposes the aptitude to be aff'ected by excitants. AH animals are ex-

citable, from the animalcula infusoria to man, for not only is their preservation

ensured by the influence of external impressions, but they are moreover put

into motion by excitants of various kinds. The fecundated germ, the seed,

and the egg already possess excitability. The formative germs only commence

the act of formation and development, which are accompanied by movements,

when they are placed under influences from without, in a certain degree of

heat, and in certain ambient media, air or water. Even the germs that are

developed in the body of the mother, require certain external impressions to

be made upon them, in order to eflfect formation.

All the solid parts are excitable in the preceding sense, and can only be

brought into a state of activity by impressions of various kinds, external to

them, while the manifestations of this activity, varying with the diflferences of

constitution impressed on them by the operation of formation, at the period

of their development, consist in a change in the mode of nutrition, or in visible

movements, or in sensations. The globules contained in the formative fluids
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must also be considered excitable ; at least the movements of those found in

the male seed, the spermatic animalcule, vary with the excitants that

act on them. The movements of animals that swim in infusions are distin-

guished from those of the molecules of inorganic«bodies, to which R. Brown

first called the attention of physical philosophers, by their capability of being

modified by certain excitants, which, in my experiments, have no influence

over the latter.

Excitability, therefore, in the most extended sense of the word, is a pro-

perty inherent in all organized bodies, which should not be confined to any

single group of living bodies, or to certain tissues of those bodies, or only to

the muscular fibre, as Haller did. The property of being determined to

manifestations of power by external influences does not only belong to all

the organic solids that are nourished and endued with the plastic force, and

to the globules contained in the formative fluids, but even appears to be

inherent in organic matter in its amorphous condition, and susceptible of

taking on form. In proof of this, is the fact, that in equivocal generation,

organic matters, albumen, fibrine, gelatine, animal mucus, amidon, gluten, gum,

&c., are seen to take on organic forms under the influence of external agents,

and from them organized beings of the most simple kinds, infusoria, confervae,

and mouldiness arise, which vary according to the diflferences exhibited by

these external influences.

DXXXVI. The property possessed by living bodies of being susceptible

of excitation exhibits great differences, judging from the circumstances in

which they exist. Each vegetable and animal species lives within a certain

limit of external influences. It remains in a determinate medium, is confined

to a certain zone and climate of the earth, continues to live in a certain

temperature, is subjected to a fixed atmospheric pressure, and depends on

particular aliments. Should a plant or animal be withdrawn from the circum-

stances in which nature has placed it, the change of external influences, that

is, of the conditions of its life, annihilates all activity in it, or modifies that

activity by exaltation or diminution of it. A certain degree of heat, suffi-

cient for the life of one plant or animal is too high or too low for another

plant or animal, in which it would extinguish life. Such an event can only

be explained by admitting differences in the quantity and quality of the

excitability imparted to plants and animals. Excitability farther varies in

degree, according to ages, and effects produced by exitants are seen to differ

with the length of existence of living bodies. The parts also entering into

the composition of an organized body have different degrees and diflferent

characters of excitabihty. Each organ, each tissue of a plant or animal, is

determined to action by certain excitants. Excitability, therefore, presents

great diversities in the various species of organized bodies, as also in their
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different tissues, and these diversities are quite as numerous as those that are

observed in the manifestations and effects of the plastic force.

DXXXVII. Dividing the external influences which operate upon living

bodies, and excite them to action, according to their nature, they form two

kinds, the inorganic and organic. The former includes heat, air, water, and

light, and a great variety of external things ; to the latter, aliments, taken

from the organic kingdom, are referred.

Inorganic influences or agents act, under the circumstances usual to living

bodies, sometimes in a continuous manner, as the external temperature, air,

(which not only affects plants and animals living in the air, but also, by its

mixture with water, those which reside in the latter element,) and also water

itself, or the state of humidity of the air and earth ; at other times, only at

certain intervals, as light.

DXXXVIII. The external agents of the inorganic kingdom, from their

nature, can only impress on living bodies in a mechanical or chemical manner.

They act mechanically, when by the general qualities possessed by all

bodies, such as gravity, density, hardness, and form, they make pressure

upon, or give a shock to, the organism, and tend to produce changes in

the continuity and cohesion. They act chemically whenever their action

tends to change the composition of living bodies and the specific direction of

their affinities, in order to subject them to the laws of chemistry, as heat,

light, electricity, atmospheric air, gases, acids, caustic alkalis, various salts,

metallic oxides, and other substances do. All manifest a tendency to derange

the chemical composition, either by striving to reduce the ternary, quaternary,

or other organic combinations to the elementary condition or to inorganic binary

compositions, as is the case with fire, air, caustic alkalis, and mineral acids

;

or by themselves entering into the composition or displacing some of the

matters forming part of it.

DXXXIX. Although the external agents of inorganic kind must be con-

sidered as external conditions of life, inasmuch as the activity of living bodies

depends on their influence, on that of light, of water, air, and heat, and as

other influences can likewise, in certain circumstances, excite them to action,

yet the effects proceeding therefrom are not, in bodies endued with life^

purely mechanical or chemical, as might be supposed judging from their

origin, but organic or vital. External things only induce living bodies

to become active, and the latter resist any mechanical or chemical action they

might threaten to exert on them. The action produced in an organized body

by an external object, or excitation, is a vital act consisting in the reaction of

the living body against the mechanical or chemical impression which is thereby

arrested. Thus, that an external substance should be named an excitant and

produce excitation, the organized body on which it exerts its influence ftiust
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possess an organic activity. All external things that act on organized bodies

with sufficient violence to destroy their activity, cease to be excitants. An
external mechanical violence, which destroys the organization and annihilates

the activity of which this organization is the condition, can no longer be

termed an excitant. Concentrated mineral acids, caustic alkalis, fire, and

the electric fluid, especially lightning, are no longer excitants, when, in acting

on living bodies, they overthrow the specific composition and arrest the acti-

vity attached to that composition. The vital activity of an organic body

being extinct, the action of externals upon it is now only mechanical or che-

mical, and they cease to be excitants. With regard to the changes produced

by external objects, there exists this difference between inorganic and organized

bodies, namely, that the changes produced in bodies not endued with life,

by agents from without, are invariably mechanical or chemical, whereas those

that occur in organized bodies form a series of themselves, and suppose the

existence of organic forces of which they are the consequences. The con-

nexion of externals with living bodies, with reference to excitation, is, there-

fore, organic or vital. The physical properties of externals are, as it were, in

a constant struggle with the vital properties of organized bodies, and these

react upon those. Living bodies only maintain the character of being living

so long as they resist physical impressions by their reaction.

The manifestations of life, and the organic phenomena that occur in conse-

quence of external influences diff'er, therefore, essentially from the move-

ments communicated to inorganic bodies in the non-existence of a purely

mechanical or chemical connexion between them and the causes determining

them, or the excitants. When we say that organic movements are caused

by excitations, we do not admit that they are the immediate effects of

mechanical or chemical impression, but that they are ever those of the powers

of the organism, which the external impression only induces to become

active. The movements of living bodies, provoked by externals, are not,

therefore, communicated, but are spontaneous, or self-produced, and external

objects only present the opportunity for their manifestation. Lastly, in proof

that the excitations generated in organized bodies by externals are products

of the organic activity, or the powers of the organism, is the fact, that such

do not occur in. bodies not endued with life.

DXL. As the eff'ects of external agents on living bodies, that is, excita-

tions, are vital acts or products of their organic forces, they are not to be

calculated according to the absolute scale of the power with which externals

act, but always according to the relative state of the forces belonging to the

organisms in which actions are induced by external agents. In other words,

the mode of excitement produced in a living body by an excitant does not

3 C
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depend on the intensity of the action exerted by the latter, but on the state

and degree of the forces of the organized body itself thus determined to

action. Excitability and the organic forces present, as regards their quality

and intensity, many differences in different living bodies, and hence the

phenomena produced by excitants also exhibit such diversities, with reference

to the facility with which they are manifested, and the intensity shown in

their reaction. Thus, for instance, pressure on a tree produces no sensible

effect, whilst in an animal it may cause violent movement, and in a polypus

or medusa the slightest touch suffices to induce such. The effect of excitants

on organisms, varies therefore considerably, according to the state and

intensity of their forces. But the effects which external influences cause in

the diflFerent tissues and organs of an organism, likewise exhibit variations

coequal with the differences of vital properties imparted to them at the period

of formation. The same excitant applied to a nerve produces sensation ; to

a muscle, causes a contraction ; to a gland, a change in its secretion. It

further modifies the act of nutrition in each organ. If, then, an external

influence produces one effect in one organ, and another in a second, and if

this effect itself varies in its intensity according to the living condition of the

excited organ, the cause must be sought in the different constitution of the

powers. Hence, it follows, that the effects produced by exciting causes, in

living bodies and their different tissues, can only be calculated from the

particular constitution of these bodies and of their tissues, from the forces

that are inherent in them, from the various living conditions in which they

are, and not solely from the nature and intensity of the excitants themselves,

whose effect is always relative to, or dependent upon, the state of the organic

powers.

DXLI. The mode of action of the externals which living bodies take

from the organic kingdom itself by their own activity, and for their own

preservation, or the alimentary matters, is neither purely mechanical

nor chemical. All such act on organized bodies, and cause them to be-

come active, not by their mechanical qualities and chemical constitution,

but chiefly by the organic properties they possess—properties that are

inherent in them as organic matters, and vary infinitely, according to the

kind of living bodies into whose composition they enter. Hence it is,

that the effects they produce in living bodies that have received them by

absorption or movements, vary exceedingly. In the first instance, as

excitants, they induce the coats of the excitable spaces wherein they are

introduced, to perform movements and secrete liquids, which causes them to

acquire properties that render them fit, as matters capable of taking on forms,

to pass into the formative fluids of the organisms, and to become constituent
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parts of those fluids. As such, they act on the excitable sohds according to

their specific constitution, and maintain them in action during the operations

of nutrition and secretion.

If the Uving bodyis unable to convert, by the act of assimilation, the aliments

it has taken from without, into its own proper fluids ; if it is unable to destroy

the properties of organization and composition, and to reduce them to the

special conditions and chemical composition of its own formative fluids, they

cause divers reactions. An increase of movement, and an augmentation of

secretions, takes place in the alimentary passages, in order to expel them as

foreign and non-assimilable matters. If, by absorption, they have passed

into the mass of the humours, the excretory organs labour to elicit them.

When mixed with the formative fluid, they produce various disorders in the

functions of the solid parts on which they act.

Many of the organic matters received by living bodies from without, are

so unchangeable in their chemical composition, that the living activity of

organized bodies sinks in the efforts to neutralize or eliminate them, and life

is extinguished. Certain substances, as the poisons of the vegetable and

animal kingdoms, even annihilate the forces of the organism. For the rest,

the venomous part, enacted by a vegetable or animal substance on an organ-

ized body, does not depend alone on the qualities of the poison itself, but also

on the condition of the forces of the living body into which it is introduced.

Hence the same substance is poisonous to one vegetable or animal and not

to another. But the actions of poisons differs also with the living condition

of one and the same organic body.

DXLII. From these inquiries it follows, that externa! influences or excite-

ments that urge living bodies to action, whether of the inorganic or brganic

kingdom, are the cause of their preservation and their persistence in the state

of life, but do not produce life itself. Their action supposes the previous

existence of an organic activity which they only excite and determine to

action. That an external should act as an excitant on an organized body,

and urge it to a development of power, the body must possess the property

and capability of being affected by external things, and of acting by a proper

force, whenever their influence is exerted over it. The excitement produced

by an external object in a living body is not, therefore, a passive state but an

active one, is an act of life, which supposes the existence of organic forces.

Inasmuch as these forces are diversified in living bodies, insomuch are the

effects of excitants varied. This throws light on the fact, that the phenomena

of life are manifested in a specific and uniform manner in each organized

being, notwithstanding the diversity of excitements, and that diffierent living

bodies develope a different activity in a similarity of external things.

Excitability, or the faculty of being affected by excitants and placed by
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them in a state of excitement is communicated, like the plastic force, to the

germ of organized bodies, by the activity of the generator organisms, which

produce the specific constitution of their organic materials, and the quantita-

tive division of these materials. It is manifested in each germ in a specific

manner corresponding to the species of the generator bodies, and under the

influence of fixed excitants. The plastic force of germs endued with excita-

bility gradually produces all the tissues and organs, together with their

different organic or vital properties, observing, at the same time, the track of

formation and development of tiie species, and in concurrence with the

excitants, which induce it to become active. Subsequently we see other

manifestations of force developed, according to the varied nature of the

organs that have been produced by formation.

DXLIII. Regarding the dependence of organized bodies on external

agents, it is founded directly upon the fact, that the latter furnish both the

stimulus and the materials by which the acts of formation and nutrition, of

which the existence and preservation of living bodies is the consequence, are

executed. Heat causes the plastic force inherent in vegetable and animal

germs to enter into action, urges it to formation, and places the organic

matter of the germ and the ovum, with which it combines, in the condition

essential to development. No germ is developed without a certain degree

of heat. Its influence is necessary to the continuance of the operation of

nutrition of all vegetables and animals, because the assimilation of aliments,

respiration, the acts of nutrition in the solid parts, and the secretion of fluids,

are accompanied with organic changes in the composition, which can only

take place at certain temperatures. All the other manifestations of force of

living bodies, movement, sensation, generation, are only effected at deter-

minate temperatures, as I shall afterwards show under the head of heat, as

an external condition of life. The stimulus of light also in plants, and even

in most animals, is an important agent for the maintenance of the acts of

formation, and for the excitement of all the acts of life.

The other externals on which the maintenance of organized bodies depends,

such as atmospheric air, water, and aliments, act as excitants to parts with

which they are placed in contact, and from these matters it is that living

bodies, in the act of assimilation and respiration, prepare the formative and

nutritive fluid by the activity peculiar to them. This fluid is absolutely

necessary to the preservation of the activity of the organisms, inasmuch as

being an excitant, it determines the action of the solids, and furnishes the

materials by which they are maintained, by the act of nutrition, in possession

of their organization and vital properties. Hence, the necessity of these

external agents, for the continuance of organized bodies and the maintenance

of their activity, will appear. Without them, no vital phenomena, no action
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of the organic powers, are developed. Withdrawn from their influence, the

life of organized bodies is infallibly extinguished.

DXLIV. Besides the external agents necessary to the preservation of

organized bodies, as heat, light, air, water, and aliments, there are moreover

internal excitants inherent in living bodies, which theujselves produce, and

which maintain them in activity. Of these are the exciting fluids of all

vegetables and animals which are the products of their own activity. In the

fecundated matter of the germ of each plant and animal, a liquid, containing

globules that move under the influence of heat, is formed. Solid parts

proceed from the constituent principles of this flui<l, and take an organic

texture. In the vegetable and animal embryo, during development, organs

are formed which, by the vital properties imparted to them in the formative

act, take up by absorption the alimentary matter furnished by the parent

body to the grain or ovum, and convert it to their own nutritive fluid or blood,

by the acts of assimilation and respiration. Spaces are marked out in which

the formative liquid flows, and this furnishes the stimulus that urges the con-

tractile parietes of the spaces to perform movements. Thus it is, that in

embryons that are gradually, rapidly, or slowly developed at fixed periods,

and in determinate order, organs are produced from the formative fluid, which

themselves elaborate, which, from their vital properties, are enabled, under

the exciting influence of the formative liquid, to fulfil the functions essential

to the preservation of the newly organized being.

DXLV. All vegetables and animals continue, during life, to introduce into

themselves aliments, air, water, and organic substances, from which they

prepare fluids that are stimuli, and new materials for formation and nutrition,

which acquire, by means of assimilation in each vegetable and animal species,

the specific properties necessary to the preservation of its activity. The

excitant fluids regulate the acts of nutrition. The solid parts give an impulse

to automatic movements which procure their progression in the spaces they

fill. Driven into the organs, these fluids urge them to accomplish the act of

nutrition. In thus regulating, by nutrition, the spontaneous preservation of

organized bodies, and all their difi'erent parts, the nutritive fluid is the

condition of their vital properties and renders them fit for all the other varied

manifestations of force. In animals, the nervous system, the organs of the

senses and those of movement are prepared to produce the effiects peculiar to

them by the act of nutrition, under the influence of excitement occasioned by

the fluids. The nutritive fluid solicits the nourished secretory organs to secrete,

and the liquids prepared by these organs act at the same time as stimulants

to the contractile parietes of the excretory ducts and canals into which they

are poured, and which they bring into motion. Thus the preservation of all
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living bodies, during a certaia time, depends on the existence of fluids which,

under the influence of external agents, are prepared from those agents, and

place the living bodies in a state of internal excitement. When organized

bodies are placed in such circumstances as render them unable to make

nutritive fluid, or when this fluid has been withdrawn by a wound, or when

it loses its properties, their life becomes extinct.

DXLVI. Another important source of internal excitations in animal or-

ganisms is the nervous apparatus. So long as it is nourished, it produces

stimulations that are essentially necessary to the preservation of animals.

Hither are referred the excitations causing the contractions of the muscles,

and by which animals move in a spontaneous manner, in consequence of

ideas. Hither, too, must be referred the desires arising from the state of the

animal body and its nervous system, and urging them to certain actions,

accompanied with movements, and intended for their preservation. Moreover,

the nerves exert over all the organs into whose composition they enter, an

automatic and unconscious influence, which is indispensable to the acts of

nutrition and secretion, as well as to the excitement of involuntary movements.

Plants are altogether deprived of this source of internal excitements produced

by the nourished nervous apparatus, inducing muscles to action in an automatic

and arbitrary manner, and by the excitement causing a series of other effects

in the organs.

DXLVII. Every living body only shows its activity in a certain circle of

external agents, and under the influence of certain internal excitements pro-

duced by itself. Each tissue, each organ, demands for the excitement of its

activity, particular excitants, exactly corresponding to its specific constitution

and excitability. The aUraentary canal is urged to action by aliments intro-

duced within it, and by the digestive fluid poured out in it. For the heart

the blood is the specific stimulus. Each gland is stimulated by particular

agents to the enactment of its secretion. Each organ of the senses enters

into action on the application of certain external influences alone. The eye is

excited by the impression of light, the ear by sounds, the olfactory organ by

odoriferous matters, the tongue by sapid substances. The brain is induced

to act by external or internal impressions, which reach it by means of irritated

nerves. The muscles attached to the skeleton, to the organs of the senses

and of respiration, are brought into play by the excitements of the nervous

apparatus. The various parts of an organized body are incessantly mutually

exciting and reacting on each other, so that the activity of one part reacts as

an excitant which determines the action of another. On this mutual reaction

of the organs, and from the production of internal excitements for the main-

tenance of the activity, depends the necessity of their individuality, in order
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to their continued existence, and this it is that distinguishes organisms from

the simple inorganic aggregates, in which this reciprocal dependence of con-

gregated parts is not observed.

DXLVIH. Besides the external and internal excitants necessary to the

preservation of the activity of organized bodies, there are many other im-

pressions of a mechanical, chemical, or organic kind, which, in certain cir-

cumstances, act on organized bodies. Such, likewise, are capable of deter-

mining them to manifestations of activity, when they do not destroy their

organization and forces by mechanical violence, or by the powers of chemical

aflinities. They may occasion anomalous and unusual excitations or

reactions. There is ever observed in living bodies affected by unaccus-

tomed excitations a tendency to react against them, and to ward off their

baneful influence. In the action which they determine, reference is not only

to be had to the quantum of the impression and excitation produced, but its

kind, and the quality of the reaction it causes must also be taken into con-

sideration.

DXLIX. If we now inquire on what the property possessed by organized

bodies of showing themselves susceptible to excitements, and of being urged

to action thereby, depends, we find that it appears to be owing immediately

to the particular state of the organic matter constituting them. This state is

communicated to other germs of all vegetables and animals by the plastic

activity of the generator organisms, and renders them fit for formation and

development under the influence of external agents and excitants. It is true

that the particular state of the matter of the germs which renders them exci-

table and fit for formation has not yet fallen under the cognisance of our

senses, and that it has been hitherto impossible to subject it to observation or

experiment ; yet we are bound to entei-tain its existence, inasmuch as we be-

hold the phenomena of formation, that take place in the germs in consequence

of excitements, vary with the diversity of the generator of the vegetable,

and animal species, and according to the differences they present in their

organization and composition. Formation is manifested in the germs of each

species of living beings in a specific manner, corresponding to the constitu-

tion of the parent bodies that communicated the formative faculty to them.

The plastic force or excitability differ in germs according to the specific

nature of the organic matter which renders them capable of formation.

DL. The parts that are developing germs, by the influence of external

agents or excitants, in a given order and determinate progression, are variously

irritable and active, each in its own manner and agreeably to the differences

of organization and composition given to them by the act of formation. The

gradual seed-proceeding roots, leaves, flowers, and fecundating organs, the
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cellular tissue and sap vessels of plants are determined to action and to the

fulfilment of their specific functions by different external and internal

excitants. In animals, the muscles, nerves, cellular tissue, vessels, glands,

organs of sense, and all the viscera produced by the formative act, exhibit a

varied susceptibility to excitements, and are placed, by excitants of diflferent

kinds, in a state of activity varying with the organization, composition, and

vital properties that have been communicated to them by formation. The cause

of the formation of different parts, endued with different vital properties, in

developing germs, cannot be attributed to the influence of external agents or

excitants urging the germs to formation ; but we must seek such cause solely

in a force inherent in the matter capable of formation, in a force which regu-

lates the acts of formation, in fact, in the plastic force. The eflfects produced

by the action of this force on the germs, under the influence of external

agents, are as varied as in the species that produced the germs capable of

development. As each organ, each tissue, each part, is endued with a

specific susceptibility of certain excitements, and manifests its action in a

manner peculiar to itself, this must depend on the properties communicated to

it by the act of formation and development. But since these properties are

effects of the plastic and nutritive force, in it alone can we endeavour to dis-

cover the cause of the differences observed in the excitability and activity of

parts.

DLL A condition necessary in order that organisms, with all their parts,

once formed, may for a certain time remain excitable and manifest their

activity in a specific manner, under the influence of external and internal

excitants, is, that the act of nutrition shall maintain them in their organization,

composition, and vital properties. Each part of an organized body, animal or

vegetable, remains excitable in a manner agreeable to its proper constitution

and being, and manifests its specific activity only so long as it is nourished.

A muscle is only sensible to excitations and only contracts under their

influence, so long as the act of nutrition maintains it in the conditions of

organization, composition, and vital properties peculiar to it. It is only

nerves that are nourished that are sensible. Each organ of the senses is only

capable of exciting particular sensations on the presentation of irritants from

without, so long as its special constitution is preserved by the operation of

nutrition. Excitants cannot urge a gland to secrete its humour, unless it be

nourished. In the same case are the manifestations of life in all the other

organs. Likewise in vegetables, movements are only enacted on the applica-

tion of stimulants, so long as the mobile parts are nourished. The funda-

mental internal condition of excitabihty and of the faculty of reacting in a

specific manner against excitants is, therefore, to be found in all organisms
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and their parts, in the state and peculiar character of their organization, com-

position, and vital properties, which are communicated to them by the force

of formation or nutrition, and in which they are maintained by the same force.

DLII. But the kind and degree of susceptibility of living bodies and

of all their parts, as also the mode and energy of activity they exhibit

on the application of excitants, the condition of a fit nutrition always

understood, depend also on the nature of external agents, aliments, water,

and air, from which organized bodies prepare their nutritive fluid and the

materials which serve both for their formation and nutrition. These matters

possessing the necessary qualities for the supply of a fit nutritive fluid, and

the living parts remaining thereby in a proper state of nutrition, the latter

manifest their excitability and activity in their own manner. Well nourished

plants and animals preserve most fidly their excitability and activity, and

exhibit the greatest energy when they act. On the other hand, if the

aliments are bad, the nutritive fluid is altered in quality, the operation of

nutrition suffers, and the excitability and activity of the parts are also changed.

Should nutrition languish or change, either from want of aliments or from

their bad quality, from sojourn in vitiated respiratory media, or from other

hurtful influences that disturb and derange it, a change also invariably takes

place in the excitability and power of action.

DLIII. The excitability and activity of living bodies and of their parts

may likewise be changed by divers external matters which do not always,

but only in certain circumstances, act on them. Among such are medicines.

Most of them are absorbed and added to the nutritive fluid. Sometimes

they change its organic composition and qualities ; at other times they are

conveyed with it to the solid parts in which they produce changes that are

recognised by the exaltation or diminution of their excitability and activity

and by a modification of their manifestations of life. Their operation, as

explained by the Brunonians to be confined to the various degrees of excite-

ment they occasion in the parts, is too limited. All of them, on the contrary,

act in the first place by modifying the material constitution and kind of

nutrition of the organs on which susceptibility and power of action is founded,

and by that alone they efflect a change in the excitability and forces of

those organs.

The action of medicines varies much, according to their kind. Some, by

changing the state of nutrition of the nerves, exalt or diminish their suscep-

tibility. Others have a similar influence over the muscles, others over one

gland or other, others modify the vitality of the membranes or of other tissues.

This effect is not always explicable by the mere degree of excitement pro-

duced by medicines. It can only be explained by the admission of a varied

qualitative action on their part, and a consequent modification of the state

3 D
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of nutrition. The addition of various materials, electricity, heat, alkalis,

acids, narcotics, &c., to the organic substance of the parts works divers

changes, exalts, diminishes, or altogether inversely modifies their excitability

and faculty of action, as Von Humboldt(8) and G. R. Treviranus(9) show

in their experiments on the application of divers matters to the nerves and

muscles of living animals, and to which I return in another place. It is

plain, that a change effected by medicines in the state of nutrition and in the

forces dependent on it, must also induce modifications in the effects of the

ordinary excitants that are essential to life.

DLIV. Excitability, and the special manifestations of activity exhibited

by living bodies under the influence of excitants, may be annihilated by divers

external influences, by a certain degree of heat, of cold, or electricity, and

by certain mechanical and chemical impressions. Such present numerous

diversities as regards the degree at which they do this, dependent on those

which exist in the constitution of living bodies and their state of life. All

of them cause death by destroying the internal condition and specific con-

stitution of the organic materiel of living bodies, in which they extinguish

the circumstances that are the conditions of their plastic and nutritive activity,

and on which their susceptibility to excitants and their living action are de-

pendent. To this class of influences, destructive of the excitability and

organic forces, lastly, belong the organic poisons, whose action is always

relative or according to the different constitution of living bodies. Neither

do these poisons act on vegetables and animals otherwise than by changing

the particular properties of the nutritive fluid, and destroying those conditions

of it that are necessary to the maintenance of nutrition, or by extinguishing

nutrition in the solid parts themselves, an event which induces the annihila-

tion of their excitability and forces, of which nutrition is the indispensable

condition.

The opinion of certain physiologists and physicians who hold that poisons

immediately destroy the nervous or muscular force and in this manner cause

death, is narrow and erroneous. As there are many poisons which destroy

the life both of plants and animals, it is not possible that their action can be

other than the cessation of nutrition and the annihilation of the nutritive force

which belong alike to plants and animals, and it cannot consist in the aboli-

tion of the muscular or nervous power, which plants do not possess. Never-

theless, it must be admitted, that in animals some poisons annihilate immedi-

ately the nutrition of the nerves, and consequently the nervous power ; whilst

others destroy primarily the nutrition of the muscles, and with it the muscular

(8) Vcrsuche iiber die gereizte Muskel-und Nervenfaser. Berlin, 1797, v. ii, pp.70, 17!.

Versuche iiber die Stimmung de Erregbarkeit durch cliemische Stoffe.

(9) Pliysiologische Fragmentc. Hauover, 1797, v. i, p. 70. Biologic, v. v, p. 303.
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force, so that death may commence at one time in the nerves, at another in

the muscles. (I)

DLV. The susceptibility of living bodies to excitations, and the intensity of

their reaction against them, varies moreover with the periods of develope-

ment and age. Young plants and animals are very excitable, and are put

into action by slight excitants ; but more powerful excitants soon exhaust

their powers. In the lapse of time, when life has arrived at its highest pitch

of organic activity, the susceptibility to excitements gradually diminishes,

though the reaction induced by a sufficient degree of stimulation is effected

with great energy. Excitability and the active power, moreover, are not at

this period so easily destroyed by excitations. In advanced age, when

organized bodies have reached beyond the term of their greatest develop-

ment, susceptibility to excitants has not only sunk, but the force of reaction

is also no longer so energetic. This variableness of the excitability and

forces of the organism according to age, is owing to the change which takes

place in the material constitution of living bodies and in their nutritive power

at the different epochs of their development and life. Each living body has

a certain span of existence, according to the species to which it belongs, and

each passes through life in fixed periods, exhibiting infinite differences,

according to species, as regards their duration and their acts of formation.

The cause of these changes, and those which follow in their excitability and

(1) The truth that medicinal substances produce their effects by modifying the nutii-

tion of tissues is one which leads to philosophical views, both in the pathology and
therapeia of disease; in this respect this physiological point is particularly interesting to

the medical readers. Nothing is more frequent than to hear that narcotics " suspend the

nervous and muscular powers," that certain stimulants excite them, and so on. The same
persons who state this refuse all theory concerning the modus operandi of medicines ; forgetting

that even their own expressions include a theory, a sorry one truly, being founded on powers
whose existence is at best apocryphal. That of the nutritive power is certain, and a simple

syllogism proves that it is in modifications of it that the operations of medicinal agents consist

;

for as the body itself and its functions are the consequences of nutrition, anything modifying

the former must primarily effect changes in the latter. We have heard it objected to such a
doctrine that the effects of some medicines and poisons are too instantaneous to be consequences

of modified nutrition. Without resting on the assumption contained in this objection, namely,

that the intimate nature of nutrition is ascertained, it may be remarked that many facts demon-
strate the extreme rapidity of the nutritive process and every function shows its incessant enact-

ment. The rapid changes in the colour of the surface, the changes of secretion (which imply
changes of nutrition) as of the lachrymal glands, mouth, kidneys, &c., show that an operation, the

suspension or alteration of which can induce such rapid changes in its effects must necessarily be

itself of surprising velocity, which, added to its continuous nature, makes the instantaneous

action of certain medicines, especially on a tissue so highly nourished as is the nervous, a fact easily

to be credited when attributed to nutrition. In this manner, for instance, the action of prussic

acid, which causes instantaneous death in a large dose, is perfectly intelligible, without recourse

being had to the vague explanation included in " the annihilation of nervous power."

In pathological doctrine the fact of the action of medicines on the nutrition of parts would
lay open another fact, that disease is the consequence of modifications of the the nutritive pro-

cess. Following on this would be the abolition of the division which gives organic and func-

tional diseases ; if nutrition be modified, so is the organism, so also is the function ; but all must
be referred to the modification of tlie organism, that is, of nutrition, and the epithet " organic"

must be the only one applicable to disease.—Tks.
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activity is referable to the differences exhibited by their plastic force, differ-

ences whose origin must be sought in the natural circumstances that called

living bodies into existence. These are yet unknown to us; so that no

explanation of them can be given in the present state of physical science.(2)

DLVI. Excitability, and the manifestations of force of living bodies vary

according to the diurnal periods and present periodical alternations of exalta-

tion and exhaustion. The susceptibility and activity of the nervous apparatus,

of the sensitive organs and muscles of all animals are changed and diminished

by the operation of irritations upon them, and by the effects produced there-

from, and a period of rest and inactivity arrives, a state of sleep, the cause

of which is to be sought in a suspension of the powers of those parts. In sleep

during which the nutritive functions continue uninterruptedly, the susceptibility

of these organs is gradually exalted and their forces obtain renewed energy,

so that they may again be put into action by external and internal excitants.

These phenomena are referable to changes effected in the material constitution

of the nervous apparatus, sensitive organs and muscles, in consequence of

excitations which bring them into play, and, by reason of their own proper

reaction, changes which render them unfit for the permanent exercise of

their functions. During sleep, the necessary conditions of this material

constitution are renewed by the operation of nutrition, as also the external

and internal excitants that maintain them. Hence, the forces of these parts

get renovated energy and recover the power of acting under the influence of

excitants that urge them to activity. It is the force of nutrition, therefore,

which not only originates excitability and activity of the nerves, sensitive

organs and muscles, but also renovates them when they are exhausted by

exertion. Similar phenomena of a varied state of excitability and mobility,

according to the diurnal periods and the kind of excitants, are observed in

the leaves, flowers, and genitals of plants, in which they are also only an

index of the changes they undergo in the state of their nutrition according to

the periods of the day and the excitants they meet withal.

It is, therefore, the force of nutrition tending to the preservation of organized

bodies, which renews the excitability of plants and animals when lessened

by the action of excitants and the fact of excitement, and which renders them

able to come into play. The phenomenon of variableness of excitability in

(2) The excitability of animal bodies in regard to external agents appears at the highest pitch

in their more youthful state. Food, aii', light, and water are now more immediately essential

;

the want of them compromises more directly the preservation of the individual. In middle age, the

habits of brutes and the intellectual cogitationsj of man, both acts of the nervous centres and
among internal stimuli, come more into play, and teach them to bear with the diminution of the

external stimuli. This, however, can only be resisted for a time ; still there seems some ground
for such a general rule as the above. In old age, when nutrition is throughout impaired, the

excitability both to external and internal stimuli is far below the standard of former years, and
the conflict, called life, at last ceases ; excitability can no longer come " to time."

—

Trs.
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animals, according to the diurnal periods, was well known to the excitability-

theorists ; but they knew not how to account for it. To the renewal of the

excitability and activity of organisms by the act of nutrition, the reception of

fresh aliments, organic materials, water, and the components of air, on which

the preservation of living bodies is dependent, is referable, inasmuch as they

prepare from these new materials, fresh nutritive fluid, by which each organ

is maintained in its state of excitability and activity, and renews whatever has

been changed by excitants and reaction against them.

DLVII. It follows from these researches, that we designate by the word

excitability the property or faculty possessed by all living bodies, animals,

and plants, by all their parts, and even by their germs, of being susceptible

to external agents or influences, as also to excitations produced within them-

selves, and of being thereby determined to continued manifestations of action

and changes. Reil(3) and Hufeland(4) heretofore employed the word excit-

ability in this general signification. We are not, however, to imagine it as

an isolated force, merely attached to organisms and objectively different from

their organic constituent matter, capable of change, of exaltation, or diminu-

tion, without a simultaneous change in that matter. On the contrary, we are to

regard it as a quality founded in the specific state of the organic matter and

the organization, altogether dependent on these and as diversified in the

different species of living beings as their organic constitution is. As much

as the organs produced by the plastic activity of the germs, according to

the mode of development peculiar to each species, vary, so much also does

their excitability vary. Each tissue, each organ is urged to action by specific

excitations, according to equally specific constitution bestowed on them by

the act of formation.

We are bound to admit, in animals, as many kinds of excitability as they

have different parts, therefore an excitability of the cellular tissue, of the

muscles, of the nerves, of the bones, of the fibrous organs, &c. Each organ,

each viscus, each gland, each sensitive organ, according to the differences of

structure and constitution communicated to it by the act of formation, has its

peculiar and specific susceptibility to excitations and is excited to its mani-

festations of activity or life by particular kinds of stimulants. The cellular

tissue, the different sorts of vessels, the roots, leaves, secretory organs, geni-

tal parts, flowers, pistil, and stamina are variously excitable, according to

the difference they exhibit in the structure and properties bestowed on them

by the acts of formation and development, and are urged to their functions by

different excitations.

(3) Von der Lebenskraft ; in Archiv. fur die Physiologic, v. i, p. 1.

(4) Pathogenic, Jena 1795, p. 77.
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Excitability is communicated, by the formative activity of parent organisms,

to the plastic matter of the germs, together with the property of taking on a

form under certain external influences. The excitability of organisms and of

all their parts also persists while they are nourished. All influences that

change the state of nutrition in general, or in part, cause changes in their

excitability also. A change of excitability accompanies those which occur in

the state of nutrition of the whole body or of its parts during the develop-

ment of different living bodies and during the periods of their age. All

influences that arrest nutrition and annihilate the force of formation or nutri-

tion destroy excitability.

Since excitability cannot be considered as a particular power of organized

bodies, but only as a property of formative germs and organisms and their

parts originated by those germs in their development, which is previously

communicated to them by the plastic force, and which is likewise maintained

in them by this force, it will appear how erring the physicians and physiolo-

gists have been who created it as a fundamental force of life, or the principle

of life. They have mistaken for the cause of life a simple property of

organized bodies, which is the consequence of the plastic force.

DLVIII. After demonstrating the necessity of external and internal excit-

ants for the preservation of organized bodies, that the activity and vital acts

of those bodies also depends on them, and lastly that excitability is a property

of organisms founded on the force of formation or nutrition, we now proceed

to examine the eff*ect3 produced by excitants. When external agents produce

an excitation in an organized body, this, as I have before shown,(DXXX IX,)

is not owmg solely to the excitants, but likewise supposes the existence of

forces in the living body that may thereby be urged to action. The effects

consecutive on excitations are, moreover, neither mechanical nor chemical,

but organic or vital, that is, are products of forces inherent in organized

bodies and determined to action by excitants. We can only know that an

organic body is excitable, or that an excitant impresses on it and gives rise to

an excitement, from the manifestations of activity that take place, and from

these alone can we conclude the occurrence of excitement. The impression

caused by the excitant, and the consequent manifestation of activity cannot

be distinguished by the senses as two separate acts, inasmuch as they are

resolved into one act, the impression of the excitant on the living organ bring-

ing into play the force inherent in it.

DLIX. The manifestations that succeed the impression of excitants vary

considerably in organized bodies and their parts, and we must hence conclude,

that there is a difference between the forces put into action. In observing

the effects produced by exciting agents it will be found they are reducible,

to the following. In the first place we perceive phenomena of formation,
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nutrition, and secretion occurring in consequence of excitements. Phenomena

of formation take place in the fecundated germs of plants and animals at a

certain degree of heat and with the presence of air. The acts of nutrition

are in all living bodies effected through the influence of excitants. All

nourished parts may undergo divers changes in the state of their nutrition by

the action of excitants, as exposed, wounded, or diseased organs give us the

opportunity of observing. In the secretory organs, the glands and membranes

furnish a secretion, the activity induced by excitants is manifested by the

secretion of liquids and occasionally by a change in their composition and

properties. In other organs the activity thus excited by stimulants is dis-

covered by movements of various kinds. In irritated muscles we observe

oscillations accompanied with alternate contraction and expansion of their

fibres. In the cellular tissue and the membranes formed from it, in the coats

of the vessels and excretory ducts of glands, and even in the fibrous organs,

a slow contraction and condensation of their tissue is observed. The blood

or nutritive fluid flows in greater quantity to parts rich in vessels that have

been stimulated, and they become turgescent. In other organs again the

activity roused by excitants is recognised by sensations which accompany the

action of our spiritual principle, of our own consciousness, as happens in

irritations applied to the organs of the senses or to the nerves, or to organs

supplied with nerves. Analogy alone follows the admission of these mani-

festations of activity in other organs, partly because they possess nerves and

organs of sense similarly or analogously constructed, partly because we

witness actions in them which, in us, are enacted in consequence of nervous

excitations.

DLX. Let us inquire how or in what manner living bodies and their parts

discover their activity when impressed by excitants, or in what the effects

manifested consist? In general, the excitement occasioned by excitants, or

the state of activity consequent on the impression of excitants, seems

to consist of movements of the excited parts, or to be accompanied

by movements. The movements, however, present differences corresponding

with those exhibited in living bodies and their parts, their organization, and

the forces inherent in them. In many parts, such as the muscles and all the

other contractile tissues, the movements elicited by excitants are visible.

When no movements are perceptible, we are equally necessitated to admit

the existence of phenomena which we are unable to imagine without changes

of locality, such as those of formation, of growth, of nutrition, and secretion,

or as the internal operations enacted in irritated nerves, which are followed

by sensations and movements of the muscles. Inasmuch as living bodies

and their parts possess the faculty of moving by a proper activity, under the
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influence of excitants, we are bound to attribute motor powers to tliem»-

These we can only estimate from the kind of movement caused by them. We
will now proceed to investigate the causes or forces which effect the move-

ments of animals and vegetables, detailed in the two preceding chapters, and

we will designate them by particular names whenever it is impossible to trace

them to each other.

Activity of Formation or Nutrition as the Effective Cause

OF THE Movements that accompany Formation, Nutrition,

and Secretion.

- DLXI. The first manifestations of activity that occur, under the influence

®f external agents, in the fecundated germs of animals and vegetables, are

those of formation. They are accompanied by extensive but slow internal

changes of the organic matter of the germs, and without such it is impossible

to conceive of them. Formation, however, does not consist solely in move-

ments, for it is simultaneous with changes in the chemical composition of

the organic matters that are not explicable by movements alone. The

movements that accompany formation, though caused by excitants, are not

by them communicated to the germs. On the contrary, they are enacted and

regulated by a force inherent in the germs themselves, and on this the parti-

cular mode of formation and the movements associated with it depend.

Formation, and its accompanying movements are performed in a specific

planner in each vegetable and animal species, so that the parts which compose

them and which appear in a fixed order, at determinate periods, resemble

in form, chemical composition, organization, and vital properties, the orga-

nisms that called the germs into existence.

We have designated by the name of formative movements (CCCCLXVIII
and CCCCLXXV) the movements that accompany formation. The man-

ner in which they are effected is as yet beyond our sensible observation.

Their wonderful effects strike our sight, although we are unacquainted with

the internal operations whence they proceed. They appear to depend on the

same internal principle, inherent in the plastic matter of the germs, which

produces the composition and organic texture, and to which we have applied

the denomination of plastic force. We are not at all authorized to admit a

specific force regulating the movements of formation, and we are not prepared

to assign a character by which the existence of a special force, different from

the plastic, can be estabhshed. Aptness for taking a form, and mobility for

its acquisition, are properties inherent in the organic matter of the germs, of

which we can give no explanation in the existing state of physiology, and the
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existence of which we are necessitated to admit, without a knowledge either

of the manner in which they act, or of their absolute cause.(5) The same

appHes to a great many other forces, whose effects are perfectly known, but

whose mode of action is yet buried in obscuiity.

DLXn. The unknown operations of formation and their accompanying

movements are the condition of all the other movements of liquids that occur

in organized bodies, under the influenceof excitants, inasmuch as all these arc

products of the formative act, and as it is formation that bestows on them the

property of moving on the application of excitants. The globules contained

in the formative and nutritive fluid, together with their mobility, are the pro-

ducts of formation. All the contractile parts that are generated in the germ,

the mucous tissue in animals, and the cellular tissue in plants, the different

vessels endued with contractility, the contractile membranes, are products of

the plastic force, and are indebted to it for the property of being contrac-

tile. The same is the case of the muscles and their living contractile power.

The nerves and their aptness for internal movements by means of stimulants,

(5) Dutrochet (L'Agent immediat du mouvement vital, vesicle dans sa nature et dans son

mode d'action chez les vegetaux et cliez les animaux. Paris, 1826, 8vo, ch. 4, p. J 05)
iiccidentally ascertained that the seed capsules of certain mouldiness became filled with water

through their sides, whilst a thicker substance contained within them flowed out. This phenomenon
attracted his attention and suggested to him a series of experiments. The coeca of fowls, which
he placed in water, filled with fluid, though their open extremity was tied. When left open, the

water penetrated their coats and displaced the contained matters, as chyme or milk. These
phenomena continued so long as the matters in question were not putrid, but immediately that

putrefaction occurred, the contrary took place, the water within the intestine being driven out,

and the intestine itself shrunk. Dutrochet then iuti'oduced the lower end of a tube filled with

gum-water into the coccum and plunged this half way into water. The ambient fluid passed

through the coats of the intestines with so much impetus that the gum-water was raised and ran

out by the upper end of the tube. From these and other similar experiments he concluded, that

so often as two liquids of different densities are separated from each other by an organic mem-
brane, the less thick one is vehemently directed to the place where the more thick is situated, and
that the cavity which contains the latter fills and becomes turgid as often at least as the chemical

nature of the fluid does not prevent it, for in certain cases alkalinity produces the same eflect as

a lower density. Dutrochet calls the tendency of a liquid to penetrate the interior of a cavity

cndosmosis and the opposite tendency exosmosis. He thinks the explanation of this phenomenon
is found in the observation made by Poriett, that when two liquids are separated from each other

by a membrane and one of them is electrified, it rushes forcibly towards the non-electrified one,

in a manner agreeable to the general law of galvanic ele<:tricity to which Becquerel has called

attention, and according to which, when two bodies of different densities come into contact with

each other, one takes a positive and the other a negative electricity. In this manner he was led

to the conclusion, that electricity is the immediate agent of vital movements. Dutrochet does

not hesitate to consider not only the absorption of liquids by the roots and the ascending and
descending currents of the sap, but also the nutrition and formation of vegetables, as simple

effects of the endosmosis and exosmosis of fluids of different densities through the parietes of

the sap globules and the cellules of plants. He says, (p. 184,) " II resulte de tout ce que vient

d'etre expose que la vie de nutrition des vegetaux consiste toute entiere dans I'endosmose et dans

I'exosmose; et comme ees actions physico-organiques reconnaissent pour cause I'agent electrique,

il resulte, en derniere analyse, que cet agent est le principe de la vie de nutrition des vegetaux."

But then, whence do the first globules proceed in the formation of vegetables, which should

certainly precede endosmosis and exosmosis ? How do new ones originate, and how are these

added to the different tissues of plants, which possess their particular character in each vegetable

species ? Until he shall have resolved these questions, we can only consider his doctrine as an
hypothesis altogether hazarded and without proof, which docs not explain the phenomena of

formation. -Tks.

3 F,
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are also dependent on this force, which calls them, together with their proper-

ties, into existence. The nature of the movements produced by the impres-

sion of excitants on the organs, and the reaction of these by virtue of an

activity proper to themselves, exhibit as many differences as there are varieties

in their organization and vital properties, which are communicated by the

plastic activity and the act of formation.

DLXIII. All organized bodies, with their different parts, which are formed

in a fixed order of succession, maintain the faculty of moving in a specific man-

ner after excitation, only so long as they are nourished. But nutrition, as I

have already shown, is accompanied by continual changes in the organization

and composition, and by equally incessant internal movements, which take

place both between the nutritive fluid and solid parts and the particles or mole-

cules of the tissues themselves. Although these movements are not cognizable

by the senses, we are forced to infer their existence from the changes we

observe in all the parts in regard to composition, consistence, configuration,

and increase and diminution of volume during their being, changes which

could not occur without movements. These movements also are owing to

the plastic or nutritive force, and on it is founded the continuance of the mo-

bility of the different parts, of the cellular tissue, the membranes, vessels,

muscles, and nerves of animals. To nutrition also and its movements is owing

the property possessed by the parts of vegetables of moving by excitants of

different kinds. All excitants that are in a condition to provoke visible

movements in the organic tissues, appear to determine primarily movements

of nutrition or molecular organic movements, and it is only subsequently to

these that the other movements observed in irritated parts are manifested.

DLXIV. The operations of nutrition, and the molecular movements as-

sociated therewith, may be modified.in all the solid parts by influences of dif-

ferent kinds, and these are connected with changes in their state of nutrition

and vital properties. In animals, the cellular tissue, the different membranes,

the muscles, nerves, bones, fibrous tissues, the glands, in short all the viscera

and organs undergo, by excitants and impressions of unusual kinds, changes

in their state of nutrition and their organization, as we with others have had

the opportunity of observing. Parts that receive an anormal or morbid irrita-

tion, swell, are augmented in mass, and changed in structure or texture.

Disturbances in the process of nutrition take place in diseased conditions, in

hardening and softening, and in many other morbid conditions of nutrition, de-

generations, scirrhus, cancer, tubercles, &c., which are accompanied by an

anormal state of composition and structure of the organs, and in which the

morbid excitement is, in the first instance, only manifested by a disturbance

and modification both of the act of nutrition and its molecular movements.

The change of the nutritive process in morbid states is ever accompanied by
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a change in the vital properties belonging to the organs, in their excitabiUty,

their mobihty, and in the movements they enact through excitants. The

parts of plants may likewise be urged, in numerous ways and by divers influ-

ences, to anormal and morbid formations, in which case the change that takes

place is first effected in the operations of nutrition and their accompanying

movements.

DLXV. Among the organic molecular movements produced by the force

of formation or nutrition, those, lastly, are included which accompany the se-

cretion of the humours. Components of the nutritive fluid conducted to the

secretory organs are employed in their parenchyma, for the preparation of

fluids of a specific kind, endued with particular qualities,, and poured into

different spaces. It is impossible to consider the preparation of the humours

in the secretory organs other than an effect of the force which regulates the

changes of composition in living bodies in general. The preparation and

secretion of the humours must be accompanied by internal or molecular move-

ments, without which they are not conceivable. These movements, then,

which divers excitants cause in the secretory organs endued with excita-

bility and formative activity, we also consider as effects of the force of forma-

tion and nutrition. They vary according to the secretory organs and the

plastic activity they are endued withal. The activity of the secretory organs

and the constitution of the secreted humours, also undergo numerous modifi-

cations from internal and external excitants, from the different matters taken up

by absorption and introduced into the mass of the fluids, and from mechanical,

chemical, and nervous irritations, which, acting on the organs of secretion,

alter their activity and the nature of their fluids Violent excitants may throw

them into a state of inflammation, and modify the act of nutrition in them.

DLXVI. All the phenomena accompanying formation, development,

growth, nutrition, and secretion, which take place in organized bodies and

their parts, in consequence of excitants, and with which internal or molecular

movements are associated, we therefore consider as effects of the plastic

activity. It is they which furnish the conditions of all the other visible move-

ments that occur in the organs and tissues, in consequence of excitations, both

because they call into existence the mobile parts, together with their proper-

ties, and give them another kind of mobility, and because they maintain them,

by nutritive acts, in possession of the faculty of executing movements by

means of excitants. We now proceed to detail the different kinds of motor

forces depending on the structure of parts.

Motor Faculty of the Globules in the Fluids and in

Generating Seeds.

DLXVII. The globules contained in the blood of animals and in the nutritive
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fluid of vegetables possess the property of moving spontaneously, (CCLXV,
CCLXXXVII, CCCCLXI, CCCCLXXXIII.) The corpuscules of the

matured seed of animals, the so called animalculae, (CCCCLXII,) also per-

form spontaneous movements. Such are likewise observed in the shoots of

some polypi (CCCCLXIV) and conferva (CCCCLXXXIV.) These

movements are vital, and must be distinguished from those executed by very

minutely divided bodies swimming in water, to which Kobert Brown has

recently called attention. In order to avoid the false conclusions which

some naturalists might perhaps dravi^ from these microscopical observations,

and which they would introduce into physical science, I shall proceed to

make an examination of them and point out some results of my own observa-

tions on this subject.(6)

DLXVIII. In the first place, Brown's position, that solid inorganic

bodies contain minute spherical particles, as organisms, is not founded

in nature. The spherical parts or particles which he observed in very

minutely divided inorganic bodies, such as glass, granite, obsedian, pounce,

manganese, nickel, arsenic, sulphur, fossil wood, and other pulverized inorganic

substances suspended in water, do not exist as such, but are artificial produc-

tions, as was demonstrated by C.A. S. Schultze.(7) The spherical form does not

belong to the aggregated particles previous to the mechanical division, and is

only produced by friction. In proof of this, when the parts of these bodies

are broken and then examined by the microscope, they always appear more

or less angular. It is only by continued friction in the water that they take on

a globular form, which is clearly the consequence of the wearing of the

angles. The non-existence of spherical molecules in mineral bodies is more-

over proved by the fact, that inorganic matters in solution never show that

form in the act of crystallization. On examining drops of saline solutions

by the microscope during the time of their crystallization by heat and the

evaporation of dissolvent liquid, the particles which become solid are always

angular, or they resemble needles, the shape of which varies according to

the substances crystallized, as appears from Ledermueller's(8) numerous

(6) Mr. Robert Brown had the politeness, at the assembly of naturalists and physicians in

Heidelberg, to communicate his obsei-vations to me, and perform several experiments before me.
These I repeated with my colleague, Professor Muncke, by the aid of an excellent microscope,

made at Vienna, by Ploessel, and I shall publish them more fully on another occasion.

(7) Mikroskopische Untersuchungen iiber des Herrn Robert Brown Entdeckung lebender,

selbst im Feuer unzerstorbarer Theilchen in alien Korpern. Carlsruhe and Frieburg, 1828, 4to.

(8) Ledermueller caused different solutions of inorganic matters to crystallize by the appli-

cation of heat, and observed the act of crytallization with the aid of the solar microscope and
other powerful glasses. In his " Mikroskopischen Gemiiths-und Augen-Ergotzung. Nuremberg,
1763, 4to," he has represented the forming crystals of verdigris and sal sedativum, (tab. 3,

fig. 1, 2,) of common salt, (tab. 6, fig. 3, tab. 7,) of the salts of urine, (tab. 15,) of sal am-
moniac, (tab. 23,) of saltpetre, (tab. 3,) of the saline particles of Burgundian and French
wines, (tab. 43,) of alum, (tab. 57,) of sublimate, (tab. 69,) and of solution of silver, (taby99.)
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microscopical observations, Tlic particles of inorganic and organic bodies,

tlierefore, do not possess the same form. Tlie spherical form is characteristic

of organic bodies only, (XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVI)
But the globules, contained in the formative fluids of animals and vege-

tables, and the spherical particles of organic solids which very many

observers, and Brown himself, perceived by the microscope, cannot be

regarded as the elementary molecules of organic matters, as several natural

piiilosophers have supposed. Needham, Bufl:bn, Bonnet, O. F. Mueller,

Wrisberg, and difi'erent recent observers, Milne, Edwards, &c., were guilty

of a great error in asserting that all the tissues of vegetables and animals are

composed of minute homogeneous spherical bodies or organic molecules

;

that the particles discovered by the microscope in the muscular fibre, the

cellular tissue, glands, &c., are identical in kind ; that the globules existing

in the nutritive fluid of plants and the blood of animals are the same as those

found in the tissues ; and that even the most simple infusoria are to be con-

sidered as molecules of that kind detached from organic bodies during putre-

faction, and reconstructing them by their union in the generative act. If this

were the case, it does not appear how tissues and organs so different, that are

endued with specific forces and properties, proceed from spherical molecules,

homogeneous and identical in kind. The globules perceived by the micros-

cope in the fluids and solids of organized bodies ought not to be considered

as the elementary molecules of the organic matter, which latter have not

hitherto come within the range of our senses though artificially armed. We
should rather regard them as already organized particles of organic matter,

from which they are formed. Themselves present great diversities in the

fluids and solids according to their constitution, and are the varied products

of organic matters subject to the laws of formation. In support of this is

the fact, that they have very diversified magnitudes, according to micrometric

measurement. Moreover, the form and size of blood globules in animals

vary exceedingly, which would make it appear that they are not the elemen-

tary particles of organic matter. The globules seen in the nerves, muscles,

glands, and cellular tissue of animals, and likewise in the various tissues of

plants, also differ in their nature. None have yet been perceived in liquid

albumen, vegetable mucus, sugar and amylum. Lastly, neither does the

matter which is soluble in water, at the dissolution of an aged organic body,

contain any. In such they only appear in the shape of the most simple

infusoria and monades, when the dissolved matter begins to be reorganized

and formed under the influence of favourable external circumstances.

The particles perceived in organic and inorganic bodies are subjected to

minute division, and have not, therefore, the same form, that is, the spherical

form. This belongs only to organic tissues, whilst the angular form is peculiar
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to the particles of minerals. Globules even exhibit great diversities in the

tissues of organized bodies.

DLXIX. The movements which Brovrn saw performed by the water-

swimming particles (actives molecules) of inorganic and certain organic

bodies, which movements, by their irregularity and apparent spontaneousness,

appeared to him like those of the most simple infusoria, differ widely from

such, as Gliechen(9) had previously remarked. From my own observations

it follows, that the movements of infusoria are essentially distinct from the

minute and water-swimming particles, inasmuch as they always proceed from

an internal self-active principle, and are not communicated. They may be

altered or even quickly arrested by divers impressions or excitants which

have no influence on the movements of the particles of inorganic bodies, or of

Brown's, so called, active molecules. The movements of monades, volvoces,

ciclydia, &c., are instantaneously suspended by nitric, sulphuric, acetic, prus-

sic, and other acids, also by common salt, the sulpho-prussiate of potassa,

the acetate of lead, the nitrate of mercury, &c., and the animalculae perish.

On the contrary, those of the particles of triturated granite, cinnabar, pounce,

&c., continue uninterruptedly in such fluids. If a little alcohol, ether, spirit

of turpentine, caustic, or carbonated ammonia, be added to a drop of water

containing infusoria, their movements become slower, sometimes circular,

tremulous, and in a short time they cease altogether. Even the same ensues

when the vapour of these substances is given out in the neighbourhood of a

drop full of infusoria. But these fluids do not suspend the movements of

Brown's active molecules; but, on the contrary, they give them greater rapi-

dity, and the molecules are drawn into currents by the evaporating movements

that take place. When a small quantity of water containing musk is added

to a drop full of infusoria, their movements at first become more rapid, but

after the space of a minute they relax, the animalculae turn in a circular man-

ner, and at length cease to move. The aqueous tincture of opium renders

their movements slower, and finally stops them. After the addition of cam-

phor gyratory movements commence, the animalculae turn over and die.

These substances have no influence on the movements of the molecules of in-

organic bodies ; camphor causes evolutions only by its evaporation. I have

(9) Abhandlung iiber die Samen-und Infusions-Thierchen. Nuremberg, 1778, 4to, p. 7.

An observer who is accustomed to the examination of fluids with magnifying glasses, will not

take all the corpuscules he may see swimming, for living beings. Some light bodies, dry

pollen for example, when mixed with strong alcohol, might be considered as animalcule by an

observer who has not seen sufficiently frequently spermatic and infusoria animalculse, and who
has not remarked that they avoid each other, or, as I have sometimes seen, that they seem to

play with each other. As the movement of these grains is quite of a different kind from the

animal movement, that is, extremely rapid and by starts, and as the corpuscules turn on their

axis like globules, and even frequently strike against each other and rebound, it cannot be sup-

posed that an experienced eye could be deceived by a phenomenon of this kind.
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also observed that the movements of infusoria are arrested by an electric cur-

rent passing along the wires of a voltaic pile, which had been inserted into a

drop full of infusoria. The electric spark directed on such a drop also kills

the animalcula;. These agents do not arrest the movements of the inorganic

molecules described by Brown : nor do they even visibly alter them.

From all this we must conclude, that the cause of the movements of infu-

soria, modified, quickened, retarded, or even arrested, as they are by divers

impressions or excitants, which have no influence on those of the particles of

finely divided inorganic bodies suspended in water, differs from that which

induces movements in the latter. The movements of infusoria are besides

more vivacious, are more varied, and are made in ever varying directions.

They traverse the sight under the microscope with a velocity which is never

observed in the particles of inorganic bodies. They move in all directions,

swim here and there, turn on themselves, tumble over, and go in a circle with

varied rapidity. Sometimes they remain quiet, at others they perform

exceedingly rapid movements. The movements of inorganic and lifeless

particles, on the contrary, are mostly very slow, feebly revolving, and

confined to a small extent of sight.

The movements observed by Brown in the molecules are partly owing to

currents and movements of the liquids in which they are contained. They

are also owing to an attraction and repulsion between the molecules and to an

hygrometric and capillary action, or are even produced by the air which

escaping during the solution of the particles in the water, imparts a move-

ment to them. If a hquid drop, containing such molecules, and near to

which is a drop of any volatile fluid, as alcohol or ether, be examined with

the microscope, the first drop is remarked to be moved by the vapour of the

other, just as if a current of air had passed over it. What favours the

influence which an evaporation of the water itself exercises over the move-

ments of the particles is that these are more rapid when the temperature

of the ambient air is high than when it is low. By the addition of some

very volatile fluid, as alcohol, ether, or camphorated spirit, to a drop full of

molecules placed under a microscope, their movements were considerably

accelerated. Brown, it is true, objected that the movements of the molecules

continued even when the drop of water was covered with a layer of oil, which

prevented the evaporation from taking place. The same remark was made

by David Brewster(l) and HolIard.(2) But in proof that the drop of

water also evaporates under the oil, though slowly, is its gradual diminution

(1) Observations relative to the motions of the molecules of bodies; in tlie Edinburgh
Journal of Scienee, April, 1S29, p. 215.

(2) The Quai-terly Journal of Science, July to September, 1829, p. 162.
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and final disappearance. Certain volatile molecules, such as those of pow-

dered camphor when placed in water, move rapidly in it, in consequence of

the evaporation.

In wetting or moistening dry particles, such as the grains of dry pollen,

cinders of burnt bodies, finely-powdered salts, movements are induced which

are owing to the penetration of the water by means of their capillarity, and

the disengagement of air from their pores. In examining with the microscope

the solution of sugar, of common salts, and other pulverized salts, in water,

the drop of water gave out bubbles of air which carried off molecules with

them until the latter were dissolved. The movements observed by Brown in

the molecules of arsenic, and of the saline particles of the cinders of burnt

organic and inorganic substances, must more especially be referred to the

movements of solution. When two heterogeneous fluids are mixed together,

as water with alcohol, ether, or acids, movements are always observed which

are communicated to the particles of organic or inorganic bodies suspended

therein.

All these facts warrant us in concluding that the movements of infusoria

animalculcfi are different from those of minutely divided water-swimming par-

ticles, and that they should be regarded as organic or vital, whilst the latter

are caused altogether by forces denominated dead or physical forces. (3)

DLXX. The preceding researches oblige us to consider as vital move-

ments those which are seen in the globules contained in the nutritive fluid of

animals and plants, as also in the spermatic animalculae and germs of polypi

and confervje. These organic particles, as the primary products of the for-

mative activity of organic matter, which are employed in the formation,

nutrition, and growth of the solids of every individual, and in the production

of new beings, which acts they precede, possess organic mobility. They ap-

pear to be endued with excitability from the very instant of their production,

for their movements are modified, accelerated, retarded, or even arrested, by

divers sorts of excitants which have no influence whatever on the molecular

movements observed by Brown, The variableness of the movements according

to the excitants, may, with respect to spermatic animalculae, (CCCCLXIII,)

and the globules of the nutritive fluid of plants, be considered as proved

(CCCCLXXXIII,) and, as very probable, as regards the blood globules.

(3) Besides even were the movements described by Brown ascertained to be spontaneous, they

possess no other property that can establish an analogy between them and those of organic

globules. No circumstances of moisture, heat, air, light, &c., however favourable, will produce

in them those hidden movements whose end is the formation of organized bodies, with all their

properties. Indeed the object of such experiments as those of Brown on inorganic molecules,

and the application of any discovery arising from them, is far from being clear— a remark, how-

ever, which does not attach to his account of active organic molecules. (Sec. 483.) — Trs.
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So long as the globules of the nutritive fluid of plants and of the blood are

contained within the living spaces of the vessels, they appear to exert a repulsive

influence against each other, and remain distinct. But when the fluids leave

the vessels, the globules speedily coalesce, and the phenomenon of coagula-

tion takes place. It has been remarked, that, on the addition of acids, slight

convulsive movements occur in the globules during their coagulation.

How these organic particles of the simplest kind perform their movements

is altogether unknown. Perhaps they are effected by a slight contraction

and expansion of their organic matter, which it has hitherto been impossible

to perceive on account of the minuteness of the corpuscules, but which, it is

true, also needs to be explained. Dutrochet endeavoured to account for

them by the endosmosis and exosmosis produced by electric currents.

Against this it may be objected, that it rests on an opinion divested of proof,

namely, that the globules are vesicles filled with fluids. The blood globules

at least evidently possess a nucleus, of solid matter. Neither is it proved

that an electric current exists in the globules. We shall therefore pass by

the question, whether they possess, as some physiologists assert, a particular

motor power, which Kielraeyer has denominated the force of propulsion.

Organic Contractility.

DLXXI. We shall designate, in general, by the name of organic or living

contractility, the property possessed by animal and vegetable solids of per-

forming, in certain circumstances, and under the operation of excitants,

movements that are manifested by a contraction, curtailing, and condensation

of the tissue which is the basis of those solids. It is distinguished from

elasticity in not aiising from mechanical causes, but being founded by the

organic nature of the nourished solids, and by the organic changes in the

parts on the application of influences that bring it into action. When con-

tractile parts are no longer nourished, their contractile power is extinguished

;

whereas, electricity remains in lifeless parts so long as putrefaction does not

destroy the organic texture bestowed on them by life.

Organic contractihty exhibits differences in the solids of animals and vege-

tables, which have reference both to those observed in their texture and

vital properties, and to the influences or excitants which urge them into action.

We will examine the different kinds of contractihty in their phenomena and

manifestations and give them their difterent names.

1. Muscular Contractility.

DLXXII. The property inherent in muscles of being put into motion by

very varied excitants (CCCCXXXIV, CCCCXLIV) has the name of

muscular contractility, or myotility. It corresponds to Haller's irritability

3 F
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an appellation we cannot preserve, because excitability is a property belonging

to all living parts and can by no means be attributed to the muscles exclu-

sively. The movements of muscles are distinguished from those produced

by elasticity, and every other kind of contractility, by rapid oscillations,

accompanied with a shortening, condensing, folding, and winding, to which

extension, relaxation, and elongation of the fibres and bundles succeed.

(CCCCXXXV) The excitants of oscillations, however diversified, and the

movements that take place in the muscles in consequence of their operation,

appear invariably to be conditional on the living influence of the nervous

system. (CCCCXLIII, CCCCXLVI) It is sufficiently proved, that the

excitants which put into play the voluntarily acting muscles, are produced in

the nervous apparatus, in the aggregations of nervous substance, and are pro-

pagated by means of nervous ramifications entering into the composition of

the muscles. As the muscles that are urged to contract in an automatic

manner by secrete4 excitants, such as the heart and muscular membranes,

likewise receive nerves, it is probable that in this case also excitants act

through the nerves, or at least, that simultaneously with the excitation, a

change is eflfected in the nerves, without which the oscillation could not take

place. Moreover, of all the kinds of organic contractility, the muscular is

the most easily brought into play by electric shocks applied to the nerves or

muscles, either in living animals, or such as have been recently killed.

DLXXIII. Muscular contractility is founded on the innate constitution,

organization, and organic composition of the muscles, which are communicated

to them by the plastic activity in their formation. The muscles once formed,

the continuance of this force in them depends on nutrition, assimilation, res-

piration, and the movement of the fluids, as also on the living influence of

the nervous system, and varies with the circumstance heretofore stated,

(CCCCXXXIX, CCCCXL, CCCCXLIII.) It is yet unknown how this

force acts and how it is determined to action by excitants. Mere hypotheses

alone (CCCCXLVII) have been hitherto advanced on this subject.

DLXXIV. Muscular contractility is an exclusive property of the muscles

of living animals. It does not exist in plants, in which neither muscular

fibres nor tissues analogous to nerves are found. This force makes animals

having a complicated organization capable, by excitements produced in the

living nervous apparatus, of moving voluntarily, of bringing themselves to

movements which vary according to the structure and arrangement of the

locomotive organs, (CCCCLT.) The contractility of the muscles which

enter into the composition of the digestive, respiratory, secretory, and gene-

rative apparatus, is brought into play in an automatic manner by fluid and

nervous excitations. Hence, movements take place that are necessary for

the performance of the nutritive and generative functions, and on which both
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the preservation of individuals during a certain time, and the continuance of

the species depend, (CCCCL, CCCCLII.)

2. Contractility of Infusoria and Gelatinous Animals.

DLXXV. The movements of infusoria, (CCCCLIV,) and gelatinous

animals, fresh and salt water polypi (CCCCLV,) medusae (CCCCLVI,)

and among eutozoa, of sucking and some vesicular worms (CCCCLVll,)

seem to be accomplished by slight alternations of contraction and expansion of

their mucous substance.(4) With the aid of a microscope, and using a very

strong magnifying glass, I perceived traces of contraction and expansion in

several of the simplest infusoria, volvoces and cyclidia. All these animals

are excitable, and may be urged to movements by external stimuli of various

kinds, mechanical or chemical, and by the electric fluid. Although

they do not possess any nervous substance drawn out into a system

of nervous threads, they are in a condition to move by an internal

activity, and in consequence of excitations which themselves produce.

Such of these animals as are not fixed, as the infusoria, rotifera, pennatuia,

and medusae, are able, without external impulses, to change their locality by

swimming or crawling. Hydrae also possess locoraotiveness. Other

polypi, as vorticellae, sertulariae, lobulariae, tubiporae, madrepora, gorgones,

&c., which adhere to a fixed, common, horny, or calcareous stock, cannot cer-

tainly change their locality, but they move their bodies and parts, by an in-

ternal impulse, in various directions, and with varied rapidity. By move-

ments of then' seizing arms they take their food and convey it to the mouth.

The movements they execute spontaneously, and with exceeding vivacity

distinguish these animals from confervae, tremellae, and oscillatoriae, which do

not possess the faculty of moving from an internal motive and in chosen di-

rections. They differ from muscular movements inasmuch as they are not

accomplished by contractions and relaxations of fibres, nor accompanied by

visible oscillations or rapid incurvations and extensions. We will designate

this kind of contractility by the name of contractility of gelatinous animals.

3. Contractility of Conferva, Tremell^, and Oscillatorle.

DLXXVI. Confervae, tremellae, and oscillatoriae, execute feeble move-

ments, consisting in a slow erection and shrinking, a swinging from side to side,

incurvations, twisting and spiral torsions of their fibres. (CCCCLXXTV.)
The movements are modified by external influences. Heat and solar lio-ht

accelerate them : cold and want of light retard them. They are arrested by

(4) Dutrochet (Loc. cit., p. 182) lias not scrupled to deny the character of animality to

infusoria and to consider their movements as the mere eftects of endosniosis and exosmosis pro-
duced by electric currents. Had he examined with greater cai'e the so varied movements ol
infusoria, he would not have venturetl to advance an opinion so totally devoid of proof. '
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the addition of acids, salts, alkalis, or alcohol, to the water in which the

simple plants in which they are observed, exist. It cannot, therefore, be

denied, that these vegetables possess excitabihty, and this, together with the

variableness of their movements, according to their excitants, distinguishes

them from the molecular movements of Brown, which are not affected by in-

fluences of the above kind. We are, therefore, authorized to consider them

as vital movements. It is not known how they are accomplished, but they

may be supposed to consist in a slow alternation of contraction and expansion

of the homogeneous substance of the vegetable, or of the globules vi'hich con-

stitute it. They differ from the movements of infusoria and gelatinous ani-

mals by being apparently induced solely by external excitants, and by exhi-

biting no trace of spontaneity which cannot be denied in the latter. They are

unable to change their locality by an activity peculiarly belonging to them.

We will designate this kind of organic mobility by the name of vegetable

contractility of the most simple plants.

4. Contractility of the Cellular Tissue, the Vessels and
OTHER Non-muscular Tissues of Animals with Complex

Organization.

DLXXVII. Movements manifested by a slow contraction, alternating

with a very slight or scarcely existant expansion, and unaccompanied with

sensible oscillations, as in irritated muscles, occur in many animal parts that

are not of a muscular nature, (CCCCLX.) To these belong the cellular

tissue and all the tissues based on it, the skin, the blood-vessels, lymphatics,

excretory ducts of Ihe glands, and even the fibrous tissues. All these parts

are endued, during life, with the power of contracting and drawing together,

whenever they have been distended, and the cause of their distension is re-

moved. The arteries and veins filled with blood, the lymphatics gorged with

their absorbed chyle and lymph, the excretory ducts of the glands distended

with secreted humours, strive to contract and diminish their calibre, and thus

communicate movement to the liquids they contain. The degree of distension

of the fluid-filled canals is proportionate to the quantity of fluids. If there

be abundance of fluids the diminished vessels and excretory ducts are exceed-

ingly distended. If the quantity of fluids is diminished the vessels show a

diminished calibre. In all animals the capacity of the blood-vessels changes

as the mass of blood augments or is diminished. If they are pricked or cut,

they forcibly eject their contained liquids, and their diameter is lessened.

These phenomena are more palpable if, previous to pricking the vessels, they

are tied, so that the fluids may distend them to a high degree.

The property which the cellular tissue, the different membranes, the vessels,

excretory ducts, and fibrous tissues possess, during life, of contracting after
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being distended, and the tendency the vessels have to shrink and eject their

contained fluids, have been observed by many physiologists. Some have er-

roneously considered it as the effect of elasticity, others as the consequence

of muscular contractility,

DLXXVllI. Haller, who very clearly distinguished the contraction and

shrinking of these parts from the effects of muscular irritability, committed

the mistake of regarding them as the mere results of elasticity, and he went so

far as to attribute a similar faculty of contraction to dead bodies, such as

leather, hempen ropes, and gut-cords. Against this, which many of his dis-

ciples have maintained, it may be said that the property which the cellular

tissue, the vessels of excretory ducts, possess, of contracting and shrinking as

they do during life, disappears in death, and when nutrition ceases to be

enacted. The cellular and dermoid tissues never contract in corpses when

these are cut, and the lips of the wound in such cases gape, as is the case in

wounded jiving animals. In death the arteries remain gaping, and do not

contract in their diameter when cut across, as happens during life. When
arteries, veins, and lymphatic trunks are divided, their ends start asunder,

as in living animals. Nor is anything of the kind observed in excretory

ducts, when cut across, for they remain flaccid ; whereas during life they

contract, and their extremities separate from each other. All these parts

possess elasticity alone in dead animals. When disturbed from their proper

situation they quickly return to it ; but they are no longer endued with a

living contractile faculty : they no longer shorten and shrink by a proper ac-

tivity, and independently of mechatiical power. The elasticity they possess

after death, and which is owing to the organic texture of the tissues, disap-

pears when putrefaction has destroyed their organic commixture.

DLXXIX. Some physiologists. Van Doeveren, Verschuir, Zimmerman,

&c., considered the contracting and shrinking of vessels and other contractile

parts as phenomena of muscular contractility. They were lead into this error

by the mode of action of some chemical agents, especially acids and minerals,

on the vessels. Haller(5) had previously and with reason considered the ex-

periments made with mineral acids among those which did not prove the ex-

istence of muscular contractility, inasmuch as whether the organs, the cellular

tissues, vessels, nerves, tendons, and membranes, on which these acids acted,

possessed life or not, they always produced movements in them by the chemi-

cal changes they caused therein. We owe the most precise researches on

this subject to Bichat.(6) He found that animal tissues, either dead or alive,

when exposed to fire or to the action of concentrated mineral acids, sulphuric,

(5) Oper. Mill., v. i, p. 403, sec. 17. Expei-iineiita qua; nihil pro irritabilitatc demonstrant.

(6) Anatomic Generale, v, i, sec. 1, p. 36.
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nitric, or hydrochloric acids, contracted in consequence of the corrosion they

suffered, and curl and shrink in various manners, but that these movements

can by no means be regarded as manifestations of life. I have also ascer-

tained that arteries, veins, nerves, and membranes that had been preserved

for several years in alcohol, contract when sulphuric acid is poured on them,

and execute movements resembling those of muscles.

Putting aside this chemical action of fire and mineral acids, it is proved by
numerous experiments that the parts possessing a living contractile faculty, the

cellular tissue, the tissues originating from it, the vessels, the excretory ducts

of the glands, the dermis and tendinous parts, are not rendered active by all

the excitants which produce contractions in living muscles. Mechanical ex-

citants, as touching with a needle's point, and moistening with alcohol, diluted

alkalis, and acids, do not induce contractions in the cellular tissue, vessels,

excretory ducts, and tendinous parts, resembling those which they cause i»

bared muscles. Neither does electricity elicited by friction or contact, pro-

duce any sensible effects. We should not, therefore, confound the contrac-

tile phenomena of these parts with the movements of stimulated muscles.(7)

DLXXX. Several physiologists who distinguished the movements per-

formed by the above-named parts, both from the effects of elasticity and from

muscular contractility, consider them as vital phenomena of a peculiar kind.

Stahl(8) named the motor faculty of these parts, tone (Tonus.) By the

same name, or others analogous to it, it is mentioned by Whylt,(9) Cullen,

Bordeu,(l) Grimaud,(2) Barthez,(3) Chaussier,(4) and others. Blumen-

bach,(5) called it tonicity or contractility of cellular tissue. Bichat(6) con-

sidered some of these movements as manifestations of a property inherent in

the organs, different from elasticity, and consequent on the arrangement of

the molecules in the tissues, or on the texture of the organs, but independent

(7) Were this view of the contractility of blood vessels more generally taken, much of the

disputation with which physiologists, of this country more especially, have amused themselves

concerning the muscularity of arteries, might have been avoided. The error has been in their

being fascinated by the word " contractility," a term so commonly used as applied to muscular
power that at length the idea of other contractility than the muscular has never once entered the

heads of the disputants. On the other hand, the opponents of the muscularity of arteries, aware

that some contraction does occur in their coats, have been unable, from the cause above named,

to find any other reason for it than the physical power " elasticity." The arguments of

Tiedemann place the question in tlie right light, showing that neither muscular tissue nor

contractility is engaged on the one hand, nor the attribute of lifeless bodies, elasticity, on the

other.

—

Trs.

(8) Dissertatio de motu tonico vitali. Jenal, 1692-4. Theoria medica vera.

(9) Essay on Vital and Voluntary Motions, sec. 1. Sec. 3, Natural Contraction.

(1) Recherches sur le tissu muqueux, sec. 70.

(2) Cours complet de Physiologie, v. i, p. 358.

(3) Physiologie, v. i, p. 144. Des forces toniques.

(4) Table synoptique de la force vitale. He calls it. Force tonique, tonicite, contractilite

fibriliaire, organique, force du tissu areolaire, elasticite contractile.

(5) Institut. Physiologiae, sec. 40-58.

(6) De la vie et la mort, v. i, p. 40. Anatomic Generale, v. i, sec. 1, p. 36.
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of life. Death, he says, does not destroy this property, since it adheres to

the organs so long as they do not fall into putridity. Its energy, however, is

increased by life. Bichat called it contracfilUe de tissu. Other naoveraents

belonging to the class in question he viewed as eflects of a vital property,

which he distinguished from muscular contractility, and called contractilitt

organique insensible, contractilitt par defaut d'extension. According to him,

it is by this force that the organs act on the blood, which is conveyed to them

in nutrition and secretion. By it the blood in the capillaries is moved, and

the movements of the secreted fluids through the excretory ducts are executed.

Bichat frequently confounds the effects of these two supposed properties with

each other and with those of elasticity.

The adoption of a contractility differing from elasticity in the tissues and

organs, after the utter extinction of life, is inadmissible. But it is not less

erroneous to consider, as some modern physiologists, Bostock,(7) among

others, do, all the phenomena of contraction and shrinking, not produced by

muscles, in living parts, as the mere effects of elasticity.

DLXXXI. It cannot be denied that movements take place in several

parts of animal bodies, which can neither be considered as mere effects of

elasticity, nor as the operations of muscular contractility. We shall call these

peculiar movements tonic, and the force which produces them tonicity, or con-

tractility of cellular tissue and non-muscular organs. In general this organic

force is manifested by a slow contraction, shrinking, and condensation of the

tissue of the parts that possess it, without oscillations similar to those that

occur in irritated muscles being perceptible. It differs, too, from muscular

contractility, inasmuch as it is not urged, in a palpable manner, to action by

the electric fluid and nervous excitements. It may, however, be excited by

divers impressions, especially by heat or cold, the influence of light, and even

by some other excitants. Further, it varies according to the age of animals,

the influences that alter the state of nutrition, and in disease.

DLXXXII. The contractility of the parts in question, and the movements

determined thereby, are of the first importance in the exercise of several func-

tions, and for the preservation of life. The tendency of the coats of the

lymphatic vessels to contract on the absorbed liquids causes them to pass

from their ramifications into the sanguineous vascular system. The contrac-

tility of the arteries (CCLXII) and veins (CCLXIV) act an essential part in

the circulation, and it is even by the contraction of the muscular coats of the

arteries that the blood is moved onwards in animals that have no heart,

(CCLXXVI, CCLXXVII.) All the secreted humours that are poured into the

(7) Elementary System of Physiology, v. 1, p. 35.
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excretory ducts of glands are put into motion by the contractile coats of the ca-

nals, by which means they flowfroni the roots to the trunks, and from these to the

surface of the membranes that line the canals into which they are emptied.

Without a living reaction of the coats of the excretory ducts on the fluids

they contain, manifested by their contraction and shrinking, it is impossible

to imagine what could put them into motion, and force them to flow frequently

against their own gravity. The tonicity of the fibrous organs, the ligaments,

fibro-cartilages, and true cartilages facilitate the movements of the joints.

5. Contractility of Vegetable Vessels.

DLXXXIII. All vascular plants are endued with excitability. By
excitants they are urged to development, nutrition, and the internal move-

ments attached to those processes. The vessels of plants, as well as those

that absorb sap by the roots and convey it to the leaves through the stalk or

trunk, as those that take up in the leaves the nutritive fluid prepared by

respiration and convey it to the diff"erent parts, appear to be possessed of a

living contractile power. They fill with sap imbibed by the roots and

probably react on it by a slow contraction succeeded by shrinking, by which

a movement of the liquid is effected. The proof of this is found in the

copious flow of the ascending sap after a section of the stalk and branches,

which, according to experiments made by Hales, Walker, Mirbel, Chevreul,

and others, (CCLXXXIV,) goes on with such rapidity and vehemence, that

it is impossible to err as to its dependence on a living reaction of the vascular

coats and an impulse thereby given to the sap, Don and Barbieri

(CCCCLXXXVI) even maintain that they saw movements in the coats of

the vessels, which were manifested by contractions. Moreover it is certain,

that the movement of the sap is augmented by divers external influences or

excitants which act on plants and whose mode of action is in nowise me-

chanical, (CCLXXXV, CCLXXXVIII.) Lastly, in support of this

theory the action of different poisons on plants which arrest the ^ow of the

sap may be advanced. Thus Goeppert(8) remarked that no sap flowed

from wounds made in the branches of the Euphorbia esula, villosa, uralensis,

and glaucescens, the Chelidonium majus, the Rhus typhinum, the Chondrilla

juncea, the Hypochoeris radicata, the Lactuca perennis, the Leontodon tarax-

acum, &c., which had been immersed in the prussic acid ; whence he concludes

that the vessels had lost their contractility and power to impel the sap, by

the action of the poison. Hence, we cannot regard the cause of the move-

ment of the sap in vegetables as the effect of capillarity or of any other purely

physical force, since poisons have no effect on such. Nor can we do otherwise

(8) Loc. cit
, p. 15.
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than consider Dutrochet's(9) opinion, which makes the movement of the sap

to be performed by endosraosis and exosmosis, as an hypothesis totally devoid

of proof, and incongruous with the mode of action of poisons. We are there-

fore necessitated to regard the movement of the sap as a vital act which,

judging from the experiments above cited, is manifested by a slow contraction

of the vessels, in consequence of which their calibre is diminished and an

impetus imparted to the sap.

DLXXXIV. The movements of the leaves, the faculty they have of

returning to their station after being turned away by mechanical violence,

(CCCCLXXXVIII, CCCCLXXXIX,) their erection, their unfolding and

expansion during the day, their sinking and folding (CCCCXC, CCCCXCI)
during the night, (CCCCXC, CCCCXCI,) accompanied with a change in

the course of the sap and the state of turgescence, through the influence of

light and heat, (CCCCXCII,)—likewise appear to be consequences of a cer-

tain degree of contractility of their vessels and cellular tissue (CCCCXCIII.)

Something like a proof of this we have in the tension and rigidity of the leaves.

In support of this opinion the experiments of Schuebler, Zeller, and Goeppert

(CCCCXCIII) may be advanced, which show that the motor power of

leaves is annihilated by poisons, by prussic acid, prussiates, cherry-laurel

water, narcotic substances, opium, nux vomica, &c., when presented for ab-

sorption by the roots. The movements enacted by the so-called sensitive

plants (CCCCXCIV to DII) under divers influences and excitants, which

are accompanied by a change in the afflux of sap and the degree of turgescence

and tension of the petiolar ducts (DIV, DV, DVI) seem to be immediately

owing to the contraction of the sap-vessels and cellular tissue, in consequence

of the operation of excitants, (DVII.) On this point may be quoted the

efi*ects of opium, prussic acid, arsenic, corrosive sublimate, and other poisons,

(Dili,) observed by Hope, Wilson, Linck, Jaeger, Becker, Goeppert,

Macaire-Prinsep, and Mulder,— effects which deprive vegetables of the

power of moving when irritated, after the absorption of these poisons by the

roots, or their direct application to the leaves and the petiolar bulbs. The

movements of the leaves, according to the diurnal periods, the erection and

sinking of the peduncles, the unfolding and closing of the leaves (DXII,

DXIII) also seem to depend on a change in the aflSux of sap, caused by

contractions which excitants produce in the sap-vessels. Finally, the move-

ments of the stamina and anthers, (DXV, DXVIII, DXIX,) and of the

pistil and stigma, (DXVI, DXXI,) which take place after the develop- -

ment of plants and the application of excitants to these organs, should also

be regarded partly as the eff*ects of the afflux of sap, and of the consequent^

(9) Loc. cit., p. 160

3 G
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turgescence, itself dependent on the contraction of the sap-vessels, and

partly as caused by the living contractility of the cellular tissue of those

parts, brought into play by excitants. This is proved by the arrestation of

these movements by various poisonous substances, as in the experiments of

Macaire-Prinsep, Goeppert, and others. The same is the case of the move-

ments performed by the seed capsules of several plants, (DXXIIl.)

DLXXXV. As on the application of divers influences and excitants,

movements occur in animals which are accompanied by a change of the situa-

tion and direction of the stimulated parts, and which cannot be referred to

the effects of elasticity, we are necessitated to agree with t)e Gorter, Lups,

Bonnet,(1) Broussonet, J. E. Smith, (2) Koelreuter, Medicus, Desfontaines,(3)

Hedwig,(4) Gahagan, Von Humboldt,(5) Saussure, Brugmaiis and Coulon,

Van Marum, Decandolle, Carra(lori,(6) G. K. Treviranus,(7) and others,

that vegetables possess excitability and a living or organic motor faculty.

But we do not agree with several of these physiologists in thinking that this fa-

culty is identical with Haller's irritability, because nowhere in plants are fibres

perceived that can be compared to the muscular fibres of animals, and because

the movements excited in them by stimuli are unaccompanied by oscillations

resembling those that are observed in irritated muscles. With Unzer(8), J.

F. Graelin and Oettinger(9,) Farr(l,) L. C. Treviranus(2,) Rudolphi(3,) and

others, we regard the motor faculty of plants, which is manifested by contrac-

tion and condensation of the cellular tissue, as a faculty different from muscu-

lar power, and as originating in the mode of nutrition of those bodies. In its

mode of action it has the strongest analogy with the contractility of the cel-

lular tissue and non-muscular parts of animals, if it be not even identical

with it. The excitability and contractility of vascular vegetables vary in their

degree and manifestations according to the state of the development of plants,

the annual and diurnal periods, the temperature, the influence of light, the

(1) (Euvres, v. iv, p. 199.

(2) Some observations on the irritability of vegetables ; in Philosophical Transactions,

V. Ixxviii, p. 158.

(3) Loc. cit. La force contractile, qui nous oiFre dans les animaux des phenom^nes si

etonnans et si varies, n'est point comme on le croit communement, un attribut partioulier

qui les distingue ; un grand nombre de plantes donne aussi des signes d'irritation plus ou moins
sensibles, selon leur age, leur vigueur, la partie qu'on touche ou qu'on irrite, Les loix physiques

et mecaniques communes n'en rendront jamais mieux raison que de Paction musculaire des

animaux.

(4) De fibrae vegetabilis et animalis ortu. Leipsic, 1789, p. 27.

(5) Aphorisms, p. 57.

(6) Loc cit., and in Continuazione degli atti dell 'Accademi aeconomico-agraria dei Georgo-

fili di Firenza, v. iv, 1825.

(7) Biologic, V. v, p. 234.

(8) Physikalische Schriften, v. i, p. 242.

(9) De irritabilitate vegetabilium, Tubingen, 1768.

(1) Philosophical Inquiry into Animal Motion, London, 1771.

(2) Zeitschrift fiir Physiologic, V. ii, p. 174.

(3) Grundriss der Physiologie, v. i, p. 240.
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atmospheric constitution, the ahments and other influences conditional of nu-

trition ; and they may undergo modifications from all these. Lastly, many

substances, as certain poisons, and the electric spark, annihilate them. All

the movements of plants are automatic : they are the consequences of a blind

necessity, and refer to the operations of formation, development, nutrition, and

generation. No vegetable has the power of moving spontaneously and volun-

tarily, by excitants resembling nervous excitements, according to determina-

tions proceeding from within itself, and with interruptions regulated by itself.

FINIS.





ADDITIONAL NOTES.

Note to sec. Iviii.

It is not ascertained what change the sap undergoes in its passage from the

root to the leaves : indeed there is no proof that it undergoes any. Tiedemann

appears to think the same, for he constantly calls the sap the " rough juice,"

(ropen Nahrungsaft,) and in LXIII it will be seen that he speaks of the

" formative coagulable fluid prepared in the leaves from the rough nutritious

juice." But it is well known that a change does occur in it during its sojourn

in the leaves, and that this change renders it fit to deposit the peculiar fluids

and cellular tissue of the plant, (the ligneous matter being only the ancient

spiral vessels compressed.) In this view there occurs only one species of

digestion in plants, to wit, respiration. In the case of a graft, therefore, the

sap, arrived at the leaves of the graft, does certainly undergo modifications

dependent on their organization, and produces flowers and fruits of its own

kind, though tributary to the roots of a plant alien to it in nature. The

knowledge, therefore, of which we already stand possessed, may account for

this phenomenon in grafting. Should it be asked how the budding leaves

come to be formed, the answer is found in that fact being an extraordinary

and temporary effort of the vegetable irritability, aroused from its winter torpor

by the vernal solar warmth. Once pushed forward, the leaves take upon

themselves the office of assimilation.

Note to sec. Ixv, after " capable of exercising their functions."

This is an important physiological maxim. In the application of physiology

to pathology, it is not less so. It may prove instructive to those physicians

who are in the practice of attacking every disordered symptom as it arises,

whether in the two digestions, the circulation or the secretion, by teaching them

that the disorder of one may and does eventually influence and disorder the

others, and that the application of remedial means to one is the more rational

method of overcoming all. It is only astonishing that such a proposition and

its consequences should have been Overlooked by any member of a learned

profession.
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Note to sec, Ixx, after " are reproduced by generation properly so

called."

The same observations likewise give plausibility to the hypothesis advanced

by the learned Tiedemann in the previous part of this volume, regarding the

origin and progress to perfection of organic matter (XXIIl, XXIV,
XXV.) Here w.e have the fact of spontaneous generation of entozoa, to

which the progressive energy of the plastic power adds genitals, when spon-

taneous generation gives place to procreation, or true generation.

With regard to the nature of the cause of this generation of entozoa, it is

hazardous to advance any opinion, as it can only touch the verge of probability.

To take those of the intestinal canal ; they occur simultaneously with a varied

degree of inflammation of the canal; there is also great emaciation of the body,

and chyle is observed in the intestinal evacuations, together with disordered

foeces. The inflammatory state is here accompanied, as it ever is, with anormal

secretions ; the highly animahzed chyle is mixed with these secretions. Now
it is not unhkely that the diseased state of the latter may consist in their too

great animaiization, which is moreover augmented by the addition of chyle.

From this conjunction with the influence of heat, that species of generation

in question, would readily occur. The emaciation countenances the idea of

the existence of a secretory process, which drains the pabulum of its more

animalized constituents ; the non-absorption of chyle no doubt also aids in it.

These effects of the presence of entozoa are more visible when such exist in

the intestinal canal ; first, because their number and volume are greater there

than in other parts where they are found ; and secondly, because the surface

which they irritate is more extended, and bound by stronger sympathies to the

rest of the body than those parts. Au reste, disordered deposit goes far to

explain their appearance in the liver, bladder, eye, brain, and muscles.

Note to sec. Ixxxi, after " have been made on their parts by wounding

bodies."

The reparation of solutions of continuity is a palpable fact, especially in

animal bodies. It must be remarked, however, that some respectable autho-

rities have miaintained that such junctions in animals are a simple glueing

together of the separated parts, by the cohesive fibrinous matter thrown out, in

the same manner that the glueing of inorganic matter is effected. Granting

this, the question still remains, whence proceeds the glueing material ? With

respect to partial regeneration in the human frame, instances are recorded, of

reproduction of the glans penis, and of the phalanx of the finger. Can we

consider the growth of a third set of teeth, in old age, as a regeneration of lost

parts, since two sets only are usual ? also of their sockets ? Some instances

of this are quoted by Dr. Mason Good, Study of Medicine vol. 1, page 55,

from the German Ephemerides, Medical Commentaries, &c.
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Note to sec. Ixxxvi, after " does not belong exclnsivehj to the cruciferce."

Sulphur is particularly developed during the natural analysis or putrefaction

of the tretradyamic cruciferous plants: during that process the sulphur uniting

with the hydrogen of the fluid, which is indispensible to the putrefaction, forms

sulphuretted hydrogen, so prominent in the odour of cabbage-wafer, &c.

Sulphate of lime is found in clover. The albuminous parts of animal bodies

particularly contain sulphur : the albumen or white of egg is an instance ; the

yolk of egg, however, contains more sulphur than the white, and being united

with an oil, (or rather elaine,) whose hydrogen unites with the sulphur, the

strongly foetid smell of putrefying eggs is the consequence.

Note to xcii.

The sulpho-cyanic acid, which contains no oxygen, was discovered, how-

ever, by Tiedemann and Gmelin, in the salivary secretions of man : it was

more particularly perceived during digestion.

Prussic acid, free or combined, has been found in human urine, under the

following circumstances :— Brugnatelli discovered it free in the urine of a

dropsical patient; Moyon and Julia-Fontanelle saw prussiate of iron in that

of a person with no morbid symptoms ; Cantu, of Turin, in that of a young

girl, who experienced no feelings save some cholicky pain previous to voiding

it. Besides these instances, Reisel observed prussiate of iron in the sputa of

a woman affected with inflammation of the lungs, accompanied with frequent

vomiting. The same presented itself to Dolxi, Mogi, and Julia-Fontanelle,

in the respiration of other individuals, labouring under nervous affections.

Note to sec. cii.

The idea of vegetable symmetry entertained by Decandolle would seem to

refer both to the intimate organization and external appearance, as appears

from the following quotation from his chapter on vegetable symmetry :

—

" L'arrangement des plantes en ordres uaturels suppose, selon moi, qu'on

pourra un jour etablir les caracteres de ces ordres sur ce que fait la base dc

leur symetrie, et rapporter les formes variees des especes ou des genres a

Taction des causes qui tend a alterer la symetrie primitive. Ainsi chaque

famille des plantes, comme chaque classe de cristaux, pent etre representee

par un etat regulier tantot visible par les yeux tantot concevable par I'intelli-

gence ; c'est que j'appelle son type : des soudures, des avortemens, des

degeneresences, des multiplications separes ou combines ensemble modifient

ce type primitif de maniere k faire naitre les caracteres habituels des etres que

les composent. Ces modifications sont constantes entre certaines limites

comme les formes secondaires des cristaux. Mais chaque genre, chaque

espece est par sa nature propre plus ou moins soumises k chacune des causes

que les determinent ; car les plantes qui ont le menie type ne sont pas plus

identiques que les cristaux que ont de molecules primitives semblables."
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Cryptogaraic plants exhibit only feeble marks of symmetry in their organi-

zation ; so slight, that in the present state of our knowledge, it is impossible to

detect its laws in them.

The Pleuronectes a genus of fishes comprehending what were formerly named
passer, rombiis, buglossa, &c., differ from other vertebrated animals, by wanting

the symmetry of the two sides in respect to size, though not in regard to actual

existence of parts, ; for all the parts are found on each side of the fish, but so

much larger on one than the other, as to make a prominent character in the

genus. This irregularity is more pronounced in the head than the body. The

eyes are both placed on the same side, and are always uppermost ; hence the

fish of necessity swims on the same side, and it is from this circumstance that

they derive their name, it being irXevpa, a side, and wxrnQ) a swimmer.

Note to sec. ciii, after " therefore they are more soft.'"

The quantity of fluids in the body forms 9-lOths of its weight. Chaussier

introduced a human body, weighing 120 lbs., into a stone, dried it perfectly,

and found on its removal that it weighed only 12 pounds. Egyptian mummies

are also instances of the prevalence of fluids in the mass of the body : as also

the dead bodies of travellers over Arabian deserts, where the excessive heat,

unaided by moisture, effects desiccation rather than putrefaction.

Note at the end of sec. cxvi.

The proper arterial tunic of arteries is thicker in the lower limbs than in

the upper; it is more particularly thin in the vertebral, carotid, and hepatic

arteries. The external tunic, according to Beclard, consists of two layers : it

is wanting in the cerebral arteries. The inner coat is always the seat of dis-

ease. In muscles arteries run between fibres, in the brain between convolutions,

in the glands between lobes. They convey the greatestquantity of bloodto the

brain, spinal cord, glands, muscles, mucous membrane and skin. Arteries

have not been anatomically traced ia cartilage and arachnoid membrane ; but

.

the processes of nutrition and secretion therein necessitate their existence in

those textures.

Note to sec. cxvii.

The vascular tunic of veins is, according to Bichat, more palpable in

venous branches than in the trunk ; and in superficial than deep-seated veins.

Magendie says this tunic is fibrous. The internal lining of the veins is exceed-

ingly distensible, not fragile ; in this differing from the arteries. Bichat says

it is continued throughout the black blood circulation. It is the only tunic in

the veins of the liver, kidneys, bones, and sinuses. The venous va^es

consist of both tunics folded inwards (Bichat.) Hunter and Gordon deiiy this,

and say they are tendinous. The transverse cords of sinuses are -said to

supply the place of valves.

Veins for the most part accompany arteries; instances of the contrary are
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those of the brain, the azygos, vena cava and porta. The number of veins in

the stomach, kidney, and testicles is equal to that of the arteries. They are

two to one in the penis, clitoris, gall-bladder, and umbilical cord.

Note to sec. cxviii.

The mode of origin of lymphatic vessels is unknown. Their valves are

l-20(h of an inch from each other, but are less numerous in the large lymphatic

trunks. According to Cruickshank, Schreger, and Soemmering they are

muscular. Mascagni, Meckel, Rudolphi, Bichat, Beclard, and Gordon

deny their muscularity. The lacteals are called a portion of the lymphatic

system; they differ from the latter, however, in having a different and

palpable commencement, in the fluid they convey, &c. Tiedemann says that

in the seal the lacteals do not reach the thoracic duct, but terminate separately

in veins.

Note to sec. cxxi.

Scarpa says the neurilema is a continuation of the dura mater ; Reil, that

it is composed of cellular substance and vessels ; Bichat, that it consists of

pia mater. It appears to become more delicate as it approaches the minute

nervous branches. It is wanting in ganglionic nerves.

The substance of nerves is composed of many filaments, each one inclosed

in neurilema. It is doubtful whether they are, as Tiedemann asserts, mostly

longitudinally placed. Fontana says they cross each other in all directions,

and that the ultimate fibres, which he calls "canaliculi," contain a gelatinous

fluid. Delia Torre and Home say, the ultimate structure of nerves is

globular; whilst Heil and Monro maintain its fibrous nature.

That disposition of nerves called a "plexus" is found almost altogether in

the interior of the body, and generally in the immediate neighbourhood of

large arterial trunks, as the carotid, pulmonary, coeliac, superior and inferior

mesenteric, &c. They possess neurilema, but it is much thinner than in large

and single branches.

Nerves cannot be anatomically traced in lymphatic glands, cartilaginous,

fibrous, or fibro-cartilagiuous textures. Both the substance and neurilema are

more vascular and comparatively more developed in the foetus than the adult.

With regard to the spine, and its appendage, the brain, the following

particulars may be given :—The pia mater is the sole agent in the growth of

them. The gray substance appears after the white, the former being at the

sixth month globular immediately below the pia mater, and the latter, still lower,

fibrous.

The canal of the spinal cord is found only in the foetus, in mammalia. It is

found in all reptiles, fishes, and birds. Occasionally, however, it has been

found after birth in mammifera, instances of which are given by Bauhin

Malpighi, Morgagni, Portal, and Haller.

3 II
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The globules of the cortical part of brain matter have been estimated at

from 2Wot^ to ^o^th of an inch : in the medullary portion, at ^^^o^tli of an

inch : in the corpus callosum, at ^^^^^gth of an inch. In the restiform, pyra-

midal, and olivary eminences the globules are large. According to to Delia

Torre the globules are largest in the brain, smaller in the cerebellum, and least

of all in the spine.

The matter in w^hich they exist is generally supposed to be gelatinous

:

Prochaska, however, says it is very fine cellular membrane. The distinc*

tion is probably no difference, for cellular membrane is gelatinous during life,

and is only cellular vv^hen inflated. It predominates over globules in the cor-

tical substance, is more tenacious and in smaller quantity in proportion to

globules in the medullary, and is in equal quantity vrith the globules in the

corpus callosum.

Note to sec. cxxiii.

The minute muscular filament has been estimated as -jJ^-^th of an inch in

diameter : their union forms fasciculi. Prochaska says that 200 fasciculi

form a bundle : these are from 1-8 th to I- 10th of an inch in diameter. The

fibrine of muscles is found to be most abundant in old age.

Note to sec. cxxvi.

The bony texture of quadrupeds is not so fine and delicate as that of man ;

it is particularly loose and coarse in the cetacea, vphere the distinction.of the

fibres is very manifest, even on the external surface. The bones of birds

consist of a thin, firm, elastic substance, formed of layers apparently fastened

on each other. The bones of reptiles and fishes have a very homogeneous

appearance, the earthy matter and the gelatine appearing to be mixed

uniformly; in cartilaginous fishes the latter predominates. The shells of

testaceous animals are formed of a calcareous substance, which is sometimes

laminated, sometimes as hard as marble ; the earth is not disposed in fibres

or laminae, but is uniformly expanded through the animal substance.

Bones are slow in their formation, in proportion to the remoteness of the

period at which the growth of animals is finished. In some animals it is

always cartilaginous, as in the chondropterygii. Although the bones of other

fishes, reptiles, and serpents acquire a greater hardness, they ever remain

more flexible, and retain a larger proportion of gelatine in their structure than

those of warm-blooded animals.

The colour of bone is not always white. In some genera the bony structure

differs; thus in the garpike (Esox belone,) the bones are green, and in some

varieties of the common fowl, they approach to a black colour.

The common cuttle-fish (Sepia officinalis) has a white, firm, calcareous

mass, commonly known by the name of the cuttle-fish bone, contained in the

substance of its body. It has no connexion with any soft part; no vessel
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or nerve can be perceived to enter it ; nor does it receive the attachment of

any tendon. In the calmar (Sepia loligo) it resembles horn; it is trans-

parent, hard and brittle.

Note to sec. cxxix.

Bichat says, that cartilage consists of longitudinal fibres, intersected by

oblique and transverse ones. No blood vessels are seen in it, but, on cutting

it serum appears on the surface : it is also coloured in jaundice. In young

subjects, however, there is a muscular net-work perceivable in cartilage on

the verge of newly-forming bone : it is the " circulus articuli vasculosus" of

Hunter. /

Note to sec. cxxxv.

On this is founded the instinct of self-preservation, properly called the first

law of nature. This instinct, and the means of exerting it which fall to the

lot of each animal, are in exact proportion to the complexity of its organiza-

tion ; in other words, to the variety of apparatus it has to preserve. The

nervous system more particularly bears this relative proportion. In the

lower animals, this instinct of defence is discovered by various movements,

by the secretion of various poisons, by the formation of a vacuum, &c., as in

reptiles, mollusca, and some insects ; by the secretion of coloured fluids, as in

some fishes ; by the evolution of light, as in phosphorescent insects and

reptiles ; in the higher orders by the secretion of odorous matters, as in some

mammalia, (rodentia and ruminantia;) of electric fluid, as in some fishes ; by

the presentation of a rigid surface, as in the hedge-hog; and lastly, by the

operations of the mind of man, as displayed in ihe endless contrivances of art

to improve the defenceless condition in which nature presents him. Man,

who has the most complex organs to defend and preserve, has also a series of

functions, those of the mind, superadded, the results of whose operations

enable him, though unprovided with the strength of some animals and the

swiftness of others, not only to defend himself from such, but also to subdue

them to his will. Nothing can be more beautiful than the adaptation of means

to ends, of power to defend to parts to be defended, exhibited in this law of

of animal nature !

Note to sec. cxxxix,'after " depend on central organs"

So great is the connexion between the centralization of organs and the

activity of vital manifestation that it even influences the comparative vital

phenomena of animals, in which the two hearts form one mass, and those in

which they are separate. In the former, the mammifera, all the manifesta-

tions of life are most intense : whereas, in fishes and reptiles, where the heart

is not so compactly central, the sympathies between, and the vital manifesta-

tions of, the parts are considerably fewer and weaker. In still lower animals,

worms, for instance, where no central organ of circulation exists, the mani-
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fested vital activity is almost at its lowest ebb, while, at the same time, their

individuality is less distinct, and sections of them live and have their being.

To the medical student this law of dependence between the peripheric and

central organs becomes worthy of the first attention. To it, for instance, alt

the morbid phenomena of the pulse are owing, phenomena which may vary

in degree or quality, according to the diseased portion of the circulatory peri-

phery sympathizing with the central heart ; the hard pulse being generated ort

one occasion, the small one on another, &c.

Note to sec. cxliii, after " terebintacece," ^c.

The sexual division of plants has been more than once questioned. In

order to set it beyond a doubt, Gaertner undertook a series of experiments, of

a few of which we now give a sketch. They relate to the fecundation of the

plant naturally or artificially by its proper pollen ; to fecundation by another

plant ; to the action of pulverized sulphur, magnesia, lycopodium, &c ; and

to the duration and mode of action of the pollen of one plant upon the ovaria

of another. A microscopic quantity of pollen proper to a plant being placed

on its pistil destroys the action of a large mass of pollen of another plant

even though of a near species. The proper pollen of a plant applied by a

pencil to a stigma becomes so exactly attached to it that it is difficult to remove

it without injuring the stigma. The result is very different with the pollen of

another plant ; the stigma then appropriates the pollen with difficulty and

slowly, and this in proportion as the species differ. When the fecundation

of one plant is occasioned by the pollen of another, the pollen applied to

the stigma disappears in a time which, cceteris paribus, varies as the affinity

between the species is greater or less. When once the pistil is saturated

with fecundating matter, that which is subsequently applied undergoes no

change either of colour or form. In natural fecundation the stigma loses its

fulness and freshness as soon as it is saturated with fecundating matter ; in

cross fecundation the stigma remains unchanged for a much longer time, and

even sometimes seems to be renewed in vigour. In this latter case the pollen

which is reapplied disappears until the stigma loses its freshness. The foreign

pollen retards rather than accelerates fecundation.

Note to sec. cxliii, after " in the lepas."

In 1806, Home ascertained that teredines had double generative organs.

In 1815, he remarked the same in the lamprey. In 1823, the same arrange-

ment was shown by him in the common eel, the conger eel, and the barnacle.

In earth worms there are two slits, or suckers, a little way from the head,

on each side of the belly. Lower down there is a pair of hooks correspond-

ing to each pair of suckers. In the copulative act, two worms proceed from

respective holes in the soil sufficiently to reach each other ; their heads

remaining in the holes. The hook of each is then attached to the sucker of
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the other, which sucker becomes filled with mucus. The act takes up a long

space of time.

Note to sec. clix.

Decanclolle says, roots should unite the offices of absorption and prehen-

sion, otherwise they are only suckers on the one hand, or claws on the other.

Absorption is effected solely by the spongy extremities of each radical fibril.

The expeiiments of Senebier, alluded to in the text, to prove this fact are

as follow : placing one carrot root completely under water, and another with

its fibrinous extremity only immersed, he found that equal absorption had

taken place in both. Again he placed the fibrillous extremity of a carrot-

root under water, and immersed the whole bulk of another one, except this

extremity, in the same fluid ; the former absorbed quickly, the latter not at

all. Duhamel long previously had remarked, that young trees exhaust the

soil near the trunk ; while old trees with horizontal roots, such as old elms,

exhaust it at a distance from the trunk proportionate to their age.

In roots, it is for the most part a law that the fewer spongy fibrils they

possess the greater contrivance there is for depots of nutriment previously

prepared. Thus bulbous roots, though possessing scarcely any spongelets,

are far from being delicate, inasmuch as they possess a depot of mucilaginous

nutriment.

Note to sec. clxxviii.

The upward perpendicular tendency of the caufis of vascular plants is

wanting only in some parasites, or those plants which live on sap prepared by

others, as in the mistletoe and cuscuta.

Perennial caules have either a green bark, and are then called "succulenti,"

as in stapelia; or woody, (caules lignosi, fructicosi,) or have a medium cha-

racter, and are termed " sublignosi." The caulis; moreover, is either fixed

to other plants by claws, as in ivy ; (Sowerby, English Botany, pi. 126 ;) by

tendrils, as in peas ; by long hanging branches, as in the Solandra ; by

hooked hairs, as in the Galium operine ; by prehension, like true roots, as in

the Ficus scandens, ferns and climbing orchideee ; or by spiral torsions, as in

cuscutse.

Note to sec. ccxviii, after " vegetable albumen."

Chlorophylle, which acts so important a part in the organization of vege-

tables, has been classed, sometimes among the resins and sometimes among

the fatty matters, because it is soluble in the same menstrua in which they are.

But the fact of its being converted into a soap by postash forbids it, accord-

to Raspail's opinion, (Nouv. Syst. de Chemie Organique, sec. llOl,) being

any longer classed apart from the vegetable fatty bodies. It is, in fact, a

variety of wax. It is bleached by exposure to the sun, and also by the

action of chlorine and the alkalies. Sulphuric acid dissolves it at first, and
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receives a green colour from it ; but ultimately it, as well as all other acids,

destroys this coloured matter. It must be remarked, that the shades of

colour resulting from the action of acids aud alkalies on this matter are various,

according to the kind of plant from which it has been obtained and the period

of its extraction. It is seen to pass spontaneously by the progress of vege-

tation through all the hues of the prism, generally terminating with a yellow,

thus corresponding with the birth and death of the leaves,—the spring dis-

playing them in their liveliest green, and the autumn showing their yellow

garb.

Note to sec. ccxxviii, after "to open and shut them."

Dr. Carson, jun., in the " Monthly Archives of the Medical Sciences" for

January, 1834, has made use of this arrangement as an analogical support to

a theory which he advances, viz,, that the muscular fibres of the trachea in

mammifera are intended both to extend the passage for the entrance of air,

and by their contraction to diminish the calibre, and thus retain the air in the

lungs during the interval between inspiration and expiration. Whether this

be the case or not in mammifera, and the theory is sufficiently ingenious, it is

more than probable that the muscular arrangement alluded to in the text, as

existant in insects, effects such ends as those mentioned by Dr. Carson, jun.

The very simple cul-de-sac stigma seems to require some such means to insure

the full action of the air upon its interior, and vice versa.

Note to sec. ccliv, after •' the larvce of the libellula."

In man the globules (according to Raspail) are from -j^i^ or j^^ to -^^ of a

miUimetre in size and of a circular and flattened form. Other mammifera

possess globules of somewhat the same size and form. The blood globules of

birds, fishes, and oviparous quadrupeds are elliptic. Those of the frog are as

much as ^i^th of a millimetre, and of the salamander -^oth. These are the largest

known. The same author supposes the blood globules to be only albuminous

muscle precipitated from the serous menstruum in which'they were dissolved.

Under what circumstances does this precipitation take place ? For there

are always globules but their quantity varies at different times. The globules

are always scanty when the serous fluid is abundant, and vice versa, which

gives a colour to the hypothesis of precipitation from the menstruum.

Note to sec. cclxii.

In the circulation of the blood another agent is involved, according to an

original writer of the day. He supposes that the blood is absorbed by the

parietes of the vessels through which it passes ; and that it likewise receives

from them the refuse of their functional effects. The former he calls aspira-

tion or attraction, the latter expiration. As these imply movement of the

fluid and moreover an uniform movement, (inasmuch as the double operation

is inherent in each molecule,) he maintains that its continuous effect must be
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the grand agent in causing the sanguineous circulation, and, according to him,

therefore, resemble the circulation of vegetables.

—

(Raspail Nouveau Systeme

de Chimie Organique, p. 364.)

But this is straining at trifles. The efl'ect of such aspiration, supposing

it to be more than an hypothesis, must be exceedingly diminutive ; and the

shock given to the sanguineous column by the heart, together with the rapi-

dity with which the blood moves onward must render such an agent next to

nugatory, and altogether improbable in its asserted character of sole, agent in

the circulation.

Nor are we inclined to attach great consideration to the agency of the

attraction of tissues as regards the circulation. That they exert a discrimi-

native affinity with reference to the blood presented to them is sufficiently

plausible, because it answers the purposes of their deposition, certain tissues

being deposited in certain situations only. But that such operation on the

nutritious fluid presented, implies an attraction or, as some call it, auis sugendi,

capable of even aiding in the circulation, is conjectural and without plausibi-

lity. The self-movement of the blood globules must materially assist in the

capillary circulation, expended as the impetus from the heart must have been

by the innumerable subdivisions of the torrent which it propels from its own

cavity.

Note to sec. cclxxxi.

The double circulation of the Chara hispida has been maintained during more

than an entire month, in the interval between two ligatures placed at a short

distance from each other on a stalk ; this stalk was separated from the mother

plant and could, not, therefore, receive any influence from that quarter. The

experiment was first made by Gozzi, and lately repeated by Raspail (Nouv.

Syst. de Chim. Organ, p. 319.)

Note to sec. cclxxxii, " vegetable alkalies or salifiable bases."

The different kinds of descending sap may be divided into the saccharine,

from the sugar cane, the grape, the beet-root, the mushroom, the chesnut, the

liquorice root, &c. ; the gummy, from the Arabian and Senegal Acacia, the

cherry and plum trees, linseed, althaea root, &c. ; the milky or glutinous from

different lettuces, and particularly the "palo de vaca" or cow-tree, growing in

the Caraccas, at an elevation of 1,200 ft. from the sea, the sap of which is used

by the natives for all the purposes of milk ; the oleaginous, froin the quillaia

smegmadermos ; the resinous,from most coniferous plants; the gutnmo-resinous,

from the papaver somniferum (common opium) pastinaca opoponax, the

euphorbium officinarium, the juniperus lycia, and thurifera, the assafoetida,

&c. ; the oleagino-glutinous, from the caslilleja elastica.

Note to sec. cccxlii.

From the distinction here made between secretions from minute vessels
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and secretions from glands, one might be led to suppose that the latter are not

products of the blood contained in capillaries. So long as experiment demon-

strates the continuation of arterial capillaries into venous radicles and the

secretion of matters from the blood in the former, other than deposits from

minute vessels cannot be maintained. The difference is dependent on the

distribution of vessels in the several parts. This distribution on plain sur-

faces begets vaporous or exhaled matters; on ramified surfaces varied

fluids. Nor though acini are seen in the liver, for instance, is it experi-

mentally ascertained that they are the secretory points of that gland.

On the other hand, and in the absence of positive facts, some analogies

speak in favour of biliary secretion from the mucous base of the gland.

These are found in the secretion of a matter in the gall bladder (a ramification

of the same mucous membrane which lines the liver ducts and alimentary canal)

vphich adds considerably to its bitterness ; in the varied nature of the mucous

secretion of the cryptze of the digestive apparatus, according to their loca-

lities, these, in the stomach secreting the gastric fluid, in the coecum, the

foeces, &c. These cryptae are in miniature what the salivary glands, liver,

and pancreas are in replete character ; appendices of the mucous lining of

the alimentary canal, and taking into account the simplicity of their ramifica^

tion as compared with that of the liver, their secretions differ quite as much

from the vaporous exhalations of the smooth surfaces, as do those of the liver.

Why, therefore, should not the bile be secreted from the complex ramifica-

tions of the latter gland?

If this hypothesis be of any value in regard to the liver which we have

adduced as an instance, it will plainly also apply to the ramifications of other

mucous surfaces, taking on the attributes of glands ; as also to those cryptae

of the skin which give out the sebaceous secretion.

Note to sec. ccclxviii, after '* some species offrogs."

These are the bull frog (Rana taurina, Cuvier) and the brown toad (Bufo

fuscus, Laurenti) - The urine of the former is almost transparent, insipid, but

not without smell, the odour it emits resembling that of the serum of the blood.

After evaporation there remains a small quantity of brownish extractive, having

the smell of urea ; and the specific gravity 1.003. That of the brown toad is

1.008, resembles human urine in smell and in taste also, though more faint.

Evaporation gives more of the brown extract, urea, than the preceding kind.

1 1 also contains a great quantity of subcarbonate of ammonia. Hence it would

appear, that the urine of frogs and toads is very similar, but that it differs from

the urine of other amphibia. Besides the acids and alkalis here mentioned,

sulphur, silica, and fluoric acid combined and free exist in the urine. Lactic

acid combined with ammonia is also a constituent, and, according to Berzelius,

gives the odour peculiar to urine. The urine of the horse, rabbit, and cow, are
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milky, from the great quantity of carbonates (lime and magnesia) they contain.

With regard to the predominance of uric acid in carnivorous animals, Wollas-

ton found that the gannet, fed only on fish, discharged no sohd matter except

uric acid, and Prout found it in the proportion of 90 per cent, in the excrement

of the boa constrictor. On the other hand, Vauquelin ascertained its absence

from the urine of the Hon and tiger, though these animals were fed on flesh,

and passed urine containing- abundance of urea.— Thomson's Ann. v. 5, p. 413.

Note to sec. ccclxix, after *' bunch of grapes."

In bears, for instance, in which there are upwards of fifty distinct portions

or lobuli connected by vessels and ducts. This many-lobed kidney is chiefly

found in aquatic animals, in which, as the author remarks, they form a greater

mass than in land animals. In the seal and porpoise there is no common

pelvis, but each lobule sends its individual duct to the ureter. The single-

lobed kidney is generally found in land animals, especially those which secrete

fluid by the skin.

Note to sec. ccclxx, " after a true urinary calculus in it."

Townson's reasons for the assertion were—that the sac has no connexion

with the ureters, the latter ending in the posterior part of the rectum, whereas

the sac is placed on the fore part, that the fluid it contains is pure water : and

that it is out of proportion with the kidney, exceeding its volume twenty or

thirty times. (Townson's Tracts and Observations, p. 66). The analysis of

Lassaigne and Vauquelin however outweighs these considerations.

Note to sec, ccclxxxvi.

It will be evident that many of these calculations of heat must be approxi-

mations only. If we go along with Tiedemann in maintaining that the heat of

animals is the production of their own vitality, we must also be convinced that

causes which modify the vital conditions, will likewise modify the evolution of

calorio in them. This will be the more the case in those animals whose organiza-

tion and consequent vitality are of that exalted character enjoyed by mammi-

fera; and it is to these that the preceding tables refer. Accordingly, the vio-

lence which must necessarily have been employed, and the lesions that must

have been effected in the vital conditions, during the experiments on which

those tables are founded, cannot but render the results somewhat distant from

the actual fact, though the doubtlessly close approximation to it gives them an

interest which is not a little enhanced by the concomitant accounts of local-

ities wherein, and the temperature at which, they were taken.

Note to sec. ccccxxii.

The most recent experiments on the relative powers, and the latest observa-

tions on the anatomical structure, of the electrical organs of the raia torpedo

are those made by Dr. Davy and reported in the volume of the Philosophical

Transactions for the year 1832, page 259. From the facts and observations

3 I
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detailed in that paper it appears very diflficult to resist the conclusion that the

electrical organs of the torpedo are not muscular, but columns formed of

tendinous and nervous fibres distended by a thin gelatinous fluid. Their

situation, too, surrounded by and exposed to the pressure of powerful muscles,

shows that, if condensation is required for the exercise of the electrical

function, they may experience it without possessing any muscular fibres in

their own substance. The arrangement of the muscles of the back and of the.

fins, and of the very powerful cross muscles situated between the under

surfaces of the electrical organs is admirably adapted to compress them.

Without entering into any minute anatomical examination of these muscles

and their uses, it is only necessary to compare them in the torpedo and in any

other species of ray to be convinced that they are adequate to and designed

for the effect mentioned.

Dr. Davy, although he has distinctly seen the same appearance presented,

still concurs in the opinion expressed by Mr. Hunter, (Philos. Trans., 1773,)

that the columns of the electrical organs are composed of cells containing a

fluid, divided by their horizontal partitions which he was able to count.

In examining the brain, proceeding from the anterior to the posterior portion

after passing the first, second, third, and fourth pairs of nerves, the fifth is

described as seen issuing from the medulla oblongata or posterior tubercle of

the brain. After quitting the cranium (confining the description to one side)

it proceeds upwards, divided into two large branches, which go to clusters of

mucous glands situated in the front of the head and at the anterior margin of

the electrical orgaus, and they appear to be confined to these parts. The next

pair, the first electrical, rises close to the preceding just behind it, and in

passing out of the cranium, is firmly connected with it, and also where it passes

out, a portion of medullary matter proceeds from it into a cavity filled with

fluid, in the cartilage adjoining, which there is reason to consider as the cavity

of the organs of hearing, and the medullary matter (he nerve of hearing.

After this, in passing outwards, it divides into three small branches and two

large ones. Of the former, one proceeds to the gills, another to the adjoining

muscles, and the third to the mouth. Of the great branches, one ascends and,

sweeping round the margin of the electrical organs, is distributed to the

mucous glands which abound there, and where some of its twigs inosculate

with twigs of the former nerve.

The other great branch, which is inferior, enters the electrical organ and

ramifies through its superior portion. The next pair of nerves, the second

electrical, rises a little beyond the preceding. On leaving the cranium it

divides into two great branches; these, with the exception of the nervous

twigs, supplying the adjoining branchiae, are distributed entirely in the sub-

staince of the electrical organ, and ramify in all directions through its middle
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portion. The third electrical rises close to the last, divided only by a very

thin plate of cartilage ; the principal portion of it passes into the electrical

organ and ramifies through its inferior part, and, besides, gives off three small

branches, which are sent to the adjoining branchiae, to the gullet and stomach,

and to the tail. 'JMie branch which supplies the stomach appears to be the

principal nerve of this organ ; it descends along the inner and inferior portion

of the gullet and ramifies in the direction of the great arch of the stomach.

The caudal branch descends in a straight line under the peritoneal lining of the

abdomen and under the spinal nerves, without giving off a branch till it reaches

the tail, in the muscular substance of which it is lost.

Dr. Davy has not yet been able to discover any connexions of the electrical

nerves besides those pointed out. It is an interesting fact, that the gastric

nerves are derived from them. Perhaps superfluous electricity, when not

required for the defence of the animal, may be directed to this organ to promote

digestion. In the instance of a fish which Dr. Davy had many days alive in

his possession, and which was frequently excited to give shocks, digestion

appeared to be completely arrested. When it died a small fish was found in

its stomach, much in the same state as when it was swallowed. No portion

of it had been dissolved.

Though Dr. Davy has not found the temperature of the electrical organs

higher than that of any other part of the fish, or the temperature of the fish

generally different from that of the water in which it has been confined, yet it

seems probable that, as the branchiae are liberally supplied with twigs of the

electrical nerves, there may be some connexion between its respiratory and

electrical function ; and he ventures to offer the conjecture that, by means of its

electricity, it may have the power of decomposing water and of thus supplying

itself with air, when lying covered with mud or sand in situations in which it

is easy to conceive pure air may be deficient ; and in his experiments Dr. Davy

has often fancied that he has witnessed something of the kind. After repeated

discharges of its electricity, the margin of the pectoral fins has acquired an

appearance as if very minute bubbles of air were generated in it and confined.

Besides the electrical nerves, there is a plexus of nerves, deserving attention,

of great magnitude, formed by the junction of the anterior and posterior,

or upper and under cervical nerves ; of the former, about sixteen on each side,

of the latter about fourteen. It makes its appearance as one trunk just below

the transverse cartilage, which is interposed betwixt the thorax and abdomen.

It sends a recurrent branch to the muscles and skin of the under surface of

the thorax ; but its main trunk ascends along the inner margin of the pectoral

fi'n and is distributed through it. On this plexus the sentient and motive

powers of the parts connected with the electrical organs seem to depend.
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The electrical nerves at their origins are enveloped in a very thick fibrous

sheath. As the branches subdivide in the substance of the organ the neu-

rilema becomes thin and semi-transparent. On examining a minute branch

vfith a powerful lens, its internal and medullary substance is not seen in a

continuous line, but interrupted, as it were dotted, as if the sheath contained

a succession of partitions with a httle space between each.

In the anatomical structure of the torpedo the mucous system forms a very

conspicuous part; it consists of several clusters and chains of glands distri-

buted chiefly around the electrical organs, at different depths beneath the

cutis ; and of strong transparent vessels of various lengths and sizes, opening

externally in the skin, for the purpose of pouring out the thick mucus

secreted by the glands and destined for lubricating the surface. This system

has not been noticed by Mr. Hunter, and it has been but imperfectly described

by Lorenzini. Though it is not peculiar to the torpedo, it is much more

strongly developed in this fish than in any other species of the ray, and

the situation of the glands and the distribution of their vessels are different.

Whether it is concerned in any way with the electrical function of the torpedo

is deserving of consideration. That it is thus concerned in some way,

seems to be indicated, not only by the situation of these glands, between

and surrounding the electrical organs, but still more so by the manner in which

they are supplied with nerves, either from the first electrical, or from the fourth

pair, which is connected with the nerve. As the thick transparent mucus,

which these glands secrete, is probably a better conductor of electricity than

the skin alone, or than salt water, this raucous system may serve as a medium

of communication between the electrical organs. Dr. Davy states, as cor-

roborative of this idea, that when one contact wire was placed underneath

an active torpedo just anterior to the mouth, and the other at the extremity

of the back, out of the circle of the mucous apparatus, the shock of the fish

had no effect either on the multiplier or on needles in the spiral. But when

the upper contact wire was made to touch the back of one electrical organ,

the under wire being placed as in the preceding experiment, both these effects

were simultaneously produced ; and they were also produced when both the

wires were brought very close to each other, one being kept as before, and

the other moved immediately over it, in front, each about a quarter of an inch

from the margin, and not connected with the electrical organs, except by the

common integuments and this mucous apparatus. It is worthy of remark,

that this little space in front, intermediate between the two electrical organs,

so abounding in glandular structure, and so amply provided with nerves,

appears from experiment to possess very little sensibility; this was denoted

in these trials in which the fish though exquisitely sensible of pressure on the
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margin of the pectoral fins, seemed indifferent to it when applied in front, as

if the fourth pair, which supplies this part, were destined rather for secretion

than for the purposes of sensation.

The connexion between the electrical nerves and the mucous system, even

more remarkable than between the former and the stomach, may perhaps

warrant the conjecture, that the electrical function may be not only aided by,

but also aid the secretion of mucus ; and that as was supposed in regard to

the stomach, when the electricity is not employed in repelling an enemy in

violent efforts it may be exercised gently in increasing the activity of these

glands. In support of this notion it may be maintained, that in fishes in which

digestion was arrested, the secretion also of mucus seemed to be stopped or

considerably diminished.

Mr. Hunter, from the examination of a torpedo whose vascular system was

injected, states that the electrical organs of this fish are abundantly supplied

with blood-vessels. From what Dr. Davy has witnessed in the living fish and

the fresh fish recently dead, he is compelled to conclude that the quantity of

blood which circulates through them is very inconsiderable. The blood-ves-

sels which pass into them with the electrical nerves are small ; the organs are

colourless and very few branches carr3nng red blood are perceptible extend-

ing through them. The integuments of these organs, and the pectoral fins and

the lateral clusters of mucous glands, are indeed abundantly supplied with

blood-vessels. The contrast of the vascularity of these parts and of the elec-

trical organs is so strongly marked as to suggest the idea that the latter can

possess very little ordinary vital activity, and that in accordance with the com-

mon analogies of living parts they must be rather passive than active.

The experiments on the electricity of the torpedo, detailed by Dr. Davy,

confirm those made by Mr. Walsh, in 1772, shewing its resemblance to

common electricity. They moreover shew, that, like common electricity and

. voltaic electricity, it has the power of giving magnetic polarity to iron, and of

producing certain chemical changes. In these, its general effects, it does not

seem to be essentially peculiar, but as much allied to voltaic electricity as

voltaic electricity is to atmospheric, or atmospheric electricity is to that pro-

duced by contact or friction.

When we examine more minutely its phenomena or effects, in relation to

these different kinds, or varieties ef electricity, certain points of difference

occur. Compared with voltaic electricity, its effects on the multiplier is fee-

ble ; its power of decomposing water and metallic solutions is inconsiderable ;

but its power of giving a shock is great, and so also is its power of magnet-

ising iron.

. Compared with common electricity, it has a power of affecting the multi-
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bit, its chemical effects are more distinct ; its power of magnetising iron, and

giving a shock appear very similar; its power of passing through air is infi-

nitely less, as is also (if it possess it at all) its power of producing heat and

light. There are other points of difference.

How are these differences to be explained ? Do they admit of explanation

similar to that advanced by Mr. Cavendish in his theory of the torpedo; or

may we suppose, according to the analogy of the solar ray, that the electrical

power, whether excited by the common machine or by the voltaic battery, or

by the torpedo, is not a simple power, but a combination of powers, which

may occur variously associated and produce all the varieties of electricity with

which we are acquainted.

As regards the mode of production, or the cause of the electricity of the

torpedo, it is unavoidably enveloped in great mystery. Like animal heat

and the light emitted by certain animals, like the secretions of animals gene-

rally, it appears to be a result of living action, and connected with a peculiar

and unusually complicated organization. All the attempts made to obtain

electrical excitement in the fish, after it has been deprived of life, have been

vain. The observations which have been detailed relating to anatomical

structure show a complicated adaptation of parts, nerves of unusual magnitude,

ramified between apparently insensible columns, saturated with a bad con-

ducting fluid ; muscles surrounding these columns and fitted to compress them ;

and a system of mucous glands and tubes adjoining, well adapted to be the

medium of electrical communication between the two organs and their oppo-

site sides.

Note to sec. cccclxxx.

Most plants have more or less of a spiral turn in their developement. Thus

it is not unfrequent to see trees having few branches, as the fir, in which this

direction is very plainly exhibited, when they have been deprived of their bark

for some time, and the ligneous portion has been exposed to the air ; spiral

fissures in the latter are then visible. M. du Petit Thouars (Hist, d'un More,

de Bois. p. 71) and Theophrastus before him (Hist. Plantar, Lib. 3. cap. 18)

remarks that the ablation of the bark of smooth trunked trees, as the cherry-

tree, or the Hydrangea arborescens, is more easily effected in a spiral than in

any other direction. Again, the primitive direction of the leaves of endoge-

nous plants (raonocotyledones) is spiral, and very many of the exogenous (di-

cotyledones) have this disposition, either from a natural or accidental develope-

ment. That there is some connexion between this spiral tendency of straight

trunks and the twisting branches usually so called, is in some degree confirmed

by the observation of M. Leopold de Buch, who says that in several species
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of the former, the direction of the spiral torsion is as constant as that of the

latter. Thus, for instance, the Indian or horse-chesnut tree, and the common

chesnut, twist in contrary directions.

The spiral torsion of some plants exists all their life however ligneous their

trunks and branches become, as those of the Misteria fructescens et Periploca

gr<Bca; whilst in others this tendency is only visible in young branches, and

disappears in the ligneous branches or trunks of several ipomcese with ligneous

trunks.

END OF THE ADDITIONAL NOTES.
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